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The production of heat and power from the thermal conversion of biomass has gained global interest 
with the desire to lower the anthropogenic e ission of potentially harmful gases. Develop ent and 
implementation of high efficiency biomass combustion technology is arguably the best near-term 
solution to provide stable and CO2-neutral centralized power and district heating. 
 Th  present study contribut s to the construction of a scientific basis for the development 
of the next generation of biomass burner technology. The work combines experimental and modeling 
work in lab-, pilot-, and full-scale and aims to improve the predictive tools for biomass devolatilization 
at conditions relevant to suspension fired bio-dust combustion. It provides new methods for the ex-
trapolation of sim le pyrolysis models across scales and operating co ditions. The results are readily 
implementable to commercial CFD softwares and provide potentially signficant simulation improve-
ments over the currently available models without adding additional strain to the computational re-
quirement .
 The studies of the fundamental processes are supplemented by comprehensive full-scale 
flame measurements at operating power plants firing 100 % bio-dust. The campaigns are build from 
systematic changes in the operating conditions and characterization of central flame parameter thus 
linking quantified flame responses to specific operating conditions. As such, the present work pro-
vides both improvements to the predictive tools as well as evaluation material for complex burner 
simulations. 
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#bi`+i
h?2 T`2b2Mi bim/v +QMi`B#mi2b iQ i?2 2bi#HBb?K2Mi Q7  b+B2MiB}+
#bBb 7Q` i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 M2ti ;2M2`iBQM Q7 #BQKbb #m`M2`bX Ai
+QK#BM2b 2tT2`BK2MiH M/ KQ/2HBM; rQ`F BM H#@- TBHQi@- M/ 7mHH@b+H2
M/ b22Fb iQ #Qi? /2}M2 M/ 7mH}H i?2 +m``2Mi M22/b 7Q` /2p2HQTBM; #2ii2`
T`2/B+iBp2 iQQHb i?i +M #2 mb2/ iQ /pM+2 i?2 #m`M2` i2+?MQHQ;vX
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b Q7 #BQKbb T`iB+H2b r2`2 2pHmi2/ i
QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb `2H2pMi iQ bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ TmHp2`Bx2/ 7m2H US6V
+QK#mbiBQM, S`iB+H2 ?2iBM; `i2b QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 104Ĝ105E · b−1 M/
;b T?b2 T2F i2KT2`im`2b Q7 1405Ĝ1667E r2`2 Q#iBM2/ BM  HKBM`
2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ` UG6_V ?2i2/ #v M mM/2`@biQB+?BQK2i`B+ *>9f>k
TBHQi ~K2X SBM2 rQQ/- KBb+Mi?mb- E*H /QT2/ U1.5riX WV TBM2 rQQ/-
M/ H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb r2`2 72/ iQ i?2 `2+iQ` BM irQ T`iB+H2 bBx2 7`+@
iBQMb U63Ĝ90μK M/ 106Ĝ125μKV M/ 2ti`+i2/ /m`BM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
i `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b #2ir22M 4 M/ 200KbX S`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ `2b@
B/2M+2 iBK2 ?BbiQ`B2b r2`2 /2`Bp2/ 7`QK +QKTmiiBQMH ~mB/ /vMKB+b
U*6.V bBKmHiBQMb +QmTH2/ iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib i?`Qm;? M Bi2`@
iBp2 mT/i2 Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+bX h?2 `2bmHib BM/B+i2/ i?i
i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM +QmH/ #2 /2b+`B#2/ #v  bBM;H2 }`bi Q`/2` `2+iBQM
Ua6P_V K2+?MBbK M/ M ``?2MBmb ivT2 `i2 2tT`2bbBQM #mi rBi? MQ@
iB+2#Hv 7bi2` FBM2iB+b i?M T`2pBQmbHv `2TQ`i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X h?2
7bi2` FBM2iB+b r2`2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 BKT`Qp2/ +?`+i2`BxiBQM BM i?2
T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iv ?BbiQ`vX h?2 FBM2iB+ BMp2biB;iBQM rb ++QKTMB2/ #v
 KQ`T?QHQ;v bim/v b?QrBM; +QKT`2?2MbBp2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQM Q7 i?2 bQHB/
T?b2 b ?2i@mT M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q;`2bb2/X h?2 bQHB/ T?b2 mM@
/2`r2Mi  K2HiBM; T?b2- +?M;BM; i?2 ;2QK2i`B+H TT2`M+2 7`QK 
M22/H2 b?T2/ T`2Mi 7m2H iQ M2` bT?2`B+H +?` T`iB+H2bX h?2 i`Mb7Q`@
KiBQM TT2`2/ iQ T`Q;`2bb 7bi2` 7Q` ?B;? b? +QMi2Mi 7m2Hb M/ /B/ MQi
Q++m` iQ bB;MB}+Mi /2;`22 mMiBH 7i2` +QKTH2iBQM Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
7Q` HQr b? rQQ/ TBM2X
 QM2 /BK2MbBQMH ?2i i`MbTQ`i KQ/2H +QmTH2/ rBi?  bBKmHiM2Qmb
/`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2H rb /2p2HQT2/ M/ pHB/i2/ ;BMbi
2tT2`BK2MiH /i 7Q` T`iB+H2b #2ir22M 63μK M/ 10.9KKX h?2 KQ/2H
rb #b2/ QM i?2 a6P_ K2+?MBbK #mi `2[mB`2/ b2T`i2 FBM2iB+b 7Q`
?B;? M/ HQr i2KT2`im`2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM BM Q`/2` iQ +Qp2` i?2 `2H2pMi
BMi2`pHb Q7 ?2iBM; `i2b M/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2bX h?2 2z2+iBp2 ?2i@
BM; `i2 2tT2`B2M+2/ #v i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb iQ 2ti2Mi /2}M2/ #v i?2 BMBiBH
?2i +T+Biv Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 M/ i?mb i?2 i?2`KH ?BbiQ`B2b 7Q`  ivTB@
+H #BQ/mbi T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM USa.V 2Mi2`BM;  7mHH@b+H2 #m`M2`
bTM rB/2 BM ?2iBM; `i2b M/ i2KT2`im`2bX h?2 KQ/2H rb mb2/ iQ
2pHmi2 i?2 BM?2`2Mi 2``Q` r?2M mbBM; M BbQi?2`KH bbmKTiBQM BM #BQ@
/mbi +QK#mbiBQMX  T`2HBKBM`v "BQi@MmK#2` MHvbBb b?Qr2/ ?Qr #BQ@
/mbi T`iB+H2b `2 M2p2` iQ #2 bbmK2/ BbQi?2`KH mM/2` +QM/BiBQMb `2H2@
pMi iQ S6 +QK#mbiBQMX *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 R. KQ/2H iQ  +Q``2bTQM/@
BM; BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H 2bi#HBb?2/ ?Qr i?2 BbQi?2`KH TT`Q+? Qp2`2biB@
Ki2/ i?2 `2[mB`2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 7Q` bKHH T`iB+H2b U89μKV #v
10Ĝ20W- /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMbX *QMi``v- i?2 BbQi?2`KH
KQ/2H rQmH/ bB;MB}+MiHv mM/2`2biBKi2 i?2 `2[mB`2/ iBK2 7Q` +QKTH2i2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 T`iB+H2b H`;2` i?M  72r ?mM/`2/ KB+`QMbX h?2 T`2@
/B+i2/ iQiH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 7Q`  490μK T`iB+H2 mbBM; i?2 BbQi?2`@
KH TT`Q+? rb 7QmM/ iQ #2 20Ĝ30W b?Q`i2` i?M i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM;
R. KQ/2H T`2/B+iBQMb- /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMbX q?BH2 i?2
/2pBiBQMb 2t+22/2/ 50W 7Q`  1.6KK T`iB+H2X
M 2M;BM22`BM; }t iQ i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i HBKBi2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q@
+2bb ?b #22M /2p2HQT2/- HHQrBM; 7Q` /B`2+i BKTH2K2MiiBQM BMiQ i?2
+QKK2`+BH *6. +Q/2 Lauaȉ6Gl1LhȉUpXRjX8ĜR8XydVX h?2 K2i?Q/
Bb #b2/ QM /Bb+`2i2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 BMi2`pHb- 2+? rBi? i?2B` QrM bT2+B}+ b2i
Q7 TT`2Mi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b #b2/ QM i?2 bBKmHiBQM `2bmHib Q7 i?2
biM/@HQM2 bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2HX h?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM
BMiQ 6Gl1Lhȉ+M #2 +?B2p2/ #v i?2 BM?2`2Mi /Bb+`2i2 T?b2 7mM+iBQMb
M/ //b MQ //BiBQMH bi`BM iQ i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH `2[mB`2K2MibX
 KQ/2H 7m2H rb /2`Bp2/ #b2/ QM i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM bim/v- +b2
bim/v `2bmHib 7`QK 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb- M/ HBi2`im`2 bm`p2vbX Ai BM@
+Hm/2b `2+QKK2M/2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b- Sa.b- T?vbB+H M/ +?2K@
B+H T`QT2`iB2b- M/ +?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 2pQHpBM; ;b2bX h?2 7Q`Km@
HiBQM Q7 i?2 7m2H T`QT2`iB2b KF2b Bi `2/BHv BKTH2K2Mi#H2 iQ Lauaȉ
6Gl1LhȉX
6mHH@b+H2 K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi i K;2` TQr2` biiBQM
UJoV M/ >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM U>1oVX qBi? 7Q+mb QM i?2 M2` #m`M2`
}2H/- BMi`mbBp2 T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 M/
bT2+B2b +QM+2Mi`iBQMb b r2HH b QTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMb BM #Qi? i?2 BM@
7``2/ UA_V M/ pBbB#H2 bT2+i`mK UoAaV r2`2 mb2/ iQ +?`+i2`Bx2 ~K2
`2bTQMb2b iQ +?M;2b BM i?2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX  K2i?Q/ 7Q` 7bi ~K2
KTTBM; rb /2p2HQT2/ M/ HHQr2/ 7Q` i?2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2
~K2bX h?2 #m`M2`b i Jo M/ >1o- Hi?Qm;? bBKBH` BM i?2`KH Qmi@
Tmi M/ +QMbi`m+iBQM- T`Q/m+2/ 7mM/K2MiHHv /Bz2`2Mi ~K2bX  ?B;?
Kbb ~Qr Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v B` USV T2M2i`i2/ i?2 BMi2`@
MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 UA_wV T`Q/m+2/ #v i?2 brB`HBM; +QK#mbiBQM B` i
JoX A_ BK;BM; Q7 i?2 ~K2 b?Qr2/ +QH/ T`iB+H2b T2M2i`iBM; KQ`2
i?M  [m`H /BK2i2` BMiQ i?2 ~K2 rBi? QMHv HBiiH2 `/BH /BbT2`bBQMX
6HK2 BMbi#BHBiB2b r2`2 2bBHv T`QpQF2/ #v +?M;2b iQ i?2 QT2`iBQMH
+QM/BiBQMb- /2bi#BHBxBM; i?2 A_wX
h?2 >1o #m`M2` rb QT2`i2/ i HQr2` S ~QrbX h?2 B` rb T`B@
K`BHv BMi`Q/m+2/ b T`2@?2i2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 i2`iB`v B` UhV `2;Bbi2` i
?B;? p2HQ+BivX h?Bb +`2i2/ M A_w bi`QM; 2MQm;? iQ /2~2+i i?2 T`iB+H2
H/2M S ~Qr M/ /Bp2`i i?2 T`iB+H2b BMiQ i?2 b?2` Hv2` #2ir22M i?2
S M/ i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B`X 6HK2 BMbi#BHBiB2b r2`2 Km+? ?`/2` iQ
T`QpQF2 #mi +QmH/ #2 BM/m+2/ #v /2bi#BHBxBM; i?2 A_w #v /2+`2bBM; i?2
brB`H MmK#2`X
h?2 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb T`QpB/2 7mM/K2MiH mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 ~K2
`2bTQMb2 #2?pBQ` iQ  `M;2 Q7 +?M;2b iQ i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX
h?2v T`QpB/2 [mMiBiiBp2 pHB/iBQM Ki2`BH 7Q` *6. bBKmHiBQMb Q7 i?2
bT2+B}+ #m`M2`bX h?2 ~K2b `2T`2b2Mi i2ti#QQF ~K2 ivT2b M/ i?mb i?2
T`K2i`B+ bim/v +M #2 mb2/ QM  [mHBiiBp2 #bBb iQ 2pHmi2 p2`biBHBiv
Q7 MmK2`B+H bim/B2b QM bBKBH` #m`M2`b- T`QpB/BM; Km+? M22/2/ 7mHH@b+H2
/i iQ i?2 HBi2`im`2X
_2bmKû U.MBb?V
.2MM2 7?M/HBM; #B/`;2` iBH QT#v;MBM;2M 7 2i pB/2MbF#2HB;i ;`mM/@
H; 7Q` m/pBFHBM;2M 7 M¤bi2 ;2M2`iBQM 7 #BQKbb2#`¤M/2`2X 7?M/HBM;@
2M FQK#BM2`2` 2FbT2`BK2MiBH Q; KQ/2HH2`BM;b`#2D/2 B H#Q`iQ`B2@- TBHQi@
Q; 7mH/bFHX .2M ?` iBH 7Q`K´H i /2}M2`2 Q; QT7vH/2 /2 Fim2HH2 #2?Qp-
/2` 2FbBbi2`2` K2/ ?2M#HBF T´ i m/pBFH2 Mv2 Q; 7Q`#2/`2 2FbBbi2`2M/2
p¤`FiǠD2` iBH i bBF`2 7`2K;M; B #`¤M/2`i2FMQHQ;BX
6`B;Bp2Hb2M 7 ~v;iB;2 #2biM/2H2 7` #BQKbb2T`iBFH2` #H2p 2pHm2`2i
mM/2` #2iBM;2Hb2` `2H2pMi2 7Q` bmbT2MbBQMb7v`2i 7Q`#`¤M/BM; 7 TmHp2`B@
b2`2i #`¤M/b2H, S`iBF2HQTp`KMBM;b?biB;?2/2` B biǠ``2Hb2bQ`/2M2M 104Ĝ
105E · b−1 Q; ;b i2KT2`im`2` T´ 1405Ĝ1667E #H2p QTM´2i B 2M HKB@
M` 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2FiQ` UG6_V QTp`K2i p2/ 2M mM/2`biǠFBQK2i`BbF
*>9f>k TBHQi ~KK2X 6B`2 #`¤M/bH2`, 6v`- 2H27Mi;`¤b- E*H@/QT2i
7v` Q; m/pbF2i 2H27Mi;`¤b #H2p iBH7Ǡ`i `2FiQ`2M B iQ T`iBF2HbiǠ``2Hb2b@
7`FiBQM2` U63Ĝ90μK Q; 106Ĝ125μKVX S`Ǡp2m/i;MBM; #H2p 7Q`2i;2i
7 /2 /2HpBbi 7;bb2/2 #`¤M/bH2` p2/ QT?QH/biB/2` K2HH2K 9 Q; 200KbX
S`iBF2Hi2KT2`im`@ Q; T`iBF2HQT?QH/biB/b?BbiQ`BF2` #H2p #2`2;M2i p2/
?D¤HT 7 MmK2`BbF ~mB/ K2FMBFbBKmH2`BM;2` U*6.V FQ#H2i iBH /2 2FbT2@
`BK2Mi2HH2 `2bmHii2` p2/ Bi2`iBpi i QT/i2`2 /2M Mp2M/i2 7;bMBM;b@
FBM2iBFX _2bmHii2`M2 BM/BF2`2/2- i 7`B;Bp2Hb2M 7 ~v;iB;2 #2biM/2H2
FmMM2 #2bF`Bp2b p2/ ?D¤HT 7 2M 2MF2Hi 7Ǡ`bi2 Q`/2Mb `2FiBQM Ua6P_V
Q; 2i ``?2MBmb@ivT2 ?biB;?2/bm/i`vFX .2M ~2/i2 FBM2iBF #H2p 7mM/2i
p¤b2MiHB;i ?m`iB;2`2- 2M/ ?p/ /2` iB/HB;2`2 2` #H2p2i `TTQ`i2`2i B HBii2`@
im`2M- ?pBHF2i K´ iBHbF`Bp2b /2M 7Q`#2/`2/2 F`Fi2`Bb2`BM; 7 T`iBF2H?Bb@
iQ`BFX l/pBFHBM;2M B T`iBF2HKQ`7QHQ;B #H2p mM/2`bǠ;i bB/2HǠ#2M/2 K2/
7;bMBM;bFBM2iBFF2MX MHvb2`M2 pBbi2- ?pQ`/M 7bi7b2M mM/2`;BF 2M
bK2Hi27b2- /2` #HM/i M/2i ¤M/`2/2 T`iBFH2Mb ;2QK2i`BbF2 m/b22M/2
7` 2i M´H27Q`K2i m/;M;bTmMFi iBH 2M M¤` b7¤`BbF FQFbT`iBF2HX PK@
/MM2Hb2M bvMi2b i 7Q`2;´ iB/HB;2`2 7Q` #`¤M/bH2` K2/ ?ǠDi bF2BM/?QH/-
/pbX HH2`2/2 mM/2` /2HpBb 7;bMBM;X "`¤M/bH2` K2/ Hpi bF2BM/?QH/
mM/2`;BF BFF2 MQ;2M M¤pM2p¤`/B; QK/MM2Hb2- 7Ǡ` 7;bMBM;2M p` iBH2M@
/2#`;iX
1M 2M/BK2MbBQM2H p`K2i`MbTQ`iKQ/2H FQK#BM2`2i K2/ 2M iǠ``BM;@
Q; 2M 7;bMBM;bKQ/2H #H2p m/pBFH2i Q; pHB/2`2i KQ/ 2FbT2`BK2Mi2HH2
/i 7Q` T`iBFH2` K2HH2K 63μK M/ 10.9KKX JQ/2HH2M 2` #b2`i T´
2M a6P_@K2FMBbK2- K2M 2i #2?Qp 7Q` b¤`bFBHi2 FBM2iBFm/i`vF 7Q` ?ǠD
Q; Hp i2KT2`im` #H2p 7mM/2i MǠ/p2M/B;i- K2/ ?2M#HBF T´ i FmMM2
/¤FF2 /2 `2H2pMi2 BMi2`pHH2` 7 QTp`KMBM;b?biB;?2/2` Q; T`iBF2H@
i2KT2`im`2`X .2M 2z2FiBp2 QTp`KMBM;b?biB;?2/- /2M 2MF2Hi2 T`@
iBF2H QTH2p2`- 2` B pB/i QK7M; /2}M2`2i 7 /2M QT`BM/2HB;2 p`K2F@
T+Bi2i 7 T`iBFH2MX .2`K2/ bT¤M/2` /2 i2`KBbF2 ?BbiQ`BFF2` #`2/i B
#´/2 QTp`KMBM;b?biB;?2/ Q; 2M/2HB; T`iBF2Hi2KT2`im` 7Q` 2M ivTBbF
T`iBF2HbiǠ``2Hb2b7Q`/2HBM; USa.V 7 #BQbiǠp- /2` #`m;2b B bmbT2MbBQMb@
7v`2/2 F`7ip¤`F2`X .2M 2M/BK2MbBQM2HH2 7;bMBM;bKQ/2H #H2p Mp2M/i
iBH i pm`/2`2 /2M 72DH- /2` BM/7Ǡ`2b p2/ #`m; 7 2M Mi;2Hb2 QK BbQi2`K2
T`iBFH2`X 1M BM/H2/2M/2 "BQi@iH MHvb2 pBbi2- i 2M Mi;2Hb2 QK
BbQi2`K2 T`iBFH2` H/`B; pBH FmMM2 `2i7¤`/B;;Ǡ`2b 7Q` #BQbiǠpT`iBFH2`
mM/2` #2iBM;2Hb2` `2H2pMi2 7Q` bmbT2MbBQMb7v`BM;X aKK2MHB;MBM; 7
/2M 2M/BK2MbBQM2HH2 KQ/2H K2/ /2M iBHbp`2M/2 BbQi2`K2 KQ/2H pBbi2-
?pQ`/M /2 #2`2;M2/2 `2FiBQMbiB/2` 7Q` 7mH/ 7;bMBM; 7 bK´ T`iBFH2`-
89μK- #H2p Qp2`2biBK2`2i K2/ 10Ĝ20W 7 /2M BbQi2`K2 KQ/2HX PKp2M/i
mM/2`2biBK2`2/2 /2M BbQi2`K2 KQ/2H 7;bMBM;biB/2M p¤b2MHB;i 7Q` T`@
iBFH2` biǠ``2 2M/ 2i T` ?mM/`2/2 KBF`QK2i2`X _2FiBQMbiB/2M 7Q` 7mH/@
bi¤M/B; QKb¤iMBM; 7 2M 490μK T`iBF2H #H2p #2`2;M2i iBH i p¤`2 kyĜ
30W FQ`i2`2 p2/ i Mi;2 BbQi2`K2 T`iBFH2`X 7pB;2Hb2` T´ Qp2` 50W
#H2p #2`2;M2i 7Q` 2M T`iBF2H T´ 1.6KK B /BK2i2`X
1M K2iQ/2 /2` FM FQKT2Mb2`2 7Q` /2M p`K2i`MbTQ`i#2;`¤Mb2/2
7;bMBM; Q; bQK bKiB/B; 2` /B`2Fi2 BKTH2K2Mi2`#` B /2M FQKK2`+B2HH2
*6.@FQ/2 Lauaȉ6Gl1LhȉUpXRjX8ĜR8XydV 2` #H2p2i m/pBFH2iX J2iQ@
/2M 2` #b2`2i T´ /BbF`2i2 T`iBF2HbiǠ``2Hb2bBMi2`pHH2`- /2` ?p2` Bb¤` iBH/2@
H2b 2M bT2+B}F 7;bMBM;bFBM2iBF- /2` FQ``B;2`2` 7Q` /2M #2`2;M2/2 p`K2@
i`MbTQ`i 7Q` /2M 2MF2Hi2 T`iBF2HbiǠ``2Hb2X .2M FQ``B;2`2/2 FBM2iBF 2`
#2`2;M2i m/ 7` /2M 2M/BK2MbBQM2HH2 7;bMBM;bKQ/2HX J2iQ/2M FM BK@
TH2K2Mi2`2b B 6Gl1Lhȉp2/ #`m; 7 /2 BM/#v;;2/2 7mMFiBQM2` Q; K2/@
7Ǡ`2` BM;2M v/2`HB;2`2 #2`2;MBM;bK¤bbB; #2HbiMBM;X
1i KQ/2H#`¤M/b2H 2` #H2p2i FQMbi`m2`2i m/ 7` 7;bMBM;bbim/B2i-
ivTBbF2 2Fb2KTH2` 7` 7mH/bFHFKT;M2`M2 Q; HBii2`im`bǠ;MBM;2`X JQ@
/2H#`¤M/bH2i BMFHm/2`2` BM7Q`KiBQM QK 7;bMBM;bFBM2iBF- T`iBF2HbiǠ`@
`2Hb2b/Bbi`B#miBQM2`- 7vbBbF2 Q; F2KBbF2 2;2MbF#2` bKi F`Fi2`Bb2`BM;
7 /2 ~v;iB;2 #2biM/2H2X 6Q`KmH2`BM;2M 7 KQ/2H#`¤Mb2Hb2;2MbF#2`M2
;Ǡ` /2K /B`2Fi2 BKTH2K2Mi2`#`2 B Lauaȉ6Gl1LhȉX
.2` 2` #H2p2i m/7Ǡ`i 7mH/bFHK´HBM;2` T´ K;2`p¤`F2i UJoV Q;
>2`MBM;p¤`F2i U>1oV K2/ 7QFmb T´ M¤`#`¤M/2`QK`´/2iX o2/ ?D¤HT 7
T`Q#2K´HBM;2` 7 ;bbKK2Mb¤iMBM; Q; ;b7b2i2KT2`im` bKi QTiBbF2
Q#b2`piBQM2` B #´/2 BM7``Ǡ/i UA_V Q; pBbm2Hi bT2Fi`mK UoAaV 2` ~K@
K2`M2 Q; /2`2b `2bTQMb iBH ¤M/`BM;2` B /`B7ib#2iBM;2Hb2`M2 #H2p2i F`F@
i2`Bb2`2iX 1M K2iQ/2 iBH ?m`iB; FQ`iH¤;MBM; 7 ~KK22;2MbF#2` #H2p
m/pBFH2i Q; KmHB;;DQ`/2 F`Fi2`Bb2`BM; 7 ~2`2 ~KK2` Q; /`B7ibBM/biBH@
HBM;2`X "`¤M/2`M2 T´ Jo Q; >1o- /2` i`Q/b ~2`2 HB;?2/2` Ui2`KBbF
2z2Fi Q; QT#v;MBM;V- T`Q/m+2`2/2 7mM/K2MiHi 7Q`bF2HHB;2 ~KK2`X 1i
?ǠDi Kbb2~Qr 7 /2M T`iBF2HHbi2/2 T`BK¤`Hm7i USV K2/7Ǡ`i2 2M 7mH/i
T2M2i`2`2i BM/`2 `2+B`+mHiBQMbxQM2 UA_wV bi#BHBb2`2i 7 /2M iM;2MiB2Hi
?pB`pH2M/2 7Q`#`¤M/BM;bHm7iX A_ #BHH2/2` 7 ~KK2M pBb2`- ?pQ`/M FQH/2
T`iBFH2` T2M2i`2`2` K2`2 2M/ 2M [m`H /BK2i2` BM/ B ~KK2M K2/ FmM
HBHH2 `/B2H bT`2/MBM;X 6HKK2BMbi#BHBi2i FmMM2 H2i 7`2KT`QpQF2`2b p2/
/2bi#BHBb2`BM; 7 A_w2M pB ¤M/`BM;2` B /`B7ibBM/biBHHBM;2`M2X
>1o #`¤M/2`2M #H2p QT2`2`2i K2/ 2i Hp2`2 S@Kbb2~Qr Q; Hm7i2M
#H2p T`BK¤`i iBH7Ǡ`i p2/ ?ǠD ?biB;?2/ bQK i2`iB¤` Hm7i UhVX .2ii2 bi@
#BHBb2`2/2 2M A_w F`7iB; MQF iBH i 7#ǠD2 /2M T`iBF2HHbi2/2 S@Hm7i
Q; H2/i2 T`iBFH2`M2 BM/ B ;`¤Mb2H;2i K2HH2K S Q; 7Q`#`¤M/BM;bHm7iX
6HKK2M 7`2KbiQ/ p¤b2MHB;i K2`2 bi#BH- K2M BMbi#BHBi2i FmMM2 7`2K@
T`QpQF2`2b p2/ i b¤MF2 brB`H@iHH2i Q; /2`K2/ bp¤FF2 A_w2MX
6mH/bFHFKT;M2`M2 ;Bp2` 2M ;`mM/H¤;;2M/2 7Q`bi´2Hb2 7 ~K@
K2`2TbQMb iBH 2M `¤FF2 ¤M/`BM;2` B /`B7iBM/biBHHBM;2`M2X .2 m/;Ǡ` 2i
FpMiBiiBpi pHB/2`BM;bKi2`BH2 7Q` *6.@bBKmH2`BM;2` 7 /2 bT2+B}FF2
#`¤M/2`2X 6HKK2`M2 `2T`¤b2Mi2`2` ivT2KQ/2HH2` 7 ~KK2`- Q; T`@
K2i2`bim/B2i m/;Ǡ` /2`7Q` 2i B/22Hi m/;M;bTmMFi 7Q` i 2pHm2`2 H@
bB/B;?2/2M 7 MmK2`BbF2 #2`2;MBM;2` 7 HB;M2M/2 #`¤M/2`2X
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h?Bb i?2bBb Bb r`Bii2M BM T`iBH 7mH}HK2Mi Q7 i?2 /Q+iQ`b /2;`22 BM T?BHQbQT?v
US?.V i i?2 h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`FX h?2 bim/v rb +``B2/ Qmi
BM i?2 T2`BQ/ Q7 a2Ti2K#2` kyRR iQ J`+? kyR8 i i?2 h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv
Q7 .2MK`F U.hlV- .2T`iK2Mi Q7 *?2KB+H M/ "BQ+?2KB+H 1M;BM22`BM;
BM i?2 *QK#mbiBQM M/ >`K7mH 1KBbbBQM *QMi`QH `2b2`+? +2Mi`2 b r2HH b
i aiM7Q`/ lMBp2`bBiv- .2T`iK2Mi Q7 J2+?MB+H 1M;BM22`BM; BM i?2 >B;?@
h2KT2`im`2 :b/vMKB+b G#Q`iQ`v- M/ *Hmbi?H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 h2+?MQH@
Q;v Uhl*V- 6+mHiv Q7 1M2`;v M/ JM;2K2Mi a+B2M+2 i i?2 AMbiBimi2 Q7
1M2`;v S`Q+2bb2b 1M;BM22`BM; M/ 6m2H h2+?MQHQ;vX h?2 rQ`F ?b #22M +`@
`B2/ Qmi b T`i Q7 i?2 TQr2` :2M2`iBQM 7`QK _1M2r#H2 1L2`;v U:_11LV
`2b2`+? +2Mi`2 7mM/2/ #v AMMQpiBQM 6mM/ .2MK`F U7Q`K2`Hv i?2 .MBb?
*QmM+BH 7Q` ai`i2;B+ _2b2`+?VX
A rQmH/ HBF2 iQ i?MF Kv +/2KB+ /pBb2`b S`Q72bbQ` S2i2` :H`#Q`;-
HB+Xi2+?MX M/ bbQ+Bi2 S`Q72bbQ` S2i2` X C2Mb2M 7`QK .hl 7Q` i?2B` /2/B@
+iBQM iQ i?2 }2H/ M/ iQ Kv T`QD2+iX qBi?  mMB[m2 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 2tT2`iBb2
M/ +QKT2i2M+2b- [mHB}2/ ;mB/M+2 rb Hrvb i T`2b2MiX
 bBM+2`2 i?MFb iQ S`Q72bbQ` _2;BMH/ JBi+?2HH- a+. 7Q` KMv BMbTB`BM;
/Bb+mbbBQMb M/ 7Q` ?QbiBM; K2 BM ?Bb H#Q`iQ`B2b i aiM7Q`/ lMBp2`bBiv M/
iQ ?Bb bim/2Mib- 2bT2+BHHv J`X Jii?2r hBH;?KMM M/ J`X 1HB :QH/bi2BM-
S?.@+M/B/i2b 7Q` ?2HTBM; K2 iQ b2iiH2 /QrM 8yyy KBH2b 7`QK ?QK2X
JMv i?MFb 7Q`  7`mBi7mH +QHH#Q`iBQM iQ S`Q72bbQ` _QKM q2#2`- S?.X
M/ a2MBQ` a+B2MiBbi J`+Q JM+BMB- S?. 7`QK hl*X uQm` ;mB/M+2 M/ ?2HT
BM ;2iiBM; K2 mT iQ bT22/ BM *6. bBKmHiBQMb ?b #22M BM/BbT2Mb#H2 iQ K2
M/ iQ Kv T`QD2+iX HbQ J`X M J`+2HH "2+FKMM- ai27M "`BMF2` M/ umMmb
SQv`x `2 ;`i27mHHv +FMQrH2/;2/ 7Q` i?2B` ?2HT BM QT2`iBM; i?2 TBHQi@b+H2
7+BHBiB2b i *Hmbi?H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 h2+?MQHQ;vX
 ;`2i /2H Q7 rQ`F M/ 2zQ`i ?b ;QM2 BMiQ THMMBM;- 2t2+miBM; M/
TQbi T`Q+2bbBM; i?2 i?`22 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb i K;2` M/ >2`MBM; TQr2`
THMibX  ibF i?i rQmH/ MQi ?p2 #22M TQbbB#H2 rBi?Qmi i?2 BMbB;?i- /2/B+@
iBQM M/ rBHHBM;M2bb Q7 i?2 :_11L qSj T`iB+BTMibX 1bT2+BHHv A rQmH/ HBF2
iQ i?MF a2MBQ` a+B2MiBbi aǠMMBF *Hmb2M- S?.- a2MBQ` a+B2MiBbi H2tM/2`
6i22p- S?. M/ h2+?MB+BM E`bi2M GX LB2Hb2M 7`QK .hl 7Q` /2p2HQTBM; i?2
iQQHb M/ 2[mBTK2Mi M/ +``vBM; Qmi i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH +KTB;Mb BM  KQbi
T`Q72bbBQMH Q`/2`X GBF2rBb2- ?b i?2 +QQT2`iBQM rBi? Qm` BM/mbi`BH T`i@
M2`b #22M p2`v 7`mBi7mH M/ i?mb A rQmH/ HBF2 iQ i?MF #Qi? .PL: 1M2`;v
SQr2`- oii2M7HH M/ >P6P_ 7Q` H2iiBM; mb +``v Qmi M +/2KB+ bim/v
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QM i?2B` TQr2` THMibX h?Bb TT`2+BiBQM ;Q2b #Qi? iQ i?2 :_11L T`QD2+i
K2K#2`b- aǠ`2M GX >pB/ UMQr _K#ǠHHV- S?.- CBKKv M/2`b2M- S?.- PH2
JX J/b2M- S?. 7`QK .PL:- J`B hQM2HH- Ja+ UMQr >P6P_V M/ JQ@
;2Mb "2`;- S?. UMQr *PqAV 7`QK oii2M7HH M/ CQ?M q/2M# +F- S?.
U7Q`K2`Hv oii2M7HHV 7`QK >P6P_ #mi HbQ iQ i?2 T2QTH2 i i?2 TQr2` THMib
7Q` 2t+2HH2Mi b2`pB+2 M/ +QQT2`iBQM /m`BM; i?2 +KTB;Mb ě A K bQ``v 7Q`
i?2 HQM; rQ`FBM; ?Qm`bX
A K ;`i27mH iQ i?2 BM/mbi`BH *6. #`BM i`mbi, GBb#2i? JvHH2`mT- S?.
7`QK "m`K2Bbi2` M/ qBM 1M2`;v- CM 1`BFbbQM- S?. 7`QK oii2M7HH M/
aǠ`2M GX >pB/- S?. 7`QK _K#ǠHH U7Q`K2`Hv .PL:V 7Q` i?2B` ?2HT- BMi2`2bi BM
Kv T`QD2+i M/ 2;2`M2bb iQ b?`2 FMQrH2/;2 M/ B/2bX uQm` ?2HT M/ 2tT2@
`B2M+2 BM i?2 TQr2` BM/mbi`v M/ BM MmK2`B+H KQ/2HBM; ?p2 #22M  ;`2i ?2HT
BM #`B/;BM; +/2KB+ `2b2`+? M/ BM/mbi`BH TTHB+iBQM ě A K +QMiBMmBM;
Kv rQ`F rBi? *6. M/ A ?p2 vQm` MmK#2`bXXX
.m`BM; Kv bim/v A ?p2 #22M pBbBiBM; KMv /Bz2`2Mi HQ+iBQMb +`Qbb i?2
rQ`H/X  HQi Q7 T2QTH2 ?p2 +QMi`B#mi2/ iQ M BMbTB`BM; M/ TH2bMi rQ`F 2M@
pB`QMK2MiX "mi 2bT2+BHHv Kv +QHH2;m2b i *>1* U*QK#mbiBQM M/ >`K7mH
1KBbbBQM *QMi`QHV i .hl *?2KB+H 1M;BM22`BM;- 7+mHiv- S?.@+M/B/i2b-
i2+?MB+H M/ /KBMBbi`iBp2 biz b?QmH/ `2+2Bp2  ;`2i i?MFb 7Q` +`2iBM;
 7`B2M/Hv- v2i T`Q72bbBQMH 2MpB`QMK2Mi rBi? KmimH `2bT2+i M/ 7`22 ~Qr Q7
BM7Q`KiBQMb M/ FMQrH2/;2X
h?MF vQm iQ i?2 bim/2Mib A ?p2 ?/ i?2 T`BpBH2;2 iQ bmT2`pBb2 /m`BM;
Kv bim/v, J`X _bKmb ǟX :/b#ǠHH- Ja+ 1M; M/ J`X C2bT2` h?QKb2M-
Ja+ 1M; 7`QK .hl J2+?MB+H 1M;BM22`BM; UMQr 2Hb2r?2`2V 7Q` 2t+2HH2Mi
M/ 2Mi?mbBbiB+ rQ`F QM +?2KB+H FBM2iB+b M/ T`iB+H2 #2?pBQ`X
6BMHHv- KMv i?MFb iQ 7KBHv M/ 7`B2M/b 7Q` i?2B` bmTTQ`i M/ +QKTH2i2
H+F Q7 mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 Kv T`QD2+i M/ +?QB+2 Q7 +`22`XXX h?2`2 Bb KQ`2 iQ
+QK#mbiBQM i?M Dmbi HB;?iBM;  Ki+? ě MQi Km+?- #mi bQK2XXX
CQFBK JX CQ?Mb2M
h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F
aT`BM; kyR8
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A AMi`Q/m+iBQM M/ 6mM/K2MiHb R
R h?2`KQ+?2KB+H *QMp2`bBQM Q7 "BQKbb j
RXR qHH JQmMi2/ "m`M2`b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X j
RXk h?2`KQ+?2KB+H *QMp2`bBQM Q7 "BQKbb X X X X X X X X X X X X N
k "BQKbb b  6m2H Rd
kXR h?2 S?vbB+H S`QT2`iB2b Q7 "BQKbb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rd
kXk h?2 *?2KB+H *QKTQbBiBQM Q7 "BQKbb X X X X X X X X X X X X ky
kXj S`iB+H2 aBx2 M/ a?T2 *?`+i2`BxiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X k8
kX9 h?2 :_11L 6m2Hb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kd
AA .2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 aKHH "BQKbb S`iB+H2b 9R
j AMi`Q/m+iBQM M/ S?2MQK2MQHQ;B+H JQ/2Hb 9j
jXR AMi`Q/m+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9j
jXk JQ/2HBM; AbQi?2`KH S`iB+H2 .2pQHiBHBxiBQM X X X X X X X X X 99
jXj amKK`v QM i?2 h?2`KH .2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 "BQKbb M/ Aib
*QKTQM2Mib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X e9
9 Sv`QHvbBb i GQr >2iBM; _i2 ed
9XR 1tT2`BK2MiH MHvbBb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ed
9Xk EBM2iB+ JQ/2HBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dk
9Xj amKK`v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dd
8 Sv`QHvbBb i >B;? >2iBM; _i2 dN
8XR 1tT2`BK2MiH MHvbBb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dN
WJJJ $POUFOUT
8Xk LmK2`B+H MHvbBb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 33
8Xj J2i?Q/QHQ;v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ne
8X9 _2bmHib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X N3
8X8 EBM2iB+ JQ/2HBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RRj
8Xe .Bb+mbbBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RRe
8Xd amKK`v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rkk
AAA .2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 G`;2` "BQKbb S`iB+H2b Rk8
e AMi`Q/m+iBQM M/ 1tBbiBM; GBi2`im`2 Rkd
eXR AMi`Q/m+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rkd
eXk 1tBbiBM; GBi2`im`2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RjR
eXj amKK`v QM GBi2`im`2 _2pB2r X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rjj
d JQ/2HBM; >2i h`Mb72` *QMi`QHH2/ S`iB+H2 .2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM Rj8
dXR JQ/2HBM; J2i?Q/b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rj8
dXk LQM@AbQi?2`KH JQ/2H oHB/iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R93
dXj a2MbBiBpBiv MHvbBb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8R
dX9 amKK`v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ReR
3  JQ/2H 6m2H 7Q` *6. AKTH2K2MiiBQM Rej
3XR AMi`Q/m+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rej
3Xk *b2 aim/v, JoR UkyR9V X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Re9
3Xj 1z2+iBp2 .2pQHiBHBxiBQM EBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ReN
3X9 1pQHpBM; :b2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rdd
3X8 amKK`v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3y
Ao 6mHH@a+H2 J2bm`2K2Mib R3j
N 6mHH@a+H2 J2bm`2K2Mib R38
NXR S`27+2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R38
NXk AMi`Q/m+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R38
NXj AMbi`mK2MiiBQM M/ MHviB+H 1[mBTK2Mi X X X X X X X X X X R3d
Ry 6mHH@a+H2 *KTB;M, K;2` SQr2` aiiBQM RNd
RR 6mHH@a+H2 *KTB;M, >2`MBM; SQr2` aiiBQM ke8
Rk amKK`v QM i?2 6mHH@a+H2 J2bm`2K2Mib jj8
RkXR "m`M2`b M/ 6HK2 hvT2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jj8
RkXk .Bb+mbbBQMb QM 6HK2 PTiBKBxiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jjN
RkXj amKK`v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X j9k
$POUFOUT JY
o _2+TBimHiBQMb M/ *QM+HmbBQMb j98
*QM+HmbBQMb j9d
qQ`F BM S`Q;`2bb M/ am;;2biBQMb iQ 6m`i?2` .2p2HQTK2Mi j8R
"B#HBQ;`T?v j88
TT2M/B+2b jdj
 Sm#HB+iBQM  jd8
" Sm#HB+iBQM " j3N
* Jo 6mHH@a+H2, SHMi PT2`iBM; *QM/BiBQMb 9yj
Y
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R M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 qSb +Qp2`2/ #v :_11L X X X X X X X X X X X ttt
RXR "Hmz #Q/v +QM+2Ti X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8
RXk :b i2KT2`im`2b 7i2` b 7mM+iBQM Q7 /BbiM+2 7`QK #m`M2` X X X 8
RXj 6HK2 +HbbB}+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3
RX9 *QK#mbiBQM b2[m2M+2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ry
RX8 *QK#mbiBQM b2[m2M+2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RR
kXR qQQ/ bi`m+im`2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3
kXk AKT+i QM KBHHBM; 2[mBTK2Mi QM bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM M/ bT2+i `iBQ RN
kXj a1J@BK;2b Q7 KBHH2/ b?pBM; /mbi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ky
kX9 oM E`2p2H2M /B;`K X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kR
kX8 *2HHmHQb2 bi`m+im`2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kj
kXe >2KB@+2HHmHQb2 #mBH/BM; #HQ+Fb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kj
kXd .2}MBiBQM, x62 M/ x62-Kt X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ke
kX3 .2}MBiBQM, xJ M/ xJ-KBM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ke
kXN .2}MBiBQM, x+ M/ x+-KBM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ke
kXRy *?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b Q7  KQ/2H T`iB+H2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X ke
kXRR *?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b Q7  KQ/2H T`iB+H2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X kd
kXRk *?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b Q7  KQ/2H T`iB+H2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3
kXRj h#mHi2/ Qp2`pB2r Q7 T`2Mi 7m2Hb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3
kXR9 G2+?BM; Q7 rQQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jk
kXR8 .QTBM; Q7 rQQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jk
kXRe G2+?BM; Q7 KBb+Mi?mb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jj
kXRd a1J BK;2b Q7 aiM7Q`/ 7m2Hb, 63Ĝ90μK X X X X X X X X X X X X X j8
kXR3 a1J BK;2b Q7 aiM7Q`/ 7m2Hb, 106Ĝ125μK X X X X X X X X X X X X je
kXRN S`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 i?2 :_11L 7m2Hb X X X X X X X X X X 9y
jXR a6P_ K2+?MBbK X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 98
jXk EBM2iB+ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM b+?2K2- i?`22 T`HH2H `2+iBQMb X X X X X 93
jXj EBM2iB+ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM b+?2K2- i?`22 T`HH2H `2+iBQMb M/ 
b2+QM/`v +`+FBM; Q7 i` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 93
jX9 EBM2iB+ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM b+?2K2- "`QB/Q@a?}x/2? X X X X X X X 9N
jX8 GB;MBQ+2HHmHQbB+ Ki2`BHb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8R
jXe *2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8k
jXd _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/ E 7Q` +2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb X X X X X X X X 8k
jX3 *2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b i /2}M2/ ?2iBM; `i2b X X X X X X X 8j
YJJ -JTU PG 'JHVSFT
jXN >2KB@+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 88
jXRy _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/ E 7Q` ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb X X X X X 88
jXRR GB;MBM Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8d
jXRk _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/ E 7Q` HB;MBM Tv`QHvbBb X X X X X X X X X 8d
jXRj "BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 83
jXR9 _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/ E 7Q` r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb X X X X X 83
jXR8 "BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8N
jXRe _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/ E 7Q` r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb X X X X X 8N
jXRd q?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b i /2}M2/ ?2iBM; `i2b X X X X 8N
jXR3 ``?2MBmb THQi- ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ek
jXRN FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b i ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ek
jXky ``?2MBmb THQi- bmKK`v QM bHQr ?2iBM; `i2 X X X X X X X X X X e9
9XR h: i2KT2`im`2 T`Q;`K 7Q` T`2Mi 7m2H Tv`QHvbBb X X X X X X X e3
9Xk _2T2i#BHBiv Q7 h: `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X eN
9Xj AM~m2M+2 Q7 ?2iBM; `i2 QM b2H2+i2/ 7m2Hb X X X X X X X X X X X X X dy
9X9 a6P_ FBM2iB+b mbBM; i?2 EBbbBM;2` K2i?Q/ X X X X X X X X X X X X d9
9X8 .Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 E X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X d8
9Xe h?2 HQ;`Bi?KB+ }i 7Q` rQQ/ i p`BQmb ?2iBM; `i2b- h: X X de
9Xd EBM2iB+ }i, rQQ/ bKTH2 i HQrf?B;? ?2iBM; `i2- h: X X X X de
9X3 EBM2iB+ }i, E*H /QT2/ rQQ/ bKTH2 i HQrf?B;? ?2iBM; `i2-
h: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dd
9XN EBM2iB+ }i, KBb+Mi?mb bKTH2 i HQrf?B;? ?2iBM; `i2- h: X d3
9XRy EBM2iB+ }i, H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb bKTH2 i HQrf?B;? ?2iBM; `i2-
h: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X d3
8XR GKBM` ~Qr `2+iQ` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3R
8Xk >QM2v+QK# bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 G6_ ~i ~K2 #m`M2` X X X X X X X 3k
8Xj G2p2H BM/B+iBQM QM i?2 G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3k
8X9 1tT2`BK2MiH +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M +QMp2`bBQM K2i?Q/b X X X X X 38
8X8 a+?2KiB+ Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` X X X X X X X X X X X X 3d
8Xe AHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH /QKBM X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3N
8Xd aF2i+? Q7 T`iB+H2 2Mi`v iQ i?2 G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ny
8X3 h2KT2`im`2 pHB/iBQM Q7 i?2 G6_ *6. bBKmHiBQMb X X X X X X Nk
8XN h2KT2`im`2 M/ p2HQ+Biv }2H/b Q7 i?2 G6_ KBtBM; xQM2 X X X X Nj
8XRy h2KT2`im`2 M/ p2HQ+Biv }2H/b Q7 i?2 G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X N9
8XRR G6_ bi`2KHBM2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ne
8XRk J2b? Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Nd
8XRj EBM2iB+ }i H;Q`Bi?K- BMBiBHBxiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X N3
8XR9 EBM2iB+ }i H;Q`Bi?K- Bi2`iBp2 bi2T X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X N3
8XR8 S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ryy
8XRe G6_ /i H2p2Hb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RyR
8XRd S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ryk
8XR3 S`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ryj
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8XRN S`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X Ry9
8Xky p2`;2/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2b M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b X X X X X X X Ry9
8XkR _2T2i#BHBiv 2tT2`BK2Mi- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ry8
8Xkk AM~m2M+2 Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rye
8Xkj AM~m2M+2 Q7 T2F i2KT2`im`2- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ryd
8Xk9 AM~m2M+2 Q7 KBM2`H Kii2`- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ry3
8Xk8 *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 Kbb M/ * #b2/ +QMp2`bBQM K2i?Q/b X X X RyN
8Xke a1J BK;2b Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2Hb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RRR
8Xkd JQ`T?Q;2MB+ /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 7m2Hb /m`BM; Tv`QHvbBb X X X X X X X RRk
8Xk3 a1J BK;2 Q7 7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb X X X X X X RRj
8XkN a1J@1.s MHvbBb Q7 H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb X X X X X X X X X X X X RRj
8Xjy a1J BK;2b Q7 7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ T`iB+H2b X X X X X X X X X X X X RR9
8XjR EBM2iB+ }i iQ i?2 G6_ 2tT2`BK2Mib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RR8
8Xjk *QKT`BbQM Q7 T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- bBKmHiBQMb M/ 2tT2`@
BK2Mib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RR8
8Xjj GQr M/ ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 +QMp2`bBQM +QKT`BbQM X X X X X X X X RRe
8Xj9 GBi2`im`2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X RRd
8Xj8 ``?2MBmb THQi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RRd
8Xje *QMiQm` THQib Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` X X X X X X X X X X RRN
8Xjd S`iB+H2 i`+Fb M/ bi`2KHBM2b Q7 i?2 15 Fq `2+iQ` X X X X X X X Rky
8Xj3 EBM2iB+ 2pHmiBQM- i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 15 Fq `2+iQ` X X X X X X Rky
8XjN EBM2iB+ 2pHmiBQM- Pk M/ *Pk T`Q}H2b 15 Fq `2+iQ` X X X X X RkR
8X9y EBM2iB+ 2pHmiBQM- *P T`Q}H2 15 Fq `2+iQ` X X X X X X X X X X X RkR
8X9R a1J BK;2b Q7 +?` M/ b? bKTH2b +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 15 Fq
`2+iQ` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rkj
eXR S`BM+BTH2/ bF2i+? Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rk3
eXk a+?2KiB+, h?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7  MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2 X RkN
eXj "BQi MmK#2` MHvbBb Q7  ;2M2`B+ #BQKbb T`iB+H2 X X X X X X X X RjR
dXR h?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rj3
dXk aT2+B}+ ?2i +T+BiB2b Q7 rQQ/ M/ +?` X X X X X X X X X X X X X R9R
dXj hrQ@bi2T b2KB@;HQ#H `2+iBQM K2+?MBbK X X X X X X X X X X X X X R9e
dX9 EBM2iB+ /i Q7 /Bz2`2Mi #BQKbb2b- ?B;? >_ X X X X X X X X X X X R93
dX8 JQ/2H pHB/iBQM, aKHH T`iB+H2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R9N
dXe JQ/2H pHB/iBQM, J2/BmK T`iB+H2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8y
dXd JQ/2H pHB/iBQM, G`;2 T`iB+H2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8R
dX3 JQ/2H pHB/iBQM, G`;2 T`iB+H2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8k
dXN J2+?MBbKb Q7 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBQM BMbB/2  #BQKbb T`iB+H2 X X R88
dXRy AM~m2M+2 Q7 BMi2`MH `/BiBQM QM T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2b X X X X X R8e
3XR *QKT`BbQM Q7 Sa. +?`+i2`BxiBQM K2i?Q/b X X X X X X X X X X Ree
3Xk _QiQ` T`Q#2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ree
3Xj _QbBM@_KKH2` +QKT`BbQM Q7 +QHH2+iBQM K2i?Q/b X X X X X X X X Red
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3X9 _QbBM@_KKH2` }i iQ Jo /mbi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Re3
3X8 *?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2b 7Q` MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2b X X Rdk
3Xe S`iB+H2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ bBx2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rdj
3Xd ``?2MBmb THQi Q7 +Q``2+i2/ FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rd9
3X3 JQ/2H 7m2H +QKT`BbQM iQ HBi2`im`2 FBM2iB+b- bKHH T`iB+H2b X X Rd8
3XN JQ/2H 7m2H +QKT`BbQM iQ HBi2`im`2 FBM2iB+b- K2/BmK T`iB+H2b X Rde
3XRy JQ/2H 7m2H +QKT`BbQM iQ HBi2`im`2 FBM2iB+b- H`;2 T`iB+H2b X X X Rde
3XRR *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M BbQi?2`KH M/ MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2HBM; X Rdd
3XRk L2i pQHiBH2 ;b +QMi`B#miBQM- K2+?MBbK X X X X X X X X X X X X X RdN
3XRj EBM2iB+ +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 KQ/2H 7m2H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3k
3XR9 EBM2iB+ +QKT`BbQM M/ Sa. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3k
NXR S`Q#2 BMbiHHiBQM i Jo X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R33
NXk "m`M2` +`Qbb b2+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RNy
NXj "m`M2` rBi? 7mHHv BMb2`i2/ T`Q#2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RNR
NX9 *. bF2i+? Q7 i?2 T`Q#2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RNR
NX8 *`Qbb b2+iBQMH bF2i+? Q7 i?2 T`Q#2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RNk
NXe 6`QMi pB2r bF2i+? Q7 i?2 irQ@T`i T`Q#2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X RNk
NXd Pp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 6hA_ #2M+? X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RNj
NX3 S`BM+BTH2 Q7 i?2 QTiB+H i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib X X X X X X X RNj
NXN .B;`K Q7 i?2 /B;MQbiB+b b2imT X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RN9
NXRy Pp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 KQp#H2 ;b K2bm`2K2Mi #2M+? X X X X X X X X RN9
RyXR hQT pB2r Q7 JoR H2p2H Ry X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kye
RyXk bB/2 pB2r +`Qbb b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 #m`M2` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kye
Ry"XR S2HH2i bKTH2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ky3
Ry"Xk *JaAw1_ȉT`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRk
Ry"Xj *JaAw1_ȉSa. }i X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRj
Ry"X9 *JaAw1_ȉSa. }i X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kR9
Ry"X8 *JaAw1_ȉTB+im`2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kR8
Ry"Xe *JaAw1_ȉTB+im`2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kR8
Ry"Xd *JaAw1_ȉTB+im`2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kR8
Ry"X3 aBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM +QKT`BbQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRe
Ry"XN *JaAw1_ȉpbX bB2pBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRe
Ry"XRy S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 Jo /mbi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kR3
Ry*XR .Bz2`2M+2b BM QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; `272`2M+2 `mMb X X X X kkR
Ry*Xk :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb 7Q` `272`2M+2 `mM OR X kkk
Ry*Xj :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb 7Q` `272`2M+2 `mM ORĜ9 kkk
Ry*X9 :b MHvbBb 7Q` HH `272`2M+2 `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kkj
Ry*X8 *Pf*Pk H2p2Hb /m`BM; `272`2M+2 `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kk9
Ry*Xe _272`2M+2 `mMb biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kk8
Ry*Xd oB/2Q BK;BM; Q7 `272`2M+2 `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kk8
Ry*X3 h2KTQ`H `2bQHmiBQM Q7 A_ BK;BM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kke
-JTU PG 'JHVSFT YW
Ry*XN Pb+BHHiBM; ~K2 ii+?K2Mif/2i+?K2Mi- JoR `272`2M+2 ~K2
O9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kkd
Ry*XRy ai`QM; ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi- JoR `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 X X X X X X kk3
Ry*XRR _2ii+?K2Mi Q7 HB7i2/ ~K2- JoR `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 X X X X kkN
Ry*XRk S`iB+H2 +HQm/ i`+BM; 7Q` p2HQ+Biv 2biBKiBQMb BM `272`2M+2 ~K2 kjy
Ry*XRj A_ i?2`KQK2i`v /m`BM; `272`2M+2 `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjR
Ry*XR9 p2`;2 A_ i?2`KQK2i`v /m`BM; `272`2M+2 `mMb X X X X X X X X X X kjR
Ry*XR8 "m`M2` bF2i+?- +QK#mbiBQM B` +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjk
Ry*XRe aiQ+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb /v OR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjj
Ry*XRd :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb /m`BM; a@~Qr `i2
+?M;2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kj9
Ry*XR3 :b MHvbBb /m`BM; a@~Qr `i2 +?M;2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X kj9
Ry*XRN h?2`KH BK;2, *QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr `i2 X X X X X X X X X X X X kj8
Ry*Xky "m`M2` bF2i+?- a +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kje
Ry*XkR B` ~Qrb /m`BM; a +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjd
Ry*Xkk :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb /m`BM; B` bTHBi UaV
+?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjd
Ry*Xkj oB/2Q BK;BM; Q7 ii+?2/ M/ /2i+?2/ ~K2b /m`BM; `272`2M+2
b2iiBM;b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kj3
Ry*Xk9 :b MHvbBb /m`BM; a +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kj3
Ry*Xk8 h?2`KH BK;2, +?M;BM; a X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjN
Ry*Xke "m`M2` bF2i+?- a brB`H +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9y
Ry*Xkd oB/2Q BK;BM; Q7 HQr a brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9y
Ry*Xk3 :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb /m`BM; b2+QM/`v B`
UaV brB`H `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9R
Ry*XkN :b MHvbBb /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2 a brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X k9k
Ry*Xjy h?2`KH BK;2, a brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9k
Ry*XjR "m`M2` bF2i+?- h brB`H +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9j
Ry*Xjk :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2
h brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k99
Ry*Xjj A_ BK;2 Q7 h brB`H `2/m+2/ ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k99
Ry*Xj9 :b MbHvbBb /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2 h brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X k98
Ry*Xj8 h?2`KH BK;2, h brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9e
Ry*Xje "m`M2` bF2i+?- S ~Qr +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9d
Ry*Xjd PT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; i2bi /v Ok, S Kbb ~Qr- λ X X X k9d
Ry*Xj3 PT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb, *HbbB}2`- ΔP JRy X X X X X X X X X X X k93
Ry*XjN S ~Qr +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k93
Ry*X9y A_ BK;2 Q7 S ~Qr BM+`2b2/ ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9N
Ry*X9R :b MHvbBb /m`BM; S ~Qr +?M;2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9N
Ry*X9k h?2`KH BK;2, +?M;2b iQ i?2 S ~Qr `i2 X X X X X X X X X X X k8R
Ry*X9j :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2
+HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k8k
Ry*X99 :b MHvbBb /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2 +HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v X X X X X k8k
Ry*X98 h?2`KH BK;2, *HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k8j
YWJ -JTU PG 'JHVSFT
Ry.XR Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i T2F TQbBiBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X key
Ry.Xk amKK`v Q7 +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X key
RRXR aB/2 pB2r Q7 >1o X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdk
RRXk hQT pB2r Q7 >1o ;HH2`v jy X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdj
RRXj bB/2 pB2r +`Qbb b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 #m`M2` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdj
RR"XR 1tT2`BK2MiH b+?2/mH2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kd8
RR"Xk JBHH b2imT X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kde
RR"Xj S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kd3
RR"X9 Sa. Q7 i2bi /v Oy X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdN
RR"X8 Sa. Q7 i2bi /v OR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3y
RR"Xe Sa. Q7 i2bi /v Ok X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3R
RR"Xd Sa. +QKT`BbQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3R
RR*XR a+`22MBM; Q7 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k39
RR*Xk a+`22MBM; Q7 Qtv;2M +QM+2Mi`iBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k38
RR*Xj a+`22MBM; Q7 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k38
RR*X9 oAa BK;2b Q7 HH b+`22M2/ b2iiBM;b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3d
RR*X8 A_ p2`;2/ BK;2b Q7 HH b+`22M2/ b2iiBM;b X X X X X X X X X X X X k3N
RR*Xe A_ BK;2b Q7 HH b+`22M2/ b2iiBM;b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNy
RR.XR oB/2Q BK;2b Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNk
RR.Xk 6HK2 b?T2, _27 Oj X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kN9
RR.Xj A_ BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kN9
RR.X9 A_ BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj- p2`;2/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X kN9
RR.X8 A_ BK;2 b2`B2b- `272`2M+2 Oj X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kN8
RR.Xe oAa BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kN8
RR.Xd A_ BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNe
RR.X3 A_ BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- p2`;2/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNe
RR.XN Sa. +QKT`BbQM /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2 KBHH /Bb+ X X X X X X X X X kNd
RR.XRy :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i BM+`2b2/ Sa. X X X X X X X X X X X X kN3
RR.XRR Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b i BM+`2b2/ Sa. X X X X X X X X X X X X kN3
RR.XRk Sa.- +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNN
RR.XRj Sa.- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyy
RR.XR9 Sa.- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyy
RR.XR8 oAa BK;2 Q7 BM+`2b2/ Sa. ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyR
RR.XRe A_ BK;2 Q7 BM+`2b2/ Sa. ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyk
RR.XRd A_ BK;2 Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2 Sa. ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyk
RR.XR3 A_ BK;2 Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2 Sa. ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyk
RR.XRN :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i `2/m+2/ h brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X jyj
RR.Xky Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b i `2/m+2/ h brB`H X X X X X X X X X X jyj
RR.XkR h brB`H- +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jy9
RR.Xkk h brB`H- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jy8
RR.Xkj h brB`H- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jy8
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RR.Xk9 oAa BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ h brB`H ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jye
RR.Xk8 6HK2 HB7i +QKT`BbQM /m`BM; `2/m+2/ h QT2`iBQM X X X X X X X jye
RR.Xke A_ BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ h brB`H ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyd
RR.Xkd A_ BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ h brB`H ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyd
RR.Xk3 :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i BM+`2b2/ a X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyN
RR.XkN Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b i BM+`2b2/ a X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyN
RR.Xjy a- +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyN
RR.XjR a- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRy
RR.Xjk a- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRy
RR.Xjj oAa BK;2 Q7 BM+`2b2/ a ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRR
RR.Xj9 A_ BK;2 Q7 BM+`2b2/ a ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRR
RR.Xj8 A_ BK;2 Q7 BM+`2b2/ a ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRk
RR.Xje "m`M2` bF2i+? i `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X X X X X X X jRk
RR.Xjd :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X jR9
RR.Xj3 Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b i `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X jR9
RR.XjN S i2KT2`im`2- +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jR9
RR.X9y S i2KT2`im`2- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jR8
RR.X9R S i2KT2`im`2- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jR8
RR.X9k oAa BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X jRe
RR.X9j A_ BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X jRe
RR.X99 A_ BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X jRd
RR.X98 :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i `2/m+2/ HQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRN
RR.X9e Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b i `2/m+2/ HQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRN
RR.X9d GQ/- +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jky
RR.X93 GQ/- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jky
RR.X9N GQ/- Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jkR
RR.X8y oAa BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jkR
RR.X8R 6HK2 b?T2 /2p2HQTK2Mi- `2/m+2/ HQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X jkk
RR.X8k A_ BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jkk
RR.X8j A_ BK;2 Q7 `2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jkj
RR1XR aBKTHB}2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; `272`2M+2 QT2`iBQM X X X X X X X X X X jke
RR1Xk aBKTHB}2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; BM+`2b2/ Sa. QT2`iBQM X X X X X X jk3
RR1Xj aBKTHB}2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; `2/m+2/ h brB`H QT2`iBQM X X X X X jkN
RR1X9 a+2M`BQb /m`BM; BM+`2b2/ a QT2`iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X jjy
RR1X8 a+2M`BQ R /m`BM; BM+`2b2/ a QT2`iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X jjR
RR1Xe a+2M`BQ k /m`BM; BM+`2b2/ a QT2`iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X jjR
RR1Xd aBKTHB}2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQM X X X X X X X jjj
RkXR Jo pbX >1o +QKT`BbQM- +2Mi2`HBM2 K2bm`2K2Mib X X X X X X jjd
RkXk 6HQr }2H/ +QKT`BbQM- Jo pb >1o X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jj3
RkXj S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b i?`Qm;? /2+2Mi`HBx2/ A_w X X X X X X X X X X j9y
RkX9 S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b i?`Qm;? i?2 >1o ~K2 X X X X X X X X X X X j9R
RkX8 S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b i?`Qm;? +2Mi`H A_w X X X X X X X X X X X X X j9k
YWJJJ -JTU PG 'JHVSFT
*XR hQiH 7m2H ~Qr- KBHH Ry X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y9
*Xk hQiH S ~Qr- KBHH Ry X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y9
*Xj .mbi ~Qr iQ #m`M2` ORR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y9
*X9 .mbi ~Qr iQ H2p2H Ry X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y9
*X8 B` bT22/ iQ #m`M2` ORR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y8
*Xe B` bT22/ iQ H2p2H Ry #m`M2`b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y8
*Xd 6HQr Q7 a iQ #m`M2` ORR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y8
*X3 *QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr iQ #m`M2` ORR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y8
*XN 6HQr Q7 a iQ H2p2H Ry #m`M2`b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9ye
*XRy *QK#mbiBQM B` H7Qr iQ H2p2H Ry #m`M2`b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9ye
*XRR a im`#mHiQ` b2iiBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9ye
*XRk h im`#mHiQ` b2iiBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9ye
*XRj *QK#mbiBQM B` i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9yd
*XR9 *HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9yd
*XR8 JBHH Ry 2z2+i X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9yd
*XRe JBHH Ry T`2bbm`2 /`QT X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9yd
-JTU PG 5BCMFT
RXR AM/mbi`BH TTHB+iBQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q+2bb2b X X X X X X X X X X X N
kXR *QKTQbBiBQMH +QKT`BbQM Q7 /Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb X X X X kk
kXk J+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 rQQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kk
kXj *QKTQbBiBQMH +QKT`BbQM Q7 /Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb X X X X k9
kX9 "bB+ ;`Qri? /i 7Q` i?2 KBb+Mi?mb 7m2HX X X X X X X X X X X X X kN
kX8 Pp2`pB2r Q7 biM/`/b mb2/ 7Q` T`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBbX jy
kXe S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 irQ T`2Mi 7m2HbX X X X X X X X X X X X X jy
kXd S`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 :_11L T`2Mi 7m2Hb X X jR
kX3 S`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 TBM2 rQQ/ X X X X X X X X X X jR
kXN S`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 TBM2 rQQ/ X X X X X X X X X X jk
kXRy S`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 KBb+Mi?mb X X X X X X X X X jj
kXRR qQQ/ T`iB+H2 bBx2 M/ b?T2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM- aiM7Q`/ 7m2Hb X jd
kXRk JBb+Mi?mb T`iB+H2 bBx2 M/ b?T2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM- aiM7Q`/
7m2Hb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X j3
kXRj amKK`v Q7 i?2 _QbBM@_KKH2` T`K2i2`b 7Q` i?2 :_11L 7m2Hb jN
jXR .2+QKTQbBiBQM i2KT2`im`2b Q7 HB;MBQ+2HHmHQbB+ +QKTQM2Mib X X X 8y
jXk amKK`v Q7 +2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b X X 8j
jXj amKK`v Q7 +2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b i ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b X X 8j
jX9 *2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 89
jX8 *2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 89
jXe amKK`v Q7 ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X 8e
jXd >2KB+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8e
jX3 amKK`v Q7 HB;MBM Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8d
jXN GB;MBM Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8d
jXRy amKK`v Q7 r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b ey
jXRR amKK`v Q7 r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b i ?B;? ?2iBM;
`i2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ey
jXRk q?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X eR
jXRj q?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ek
jXR9 EBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b Q7 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb- ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 X X X ej
jXR8 amKK`v Q7 #BQKbb +QKTQM2Mib FBM2iB+ T`QT2`iB2b X X X X X X X e9
9XR hvTB+H `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMb- h: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X e3
9Xk Pp2`pB2r Q7 h: 2tT2`BK2MiH +QM/BiBQMbX X X X X X X X X X X X X dR
9Xj Pp2`pB2r Q7 a6P_ FBM2iB+ +QMbiMi- h: X X X X X X X X X X X X d9
YY -JTU PG 5BCMFT
9X9 .1J FBM2iB+ +QMbiMib Qp2`pB2r- h: X X X X X X X X X X X X X d9
8XR 6HQr +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3k
8Xk a?Q`i Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 G6_ 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt X X X X X X X X X 3j
8Xj PT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` X X X X X 3d
8X9 Pp2`pB2r Q7 bm#@`QmiBM2b- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X NR
8X8 S?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 +QMiBMmQmb T?b2- G6_ X X X X X X X X NR
8Xe "QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb- G6_ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Nk
8Xd p2`;2 #mHF ~Qr T`QT2`iB2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Nj
8X3 "QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb- 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` X X X X X X X X X N8
8XN "QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb- 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` X X X X X X X X X N8
8XRy aBMi2`BM; Q7 FQHBM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RRy
8XRR amKK`v Q7 /2`Bp2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X Rkk
eXR M Qp2`pB2r Q7 +QKKQM bbmKTiBQMb mb2/ BM KQ/2H /2p2HQTK2MiRj9
eXk Pp2`pB2r Q7 bbmKTiBQMb BM KQ/2H /2p2HQTK2Mi X X X X X X X X X Rj9
dXR GBi2`im`2 `2pB2r Q7 `/BiBp2 ?2i i`Mb72` BM TQ`Qmb K2/B X X Rj3
dXk >2i +T+Biv Q7 rQQ/ M/ +?` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R9y
dXj h?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b mb2/ BM i?2 KQ/2HX X X X X X X X X X X R98
dX9 EBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b mb2/ 7Q` i?2 R. MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2 KQ/@
2HBM;X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R9d
dX8 Pp2`pB2r Q7 pHB/iBQM 2tT2`BK2MiH b2i@mTb X X X X X X X X X X X R93
dXe S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb 7Q` b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8j
dXd a2MbBiBpBiv i2bi, _272`2M+2 pHm2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8j
dX3 a2MbBiBpBiv i2bi- BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R89
dXN a2MbBiBpBiv i2bi `2bmHib- BMi2`MH ?2i i`Mb72` X X X X X X X X X X X R89
dXRy a2MbBiBpBiv i2bi- 2ti2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8d
dXRR a2MbBiBpBiv i2bi `2bmHib- 2ti2`MH ?2i i`Mb72` X X X X X X X X X X R8d
dXRk a2MbBiBpBiv i2bi- `2+iBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R8N
dXRj a2MbBiBpBiv i2bi `2bmHib- `2+iBQM K2+?MBbKb X X X X X X X X X X X Rey
3XR S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 /mbi 7`QK JoR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Re3
3Xk .2}MBiBQMb Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQMb #2ir22M i?2 i?`22 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM +i2;Q`B2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RdR
3Xj 1z2+iBp2 T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rdj
3X9 S`iB+H2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM 7Q` KQ/2H 7m2H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Rd8
3X8 *QKTQbBiBQM Q7 2pQHpBM; ;b2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X RdN
3Xe aT2+B}+ ?2i +T+BiB2b Q7 2pQHpBM; ;b2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3y
3Xd aiM/`/ bii2 2Mi?HTv M/ 2Mi`QTv Q7 2pQHpBM; ;b2b X X X X X R3R
3X3 JQ/2H 7m2H, S`iB+H2 bBx2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3R
3XN JQ/2H 7m2H FBM2iB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3k
NXR 6mHH@b+H2 BMbi`mK2MiiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R3d
NXk S`Q#2 Qp2`pB2r X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R33
-JTU PG 5BCMFT YYJ
Ry"XR 1tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt 7Q` JoR +KTB;M OR- r22F N- kyRk X X ky3
Ry"Xk SQr2` THMi /i HBbi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kyN
Ry"Xj PT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb- HH `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRy
Ry"X9 SQr2` THMi /i HBbi- MQiiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRR
Ry"X8 hBK2 i#H2 7Q` /mbi bKTHBM; 7`QK 722/2` im#2 iQ #m`M2` ORRX X kRk
Ry"Xe aBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM biiBbiB+b #b2/ QM *JaAw1_ȉ`2bmHib 7Q` b2@
H2+i2/ Jo /mbi bKTH2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRj
Ry"Xd S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb, .mbi bKTH2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRd
Ry*XR hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2 K2bm`2K2Mib i i?2 #2;BMMBM;
M/ 2M/ Q7 2+? i2bi /vX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kRN
Ry*Xk a2H2+i2/ `272`2M+2 QT2`iBQM pHm2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kky
Ry*Xj S`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+BiB2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjy
Ry*X9 hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr `mMb M/ QT2`iBQMH /2@
pBiBQMb 7`QK `272`2M+2 pHm2bX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjk
Ry*X8 hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` a `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kj8
Ry*Xe hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 a@brB`H `mM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kjN
Ry*Xd hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 h@brB`H `mM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9j
Ry*X3 hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` S ~Qr `mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k9e
Ry*XN S`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+BiB2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k8y
Ry*XRy hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +HbbB}2` `mM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k8R
RR"XR *QHH2+i2/ /mbi bKTH2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdd
RR"Xk *QHH2+i2/ rQQ/ T2HH2ib M/ +?BT bKTH2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdd
RR"Xj S`QtBKi2 MHvb2b, .mbi bKTH2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdd
RR*XR 1tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt, a+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2Mib X X X X X X X X X X X k39
RR.XR 1tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNR
RR.Xk PT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb- bmKK`v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNj
RR.Xj hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM X X X kNe
RR.X9 Sa. +QKT`BbQM /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2 KBHH /Bb+ X X X X X X X X X kN3
RR.X8 hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 h brB`H X X X X X X X X X X X X jyj
RR.Xe hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 a X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jy3
RR.Xd hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 S i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X X X jRk
RR.X3 6HQrb M/ i2KT2`im`2b i `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X jRj
RR.XN 1z2+iBp2 i2KT2`im`2b /m`BM; `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 `mM X X jRj
RR.XRy hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 S i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X X X jRd
RR.XRR PT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X jR3
RR.XRk 6HK2 +QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jR3
RkXR *QKT`BbQM Q7 ~Qrb >1o M/ Jo X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jje
YYJJ
"CCSFWJBUJPOT
"*. /pM+2/ #BQKbb M/ +QH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
Jo K;2` TQr2` biiBQM
S> B` T`2@?2i2`
a B` bTHBi
#@*S. "BQKbb +?2KB+H T2`+QHiBQM /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
* *``B2` B`
**. *?`;2@+QmTH2/ /2pB+2
*6. *QKTmiiBQMH ~mB/ /vMKB+b
*>S *QK#BM2/ ?2i M/ TQr2`
*S. *?2KB+H T2`+QHiBQM /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
*q *QQHBM; ri2`
.1J .Bbi`B#mi2/ +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v KQ/2H
/XX7X .`v M/ b? 7`22
.P .Bb+`2i2 Q`/BMi2b
.SJ .Bb+`2i2 T?b2 KQ/2H
._q .Bb+`2i2 `M/QK rHF
.a* .Bz2`2MiBH b+MMBM; +HQ`BK2i`v
.h .Bz2`2MiBH i?2`KH MHvbBb
.h: .2`BpiBp2 i?2`KQ;`p2K2i`v
.h:a .2mi2`i2/ i`B;Hv+BM2 bmH7i2
1.s 1M2`;v@/BbT2`bBp2 t@`v bT2+i`Qb+QTv
16_ 1Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`
1_w 1ti2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
1qh 1M?M+2/ rHH i`2iK2Mi
6"_ 6Bt2/ #2/ `2+iQ`
6aS 6B#2` bim`iBQM TQBMi
6hA_ 7Qm`B2` i`Mb7Q`K BM7``2/ bT2+i`Qb+QTv
:_11L SQr2` :2M2`iBQM 7`QK _1M2r#H2 1L2`;v
>1o >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM
>>o >B;?2` ?2iBM; pHm2
>_ >2iBM; `i2
>hou >B;? i2KT2`im`2 pQHiBH2 vB2H/
A_w AMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
G. Gb2` /QTTH2` M2KQK2i`v
YYJW "CCSFWJBUJPOT
G6_ GKBM` 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`




Sa. S`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM
_La _2vMQH/ p2`;2/ LpB2`@aiQF2b
_L: _2MQ`KHBxiBQM :`QmT
_aJ _2vMQH/ bi`2bb KQ/2H
ahS aiM/`/ K#B2Mi i2KT2`im`2 M/ T`2bbm`2
a*_ a2H2+iBp2 +iHviB+ `2/m+iBQM
a1J a+MMBM; 2H2+i`QM KB+`Qb+QTv
a6 a?T2 7+iQ`
a6P_ aBM;H2 }`bi Q`/2` `2+iBQM
aLP_ aBM;H2 ni? Q`/2` `2+iBQM










β h: ?2iBM; `i2 E ·KBM−1
χ *QMp2`bBQM ě
ε 1KBbbBpBiv ě
λ h?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv C (K · b ·E)−1
Λ J2M 7`22 Ti?rv K
μ oBb+QbBiv S · b
Ω M;mH` p2HQ+Biv `/ · b−1
ω hM;2MiBH p2HQ+Biv K · b−1
ϕ SQ`QbBiv ě
ρ .2MbBiv F; ·K−3
σ .Bbi`B#miBQM bT`2/ ě
σ ai27M@"QHixKMMǶb +QMbiMi C · b−1 ·K−1 ·E−4
τK J+`Q@KBtBM; iBK2 b+H2 b
ξ Ji2`BH T`QT2`iv ě

















}#2` aQHB/ bi`m+im`2 }#2`
7`22 6`22 ri2`





i S`2b2Mi iBK2 bi2T
B AMi2`MH U2KBbbBpBivV






N 1HTb2/ iBK2 bi2T
TQ` aQHB/ bi`m+im`2 TQ`2
T S`iB+H2











A 1z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv KQ/2H +QMbiMi ě
A S`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` b−1 Q` b−1 ·E−1/2
a ++2H2`iBQM K · b−2
Bi "BQi MmK#2` ě
cp aT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv C (F; ·E)−1
d .BK2i2` K
D *?`+i2`BbiB+ #m`M2` /BK2i2` K
D Zm`H /BK2i2` K
ΔH 1Mi?HTv Q7 `2+iBQM C · F;−1
d¯ J2M /BK2i2` K
E +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v C ·KQH−1
E¯ J2M +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v C ·KQH−1
F 6Q`+2 p2+iQ`
(
F; ·K · b−2) mˆ
g (z) .mKKv 7mM+iBQM
h >2i i`Mb72` +Q2{+B2Mi C (b ·E)−1K−2
I h2KT2`im`2 BMi2;`H
k _i2 +QMbiMi b−1
m Jbb F;
H 1Mi?HTv FC ·KQH−1
MW JQH2+mH` r2B;?i ; ·KQH−1
/PUBUJPO YYWJJ
n 1tTQM2Mi ě
n _2+iBQM Q`/2` ě
Nu Lmbb2Hib MmK#2` ě
Pr S`M/iH MmK#2` ě
Q "m`M2` i?`Qm;?Tmi F; · b−1
q >2i ~mt C · b−1 ·K−2
r _/Bmb K
R Pmi2` `/Bmb K
R lMBp2`bH ;b +QMbiMi C (KQH ·E)−1
Re _2vMQH/b MmK#2` ě
S arB`H MmK#2` ě
S 1Mi`QTv C ·KQH−1
T h2KT2`im`2 E
t hBK2 b
U *?`+i2`BbiB+ #m`M2` p2HQ+Biv K · b−1
u tBH p2HQ+Biv K · b−1
u o2HQ+Biv p2+iQ`
(
K · b−1) mˆ
V oQHiBH2 7`+iBQM ě
V oQHmK2 K3
v o2HQ+Biv K · b−1
w˙ _i2 Q7 ri2` 2pTQ`iBQM F; · b−1 ·K−3
x .BbiM+2 K
Y qi2` 7`+iBQM ě
Y/ .Bbi`B#miBQM 7mM+iBQM ě








AM `2+2Mi /2+/2b- +2Mi`H TQr2` M/ ?2i T`Q/m+iBQM i?`Qm;? i?2`KH +QMp2`@
bBQM Q7 #BQKbb ?b ;BM2/ ;`QmM/ +QM+m``2MiHv rBi? i?2 TQHBiB+H ;2M/ #Qi?
QM  MiBQMH M/ M BMi2`MiBQMH H2p2HX 6QbbBH 7m2H +QK#mbiBQM +QMbiBimi2b
i?2 H`;2bi T`i Q7 i?2 Mi?`QTQ;2MB+ 2KBbbBQM Q7 ;`22M ?Qmb2 ;b2b (j)X h?2
/2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 ?B;? 2{+B2M+v #BQKbb THMib Bb `2[mB`2/ BM Q`/2` iQ #HM+2
i?2 ~m+imiBM; TQr2` T`Q/m+iBQM 7`QK rBM/ KBHHb M/ Qi?2` Hi2`MiBp2 miBHBiv
bQm`+2b- r?BH2 biBHH bi`BpBM; iQr`/b  *Pk@M2mi`H 2M2`;v T`Q}H2X .B`2+i +QK@
#mbiBQM Q` +Q@+QK#mbiBQM Q7 #BQKbb T`QpB/2b M 2+QMQKB+ /pMi;2 Qp2` i?2
BM/B`2+i +QK#mbiBQM i?`Qm;? i?2`KH +QMp2`bBQM T`Q+2bb2b iQ 2X;X i?2 i`Mb@
TQ`iiBQM b2+iQ` (9)X AM //BiBQM- i?2`KH THMib `2  M2+2bb`v M22/ BM i?2
T`QpBbBQM Q7 /Bbi`B+i ?2iBM;X
.2p2HQTK2Mi M/ BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 ?B;? 2{+B2M+v #BQKbb +QK#mbiBQM
i2+?MQHQ;v Bb `;m#Hv i?2 #2bi M2`@i2`K bQHmiBQM iQ T`QpB/2 bi#H2 M/ *Pk@
M2mi`H +2Mi`HBx2/ TQr2` M/ /Bbi`B+i ?2iBM; iQ H`;2` +BiB2b M/ BM/mbi`BH
`2bX
"BQKbb /Bz2`b 7`QK +QMp2MiBQMH bQHB/ 7QbbBH 7m2Hb Ui`/BiBQMHHv +QHV BM 
MmK#2` Q7 2bb2MiBH `2bc BM+Hm/BM; #Qi? +?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM M/ T?vbB+H
bi`m+im`2 M/ TT2`M+2X h?mb- /B`2+i miBHBxiBQM Q7 2tBbiBM; ?B;? 2{+B2M+v
TmHp2`Bx2/ ?2i M/ TQr2` 7+BHBiB2b Bb MQi M QTiBKH QTiBQM r?2M +QMbB/2`BM;
#BQ/mbi b i?2 7m2HX h?2 }#`Qmb Mim`2 Q7 i?2 #BQKbb +QKTHB+i2b T`iB@
+H2 T`2i`2iK2Mi BKTHvBM; H`;2` M/ Q//Hv b?T2/ 7m2H T`iB+H2bc +?M;BM;
2`Q/vMKB+b M/ T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMbX AM //BiBQM- i?2 H`;2` 7`+@
iBQM Q7 pQHiBH2 +QKTQM2Mib +?M;2b i?2 +QM/BiBQMb i r?B+? bi#H2 ~K2b `2
+?B2p2/X  7bi /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 i2+?MQHQ;v BKBM; iQ +QMp2`i 2tBbiBM; ?B;?
2{+B2M+v #m`M2` BMbiHHiBQMb ?b #22M +QM/m+i2/ BM .2MK`F i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2
Tbi +QmTH2 Q7 /2+/2bX >Qr2p2`- i2+?MB+H /B{+mHiB2b HQr2` i?2 2{+B2M+v M/
HBKBi i?2 QT2`iBQMH ~2tB#BHBiv #Qi? rBi? `2;`/b iQ #BQKbb ivT2 M/ [mM@
iBivX
h?2 i`MbBiBQM iQ `2M2r#H2 2M2`;v Bb `TB/Hv T`Q;`2bbBM; BM .2MK`FX
.MBb? TQr2` THMib ?p2 #22M Q#HB;i2/ iQ BKTH2K2Mi #BQKbb +QK#mbiBQM
i2+?MQHQ;B2b bBM+2 RNNj (8) BM i?2 ii2KTi iQ HQr2` i?2 Qp2`HH *Pk@2KBbbBQMbX
h?2 +QMiBMm2/ BMi2`2bi BM +iBp2Hv /2p2HQTBM; bmbiBM#H2 i2+?MQHQ;B2b ?b #22M
i?2 7Q+mb Q7 b2p2`H bim/B2b QM i?2 QT2`iBQMH +2Mi`HBx2/ TQr2` THMib #Qi?
BM .2MK`F (eĜRy) M/ #`Q/ (RR)X h?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 7mim`2 ?2i M/
TQr2` T`Q/m+iBQM BM .2MK`F Bb iQ  H`;2 2ti2M/ `2;mHi2/ #v i?2 kyjy
7`K2rQ`F Q7 i?2 1m`QT2M *QKKBbbBQM (Rk) #mi HbQ #v MiBQMH BMBiBiBp2b
YYY *OUSPEVDUJPO
(Rj)X h?2 .MBb? ky8y THMb BK iQr`/b  100W *Pk@M2mi`H 2M2`;v b2+iQ`-
BM+Hm/BM; biiBQM`v U+2Mi`H- /2+2Mi`H- M/ ?Qmb2?QH/V T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 ?2i
M/ TQr2` M/ i?2 i`MbTQ`i b2+iQ`X h?2 mb2 Q7 +QH b 722/ 7Q` i?2 .MBb? ?2i
M/ TQr2` T`Q/m+iBQM Bb i2`KBMi2/ BM kyjy- r?BH2 i?2 mb2 Q7 QBH Bb ;`/mHHv
T?b2/ Qmi mMiBH kyj8X qBM/KBHHb THv  bB;MB}+Mi `QH2 BM i?2 .MBb? 2M2`;v
BM7`bi`m+im`2 M/ rBHH #v kyky +Qp2` 50W Q7 i?2 TQr2` T`Q/m+iBQMX h?Bb
KQiBpi2b 7Q` i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 ?B;? 2{+B2M+v M/ 7m2H ~2tB#H2 i?2`KH TQr2`
THMib iQ +Qp2` i?2 +2Mi`H ?2i T`Q/m+iBQM M/ bmTTH2K2Mi i?2 biBHH ;`QrBM;
b?`2 Q7 rBM/KBHHbX
AMi`Q/m+iBQM iQ i?2 :_11L *2Mi2`
h?2 TQr2` :2M2`iBQM 7`QK _1M2r#H2 1L2`;v U:_11LV `2b2`+? +2Mi2` Bb
#b2/ QM b2p2M rQ`F T+F;2b UqSbV- +7X };m`2 R- +Qp2`BM; i?2 HB72 +v+H2 Q7
#BQKbb 7m2H 7`QK i?2 ;`Qri? Q7 M2r M/ BKT`Qp2/ 2M2`;v +`QTb UqSRV- +?`@
+i2`BxBM; i?2 7m2H 7Q` +QK#mbiBQM Tm`TQb2b UqSkV- 2bi#HBb?BM;  b+B2MiB}+
#bBb 7Q` i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 M2r #m`M2` /2bB;Mb UqSjV- TQbi ~K2 +iBpBiB2b
BM b? i`Mb7Q`KiBQM- /2TQbBiBQM- M/ //BiBp2b UqS9V- /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 MQp2H
+Q``QbBQM `2bBbiMi bmT2`@?2i2` Ki2`BHb UqS8V- +?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 .2LPx
+iHvbi /2+iBpiBQM UqSeV- M/ }MHHv i?2 `2@miBHBxiBQM Q7 b? UqSdVX
6B;m`2 R M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 qSb +Qp2`2/ #v :_11LX
*OUSPEVDUJPO YYYJ
qSj, "m`M2` .2bB;M
h?Bb S?. T`QD2+i rBHH T`BK`BHv BM+Hm/2 rQ`F `2Hi2/ iQ qSj QM #m`M2` /2p2H@
QTK2MiX qSj Bb +HQb2Hv `2Hi2/ iQ 7m2H +?`+i2`BxiBQM UqSkV M/ rQ`Fb iQ
`2Hi2 i?2 H#Q`iQ`v +?`+i2`BxiBQMb iQ Q#b2`piBQMb K/2 i?`Qm;? 7mHH@b+H2
+KTB;MbX
P#D2+iBp2b
h?Bb rQ`F BKb iQ 2bi#HBb?  b+B2MiB}+ #bBb 7Q` i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7  M2r
;2M2`iBQM Q7 #BQKbb #m`M2`b /2bB;M2/ iQ 7+BHBii2 ?B;? 2{+B2M+v M/ 7m2H
~2tB#BHBiv +QK#BM2/ rBi? ;QQ/ T`iB+H2 #m`M@Qmi M/ bi#H2 ~K2 +T#BHBiB2b
Q7 100W #BQ/mbi 7m2H2/ THMibX h?2 T`QD2+i rBHH HBMF 7m2H T`QT2`iB2b iQ ~K2
T`QT2`iB2b- +QMbB/2`BM; #Qi? ~mB/ /vMKB+ 2z2+ib /m2 iQ i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM
T`iB+H2 +?`+i2`b M/ +?2KB+H 2z2+ib /m2 iQ +?M;2b BM +?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM
M/ +?2KB+H FBM2iB+bX
ai`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 h?2bBb
h?2 i?2bBb Bb r`Bii2M b  KQMQ;`T? M/ +QMbi`m+i2/ 7`QK }p2 T`ib,
A AMi`Q/m+iBQM M/ 6mM/K2MiHb
AM i?Bb T`i #BQKbb +QK#mbiBQM 7mM/K2MiHb `2 T`2b2Mi2/X h?2 #bB+
HBi2`im`2 QM #BQKbb +?`+i2`BxiBQM M/ i?2`KQ+?2KB+H T`Q+2bb2b Bb
#`B2~v BMi`Q/m+2/X
AA .2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 aKHH "BQKbb S`iB+H2b
h?Bb T`i /2b+`B#2b i?2 FBM2iB+HHv +QMi`QHH2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bbX
h?2 M2` BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2b `2 bim/B2/ i #Qi? HQr M/ ?B;? ?2i@
BM; `i2b M/  b2H2+iBQM Q7 T?2MQK2MQHQ;B+H K2+?MBbKb `2 2KTHQv2/
iQ KQ/2H i?2 T`Q+2bb2bX S`i AA 7Q`K i?2 #bBb 7Q` Tm#HB+iBQM - T@
T2M/Bt X
AAA .2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 G`;2` "BQKbb S`iB+H2b
6Q` BM/mbi`BH Tm`TQb2b- i?2 BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2 bbmKTiBQM QMHv TTHv
iQ  7`+iBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b BMi`Q/m+2/ iQ  #QBH2`X h?Bb T`i 2tKBM2b
i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 ?2i i`MbTQ`i HBKBiiBQMb M/ /2p2HQTb 2M;BM22`BM; }t2b
i?i +M #2 BKTH2K2Mi2/ iQ +QKK2`+BH *6. +Q/2bX h?2 +QK#BM2/
+?Ti2`b Q7 T`i AAA 7Q`K i?2 #bBb 7Q` Tm#HB+iBQM "- TT2M/Bt "X
Ao 6mHH@a+H2 J2bm`2K2Mib
h?`22 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb ?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi- irQ Q7 r?B+? `2 `2@
TQ`i2/ BM i?Bb T`iX h?Bb +Qp2`b  +QKT`2?2MbBp2 `2pB2r Q7 i?2 2tT2`B@
K2MiH `2bmHib M/ i?2B` +QKT`BbQMbX
o _2+TBimHiBQMb M/ *QM+HmbBQMb





ǳA7 r2 FM2r r?i Bi rb r2 r2`2 /QBM;-




5IFSNPDIFNJDBM $POWFSTJPO PG #JPNBTT
h?Bb i?2bBb BKb iQ T`QpB/2 b+B2MiB}+ Ki2`BH 7Q` i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 brB`H
bi#BHBx2/ S6 #m`M2`bX ambT2MbBQM }`BM; Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb Bb BMi2`2biBM; 7Q` +QK@
K2`+BH mb2 T`BK`BHv /m2 iQ Bib ?B;? +QK#mbiBQM 2{+B2M+v- rB/2 miBHBxiBQM-
M/ Bib H`;2 +T+Biv (R9- R8)X >Qr2p2`- TQQ` 7m2H p2`biBHBiv KF2b i?Bb +QK@
#mbiBQM i2+?MQHQ;v bm#D2+i iQ QM;QBM; `2b2`+?X h?Bb +?Ti2` rBHH BMi`Q/m+2
i?2 7mM/K2MiHb Q7 bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ #BQKbb +QK#mbiBQMX
RXR qHH JQmMi2/ "m`M2`b
AM ;2M2`H- irQ ;2M2`B+ KBM +i2;Q`B2b Q7 bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ i2+?MQHQ;B2b 2tBbi-
/2}M2/ #v i?2 ivT2 Q7 2KTHQv2/ #m`M2` BMbiHHiBQM (R8- Re), arB`H #m`M2`b
BMi`Q/m+2 +QK#mbiBQM B` iQ i?2 7m`M+2 i?`Qm;? M MMmH` `BM; bm``QmM/BM;
i?2 T`BK`v B`f7m2H D2i i  iM;2MiBH M;H2- ?2M+2- +`2iBM; i?2 brB`HBM;
KQiBQMX h?Bb `QiiBM; KQiBQM ;Bp2b `Bb2 iQ  HQr T`2bbm`2 xQM2 /D+2Mi iQ i?2
T`BK`v MQxxH2 2tBi- +mbBM; ?Qi +QK#mbiBQM ;b2b iQ `2~mt M/ i?2`2#v B;MBi2
M2rHv BMi`Q/m+2/ 7m2HX h?Bb b2H7 bmbiBMBM; #2?pBQ` BKTHB2b M BM/2T2M/2M+2
#2ir22M 2+? #m`M2` BMbiHHiBQMX h?2 b2+QM/ +i2;Q`v Q7 bmbT2MbBQM }`2/
+QK#mbiBQM i2+?MQHQ;B2b BM+Hm/2b D2i@MQxxH2 ``v #m`M2`bX h?2b2 BMbiHHiBQMb
mb2 MQ- Q` QMHv HBiiH2 brB`HBM; KQiBQM BM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B`X 6HK2 B;MBiBQM
M/ bi#BHBxiBQM `2HB2b T`BK`BHv QM  +QQT2`iBp2 TH+2K2Mi Q7 i?2 #m`M2`b
(Rd)X "ii2`B2b Q7 #m`M2`b `2 +QKKQMHv BMbiHH2/ i i?2 +Q`M2`b Q7 i?2 7m`M+2
iQr2`- BMi`Q/m+BM; i?2 D2i Q7 B` M/ 7m2H iM;2MiBHHv iQ  p2`iB+H +vHBM/2` i
i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 7m`M+2X >2M+2- KmHiBTH2 D2ib +`2i2b  bBM;H2 ~K2X
RXRXR 6HK2 ai#BHBxiBQM
arB`HBM; D2ib `2 i?2 KBM Q#D2+iBp2 Q7 i?Bb rQ`FX JmHiBTH2 BM/2T2M/2Mi rHH
KQmMi2/ #m`M2`b BMi`Q/m+2b #Qi? 7m2H M/ +QK#mbiBQM B` iQ i?2 7m`M+2X
6HK2 bi#BHBiv BM `2HiBQM iQ 7`QMi rHH KQmMi2/ #m`M2`b Bb mbmHHv /2b+`B#2/
b  ǳǵHBi@#+FǴ ~K2- BX2X  ~K2 i?i B;MBi2b rBi?BM- Q` p2`v M2` i?2 #m`M2`
[m`H (R3)X GB7i2/ ~K2b- BX2X ~K2b i?i B;MBi2 BM i?2 7`@}2H/- Q` /QrMbi`2K
Q7 Mv BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2b +M QMHv #2 bi#BHBx2/ B7 i?2 BM+QKBM; `/B@
iBQM Bb bi`QM; M/ Bb ;2M2`HHv MQi +QMbB/2`2/ b 7pQm`#H2 QT2`iBQMX ai`QM;
`/BiBQM Bb ``2Hv i?2 +b2 BM miBHBiv #QBH2`b r?2`2 ?2i Bb 2ti`+i2/ i?`Qm;?
i?2 #QBH2` rHHb H2pBM; i?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb r2HH #2HQr i?2 ;b T?b2
i2KT2`im`2X
  5IFSNPDIFNJDBM $POWFSTJPO PG #JPNBTT
AMbi2/ brB`HBM; ~K2b `2 bi#BHBx2/ #v irQ T`BK`v K2+?MBbKb,
Ç arB`H bi#BHBxiBQM
Ç "Hmz #Q/v ii+?K2Mi
h?2 brB`H bi#BHBxiBQM UBM+Hm/BM; [m`H /2bB;MV KMBTmHi2b i?2 ~Qr Ti@
i2`M Q7 i?2 ~K2 #v BMi`Q/m+BM; T`2bbm`2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 ~K2 BM/m+2/ #v
p2HQ+Biv ;`/B2Mib- /2}MBM; i?2 K+`QKBtBM; T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 ~Qr }2H/X h?2
T`BK`v DQ# Q7 i?2 brB`HBM; ~Qr bi#BHBxiBQM K2+?MBbK Bb iQ +QMi`QH i?2 +QM@
p2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i iQ i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ M/ i?2 KBtBM; #2ir22M 7m2H
H2M M/ 7m2H `B+? xQM2b (RN)X h?2 7m2H Bb i`MbTQ`i2/ 7`QK i?2 KBHHb iQ i?2
MQxxH2 bmbT2M/2/ BM i?2 T`BK`v B`X h?2 7m2H@B` KBtim`2 Bb BMi`Q/m+2/ iQ
i?2 7m`M+2 i?`Qm;?  +2Mi`H im#2- Q` BMM2` MMmHmb- i p2HQ+BiB2b /Dmbi2/ iQ
i?2 /2bB`2/ KBtBM; 7mM+iBQMHBiB2b- b rBHH #2 /2b+`B#2/ Hi2`X h?2 KtBKmK
p2HQ+Biv Bb mbmHHv HBKBi2/ iQ `QmM/ 20K · b−1 `2bi`B+i2/ #v ~K2 bi#BHBiv
+QMbB/2`iBQMbc 2X;X #HQr Qz- MQxxH2 2`QbBQM- 2i+X (Re)X *QK#mbiBQM B` Bb BM@
i`Q/m+2/ i ?B;? p2HQ+Biv U60Ĝ80K · b−1V i?`Qm;? M Qmi2` MMmHmbX >Qr2p2`-
i?2 ~Qr p2HQ+BiB2b Kv p`v 7`QK #m`M2` iQ #m`M2`X h?2 T`BK`v Q#D2+iBp2
Q7 i?2 `QiiBM; b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr Bb iQ BM/m+2  T`2bbm`2 /272+i i i?2 MQxxH2
2tBi /m2 iQ i?2 7Q`r`/ /B`2+i2/ BM2`iBH 7Q`+2bX h?Bb +`2i2b  HQr T`2bbm`2
xQM2 +HQb2 iQ i?2 MQxxH2 QmiH2i BM/m+BM;  p2HQ+Biv ;`/B2Mi T2`T2M/B+mH` iQ
i?2 T`BK`v ~Qr (Re- ky)X b i?2 /2;`22 Q7 brB`H- Q` i?2 M;mH`@iQ@HBM2`@
KQK2MimK `iBQ- `2+?2b  +`BiB+H pHm2- pQ`i2t #`2F/QrM rBHH Q++m` M/
 iQ`QB/H `2+B`+mHiBQM Bb 2bi#HBb?2/ BM i?2 +2Mi`H `2;BQM Q7 i?2 D2iX *QM@
i`QHHBM; i?Bb iQ`QB/H `2+B`+mHiBQM Tii2`M Bb  F2v 2H2K2Mi BM i?2 +QM+2Ti Q7
brB`HBM; D2i +QK#mbiBQM Q7 TmHp2`Bx2/ bQHB/ 7m2Hb (kR- kRĜkj)X "v BMi`Q/m+iBQM
Q7 T`QT2` `2+B`+mHiBQM- BMi2Mb2 KBtBM; M/ +QK#mbiBQM Kv #2 +?B2p2/ HQM;
rBi? ;QQ/ ~K2 bi#BHBiv (k9)X h?2 p2HQ+Biv ;`/B2Mib BM i?2 [m`H xQM2 Kv
#2+QK2 bB;MB}+Mi (k8)X h?2 `2p2`b2/ ~Qr Q7 ?Qi +QK#mbiBQM ;b2b `Bb2b i?2
i2KT2`im`2 BM i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ 7+BHBiiBM; 2`Hv B;MBiBQM M/ +HQb2 ~K2
ii+?K2Mi (ky)- b b?QrM BM };m`2 RXkX b i?2 /2;`22 Q7 brB`H BM+`2b2b- i?2
BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Bb biBKmHi2/ M/ i?2 +QMp2+iBp2 i`MbTQ`i Q7 ?Qi
+QK#mbiBQM ;b2b iQ i?2 M2` #m`M2` `2 BM+`2b2b- i?mb BM+`2bBM; i?2 ;b
T?b2 i2KT2`im`2X
h?2 T`BK`v DQ# Q7 i?2 #Hmz #Q/v- Q` ~K2 ?QH/2`- Bb iQ ii+? i?2 ~K2
iQ i?2 #m`M2`X "Hmz #Q/B2b BMi`Q/m+2  bi`QM;- ?Qr2p2`- bKHH `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2 /QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 Q#D2+i- +7X };m`2 RXRX h?Bb BMi2Mb2 `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2 7+BHBii2b M BMBiBH KBtBM; Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v B` M/ i?2
bm``QmM/BM; +QK#mbiBQM B` (ke)X
 +QKT`iBp2 BMp2biB;iBQM (k3) Q7 i?2 `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 +`2i2/ 7`QK 
p`B2iv Q7 #mM2`bc pM2/ brB`H2`b- bi#BHBx2` /BbFb- M/ brB`HBM; MMmH` D2ib-
b?Qr2/ i?i i?2 /BK2MbBQMb Q7 i?2 `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 r2`2 BM~m2M+2/ #v T`B@
K`BHv 7Qm` T`BM+BTH 7+iQ`b,
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6B;m`2 RXR AM72``2/ ~Qr `QmM/  #Hmz #Q/v BM  +?MM2H ~QrX 1tT2`BK2Mib #v,
J`iBMmxxB M/ h`QT2 (kd)X
RX .2;`22 Q7 brB`H BKT`i2/ iQ i?2 ~Qr
kX "HQ+F;2 `iBQ Q7 i?2 ~K2 ?QH/2` BM i?2 bi`2K
jX .Bp2`;2Mi rHHb- T`QpB/2/ i?i b2T`iBQM Q7 i?2 ~Qr 7`QK i?2 rHHb Bb
T`2p2Mi2/
9X h?2 b?T2 Q7 i?2 ~K2 ?QH/2`






















6B;m`2 RXk :b i2KT2`im`2b HQM; i?2 tBb Q7 TmHp2`Bx2/@Mi?`+Bi2 ~K2b b 
7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 /2;`22 Q7 brB`H (kj)X
Hi?Qm;? +QH/ ~Qr KQ/2HBM; Q` 2tT2`BK2Mib rBHH T`QpB/2 BMbB;?i BMiQ i?2
`2bmHiBM; ~mB/ /vMKB+b- +?M;2b iQ i?2 b?T2 M/ bBx2 Q7 i?2 `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2b Kmbi #2 2tT2+i2/ b i?2 ~Qr Bb ++2H2`i2/ #v +QK#mbiBQM `2+iBQMb
(ky)X
RXRXk *?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 arB`HBM; 6HQrb
arB`HBM; ~K2b `2 bi#BHBx2/ #v i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 M M;mH` p2HQ+Biv +QK@
TQM2Mi iQ HH Q` b2H2+i2/ ~Qrb BM i?2 #m`M2`X h?mb- i?2 KQbi +QKKQM K2i?Q/
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iQ +?`+i2`Bx2  brB`HBM; ~K2 Bb #v i?2 `2HiBp2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 Qp2`HH












arB`H- #2BM;  ~mB/ /vMKB+ T?2MQK2M- Bb Q7i2M +?`+i2`Bx2/ #v /2b+`B#@
BM; i?2 /QKBMMi 7Q`+2b +iBM; mTQM i?2 BM/BpB/mH ~mB/ 2H2K2Mib (kN)X h?2
BM~m2M+2b Q7 #Qi? i?2 }+iBimb *Q`BQHBb 7Q`+2 M/ +2Mi`B7m;H 7Q`+2b `2 BKTQ`@
iMi BM i?2 /vMKB+b Q7 brB`HBM; ~QrbX 1bT2+BHHv i?2 *Q`BQHBb 7Q`+2 ?b #22M
b?QrM iQ THv  F2v `QH2 BM i?2b2 FBM/ Q7 ~Qrb #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 ?B;? /2;`22 Q7
`QiiBQM M/ i?2`2#v H`;2 /2~2+iBQM /m2 iQ i?2 *Q`BQHBb 2z2+iX
h?2 *Q`BQHBb 7Q`+2 +iBM; BM i?2 Hi2`H THM2 UT2`T2M/B+mH` THM2 iQ i?2
tBH ~Qr /B`2+iBQMV `2bi`B+ib i?2 `/BH /BbTH+2K2Mi Q7 ~mB/ 2H2K2Mib /m2 iQ
i?2 7Q`+2 mM#HM+2 #2ir22M i?2 HQ+H T`2bbm`2 M/ i?2 +2Mi`B7m;H 7Q`+2 b 
~mB/ 2H2K2Mi i`p2Hb 2Bi?2` BMr`/b Q` Qmir`/b BM  `QiiBM; ~QrX h?mb ~mB/
2H2K2Mib 2Mi2`BM;  brB`HBM; D2i bvbi2K rBHH 2tT2`B2M+2  HQr T`2bbm`2 xQM2 BM
i?2 +Q`2 M/ rBHH Mim`HHv ~Qr iQr`/b Bi- #mi rBHH #2 /2~2+i2/ /m2 iQ i?2
*Q`BQHBb 2z2+iX "2+mb2 /Bz2`2Mi TQbBiBQMb BM  `QiiBM; 7`K2 Q7 `272`2M+2 rBHH
#2 Q#b2`p2/ iQ ?p2 /Bz2`2Mi p2HQ+BiB2b b22M 7`QK M BM2`iBH 7`K2 Q7 `272`2M+2-
 ~mB/ 2H2K2Mi Kmbi #2 ++2H2`i2/ BM Q`/2` iQ KBMiBM  bi`B;?i i`D2+iQ`v
bQ i?i Bib p2HQ+Biv +?M;2b 7`QK TQBMi iQ TQBMi #v i?2 bK2 K;MBim/2 b
i?2 `2HiBp2 /Bz2`2M+2 BM p2HQ+BiB2b #2ir22M i?2 BM2`iBH M/ `QiiBM; 7`K2 Q7
`272`2M+2X h?Bb 2z2+i Bb T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 M;mH` p2HQ+Biv- ω- M/ iQ i?2
~mB/ p2HQ+Biv +QKTQM2Mi BM i?2 Hi2`H THM2X >2M+2 i?2 *Q`BQHBb ++2H2`iBQM-
a*- +M #2 r`Bii2M
a* ∝ Ω× v = ωr
Δt
URXkV
r?2`2 v bB;MB}2b i?2 p2HQ+Biv +QKTQM2Mi Q7 i?2 ~mB/ 2H2K2Mi- r i?2 `/Bmb-
M/ Δt  ;Bp2M BMi2`pH Q7 iBK2 BM r?B+? i?2 ++2H2`iBQM +M #2 /2i2`KBM2/X
h?2 2ti2Mi iQ r?B+? i?2 `2i`/BM; 2z2+i iQ i?2 `/BH KQp2K2Mi Q7  ~mB/
2H2K2Mi /2T2M/b QM i?2 `2HiBp2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 Qi?2` 7Q`+2b +iBM; QM i?2 bK2
~mB/ 2H2K2MiX AM BMpBb+B/ ~mB/ /vMKB+b i?2 KQbi /QKBMMi 7Q`+2 rQmH/ ivT@
B+HHv #2 BM2`iBH 7Q`+2bX >2M+2-  +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 *Q`BQHBb ++2H2`iBQM







r?2`2 R Bb i?2 Qmi2` `/Bmb M/ U i?2 tBH p2HQ+BivX
*QKT`BM; i?Bb `2HiBQM iQ i?2 +QKKQMHv mb2/ (jyĜjk) 2tT`2bbBQM Q7 i?2
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b?QrBM; ?Qr i?2 mb2 Q7 i?2 brB`H MmK#2` 7Q` ~Qr +?`+i2`BxiBQM Bb bBKBH` iQ
+QKT`BM; i?2 `2HiBp2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 i?2 *Q`BQHBb 7Q`+2b iQ i?2 BM2`iBH 7Q`+2bX
h?2 brB`H MmK#2`- S- Bb +QKKQMHv mb2/ iQ +HbbB7v H#Q`iQ`v Q` TBHQi
b+H2 ~K2b (kR- jj) #mi `2 ``2Hv mb2/ 7Q` BM/mbi`BH b+H2 ~K2b #2+mb2
i?2 `2[mB`2/ T`2bbm`2 M/ p2HQ+Biv K2bm`2K2Mib `2 /B{+mHi iQ Q#iBMX h?2
mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2 `2HiBp2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 i?2 tBH M/ M;mH` KQK2MimK
Bb ?Qr2p2` /B`2+iHv i`Mb72`#H2X
Pi?2` 7Q`+2b `2H2pMi iQ bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ +QK#mbiBQM BM+Hm/2c i?2 ;`pBi@
iBQMH TmHH Bb BM T`iB+mH` BKTQ`iMi BM #BQKbb +QK#mbiBQM #2+mb2 Q7 i?2
/B{+mHiB2b Q7 ;`BM/BM; i?2 7m2Hb (Ry)X Ai +M- ?Qr2p2`- #2 miBHBx2/ iQ KtBKBx2
i?2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 Q7 i?2 7m2H- BKT`QpBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 #m`M@Qmi (j9)X
RXRXj 6HK2 *HbbB}+iBQM
*i2;Q`B+HHv irQ ivT2b Q7 ~K2bR Kv #2 ;2M2`i2/ 7`QK  brB`HBM; D2i #m`M2`
(j8- je)- BM+Hm/BM; ~K2 ivT2b y- R- M/ kX AM i?2 }`bi ivT2 UivT2@yV- i?2
KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H D2i Bb ;`2i 2MQm;? iQ TB2`+2 i?`Qm;? i?2 +2Mi`H
`2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 +`2i2/ #v i?2 brB`HBM; KQiBQM Q7 i?2 b2+QM/`v B`- b
BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 RXjX h?Bb Bb +QKKQMHv  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 HQr brB`H Q` MQ
brB`H M/fQ` ?B;? T`BK`v B` p2HQ+BiB2b M/ ?2pv 7m2H T`iB+H2bX h?2 `2bmHi Bb
 ~K2 bi#BHBx2/ #v 2ti2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM- 7+BHBiiBM; 7m2H B;MBiBQM M/ ~K2
ii+?K2Mi- 7QHHQr2/ #v  HQM;2` ~K2 r?2`2 +?` #m`M@Qmi Bb +QKTH2i2/X
h?2b2 ~K2b- `272``2/ iQ b ivT2@y ~K2b- `2 ivTB+HHv mb2/ BM +Q`M2` }`2/
#QBH2`b- r?2`2  +QQT2`iBp2 TQbBiBQMBM; Q7 KmHiBTH2 #m`M2`b bi#BHBx2b  +2Mi`H
}`2 #HH- 2Mbm`BM; #m`M@Qmi Q7 T`iB+H2b T2M2i`iBM; i?2 `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X
h?2 b2+QM/ ~K2 ivT2 miBHBx2/ ?B;? /2;`22b Q7 brB`H +QKTH2i2Hv Q` +HQb2
iQ +QKTH2i2Hv #bQ`#BM; i?2 T`BK`v D2i- `2bmHiBM; BM  b?Q`i ~K2 +HQb2 iQ
i?2 MQxxH2 2tBiX h?Bb- ivT2@k ~K2- T`Q/m+2b 2t+2HH2Mi ~K2 bi#BHBiv 7Q` rHH
}`BM; Tm`TQb2b UbBM;H2 ~K2 bi#BHBxiBQMVX h?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Bb
i?2 F2v iQ ;2M2`i2  bi#H2 ivT2@k ~K2X  bi`QM; BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
7+BHBii2b bB;MB}+Mi +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i #v ?Qi +QK#mbiBQM ;b2b BMiQ
i?2 #m`M2` [m`H r?2`2 i?2 7m2H B;MBi2b BM i?2 +HQb2 pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2 7m2H BMD2+iQ`
(jdĜjN)X
*QK#mbiBQM 2tT2`BK2Mib QM i?2 bK2 ?B;? pQHiBH2 a+Qiib "`2M+? +QH
H2/ iQ 470Ĝ520TK Q7 LPx 7Q`KiBQM mbBM;  ivT2@y ~K2 +QKT`2/ iQ NyyĜ
1000 TTK LPx 7Q`KiBQM mbBM;  ivT2@k ~K2 BM i?2 bK2 2Jq A6_6 ~K2
(9y- 9R)X h?mb- BM //BiBQM iQ ~K2 bi#BHBiv- LPx +QMbB/2`iBQMb `2 `2[mB`2/
r?2M /2+B/BM; 7Q`  ~K2 ivT2X pQB/BM; 2t+2bbBp2 LPx 7Q`KiBQM +M- ?Qr@
2p2`- #2 bbBbi2/ #v 2X;X B`@bi;BM; (j8)X
h?2 i`MbBiBQM #2ir22M ~K2 ivT2b y M/ k b 7mM+iBQM Q7 brB`H iF2b
TH+2 ;`/mHHv (9k- 9j) M/ `2 `272``2/ iQ b ivT2@R ~K2b- +7X };m`2 RXj#
(j8- 9y- 99)X A7 i?2 7Q`r`/ KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B` bi`2K Bb bm{+B2MiHv
RAM i?2 /Bb+mbbBQM Q7 ~K2 ivT2b #b2/ QM 2`Q/vMKB+ T`QT2`iB2b- i?2 AMi2`MiBQMH
6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM UA6_6V ~K2 +HbbB}+iBQM bvbi2K rBHH #2 /QTi2/ (j8)X
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UV hvT2@y ~K2 rBi? MQ brB`H M/ ?B;? tBH
KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H 7m2H D2iX h?2 ~K2
Bb bi#BHBx2/ #v 2ti2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQMX
U#V hvT2@R ~K2 rBi? HQr brB`H /2;`22b M/
`2HiBp2Hv ?B;? tBH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H
7m2H D2iX h?2 ~K2 Bb  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 ~K2
ivT2@y M/ kX
U+V hvT2@k ~K2 rBi? ?B;? brB`H /2;`22b M/
`2HiBp2Hv HQr tBH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H
7m2H D2iX h?2 +2Mi`H D2i /Q2b MQi T2M2i`i2 i?2
A_wX
6B;m`2 RXj AHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 i?`22 ivT2b Q7 brB`HBM; ~Qr ~K2b (Re- j8)X
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HQr- Bi rBHH BKK2/Bi2Hv #2 `2~2+i2/ BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQM mTQM +QMi+i rBi?
i?2 `2p2`b2 ~Qr +`2i2/ #v i?2 iQ`QB/H `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X b i?2 KQK2MimK
Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H D2i 2t+22/b  +`BiB+H pHm2- Bi Qp2`+QK2b i?2 QTTQbBi2 7Q`+2 Q7
i?2 `2p2`b2 ~Qr- /2~2+iBM; i?2 pQ`i2t 7`QK i?2 +2Mi`H tBb- +QM}MBM; Bi iQ i?2
`2;BQM #2ir22M i?2 MQr 2bi#HBb?2/ +2Mi`H D2i M/ i?2 BMbB/2 #QmM/`v Q7 i?2
~Qr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B`X
Ai Bb BKTQ`iMi iQ MQiB+2c i?i i?2 ~K2 +HbbB}+iBQM `2Hi2/ QMHv iQ i?2
~mB/ ~Qr M/ MQi iQ i?2 T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2bX 6Q` bKHH T`iB+H2b- r?2`2 i?2
BM2`iBH 7Q`+2b `2 bKHH +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 /`; 7Q`+2b Q7 i?2 ~mB/ +iBM; mTQM i?2
T`iB+H2- i?2 T`iB+H2 rBHH `2/BHv 7QHHQr i?2 ~mB/ ~QrX >Qr2p2`- i?2 i`MbBiBQM
7`QK +QH iQ #BQKbb ?p2 ?/  7mM/K2MiH BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 bi`m+im`2b Q7
brB`H bi#BHBx2/ ~K2bX h?2 HQr2` 2M2`;v /2MbBiv Q7 #BQKbb +QKT`2/ iQ
+QH- H2/b iQ ?B;?2` i`MbTQ`i B` ~Qrb T`X i?2`KH 2M2`;v mMBi BMTmi- i?mb
BM+`2bBM; i?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 ivTB+HHv tBH T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v B`
(98)X h?2 ?B;? 7Q`r`/ KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 /2Mb2 #BQKbb T`iB+H2b Kv i?2M
+mb2 T2M2i`iBQM Q7  ivT2@k +2Mi`H BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2- r?BH2 i?2 HQr
/2MbBiv T`BK`v B` ~Qr Bb `2T2HH2/ #v i?2 bi`2M;i? Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2X h?mb- T`iB+H2 T2M2i`iBQM BMiQ i?2 +2Mi2` Q7  ivT2@k ~K2- rBi?Qmi i?2
~K2 bi`m+im`2 +QHHTb2b- Bb TQbbB#H2 7Q` #BQKbb +QK#mbiBQM (98- 9e)X
SBHQi@b+H2 bim/B2b QM HQr M/ ?B;? pQHiBH2 +QHb (9d) ?p2 b?QrM ?Qr i?2
~K2 bi#BHBiv Bb T`BK`BHv +QMi`QHH2/ #v i?2 ~K2 2`Q/vMKB+b M/ iQ H2bb
2ti2Mi #v i?2 pQHiBH2 +QMi2Mi- r?BH2 i?2 B;MBiBQM #2?pBQ` Bb /2i2`KBM2/ #v
i?2 pQHiBH2 +QMi2Mi M/ i?2 +?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 pQHiBH2b (93)X
RXk h?2`KQ+?2KB+H *QMp2`bBQM Q7 "BQKbb
h?2 +QK#mbiBQM Q7 bQHB/ 7m2H T`iB+H2b +M #2 /2b+`B#2/ b  b2[m2M+2 Q7 T`Q@
+2bb2b b QmiHBM2/ BM };m`2 RX9X q?2M  bQHB/ 7m2H T`iB+H2 Bb 2tTQb2/ iQ ?2i-
i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 rBHH #2;BM iQ BM+`2b2 /m2 iQ ?2i i`MbTQ`i #v +QM@
/m+iBQM- +QMp2+iBQM- M/ `/BiBQM- i?2 `iBQ Q7 r?B+? Bb /2T2M/2Mi QM i?2 HQ+H
2MpB`QMK2Mi (9N)X h?2 `i2 i r?B+? i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb ?2i2/ Bb +2Mi`H iQ i?2
+QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb M/ /Bz2`b ;`2iHv 7Q` i?2 ivT2 Q7 BM/mbi`BH TTHB+iBQM-
+7X i#H2 RXRX
h#H2 RXR M Qp2`pB2r Q7 Tv`QHvbBb +QM/BiBQMb M/ i?2B` `2Hi2/ BM/mbi`B2b (8y)X
hvT2 h2KT2`im`2 >2iBM; `i2 TTHB+iBQM _27
E E · b−1
*QMp2MiBQMH 673Ĝ973 10−2Ĝ102 +iBpi2/ +`#QM- }H@
i2` +`#QM
(8R)
6Hb? ∼ 773 102Ĝ103 S`Q/m+iBQM Q7 #BQ@QBH (8k)
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b i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb ?2i2/ Mv KQBbim`2 rBHH #2;BM iQ 2pTQ`i2- H2pBM;
#2?BM/  /`v T`iB+H2X h?2 Q`;MB+ Ki`Bt rBHH bi`i iQ /2+QKTQb2 b i?2 T`@
iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 TT`Q+?2b 500E (89)X h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q++m`b `TB/Hv
M/ `2bmHib BM i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2b- r?B+? 7Q` #BQKbb +QMbiBimi2  bB;MB7@
B+Mi 7`+iBQM Q7 i?2 pBH#H2 ?2iBM; pHm2X h?2 pQHiBH2b `2 QtB/Bx2/ BM
;b2Qmb ?QKQ;2M2Qmb `2+iBQMb r?BH2 i?2 `2KBMBM; +?` Bb QtB/Bx2/ pB bm`@
7+2 `2+iBQMbX h?2 `i2 i r?B+? i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 #BQKbb rBHH Q++m`
Bb  [m2biBQM Q7 +?2KB+H FBM2iB+ `i2 +QMi`QH p2`bmb BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i
(88Ĝ8d) i?mb- +i2;Q`BxBM; i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H BMiQ i?2`KHHv i?BM M/ i?2`KHHv
i?B+F T`iB+H2bX
Parent fuel Char Ash
1. Heating and drying
2. Devolatilization
4. Char burnout
3. Combustion of volatiles
Volatile fractions (wt. %)
 Biomass: 80-95 %
 Coal: 20-40 %
Char fractions (wt. %)
 Biomass: 2-15 %
 Coal: 60-80 %
6B;m`2 RX9 *QM+2TimH QmiHBM2 Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM b2[m2M+2X
6B;m`2 RX9 `2T`2b2Mib i?2 bBKTH2bi K2+?MBbK iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM
Q7 #BQKbb T`iB+H2bX AM `2HBiv-  MmK#2` Q7 bm#@K2+?MBbK rBHH Q++m`X 6Q`
?B;? i2KT2`im`2 +QK#mbiBQM QM2 Q7 i?2 KQ`2 rB/2Hv ++2Ti2/ K2+?MBbKb Bb
BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 RX8X h?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 i` Bb ++2H2`i2/ i ?B;?2` i2KT2`@
im`2b (83- 8N) M/ i?2 M2i `i2 Q7 i` 7Q`KiBQM +?M;2b b i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
T`Q;`2bb2b (eyĜek)- TQi2MiBHHv BM~m2M+BM; QM i?2 S6 +QK#mbiBQMX h?mb- 7Q`
bQK2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb KQ`2 +QKTH2t KQ/2Hb Kv #2 `2[mB`2/X M 2ti2M@
bBp2 TQ`i7QHBQ Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM K2+?MBbKb ?p2 #22M T`QTQb2/ i?`Qm;? i?2
v2`bX .2p2HQT2/ 7Q` bT2+B}+ Tm`TQb2b- i?2 +QKTH2tBiv M/ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH
+QM/BiBQMb i r?B+? i?2v r2`2 /2`Bp2/- p`v ;`2iHvX h?mb- Hi?Qm;? KMv
KQ/2Hb 2tBbib- QMHv  72r `2 `2H2pMi 7Q` S6 +QK#mbiBQM Q7 #BQKbbX h?2 /2@
iBH2/ bim/B2b M/ i?2B` `2H2pM+2 iQ brB`H bi#BHBx2/ ~K2b rBHH #2 BMi`Q/m+2/
BM i?2 KQ/2HBM; +?Ti2`bX
RXkXR AM~m2M+2 Q7 h2KT2`im`2
b Tv`QHvbBb Bb i?2 i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 Q`;MB+ bi`m+im`2- i?2 i2K@
T2`im`2 THvb  Mim`H BKTQ`iMi `QH2X h?2 2z2+i Q7 `2+iQ` i2KT2`im`2 ?b
#22M bim/B2/ #Qi? 2tT2`BK2MiHHv (ej- e9) M/ i?`Qm;? KQ/2HBM; (ejĜe8)X h?2
H`;2bi BKT+i Q7 i2KT2`im`2 Bb Q7i2M `2TQ`i2/ iQ #2 i?2 +?M;2 BM i?2 +?`
vB2H/ (e8ĜeN)X h?2 +?` vB2H/ /2+`2b2b b  7mM+iBQM Q7 BM+`2bBM; i2KT2`im`2X









6B;m`2 RX8 *QM+2TimH QmiHBM2 Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM b2[m2M+2 BM+Hm/BM; i?2 7Q`KiBQM
M/ /2bi`m+iBQM Q7 i`bX
i `QmM/ 1173E i?2 +?` vB2H/ bi#BHBx2b M/ Mv bKHH +QMiBMm2/ /2+`2K2Mib
`2 #2HB2p2/ iQ #2 +mb2/ #v i?2 BM+`2b2/ miQ@;bB}+iBQM T`Q+2bb2b (dy)X
h` 7Q`KiBQM Bb T`QKQi2/ i 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2b (dR)- ?Qr2p2`- +QKT2i@
BM; rBi? b2+QM/`v +`+FBM; (dy) H2/BM; iQ M BM+`2b2 BM bQQi 7Q`KiBQMX h?2
Qp2`HH M2i `2bmHi Q7 i` Bb Q7i2M b22M iQ /2+`2b2 b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i2KT2`im`2
(eN- dk)X
AM HH +b2b- i?2 M2i `2bmHi Q7 i?2 /2+`2b2 BM +?`- BM+`2b2 BM i` 7QHHQr2/ #v
i` +`+FBM;- `2bmHib BM ?B;?2` pQHiBH2 vB2H/b i 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2b (e8Ĝdy)X
RXkXk AM~m2M+2 Q7 >2iBM; _i2
liBHBiv #QBH2`b QT2`i2 i p2`v ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b- +7X i#H2 RXR- M/ i?mb BMp2b@
iB;iBM; BMi`BMbB+ Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b i +QKT`#H2 ?2iBM; `i2b `2 Q7 Mim`H
BMi2`2biX >Qr2p2`- KmHiBTH2 T`+iB+H T`Q#H2Kb ?p2 #22M 2M+QmMi2`2/ BM i?2
HBi2`im`2- KQbi Q7 r?B+?- +M #2 i`+2/ iQ TQQ` i2KT2`im`2 +QMi`QH 7`QK 2B@
i?2` i?2 2KTHQv2/ TT`imb Q` /m2 iQ ?2i i`Mb72` HBKBiiBQMb /2i2`KBMiBQM
Q7 i?2 ?2i Q7 `2+iBQMX AM ;2M2`H- ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b ?p2 #22M `2Hi2/ iQ HQr
+iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b (dj- d9) M/ pB+2 p2`b 7Q` HQr ?2iBM; `i2b (dj- d8Ĝ3k)X
h?Bb TT`2MiHv HQr2` +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v i ?B;?2` ?2iBM; `i2b Bb #2HB2p2/ iQ
bi2K 7`QK i?2 2M/Qi?2`KB+ Tv`QHvbBb (89- 3j) ivTB+HHv MQi BM+Hm/2/ BM ?2i #H@
M+2b mb2/ iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2bX h?2 2M/Qi?2`KB+ `2+iBQMb
Q++m`b 7bi i ?B;? i2KT2`im`2b M/ i?mb `2[mB`2b  bB;MB}+Mi ?2i BMTmiX
b  /B`2+i +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 i?Bb- pQHiBH2 `2H2b2 Bb Q7i2M `2TQ`i2/ iQ iF2 TH+2
i ?B;?2` i2KT2`im`2b i?M i?2 i`m2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2X LmK2`B+H bim/B2b
?p2 #22M +QM/m+i2/ iQ BHHmbi`i2 i?2 bB;MB}+M+2 Q7 BM+Hm/BM; i?2 ?2i Q7 `2+@
iBQM iQ i?2 Qp2`HH 2M2`;v #HM+2 (39Ĝ3e)X Pi?2` `;mK2Mib ?p2 #22M K/2
i?i TTHvBM; FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7`QK HQr Q` ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib
`2 rBi?Qmi ;`2i BM~m2M+2 (3d)X h?2 T`Q#H2K #2+QK2b 2p2M KQ`2 K#B;mQmb
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b i?2 HBi2`im`2 `2TQ`ib i?2 Tv`QHvbBb b #Qi? 2M/Q@ M/ 2tQi?2`KB+- b rBHH
#2 /Bb+mbb2/ Hi2`X
h?2 ?2iBM; `i2 ?b #22M b?QrM iQ ?p2 bB;MB}+Mi BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 +?`
vB2H/ (33) #2BM; b HQr b 1Ĝ6riX W /`v M/ b? 7`22 U/XX7XV /m`BM; 7bi
Tv`QHvbBb U104Ĝ105E · b−1V p2`bmb 15Ĝ17riX W /XX7X i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b
U10Ĝ20E · KBM−1V 7Q` TBM2 rQQ/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM BM  MBi`Q;2M iKQbT?2`2X
.HHǶP` 2i HX (33) HbQ b?Qr2/ ?Qr 7bi ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib `2bmHi2/
BM K2Hi2/ +?`b r?BH2 i?2 }#`Qmb bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H rb `2iBM2/ B7
2tTQb2/ iQ HQr ?2iBM; `i2bX
>2iBM; _i2b Q7 105E · b−1, 1Mi`BM2/ 6HQr _2+iQ`b
1Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`b U16_bV- Q` bBKBH`- `2 rB/2Hv mb2/ BM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM
HBi2`im`2X >2i2/ #v #m`M2`b (3N) Q` 2H2+i`B+ ?2i2`b (dy- 33) i?2b2 `2+iQ`b
+M `2+? i?2 /2bB`#H2 ?2iBM; `i2b QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 104Ĝ105E · b−1X am+?
bim/B2b `2 ?Qr2p2` MQiQ`BQmbHv /B{+mHi iQ +``v Qmi 7Q` b2p2`H `2bQMb,
Ç h?2 +imH ?2iBM; `i2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b +M #2 /B{+mHi iQ /2i2`KBM2X
Ç h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q++m`b 7bi M/ T`iB+H2 Kmbi i?2`27Q`2 #2 2ti`+i2/
M/ [m2M+?2/ 2[mHHv 7bi 7`QK i?2 bvbi2KX
Ç GQr 722/BM; `i2b 2Mbm`2b bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 #2?pBQ` #mi HbQ BM/m+2b /B{@
+mHiB2b BM i?2 QT2`iBQMX
>2iBM; _i2b Q7 103E · b−1, *TiBp2 aKTH2 _2+iQ`b
b M Hi2`MiBp2 iQ i?2 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`- ;`B/ ?2iBM; bvbi2Kb HbQ
T`QpB/2b i?2 QTTQ`imMBiv iQ 2t+22/ i?2 bHQr ?2iBM; `i2b Q7 i?2 biM/`/
i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ MHvbBb Uh:V 2[mBTK2Mi (Ny- NR)X :`B/ ?2i2`b- ?2i2/
K2b?- rB`2 K2b?- b+`22M ?2i2`- 2i+X +QHH2+iBp2Hv FMQrM b +TiBp2 bKTH2
`2+iQ`b- }`bi BMi`Q/m+2/ #v GQBbQM M/ *?mpBM (Nk) BM i?2 bim/v Q7 `TB/
+QH Tv`QHvbBb- rQ`F #v TTHvBM; ?B;? +m``2Mib +`Qbb  ?B;? `2bBbiMi rB`2
K2b? iQ r?B+? i?2 7m2H T`iB+H2b `2 /B`2+iHv 2tTQb2/X h?Bb K2i?Q/ HHQrb
7Q` ++m`i2 +QMi`QH Q7 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 `KT M/ `2+iBQM `2bB/2M+2 iBK2X AM
//BiBQM- i?2`2 Bb MQ KQp2K2Mi Q7 i?2 7m2H M/ i?mb i?2 Kbb #HM+2 Bb Q7i2M
2bB2` iQ +HQb2X h?2 ?B;? bHBT p2HQ+Biv HbQ HBKBib i?2 +QMi+i iBK2 #2ir22M
`2H2b2/ bT2+B2b M/ i?2 bQHB/ T?b2- i?mb KBMBKBxBM; i?2 2z2+ib Q7 b2+QM/`v
`2+iBQMb (NR- Nj)X h?2 T2MHiv Bb HQr2` ?2iBM; `i2- ivTB+HHv QT2`iBM; i
irQĜi?`22 Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 #2HQr 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`b (ey- ek- N9ĜNe)X
AM ;2M2`H i?2 +TiBp2 bKTH2 `2+iQ`b // i?2 #2M2}ib Q7,
Ç 6Q`+2/ br22T ;b +QM};m`iBQM, _TB/Hv `2KQp2b pQHiBH2 ;b2b BbQHiBM;
i?2 bim/v Q7 T`BK`v /2pQHiBHBxiBQM `2+iBQMbX
Ç q2HH /2}M2/ i2KT2`im`2 T`Q;`KbX
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Ç q2HH /2}M2/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2bX
Ç 1t+2HH2Mi Kbb #HM+2 +HQbm`2X
RXkXj AM~m2M+2 Q7 JBM2`H Jii2`
JBM2`H Kii2`- 2bT2+BHHv HFHB M/ HFHB 2`i? bT2+B2b- THvb M BKTQ`iMi
`QH2 BM i?2 miBHBxiBQM Q7 #BQKbb2b BM i?2 i?2`KH BM/mbi`v 7Q` irQ `2bQMb,
Ç _2H2b2 Q7 +2`iBM BMQ`;MB+ bT2+B2b H2/ iQ /QrMbi`2K mM/2bB`2/ 2z2+ib,
1X;X 7QmHBM; M/ bm#b2[m2Mi ++2H2`i2/ +Q``QbBQM Q7 BMi2`MH T`ib Q7 i?2
#QBH2` BMbiHHiBQMb- /2+iBpiBQM Q7 b2H2+iBp2 +iHviB+ `2/m+iBQM Ua*_V
+iHvbib- /2;`/iBQM Q7 i?2 b? [mHBiv- 2i+X
Ç h?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 HFHB M/ HFHB 2`i? K2iHb ?p2 b?QrM iQ 2z2+i i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM M/ +?` 7Q`KiBQM T`Q+2bb2bX
AMp2biB;iBM; ?2iBM; `i2b #2ir22M R M/ 1000E · b−1- PFmMQ 2i HX (Nd)
+QM+Hm/2/ i?i i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 HFHB M/ HFHB 2`i? K2iHb iF2b TH+2 `2;`/@
H2bb Q7 i?2 TTHB2/ ?2iBM; `i2X
h?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 HFHB M/ HFHB 2`i? K2iHb- 2bT2+BHHv TQibbBmK- bQ/BmK-
+H+BmK- M/ K;M2bBmK- ?p2 #22M 7QmM/ iQ +i b +iHvbib 7Q` i?2 /2+QK@
TQbBiBQM T`Q+2bb- 7pQ`BM; +?` 7Q`KiBQM (N3ĜRyR)X h?2 +?``BM; 2z2+i +M #2
`2p2`bB#H2 /Dmbi2/ #v H2+?BM; Q` /QTBM; rBi? BMQ`;MB+ bHib (N3)X h?2 2z2+i
?b #22M /Q+mK2Mi2/ iQ TTHv `2;`/H2bb Q7 ?2iBM; `i2 (Ryk)X 6m2H T`2i`2i@
K2Mi rBi? BMQ`;MB+ bHib UJ;*Hk- L*H- 62aP9- M/ wM*HkV ?p2 HbQ b?QrM
i2M/2M+B2b iQ +?M;2 i?2 i?2`KH bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 Q`;MB+ K+`Q +QKTQM2Mib
BM T`2Mi #BQKbb- KFBM; Bi /B{+mHi iQ TTHv 2X;X bmT2`TQbBiBQM KQ/2HBM;
(Ryj)X
lTQM H2+?BM; Q7 T`2Mi 7m2Hb i?2 i` vB2H/ ?b #22M 7QmM/ iQ BM+`2b2 i
i?2 +Qbi Q7 i?2 ;b vB2H/ (Ryy)X
RXkX9 1pQHpBM; aT2+B2b
lbBM;  bBKTHB}2/ /2+QKTQbBiBQM KQ/2H- ;`2iHv bBKTHB}2b i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
T`Q+2bb KFBM; i?2 /i `2/BHv pBH#H2 7Q` +QKTmiiBQMH BMi2MbBp2 MmK2`@
B+H bBKmHiBQM iQQHb HBF2 *6.X AM Q`/2` iQ #2 #H2 iQ bBKmHi2 i?2 ;b@;b
+QK#mbiBQM mbBM; 2Bi?2` /2iBH2/ K2+?MBbKb Q` TT`2Mi `i2b `2[mB`2b bQK2
//BiBQMH BMbB;?i BMiQ i?2 bT2+BiBQM Q7 i?2 2pQHpBM; pQHiBH2b M/ TQbbB#Hv
b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMbX
LmK2`Qmb 7+iQ`b +QK2 BMiQ THv r?2M +QMbB/2`BM; +QKTQbBiBQM M/ T`QT@
2`iB2b Q7 i?2 2pQHpBM; T`Q/m+i +Hbb2bX "Qi? i?2 `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMb- T`BK`BHv
i2KT2`im`2 M/ ?2iBM; `i2- M/ i?2 T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iB2b- +?2KB+H +QKTQ@
bBiBQM- bBx2- b?T2- KBM2`H Kii2`- /2MbBiv- KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi- TQ`QbBiv- 2i+X-
?b #22M bm;;2bi2/ iQ BM~m2M+2 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q+2bbX
  5IFSNPDIFNJDBM $POWFSTJPO PG #JPNBTT
LmMM 2i HX (Ry9) mb2/  +TiBp2 bKTH2 `2+iQ` iQ `TB/Hv ?2i bKTH2b
Q7 ?`/rQQ/ MHvxBM; i?2 2pQHpBM; ;b2b M/ HB[mB/bX h?2 i` T`Q/m+iBQM
rb 7QmM/ iQ T2F `QmM/ 1123E 7i2` r?B+?  /2+`2b2 BM i` +QMi2Mi rb
Q#b2`p2/- T`2bmK#Hv /m2 iQ b2+QM/`v +`+FBM; Q7 i`b iQ HB;?i2` ;b2bX h?Bb
b22Kb iQ #2 i?2 ;2M2`H Q#b2`piBQM K/2 BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 (83Ĝek)X
.2+QmTHBM; i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q+2bb +?2KB+HHv 7`QK i?2 KBM ~Qr ?b b?QrM
bBKmHi2/ #b2M+2 Q7 bB;MB}+Mi i` +`+FBM; +`Qbb  rB/2 i2KT2`im`2 `M;2
(Ry8)X q?BHbi- /Bb`2;`/BM; T`iB+H2@#mHF T?b2 BMi2`+iBQM M/ bQHB/ T?b2
T?vbB+H +?M;2b ;`2iHv `2/m+2 +QKTmiiBQMH +Qbib- bm+? M bbmKTiBQM Kv
MQi `2T`2b2Mi `2HBbiB+ +QM/BiBQMb- 2bT2+BHHv BM i?2 +b2 Q7 #BQKbb r?2`2 i?2
bQHB/ T?b2 Bb FMQrM iQ mM/2`;Q bB;MB}+Mi T?vbB+H +?M;2b /m`BM; i?2 +QM@
p2`bBQM T`Q+2bb2bX
h?2 2pQHpBM; bT2+B2b- Q` i?2 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 2pQHpBM; bT2+B2b- THv M BK@
TQ`iMi `QH2 BM *6. bBKmHiBQMb mbBM;  bBM;H2 KQ/2H +QKTQmM/ iQ `2T`2b2Mi
i?2 2b+TBM; pQHiBH2 ;b2bX h?2 +QKTQbBiBQM 2z2+ib #Qi? i?2 KQH2+mH` r2B;?i
Q7 i?Bb M2i +QKTQmM/ M/ T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b HBF2 i?2 ?2i +T+BivX AM i?2
+QH HBi2`im`2 biiBbiB+H KQ/2Hb HBF2 i?2 +?2KB+H T2`+QHiBQM /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
U*S.V ?p2 #22M /2p2HQT2/ M/ T`Qp2M b M 2z2+iBp2 iQQH iQ T`2/B+i i?2 +QK@
TQbBiBQM Q7 /2pQHiBHBxBM; bT2+B2b (Rye)X >Qr2p2`- Hi?Qm;? i?2 *S. KQ/2H ?b
#22M KQ/B}2/ iQ bmBi #BQKbb2b- i?2 #@*S. KQ/2H (Ryd- Ry3)- i?2 /Bp2`bBiv Q7
i?2 #BQKbb 7m2Hb T`2p2Mi bm+?  KQ/2H iQ #2 mb2/ b  i`m2 ;2M2`B+ bi`iBM;
TQBMiX b M Hi2`MiBp2 iQ i?2 biiBbiB+H KQ/2Hb i?2 HBi2`im`2 T`QpB/2b 
H`;2 MmK#2` Q7 rB`2@K2b? `2+iQ` 2tT2`BK2MibX h?2b2 `2+iQ`b 2t?B#Bi i?2
?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b M/ i?2 }t2/ TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 bQHB/ bKTH2 KF2b Bi B/2H
7Q` +HQbBM; Kbb #HM+2bX  MmK#2` Q7 i?2b2 `2+iQ`b ?p2 #22M 2[mBTT2/
rBi? ;b MHvbBb 2[mBTK2Mi i?i +M #2 mb2/ iQ 2biBKi2 i?2 7m2H bT2+B}+
+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 /2pQHiBHBxBM; ;b2b (Nj- N8- RyN)X h?Bb TT`Q+? rBHH #2 mb2/
7Q` i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7  KQ/2H 7m2H BM +?Ti2` 3X
RXkX8 1Mi?HTv Q7 .2pQHiBHBxiBQM
Sv`QHvbBb iF2b TH+2 b #QM/ #`2F;2 BM i?2 bQHB/ bi`m+im`2 Q++m`b b i?2
i2KT2`im`2 `Bb2bX h?mb- i?2 M2i 2Mi?HTv 7Q`KiBQM Kv TQbbB#Hv BM~m2M+2
QM i?2 `i2 Q7 Tv`QHvbBbX LQ ;2M2`H +QMb2Mbmb 2tBbib BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 QM i?2
+?M;2 BM 2Mi?HTv b /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q++m`bX
.m;`/ M/ "`QrM (RRy) BMp2biB;i2/  `M;2 Q7 bKTH2b BM M BM2`i
iKQbT?2`2 i 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2bX h?2v 7QmM/  +QMbBbi2Mi 2M/Qi?2`KB+
i`2M/ 7Q` Tv`QHvbBb BM  ~Qr bvbi2K +HQbBM;  ;HQ#H ?2i #HM+2X >p2Mb
2i HX (RRR) mb2/ bBKmHiM2Qmb i?2`KH MHvbBb UahV iQ `2Hi2 i?2 Kbb HQbb
/m`BM; Tv`QHvbBb iQ i?2 Q#b2`p2/ i?2`KH `2bTQMb2X "v b2T`iBM; i?2 ?2i
Q7 /2+QKTQbBiBQM 7`QK i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i ?2 ``Bp2/ i M Qp2`HH 2M/Qi?2`KB+
`2+iBQM- rBi?  H`;2 bT`2/ 7Q` TBM2 M/ QF rQQ/X
_i? 2i HX (89) +QM+Hm/2/ 7`QK /Bz2`2MiBH b+MMBM; +HQ`BK2i`v U.a*V 2t@
T2`BK2Mib QM rQQ/ i?i i?2 M2i ?2i Q7 `2+iBQM Bb +QKTQb2/ Q7 irQ +QKT2iBM;
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`2+iBQMbc M 2M/Qi?2`KB+ `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2b M/ M 2tQi?2`KB+ 7Q`KiBQM Q7
+?`X M Q#b2`piBQM Q7 #Qi? 2M/Q@ M/ 2tQi?2`KB+ `2+iBQMb rb HbQ 7QmM/ #v
"`QB/Q (RRk) mbBM; /Bz2`2MiBH i?2`KH MHvbBb U.hV 2[mBTK2Mi QM KQ/2H
+QKTQmM/bc +2HHmHQb2- b? 7`22 +2HHmHQb2 Uxb? < 0.01riX WV- M/ E>*Pj
/QT2/ +2HHmHQb2X h?2 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi BM #Qi? BM2`i M/ QtB/BxBM;
iKQbT?2`2b mbBM; bKHH bKTH2 bBx2bX AM #Qi? iKQbT?2`2b i?2 `2+iBQMb r2`2
7QmM/ iQ #2 2M/Qi?2`KB+ i i2KT2`im`2b #2HQr ∼ 600E M/ 2tQi?2`KB+ i
?B;?2` i2KT2`im`2bX FBi M/ Eb2 (RRj) ``Bp2/ i bBKBH` +QM+HmbBQMb #mi
/B/ MQi Q#b2`p2 M 2tQi?2`KB+ +QMi`B#miBQM BM BM2`i iKQbT?2`2bX
`b2M2m (RR9) 7QmM/ i?2 `2+iBQM BM BM2`i iKQbT?2`2b iQ #2 Tm`2Hv 2M@
/Qi?2`KB+ 7Q` 460μK U/BK2i2`V T`iB+H2b- ?Qr2p2`- BM+`2bBM; i?2 bKTH2 bBx2
iQ 900μK ?2 Q#b2`p2/  M2i 2tQi?2`KB+ `2+iBQM i i2KT2`im`2b 2t+22/BM;
623EX
lbBM; ;2M2`H i2+?MB[m2b bm+? b .a* Q` .h QM KQ/2H +QKTQmM/ /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM Q` H`;2` bvbi2Kb +HQbBM; ;HQ#H ?2i #HM+2b ?b H2/ iQ +QM@
7mbBM; `2bmHib BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X h?2 `2+iBQMb ?p2 #22M /2b+`B#2/ b #Qi?
2tQi?2`KB+- 2M/Qi?2`KB+- M/  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 i?2 irQX h?2 BM+QMbBbi2Mi
+QM+HmbBQMb +M #2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH +QM/B@
iBQMbc iKQbT?2`B+ +QM/BiBQM- bKTH2 bBx2- T`iB+H2 bBx2- BKTm`BiB2b- 2i+X A7 Mv
;2M2`H i`2M/b `2 iQ #2 /2`Bp2/- i?2 `2bmHib BM/B+i2  bHB;?iHv 2M/Qi?2`KB+ M@
im`2 Q7 i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb r?2`2b i?2 b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb Kv +QMi`B#mi2
rBi? 2Bi?2` 2M/Q@ Q` 2tQi?2`KB+ `2+iBQMb- TQbbB#Hv rBi? M 2tQi?2`KB+ M2i
QmiTmi (3j- RR8- RRe)X
RXkXe S?vbB+H S`K2i2`b
LmK2`Qmb bim/B2b ?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi QM i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 T?vbB+H T`K2@
i2`b Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2c bBx2- /2MbBiv- ?2i +T+Biv- b?T2- 2i+X (RRdĜRRN)X JMv
Q7 i?2 ;2M2`H +QM+HmbBQMb +M #2 `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 #Qp2 /Bb+mbbBQMbX JQbi Q7
i?2 BMp2biB;i2/ T`K2i2`b +M #2 i`+2/ #+F iQ 2Bi?2` T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2-
?2iBM; `i2- Q` `2bB/2M+2 iBK2X G`;2 T`iB+H2b TQbb2b  H`;2` iQiH ?2i +@
T+Biv M/ i?mb 7Q`  +QMbiMi ?2i ~mt rBHH 2t?B#Bi HQr2` ?2iBM; `i2b M/
i2KT2`im`2b- M/ HQM;2` `2bB/2M+2 iBK2bX h?2 Q#b2`p2/ T?2MQK2M +M #2
/B{+mHi iQ bbB;M QM2 T`iB+mH` T`K2i2` /m2 iQ i?2 BMi2`/2T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2
i?2`KH K2+?MBbKbX >Qr2p2`- b rBHH #2 /Bb+mbb2/ BM T`i AAA- i?2 MmK2`B+H
bim/B2b QM H`;2 T`iB+H2 /Q T`QpB/2  HQi Q7 BM7Q`KiBQM QM MQM@BbQi?2`KH
T`iB+H2 #2?pBQ`X
Ptv@7m2H 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ` 2tT2`BK2Mib QM +QHb (Rky) ?p2 b?QrM




#JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
"BQKbb Bb  rB/2Hv mb2/ i2`K 7Q` Mv bm#biM+2 i?i Bb /2`Bp2/ 7`QK THMib
Q` MBKHb (RkRĜRkj)X SHMi Ki2`BH Bb- BM Bib bBKTH2bi /2b+`BTiBQM-  +QK@
TQbBi2 Ki2`BH K/2 7`QK  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 +2HHmHQb2- ?2KB+2HHmHQb2- HB;MBM-
2ti`+iBp2b- M/ BMQ`;MB+ Kii2` (Rk9)X h?mb- H`;2 p`BiBQMb Q++m` BM #Qi?
+?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM M/ T?vbB+H bi`m+im`2 M/ TT2`M+2X h?Bb +?Ti2`
rBHH #`B2~v BMi`Q/m+2 i?2 `2/2` iQ i?2 mb2 Q7 #BQKbb b  7m2H 7Q` ?2i M/
TQr2` T`Q/m+iBQMX Ai BM+Hm/2b bQK2 Q7 i?2 KQbi BKTQ`iMi T?vbB+H UT;2 RdV
M/ +?2KB+H UT;2 kyV T`QT2`iB2b r?B+? rBHH #2 #`B2~v T`2b2Mi2/ M/ /Bb+mbb2/
BM `2HiBQM iQ +QK#mbiBQM M/ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 T`Q+2bb2bX  bBKTH2 K2i?Q/
7Q` +?`+i2`BxBM; Q//Hv b?T2/ 7m2Hb rBHH #2 #2 T`2b2Mi2/ QM T;2 k8X h?Bb
T`QD2+i BM+Hm/2b irQ KQ/2H 7m2Hb UrQQ/ M/ bi`rV 7Q` Bib FBM2iB+ bim/vX h?2b2
7m2Hb HQM; rBi? i?2B` #bB+ T`QT2`iB2b rBHH HbQ #2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?Bb +?Ti2`X
kXR h?2 S?vbB+H S`QT2`iB2b Q7 "BQKbb
h?2 T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 #BQKbb p`v ;`2iHv (Rkj- Rk9) M/ rBHH BM/22/
BM~m2M+2 #Qi? i?2 i?2`KQ+?2KB+H +QMp2`bBQM M/ i?2 ~mB/ /vMKB+ T`QT2`@
iB2bX h?Bb i?2bBb rBHH +Qp2` #Qi? i?2 +QMp2`bBQM Q7 rQQ/v 7m2Hb M/ MMmH
+`QTbX h?2 mb2 Q7 MMmH +`QTb Ubi`rbV rBHH ?Qr2p2` #2 HBKBi2/ iQ bKHH b+H2
2tT2`BK2MiH M/ KQ/2HBM; i +QM/BiBQMb HBKBiBM; i?2 BKT+i Q7 i?2 T?vbB+H
TT2`M+2 Q7 i?2 7m2HX >2M+2- i?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH #2 HBKBi2/ iQ i?2 +?`+i2`B@
xiBQM Q7 rQQ/v 7m2H T`QT2`iB2bX
kXRXR qQQ/ ai`m+im`2
 i`22 i`mMF Kv `Qm;?Hv #2 /BpB/2/ BMiQ Qmi2` M/ BMM2` #`F- +K#BmK-
bTrQQ/- M/ ?2`irQQ/- b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 kXRX 1+? xQM2 rBi? i?2B`
QrM bT2+B}+ T?vbBQHQ;B+H 7mM+iBQMbX h?2 bTrQQ/ +QMbBbib Q7 b Km+? b 90W
/2/ +2HHb M/ +ib b  i`MbTQ`i p2BM 7Q` ri2` M/ Mmi`B2Mib 2ti`+i2/ 7`QK
i?2 bm``QmM/BM;b i?`Qm;? i?2 i`22 `QQibX qQQ/ ;`Qri? T`BK`BHv iF2b TH+2
#v +2HH /BpBbBQM BM i?2 i?BM +K#BmK Hv2`- +QMbBbiBM; Q7 HBpBM; +2HHb- #2ir22M
bTrQQ/ M/ BMM2` #`FX :`Qri? rBHH HbQ iF2 TH+2 iQ  HBKBi2/ 2ti2M/ BM
i?2 BMM2` #`F- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 T`BK`v 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 BMM2` #`F Bb iQ 7+BHBii2
i`MbTQ`i Q7 H`;2` KQH2+mH2bc bm;`b M/ Mmi`B2Mib (Rk8)X
h?2 rQQ/ +2HHb `2 2HQM;i2/ M/ HB;M2/ BM i?2 HQM;Bim/BMH /B`2+iBQM Q7
i?2 i`mMFX h?Bb +mb2b  Mim`H MBbQi`QTv Q7 i?2 rQQ/v #BQKbb H2/BM; iQ
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6B;m`2 kXR M Qp2`HH pB2r Q7 i?2 rQQ/ bi`m+im`2 (Rk8)X
+?HH2M;BM; T`QT2`iB2b BM +?`+i2`BxBM; #BQKbb 7`QK  Ki?2KiB+H TQBMi Q7
pB2rX AM i?2 +b2 Q7 i?2`KQ+?2KB+H +QMp2`bBQM Q7 H`;2 #BQKbb- i?2 BMi`@
T`iB+mH` ;`/B2Mib Q7 bT2+B2b M/ i2KT2`im`2 `2 Q7i2M bm#D2+ib 7Q` /2#i2
BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 (ej- Rke- Rkd)X am+? T`Q#H2Kb +M #2 /B{+mHi iQ bQHp2 mbBM;
i?2 H`2/v 2tBbiBM; KQ/2Hb 7Q` bBKTH2 bT?2`B+H Q` MQM@bT?2`B+H T`iB+H2 +QM@
p2`bBQM /m2 iQ i?2 /B`2+iBQMH T`QT2`iB2b Q7 2X;X i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv M/ ;b
T2`K2#BHBivX h?2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv ?b #22M `2TQ`i2/ b HQr b 1/3 BM
i?2 `/BH M/ iM;2MiBH /B`2+iBQM Q7 rQQ/v #BQKbb r?BH2 i?2 T2`K2#BHBiv
iQ ;b bT2+B2b +M #2 HQr2`2/ #v b Km+? b  7+iQ` Q7 104 (Rk3- RkN)X
kXRXk S`iB+H2 a?T2
h?2 b?T2 Q7 Mv 7m2H T`iB+H2 bm`2Hv THvb M BKTQ`iMi `QH2 r?2i?2` QM2
+QMbB/2`b i?2 +QMp2`bBQM Q7  bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 mM/2` r2HH +QMi`QHH2/ +QM/BiBQMb-
 +HQm/ Q7 T`iB+H2b- Q` bBKmHi2b i`D2+iQ`B2b Q7 bmbT2M/2/ +QK#mbiBQMX
h?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2 M/ b?T2 KMB72bib Bi b2H7 7Q` irQ T`BK`v
`2bQMb,
Ç h?2`KQ+?2KB+H +QMp2`bBQM U+?2KB+H FBM2iB+b M/ i`MbTQ`i T?2MQK@
2MV
Ç 6HmB/ /vMKB+ T`QT2`iB2b U/`; M/ KQK2Mi Q7 BM2`iBV
h?mb- `2HiBM; iQ irQ Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H iQTB+b rBi?BM S6 +QK#mbiBQMX
"BQKbb T`iB+H2b `2 Q7i2M 7QmM/ iQ #2 ?B;?Hv MQM@bT?2`B+H (Rjy- RjR)X
h?2 ;`BM/BM; Q7 7m2H T`BQ` iQ BMD2+iBQM iQ i?2 7m`M+2 Bb M BKTQ`iMi T`Q@
+2bb BM bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ bQHB/ 7m2H i2+?MQHQ;vX h?2 7Q`KmHiBQM Q7 i?2 7m2H BM
i?2 KBHHb z2+ib #Qi? i?2 2`Q/vMKB+b M/ i?2 `2+iBpBiv #v +?M;BM; i?2
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pBH#H2 bm`7+2 `2X h?Bb BM~m2M+2b i?2 Qp2`HH ~K2 bi#BHBiv M/ +QK@
#mbiBQM 2{+B2M+v (Re)X h?2 }M2` i?2 ;`BM/ i?2 KQ`2 `2/BHv i?2 T`iB+H2b `2
`2iBM2/ BM i?2 `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2- M/ i?2 H2bb Bib +QK#mbiBQM `i2 Bb BM?B#Bi2/
#v i`MbTQ`i HBKBiiBQMb (Rjk)X
h?2 }#`Qmb bi`m+im`2 Q7 HB;MQ+2HHmHQbB+ #BQKbb KF2b Bi /B{+mHi iQ 7`+im`2
#v TTHB+iBQM Q7 +QKT`2bbBQM 7Q`+2bX lMHBF2 +QH- r?B+? Bb  #`BiiH2 Ki2`BH
i?i Bb 2bBHv +`mb?2/- i?2 KBHHBM; T`Q+2/m`2 `2bmHib BM ~ii2MBM; `i?2` i?M
+`mb?BM; Q7 i?2 #BQKbb T`iB+H2b H2pBM; MQM@bT?2`B+H T`iB+H2b rBi? bT2+i
`iBQb 2t+22/BM; Ry (Rjj)X h?Bb `2bmHib BM M BM+`2b2/ 2M2`;v +QMbmKTiBQM 7Q`
i?2 7`+iBQMBM; Q7 #BQKbb +QKT`2/ iQ +QHX
6B;m`2 kXk BHHmbi`i2b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM Q#iBM2/ };m`2 kXk +mKmHiBp2
T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM M/ `2bmHiBM; };m`2 kXk# bT2+i `iBQb 7i2` 60KBM Q7
KBHHBM; Q7 LQ`r2;BM bT`m+2 i`22 b?pBM; /mbi bi`iBM; Qmi b  72r KBHHBK2i2`b
i?B+F M/  72r +2MiBK2i2`b BM H2M;i?X
UV U#V
6B;m`2 kXk *mKmHiBp2 };m`2 kXk bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb M/ };m`2 kXk# bT2+ib `iBQb
7i2` 60KBM ;`BM/BM; Q7 LQ`r2;BM bT`m+2 BM pB#`iBQM KBHH U`mM 8V M/ +mii2` KBHH
U`mM eV (Rj9)X
 bB;MB}+Mi /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK i?2 irQ T`2T`iBQM K2i?@
Q/b #Qi? BM `2bT2+i iQ T`iB+H2 /Bbi`B#miBQM M/ T`iB+H2 bT2+i `iBQ- B/2MiB}2b
i?2 KBHHBM; b M BKTQ`iMi T`K2i2` BM /2}MBM; i?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 T`iB@
+H2 i?i `2 BMD2+i2/ iQ i?2 7m`M+2X 6B;m`2 kXj b?Qr a1J@BK;2b Q7  ivTB+H
T`iB+H2 7`QK i?2 irQ KBHHBM; T`Q+2bb2bX h?2 /Bz2`2M+2 BM bBx2 Bb +H2`- b BM@
/B+i2/ #v i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM- };m`2 kXk- r?BH2 i?2 KQ`2 bT?2`B+H
TT2`M+2 Q7 i?2 pB#`iBQM KBHH T`Q/m+i Bb 2pB/2Mi- HbQ b?QrM #v i?2 bT2+i
`iBQ /Bbi`B#miBQM BM };m`2 kXk#X
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
UV U#V
6B;m`2 kXj a1J@BK;2b Q7 T`iB+H2b 7i2` 60KBM ;`BM/BM; Q7 LQ`r2;BM bT`m+2 BM
};m`2 kXj pB#`iBQM KBHH M/ };m`2 kXj# +mii2` KBHH (Rj9)X
kXRXj qQQ/ .2MbBiv M/ S2HH2iBbiBQM
"2+mb2 Q7 i?2 QT2M M/ TQ`Qmb bi`m+im`2 Q7 pB`;BM rQQ/ irQ /2}MBiBQMb Q7
/2MbBiv b?QmH/ #2 +QMbB/2`2/ r?2M +?`+i2`BxBM; 7m2HbX h?2 TT`2Mi /2MbBiv-
ρ- r?B+? Bb i?2 /2}M2/ #v i?2 2ti2`MH /2MbBiv- M/ i?2 bF2H2iH Q` i`m2 /2MbBiv-
ρb- r?B+? QKBi i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 Q++mTB2/ #v TQ`2bX h?2 TT`2Mi
M/ bF2H2iH /2MbBiB2b `2 +QMM2+i2/ #v i?2 T`iB+H2 TQ`QbBiv- ϕ,
ϕ = 1− ρ
ρb
UkXRV
h?2 TQ`QbBiv Q7 mMi`2i2/ rQQ/v 7m2Hb Bb ivTB+HHv `QmM/ 0.5Ĝ0.7 M/ BM@
+`2bBM; b i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb i?2`KHHv +QMp2`i2/ (ej- Rkd)X h?2 ivTB+H TT`2Mi
/2MbBiv bTMb #2ir22M 500Ĝ700 F; · K−3 (Rkd- Rj8) 7Q` KQbi ?`/ M/ bQ7i
rQQ/b M/ #2ir22M 9y M/ 150 F; ·K−3 7Q` i?2 ;`bb ivT2 #BQKbb (Rje- Rjd)X
h?Bb vB2H/b bF2H2iH /2MbBiB2b Q7 `QmM/ 1000Ĝ1400 F; · K−3X "v T2HH2iBxBM;
T`Q+2bb2b i?2 T`iB+H2 TQ`QbBiv +M #2 /2+`2b2/ iQ 2bb2MiBHHv x2`Q- `2bmHiBM;
BM TT`2Mi /2MbBiB2b +HQb2 iQ i?2 bF2H2iH /2MbBiB2b M/ rBi? #mHF /2MbBiB2b
Q7 700Ĝ800 F; · K−3 (Rj3) ;`2iHv `2/m+BM; i?2 +Qbib Q7 biQ`;2 M/ i`Mb@
TQ`iiBQMX h?2 BM+`2b2 BM TT`2Mi /2MbBiv Bb /2T2M/2Mi QM i?2 +QKT+iBQM
T`2bbm`2 (RjN)X
kXk h?2 *?2KB+H *QKTQbBiBQM Q7 "BQKbb
h?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM +?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM #2ir22M +QMp2MiBQMH +QH M/ #BQKbb
7m2Hb `2 /BbiBM+iX b BHHmbi`i2/ BM i?2 pM E`2p2H2M /B;`K- };m`2 kX9- +QHb
+QMbBbib T`BK`BHv Q7 +`#QM- rBi?  ivTB+H +QMi2Mi #2ir22M 90 M/ 95riX WX
AM +QKT`BbQM- ;`B+mHim`H `2bB/m2b M/ rQQ/v Ki2`BHb ivTB+HHv +QMiBM
 5IF $IFNJDBM $PNQPTJUJPO PG #JPNBTT 
#2ir22M 40Ĝ50riX W Q7 +`#QM M/ +Q``2bTQM/BM;Hv KQ`2 Qtv;2M M/ ?v/`Q@
;2M (R8- R9yĜR9k)X h?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 *f>fP@`iBQb `2 +H2`Hv BM/B+i2/ BM
};m`2 kX9X HbQ i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 }t2/ +`#QM U+?` 7Q`KBM; +`#QMV Bb `2H2pMi
r?2M +QKT`BM; +QH iQ #BQKbb- ?Qr2p2`- HbQ r?2M +QKT`BM; 2X;X rQQ/v
#BQKbb iQ ;`B+mHim`H #BQKbbX
aiM/`/ H#Q`iQ`v i2bi `2 mb2/ iQ +?`+i2`Bx2 i?2 biQ`2/ 2M2`;v /Bb@
i`B#miBQM #2ir22M }t2/ +`#QM M/ pQHiBH2b (Rkj)X h?Bb /Bbi`B#miBQM /B`2+iHv
BM~m2M+2b QM i?2 ?2i `2H2b2 K2+?MBbK /m`BM; +QK#mbiBQMX P7i2M H2;+v
biM/`/b `2 mb2/ 7`QK +QH +?`+i2`BxiBQM M/ /2i2`KBM2b i?2 pQHiBH2 +QM@
i2Mi #v i?2 Kbb HQbb /m`BM; ?2iBM; iQ  }t2/ i2KT2`im`2 i  T`2@b2i iBK2X
h?2 KQbi +QKKQM biM/`/b bT2+B7v i2KT2`im`2b #2ir22M Ndj M/ 1273E
M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b Q7 d iQ 10KBMX h?2 KQmMi Q7 }t2/ +`#QM Bb 7QmM/ b i?2
`2KBMBM; Kbb- 2t+Hm/BM; b?2bX  ;2M2`H +QMb2Mbmb- QM i?2 pQHiBH2 7`+@
iBQM #2BM;  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 T2F i2KT2`im`2 (3N- R9j) [m2biBQMb i?2 mb2 Q7
+QH biM/`/b 7Q` #BQKbb +?`+i2`BxiBQMX >Qr2p2`- MQ ;2M2`HHv TTHB+#H2
biM/`/b 7Q` #BQKbb2b ?p2 #22M ;`22/ mTQMX h#H2 kXR HBbib ivTB+H pHm2b
Q7 i?2 T`QtBKi2 MHvbBb 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi bQHB/ 7m2HbX
6B;m`2 kX9  pM E`2p2H2M /B;`K +QKT`BM; i?2 KQH` +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 +QHb M/
#BQKbb (R99)X
kXkXR h?2 P`;MB+ *QKTQbBiBQM Q7 qQQ/v "BQKbb
"v 7` i?2 H`;2bi b?`2 Q7 #BQKbb Q7 Mv FBM/ UrQQ/v- ;;`B+mHim`H- 2i+XV
Bb K/2 mT Q7 *- P- M/ > r?B+? Bb r?v Qp2`pB2rb T`QpB/2/ #v 7Q` 2tKTH2
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
h#H2 kXR S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 .MBb? +2`2H bi`rb M/ rQQ/ +?BTb (R98) +QK@
T`2/ iQ +QKKQM +QHbX ∗.i +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK b2T`i2 bQm`+2 (R8- Rjj- R9e)X
ai`r qQQ/ +?BTb *QH∗
aT2+B2 lMBi hvTB+H o`BiBQM hvTB+H o`BiBQM hvTB+H o`BiBQM
JQBbim`2 riX W R9 3Ĝkj 98 kyĜey j kXRĜR9
G>o JC · F;−1 R3Xe R3XyĜRNXy RNX8 R3X8ĜkyX8 jy kNĜjk
b? riX W- /`v 9X8 kĜd RXy yXjĜe Ry 9ĜRR
oQHiBH2b riX W- /`v d3 d8Ĝ3R 3R dyĜ38 jy 8Ĝ9y
i?2 pM E`2p2H2M /B;`K- };m`2 kX9- Bb Q7 ?B;? BKTQ`iM+2 r?2M +QMbB/2`BM;
Mv +?2KB+H i`Mb7Q`KiBQM Q7 #BQKbb Ki2`BHX >Qr2p2`- r?2M +QMbB/2`BM;
i?2 +QKTQbBiBQM QM  K+`QKQH2+mH` b+H2 Qi?2` BKTQ`iMi bBKBH`BiB2b rBHH
Q++m`X qQQ/v #BQKbb T`BK`BHv +QMbBbib Q7 +QK#BMiBQMb Q7 HB;MBM- +2HHmHQb2-
M/ ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 (Rk9- R9y- R9d)- +2HHmHQb2 ivTB+HHv +QMbiBimiBM; Dmbi #Qmi
?H7 Q7 KQbi rQQ/v #BQKbb2bX h?2 `iBQ #2ir22M ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 M/ HB;MBM i?2M
p`B2b 7`QK #BQKbb iQ #BQKbb #mi +M #2 /BpB/2/ BMiQ irQ bm# +i2;Q`B2b Q7
rQQ/v Ki2`BH, aQ7i rQQ/ M/ ?`/ rQQ/ (R93) Q7 r?B+? bQ7i rQQ/ ;2M2`HHv
?b  ?B;? HB;MBM iQ ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 `iBQ M/ pB+2 p2`b 7Q` ?`/ rQQ/bX hvTB+H
K+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQMb `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 kXkX
h#H2 kXk J+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 a+M/BMpBM rQQ/ (ej)X
*QKTQM2Mi lMBi "B`+? aT`m+2 SBM2
*2HHmHQb2 riX W 40 44 43
>2KB@+2HHmHQb2 39 27 27
GB;MBM 21 29 30
*2HHmHQb2
*2HHmHQb2- };m`2 kX8- Bb QM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi #mM/Mi Q`;MB+ +QKTQmM/bX Ai Bb M
mM#`M+?2/ TQHvK2` Q7 ;Hm+Qb2 `2bB/m2b DQBM2/ #v β@1, 4 HBMF;2b HHQrBM; 7Q`@
KiBQM Q7 HQM; bi`B;?i +?BMb QTiBKH 7Q` rQQ/ }#`2 +QMbi`m+iBQMX Ai 72im`2b
 `2/m+BM; M/  MQM@`2/m+BM; 2M/ b r2HH b  MmK#2` Q7 ?v/`Qtv ;`QmTb bmb@
+2TiB#H2 iQ +?2KB+H `2+iBQM- 2X;X i?`Qm;? Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM- ?Qr2p2`-
+QMbB/2`#Hv KQ`2 bi#H2 i?M ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 (R9y)X *2HHmHQb2 Bb Q7i2M 7QmM/ iQ
7Q`K BMi`@ M/ BMi2`KQ2H+mH` ?v/`Q;2M #QM/b- biBz2MBM; i?2 bi`B;?i +?BMb-
`2bmHiBM; BM i?2 +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 +2HHmHQb2 }#2`b Q7 ?B;? K2+?MB+H bi`2M;i?X
Hi?Qm;? r2HH bi`m+im`2/ BM Bib `2T2iBM; Tii2`M- i?2 bBx2 U/2;`22 Q7 TQHvK2`@
BxiBQMV +M /Bz2` #v b2p2`H ?mM/`2/b Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2X Ai Bb- ?Qr2p2`-
Q7i2M 7QmM/ b  ?B;? KQH2+mH` r2B;?i TQHvK2` (R9N)X *2HHmHQb2 /2+QKTQb2b
i i2KT2`im`2b `QmM/ 598Ĝ648E (R8y- R8R) M/ /2+QKTQb2b BMiQ HB;?i ;b2b-
i`b- M/ +?` (Rke)X

















6B;m`2 kX8 *2HHmHQb2 bi`m+im`2X
>2KB@*2HHmHQb2
>2KB+2HHmHQb2 Bb H2bb bi`m+im`2/ i?M +2HHmHQb2X Ai Bb M KQ`T?Qmb TQHvb+@
+?`B/2 +QMbi`m+i2/ 7`QK tvHQb2- `#BMQb2- ;H+iQb2- ;Hm+Qb2- M/ KMMQb2
U+7X };m`2 kXeV M/ i?mb +QMiBMb #Qi? K2i?vH- +`#QtvH- M/ ?v/`QtvH 7mM+@
iBQMH ;`QmTb (Rke)X q?2`2 tvHM Bb i?2 KDQ` ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 +QKTQM2Mi BM
b2+QM/`v +2HH rHHb- +QMbiBimiBM; `QmM/ 18Ĝ25riX W Q7 ?`/rQQ/ M/ ?2`#@
+2Qmb #BQKbb2bX h?2 ;2M2`HHv bKHH2` mMBib rBi?  ?B;? /2;`22 Q7 #`M+?@
BM; KF2 ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 bi`m+im`2b KQ`2 bmb+2TiB#H2 iQ +?2KB+H /2;`/iBQM
FMQrM iQ QMb2i `QmM/ 498Ĝ598E /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 #mBH/BM; #HQ+F +QKTQbB@
iBQM (R8yĜR8k)X >2KB@+2HHmHQb2 /2+QKTQb2b T`BK`BHv BMiQ HB;?i ;b2b (Rke)X
UV :Hm+Qb2X U#V :H+iQb2X U+V JMQb2X
U/V svHQb2X U2V `#BMQb2X U7V :Hm+QMB+ +B/X
6B;m`2 kXe JBM ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 #mBH/BM; #HQ+Fb (Rke)X
GB;MBM
GB;MBM Bb M KQ`T?Qmb #BQTQHvK2`X >B;?Hv #`M+?2/ M/ /B{+mHi iQ /2@
?v/`i2 +QKT`2/ iQ #Qi? +2HHmHQb2 M/ ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 (Rkj- R8R)X h?2 i?`22
/BK2MbBQMH bi`m+im`2 KF2b HB;MBM M BKTQ`iMi T`i BM THMi bi`m+im`2 BM@
i2;`Biv M/ Hi?Qm;? +QKKQMHv bii2/ i?i +2HHmHQb2- ?2KB+2HHmHQb2- M/ HB;MBM
`2 bi`QM;Hv BMi2`K2b?2/ (R93- R9N)- i?2 HB;MBM Bb Q7i2M 7QmM/ QmibB/2 i?2 +2HH
rHH r2`2 Bi 7mM+iBQMb b M BMi2`@+2HHmH` #BM/BM; ;2Mi (Rk9)X "2+mb2 Q7 i?2
`M/QK Mim`2 Q7 HB;MBM- i?2 i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM iF2b TH+2 +`Qbb  rB/2`
i2KT2`im`2 `M;2 i?M #Qi? +2HHmHQb2 M/ ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2X h?2 i?2`KH /2@
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
+QKTQbBiBQM Bb iFBM; TH+2 i i2KT2`im`2b `QmM/ 523Ĝ773E (R8y- R8j) M/
Bb FMQrM iQ #2 ?2pBHv +?``BM; (R8j)X
kXkXk h?2 AMQ`;MB+ *QKTQbBiBQM Q7 qQQ/v "BQKbb
h#H2 kXj BHHmbi`i2b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 +?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 bi`r- rQQ/-
M/ +QHX AM ;2M2`H #BQKbb2b +QMiBM KQ`2 BMQ`;MB+ Kii2` BM i2`Kb Q7 H@
FHB- 2`i?@HFHB- M/ ?HQ;2MbX 6Q` ;2M2`H Tm`TQb2 +QK#mbiBQM KQ/2HBM; i?2
BMQ`;MB+ +QMi2Mi Bb Q7i2M HmKT2/ iQ;2i?2` b  bBM;H2 b? Tb2m/Q@+QKTQM2MiX
>Qr2p2`- i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 i?2 BMQ`;MB+ 2H2K2Mib Kv BM/22/ BM~m2M+2 QM i?2
+QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bbX _2H2b2 Q7 BMQ`;MB+ +QMbiBim2Mib H2/ iQ /QrMbi`2K
T`Q#H2Kb rBi? 7QmHBM;- +Q``QbBQM- +iHvbi /2+iBpiBQM- M/ ~v b? [mHBiv
(R9e- R89)X "mi i?2 T`2b2M+2 M/ +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 BMQ`;MB+ 2H2K2Mib Kv HbQ
?p2  KQ`2 /B`2+i BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb- b?B7iBM; i?2 vB2H/
`iBQ #2ir22M ;b- i`- M/ +?` vB2H/b (R88) +mbBM; i?2 `2HiBp2 +?` vB2H/
iQ BM+`2b2 (NN)X Pi?2` 2z2+ib BM+Hm/2 KQ`T?QHQ;v +?M;2b (R8e- R8d) +mbBM;
bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2b iQ i?2 T?vbB+H TT2`M+2 Q7 i?2 7m2Hc BM~m2M+BM; ~mB/
/vMKB+ T`QT2`iB2b M/ #Qi? BMi2`MH M/ 2ti2`MH i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2
T`iB+H2X
h?2 `QH2 Q7 i?2 BMQ`;MB+ 2H2K2Mib /m`BM; +QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb2b `2 KMv
M/ i?2 i?2`KH bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 T`2b2Mi bT2+B2b Bb rB/2 (R89- R83- R8N) i?mb
;2M2`H i`2M/b +M #2 /B{+mHi iQ /2/m+iX
h#H2 kXj TT`QtBKi2 pHm2b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb (R98)X ∗.i +QHH2+i2/
7`QK b2T`i2 bQm`+2 (R8- R9e- Rey)X
q?2i qQQ/ +?BTb *QH∗
aT2+B2 lMBi hvTB+H o`BiBQM hvTB+H o`BiBQM hvTB+H o`BiBQM
> riX W- /`v 5.9 8X9ĜeX9 5.8 8XkĜeXR 5 jĜe
* 47.5 9dĜ93 50 9NĜ8k 88 eNĜNj
L 0.7 yXjĜRX8 0.3 yXRĜyXd 1.5 RĜRX3
a 0.15 yXRĜyXk 0.05 IyXR 1 yXNĜ8
*H 0.4 yXRĜRXR 0.02 IyXR ě yXy9ĜyXRd
aB 0.8 yXRĜRX8 0.1 IRXy 2.10 ě
H 0.005 IyXyj 0.015 IyXR 0.28 ě
62 0.01 IyXyj 0.015 IyXR ě yXy3ĜyXd9
* 0.4 yXkĜyX8 0.2 yXRĜyXN ě yXekĜyXN8
J; 0.07 yXy9ĜyXRj 0.04 IyXR ě yX8dĜyXd3
L 0.05 IyXj 0.015 IyXR ě RX8kĜRX3e
E 1.0 yXkĜRXN 0.1 yXy8ĜyX9 ě yXykĜyXyj
S 0.08 yXyjĜyXk 0.02 IyXR ě ě
qb?BM; i?2 #BQKbb BM ri2` Q` +B/ rBHH `2KQp2 i?2 bQHm#H2 +QKTQM2Mib-
ivTB+HHv T`2b2Mi b bHib (N3- ReRĜRej)X qQQ/v #BQKbb2b rBHH ?p2  i2M/2M+v
iQ #BM/ i?2 bHib BMiQ i?2 Q`;MB+ bi`m+im`2 M/ i?mb H2+?BM; T`Q+2bb2b rBHH
#2 H2bb 2z2+iBp2 i?M B7 TTHB2/ iQ 2X;X MMmH +`QTbX C2MFBMb 2i HX (R9R)
2bi#HBb?2/ ?Qr TT`QtBKi2Hv 90W Q7 i?2 TQibbBmK M/ +?HQ`BM2 +QMi2Mi BM
?B;? b? +QMi2Mi 7m2Hb `2 T`2b2Mi b ri2` bQHm#H2 bHibX
 1BSUJDMF 4J[F BOE 4IBQF $IBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO 
kXkXj qi2` *QMi2Mi
h?2 ri2` +QMi2Mi Q7 #BQKbb- rQQ/v Q` ;`B+mHim`H- +M #2 bB;MB}+Mi M/
i?mb BKT+i i?2 2`Hv bi;2b Q7 i?2`KQ+?2KB+H +QMp2`bBQM Q7 #BQKbb BM +QK@
#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb2bX qi2` +M #2 T`2b2Mi BM i?2 7Q`K Q7 (R8y),
RX *TBHH`v HB[mB/ ri2` BM i?2 TQ`2bX
kX qi2` pTQ` BM i?2 TQ`2bX
jX >v;`Qb+QTB+ U#QmM/V ri2` BM i?2 bQHB/ bi`m+im`2X
KQM; r?B+? i?2 +TBHH`v M/ pTQ`Qmb ri2` +M #2 bbmK2/ iQ #2 BM
i?2 bK2 TQi2MiBH 2M2`;v bii2 b Bi rQmH/ #2 QmibB/2 i?2 #BQKbb M/ r?B+?
+QMi2Mi iQ  H`;2 /2;`22 /2T2M/b QM i?2 TQ`QbBiv Q7 i?2 bi`m+im`2X q?BH2 i?2
?v;`Qb+QTB+ ri2`- ii+?2/ iQ ?v/`QtvH bBi2b BM i?2 +2HHmHQbB+ bi`m+im`2 #v
?v/`Q;2M #QM/BM;- `2[mB`2b ;`2i2` 2zQ`i iQ 2pTQ`i2X h?2 2ti2Mi Q7 ?v;`Q@
b+QTB+ ri2` p`B2b rBi? i?2 K+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 HB;MBQ+2HHmHQbB+
bi`m+im`2 #mi +M 7Q` 7mHHv bim`i2/ }#2`b 2t+22/ 30riX WX
kXj S`iB+H2 aBx2 M/ a?T2 *?`+i2`BxiBQM
6m2H +?`+i2`BxiBQM Bb Q7 ;`2i BKTQ`iM+2 BM +QK#mbiBQM KQ/2HBM; (Re9)X
h?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 M/ b?T2 BM~m2M+2 #Qi? i?2 i?2`KH ?BbiQ`v Q7 i?2 T`iB@
+H2 M/ Bib ~mB/ /vMKB+ T`QT2`iB2bX P7i2M bBKTH2 R. K2i?Q/b HBF2 bB2pBM;
MHvb2b `2 mb2/ iQ +?`+i2`Bx2 i?2 Sa. Q7 #BQKbb bKTH2bX h?2b2 K2i?@
Q/b- `2 FMQrM iQ T`QpB/2 `2bmHib /B{+mHi iQ BMi2`T`2i /m2 iQ i?2 B``2;mH`
b?T2b Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b (RjR)X Ai Bb /2bB`#H2 iQ #2 #H2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 T`iB+H2
TT2`M+2 mbBM; bBKTH2 M/ biM/`/Bx2/ ;2QK2i`B2bX "b2/ QM bim/B2b BM
T`Q;`2bb #v h`m#2ibFv (Re8)  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b rBHH #2
mb2/ iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 ivTB+H #BQKbb T`iB+H2 T`Q+2bb2/ 7Q` S6 +QK#mbiBQMX
*QK#BMBM; i?2 `2bmHib Q7 KB+`Qb+QTv- Hb2` /Bz`+iBQM- k. BK;2 T`QD2+iBQM
MHvbBb U*JaAw1_ȉV- M/ bB2p2 MHvbBb- h`m#2ibFv (Re8) +QM+Hm/2/ i?i
i?2 #2bi ;2QK2i`v iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 Q//Hv b?T2/ #BQ/mbi T`iB+H2b rb  T`H@
H2H2TBT2/X h?2 rB/i? /2b+`B#2/ #v i?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK /BK2i2`- i?2 i?B+F@
M2bb #v kfj Q7 i?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK /BK2i2`- M/ i?2 T`iB+H2 H2M;i? #v i?2
KtBKmK 72``2i /BK2i2` +Q``2+i2/ #v +Qb (π/4) b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 kXRyX
h?2 *JaAw1_ȉ2[mBTK2Mi rBHH #2 mb2/ b i?2 #b2 HBM2 7Q` T`iB+H2 bBx2
+?`+i2`BxiBQM i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 i?2bBbX *QKT`BbQMb rBHH #2 K/2 iQ i?2 +Q`@
`2bTQM/BM; bB2p2 MHvbBb- b i?Bb `2KBMb iQ #2 i?2 KQbi rB/2Hv mb2/ K2i?Q/
7Q` bBx2 +?`+i2`BxiBQMX h?2 *JaAw1_ȉ/2}MBiBQMb Q7 i?2 /BK2i2`b `2
bmKK`Bx2b BM };m`2b kXd M/ kX3X h?2 KBMBKmK +?Q`/- x+- Bb HbQ T`2b2Mi2/-
+7X };m`2 kXN- M/ rBHH #2 mb2/ /m`BM; i?2 i?2bBb b  +QKT`iBp2 K2bm`2 7Q`
i?2 2X;X i?2 bB2p2 MHvbBbX




62`2i /BK2i2`- x62 .BbiM+2 #2ir22M irQ iM;2Mib TH+2/
T2`T2M/B+mH` iQ i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi /B`2+iBQMX
JtBKmK 62`2i /BK2i2`- x62-Kt h2? ;`2i2bi /BbiM+2
#2ir22M irQ TQBMib QM i?2 +B`+mK72`2M+2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 T`Q@
D2+iBQMX





J`iBM /BK2i2`- xJ G2M;i? Q7 i?2 /BK2i2` i?`Qm;?
i?2 +2Mi`2 Q7 `2 BM i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi /B`2+iBQMX
JBMBKmK J`iBM /BK2i2`- xJ-KBM h?2 b?Q`i2bi J`@
iBM /BK2i2` Q7 HH K2bm`2/ J`iBM /BK2i2`b Q7  T`iB+H2
T`QD2+iBQMX




JtBKmK +?Q`/- x+ G2M;i? Q7 i?2 KtBKmK +?Q`/ T2`@
T2M/B+mH` iQ i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi /B`2+iBQMX
a?Q`i2bi KtBKmK +?Q`/- x+-KBM h?2 b?Q`i2bi KtBKmK
+?Q`/ Q7  T`iB+H2 T`QD2+iBQM K2bm`2/ 7`QK HH K2bm`2@
K2Mi /B`2+iBQMbX
6B;m`2 kXN AHHmbi`iBp2 M/ r`Bii2M /2}MBiBQM Q7 x+ M/ x+-KBM (Ree)X
6B;m`2 kXRy *?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b Q7  KQ/2H T`iB+H2 #b2/ QM i?2 }M/BM;b Q7
(Re8) mbBM; i?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK M/ 72``2i KtBKmK /BK2i2`bX
 5IF (3&&/ 'VFMT 
6Q` bBKTHB+Biv i?2 T`iB+H2 H2M;i? +M #2 TT`QtBKi2/ #v M p2`;2/
bT2+i `iBQ Q7 9/2 #b2/ QM i?2 xJ-KBM /BK2i2`- b bm;;2bi2/ #v h`m#2ibFv
(Re8) b b?QrM BM };m`2 kXRRX
6B;m`2 kXRR *?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b Q7  KQ/2H T`iB+H2 #b2/ QM i?2 }M/BM;b Q7
(Re8) mbBM; bQH2Hv i?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK /BK2i2`X
aT?2`B+H S`iB+H2b
aT?2`2b ?b #22M rB/2Hv mb2/ i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 HBi2`im`2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 bBx2 Q7
7m2H T`iB+H2bX h?2 bT?2`2 TQbb2bb2b mMB[m2 Ki?2KiB+H 72im`2b KFBM; Bi
2bT2+BHHv TT2HBM; b  KQ/2H ;2QK2i`v mb2/ BM +QKTmiiBQMH bBKmHiBQMb,
Ç h?2 bT?2`2 +M #2 +?`+i2`Bx2/ #v  bBM;H2 p`B#H2- `/BmbX
Ç h?2 bT?2`2 ?b +QMbiMi rB/i? M/ +QMbiMi ;B`i?- M2;H2+iBM; i?2 BK@
TQ`iM+2 Q7 Q`B2MiiBQM BM bT+2X
Ç HH TQBMib Q7  bT?2`2 `2 mK#BHB+b UMv TQBMi QM  bm`7+2  MQ`KH
/B`2+iBQM Bb i `B;?i M;H2b iQ i?2 bm`7+2V KFBM; ~mt +H+mHiBQMb b
bBKTH2 b TQbbB#H2- 2HBKBMiBM; +?M;2b BM Mv #QmM/`v 2z2+ibX
AM //BiBQM- i?2 bT?2`2 ?b i?2 H`;2bi pQHmK2 iQ bm`7+2 `2 `iBQ Q7 Mv
;2QK2i`B+H b?T2X >2M+2- TT`QtBKiBM; T`iB+H2 b?T2b #v bT?2`2b rBi?@
Qmi +QKT2MbiBM; BM i?2 T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 7m2H rBHH BM2pBi#H2 H2/
iQ  +QMb2`piBp2 2biBKi2 Q7 T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQM BM Mv bii2 Q7 +QK#mbiBQM,
?2iBM;- /`vBM;- /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- Q` #m`M@Qmi (Red)X
6Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 *6. BKTH2K2MiiBQM  bBM;H2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?- BX2X
bT?2`B+H ;2QK2i`v- Bb /2bB`2/X h?2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQM Bb BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 kXRk
M/ b2p2`H TT`Q+?2b Kv #2 mb2/- b rBHH #2 /Bb+mbb2/ Hi2`X
kX9 h?2 :_11L 6m2Hb
 b2H2+iBQM Q7 /Bz2`2Mi 7m2Hb r2`2 T`2T`2/ 7Q` H#Q`iQ`v 2tT2`BK2Mib BKBM;
iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b- +7X T`i AAX "b2/ QM irQ T`2Mi
7m2Hb,  +QKK2`+BH rQQ/ T2HH2i M/  KBb+Mi?mb ;`QrM #v `?mb lMBp2`@
bBiv bT2+B}+HHv 7Q` i?2 TQr2` :2M2`iBQM 7`QK _1M2r#H2 1L2`;v U:_11LV
T`QD2+iX
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
6B;m`2 kXRk .2b+`B#BM; Q//Hv b?T2/ T`iB+H2b BM  bBM;H2 /BK2MbBQM (Re8)X h?2

















6B;m`2 kXRj ZmHBiiBp2 Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2Hb mb2/ BM i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
2tT2`BK2Mib BM i?2 16_X aKHHfH`;2 T`iB+H2 bBx2b UbB2p2 +mi QzV, ejĜNyfRyeĜRk8μKX
b? +QMi2Mi U/`vV Q7 rQQ/fE*H@/QT2/ rQQ/, 0.2/1.2± 0.2riX WX b? +QMi2Mi U/`vV
Q7 KBb+Mi?mbfH2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb, 3.4/0.8± 0.2riX W
kX9XR JBb+Mi?mb
h?2 #bB+ ;`Qri? /i 7Q` i?2 +`QT ?b #22M HBbi2/ BM i#H2 kX9 T`QpB/2/ #v
`?mb lMBp2`bBivX h?2 ?`p2bi Bb  KBt Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH TB`2/ +2HHb- ?2M+2-
i?2 /Qm#H2 72`iBHBx2` pHm2bX :`Qri? /i Bb BKTQ`iMi- 2bT2+BHHv 7Q` MMmH
+`QTb- b i?2 mb2 Q7 72`iBHBx2`- H2+?BM; BM i?2 }2H/- 2i+X ?p2 #22M b?QrM iQ
BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 #BQKbb b  7m2H (R98)X h?2 KBb+Mi?mb
?b #22M bmTTHB2/ #v i?2 .2T`iK2Mi Q7 ;`Q2+QHQ;v i `?mb lMBp2`bBiv-
.2MK`F- b T`i Q7 :_11L qS RX h?2 7m2H Bb `2+2Bp2/ 7`QK `?mb 7i2`
+?BTTBM; M/ `2biQ`2/ BM b2H2/ THbiB+ #``2HbX h?2 7m2H ?b #22M /`B2/ T`BQ`
iQ #Qi? +?2KB+H MHvbBb M/ 7m2H biQ`;2X
kX9Xk qQQ/ S2HH2ib
h?2 rQQ/ T2HH2ib `2 +QKK2`+BH T`Q/m+ib Q#iBM2/ 7`QK .** 1M2`;B- .2M@
K`F, S`2KBmK S2HH2ib- T`Q/m+i MQX, ykyRjR- rrrX.**2M2`;BX/FX h?2v ?p2
 /BK2i2` Q7 6KK M/ /Q MQi +QMiBM Mv //BiBp2bX h?2v `2 2ti`m/2/
mM/2` ?B;? T`2bbm`2 M/ KQBbi +QM/BiBQMb- `2@TQHvK2`BxBM; i?2 HB;MBM +QMi2Mi
 5IF (3&&/ 'VFMT 
h#H2 kX9 "bB+ ;`Qri? /i 7Q` i?2 KBb+Mi?mb 7m2HX
o`BMi, JBb+Mi?mb t ;B;Mi2mb
1bi#HBb?2/, RNN9
>`p2bi 7`2[m2M+v, MMmHHv
hBK2 Q7 ?`p2bi, J`+? e- kyRk
62`iBHBx2`, 0.75 F; Lf> MMmHHv
150 F; Lf> MMmHHv
>`p2bi, LQ `2K`Fb
iQ rQ`F b T`iB+H2 #BM/2`X
kX9Xj 6m2H h`2iK2Mi
a2H2+i2/ 7m2Hb ?p2 #22M 7m`i?2` i`2i2/ i i?2 .hl *?2KB+H 1M;BM22`BM;
H#Q`iQ`v 7+BHBiB2b 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 KBM2`H 2M`B+?BM; Q` H2+?BM;X
6m2H G2+?BM;
G2+?BM; Q7 KBb+Mi?mb M/ i?2 rQQ/ T2HH2ib ?b #22M +``B2/ QmiX h?2 Q#@
D2+iBp2 rb iQ /2KBM2`HBx2 i?2 bKTH2b iQ b ;`2i M 2ti2M/ b TQbbB#H2 BM
ri2`X h?2 TT`Q+?2b `2 bBKBH`- #mi rQQ/ T2HH2ib ?p2 #22M H2+?2/ BM
mHi` Tm`2 ri2` r?BH2 i?2 KBb+Mi?mb ?b #22M H2+?2/ BM /2BQMBx2/ ri2`
M/ rb?2/ BM mHi` Tm`2 ri2`X
h?2 7m2Hb r2`2 H2+?2/ BM 15 HBi`2b THbiB+ #m+F2ibX h?2 #m+F2i rb ?H7
}HH2/ rBi? 7m2H UrBi?Qmi +QKT`2bbBQMV M/ +QKTH2i2Hv }HH2/ rBi? ri2` UmHi`
Tm`2 Q` /2BQMBx2/ /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 7m2HVX h?2 #m+F2i rb b2H2/ Q7 #v  HB/
rBi?  +2Mi2` ?QH2X  T`QT2HH2` rb BMb2`i2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 HB/ M/ pB;Q`Qmb
biB``BM; rb TTHB2/X h?2 ri2` rb +?M;2/ 2p2`v 24?Qm`b mMiBH  iQiH Q7
72 ?Qm`b rb `2+?2/X h?2 ri2` rb /`BM2/ M/ i?2 7m2H rb rb?2/ rBi?
mHi` Tm`2 ri2` QM  bB2p2X 7i2`r`/b i?2 7m2H rb /`B2/ i 60 ◦* mMiBH
`2+?BM;  KQBbim`2 H2p2H #2HQr 2riX WX
6m2H .QTBM;
6m2H /QTBM; rb TTHB2/ iQ i?2 rQQ/ T2HH2ibX h?2 Q#D2+iBp2 rb iQ /QT2 i?2
Ki2`BH rBi? E*H iQ BM+`2b2 i?2 b? H2p2H +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ 2M2`;v +`QTb,
BKBM; 7Q` 1.5riX W E*HX h?2 6KK T2HH2ib r2`2 +mi /QrM BM  KBHH +mii2`
mbBM;  4KK b+`22MX lbBM;  #Ƀ+?M2` 7mMM2H M/  HQr TQr2`2/ p+mmK TmKT
i?2 +mi Ki2`BH rb 7QmM/ iQ ?QH/ M 2biBKi2/ 110 ; Q7 ri2` T2` 100 ; Q7
7m2HX  73.8KJ bQHmiBQM Q7 E*H BM mHi` Tm`2 ri2` rb T`2T`2/ M/ i?2
Ki2`BH rb H27i iQ bQF #`B2~vX 1t+2bb bQHmiBQM rb /`BM2/ #v K2Mb Q7
 #Ƀ+?M2` 7mMM2H-  HQr TQr2`2/ p+mmK TmKT- M/  }#`2 ;Hbb }Hi2` rBi?
 0.75μK +mi@QzX h?2 r2i +F2 rb H27i iQ /`v i 60 ◦* mMiBH i?2 KQBbim`2
+QMi2Mi ?/ /`QTT2/ #2HQr 2riX WX
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
kX9X9 6m2H MHvbBb
HH MHvb2b ?p2 #22M +QM/m+i2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ BMi2`MiBQMH biM/`/b HBbi2/ BM
i#H2 kX8 M/ i?2 `2TQ`i2/ 2tTM/2/ mM+2`iBMiv T`QpB/2b  H2p2H Q7 +QM}/2M+2
Q7 TT`QtBKi2Hv 95WX
h#H2 kX8 Pp2`pB2r Q7 biM/`/b mb2/ 7Q` T`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBbX
S`K2i2` aiM/`/
JQBbim`2 1L R9dd9@R UkyyNV
b? .af1L R9dd8 UkyyNV
oQHiBH2b .af1L R98R93 UkyyNV
>>o- G>o 1L R9NR3 UkyRyV
*- >- L *1Lfha R8Ry9 UkyRRV
H- *- 62- E- J;- L- S- aB- hB *1Lfha R8kNy UkyyeV
*H- a *1Lfha R8k3N UkyRRV
S`QtBKi2 MHvb2b
h?2 T`QtBKi2 MHvb2b `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 kXe 7Q` HH 7m2HbX h?2 KQBbim`2
+QMi2Mi /i `2~2+i i?2 KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi Q7 i?2 7m2Hb b `2+2Bp2/X h?2 7m2Hb
?p2 #22M ?Qi B` /`B2/ T`BQ` iQ bKTH2 T`2T`iBQM 7Q` 2bv ;`BM/BM;X HH
Qi?2` `2bmHib `2 ;Bp2M QM  /`v Kii2` #bBbX
h#H2 kXe S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 irQ T`2Mi 7m2HbX
lMBi qQQ/ JBb+Mi?mb
JQBbim`2 riX W 4.0 27.0
b? riX W U/`vV 0.2 3.4
oQHiBH2 82.4 77.8
>>o JCfF; 19.75 14.07
G>o 18.36 12.45
lHiBKi2 MHvb2b
h#H2 kXd bmKK`Bx2b i?2 mHiBKi2 MHvbBb /i 7Q` HH 7Qm` 7m2HbX HH /i
`2 ;Bp2M QM  /`v Kii2` #bBbX
G2+?BM; M/ .QTBM; Q7 qQQ/ S2HH2ib
h#H2b kX3 M/ kXN HBbi i?2 T`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBb 7Q` i?2 7m2H i`2i@
K2Mi Q7 rQQ/ T2HH2ibX :`T?B+H BHHmbi`iBQMb `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2b kXR9
M/ kXR8X
 5IF (3&&/ 'VFMT 
h#H2 kXd lHiBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 irQ T`2Mi 7m2HbX
lMBi qQQ/ JBb+Mi?mb
* riX W U/`vV 51.5 ±0.003 48.5 ±1.5
> 6.2 ±0.2 6.0 ±0.2
L < 0.20 ě 0.45 ±0.10
a TTKr U/`vV 70. ±30 650 ±70
*H 160 ±20 3000. ±300
H 32 ě 270. ě
* 950 ±60 1100 ě
62 26 ±5 270 ě
E 480 ±30 7900 ě
J; 140 ±10 540 ě
L 95 ±10 340 ±30
S 52 ±8 740 ±60
aB < 200 ě 6200 ±600
hB < 5.0 ě 313 ±4
h#H2 kX3 6m2H MHvbBb Q7 H2+?2/ rQQ/ T2HH2ib +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 Q`B;BMH 7m2HbX
_2/m+iBQMb `2 HBbi2/ #b2/ QM KbbX
oB`;BM G2+?2/ _2/m+iBQM (W)
b? riX W U/`vV 0.2 < 0.1 > 50
oQHiBH2b 82.4 85 −3.16
* riX W U/`vV 51.5 52.3 −1.55
> 6.2 6.2 0.0
L < 0.20 < 0.20 Mf
a TTKr U/`vV 70 50 29
*H 150 < 20 > 86.7
H 32 13 59
* 950 340 64.2
62 26 28 −7.7
E 480 49 89.8
J; 140 21 85.0
L 95 12 87
S 52 < 20 > 62
aB < 200 < 200 Mf
hB < 5.0 < 5.0 Mf
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
h#H2 kXN 6m2H MHvbBb Q7 /QT2/ rQQ/ T2HH2ib +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 Q`B;BMH 7m2HbX AM@
+`2K2Mib `2 HBbi2/ #b2/ QM KbbX
oB`;BM .QT2/ AM+`2b2 (W)
b? riX W U/`vV 0.2 1.2 500
oQHiBH2b 82.4 77.6 −5.83
* riX W U/`vV 51.5 51.7 0.388
> 6.2 6.2 0
L < 0.20 < 0.2 Mf
a TTKr U/`vV 70 70 0
*H 150 4700 3033
H 32 20 −38
* 950 430 −54.7
62 26 36 38
E 480 5700 1088
J; 140 40 −71.4
L 95 33 −65
S 52 < 20 > −62
aB < 200 < 200 Mf
hB < 5.0 < 5.0 Mf













6B;m`2 kXR9 *QKT`BbQM Q7 BMQ`;MB+
+QMi2Mi T`2b2Mi BM i?2 pB`;BM rQQ/ T2HH2i
7m2H M/ i?2 H2+?2/ 7m2H bKTH2X













6B;m`2 kXR8 *QKT`BbQM Q7 BMQ`;MB+
+QMi2Mi T`2b2Mi BM i?2 pB`;BM rQQ/ T2HH2i
7m2H M/ i?2 /QT2/ 7m2H bKTH2X
 5IF (3&&/ 'VFMT 
G2+?BM; Q7 JBb+Mi?mb
h#H2 kXRy HBbib i?2 T`QtBKi2 M/ mHiBKi2 MHvbBb 7Q` i?2 7m2H i`2iK2Mi Q7
KBb+Mi?mbX  ;`T?B+H BHHmbi`iBQM Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 kXR9X
h#H2 kXRy 6m2H MHvbBb Q7 H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 Q`B;BMH 7m2HbX
_2/m+iBQMb `2 HBbi2/ #b2/ QM KbbX
JBb+Mi?mb G2+?2/ _2/m+iBQM
b? riX W U/`vV 3.4 0.8 76.47
oQHiBH2b 77.8 85.7 −10.15
* riX W U/`vV 48.5 49.9 −2.89
> 6 6.1 −1.7
L 0.45 0.31 31.1
a TTKr U/`vV 650 270 58.5
*H 3000 70 97.7
H 270 < 10 > 96
* 1100 870 20.9
62 270 180 33.3
E 7900 330 95.8
J; 540 330 38.9
L 340 < 10 < 97.1
S 740 200 73.0
aB 6200 2100 66.1
hB 13 < 5.0 > 62













6B;m`2 kXRe *QKT`BbQM Q7 BMQ`;MB+ +QMi2Mi T`2b2Mi BM i?2 pB`;BM KBb+Mi?mb 7m2H
M/ i?2 H2+?2/ 7m2H bKTH2X
kX9X8 S`2Mi 6m2H S`iB+H2 a?T2b M/ aBx2b
h?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 THvb  +2Mi`H `QH2 b BMi`BMbB+ FBM2iB+b i S6@+QK#mbiBQM
`2H2pMi `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMb +M QMHv #2 bim/B2/ 7`QK i?2`KHHv i?BM T`iB+H2bX
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
"Qi? i?2 KBb+Mi?mb M/ i?2 rQQ/ bKTH2b r2`2 +mi M/ bB2p2/ BMiQ irQ bBx2
7`+iBQMb mbBM; _2ib+? rB`2 K2b? i2bi bB2p2b,
Ç 63Ĝ90μK
Ç 106Ĝ125μK
6B;m`2b kXRd M/ kXR3 b?Qr `2T`2b2MiiBp2 b+MMBM; 2H2+i`QM KB+`Qb+QTv
Ua1JV BK;2b Q7 HH 7m2H ivT2b BM+Hm/2/ BM i?2 T`2b2Mi bim/vX  KDQ`Biv Q7
2HQM;i2/ T`iB+H2b +M #2 b22M KFBM; Mv +QM+HmbBQM #b2/ QM i?2 bB2p2 +mi
Qz /B{+mHiX k@/BK2MbBQMH BK;2 MHvbBb iQQHb ?p2 #22M 2KTHQv2/ BM Q`/2`
iQ bbBbi i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM M/ BM M ii2KTi iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2
T`iB+H2 b?T2X
*?`+i2`BbiB+ G2M;i?b
uBM 2i HX (Re3) BMp2biB;i2/ #BQKbb T`iB+H2b  72r ?mM/`2/ KB+`QMb BM /BK2@
i2` +QM+Hm/BM; i?i BMi`@T`iB+H2 ;`/B2Mib Q7 ?2i M/ Kbb iQ #2  b2+QM/`v
Bbbm2 i KQbiX h?mb- Hi?Qm;? BM+`2bBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 ?b #22M b?QrM iQ
BM~m2M+2 +QMp2`bBQM iQ MQiB+2#H2 /2;`22 (ReN- Rdy)- B7 T`2i`2i2/ +`27mHHv iQ
bKHH 2MQm;? T`iB+H2 bBx2b bm+? Bbbm2b +M #2 pQB/2/X
h#H2b kXRR M/ kXRk bmKK`Bx2  `M;2 Q7 +?`+i2`BbiB+ /i /2b+`B#BM;
i?2 rQQ/ M/ KBb+Mi?mb #b2/ 7m2Hb mb2/ BM i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM bim/vX HH
/i `2 #b2/ QM i?2 *JaAw1_ shȉQmiTmi M/ iF2b bi`iBM; TQBMi BM 
`2+iM;mH` T`HH2H2TBT2/ T`iB+H2- +7X };m`2 kXRyX
h?2 pQHmK2 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2 Bb i?2 KQbi +QKKQMHv K2i K2i?Q/ 7Q` `2T`2@
b2MiBM; MQM@bT?2`B+H T`iB+H2b BM MmK2`B+H bvbi2Kb HBKBi2/ iQ ++QKKQ/i2
R@/BK2MbBQMH ;2QK2i`B2b BM i?2 /Bb+`2i2 T?b2 (Re3)X >Qr2p2`- #2+mb2 Q7
i?2 ?B;?Hv B``2;mH` T`iB+H2 b?T2b Q7 #BQKbb i?Bb TT`QtBKiBQM Q7 }t2/
pQHmK2 BKTQb2b bB;MB}+Mi /2pBiBQMb BM i?2 pQHmK2 iQ bm`7+2 `2 UV /AV `@
iBQX h?Bb rBHH HbQ BM+`2b2 i?2 2[mBpH2Mi /BK2i2` r?BH2 HBKBiBM; i?2 bm`7+2
`2 2tTQb2/ 7Q` ?2i 2t+?M;2- 2z2+iBp2Hv BM+`2bBM; i?2 "BQi MmK#2` 7m`i?2`
+?HH2M;BM; i?2 bbmKTiBQM Q7 M BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2X
h?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 i?2 T`2b2Mi bim/v Bb iQ ++m`i2Hv KQ/2H i?2 T`iB+H2 i2K@
T2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v b Bi mM/2`;Q2b 7bi ?2iBM; #v 2Mi`BMBM;  TBHQi ~K2X h?mb-
Bi Bb /2bB`#H2 iQ KBMiBM  +QMbiMi "BQi MmK#2`- BX2X ?2i i`Mb72` `i2 iQ
i?2 T`iB+H2 `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 `i2 i r?B+? i?2 ?2i Bb i`MbTQ`i2/ BMiQ i?2 T`iB@
+H2X .2b+`B#BM; i?2 7m2H b bT?2`B+H T`iB+H2b rBi? i?2 bK2 pQHmK2 iQ bm`7+2
`2 `iBQ b i?2 Q`B;BMH `2+iM;mH` T`HH2H2TBT2/ b?T2 +?`+i2`Bx2/ #v
i?2 *JaAw1_ shȉrBHH biBb7v i?Bb `2[mB`2K2MiX
b +M #2 b22M 7`QK i#H2b kXRR M/ kXRk i?2 /BK2i2` 7Q`  }t2/ V /A
2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2 +Q``2bTQM/ r2HH iQ i?2 KBMBKmK J`iBM /BK2i2`- xJ-KBM
Q#iBM2/ b  /B`2+i QmiTmi 7`QK i?2 *JaAw1_ shȉ`r /i i`2iK2MiX 6Q`
bBKTHB+Biv i?2 xJ-KBM /BK2i2` rBHH #2 mb2/ iQ `2T`2b2Mi i?2 T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`
Q7  }t2/ V /A `iBQ 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2X
 5IF (3&&/ 'VFMT 
UV qQQ/X U#V qQQ/X
U+V E*H@/QT2/ rQQ/X U/V E*H@/QT2/ rQQ/X
U2V JBb+Mi?mbX U7V JBb+Mi?mbX
U;V G2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX U?V G2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX
6B;m`2 kXRd a1J BK;2b Q7 i?2 :_11L 7m2Hb BM i?2 bBx2 7`+iBQM, 63Ĝ90 uKX
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
UV qQQ/X U#V qQQ/X
U+V E*H@/QT2/ rQQ/X U/V E*H@/QT2/ rQQ/X
U2V JBb+Mi?mbX U7V JBb+Mi?mbX
U;V G2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX U?V G2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX
6B;m`2 kXR3 a1J BK;2b Q7 i?2 :_11L 7m2Hb BM i?2 bBx2 7`+iBQM, 106Ĝ125 uKX
 5IF (3&&/ 'VFMT 
h#H2 kXRR *?`+i2`BbiB+ b?T2 M/ bBx2 /i 7Q` i?2 rQQ/v 7m2Hb mb2/ 7Q` i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM bim/vX x62-Kt, JtBKmK 62`2i /BK2i2`- xJ-KBM, JBMBKmK J`iBM
/BK2i2`- V , *H+mHi2/ pQHmK2 #b2/ QM i?2 `2H2pMi T`iB+H2 b?T2- A, *H+mHi2/
bm`7+2 `2 #b2/ QM i?2 `2H2pMi T`iB+H2 b?T2- d, .BK2i2`- SF , a?T2 7+iQ`
A/A`2+iM;mH` T`HH2HT2TB2/- NC, LmK#2` +Q``2HiBQM V /V`2+iM;mH` T`HH2HT2TB2/X
6m2H qQQ/ qQQ/- E*H
aB2p2 bBx2 +mi Qz μK ej@Ny Rye@Rk8 ej@Ny Rye@Rk8
_2+iM;mH` S`HH2H2TBT2/
x62-Kt μK 153 294 118 199
xJ-KBM μK 53.6 78.9 45.9 63.2
2/3xJ-KBM μK 35.8 52.6 30.6 42.1
V μK3 293 804 1 218 414 165 750 528 294
A μK2 31 224 85 534 20 863 47 135
V /A μK 0.106 0.070 0.126 0.089
oQHmK2 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2
d2[-pQH μK 82.5 133 68.2 100
V μK3 293 804 1 218 414 165 750 528 294
A μK2 21 373 55 167 14 592 31 603
V /A μK 13.7 22.1 11.4 16.7
SF ě 0.68 0.64 0.70 0.67
S`HH2H2TBT2/ i?B+FM2bb 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2
d2/3J-KBM μK 35.8 52.6 30.6 42.1
V μK3 23 938 76 121 15 007 39 109
A μK2 4017 8686 2942 5572
V /A μK 5.96 8.76 5.10 7.02
SF ě 0.13 0.10 0.14 0.12
NC ě 12 16 11 14
6Bt2/ of 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2
d μK 56.6 85.7 47.6 67.4
V μK3 94 959 329 730 56 538 160 429
A μK2 10 066 23 081 7124 14 278
V /A μK 0.106 0.0700 0.126 0.0890
SF ě 0.32 0.27 0.34 0.30
NC ě 3.1 3.7 2.9 3.3
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM
h#H2 kXRk *?`+i2`BbiB+ b?T2 M/ bBx2 /i 7Q` i?2 KBb+Mi?mb 7m2Hb mb2/ 7Q` i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM bim/vX x62-Kt, JtBKmK 62`2i /BK2i2`- xJ-KBM, JBMBKmK J`iBM
/BK2i2`- V , *H+mHi2/ pQHmK2 #b2/ QM i?2 `2H2pMi T`iB+H2 b?T2- A, *H+mHi2/
bm`7+2 `2 #b2/ QM i?2 `2H2pMi T`iB+H2 b?T2- d, .BK2i2`- SF , a?T2 7+iQ`
A/A`2+iM;mH` T`HH2HT2TB2/- NC, LmK#2` +Q``2HiBQM V /V`2+iM;mH` T`HH2HT2TB2/X
6m2H JBb+?Mi?mb JBb+Mi?mb- H2+?2/
aB2p2 bBx2 +mi Qz μK ej@Ny Rye@Rk8 ej@Ny Rye@Rk8
_2+iM;mH` S`HH2H2TBT2/
x62-Kt μK 116 297 150 308
xJ-KBM μK 52.7 90.8 58.9 86.0
2/3xJ-KBM μK 35.2 60.6 39.3 57.3
V μK3 214 836 1 632 954 347 801 1 517 722
A μK2 24 077 100 889 34 151 98 097
V /A μK 0.112 0.062 0.098 0.065
oQHmK2 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2
d2[-pQH μK 74.3 146 87.3 143
V μK3 214 836 1 632 954 347 801 1 517 722
A μK2 17 347 67 060 23 917 63 867
V /A μK 12.4 24.4 14.5 23.8
SF ě 0.72 0.66 0.70 0.65
S`HH2H2TBT2/ i?B+FM2bb 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2
d2/3J-KBM μK 35.2 60.6 39.3 57.3
V μK3 22 754 116 265 31 700 98 693
A μK2 3883 11 520 4844 10 328
V /A μK 5.86 10.1 6.54 9.56
SF ě 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.11
NC ě 9.4 14 11 15
6Bt2/ of 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2
d μK 53.6 96.8 61.2 92.3
V μK3 80 500 474 545 120 164 411 825
A μK2 9016 29 422 11 776 26 769
V /A μK 0.1120 0.0620 0.0980 0.0650
SF ě 0.37 0.29 0.34 0.27
NC ě 2.7 3.4 2.9 3.7
 5IF (3&&/ 'VFMT 
S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQMb
h?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i? /2b+`B#BM;  bT?2`2 rBi? bBKBH` V /A2[@`iBQ b i?2
#BQKbb T`iB+H2 +M #2 TT`QtBKi2/ #v i?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK /BK2i2`-
dJ-KBM- b /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?2 rQ`F Q7 h`m#2ibFv (RdR)X  _QbBM@_KKH2` /Bb@
i`B#miBQM Bb mb2/ iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX h?2 _QbBM@_KKH2`









r?2`2 d¯ M/ n `2 i?2 _QbBM@_KKH2` K2M /BK2i2` M/ /Bbi`B#miBQM bT`2/X
6B;m`2 kXRN b?Qrb i?2 *JaAw1_ shȉMHvb2b Q7 i?2 :_11L 7m2Hb M/ i?2
}ii2/ _QbBM@_KKH2` /Bbi`B#miBQMbX  bmKK`v Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM T`K2@
i2`b Bb HBbi2/ BM i#H2 kXRjX
h#H2 kXRj amKK`v Q7 i?2 _QbBM@_KKH2` T`K2i2`b mb2/ iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2
:_11L 7m2HbX
d¯ n d¯ n
μK ě μK ě
aBx2 7`+iBQM ejĜNy RyeĜRk8
qQQ/ 8jXe kX9R d3X3 kX98
JBb+Mi?mb 8kXd kXRj NyX3 kXNk
qQQ/ E*H 98XN RXNk ejXk kXyy
JBb+Mi?mb H2+?2/ 83XN kX8e 3eXy kXN3
  #JPNBTT BT B 'VFM







 Wood 63-90  m



























 Miscanthus 63-90  m



























 Wood KCl 63-90  m



























 Mis leached 63-90  m




















6B;m`2 kXRN Sa. Q7 i?2 :_11L 7m2HbX h?2 7m2Hb ?p2 #22M MHvx2/ mbBM; i?2
*JaAw1_ shȉM/  _QbBM@_KKH2` /Bbi`B#miBQM ?b #22 }ii2/ iQ i?2 `2bmHibX h?2








*OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
h?2 i?2`KQ+?2KB+H +QMp2`bBQM Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb iQ ?2i M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib
BM+Hm/2b  b2`B2b Q7 T`Q+2bb2bc 7`QK i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7 i?2 bQHB/ bi`m+im`2
iQ i?2 }MH QtB/iBQM Q7 pQHiBH2 ;b2b M/ bQHB/ +?` (Rdk- Rdj)X
h?2 ?B;? +QMi2Mi Q7 pQHiBH2 Ki2`BH BM #BQKbb 7m2Hb KF2b i?2 /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM  +2Mi`H T`Q+2bb BM i?2 7m2H +QMp2`bBQM b2[m2M+2 (3N- R8y)X h?2 KDQ`Biv
Q7 ?2i Bb `2H2b2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 +QK#mbiBQM Q7 pQHiBH2b M/ i?mb i?2 KDQ`
~K2 +?`+i2`BbiB+b `2Hv QM M ++m`i2 T`2/B+iBQM Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX
h?Bb +?Ti2` rBHH T`QpB/2  #`B27 BMi`Q/m+iBQM iQ #BQKbb /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
M/ ;Q i?`Qm;? bQK2 Q7 i?2 2zQ`ib QM Tv`QHvbBb KQ/2HBM; K/2 BM i?2 HBi2`@
im`2X
jXR AMi`Q/m+iBQM
aQHB/ 7m2H +QMp2`bBQM #v i?2`KH T`Q+2bb2b ?b #22M bim/B2/ 7Q` +2Mim`B2bX "2@
BM; #H2 iQ miBHBx2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb2b 7Q` i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 ?2i M/ TQr2`
7+BHBii2/ i?2 BM/mbi`BH `2pQHmiBQM M/ `2KBM iQ #2  +2Mi`H T`i Q7 iQ/vǶb
bQ+B2iv (Rdj)X b bm+?- Km+? Q7 i?2 FMQrH2/;2 M/ iQQHb mb2/ iQ bim/v i?2
i?2`KH +QMp2`bBQM Q7 #BQKbb r2`2 Q`B;BMHHv /2p2HQT2/ 7Q` +QH +QK#mbiBQMX
Hi?Qm;? i?2 +QMp2`bBQM Q7 #BQKbb M/ +QH /Q2b b?`2 KMv +QKKQM 72@
im`2b- `2+HH i?2 QmiHBM2 Q7 i?2 ;2M2`H +QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb 7`QK +?Ti2` R-
i?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 #BQKbb /Q /2pBi2 7`QK i?Qb2 Q7 +QH BM  MmK#2` Q7 +2M@
i`H rvb- b TQBMi2/ Qmi BM +?Ti2` kX h?2`27Q`2- i?2 i`MbBiBQM 7`QK +QH iQ
#BQKbb `2[mB`2b  `2M2r2/ 2zQ`i BM T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQM `2b2`+?X h?2 +?M;2b
BM #Qi? +?2KB+H M/ T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b +QKT`Bb2  b2`B2b Q7 /2pBiBQMb 7`QK
+QMp2MiBQMH +QH +QK#mbiBQM- TQi2MiBHHv z2+iBM; i?2 +QMp2`bBQM T`Q+2bbX
JQbi MQiB+2#H2 Bb T`Q##Hv i?2 b?B7i BM i?2 pQHiBH2f+?`fb? `iBQbX
lM/2`biM/BM; i?2 +?2KBbi`v M/ i?2 `2+iBQM `2;BK2b Q7 #BQKbb i?2`KH
+QMp2`bBQM ?p2 #22M i?2 bm#D2+ib Q7 KMv bim/B2b i?`Qm;?Qmi `2+2Mi /2+/2bX
 MmK#2` Q7 `2pB2rb `2 pBH#H2 QM i?2 bm#D2+i (dj- Rd9ĜRd3)X
 +QM+2TiBQM Q7 #BQKbb i?2`KHHv /2;`/BM; BMiQ i?`22 KBM bT2+B2b ?b
#22M /QTi2/ 7`QK +QH +QK#mbiBQM, :b- i`- M/ +?`X h?2b2 ;`QmTb Q7
`2+iBQM T`Q/m+ib HmKT iQ;2i?2` HH bT2+B2b rBi?BM i?2B` `2bT2+iBp2 +i2;Q`B2bX
h?2 `iBQ #2ir22M i?2b2 ;`QmTb p`B2b rBi? i2KT2`im`2 (ejĜe8)- +?2KB+H
+QKTQbBiBQM (eN)- b? +QKTQbBiBQM (R8e- R8d)- ?2iBM; `i2 (dj- d9)c M/ i?mb
BM im`Mb T`iB+H2 bBx2 (RRdĜRRN- RdN)- T`iB+H2 b?T2 (ej- R3y)- KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi
(ej) iQ K2MiBQM  72rX
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h?Bb +?Ti2` rBHH 7Q+mb QM i?2 FBM2iB+ /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 i?2 #BQKbb /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQMX PtB/iBQM Q7 pQHiBH2b +QMbiBimi2b i?2 KDQ` ?2i `2H2b2 BM #BQKbb
+QK#mbiBQM (R3R)X h?mb #2BM; #H2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Bb
M BKTQ`iMi T`i Q7 mM/2`biM/BM; #BQKbb +QK#mbiBQMX *``vBM; Qmi 2t@
T2`BK2Mib QM bKHH T`iB+H2b `2/m+2b i`MbTQ`i HBKBiiBQMbX >2M+2- 2z2+iBp2Hv
`2+iBM; mM/2` +?2KB+H +QMi`QHX
M 2t?mbiBp2 `2pB2r Bb b+`+2Hv TQbbB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 bim/B2b
pBH#H2X >2M+2- i?Bb rQ`F rBHH MQi ii2KTi iQ `2TQ`i HH }M/BM;b #mi `i?2`
T`2b2Mi `2bmHib 7`QK bim/B2b mbBM; `2Hi2/ 7m2HbX AM HBM2 rBi? i?2 Qp2`HH Q#@
D2+iBp2 iQ HBMF ;2M2`H 7m2H T`QT2`iB2b iQ ~K2 T`QT2`iB2b- i?2 7QHHQrBM; `2pB2r
rBHH HbQ 7Q+mb QM ;2M2`H i`2M/b TTHB+#H2 +`Qbb 7m2H ivT2b- 2tT2`BK2MiH
b2i@mTb- 2i+X
jXk JQ/2HBM; AbQi?2`KH S`iB+H2 .2pQHiBHBxiBQM
Sv`QHvbBb- Q` /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- Bb i?2 i?2`KQ+?2KB+H /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 Q`;MB+
Ki2`BHX PMHv 72r bim/B2b /BbiBM;mBb? i?2 i2`KBMQHQ;v /2}M2/ b i?2`KH /2@
+QKTQbBiBQM BM `2/m+BM; M/ QtB/BxBM; 2MpB`QMK2Mib- `2bT2+iBp2HvX i ?B;?
?2iBM; `i2b M/ i2KT2`im`2b i?2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 #BQKbb iF2b TH+2
`TB/Hv `2H2bBM; `2/m+BM; pQHiBH2bX AM QtB/BxBM; +QM/BiBQMb i?2 T`Q/m+2/
pQHiBH2b rBHH 2Bi?2` #2 BM biQB+?BQK2i`B+ 2t+2bb iQ i?2 pBH#H2 Qtv;2M Q` +QM@
p2+iBp2Hv /BbTH+2 BiX h?mb +`2iBM;  HQ+H `2/m+BM; 2MpB`QMK2Mi- KFBM; i?2
/BbiBM+iBQM bQK2r?i K#B;mQmbX AMi2`+?M;2#H2 mb2 Q7 i?2 irQ i2`Kb rBHH
#2 mb2/ i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 i?2bBb- Km+? BM HBM2 rBi? KQbi Q7 i?2 HBi2`im`2X
jXkXR JQ/2HBM; .2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 "BQKbb
h?2 Ki?2KiB+H /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Q7 #BQKbb TQb2b
/B{+mHiB2b /m2 iQ i?2 +QKTH2tBiv Q7 i?2 #BQKbb bi`m+im`2b- i?2 /Bp2`bBiv Q7
7m2Hb- M/ i?2 BM?QKQ;2M2Qmb Mim`2 Q7 #BQKbb- b /2b+`B#2/ BM +?Ti2` kX
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Bb- i?2`27Q`2- mbmHHv /2b+`B#2/ #v T?2MQK2MQ@
HQ;B+H KQ/2Hb r?B+? +M p`v BM +QKTH2tBiv- `2[mB`2K2Mib 7Q` BMTmi T`K@
2i2`b- M/ pBH#H2 /i mb2/ iQ pHB/i2 Q` 2pHmi2 i?2 KQ/2HX AM ;2M2`H-
i?2 KQ/2Hb +M #2 /BpB/2/ BM iQ i?`22 +i2;Q`B2b,
Ç ai2T@rBb2 K2+?MBbKb
Ç amT2`TQbBiBQM KQ/2Hb
Ç *?2KB+H bi`m+im`2 #b2/ KQ/2Hb
h?2 bi`m+im`H KQ/2Hb bm+? b i?2 *S. Q` i?2 /pM+2/ #BQKbb M/ +QH
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM U"*.V KQ/2Hb `2 ?B;? BM +QKTH2tBiv- +QKTmiiBQMHHv /2@
KM/BM;- M/ `2[mB`2  +QKT`2?2MbBp2 7m2H +?`+i2`BxiBQM (R3k)X h?2`27Q`2-
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i?2v rBHH MQi #2 BM+Hm/2/ BM i?Bb bim/v- r?B+? BKb 7Q` HQr +Qbi K2i?Q/b iQ
/2b+`B#2 T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX
h?2 ai2T@qBb2 J2+?MBbKb
h?Bb Bb T`Q##Hv i?2 KQbi +QKKQMHv mb2/ +i2;Q`v Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM K2+?@
MBbKbX Ai HbQ +Qp2`b i?2 rB/2bi `M;2 Q7 T`QTQbHb 7Q` K2+?MBbKbX hQ
KBMiBM M Qp2`pB2r- i?2 bi2T@rBb2 K2+?MBbKb +M #2 7m`i?2` bm#@/BpB/2/
BMiQ b2p2`H +i2;Q`B2b,
Ç :HQ#H K2+?MBbK
Ç aBM;H2 bi2T- b2KB@;HQ#H K2+?MBbK UT`HH2H `2+iBQMbV
Ç JmHiB bi2T- b2KB@;HQ#H K2+?MBbKb U+QMb2+miBp2 `2+iBQMbV
Ç AM}MBi2 `2+iBQMb
h?2 }`bi i?`22 ivT2b Q7 bi2T@rBb2 K2+?MBbKb mb2 T`2/2}M2/ `2+iBQMb M/
`2[mB`2 `i2 2tT`2bbBQMb iQ #2 /2`Bp2/ bT2+B}+HHv 7Q` 2+? `2+iBQMX h?2 b2KB@
;HQ#H K2+?MBbKb +M #2 +QK#BM2/ iQ 2tT`2bb /Bz2`2Mi /2;`22b Q7 +QKTH2tBivX
h?2 Hii2` Q7 i?2 7Qm` 2KTHQv M BM}MBi2 MmK#2` Q7 T`HH2H `2+iBQMb rBi? i?2
FBM2iB+b 2tT`2bb2/ b /Bbi`B#miBQMbX h?Bb ?b i?2 /pMi;2 Q7 #2BM; #H2 iQ
+Qp2`  rB/2` bTM Q7 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbc i2KT2`im`2- ?2iBM; `i2- 2i+X
M/ /Q2b MQi `2[mB`2 i?2 BbQHiBQM Q7 FBM2iB+ 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q` BM/BpB/mH `2+iBQMbX
.2iBH2/ `2pB2rb QM KQ/2H bim/B2b +M #2 7QmM/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 (ej- R8y- R3j)X
aBM;H2 ni? Q`/2` `2+iBQM h?2 bBM;H2 ni? Q`/2` `2+iBQM UaLP_V KQ/2H Bb
i?2 bBKTH2bi +i2;Q`v Q7 KQ/2Hb pBH#H2X b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 jXR- Bi `2+ib




6B;m`2 jXR h?2 aLP_ K2+?MBbKX




r?2`2 i?2 `i2 Q7 +QMp2`bBQM χ˙ Bb /`Bp2M #v i?2 pBH#H2 pQHiBH2 Kii2`- f(χ)-
`2Hi2/ #v i?2 `i2 +QMbiMi- kX h?2 `i2 +QMbiMi- k- Bb mbmHHv KQ/2H2/ b
 7mM+iBQM Q7 i2KT2`im`2X h?2 2[miBQM Q7 +?QB+2 BM +?2KB+H 2M;BM22`BM; Bb
i?2 ``?2MBmb 2tT`2bbBQM,
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r?2`2 i?2 }iiBM; T`K2i2`b A M/ E `2 /2iQM2/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`
M/ i?2 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v `2bT2+iBp2HvX Hi?Qm;? KMv Qi?2` 2tT`2bbBQMb +M
#2 7QmM/ (R39) KQbi `2Hv QM M 2tTQM2MiBH i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2M+vX
h?2 /`BpBM; 7Q`+2 Q7 i?2 `2+iBQM- f(χ)- Bb mbmHHv KQ/2H2/ b,
f(χ) = (χ∗ − χ)n UjXjV
r?2`2 χ∗ /2MQi2b i?2 iQiH KQmMi Q7 pBH#H2 `2+iMiX A7 i?2 `2+iBQM Q`/2`-
n- bbmK2b mMBiv i?2 bBKTH2bi 7Q`K Q7 i?2 bBM;H2 bi2T ;HQ#H K2+?MBbK `Bb2b,







(χ∗ − χ) UjX9V
6Q` HBM2` ?2iBM; T`Q}H2b- bm+? b i?2 QM2b 7QmM/ BM h: 2tT2`BK2Mib-











T (t) = βt+ T0 UjXeV
2tT`2bbBM; i?2 HBM2` `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M iBK2- t- M/ i2KT2`im`2- T - rBi?
i?2 bHQT2 βX h?Bb Bb FMQrM b i?2 /Bz2`2MiBH K2i?Q/ M/ Bb 2bBHv TTHB+#H2
iQ h: 2tT2`BK2Mib- r?2`2  THQi Q7 i?2 H27i ?M/ bB/2 Q7 2[miBQM UjX8V p2`bmb
i?2 BMp2`i2/ i2KT2`im`2- b?QmH/ ;Bp2  bi`B;?i HBM2 rBi?  bHQT2 Q7 −E/R
M/ BMi2`+2TiBM; T−1 = 0 i HM[A]X
>Qr2p2`- +QMbB/2`BM; `#Bi``v i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`B2b `2[mB`2b M TT`QtB@









r?B+? ?b MQ +HQb2/ MHviB+H bQHmiBQM (R39ĜR3d)X h?Bb Ki?2KiB+HHv BM@
i`+i#H2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2;`H Bb T`Q##Hv i?2 #B;;2bi b?Q`i+QKBM; Q7 i?2 `@
`?2MBmb 2tT`2bbBQMX JmHiBTH2 bm;;2biBQMb 7Q` bQHpBM; i?2 BMi2;`H ?p2 #22M
T`QTQb2/ (R39- R3dĜRN9)X  ;QQ/ TT`QtBKiBQM iQ 2[miBQM UjXdV Bb BKTQ`@
iMi #2+mb2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2;`H bmKb mT i?2 +mKmHiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM Q7
i?2 `i2 +QMbiMi iQ i?2 Qp2`HH `2+iBQMX h?Bb BKTHB2b i?i i?2 BMi2;`H Kmbi
#2 /2[mi2Hv bQHp2/ BM Q`/2` iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM ?BbiQ`vX
JQbi 7`2[m2MiHv K2i `2 bim/B2b `2Hi2/ iQ HBM2` i2KT2`im`2 BM+`2K2Mib
i KQ/2`i2 i2KT2`im`2b (RNR)X AM i?2b2 bvbi2Kb i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2
T`iB+H2 Bb DmbiB}#Hv #2HB2p2/ iQ bbmK2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X AM
//BiBQM- i?2 bKTH2 T`iB+H2 bBx2b `2 bKHH 2MQm;? iQ 2HBKBMi2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i
HBKBiiBQMbX >Qr2p2`- 7Q` KQ`2 T`+iB+H TTHB+iBQMb  7mHHv +QmTH2/ bvbi2K Q7
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?2i i`MbTQ`i M/ +?2KB+H `2+iBQMb BKTHB2b  Km+? KQ`2 +QKTH2t i?2`KH
?BbiQ`vX  MmK#2` Q7 MmK2`B+H TT`Q+?2b ?p2 #22M bm;;2bi2/ (R3N- RNy)-
;2M2`HHv T`QTQbBM; iQ BM+Q`TQ`i2 i?2 BMbiMiM2Qmb HQ+H i2KT2`im`2 M/
?2iBM; `i2 T`QpB/2/ #v  bmBi#H2 i`MbB2Mi i`MbTQ`i KQ/2HX h?mb- 2pHm@












r?2`2 BM/B+2b 0- i- M/ N /2MQi2 iBK2 x2`Q- Tbi- M/ 2HTb2/X
LBFb M/ Gm (RNy) 2pHmi2b i?2 BMi2;`Hb Q7 2[miBQM UjX3V #v GTH+2Ƕb
























i?mb- HHQrBM; 7Q` i?2 2pHmiBQM Q7 I B7 i?2 #bQHmi2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ i?2
?2iBM; `i2 `2 FMQrM i /Bb+`2i2 iBK2bX
"`mM M/ "m`M?K (R3N) TT`QtBKi2 2[miBQM UjX3V #v HBM2` BMi2`TQ@










(ti − ti−1) UjXRyV
aBM;H2 bi2T- b2KB@;HQ#H K2+?MBbKb h?2 irQ ;`2i2bi BM/2[m+B2b Q7
i?2 aLP_ KQ/2H `2 i?2 BM#BHBiv iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 7Q`KiBQM M/ /2bi`m+iBQM
Q7 i?2 KDQ` T`Q/m+i +i2;Q`B2b, *?`- i`- M/ pQHiBH2b- M/ i?2 /B{+mHiB2b
/2b+`B#BM; H`;2` BMi2`pHb Q7 i2KT2`im`2 M/ ?2iBM; `i2bX h?Bb ?b- KQM;
Qi?2`b- #22M //`2bb2/ #v *?M 2i HX (RkN)- "B;BMB (R3k)- a?}x/2? (RN8)-
h?m`M2` M/ JMM (RNe)- 6QMi 2i HX (RNd) r?Q /BpB/2/ i?2 i?2 T`BK`v Kbb
HQbb BMiQ i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i?2 i?`22 KDQ` T`Q/m+i T?b2b- 2+? rBi? i?2B`
BM/BpB/mH `i2 2tT`2bbBQM- HHQrBM; i?2 +QKT2iBM; `2+iBQMb iQ TT`QT`Bi2Hv
T`2/B+i i?2 `iBQb #2ir22M i?2b2 +i2;Q`B2b Q7 T`Q/m+ib- };m`2 jXkX
JmHiBTH2 bi2T- b2KB@;HQ#H K2+?MBbKb h?Bb Bb #v 7` i?2 H`;2bi ;`QmT
Q7 FBM2iB+ b+?2K2b BM+Hm/BM; bm;;2bi2/ K2+?MBbKb Q7  p`B2iv Q7 +QKTH2tBiB2bX
6`QK M //BiBQMH +iBpiBQM bi2T (RN3) iQ H`;2 `2+iBQMb b+?2K2b Q7 KmHiBTH2
`2+iBQMb M/ bT2+B2b (RNNĜkyR)X h?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH QMHv +Qp2` i?2 KQbi `2H2pMi
Rh?2 bbmKTiBQM Q7 +QMbiMi i2KT2`im`2- ΔT = Ti − Ti−1 = 0- +M #2 DmbiB}2/ 7Q`
bKHH iBK2 bi2TbX








6B;m`2 jXk EBM2iB+ b+?2K2 7Q` i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb (RN8)X
K2+?MBbKb 7Q` S6 +QK#mbiBQM- BX2X bBKTHB}2/ K2+?MBbKb rBi? 2KT?bBb QM
+?` vB2H/ M/ Kbb HQbb `i2X
PM2 Q7 i?2 KQ`2 +QKKQM KQ/2Hb Bb #mBH/ QM i?2 K2+?MBbK T`2b2Mi2/ BM
};m`2 jXk #mi BM+Hm/2b M //BiBQMH +QMb2+miBp2 i?2`KH +`+FBM; `2+iBQM Q7
i?2 i` (RNe)- biBb7vBM; 2KTB`B+H Q#b2`piBQMb Q7 T2F +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 i`
(d9)- +7X };m`2 jXjX Hi2`MiBp2Hv- i?2 aLP_ Q` a6P_ KQ/2H +M #2 +QmTH2/










6B;m`2 jXj EBM2iB+ b+?2K2 7Q` i?2 T`BK`v M/ b2+QM/`v Tv`QHvbBb Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb
(RNe)X
h?2 "`QB/Q@a?}x/2? FBM2iB+ b+?2K2 (dR- kyj) KQ/B}2/ #v "`/#m`v 2i HX
(RN3) M/ Hi2` #v GB/2M 2i HX (ky9) BM+Hm/2b i` b2+QM/`v +`+FBM; Bb MQi?2`
rB/2Hv mb2/ KQ/2H 7Q` bQHB/ 7m2H Tv`QHvbBbX b b22 BM };m`2 jX9 i?Bb KQ/2H
72im`2b MQi QMHv  b2+QM/`v i` +`+FBM; #mi HbQ M +iBpiBQM bi2TX 6`QK
 KQ/2HBM; TQBMi Q7 pB2r- i?Bb vB2H/b i?2 QTTQ`imMBiv iQ imM2 i?2 KQ/2H iQ
T`QpB/2 i?2 +Q``2+i i` vB2H/- ?Qr2p2` }t2/- M/ BM+Hm/2  /2Hv Q7 i?2 T`Q+2bb
QMb2i i?`Qm;? i?2 +iBpiBQM bi2TX h?2 B/2 Q7 BMi`Q/m+BM; M +iBpiBQM bi2T
?b #22M /BbTmi2/ /m`BM; i?2 v2`bX MiH M/ o`?2;vB (dj)- o`?2;vB 2i HX
(ky8) +HBK2/ i?i #2ii2` }ib iQ 2tT2`BK2MiH /i +QmH/ #2 Q#iBM2/ rBi?Qmi
i?2 +iBpiBQM bi2TX
h?2 .Bbi`B#mi2/ +iBpiBQM 1M2`;v JQ/2H h?2 /Bbi`B#mi2/ +iBpiBQM
2M2`;v KQ/2H U.1JV (kye) KQ/2H QT2`i2b mM/2` i?2 bbmKTiBQM i?i i?2
i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7 Mv 7m2H iF2b TH+2 i?`Qm;? KMv /Bz2`2Mi `2+iBQMb










6B;m`2 jX9 h?2 KQ/B}2/ "`QB/Q@a?}x/2? FBM2iB+ b+?2K2 7Q` i?2 T`BK`v M/
b2+QM/`v Tv`QHvbBb Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb (RN3- ky9)X
;Qp2`M2/ #v i?2 p`BiBQMb BM #QM/ bi`2M;i?b rBi?BM i?2 +QKTH2t Q`;MB+ bi`m+@
im`2X Ai `2HB2b QM KMv v2`b Q7 2tT2`B2M+2 rBi? i?2 a6P_ KQ/2H #2BM; #H2
iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7  bBM;H2 7m2H Q`;MB+ bT2+B2b i  b2i Q7 ;Bp2M
`2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMbX h?mb- `2+iBQM i /QTib i?2 a6P_ FBM2iB+ 2tT`2bbBQM-
r?B+? BM Bib BMi2;`H 7Q`K +M #2 r`Bii2M,








aBKTHB7vBM; i?2 ibF Q7 /2`BpBM; FBM2iB+b 7Q` 2+? Q7 i?2 `2+iBQMb i i?2 `i2
+QMbiMi k Bb bbmK2/ iQ /Bz2` QMHv BM +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- EX h?2 /Bbi`B#mi2/
+iBpiBQM 2M2`;v KQ/2H U.1JV KQ/2H bbmK2b i?i i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `2+iBQMb
iFBM; TH+2 Bb ;`2i 2MQm;? iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 +?M;2 BM +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v b 
+QMiBMmQmb /Bbi`B#miBQM 7mM+iBQM- f(E)X h?Bb rQmH/ HHQ+i2 pBH#H2 pQHiBH2
Kii2` iQ 2+? Q7 i?2 BM/BpB/mH `2+iBQMb iX h?mb- i?2 iQiH KQmMi Q7 Kii2`
pBH#H2 7Q` `2H2b2 Bb iF2M iQ #2  /Bbi`B#miBQM biBb7vBM;,
/χ∗ = χ∗f (E) /E UjXRkV
r?2`2 ∫ ∞
0
f (E) /E = 1 UjXRjV
*QK#BMBM; 2[miBQMb UjXRRV M/ UjXRkV vB2H/b M 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q` i?2 ;HQ#H
+QMp2`bBQM mT iQ iBK2 t #v BMi2;`iBM; 2[miBQM UjXRRV Qp2` HH pHm2b Q7 E
mbBM; 2[miBQM UjXRkV,
















f (E) /E UjXR9V



















f (E) /E UjXR8V
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
JmHiBTH2 T`QTQbHb 7Q` bmBi#H2 /Bbi`B#miBQM 7mM+iBQMb ?p2 #22M i2bi2/ rBi?
i?2 ;mbbBM (R33ĜRNy- kye) M/ i?2 Mim`H HQ;`Bi?KB+ (R8j) /Bbi`B#miBQMb





















"2+mb2 i?2 .1J KQ/2H Bb #b2/ QM 2[miBQM UjX9V- i?2 K2i?Q/ HbQ
BM?2`Bib i?2 BMi`+i#H2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2;`H Q7 2[miBQM UjXdVX >Qr2p2`- i?2
TT`Q+? Q7 bQHpBM; i?Bb BMi2;`H Bb i?2 bK2 b BM i?2 +b2 Q7 i?2 a6P_
KQ/2HBM; M/ ?b #22M i?2 b+QT2 Q7 KMv T`2pBQmb bim/B2b (R33ĜRNy- RNk- RNj)
bT2+B}+HHv mbBM; i?2 .1J KQ/2HX
jXkXk h?2`KH .2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 "BQKbb *QKTQM2Mib
 ;`2i MmK#2` Q7 BMp2biB;iBQMb ?p2 iF2M bi`iBM; TQBMi BM i?2 #BQHQ;B@
+H K+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 #BQKbb 7m2HbX h?Bb K2i?Q/ Q7 bim/vBM;
#BQKbb b  `2bmHiBM; bi`m+im`2 Q7  72r KBM bm#@bi`m+im`2bc +2HHmHQb2- ?2KB@
+2HHmHQb2- M/ HB;MBM (Rk9)- Bb QM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi rB/2Hv mb2/ K2i?Q/QHQ;B2b T`Bb2/
7Q` Bib bBKTHB+Biv M/ #BHBiv iQ /Ti +`Qbb i?2 /Bp2`b2 b2H2+iBQM Q7 #BQKbb
7m2HbX h?2b2 i?`22 +i2;Q`B2b Q7 #BQHQ;B+H K+`QKQH2+mH2b HbQ KF2 mT i?2
KQ/2H +QKTQM2Mib 7Q` FBM2iB+ bim/B2b Q7 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb M/fQ` +QK#mbiBQM-
b rBHH #2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?Bb b2+iBQMX
AM ;2M2`H i?2 i?`22 +QKTQM2Mib- +2HHmHQb2- ?2KB+2HHmHQb2- M/ HB;MBM- TQbb2b
[mBi /Bz2`2Mi i?2`KH T`QT2`iB2b- 2bBHv B/2MiB}2/ #v 2X;X i?2 i2KT2`im`2b i
r?B+? i?2v rBHH #2;BM iQ i?2`KHHv /2+QKTQb2 (kyd)- +7X i#H2 jXRX h?Bb +mb2b
/BbiBM+i #2?pBQ` Q7 2+? +QKTQM2Mi BM 2X;X i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ MHvb2b- KF@
BM; Bi TQbbB#H2 iQ 2ti`+i FBM2iB+ /i 7`QK 2+? +QKTQM2Mi 7`QK #Qi? r?QH2
#BQKbb M/ +?2KB+HHv BbQHi2/ bKTH2b (ky3)X JQbi Q7 i?2 rQ`F +QM/m+i2/ BM
i?Bb }2H/ mbBM; i?Bb TT`Q+? bbmK2 i?i i?2 i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 2+?
BM/BpB/mH +QKTQM2Mi ?TT2Mb BM/2T2M/2MiHv Q7 2+? Qi?2`X  K2i?Q/ r?B+?
b22Kb `2bQM#H2 +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 ;2M2`H +QMb2Mbmb Q7 i?2 HBi2`im`2 mi?Q`bX
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M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 +QMi2Mi Q7 2+? +QKTQM2Mi U+2HHmHQb2- ?2KB+2HHmHQb2-
M/ HB;MBMV Bb b?QrM BM };m`2 jX8X Ai b?QmH/- ?Qr2p2`- #2 F2Ti BM KBM/ i?i
i?2 p`BiBQMb `2 H`;2 2p2M rBi?BM i?2 bK2 #BQHQ;B+H bT2+B2bc bmb+2TiB#H2 iQ







































































































































































































































































































































































































6B;m`2 jX8 J+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 /Bz2`2Mi HB;MBQ+2HHmHQbB+ Ki2`BHbX JmH@
iBTH2 HBi2`im`2 bQm`+2bX
 +?HH2M;BM; bm#D2+i r?2M +QKT`BM; FBM2iB+ T`QT2`iB2b #2ir22M /Bz2`2Mi
#BQKbb2b Bb i?2 TQbbB#H2 +iHviB+ 2z2+ib Q7 KBM2`H Kii2` (R88)X h?Bb `2pB2r
Q7 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b ?b MQi ;Bp2M i?Bb Kii2` Mv T`iB+mH` 7Q+mb M/ FBM2iB+
/i `2 HBbi2/ HQM; bB/2 2+? Qi?2` `2;`/H2bb Q7 Bib KBM2`H +QMi2MiX h?Bb
Bb- ?Qr2p2`- M Q#pBQmb bm#D2+i i?i `2[mB`2b ii2MiBQM 7Q` /2iBH2/ FBM2iB+
MHvbBb- M/ i?2 bm#D2+i rBHH #2 /Bb+mbb2/ BM Hi2` b2+iBQMbX >Qr2p2`- BM i?Bb
+b2 r?2`2  ;2M2`H KQ/2H Bb /2bB`2/ M/ i?2 7m2H /Bp2`bBiv BM i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib
Bb H`;2- Bi b22Kb `2bQM#H2 iQ MHvb2 HH bQ`ib Q7 #BQ@7m2Hb QM 2[mH i2`KbX
Sv`QHvbBb Q7 *2HHmHQb2
*2HHmHQb2 Bb i?2 KQbi #mM/Mi Q`;MB+ K+`QKQH2+mH` bi`m+im`2 BM KQbi
#BQKbb Ki2`BH (Rk9) M/ i?2 2zQ`i QM FBM2iB+ +?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 i?2`KH
/2;`/iBQM Q7 +2HHmHQb2 ?b #22M BM?2`2MiHv ?B;? 7Q` /2+/2bX h?2 T`Q+2bb ?b
#22M BMp2biB;i2/ #v  ;`2i MmK#2` Q7 H#Q`iQ`B2b mbBM; /Bz2`2Mi i2+?MB[m2b
M/ /Bz2`2Mi bQm`+2b Q7 #BQKbbX M Qp2`HH BK;2 Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b
mbBM;  ;HQ#H bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2H Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 jXeX h?Bb };m`2- /2TB+i@
BM; i?2 `i2 +QMbiMi- k- b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 BMp2`i2/ i2KT2`im`2- b?Qrb H`;2
p`BiBQMb BM i?2 2z2+iBp2 `i2 +QMbiMi `M;BM; +`Qbb HKQbi 7Qm` Q`/2`b Q7
K;MBim/2X "2+mb2 i?2 ?2iBM; `i2b `2 bBKBH`- i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHb
BM r?B+? i?2 FBM2iB+b `2 pHB/ rBHH HbQ #2 bBKBH`X h?2`27Q`2- i?2 FBM2iB+b
`2 b?QrM BM  T`2@/2}M2/ i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pH- #mi +M QMHv #2 +QMbB/2`2/
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
pHB/ BM i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHb ;Bp2M BM i?2 bT2+B}+ bim/B2bX  i`2M/ Q7 ;2M@
2`HHv bBKBH` +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b +M ?Qr2p2` #2 B/2MiB}2/ #v  #`Q/ #M/
bTMMBM; +`Qbb  +QmTH2 Q7 Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 BM i?2 `i2 +QMbiMiX  iB;?i
+QMM2+iBQM #2ir22M TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b M/ T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`b
?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/- +7X };m`2 jXd- bBKBH` iQ Qi?2` bim/B2b (3j)X




















Heating rate: <100 K/min
Heating rate: >100 K/min
6B;m`2 jXe *2HHmHQb2 ;HQ#H QM2 bi2T
Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+bX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i@
#H2 jX9X


















Heating rate: <100 K/min
Heating rate: >100 K/min
6B;m`2 jXd _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/ E
7Q` +2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBbX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/
BM i#H2 jX9X
JBHQbpHD2pB+ 2i HX (3j) Q#b2`p2/  i`2M/ ;i?2`BM; HBi2`im`2 /i 7`QK
KmHiBTH2 bQm`+2b b?QrBM; i?i ?2iBM; `i2b #Qp2 15E · KBM−1 `2bmHi2/ BM
HQr2` +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2bX h?Bb bm`p2v /QTib i?2 bK2 T?BHQbQT?v b ?2iBM;
`i2 M/ }MH i2KT2`im`2 BM/22/ rBHH z2+i i?2 +?``BM; T`Q+2bb2b (djĜ3k)
U+?` vB2H/- THbiB+Biv- 2i+XVX h?2 i?`2b?QH/ ?b ?Qr2p2` #22M BM+`2b2/ iQ
100E ·KBM−1 b /Bz2`2M+2b i HQr2` ?2iBM; `i2 ?p2 HbQ #22M 7QmM/ iQ #2
KBMQ` BM i?Bb bim/vX h?Bb H2/b iQ M p2`;2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v Q7 216
M/ 145 FC ·KQH−1 i ?2iBM; `i2b #2HQr M/ #Qp2 100E ·KBM−1 `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h#H2b jXk M/ jXj bmKK`Bx2 i?2 biiBbiB+b QM i?2 /i BM+Hm/2/ BM };@
m`2 jX3 7Q` /i Q#iBM2/ mM/2` HQr M/ ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b `2bT2+iBp2HvX
Sv`QHvbBb Q7 >2KB+2HHmHQb2
aB;MB}+MiHv H2bb FBM2iB+ /i Bb pBH#H2 7Q` i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7 ?2KB+2H@
HmHQb2X JQbi `2bmHib `2 /2`Bp2/ 7`QK r?QH2 #BQKbb FBM2iB+ bim/B2b r?2`2 
ivTB+H /2`BpiBp2 i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ BMp2biB;iBQM Q7 HB;MBQ+2HHmHQbB+ Ki2`BH
2pB/2M+2 irQ /BbiBM+i T2Fb BM Kbb HQbb (dj)X  HQr i2KT2`im`2 T2F +Q``2@
bTQM/BM; iQ i?2 i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 M/  T2F i KQ/@
2`i2 i2KT2`im`2b U350Ĝ500 ◦*V 7Q` +2HHmHQb2 /2+QKTQbBiBQMX _`2Hv- i?`22
T2Fb Kv Q++m`- BM r?B+? +b2 i?2 irQ HQr i2KT2`im`2 T2Fb ivTB+HHv +M
#2 `2Hi2/ iQ ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM (3k) M/ MQi /2;`/iBQM Q7 HB;MBM
 .PEFMJOH *TPUIFSNBM 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO 










































6B;m`2 jX3 GBi2`im`2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 bBM;H2@`2+iBQM }`bi Q`/2` FBM2iB+b 7Q` i?2`KH
/2;`/iBQM Q7 +2HHmHQb2 i };m`2 jX3 HQr U< 100E · KBM−1V M/ };m`2 jX3# ?B;?
U>100E ·KBM−1V ?2iBM; `i2bX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2b jX9 M/ jX8X
h#H2 jXk amKK`v Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q` ;HQ#H bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2Hb 7Q`
+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b Q#iBM2/ i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b b /BbTHv2/ BM };m`2 jX3X
E- bi/X- M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 E- M/
i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
E bi/X HQ;10A
FC ·KQH−1 FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
p2`;2 kRe jRX3 18.9
JBM R9N 9.43
Jt key 20.2
h#H2 jXj amKK`v Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q` ;HQ#H bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2Hb 7Q`
+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b Q#iBM2/ i ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b b /BbTHv2/ BM };m`2 jX3#X
E- bi/X- M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 E- M/
i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
E bi/X HQ;10A
FC ·KQH−1 FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
p2`;2 145 jNXk 13.2
JBM 71.0 3.83
Jt 192 14.0
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
h#H2 jX9 amKK`v Q7 +2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b i ?2iBM; `i2b #2HQr
100E ·KBM−1X E M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH
7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
>2iBM; `i2 h2KT2`im`2 E HQ;10A _27X
E ·KBM−1 ◦* FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
d kN3Ĝj9R R9N 13.1 (dd)
RyXN Ieyy R9N 9.43 (d8)
88 Ieyy R8j 9.85 (d8)
8Xe8 Ieyy R83 10.1 (d8)
kkX9 Ieyy Rej 10.7 (d8)
ě ě RNN 14.8 (kyN)
3y I9yy ky8 15.1 (3k)
RĜey Idyy kRy 16.1 (kRy)
kXRe Ieyy kkR 15.7 (d8)
kĜky k8yĜ98y kkR 16.1 (dj)
9y Ij83 kkk 17.0 (d3)
yXkjĜkX9 kN8Ĝjjy kkj 18.8 (RRj)
RXk8 Ijjy kk8 17.2 (3R)
jĜjy jyyĜ8yy kkd 16.5 (3y)
RĜ3y ě kkd 17.7 (de)
ky ě kjk 16.8 (dj)
Ry I9yy kj9 17.6 (3k)
Ry ě kje 16.8 (dj)
kĜ3y ě kj3 18.0 (dj)
Ry ě kjN 17.2 (dj)
k kyyĜ9yy k9y 18.5 (kRR)
Ry kyyĜ9yy k9y 18.5 (kRR)
8y kyyĜ9yy k9y 18.1 (kRR)
8 Ijkd k99 19.0 (d3)
Ry kyyĜ9Ry k8d 20.2 (kRk)
yXyNkĜyXNj Ijkd kR3 16.2 (kRj)
8 Idky key 19.8 (kR9)
ky Idky kjj 17.4 (kR9)
9y Idky kk8 16.6 (kR9)
3y Idky R33 13.2 (kR9)
h#H2 jX8 amKK`v Q7 +2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b i ?2iBM; `i2b #Qp2
100E ·KBM−1X E M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH
7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
>2iBM; `i2 h2KT2`im`2 E HQ;10A _27X
E · b−1 ◦* FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
BbQ kN8ĜjR9 174 12.1 (ky3)
BbQ j8NĜjdy 192 14.0 (kR8- kRe)
BbQ k8dĜjkk 167 11.1 (kRd)
Ryyy jyyĜRyyy 133 8.30 (d9)
dĜRed k8yĜRyyy 140 9.83 (Ny)
 .PEFMJOH *TPUIFSNBM 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO 
b Bb Q++bBQMHHv BMi2`T`2i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X aQH2 ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 bim/B2b `2
KQbi 7`2[m2MiHv +QM/m+i2/ mbBM; tvHM b KQ/2H +QKTQM2Mi rBi? 7B`Hv ;QQ/
;`22K2Mi iQ `2bmHib /2`Bp2/ 7`QK r?QH2 #BQKbbX
"2+mb2 Q7 i?2 KQ`2 +QKTH2t KQH2+mH` bi`m+im`2 Q7 ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 M/ BM@
/22/ i?2 H`;2 p`BiBQMb BM /2+QKTQbBiBQM T`QT2`iB2b- }iiBM; }`bi Q`/2`- bBM;H2
bi2T KQ/2Hb iQ i?2 i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Bb Q#pBQmbHv  +?HH2M;2X h?2b2 T?vb@
B+H +QMbi`BMib Kv bQH2Hv 2tTHBM i?2 H`;2 p`BiBQMb BM FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b
Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X 6B;m`2 jXN b?Qrb i?2 FBM2iB+ `i2 +QMbiMi 7QHHQrBM;
 ivTB+H ``?2MBmb 2tT`2bbBQM b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 BMi2`p2/ i2KT2`im`2X Ai
Bb b22M ?Qr i?2 bT`2/ BM i?2 #bQHmi2 pHm2 Q7 i?2 `i2 +QMbiMi Bb b H`;2
b 7Q` i?2 +2HHmHQb2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM #mi rBi?  Km+? H`;2` p`BiBQM BM TT`@
2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v UbHQT2 Q7 i?2 +m`p2bVX Ai Bb ?Qr2p2` rQ`i? MQiB+BM; ?Qr
i?2 M2i +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` Bb
KBMiBM2/- +7X };m`2 jXRyX  rB/2 bT`2/ BM +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b Bb HbQ 7QmM/
7Q` ?2KB+2HHmHQb2- b bmKK`Bx2/ BM i#H2 jXeX





















6B;m`2 jXN >2KB@+2HHmHQb2 ;HQ#H QM2
bi2T Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+bX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/
BM i#H2 jXdX


















6B;m`2 jXRy _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/
E 7Q` ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBbX _272`@
2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 jXdX
Sv`QHvbBb Q7 GB;MBM
h?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 HB;MBM iF2b TH+2 Qp2`  H`;2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pH
M/ i?mb Bb ?`/ iQ /BbiBM;mBb? BM i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ K2bm`2K2Mib (kRN- kky)
r?2`2 HB;MBM /2+QKTQbBiBQM rBHH ivTB+HHv Q++m` b  #`Q/ T2F b22M b 
bHB;?iHv +m`pv #b2HBM2 (3k- 3k- kkR)X
GB;MBM ivTB+HHv +QMbiBimi2b i?2 H2bb2` T`i Q7 i?2 i?`22 KDQ` +QKTQM2Mi
KFBM; mT HB;MQ+2HHmHQbB+ Ki2`BH- M/ i?mb- HbQ KF2b mT HBiiH2 /i BM i?2
HBi2`im`2 BM +QK#mbiBQM TTHB+#H2 BMp2biB;iBQMbX b b22M 7`QK };m`2 jXRR-
b?QrBM; i?2 FBM2iB+ `i2 +QMbiMi b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 BMp2`i2/ i2KT2`im`2- 
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
h#H2 jXe amKK`v Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q` ;HQ#H bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2Hb 7Q`
?2KB+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b b /BbTHv2/ BM };m`2 jXNX E- bi/X- M/ A `2 i?2
TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 E- M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH
7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
E bi/X HQ;10A
FC ·KQH−1 FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
p2`;2 140 dkXk 21.3
JBM 61.5 3.51
Jt 259 22.3
h#H2 jXd amKK`v Q7 ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`bX E M/ A `2
i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
>2iBM; `i2 h2KT2`im`2 E HQ;10A _27X
E ·KBM−1 ◦* FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
Ry kdy@jey 124 9.29 (kR3)
Ry kdyĜjey 61.5 3.51 (kR3)
Ry kdyĜjey 73.8 4.21 (kR3)
Ry kdyĜjey 80.7 5.01 (kR3)
Ry kdyĜjey 103 7.05 (kR3)
jy jyyĜ8yy 124 9.16 (3y)
8 Idky 259 22.3 (kR9)
ky Idky 257 21.4 (kR9)
9y Idky 194 15.5 (kR9)
3y Idky 125 9.21 (kR9)
H`;2 bT`2/ Bb b22M BM i?2 2z2+iBp2 `i2 +QMbiMi- TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v-
M/ T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- +7X };m`2 jXRk 7Q` i?2 Hii2`X M TT`QtBKi2
bT`2/ Q7 7Qm` Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 BM `i2 +QMbiMi Bb Q#b2`p2/ M/ rBi? i?2
mbmH ;QQ/ ;`22K2Mi #2ir22M TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ T`2@2tTQM2MiBH
7+iQ` 7Q` /i }ii2/ mbBM;  ;HQ#H- bBM;H2 bi2T /2;`/iBQM KQ/2HX
AM ;2M2`H- HB;MBM Tv`QHvbBb ?b #22M 7QmM/ iQ ?p2  HQr2` +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v
i?M #Qi? +2HHmHQb2 M/ ?2KB+2HHmHQb2X h?2 /i ?b #22M bmKK`Bx2/ BM
i#H2 jX3X
jXkXj h?2`KH .2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 q?QH2 "BQKbb
"BQKbb /2+QKTQbBiBQM FBM2iB+b ?p2 #22M rB/2Hv bim/B2/ mbBM; r?QH2 #BQKbb
bKTH2bX aQK2 ?p2 #22M /2b+`B#2/ mbBM;  ;HQ#H- bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2H- b rBHH
#2 /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r?BH2 Qi?2`b mb2 KQ`2 +QKTH2t KQ/2Hbc `M;BM;
7`QK irQ T`HH2H `2+iBQM KQ/2Hb- b2KB@;HQ#H 7mM+iBQMH ;`QmT KQ/2HBM; M/
biiBbiB+H HBMF #`2F;2 KQ/2HBM;- iQ ?B;?Hv /2iBH2/ +?2KB+H K2+?MBbKbX
h?2 +?QB+2 Q7 KQ/2H- M/ KQ`2 BKTQ`iMiHv i?2 BKTHB2/ +QMb2[m2M+2b- Bb 
+HbbB+H i`/2 Q7 #2ir22M ++m`+v- /Bp2`bBiv- M/ +QKTmiiBQMH /2KM/bX
 .PEFMJOH *TPUIFSNBM 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO 






















6B;m`2 jXRR GB;MBM ;HQ#H QM2 bi2T Tv@
`QHvbBb FBM2iB+bX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i@
#H2 jXNX


















6B;m`2 jXRk _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/
E 7Q` HB;MBM Tv`QHvbBbX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/
BM i#H2 jXNX
h#H2 jX3 amKK`v Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q` ;HQ#H bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2Hb 7Q`
HB;MBM Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b b /BbTHv2/ BM };m`2 jXRRX E- bi/X- M/ A `2 i?2 TT`@
2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 E- M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`-
`2bT2+iBp2HvX
E bi/X HQ;10A
FC ·KQH−1 FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
p2`;2 88.6 jdXy 7.36
JBM 45.8 −0.54
Jt 141 8.10
h#H2 jXN amKK`v Q7 HB;MBM Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`bX E M/ A `2 i?2 T@
T`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
>2iBM; `i2 h2KT2`im`2 E HQ;10A _27X
E ·KBM−1 ◦* FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
Ryyy eyyĜR9yy 82.0 5.30 (Ry9)
jy jyyĜ8yy 141 8.10 (3y)
Ry kyyĜ9Ry 110 6.86 (kRk)
8 Idky 124 7.44 (kR9)
ky Idky 64.6 2.55 (kR9)
9y Idky 52.6 −0.24 (kR9)
3y Idky 45.8 −0.54 (kR9)
 mMBi 4 E · b−1X
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
Hi?Qm;? 7Q` 2M;BM22`BM; Tm`TQb2b  +QKKQM TT`Q+? Bb iQ +QMp2`i T`2Mi
7m2H BMiQ, S2`KM2Mi ;bb2b- QBHfi`- M/ +?`- Q` bBKTHv BMiQ pQHiBH2b M/
+?` (kkk)- i?2 Hii2` HHQrb  bBM;H2 b2i Q7 FBM2iB+b iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7
/2+QKTQbBiBQMX
h?Bb mi?Q` rBHH `;m2 i?i 7Q` ;2M2`B+ i`2M/ KQ/2HBM; BKBM; 7Q` [mH@
BiiBp2 `2bmHibc  ;HQ#H- bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2H rBHH #2  ;QQ/ bi`iBM; TQBMi 7Q`
Mv FBM/ Q7 bBKmHiBQMb +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 biQ+?biB+ bT`2/ BM 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM-
`2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMb- M/ KmHiBTH2 Tm`TQb2b Q7 bm+? KQ/2HbX h?mb- i?2b2 FBM/
Q7 /i rBHH +QMbiBimi2 i?2 FBM2iB+ `2pB2r 7Q` i?Bb +?Ti2`X
GBF2 7Q` HH Q7 i?2 bm#@+QKTQM2Mibc +2HHmHQb2- ?2KB+2HHmHQb2- M/ HB;MBM-
i?2 FBM2iB+ bT`2/ Q7 r?QH2 #BQKbb Bb H`;2X 6B;m`2 jX8 b?Qrb i?2 FBM2iB+
`i2 +QMbiMi b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 BMp2`i2/ i2KT2`im`2 7Q` HH Q7 i?2 BM+Hm/2/
bim/B2bX aBKBH` iQ i?2 +b2 Q7 +2HHmHQb2- i?2 /i ?b #22M /BpB/2/ BMiQ bim/B2b
mbBM; ?2iBM; `i2b #Qp2 M/ #2HQr 100E · KBM−1X  bT`2/ Q7 HKQbi R8
Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 Bb Q#b2`p2/- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 ;`2i2` T`i Q7 i?2 /i `2
T`2b2Mi rBi?BM  }p2 Q`/2` Q7 K;MBim/2 #M/X GQQFBM; i };m`2 jXR9- Bi Bb
+H2` ?Qr HQQFBM; i r?QH2 #BQKbb2b b+ii2`b i?2 /i r?2M +QKT`2/ iQ
i?2 Tm`2 bm#@+QKTQM2MibX h?2`2 Bb ?Qr2p2`-  i`2M/ rBi? BM+`2bBM; T`2@
2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` rBi? TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- Hi?Qm;? MQi b T`Q7QmM/
b 7Q` i?2 bm#@+QKTQM2MibX






















Heating rate: <100 K/min
Heating rate: >100 K/min
6B;m`2 jXRj "BQKbb ;HQ#H QM2 bi2T
Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+bX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i@
#H2 jXRkX

















Heating rate: <100 K/min
Heating rate: >100 K/min
6B;m`2 jXR9 _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/
E 7Q` r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBbX _272`@
2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 jXRkX
PM2 bim/v (kkj) biM/b Qmi 72im`BM; p2`v ?B;? +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2bX h?2b2
/i ?p2 #22M BM+Hm/2/ BM };m`2b jXR8 M/ jXRe 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 +QKTH2iBQMX
>Qr2p2`- i?2v b?QmH/ T`Q##Hv #2 i`2i2/ rBi? +miBQMX
 .PEFMJOH *TPUIFSNBM 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO 





















Heating rate: <100 K/min
Heating rate: >100 K/min
6B;m`2 jXR8 "BQKbb ;HQ#H QM2 bi2T
Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+bX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i@
#H2 jXRkX

















Heating rate: <100 K/min
Heating rate: >100 K/min
6B;m`2 jXRe _2HiBQM #2ir22M A M/
E 7Q` r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBbX _272`@
2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 jXRkX












































6B;m`2 jXRd GBi2`im`2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 bBM;H2@`2+iBQM }`bi Q`/2` FBM2iB+b 7Q` i?2`KH
/2;`/iBQM Q7 r?QH2 #BQKbb i UV HQr U< 100 ◦* ·KBM−1V M/ U#V ?B;? U> 100 ◦* ·
KBM−1V ?2iBM; `i2bX _272`2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 jXRkX
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
h#H2 jXRy amKK`v Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q` ;HQ#H bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2Hb 7Q`
r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b Q#iBM2/ i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b b /BbTHv2/ BM };@
m`2 jXRdX E- bi/X- M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM
Q7 E- M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2b2 /i 2t+Hm/2 i?2 `2bmHib Q7
qBHbQM 2i HX (kkj)X
E bi/X HQ;10A
FC ·KQH−1 FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
p2`;2 107 9kXN 14.06
JBM 44.5 2.74
Jt 190 15.3
h#H2 jXRR amKK`v Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q` ;HQ#H bBM;H2 bi2T KQ/2Hb 7Q`
r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b Q#iBM2/ i ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b b /BbTHv2/ BM };@
m`2 jXRd#X E- bi/X- M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v- i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM
Q7 E- M/ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
E bi/X HQ;10A
FC ·KQH−1 FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
p2`;2 101 kNXy 5.78
JBM 56.5 2.13
Jt 141 9.64
jXkX9 h?2`KH .2+QKTQbBiBQM i >B;? >2iBM; _i2b
Hi?Qm;? KmHiB@bi2T K2+?MBbKb ?p2 #22M mb2/ QM HQr ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`B@
K2Mib (kRR- kj9- k9k) i?2 a6P_ Q` Hi2`MiBp2Hv i?2 aLP_ K2+?MBbK mbmHHv
rBHH #2 #H2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 7m2H +QMp2`bBQM r2HHX PM i?2 +QMi``v- KQ`2 +QK@
TH2t K2+?MBbKb `2 Q7i2M 7QmM/ 7Q` i?2 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2
H`;2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ ?2iBM; `i2b bTMb KF2 Bi /B{+mHi 7Q` i?2 a6P_ iQ
bm{+2 (RyN- k9R- k99Ĝk9d)X h?2 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 Q` ?B;? T2F i2KT2`im`2
bim/B2b i?i ?p2 #22M +QM/m+i2/ mbBM; a6P_ FBM2iB+b `2 mbmHHv HBKBi2/ iQ
M``Qr i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHbX h?2 b?Q`i `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b `2[mB`2/ iQ +``v Qmi
FBM2iB+ bim/B2b i ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b KF2 Bi /B{+mHi iQ /2`Bp2 i?2 M2+2bb`v
i2KTQ`H `2bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM BM i?2 b2i@mTb rBi?Qmi M
BMi2;`i2/ bKTH2 b+H2X JMv bim/B2b `2Hv QM FBM2iB+b /2`Bp2/ 7`QK [mM@
iB}+iBQM Q7 i?2 2pQHpBM; ;b2bX *QKKQM 7Q` KQbi bim/B2b- Bb i?2 +?HH2M;2b
`2Hi2/ iQ 2biBKi2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2X PM2 Q7 i?2 T`B@
K`v /pMi;2b Q7 i?2 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2- ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 2tT2`BK2Mib Bb
i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv iQ /2`Bp2 +?` vB2H/b i +QM/BiBQMb bBKBH` iQ S6 }`BM;X
6B;m`2 jXR3 b?Qrb  MmK#2` Q7 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 bim/B2b QM p`BQmb #BQKbb2b
M/ +QHbX h?2 };m`2 b?Qrb  rB/2 bT`2/ Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b M/ 2K@
T?bBb2b i?2 +QMb2[m2M+2b Q7 KBbbBM; biM/`/b rBi?BM #BQKbb FBM2iB+b M/
i?2 p`BQmb BM/mbi`v TTHB+iBQMbX >Qr2p2`- i?2 i`2M/ `2HiBM; i?2 +iBpiBQM
 .PEFMJOH *TPUIFSNBM 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO 
h#H2 jXRk amKK`v Q7 r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b i ?2iBM;
`i2b #2HQr 100E · KBM−1X E M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ i?2
T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
6m2H >2iBM; `i2 h2KT2`im`2 E HQ;10A _27X
E ·KBM−1 ◦* FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
q?2i ;`bb 8ĜRy kyyĜ9k8 44.5 10.8 (kk9)
am;`+M2 #;bb2 8y k8Ĝ98y 49.0 2.75 (kk8)
am;`+M2 #;bb2 8y k8ĜNyy 52.0 2.74 (kk8)
arBi+? ;`bb 8ĜRy kyyĜ9k8 53.4 14.0 (kk9)
qQQ/ ě HQr 58.5 3.48 (kke)
"22+? ě ě 62.7 3.18 (kkd)
_T2 bi`r 8ĜRy kyyĜ9k8 71.7 14.4 (kk9)
PF 8Ĝky kyyĜ9yy 73.2 6.52 (kk3)
SBM2 ky ě 77.0 5.73 (kkN)
qQQ/ 8y kdyĜeyy 79.5 6.00 (kjy)
_22/ +M`v ;`bb 8ĜRy kyyĜ9k8 86.7 11.5 (kk9)
am;`+M2 #;bb2 8Ĝ8y RN8ĜjN8 93.2 4.64 (kjR)
qQQ/ ě ?B;? 105 5.42 (kke)
6B` ě kdyĜj9y 109 9.28 (kjk)
qQQ/ +?BTb 8Ĝky I3yy 109 9.08 (kjj)
SBM2 ě NyĜk8y 123 11.7 (kjk)
PHBp2 ?mbF 8Ĝky I3yy 137 14.1 (kjj)
SBM2 b22/ b?2HHb 8Ĝky I3yy 142 11.1 (kjj)
"22+? Ryyy I9j8 149 10.2 (kj9)
qQQ/ ě RRyĜeyy 150 10.7 (kj8)
SBM2 ě jyyĜeyy 150 14.1 (kje)
:Hm+Qb2 8 Idky 159 14.4 (kR9)
:Hm+Qb2 3y Idky 150 12.7 (kR9)
svHQb2 3y Idky 160 13.8 (kR9)
J2H2xBiQb2 3y Idky 190 15.3 (kR9)
SBM2 8Ĝky 149 9.72 (kjd)
*b?2r Mmi b?2HHb Ry R3yĜjdy 293 2.60 (kkj)
*Qz22 ?mbF Ry R3yĜjdy 371 2.52 (kkj)
JBHH #;bb2 Ry R3yĜjdy 461 2.58 (kkj)
SHK bi2K Ry R3yĜjdy 542 2.36 (kkj)
*Q`M +Q# ky RNyĜk3y 75 6.27 (kj3)
*Q`M biHF ky R3NĜk3y 107 9.48 (kj3)
PHBp2 S`mMBM; ky R3NĜk3y 101 8.67 (kj3)
PHBp2 E2`M2H ky RdRĜk3d 86.7 7.55 (kj3)
amM~Qr2` `2bB/m2 ky ky9Ĝjd8 26.3 4.38 (kj3)
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
h#H2 jXRj amKK`v Q7 r?QH2 #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b i ?2iBM;
`i2b #Qp2 100E · KBM−1X E M/ A `2 i?2 TT`2Mi +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ i?2
T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
6m2H >2iBM; `i2 h2KT2`im`2 E HQ;10A _27X
E ·KBM−1 ◦* FC ·KQH−1 HQ;10 b−1
"22+? Ryyy I9j8 141 9.64 (kjN)
6B` Ryyy 9yyĜ8yy 56.5 2.13 (k9y)
1`B+ `#Q`2 RyyĜR8y 9yy@dyy 57.5 4.01 (k9R)
"22+? Ryyy I9j8 95.4 5.39 (kjN)
"22+? Ryyy I9j8 103 5.89 (kj9)
qQQ/ BbQ dyyĜNyy 91.5 2.80 (k9k)
SHH2i BbQ dyyĜNyy 99.3 3.06 (k9k)
6m`MBim`2 BbQ dyyĜNyy 103 3.24 (k9k)
qQQ/ BbQ jyyĜ9yy 107 8.17 (RNe)
qQQ/ BbQ kk8Ĝjk8 125 7.89 (k9k)
SHH2i BbQ kk8Ĝjk8 136 8.95 (k9k)
6m`MBim`2 BbQ kk8Ĝjk8 136 8.96 (k9k)
qQQ/ BbQ Ijyy 62.8 4.96 (k9j)
 mMBi 4 E · b−1X
2M2`;v iQ i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`- +7X };m`2 jXRN- TT2`b r2HH /2}M2/X

















6B;m`2 jXR3 ``?2MBmb THQi Q7 ?B;?
?2iBM; `i2 Q` ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 2tT2`@
BK2Mib QM /Bz2`2Mi #BQKbb2b- `272`2M+2b
HBbi2/ BM i#H2 jXR9X




















6B;m`2 jXRN a6P_ FBM2iB+ T`K2@
i2`b i ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 Q` i2KT2`im`2
7Q` p`BQmb #BQKbb2b M/ +QHb- `272`@
2M+2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 jXR9X
 .PEFMJOH *TPUIFSNBM 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO 
h#H2 jXR9 Pp2`pB2r Q7 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b Q7 p`BQmb #BQKbb2b
M/ +QHbX
6m2H Jt >_ Jt i2KTX E HM(A) oQHiBH2b _27X
E · b−1 E FC ·KQH−1 HM(b−1) riX W
_T2b22/ 48 373 12.7 −0.139 73.01 (k93)
_T2b22/ 48 593 58.5 11.1 73.01 (k93)
_T2b22/ 48 773 13.3 0.693 73.01 (k93)
"22+? 100 1123 68.2 12.8 88.80 (k9N)
qQQ/ 100 1300 106 20.7 95.94 (k8y)
1`B+ `#2`2 150 700 57.5 9.23 82.40 (k9R)
*Q`M +Q# 300 750 20.1 2.51 68.00 (kj3)
*Q`M biHF 300 750 62.0 6.96 78.00 (kj3)
PHBp2 T`mMBM;b 300 600 11.0 2.12 60.00 (kj3)
PHBp2 F2`M2Hb 300 400 46.6 10.6 68.40 (kj3)
amM~Qr2` `2bB/m2b 300 710 73.8 6.94 67.00 (kj3)
"22+? 500 1237 73.2 12.8 88.51 (k9N)
>`/ rQQ/ 1000 1400 69.0 10.4 84.35 (Ry9)
>`/ rQQ/ 1000 1123 69.0 10.4 92.97 (k8R)
*2HHmHQb2 1000 1100 77.8 11.3 85.00 (83)
";bb2 1000 900 92.6 14.6 89.50 (N9)
"22+? 1000 1402 84.1 13.7 87.57 (k9N)
qQQ/ 1000 947 106 20.7 95.94 (k8y)
*2HHmHQb2 10 000 1000 140 22.6 − (Ny)
";bb2 10 000 1100 59.5 9.31 91.60 (kyk)
"22+? 10 000 1266 83.7 12.5 81.52 (k9N)
q?2i bi`r 10 000 900 31.7 6.96 75.95 (k8k)
*Q+QMmi b?2HH 10 000 900 48.7 8.83 69.79 (k8k)
_B+2 >mbF 10 000 900 39.3 7.08 59.22 (k8k)
*QiiQM biHF 10 000 900 40.8 7.80 72.60 (k8k)
*2HHmHQb2 15 000 1100 133 19.1 94.08 (d9)
>o" HB;MBM 200 000 1827 105 11.1 63.00 (k8j)
"H+F T2HH2i >B;? 1200 31.5 6.35 88.58 (3N)
ai`r >B;? 1200 45.8 7.66 95.13 (3N)
GB;MBM >B;? 1200 32.8 7.45 83.88 (3N)
SHK F2`M2H b?2HH >B;? 1200 25.8 4.22 84.09 (3N)
aQ7irQQ/ T2HHH2i >B;? 1200 58.0 7.63 94.21 (3N)
"22+? GQr 505 62.8 7.32 72.00 (kkd)
PF GQr 400 106 14.7 70.00 (RNe)
aT`m+2 o`BQmb o`BQmb 125 25.3 o`BQmb (kjk)
*QH 12 000 1200 19.2 −3.82 50.00 (k89)
"BimKBMQmb 3000 1100 16.0 3.64 60.00 (k88)
"BimKBMQmb 1600 1200 17.0 3.00 33.40 (k8e)
"BimKBMQmb 1600 1200 18.0 3.91 37.10 (k8e)
"BimKBMQmb 1600 1200 20.0 4.09 39.40 (k8e)
  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE 1IFOPNFOPMPHJDBM .PEFMT
jXj amKK`v QM i?2 h?2`KH .2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7
"BQKbb M/ Aib *QKTQM2Mib
h#H2 jXR8 bmKK`Bx2b i?2 p2`;2/ pHm2b Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b Q7 i?2
HQr ?2iBM; `i2 HBi2`im`2 bim/vX h?2 BMi2`/2T2M/2M+v Q7 i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH
7+iQ` M/ i?2 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v KF2b Bi /B{+mHi iQ 2t+iHv /2/m+2 i?2 `2H@
iBQM #2ir22M QM2 MQi?2`X
*2HHmHQb2 #2BM; H2bb #`M+?2/ i?M ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 rBHH ivTB+HHv /2+QKTQb2
i ?B;?2` i2KT2`im`2b i?M ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 (dj)X h?Bb +Q``2bTQM/b r2HH iQ i?2
?B;?2` +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v Q7 +2HHmHQb2 +QKT`2/ iQ ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2X GBF2rBb2-
rBHH i?2 +QKTH2t bi`m+im`2 Q7 HB;MBM `2bmHi BM  T`iBH i?2`KH bi#BHBiv rBi?
 `2+iBQM xQM2 bi`2i+?BM; +`Qbb  H`;2` i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHX h?2 +iBp@
iBQM 2M2`;v Q7 HB;MBM Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ #2 HQr- #2+mb2 i?2 #`M+?2/ T`ib Q7 i?2
bi`m+im`2 rBHH /2+QKTQb2 i HQr i2KT2`im`2bX h?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` Bb
bB;MB}+MiHv HQr2` +QKT`2/ iQ +2HHmHQb2 M/ ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2- 2z2+iBp2Hv HQr2`@
BM; i?2 Qp2`HH `i2 Q7 `2+iBQM- bi`2i+?BM; i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pH BM r?B+?
HB;MBM /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q++m`bX h?mb- MHvbBM; i?2 K+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQM
Q7 i?2 7m2H rBHH T`QpB/2 M BMBiBH B/2 Q7 i?2 7m2H `2+iBpBivX
6B;m`2 jXky bmKK`Bx2b i#H2 jXR8 BM M ``?2MBmb THQiX h?Bb +H2`Hv b?Qrb-
?Qr i?2 `i2 Q7 `2+iBQM Bb /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK i?2 i?2 K+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQM2MibX
h#H2 jXR8 amKK`v Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`QT2`iB2b Q7 #BQKbb +QKTQM2MibX
p2`;2/ T`K2i2` lMBi *2HHmHQb2 >2KB@+2HHmHQb2 GB;MBM "BQKbb
E FC ·KQH 203 140 88.6 104
HQ;10A HQ;10 b
−1 18.8 21.3 7.36 13.9






















6B;m`2 jXky amKK`v QM bHQr ?2iBM; `i2X ``?2MBmb THQi #b2/ QM p2`;2/
pHm2bX aQm`+2b `2 HBbi2/ BM
 4VNNBSZ PO UIF 5IFSNBM %FDPNQPTJUJPO PG #JPNBTT BOE *UT $PNQPOFOUT 
Hi?Qm;? i?2 p`BiBQMb BM T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` M/ +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v
`2 +QMbB/2`#H2-  bi`BM;2Mi bvbi2KiB+- FMQrM b i?2 FBM2iB+ +QKT2MbiBQM
2z2+i (38- k8d)- TT2`b r?2M +QKT`BM; i?2 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v `2HiBp2 iQ i?2
T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`X 6`QK  /2pQHiBHBxiBQM bim/vǶb TQBMi Q7 pB2r i?Bb 2z2+i
+mb2b Mv +?M;2 QrBM; iQ T`Q+2/m`H KBbiF2b Q` +?M;2b r?B+? +mb2b i?2
+iBpiBQM 2M2`;v iQ +?M;2 iQ #2 ++QKTMB2/ #v  +Q``2bTQM/BM; +?M;2
BM i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ`X h?2 HBM2` #2?pBQ` Q7 i?2 BM/BpB/mH #BQKbb
+QKTQM2Mib ;Bp2M BM };m`2b jXd- jXRy M/ jXRk BM/B+i2b i?i Mv bKTH2 BM
2+? Q7 i?2B` `2bT2+iBp2 ;`QmTb rBHH mM/2`;Q i?2 bK2 `i2 Q7 `2+iBQM i 
+?`+i2`BbiB+ i2KT2`im`2X
h?2 H+F Q7 Q`/2` r?2M +QKT`BM; /i 7`QK r?QH2 #BQKbb2b };m`2b jXR9
M/ jXRe 2tT`2bb2b i?2 BM+`2b2 BM +QKTH2tBiv 7`QK BM/BpB/mH +QKTQM2Mib
iQ #BQKbbX h?mb- mbBM; i?2 .1J Q` bBKBH` KB;?i #2 KQ`2 bmBi#H2 7Q`
+QKTH2t KBtim`2bX >Qr2p2`- 2pB/2Mi 7Q` HH Q7 i?2 T`2b2Mi2/ Ki?2KiB+H
KQ/2Hb- 2t+2Ti Kv#2 i?2 *S. KQ/2H- Bb i?2 M22/ 7Q` 2KTB`B+H /i iQ }i
i?2 KQ/2HbX h?mb- QTiBM; 7Q` i?2 .1J KQ/2H Q` KmHiB@bi2T KQ/2Hb Kv MQi
Hrvb #2 i?2 QTiBKH +?QB+2X
b +M #2 b22M 7`QK i?2 T`2+2/BM; b2+iBQMb i?2 K2i?Q/ Q7 BM/BpB/mH K+`Q@
KQH2+mH` +QMi`B#miBQMb iQ i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Bb #H2 iQ T`QpB/2 bQK2
bvbi2KiB+ +QMM2+iBQM 2bT2+BHHv #2ir22M i?2 ``?2MBmb FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`bX
>Qr2p2`- /2bTBi2 i?2 [mMiBiv Q7 bim/B2b #b2/ QM i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ /i 
bvbi2KiB+ +HbbB}+iBQM Q7 T`2Mi 7m2Hb #b2/ QM bm+? `2bmHib Bb MQi v2i pBH@
#H2X
h?2 KQbi T`QMQmM+2/ /Bb/pMi;2 Q7 i?2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2 K2i?Q/- Bb i?2
BM#BHBiv iQ bBKmHi2 i?2 `2+iBQM 2MpB`QMK2Mi T`2b2Mi BM BM/mbi`BH ivT2 #QBH@
2`b- T`iB+mH`Hv BM S6 +QK#mbiBQM- b ?b #22M TQBMi2/ Qmi MmK2`Qmb iBK2b BM
i?2 HBi2`im`2 (NR- kyk- k9y- k83- k8N)X JQ/2HBM; #BQKbb /2pQHiBHBxiBQM #b2/
QM bmT2`BKTQb2/ K+`QKQH2+mH` FBM2iB+b /i Q#iBM2/ i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b
/Q MQi `2T`2b2Mi i?2 +QMp2`bBQM #2?pBQ` i S6 +QM/BiBQMbX b rBHH #2 b22M
BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; b2+iBQMb i?2 `i2 i r?B+? i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb ?2i2/ rBHH BM~m2M+2
QM i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM #2?pBQ` Q7 i?2 7m2H- +?` vB2H/- M/ +?` T`QT2`iB2bX Ai




1ZSPMZTJT BU -PX )FBUJOH 3BUF
h?Bb +?Ti2` T`2b2Mib 2tT2`BK2MiH rQ`F +QM/m+i2/ b T`i Q7 i?2 T`2b2Mi
bim/v BM i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ MHvbBb Uh:V 2[mBTK2Mi M/ mb2 i?2 /i iQ
/2`Bp2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2- HQr i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b 7Q` i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7
/Bz2`2Mi #BQKbb2bX h?2 K2i?Q/QHQ;v Bb rB/2Hv mb2/ +`Qbb i?2 HBi2`2im`2
(RR8- kkjĜkk8- kk3Ĝkjy- kjj- kjdĜk9k) M/ i?2`27Q`2 i?Bb +?Ti2` KF2b mT
 #b2 Q7 `272`2M+2- `2HiBM; i?2 :_11L 7m2Hb iQ i?2 ;2M2`H /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
HBi2`im`2X h?2 FBM2iB+ MHvbBb iF2b bi`iBM; TQBMi BM  rQQ/v M/ M M@
MmH +`QT- `2T`2b2MiBM; i?2 irQ KBM +i2;Q`B2b Q7 7m2Hb `2H2pMi iQ i?2 TQr2`
BM/mbi`vX
9XR 1tT2`BK2MiH MHvbBb
h?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH h: b2i@mT Bb KQM; i?2 KQbi rB/2Hv mb2/ ivT2b Q7 T@
T`imb2b 7Q` bQHB/ 7m2H i?2`KH +QMp2`bBQM MHvbBbX h?2 KBM /pMi;2 Q7
i?2 K2i?Q/ Bb i?2 r2HH /2}M2/ i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v M/ i?2 T`2+BbBQM M/
+QMp2MB2M+2 Q7 i?2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ Kbb HQbbX
9XRXR 1tT2`BK2MiH a2i@lT
h?2 L2ixb+? ah 99N 6R ah rb mb2/ 7Q` HQr ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib
QM i?2 7mHH `M;2 Q7 7m2Hb T`2b2Mi2/ BM b2+iBQM kX9X PMHv i?2 h: 72im`2b
Q7 i?2 ah rb mb2/ M/ i?mb MQ .a* `2bmHib ?p2 #22M MHvx2/ /m2 iQ
mM+2`iBMiB2b BM i?2 i?2`KH H; Q7 i?2 b2i@mTX
h?2 L2ixb+? ah 9yN* bBKmHiM2Qmb i?2`KH MHvbBb UahV Bb  p2`iB+H
h: TT`imb QT2`iBM; rBi? bKTH2 Kbb2b ivTB+HHv #2ir22M k M/ 10K;X
h?2 bKTH2 `2bi2/ BM  6KK THiBMmK +`m+B#H2X h?2 rBi? BMM2` rHH ?2B;?i
rb `2/m+2/ iQ 1.5KK iQ KBMBKBx2 /BzmbBQM HBKBiiBQMbX GB/b r2`2 MQi mb2/X
A/2MiB+H +`m+B#H2b r2`2 mb2/ 7Q` `272`2M+2X hvTB+H 2tT2`BK2MiH +QM/BiBQMb
`2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 9XRX
9XRXk 1tT2`BK2MiH S`Q+2/m`2
HH Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2Hb r2`2 MHvx2/ mbBM; i?2 bK2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q;`K-
+7X };m`2 9XRX aKTH2b Q7 ∼ 2Ĝ6K; r2`2 ?2i2/ i 2E · KBM−1 iQ 378E i
r?B+? i2KT2`im`2 i?2 bKTH2b r2`2 HHQr2/ iQ /`v 7Q` 30KBMX 7i2` /`vBM;
i?2 bKTH2b r2`2 ?2i2/ iQ 1273E i ?2iBM; `i2b Q7 2 Q` 40E ·KBM−1X h?2
  1ZSPMZTJT BU -PX )FBUJOH 3BUF
h#H2 9XR hvTB+H `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` h: 2tT2`BK2MibX
ah 99N 6R hvTB+H 2tT2`BK2Mi
aKTH2 Kbb K; < 5000 kĜRy
>2iBM; `i2 E ·KBM−1 yXyyRĜ8y yX8Ĝ9y
h2KT2`im`2 E 423Ĝ2673 < 1273
h: `2bQHmiBQM M; k8
:b ~Qr KG ·KBM−1 UahSV ě Ryy
Pk BM Lk pQHX W ě yĜ9
bKTH2b r2`2 F2Ti i i?2 }MH i2KT2`im`2 7Q` 60KBM 7i2` r?B+? i?2 ?2iBM;
2H2K2Mib r2`2 im`M2/ Qz M/ i?2 `2+iQ` HHQr2/ iQ +QQH iQ K#B2MiX LQ +iBp2
+QQHBM; Qi?2` i?M i?2 100KG UbiM/`/ K#B2Mi i2KT2`im`2 M/ T`2bbm`2
UahSVV Tm`;2 ~QrX HH `mMb r2`2 T`2+2/2/ rBi? #HM+ `mMb U2KTiv +`m+B#H2bV
BM Q`/2` iQ +Q``2+i 7Q` i?2 HB7i 7Q`+2b QM i?2 +`m+B#H2bX






















6B;m`2 9XR h: i2KT2`im`2 T`Q;`K 7Q` T`2Mi 7m2H Tv`QHvbBb MHvbBbX Pk BM Lk,
0WX
9XRXj _2T2i#BHBiv
h?2 `2T2i#BHBiv Q7 i?2 h: 2tT2`BK2Mib rb i2bi2/ mbBM; H#Q`iQ`v ;`/2
+`#QM #H+F bKTH2bX "m`M@Qmi `i?2` i?M Tv`QHvbBb 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +QM@
/m+i2/ 7Q` i?2 `2T2i#BHBiv i2bi BM Q`/2` iQ i2bi i?2 +HB#`iBQM Q7 i?2 b+H2X
h?2 +`#QM #H+F bKTH2b r2`2 ?2i2/ +QMiBMmQmbHv i 10E ·KBM−1 iQ 1184EX
h?2 bKTH2b r2`2 7mHHv +QK#mbi2/ BM 10 pQHX W Pk BM Lk r?B+? r2`2 BM+`2b2/
iQ 21 pQHX W Pk BM Lk i i?2 }MH i2KT2`im`2 i r?B+? i?2 bKTH2b r2`2
F2Ti 7Q` 60KBMX 6B;m`2 9Xk b?Qrb i?2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q;`K M/ i?2 Kbb HQbb
+m`p2b Q7 i?2 /Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQM 2tT2`BK2MiX
 &YQFSJNFOUBM "OBMZTJT 
































6B;m`2 9Xk _2T2i#BHBiv 2tT2`BK2Mib QM +`#QM #H+F #m`M Qmi i 10E ·KBM−1 BM
10 pQHX W Pk BM LkX aKTH2 R, 1.9K;- bKTH2 k, 3.4K;X
6B;m`2 9Xk b?Qrb bKHH /2pBiBQMb #2ir22M i?2 irQ `mMbX h?2 Kbb BM+`2b2
i t ≈ 30KBM bm;;2bi bHB;?i 2``Q`b BM i?2 +Q``2+iBQM Q7 i?2 HB7i 7Q`+2bX i 7mHH
#m`M Qmi bKTH2 R 7BHb iQ `2+? 7mHH +QMp2`bBQMX h?2 /2pBiBQMb r2`2- ?Qr2p2`-
+QMbB/2`2/ iQ #2 rBi?BM ++2Ti#H2 HBKBibX LQ 2z2+ib i?i +QmH/ #2 +QMi`B#mi2/
iQ i?2 bBx2 Q7 i?2 bKTH2 Kbb UaKTH2 R, 1.9K;- bKTH2 k, 3.4K;V r?2`2
Q#b2`p2/X h?2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2b `2 MQi 7mHHv HBM2` BM i?2 #2;BMMBM; Q7
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiX h?Bb 2z2+i Bb r2HH FMQrM M/ i?2 2ti2M/ Q7 i?2 T`Q#H2K Bb
T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 TTHB2/ ?2iBM; `i2X h?2 `2T2i#BHBiv Q7 i?2 i2KT2`im`2
T`Q}H2b r2`2 ?Qr2p2` +HQb2 iQ B/2HX
9XRX9 aKTH2b M/ aKTH2 S`2@h`2iK2Mi
h?2 bKTH2b mb2/ 7Q` i?2 h: 2tT2`BK2Mib ?p2 H`2/v #22M BMi`Q/m+2/ BM
/2iBHb BM +?Ti2` k b2+iBQM kX9X HH 7m2H bKTH2b r2`2 T`2T`2/ BM  _2ib+?
wJRyy `QiiBM; +mii2` KBHH 2[mBTT2/ rBi?  500μK b+`22MX h?2 bKTH2b r2`2
bm#b2[m2MiHv bB2p2/ BM  _2ib+? MHviB+H aB2p2 a?F2` akyy rBi?  HQr2`
M/ mTT2` +miQz UrB`2 K2b?V Q7 63 M/ 90μKK- `2bT2+iBp2HvX miQKiB+
r2B;?BM; Q7 2+? +`m+B#H2 M/ bKTH2 rb +QM/m+i2/ #v i?2 L2ixb+? ah 99N
6R +HB#`i2/ #v  KMmHHv r2B;?2/ `272`2M+2 r2B;?iX
9XRX8 _2bmHib
h?2 7QHHQrBM; b2+iBQM rBHH T`2b2Mi i?2 bHQr ?2iBM; `i2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM 2tT2`@
BK2Mib +QM/m+i2/ BM i?2 h:X *QKT`BbQMb #2ir22M 7m2H ivT2- ?2iBM; `i2-
M/ KBM2`H +QMi2Mi rBHH #2 K/2X
  1ZSPMZTJT BU -PX )FBUJOH 3BUF
AM~m2M+2 Q7 >2iBM; _i2
h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 ?2iBM; `i2 ?b #22M 2ti2MbBp2Hv `2TQ`i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2
mbBM; i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ MHvbBb TT`imb2b (ej- e9- R8j)X h?2 ?2iBM; `i2
?b #22M B/2MiB}2/ b QM2 Q7 i?2 F2v T`K2i2`b BM #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb BM~m@
2M+BM; i?2 ;HQ#H `2+iBQM FBM2iB+b (djĜ3k) M/ i?2 T`Q/m+i /Bbi`B#miBQM (33)X
 +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 7Qm` 7m2Hb mb2/ BM i?Bb bim/v Bb ;Bp2M BM };m`2 9XjX h?2
};m`2 b?Qrb i?2 Kbb HQbb M/ i?2 MQ`KHBx2/ iBK2 /2`BpiBp2 Q7 i?2 Kbb
HQbb +m`p2b 7Q` ?2iBM; `i2b Q7 2 M/ 40E · KBM−1X h?2 bKTH2 Kbb2b- i?2




















































































6B;m`2 9Xj h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 ?2iBM; `i2 QM i?2 Tv`QHvbBb Q7 UV TBM2 rQQ/- U#V
KBb+Mi?mb- U+V E*H@/QT2/ TBM2 rQQ/- M/ U/V H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX h2KT2`im`2
T`Q;`K- +7X };m`2 9XRX iKQbT?2`2, 100W LkX 2Ĝ4K; bKTH2bX
6B;m`2 9Xj b?Qrb i?2 2tT2+i2/ b?B7i BM `2+iBQM iQr`/b ?B;?2` i2KT2`@
im`2b b i?2 ?2iBM; `i2 Bb BM+`2b2/X h?Bb Bb BM 7mHH ;`22K2Mi rBi? Qi?2`
bim/B2b BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 QM #Qi? KQ/2H 7m2Hb (R8j) Q` #BQKbb2b (8y)X
 &YQFSJNFOUBM "OBMZTJT 
h?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2- HQr ?2iBM; `i2 +?` vB2H/b ?p2 #22M /2`Bp2/ M/
HBbi2/ BM i#H2 9XkX h?2 +?` vB2H/ Bb MQi bi#BHBx2/ /m`BM; i?2 h: `mMb
r?B+? +QmH/ 2Bi?2` #2 /m2 iQ bKHH Qtv;2M H2Fb BM i?2 bvbi2K Q`  T2F
i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2M+2 QM i?2 +?` vB2H/X h?Bb rQ`F BKb i miBHBxBM; #BQKbb
i bmbT2MbBQM }`BM; +QM/BiBQMb- BX2X ?B;? T2F i2KT2`im`2b ?2iBM; `i2bX
Ai Bb +QKKQMHv `2+Q;MBx2/ i?i i?2 +?` vB2H/ 7`QK HQr i2KT2`im`2 Q` HQr
?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib `2 MQi `2T`2b2MiiBp2 Q7 i?2 +?` vB2H/ Q#iBM2/ i
bmbT2MbBQM }`BM; +QM/BiBQMb (3N)X h?2`27Q`2- i?2 Q#b2`p2/ /2+HBMiBQM BM i?2
+?` vB2H/ rb MQi 7m`i?2` BMp2biB;i2/X
Ai Bb MQiB+2#H2 ?Qr i?2 HQr b? U};m`2 9Xj  M/ /V M/ i?2 ?B;? b? U#
M/ +V bKTH2b b?`2 +QKKQM 72im`2b 2bT2+BHHv r?2M +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 /2`Bp@
iBp2 i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`v U.h:V +m`p2bX h?2 HQr b? bKTH2b BM+`2b2 BM Kbb
HQbb 7bi2` i?M i?2B` ?B;? b? bKTH2 +QmMi2` T`i i HQr i2KT2`im`2b- 2p2M
i?Qm;? i?2 QMb2i Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM b22Kb iQ #2 bBKBH` 7Q` HH bKTH2bX h?2
2z2+i Q7 i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 Kbb HQbb Bb bi#BHBxBM; #27Q`2 i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QH@
vbBb BMBiBi2 i i2KT2`im`2b `QmM/ 600EX h?2 `2bmHi Bb  /BbiBM+i b?QmH/2` QM
i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 bB/2 Q7 i?2 .h: +m`p2X h?Bb b?QmH/2` Bb bBKBH` iQ r?i
?b #22M `2TQ`i2/ 7`QK bmT2`TQbBiBQM bim/B2b Q7 KBt2b Q7 +2HHmHQb2- ?2KB+2HHm@
HQb2- M/ HB;MBM- BM r?B+? +b2 i?2 b?QmH/2` bi2Kb 7`QK i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2
QMb2i Q7 i?2 ?2KB+2HHmHQb2 (R8y)X
h#H2 9Xk Pp2`pB2r Q7 KtBKmK ?2iBM; `i2- .h:Kt- +?` vB2H/ i 1273E- M/
bKTH2 Kbb2b mb2/ BM i?2 h: 2tT2`BK2MibX
>2iBM; `i2 qQQ/ JBb+Mi?mb
E ·KBM−1 S`2@i`2iK2Mi ě .QT2/ ě G2+?2/
.h:Kt k W · b−1- /7 2.23 2.22 2.41 2.59
9y 45.4 47.6 52.2 48.3
*?` vB2H/ k riX W- /7 15.3 21.1 18.0 11.6
9y 15.9 21.3 18.3 11.7
aKTH2 Kbb k K; 4.06 3.99 4.24 4.57
9y 3.94 4.70 4.34 4.65
h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i2KT2`im`2 QM i?2 +?` vB2H/b- +7X i#H2 9Xk rb H27i
BM+QM+HmbBp2 b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b r2`2 iQ bKHH iQ /2`Bp2 Mv i`2M/b 7`QKX h?2
KBM2`H T`2@i`2iK2Mi Q7 i?2 bKTH2b /B/ ?Qr2p2` BM~m2M+2 i?2 +?` vB2H/b iQ
bB;MB}+Mi /2;`22X h?2 +?` vB2H/b r2`2 2pHmi2/ i 1273E M/ BM/B+i2 ?Qr
HQr KBM2`H Kii2` bB;MB}+MiHv `2/m+2b i?2 +?` vB2H/ QM M b? 7`22 #bBbX
h?Bb Bb BM HBM2 rBi? Qi?2` bim/B2b (R8j)X
9XRXe .Bb+mbbBQM
h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 ?2iBM; `i2 M/ KBM2`H +QMi2Mi ?b T`Qp2M iQ #2 T`Q@
MQmM+2/X h?2 QMb2i Q7 i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb Bb b?B7i2/ iQr`/b ?B;?2` i2K@
T2`im`2b b i?2 ?2iBM; `i2 Bb BM+`2b2/ 7`QK 2 iQ 40E · KBM−1X h?2 b?
  1ZSPMZTJT BU -PX )FBUJOH 3BUF
7`22 +?` vB2H/ /2+`2b2b MQiB+2#H2 r?2M i?2 KBM2`H +QMi2Mi Bb `2KQp2/ 7`QK
i?2 bKTH2X h?2 2z2+i b22Kb iQ #2 `2p2`bB#H2 b /QTBM; Q7 i?2 HQr b? rQQ/
bKTH2 `2bmHi2/ BM M BM+`2b2 BM i?2 +?` vB2H/X h?2 KBM2`H +QMi2Mi HbQ
b22Kb iQ BM~m2M+2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 `M;2 i r?B+? i?2 Tv`QHvbBb iF2b TH+2X
6Q` i?2 HQr b? bKTH2b i?2 .h: +m`p2 Bb rB/2` i?M i?2B` ?B;? b? +QmMi2`
T`ibX GBF2rBb2- i?2 T2F Q7 i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb Bb b?B7i2/ iQr`/b ?B;?2`
i2KT2`im`2bX
9Xk EBM2iB+ JQ/2HBM;
h?Bb b2+iBQM `2Hi2b iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib Q7 b2+iBQM 9XRX Ai rBHH BM+Hm/2
b2H2+i2/ Ki?2KiB+H KQ/2Hb `2pB2r2/ BM b2+iBQM jXk M/ TTHv i?2K iQ i?2
2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHibX
9XkXR JQ/2HBM; Q7 GQr >2iBM; _i2 1tT2`BK2Mib
h?2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib +QM/m+i2/ BM i?2 h: 7Q`K i?2 ;2M2`H
THi7Q`K 7Q` HBi2`im`2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 :_11L 7m2HbX h?Bb FBM/ Q7 2tT2`B@
K2MiH `2bmHib Bb #v 7` i?2 KQbi #mM/MiHv `2T`2b2Mi2/ ivT2 Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH
/i QM i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7 #BQKbbX >2M+2- i?2 FBM/ Q7 /i i?i KQbi
`2/2`b rBHH #2 7KBHB` rBi? M/ Bi Bb `2+QKK2M/2/ iQ BM+Hm/2/ Bi b  #b2
Q7 `272`2M+2 BM HH bim/B2b Q7 i?Bb Mim`2X
h?2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib 2t+2H BM #2BM; B/2H 7Q` KQ/2H }iiBM;X h?2
HQr ?2iBM; `i2 KBMBKBx2b i`MbTQ`i HBKBiiBQMb M/ i?2 HBM2` i2KT2`im`2
T`Q}H2 bBKTHB}2b i?2 `i2 2tT`2bbBQMbX
h?2 7Q`KmHiBQM Q7 i?2 B/2H FBM2iB+ KQ/2H 7Q` #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb rBHH Mim@
`HHv /2T2M/ QM i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 i?2 bim/vX AM i?Bb rQ`F- r2 BK iQ BKTH2K2Mi
Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b iQ H`;2 MmK2`B+H KQ/2Hb Q7i2M HBKBi2/ #v i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH
`2bQm`+2b pBH#H2X Ai Bb i?mb /2bB`2/ iQ bBKTHB7v b KMv Q7 i?2 bm#@`QmiBM2b
b TQbbB#H2 rBi?Qmi HQQbBM; +`BiB+H BM7Q`KiBQMX
hQ 2pHmi2 i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M KQ/2Hb- i?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH TTHv irQ Q7
i?2 #2bi FMQrM FBM2iB+ KQ/2Hb,
Ç aBM;H2 }`bi Q`/2` `2+iBQM Ua6P_V
Ç .Bbi`B#mi2/ +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v KQ/2H U.1JV
#Qi? /2b+`B#2/ iQ /2iBH BM b2+iBQM jXkX "2bB/2b #2BM; r2HH FMQrM BM i?2 /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM HBi2`im`2- i?2v `2T`2b2Mi i?2 p2`v bBKTH2bi KQ/2H Ui?2 a6P_
KQ/2HV M/  KQ`2 +QKTH2t KQ/2H Ui?2 .1J KQ/2HVX
6BiiBM; i?2 a6P_ JQ/2H
"2+mb2 Q7 i?2 HBM2` i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 i?2 /Bz2`2MiBH K2i?Q/b Q7 i?2 a6P_
KQ/2H +M #2 TTHB2/ iQ }i  b2i Q7 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/ T`2@2tTQM2MiBH
 ,JOFUJD .PEFMJOH 
7+iQ` iQ i?2 h: 2tT2`BK2MiH /iX h?2 #2bi }i iQ i?2 /i Bb 7QmM/ B7
M BM/BpB/mH }i Bb TTHB2/ iQ 2+? ?2iBM; `i2 mbBM;  K2i?Q/ Q7 HBM2`
H2bi@b[m`2@}iX 6BiiBM;  a6P_ 2tT`2bbBQM U2[miBQM UjX9VV iQ  b2i Q7 Kbb
HQbb /i i Mv ;Bp2M ?2iBM; `i2- +QmH/ BM T`BM+BTH2 `2bmHi BM  mMB[m2 b2i
Q7 FBM2iB+ +QMbiMib +T#H2 Q7 /2b+`B#BM; i?2 bK2 `2+iBQM i Qi?2` ?2iBM;
`i2bX >Qr2p2`- i?2 +?M+2 7Q` KmHiBTH2 +QK#BMiBQMb Q7 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v M/
T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` HH Q7 r?B+? `2 #H2 iQ biBb7v i?2 bK2 /i Bb bBx2#H2X
h?Bb Bb FMQrM b MQM@mMB[m2M2bb BM FBM2iB+ BMp2`b2 KQ/2HBM;X h?2 T`Q#H2K
+M #2 2Hm+B/i2/ #v TTHvBM; ?2iBM; `i2 p`BiBQM MHvbBb b /2b+`B#2/ #v
EBbbBM;2` (key)X h?2 ?2iBM; `i2 Bb [mMiB}2/ #v Q#b2`pBM; i?2 b?B7i BM i?2
i2KT2`im`2 i r?B+? i?2 `2+iBQM `i2 T2Fb- Tk,Kt- `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 TTHB2/














lbBM; 2[miBQM U9XRV HHQrb QM2 iQ /2i2`KBM2 QM2 b2i Q7 ;HQ#H FBM2iB+b TTHB@
+#H2 iQ  bT2+B}+ 7m2HX 6`QK };m`2 9X9 i?2 FBM2iB+ +QMbiMib +M #2 7QmM/











6B;m`2 9X9 b?Qrb i?2 `2bmHiBM; EBbbBM;2` THQi rBi? i?2 FBM2iB+ +QMbiMib
HBbi2/ BM i#H2 9XjX EBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b `2 /2i2`KBM2/ 7Q` HH 7Qm` 7m2Hb- 2+?
BMp2biB;i2/ i irQ ?2iBM; `i2bX
h?2 K2i?Q/ rb 7QmM/ iQ #2 2bBHv TTHB+#H2X h?2 M2+2bb`v BMTmi BM7Q`@
KiBQM Bb bBKTH2 iQ 2ti`+i 7`QK i?2 h: /i M/- B7 +``B2/ Qmi +QMbBbi2MiHv-
7QmM/ iQ #2 7B`Hv bi#H2X *QKT`BbQM +`Qbb 2tT2`BK2MiH b2i@mTb b?QmH/
?Qr2p2` #2 +``B2/ Qmi rBi? +`2- b i?2 K2i?Q/ Bb TQi2MiBHHv pmHM2`#H2 iQ
T?2MQK2M HBF2 i?2`KH H; Ub?B7iBM; i?2 TKt T2FVX
6BiiBM; i?2 .1J JQ/2H
h?2 .1JKQ/2H- 2[miBQM UjXRkV- ?b #22M }ii2/ mbBM;  Mim`H HQ;`Bi?KB+
/Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b- 2[miBQM UjXRdVX h?2 }iiBM; Q7 σ- μ- M/ A




















r?2`2 E,1 M/ E,0 `2 i?2 mTT2` M/ HQr2` #QmM/`B2b Q7 i?2 MmK2`B+HHv
2tT`2bb2/ +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2bX
  1ZSPMZTJT BU -PX )FBUJOH 3BUF



























6B;m`2 9X9 .2i2`KBMiBQM Q7 a6P_ FBM2iB+b mbBM; i?2 EBbbBM;2` K2i?Q/ (key)X
h#H2 9Xj a6P_ FBM2iB+ +QMbiMi /2i2`KBM2/ #v i?2 EBbbBM;2` K2i?Q/ (key)X
6m2H β Tk,Kt  1
E ·KBM−1 E 1013 × b−1 FC ·KQH−1
qQQ/ 2.00 eRk 1993 222
40.0 e88
JBb+Mi?mb 2.00 8d8 1120 205
40.0 eRe
qQQ/ E*H 2.00 83R 6.66 183
40.0 ek3
JBb+Mi?mb H2+?2/ 2.00 eRj 2136 223
40.0 e8e
h?2 `2bmHi Q7 i?2 .1J T`K2i2` }iiBM; Bb HBbi2/ BM i#H2 9X9 M/ i?2
/Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 +iBpiBQMb 2M2`;B2b `2 BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 9X8X
h#H2 9X9 h: /2`Bp2/ FBM2iB+b +QMbiMib mbBM; i?2 .1J KQ/2H 7Q` ?2iBM; `i2b
2 M/ 40E ·KBM−1X
S`QT2`iv lMBi qQQ/ JBb+Mi?mb
LQM2 .QT2/ LQM2 H2+?2/
A b−1 ×1018 23.0 8.135 116 2.664
E¯ FC ·KQH−1 231 191 230 220
μ 12.35 12.31 12.35 12.30
σ 0.0871 0.0727 0.0646 0.0647
 ,JOFUJD .PEFMJOH 


















6B;m`2 9X8 h?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b mb2/ 7Q` i?2 .1J KQ/2HBM;
Q7 i?2 h: 2tT2`BK2MibX
JQ/2H *QKT`BbQM
h?2 bvKK2i`v Q7 i?2 .h: T2Fb Q7 i?2 rQQ/ M/ H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb bK@
TH2b- +7X };m`2 9Xj- Bb mbmHHv +mb2/ #v i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 BM i?2`KH #2?pBQ` Q7
i?2 p`BQmb +QMbiBim2Mib BM i?2 bT2+B}+ 7m2H- BX2X KmHiBTH2 `2+iBQMb Q++m``BM;
BM T`HH2H (R8j- kj9)X >2M+2- /B{+mHiB2b BM }iiBM;  a6P_ K2+?MBbK Bb 2t@
T2+i2/X h?2 `i2 Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM p`B2b b 7mM+iBQM Q7 i2KT2`im`2 M/ i?2
}i Q7 i?2 /Bz2`2MiBH a6P_ KQ/2H- 2[miBQM UjX8V- /2T2M/b QM  HBM2` +Q`@
`2HiBQM #2ir22M `i2 Q7 `2+iBQM M/ i?2 BMp2`b2 i2KT2`im`2X h?Bb BKTHB2b
i?i i?2 }i Q7 i?2 a6P_ KQ/2H iQ i?2 bvKK2i`B+ .h: +m`p2b rBHH /2T2M/
QM BM r?B+? i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pH i?2 }i rb +``B2/ QmiX 6B;m`2 9Xe b?Qrb
i?2 HQ;`Bi?KB+ b+H2 iQ r?B+? i?2 a6P_ }i Bb +``B2/ Qmi 7Q` rQQ/ i i?2
irQ TTHB2/ ?2iBM; `i2bX h?2 TT2`M+2 Q7 irQ /BbiBM+i `2+iBQMb xQM2b Bb
2bT2+BHHv T`QMQmM+2/ 7Q` i?2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2MiX
6B;m`2 9Xd b?Qrb  +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 /Bz2`2Mi KQ/2Hb }ii2/ iQ h: /i
QM rQQ/ i ?2iBM; `i2b Q7 k M/ 40E ·KBM−1X h?2 ǳa6P_ǵǴ M/ ǳEBbbBM;2`Ǵ
K2i?Q/b `2 #Qi? KQ/2H }ib #b2/ QM i?2 a6P_ KQ/2HX h?2 ǳa6P_Ǵ KQ/2H Bb
}ii2/ iQ i?2 bT2+B}+ /i Q7  bBM;H2 ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mi- `2bmHiBM; BM irQ
b2T`i2 b2ib Q7 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b bT2+B}+ iQ #Qi? 7m2H M/ ?2iBM; `i2X h?2
ǳEBbbBM;2`Ǵ TT`Q+? Bb #b2/ QM  bBM;H2 }i iQ i?2 /i 7`QK #Qi? ?2iBM;
`i2b- `2bmHiBM; BM  bBM;H2 b2i Q7 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b bT2+B}+ QMHv iQ i?2 7m2HX
b 2tT2+i2/ i?2 .1J T2`7Q`Kb i?2 #2bi- #2BM; #H2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb rBi?  bBM;H2 b2i Q7 KQ/2H T`K2i2`b- `2;`/H2bb Q7
?2iBM; `i2X h?2 ?2iBM; `i2 bT2+B}+ a6P_ }i HbQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 Kbb HQbb
r2HHX Ai b?QmH/ #2 MQi2/ i?i i?2 i2KT2`im`2 U?Q`BxQMiHV Qzb2i #2ir22M i?2
a6P_ }i M/ i?2 h: +m`p2 +M #2 b?B7i2/ #v +?M;BM; i?2 i2KT2`im`2
  1ZSPMZTJT BU -PX )FBUJOH 3BUF





 Wood 2 K/min













6B;m`2 9Xe h?2 HQ;`Bi?KB+ }i 7Q` rQQ/ i 2 M/ 40E ·KBM−1X

























UV >2iBM; `i2, 2E ·KBM−1X

























U#V >2iBM; `i2, 40E ·KBM−1X
6B;m`2 9Xd EBM2iB+ }i iQ i?2 rQQ/ 7m2H ?2i2/ BM i?2 h: i 2 M/ 40E ·KBM−2X
*QKT`BbQM Q7  bBM;H2 ?2iBM; `i2 a6P_ FBM2iB+- a6P_ }i #v ?2iBM; `i2 p`BiBQM
UEBbbBM;2`V- M/ .1J KQ/2HBM;X
 4VNNBSZ 
BMi2`pH BM r?B+? i?2 a6P_ FBM2iB+b ?p2 #22M }ii2/- +7X };m`2 9XeX h?2
EBbbBM;2` }i T2`7Q`Kb r2HH +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 bBKTHB+Biv Q7 i?2 K2i?Q/X h?2
i2KT2`im`2 7Q` KtBKmK Kbb `2H2b2 Bb r2HH T`2/B+i2/ `2;`/H2bb Q7 i?2
TTHB2/ ?2iBM; `i2X
6B;m`2b 9X3 iQ 9XRy b?Qr i?2 KQ/2H }i iQ i?2 E*H /QT2/ rQQ/- i?2 KBb@
+Mi?mb- M/ i?2 H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb bKTH2bX Ai Bb MQiB+2#H2 r?2M };m`2 9Xd
M/ };m`2 9X3 ?Qr i?2 ?2iBM; `i2 /2T2M/2Mi a6P_ }i Bb #2ii2` 7Q` i?2 E*H
/QT2/ bKTH2X h?Bb Bb /m2 iQ i?2 bvKK2i`B+ b?T2 Q7 i?2 .h: +m`p2b- +7X
};m`2 9XjX


























6B;m`2 9X3 h?2 HQ;`Bi?KB+ }i 7Q` i?2 E*H /QT2/ rQQ/ i 2 M/ 40E ·KBM−1X
h?2 KBb+Mi?mb bKTH2b- +7X };m`2b 9XN M/ 9XRy- `2 HBF2rBb2 r2HH T`2@
/B+i2/ #v i?2 .1J KQ/2H- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 EBbbBM;2` K2i?Q/ a6P_ KQ/2H
+QMiBMm2b iQ T`QpB/2 `2bQM#H2 T`2/B+iBQMbX AM ;2M2`H- i?2 .1J KQ/2H
Bb i?2 QMHv KQ/2H i?i Bb +T#H2 Q7 +Tim`BM; #Qi? i?2 HQr M/ i?2 ?B;?
i2KT2`im`2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iFBM; TH+2 i  HQr `i2X
9Xj amKK`v
GQr ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib ?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi BM  h: TT`imbX
6Qm` 7m2Hb #b2/ QM TBM2 rQQ/ M/ KBb+Mi?mb ?p2 #22M mb2/ iQ B/2MiB7v
i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM #BQKbb bT2+B2b M/ i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 KBM2`H Kii2` QM i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM #2?pBQ`X  `2p2`bB#H2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 KBM2`H Kii2` rb 7QmM/
iQ BM+`2b2 i?2 +?` vB2H/ M/ ++2H2`i2 i?2 Kbb HQbb2b rBi?  HQr2` QMb2i
i2KT2`im`2X
EBM2iB+ KQ/2HBM; rb TTHB2/ iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib- M/  +QKT`@
iBp2 bim/v Q7 i?2 p2`v bBKTH2 a6P_ M/ i?2 KQ`2 +QKTH2t .1J KQ/2H rb
+``B2/ QmiX h?2 .1J KQ/2H Bb 7QmM/ iQ #2 bmT2`BQ` iQ i?2 a6P_ KQ/2H-
r?B+? bi`m;;H2b iQ T`2/B+i i?2 Kbb HQbb2b +`Qbb ?2iBM; `i2b M/ H`;2 i2K@
  1ZSPMZTJT BU -PX )FBUJOH 3BUF

























6B;m`2 9XN h?2 HQ;`Bi?KB+ }i 7Q` i?2
mMi`2i2/ KBb+Mi?mb bKTH2 i 2 M/
40E ·KBM−1X

























6B;m`2 9XRy h?2 HQ;`Bi?KB+ }i 7Q` i?2
H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb bKTH2 i 2 M/
40E ·KBM−1X
T2`im`2 BMi2`pHbX >Qr2p2`- Hi?Qm;? i?2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2 h: 2tT2`BK2Mib
b?Qr M TT`2Mi bmT2`BQ`Biv Q7 i?2 .1J KQ/2H Qp2` i?2 a6P_ KQ/2H i?2
Tm`TQb2 Q7 i?2 T`QD2+i iQ r?B+? i?2 FBM2iB+ KQ/2H Bb TTHB2/ b?QmH/ #2 iF2M
BMiQ +QMbB/2`iBQMX
6Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 /2b+`B#BM; i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 M BM/mbi`BH 722/
Q7 TmHp2`Bx2/ rQQ/ 72/ BM H`;2 [mMiBiB2b iQ BM/mbi`BH TQr2` THMib- i?Bb
mi?Q` rBHH `;m2c i?i i?2 ;BM BM ++m`+v rQM #v mbBM; i?2 .1J KQ/2H Bb
2bBHv Qmir2B;?2/ #v i?2 //BiBQMH +QKTmiiBQMH +Qbi M/ i?2 7+i i?i i?2
.1J KQ/2H- HBF2 i?2 a6P_ KQ/2H- Bb 7m2H bT2+B}+ M/ i?mb Kmbi #2 }ii2/
7Q` 2p2`v +?M;2 BM 7m2H T`QT2`iB2bX AM //BiBQM- Bi +M #2 /B{+mHi iQ bb2bb i?2
BKTHB+iBQMb QM i?2 mTbi`2K- M/ Q7i2M KQ`2 +`m/2- bbmKTiBQMb HBF2c T`iB+H2
b?T2X AM KMv b+2M`BQb ;QBM; 7Q` i?2 bBKTH2` +?QB+2 Q7 i?2 a6P_ +QmH/ #2
#2M2}+BH /2bTBi2 Bib TT`2Mi bi`m;;H2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 T`Q+2bb +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi
?2iBM; `i2bX M 2M;BM22`BM; }t iQ i?Bb T`Q#H2K Bb i?2 b+QT2 Q7 T`i AAAX
$)"15&3 
1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
>B;? ?2iBM; `i2 b2i@mTb HBF2 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`b (dy- 3N- keR- kek)- rB`2@
K2b? `2+iQ`b (Nk- NN)- Q` bBKBH` (dk- kej) ?p2 #22M 2ti2MbBp2Hv `2TQ`i2/ BM
i?2 HBi2`im`2X h?2 b2i@mTb `2 +T#H2 Q7 ?2iBM; bKHH T`iB+H2b i ?2iBM;
`i2b QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 103Ĝ105E · b−1- i?2`2#v bBKmHiBM; +QM/BiBQMb bBKBH`
iQ i?Qb2 2tT2+i2/ BM bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ mMBibX +?B2pBM; ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b M/
T2F i2KT2`im`2b- ivTB+HHv +QK2b i i?2 +Qbi Q7 i?2 HQbb Q7 +QMi`QH Q7 T`iB+H2
`2bB/2M+2 iBK2 (kek- ke9)- T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v (e3- k8k- ke8Ĝked)- M/
i?2 #BHBiv iQ +HQb2 i?2 bKTH2 Kbb #HM+2 (ke3)- KFBM; Bi /B{+mHi iQ /2`Bp2
FBM2iB+bX
"2BM; #H2 rQ`F Qmi i?2 T`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 M/ i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v Bb BK@
T2`iBp2 BM Q`/2` iQ KQ/2H i?2 T`Q+2bb /m2 iQ i?2 i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2M+v
Q7 i?2 `i2 2tT`2bbBQM- +7X 2[miBQM UjXkVX h?Bb rQ`F 2KTHQv2/  HKBM` 2M@
i`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ` UG6_V M/ 7mHHv +?`+i2`Bx2/ i?2 ~Qr M/ i2KT2`im`2
}2H/ #v +QKTmiiBQMH ~mB/ /vMKB+b U*6.V bBKmHiBQMbX lTQM pHB/iBQM
Q7 i?2 KQ/2H- KmHiB@T?b2 ~Qr 1mH2`@G;`M;2 bBKmHiBQMb r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi
2ti`+iBM; i?2 HH M2+2bb`v i?2`KH T`iB+H2 T`Q}H2X
h?2 +QK#BM2/ 2tT2`BK2MiH M/ MmK2`B+H TT`Q+? 7Q` i?2 rQQ/v 7m2H
?b #22M Tm#HBb?2/ BM TTHB2/ 1M2`;v (keN) M/ 2M+HQb2/ BM TT2M/Bt X h?2
TT2` +Qp2`b i?2 ;2M2`H K2i?Q/ M/ i?2 /2`BpiBQM Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
FBM2iB+b Q7 TBM2 rQQ/X
8XR 1tT2`BK2MiH MHvbBb
h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH T`i +QMbBbib Q7 irQ `2+iQ`bX h?2 T`BK`v b2i@mT BM+Hm/@
BM; i?2 G6_ `2+iQ` i aiM7Q`/ lMBp2`bBiv (kdy- kdR) rb mb2/ iQ /2`Bp2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b i b?Q`i `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b M/ ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b M/
T2F i2KT2`im`2bX h?2 #2M+?@b+H2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` i *Hmbi?H
lMBp2`bBiv Q7 h2+?MQHQ;v (Re9- kdk) rb mb2/ iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 FBM2iB+b BM 
H`;2` b+H2X
8XRXR GKBM` 1Mi`BM2/ 6HQr _2+iQ`
h?Bb b2+iBQM T`2b2Mib i?2 G6_ `2+iQ` b2i@mT- i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb- M/
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH T`Q+2/m`2bX h?2 `2bmHib `2 T`2b2Mi2/ HQM; bB/2 i?2 MmK2`@
B+H KQ/2HBM; QmiTmi BM b2+iBQM 8X9X
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
h?2 1tT2`BK2MiH a2i@lT
h?2 G6_- };m`2 8XR- Bb  H#Q`iQ`v b+H2 `2+iQ` ?2i2/ #v M mM/2`biQB@
+?BQK2i`B+- MQM@T`2KBt2/ *>9f>k TBHQi ~K2 /BHmi2/ BM Lk M/ bi#BHBx2/ #v
 ?QM2v+QK# HBF2 ~i ~K2 #m`M2` +QM};m`iBQM Ud8N 7m2H BMH2ib M/ kkyy
QtB/Bx2` BMH2ibVX h?2 QtB/Bx2` rb  KBtim`2 Q7 Pk M/ LkX Ai ?b #22M mb2/
BM T`2pBQmb bim/B2b iQ Q#iBM T`iBHHv `2+i2/ +QH M/ #BQKbb +?`b i ?B;?
i2KT2`im`2b M/ ?2iBM; `i2b (kdy- kdR)X h?2 bQHB/ 7m2H rb TM2mKiB+HHv
i`MbTQ`i2/ iQ i?2 `2+iQ` #v  +``B2` ~Qr Q7 MBi`Q;2M i K#B2Mi i2KT2`@
im`2X h?2 bQHB/ 7m2H 722/ `i2 rb bm{+B2MiHv HQr U10Ĝ20K; · ?−1V iQ bim/v
bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 #2?pBQ`X h?2 2Mi`M+2 TQBMi Q7 i?2 bQHB/ 7m2H 722/ rb 2H2@
pi2/ bHB;?iHv #Qp2 i?2 ?QM2v+QK# #m`M2`- iQ Ki+? i?2 ?2B;?i Q7 i?2 TBHQi
~K2- +7X };m`2 8XjX a2KB@i`MbT`2Mi [m`ix rHHb +QM}M2/ i?2 `2+iQ` /Q@
KBM 7`QK i?2 ~i ~K2 #m`M2` M/ 455KK /QrMbi`2K- +7X };m`2 8XRX h?2
`2+iQ` p2Mi2/ /B`2+iHv iQ i?2 bm``QmM/BM;bX
h?2 T`iB+H2 +QHH2+iBQM bvbi2K +QMbBbi2/ Q7  [m/`mTH2 +QM+2Mi`B+ T`Q#2-
+7X };m`2 8XRX S`iB+H2b r2`2 +QHH2+i2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 BMM2` im#2X h?2 T`iB+H2b
r?2`2 [m2M+?2/ #v  ~Qr Q7 ?2HBmK ;b i`MbTQ`i2/ iQ i?2 iBT Q7 i?2 T`Q#2
i?`Qm;? i?2 BMM2` +QM+2Mi`B+ +?MM2HX qi2` +QQHBM; rb TTHB2/ i?`Qm;? i?2
Qmi2` irQ +?MM2Hb- +QQHBM; i?2 QmibB/2 Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 iQ i2KT2`im`2b #2HQr
i?2 ri2` /2r TQBMiX o2HQ+Biv K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 i?2 ;b 2ti`+iBQM rb MQi
TQbbB#H2 M/ i?mb i`m2 BbQ@FBM2iB+ +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` i?2 T`iB+H2 +QHH2+iBQM +QmH/
MQi #2 +?B2p2/X >Qr2p2`- Q#b2`pBM; i?2 b?T2 Q7 i?2 #m`MBM; pQHiBH2 ;b2b
i?2 bm+iBQM rb bb2bb2/ iQ #2 bm{+B2MiHv ?B;? 7Q` HH T`iB+H2b iQ #2 b72Hv
+QHH2+i2/X
h?2 T`iB+H2b r2`2 b2T`i2/ 7`QK i?2 2ti`+iBp2 ;b ~Qr QM  bBKTH2
bBHB+QM }Hi2` Q` HQr +mi Qz K2K#`M2X h?2 b2T`iBQM rb +``B2/ Qmi i
bHB;?iHv #Qp2 K#B2Mi i2KT2`im`2bX
PT2`iBQMH *QM/BiBQMb
hrQ i2KT2`im`2 +QM/BiBQMb r2`2 mb2/ iQ +?`+i2`Bx2 i?2 #BQKbb /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQMX h?2 i2KT2`im`2 rb /Dmbi2/ #v +?M;BM; i?2 +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 TBHQi@
~K2 722/X h#H2 8XR HBbib i?2 KQH` 7`+iBQMb Q7 i?2 BMH2i M/ TQbi ~K2 ;b2bX
h?2 TQbi ~K2 +QKTQbBiBQM M/ /B#iB+ ~K2 i2KT2`im`2 r2`2 +H+mHi2/
mbBM; *>1JEALX
h?2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 HQM; i?2 +2Mi2` tBb Q7 i?2 `2+iQ` rb +?`+@
i2`Bx2/ #v mM@b?B2H/2/ i?2`KQ+QmTH2 K2bm`2K2Mib- KMmHHv +Q``2+i2/ 7Q`
`/BiBQM #BbX
 &YQFSJNFOUBM "OBMZTJT 
6B;m`2 8XR  +`Qbb b2+iBQMH bF2i+? Q7 i?2 G6_X hQiH H2M;i? Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM
+?K#2`, 455KKX AMi2`MH `2+iQ` rB/i?, 55KKX
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
6B;m`2 8Xk h?2 ?QM2v+QK# bi`m+im`2
Q7 i?2 G6_ ~i ~K2 #m`M2`X h?2 bQHB/
7m2H BMD2+iBQM MQxxH2 Bb b22M BM i?2 +2Mi2`
Q7 i?2 #m`M2`X h?2 b+H2 Bb b?QrM BM +K
U5× 5 +KVX
6B;m`2 8Xj aB/2pB2r Q7 i?2 G6_X G2p2H
0.0 BM/B+i2 i?2 BMD2+iBQM TQBMi Q7 i?2
bQHB/ 7m2HX a+H2b `2 BM/B+i2/ BM KKX
SmHp2`Bx2/ rQQ/ 106Ĝ125μK BM ~K2 k
+QM/BiBQMbX
h#H2 8XR JQH2 7`+iBQMb M/ i?2 iQiH KQH` ~Qr- FiQi- Q7 i?2 `2+iQ` b2i@mT #27Q`2
M/ 7i2` +QK#mbiBQMX SQbi ~K2 +QKTQbBiBQM Bb #b2/ QM /B#iB+ 2[mBHB#`BmK
+H+mHiBQMbX
AMH2i 6HK2 R 6HK2 k SQbi ~K2 6HK2 R 6HK2 k
*>4 0.040 0.033 *P 0.021 0.021
P2 0.109 0.087 *P2 0.020 0.013
>2 0.127 0.158 >2P 0.163 0.130
L2 UTBHQiV 0.675 0.602 >2 0.050 0.099
L2 U+``B2`V 0.049 0.120 P2 0.000 0.000
L2 0.746 0.736
FiQi (KQH · b−1) 0.0382 0.0416 0.0371 0.0407
/B#iB+ ~K2 i2KT2`im`2 (E) Reed R9ye
 &YQFSJNFOUBM "OBMZTJT 
6m2H S`2T`iBQM
HH :_11L 7m2Hb r2`2 i2bi2/ BM i?2 G6_ b2i@mTX h?2 7m2Hb r2`2 /BpB/2/ BMiQ
irQ bBx2 +i2;Q`B2b #v rB`2@K2b? bB2pBM;X
Ç ejĜ90μK
Ç RyeĜ125μK
h?2 `2bmHiBM; T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb ?p2 #22M /Bb+mbb2/ M/ /2`Bp2/
BM b2+iBQM kX9 QM T;2 jN- };m`2 kXRN M/ i#H2 kXRjX
1tT2`BK2MiH
h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH T`Q+2/m`2 BM+Hm/2b p`BiBQMb BM 7m2H M/ T`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2
iBK2- BX2X ?2B;?i /DmbiK2Mi Q7 i?2 +QHH2+iBQM T`Q#2X  ivTB+H 2tT2`BK2Mi
rQmH/ BM+Hm/2 8Ĝe T`Q#2 TQbBiBQMb BMD2+iBM; ∼ 100K; Q7 7m2H i 2+? TQbBiBQMX
"2+mb2 Q7 i?2 HQr +?` M/ b? +QMi2Mi Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2Hb i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib
r2`2 Q7i2M `2T2i2/ mMiBH  bmBi#H2 KQmMi Q7 +?` ?/ #22M +QHH2+i2/X h?Bb
+QmH/ BKTHv 722/BM; mT iQ 7 ; Q7 7m2H i  bBM;H2 T`Q#2 TQbBiBQMX h#H2 8Xk HBbib
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki`BtX
h#H2 8Xk  b?Q`i Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 G6_ 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki`BtX ǳ• •Ǵ BM/B+i2b /Qm#H2
/2i2`KBMiBQMX
6m2H aBx2 6HK2 R 6HK2 k
μK T/ = 1667E T/ = 1405E
qQQ/ ejĜNy •
RyeĜRk8 • • •
JBb+M?mb ejĜNy •
RyeĜRk8 •
qQQ/ E*H ejĜNy •
RyeĜRk8 • •
JBb+Mi?mb H2+?2/ ejĜNy •
RyeĜRk8 •
.2i2`KBMiBQM Q7 i?2 /2;`22 Q7 *QMp2`bBQM
h?2 /2;`22 Q7 +QMp2`bBQM BM 2X;X  h: TT`imb Bb +QMiBMmQmbHv KQMBiQ`2/
#v i?2 BMi2;`i2/ KB+`Q@#HM+2X h?2 G6_ `2HB2b QM i?2 2ti`+iBQM Q7 T`iB@
+H2b i /Bb+`2i2 HQ+iBQMb HQM; i?2 ~Qr /B`2+iBQM Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X AM Q`/2` iQ
/2i2`KBM2 i?2 /2;`22 Q7 +QMp2`bBQM Q7 i?2 +QHH2+i2/ T`iBHHv Q` 7mHHv `2+i2/
bKTH2b- QM2 rQmH/ M22/ iQ +QKT`2 i?2K iQ i?2 T`2Mi 7m2HX h?2 +QMp2`bBQM
+M #2 +H+mHi2/ BM  MmK#2` Q7 rvbX h?2 KQbi Q#pBQmb rQmH/ #2 iQ +HQb2
i?2 Qp2`HH T`iB+H2 Kbb #HM+2 (e9- Rdy)- BX2X,





r?2`2 m M/ m0 `2 i?2 +m``2Mi M/ BMBiBH Kbb Q7 i?2 bKTH2 `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?Bb K2i?Q/ bbmK2b i?i MQ Kbb 7BHb iQ 2Mi2` i?2 bvbi2K- Bb ++mKmHi2/
BM i?2 bvbi2K- Q` 2b+T2b i?2 bvbi2K #v TbbBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 +QHH2+iBQM bvbi2KX
h?2 `2+iQ` rb ?2i2/ #v  *>9f>k TBHQi ~K2 M/ i?mb ri2` +QM/2Mb@
iBQM rb iFBM; TH+2 iQ MQiB+2#H2 /2;`22 b i?2 T`iB+H2b M/ i?2 #mHF ;b
r2`2 [m2M+?2/ BM i?2 +QHH2+iBQM T`Q#2X h?Bb `2bmHi2/ BM +?` biB+FBM; iQ i?2
bB/2 Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 M/ 7m`i?2` /QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 +QHH2+iBQM bvbi2KX //B@
iBQMHHv- mM#m`M2/ 7m2H rb +H2`Hv pBbB#H2 BM i?2 722/BM; bvbi2K 7i2` 2+?
`mMX am+? T?2MQK2M /B`2+iHv BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 Kbb #HM+2 +H+mHiBQM- +7X
2[miBQM U8XRVX
Hi2`MiBp2Hv i?2 +QMp2`bBQM +M #2 /2i2`KBM2/ #v +HQbBM; M b? #HM+2
(k8k- k8k- ke9) BM Bib bBKTH2 7Q`K,
χ = 1− mb?
mb?0
U8XkV
r?2`2 mb? M/ mb?0 BM/B+i2 i?2 r2B;?i Q7 i?2 b? 7`+iBQM Q7 i?2 `2+i2/
M/ T`2Mi 7m2HX Hi2`MiBp2Hv- i?2 Kbb #HM+2 +M #2 +HQb2/- QM  /`v M
b? 7`22 #bBb- b,
m0xb?0 = mxb? = mb? U8XjV
r?2`2 xb?0 M/ xb? `2 i?2 Kbb 7`+iBQMb Q7 b? BM i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H M/ i?2
bKTH2 `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?Bb +M #2 `2``M;2/ #v bm#biBimiBM; 2tT`2bbBQMb 7Q`
m M/ mb? BM i2`Kb Q7 m0- BMiQ,
χ =
xb?0 − xb?
xb? (xb?0 − 1) U8X9V
h?Bb K2i?Q/ /Bb`2;`/b Mv HQbb Q7 bKTH2 BM i?2 `2+iQ` #2+mb2 Bi Bb #b2/ QM
 HQ+H Kbb #HM+2 BM+Hm/BM; QMHv i?2 b?X Hi?Qm;?- /pMi;2Qmb Qp2` i?2
Qp2`HH Kbb #HM+2 K2i?Q/- i?2 b? i`+2` K2i?Q/ /Q2b bbmK2  i?2`KHHv
bi#H2 b? T?b2- BX2X +QKTH2i2 `2i2MiBQM Q7 HH b? bT2+B2bX h?2 pQHiBHBiv Q7
2bT2+BHHv HFHB (R9e- R8eĜR83- kdjĜkd3)- HFHBM2 2`i? (R89- R83)- ?HQ;2Mb
(R83- R8N- Rej- kdj- kdd- kdN- k3y)- M/ S M/ a (R8e- kdj- kd9- kdd- k3RĜk3j)
?b #22M 2ti2MbBp2Hv `2TQ`i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X *QM+Hm/BM; i?i i?2 i?2`KH
+QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; 2Bi?2` Tv`QHvbBb- /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- Q` +QK#mbiBQM rBHH BM/m+2
 `2H2b2 Q7 BMQ`;MB+ Kii2` i i2KT2`im`2b b HQr b 700Ĝ800EX "BQKbb
Bb ivTB+HHv `B+? BM HH Q7 i?2 #Qp2 M/ i?2`27Q`2 /B{+mHiB2b Kv `Bb2 r?2M
i`vBM; iQ +HQb2 i?2 Kbb #HM+2X
hQ pQB/ i?2 2``Q`b BMi`Q/m+2/ iQ 2[miBQM U8X9V  bBKBH` TT`Q+? +M
#2 mb2/- +HQbBM; i?2 Kbb #HM+2 Qp2` Dmbi  bBM;H2 Q`  ;`QmT Q7 +?2KB+HHv
HBF2 2H2K2MibX 6Q` ?B;? b? +QMi2Mi Ki2`BH aB rQmH/ #2  T`272``2/ i`+2`
/m2 iQ Bib #mM/M+2 M/ i?2`KH bi#BHBiv (k39)X >Qr2p2`- 7Q` i?2 aB H2M
 &YQFSJNFOUBM "OBMZTJT 
rQQ/ 7m2H mb2/ BM i?Bb bim/v i?2 mM+2`iBMiB2b QM i?2 +?2KB+H MHvb2b rQmH/
2t+22/ i?2 /pMi;2 Q7 i?2 K2i?Q/X 6Q` +QH bim/B2b hB Bb +QKKQMHv mb2/-
?Qr2p2`- MQi bmBi#H2 7Q` #BQKbb Ki2`BH r?B+? Bb H2M BM hBX 6Q` i?Bb bim/v
i?2 +QMp2`bBQM ?b #22M +H+mHi2/ #b2/ QM  *@Kbb #HM+2,
χ =
x* − x*y
x* (1− xb?y) U8X8V
h?Bb K2i?Q/ HbQ `2HB2b QM i?2 bbmKTiBQM Q7  MQM@pQHiBH2 b? T?b2X
>Qr2p2`- i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv iQr`/b b? pQHiBHBiv Bb HBKBi2/ 7Q` HQr b? 7m2Hb bm+?
b i?2 QM2b mb2/ BM i?Bb bim/vX Ai HbQ `2HB2b QM i?2 7mHH `2i2MiBQM Q7 * BM
i?2 bQHB/ T?b2X *QM~B+iBM; }M/BM;b BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 QM i?2 pQHiBHBiv Q7 *
H2/ QM2 iQ +QM+Hm/2 i?i i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 * /m`BM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM +QM/BiBQMb
Bb 7m2H bT2+B}+ (Nd- R89- R83- k38)X
hQ pHB/i2 i?2 K2i?Q/  b2`B2b Q7 }t2/ #2/ `2+iQ` U6"_V 2tT2`BK2Mib
?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi i Tv`QHvbBb +QM/BiBQMbX h?2 6"_ Bb  bHQr ?2iBM; `i2
K2i?Q/ M/ i?2`27Q`2 Bi /Q2b MQi /B`2+iHv +QKT`2 iQ i?2 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2
G6_ 2tT2`BK2MibX >Qr2p2`- i?2 T2F i2KT2`im`2b `2+?2b 1423E M/ i?mb
















































































6B;m`2 8X9 1tT2`BK2MiH +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 Kbb M/ *@#b2/ +QMp2`bBQM K2i?@
Q/bX 1tT2`BK2Mib `2 +``B2/ Qmi BM  }t2/ #2/ `2+iQ` BM 100W LkX h?2 *@MHvbBb
7QHHQrb *1LfhaR8kNyUkyyeVX h?2 *MHvbBb 7`QK #Q Bb +``B2/ Qmi QM 10K;
bKTH2b M/ /Q MQi 7QHHQr BMi2`MiBQMH biM/`/bX
6B;m`2 8X9 b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 +H+mHiBQM Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb +QMp2`bBQM #v *@
i`+BM; +Q``2bTQM/b r2HH iQ i?2 r2B;?i #b2/ +QMp2`bBQMX h?2 r2B;?i #b2/
+QMp2`bBQM Q7 };m`2 8X9# ?b #22M +Q``2+i2/ 7Q` +QKTH2i2 bm#HBKiBQM Q7 E*H
b bm;;2bi2/ #v CQ?Mb2M 2i HX (kdj)X
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
h?2 HQr 722/ `i2b Q7 bQHB/ 7m2Hb mb2/ BM i?2 G6_ `2bmHib BM QMHv bKHH
KQmMib Q7 +?`c QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 K;X h?mb- biM/`/Bx2/ K2i?Q/b Q7 MHvbBb
+M MQi #2 TTHB2/- 2X;X *1LfhaR8kNyUkyyeV- r?B+? `2[mB`2b TT`QtBKi2Hv
100K; Q7 bKTH2X  +QQT2`iBQM rBi? ³#Q +/2Kv lMBp2`bBiv ?b K/2
Bi TQbbB#H2 iQ MHvx2 7Q` * QM i?2 G6_ bKTH2bX h?2 +QKT`iBp2 `2bmHib
`2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 8X9- b?QrBM;  +QMpBM+BM; ;`22K2Mi #2ir22M ³#QǶb
K2i?Q/ M/ i?2 BMi2`MiBQMH biM/`/X PMHv QM2 bKTH2 biQQ/ Qmi- ǳrQQ/
E*HǴ- #mi rb MQi BMp2biB;i2/ 7m`i?2` /m2 iQ `2bQm`+2b M/ M Qp2`HH ;QQ/
++Q`/M+2X
8XRXk o2`iB+H aQHB/ 6m2H *QK#mbiQ`
h?Bb b2+iBQM T`2b2Mib i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` b2i@mT (k3e)- i?2 QT2`@
iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb- M/ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH T`Q+2/m`2bX h?2 `2bmHib `2 T`2b2Mi2/
HQM; bB/2 i?2 MmK2`B+H KQ/2HBM; QmiTmi BM b2+iBQM 8XeXkX
h?2 1tT2`BK2MiH a2i@lT
h?2 `2+iQ` rb 2H2+i`B+HHv ?2i2/ U<35 FqV rBi?  bQHB/ 7m2H i?2`KH BMTmi
Q7 15 FqX Ai +QMbBbi2/ Q7  ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 `/BiBp2 b2+iBQM, 2K HQM; M/
0.3K BM /BK2i2`X h?2 `/BiBp2 b2+iBQM rb HBM2/ rBi? `27`+iQ`v Ki2`BH
M/ ?2i2/ #v 7Qm` BM/BpB/mH 2H2+i`B+H ?2iBM; 2H2K2Mib iQ +QKT2Mbi2 7Q`
?2i HQbb2bX  1.8K ri2` +QQH2/ +QMp2+iBp2 b2+iBQM 7QHHQr2/ i?2 `/BiBp2
b2+iBQMX HH K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi BM i?2 `/BiBp2 b2+iBQMX S`Q+2bb
+QMi`QH rb #b2/ QM 722/#+F +QMi`QHHBM; 7`QK ;b +QKTQbBiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
BM i?2 +QMp2+iBp2 b2+iBQMX
AMi`mbBp2 T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 Q7 i?2
~K2, :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 #v mM@b?B2H/2/ i?2`KQ+QmTH2 K2bm`2K2Mib
KMmHHv +Q``2+i2/ 7Q` `/BiBQM #Bb M/ 2ti`+iBp2 ;b bKTHBM; 7Q` ;b
bT2+B2b [mMiB}+iBQM, *P- *P2- P2- LPx- M/ aP2X h?2 `2+iQ` rb ++2bbB@
#H2 i?`Qm;? 7Qm` pB2r TQ`ib TQbBiBQM2/ yX88- RXR3- RX3R- M/ kX9NK /QrMbi`2K
Q7 i?2 [m`H- /2MQi2/ SRĜ9- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- +7X };m`2 8X8X
PT2`iBQMH *QM/BiBQMb
h?2 `2+iQ` rb QT2`i2/ i M Qtv;2M bm`THmb +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ λ = 1.2 i 
MQKBMH bQHB/ 7m2H BMTmi Q7 15 FqX h?2 ~Qr p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2 +``B2` ;b i i?2
QmiH2i iQ i?2 [m`H rb }t2/ iQ 30K · b−1 M/ i?2 `2KBMBM; +QK#mbiBQM B`
rb +?MM2HH2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 b2+QM/`v B` MMmHmbX h?2 7m2H rb TM2mKiB+HHv
i`MbTQ`i2/ #v i?2 T`BK`v B` i K#B2Mi i2KT2`im`2X Ai 2Mi2`2/ i?2 [m`H
i?`Qm;? M MMmHmb +QM+2Mi`B+HHv +2Mi`2/ BM i?2 [m`HX AM i?2 [m`H i?2 bQHB/
7m2H M/ i`MbTQ`i B` r2`2 KBt2/ rBi? i?2 T`2?2i2/ U523EV +QK#mbiBQM
B` BMD2+i2/ i?`Qm;? M Qmi2` MMmHmbX h?2 7m`M+2 rb QT2`i2/ rBi? M B`
bTHBi UT`BK`v B`fiQiH B`V Q7 yXj- i  iQiH ~Qr `i2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ `QmM/
 &YQFSJNFOUBM "OBMZTJT 
6B;m`2 8X8 a+?2KiB+ Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ`X
3.5 pQHXW U/`vV P2 BM i?2 2t?mbiX h?2 `2+iQ` rHHb r2`2 2H2+i`B+HHv ?2i2/
iQ 1423EX h#H2 8Xj bmKK`Bx2b i?2 ~Qr b2iiBM;b Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X
PMHv i?2 rQQ/ 7m2H rb #m`M2/ BM i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ`X .m2 iQ
i?2 ?B;? 722/ `i2 QMHv i?2 H`;2 bBx2 7`+iBQM ;Bp2M BM i#H2 kXRj rb mb2/X
h#H2 8Xj 6HQr b2iiBM; Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ`X
S`K2i2` lMBi 6HQr h2KT2`im`2
"BQKbb F; · ?−1 2.94 kN3
*``B2` B` 6.47 kN3
*QK#mbiBQM B` 14.7 8kj
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
8Xk LmK2`B+H MHvbBb
*6. bBKmHiBQMb Q7 #Qi? i?2 G6_ M/ i?2 15 Fq 7m`M+2 ?p2 #22M +``B2/
QmiX h?2 G6_ bBKmHiBQMb ?p2 #22M mb2/ iQ /2`Bp2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/
`2bB/2M+2 iBK2 ?BbiQ`B2b-  `2[mB`2K2Mi 7Q` i?2 /2`BpiBQM Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
FBM2iB+bX h?2 T`BK`v 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 #2M+?@b+H2 b2i@mT Bb iQ 2pHmi2 i?2
T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 /2`Bp2/ FBM2iB+b i ?B;?2` 7m2H HQ/bX
8XkXR GKBM` 1Mi`BM2/ 6HQr _2+iQ`
h?Bb b2+iBQM T`2b2Mib i?2 *6. b2i@mT Q7 i?2 G6_ `2+iQ` mb2/ 7Q` i?2 ?B;?
?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib Q7 bKHH T`iB+H2bX Ai rBHH BM+Hm/2 i?2 MmK2`B+H +QM@
};m`iBQM- BMH2i M/ #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb- b r2HH b pHB/iBQM Ki2`BHX h?2
T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQM `2bmHib `2 T`2b2Mi2/ HQM; rBi? i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib
BM b2+iBQM 8X9X
:2QK2i`v M/ J2b?
h?2 `2+iM;mH` T`BbK b?T2/ G6_ K2bm`2b 50×50×455KK UrB/i?- /2Ti?-
H2M;i?V M/ Bb K/2 7`QK b2KB@i`MbT`2Mi [m`ix rHHb BM i?2 2MiB`2iv Q7 i?2
`2+iQ` H2M;i?X h?2 MmK2`B+H KQ/2H Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 8Xe M/ `2T`2b2Mib
QM2 [m`i2` Q7 i?2 #b2 THM2- 2ti2M/BM; iQ i?2 2MiB`2 /QKBM i?`Qm;? irQ
bvKK2i`v THM2bX h?2 *6. /QKBM #2;BMb i i?2 ~K2 7`QMi- BX2X H2p2HH2/
rBi? i?2 bQHB/ 7m2H BMD2+iBQM MQxxH2X h?2 bQHB/ 7m2H 722/ Bb 2ti2M/2/ mTbi`2K
iQ HHQr i?2 bQHB/ 7m2H T`iB+H2b iQ /Dmbi iQ i?2 +``B2` ~QrX h?2 KBM `2+iQ`
Bb KQ/2H2/ 255KK /QrMbi`2KX h?2 2MiB`2 /QKBM +QMbBbib Q7 1 205 213 +2HHb
T`BK`BHv K/2 7`QK ?2t?2/`H 2H2K2Mib- 2t+2Ti 7`QK BM i?2 KBtBM; xQM2
r?2`2 i?2 i2i`?2/H K2b? 2Mbm`2b  bKQQi? +2HH ;`Qri? 2ti2M/BM; 7`QK i?2
BMD2+iBQM MQxxH2 BM #Qi? `/BH M/ tBH /B`2+iBQMX
AM Q`/2` iQ `2/m+2 i?2 +2HH +QmMi- 2M?M+2/ rHH i`2iK2Mi U1qhV KQ/@
2HBM; rb mb2/ HHQrBM; 7Q` `2HtiBQM Q7 i?2 M2` rHH /Bb+`2iBxiBQM `2[mB`2@
K2Mib Uy+ <3VX
AMH2i M/ "QmM/`v *QM/BiBQMb
h?2 G6_ Bb +QMbi`m+i2/ 7`QK irQ b2T`i2 BMH2ib, URV SBHQi ~K2 M/ UkV bQHB/
7m2H M/ +``B2` ;bX h?2 TBHQi ~K2 BMH2i Bb TQbBiBQM2/ i i?2 H2p2H Q7 i?2
bQHB/ 7m2H MQxxH2 QmiH2i M/ i?mb `2T`2b2Mib i?2 ~K2 7`QMiX h?2 MQM@T`2KBt2/
TBHQi ~K2 Bb bbmK2/ iQ #2 7mHHv `2+i2/ Ui?2`KQ/vMKB+ 2[mBHB#`BmKV M/
bbmK2 i?2 /B#iB+ ~K2 i2KT2`im`2- +7X i#H2 8XRX h?2 ;b- Q7 i?2 TQbi@
~K2 +QKTQbBiBQM- Bb BMD2+i2/ rBi? M mMB7Q`K p2HQ+Biv T`Q}H2 M/ i?2 `i2
+QMi`QHH2/ #v +HQbBM; i?2 Kbb #HM+2 ++Q`/BM; iQ i#H2 8XRX
h?2 bQHB/ 7m2H M/ +``B2` ;b BMH2i Bb ;Bp2M b M mMB7Q`K Kbb@~Qr BMH2iX
h?2 T`iB+H2b `2 BMD2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 2+? Q7 i?2 R9 7+2b KFBM; mT
i?2 [m`i2` Q7 i?2 bvKK2i`v THM2 722/ im#2- +7X };m`2 8XdX
 /VNFSJDBM "OBMZTJT 
6B;m`2 8Xe AHHmbi`iBQM Q7 U`B;?iV T`i Q7 i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH /QKBM `2HiBM; Bi iQ
UH27iV i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH b2i@mTX
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
6B;m`2 8Xd a+?2KiB+ BHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 BMH2iX
h?2 QmiH2i Bb b2i iQ x2`Q ;m;2 T`2bbm`2 rBi?  `/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ K#B2Mi +QM/BiBQMbX
h?2 b2KB@i`MbT`2Mi rHHb `2 KQ/2H2/ b MQ@bHBT #QmM/`B2b `2~2+iBM;
+QHHB/BM; T`iB+H2bX h?2 i?2`KH T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 rHH #QmM/`B2b `2 /QTi2/
7`QK T`2pBQmb rQ`F QM [m`ix Ki2`BH (k3dĜk3N)X h?2 +QM/m+iBp2 ?2i i`Mb@
TQ`i Bb +H+mHi2/ #v bT2+B7vBM;  i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2Mi i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv
rBi?  7`22 bi`2K i2KT2`im`2 Q7 300EX h?2 `/BiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM iQ i?2
?2i HQbb Bb +QMi`QHH2/ #v i?2 BMi2`MH- εB M/ 2ti2`MH 2KBbbBpBiv- ε2- #Qi?
bbmKBM; i?2 pHm2 Q7 εB = ε2 = 0.57 rBi? M 2ti2`MH `/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2
Q7 300EX
JQ/2H *QM};m`iBQM
h?2 KQ/2H b2i@mT Bb bmKK`Bx2/ BM i#H2b 8X9 iQ 8XeX 6Q`  /2iBH2/ 2tTHMiBQM
Q7 i?2 bT2+B}+ KQ/2Hb- i?2 `2/2` Bb `272``2/ iQ i?2 6Gl1Lhȉh?2Q`v :mB/2
(kNy)X
_2+iQ` *?`+i2`BxiBQM M/ JQ/2H oHB/iBQM
h?2 G6_ bBKmHiBQMb ?p2 #22M pHB/i2/ ;BMbi ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 K2@
bm`2K2Mib Q7 i?2 `2+iQ` `mMMBM; rBi?Qmi bQHB/ 7m2H BMTmiX h?2 K2bm`2K2Mib
?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi #v M mMb?B2H/2/ i?2`KQ+QmTH2 i`p2`bBM; HQM; i?2
+2Mi2`tBb Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X h?2 K2bm`2K2Mib ?p2 #22M KMmHHv +Q``2+i2/
7Q` `/BiBQM #BbX
 /VNFSJDBM "OBMZTJT 
h#H2 8X9 M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 bm#@`QmiBM2b mb2/ BM i?2 G6_ bBKmHiBQMbX
S`QT2`iv JQ/2H 6m`i?2` bT2+B}+iBQM












∗ a+H#H2 rHH 7mM+iBQMb `2 mb2/ 7Q` i?2 15 Fq +QK#mbiQ` bBKmHiBQMbX
h#H2 8X8 M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 +QMiBMmQmb T?b2X
S`QT2`iv lMBi oHm2 Q` K2i?Q/
.2MbBiv F; ·K−3 AM+QKT`2bbB#H2 B/2H ;b
aT2+B}+ ?2i C (F; ·E)−1 JBtBM; Hr
h?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv C (b ·K ·E)−1 A/2H ;b KBtBM; Hr
oBb+QbBiv F; (K · b)−1 A/2H ;b KBtBM; Hr
#bQ`TiBQM +Q2z+B2Mi K−1 yX3
a+ii2`BM; +Q2{+B2Mi K−1 yX3
h?2 +QKT`BbQMb Q7 i?2 `/BiBQM +Q``2+i2/ i?2`KQ+QmTH2 K2bm`2K2Mib
M/ i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; *6. bBKmHiBQMb `2 b?QrM BM };m`2 8X3 7Q` #Qi?
~K2b R M/ kX aBKmHiBQM `2bmHib b?QrBM; i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 i  R
M/ 2KK Qzb2i `2T`2b2Mi i?2 T?vbB+H bT+2 Q++mTB2/ #v i?2 i?2`KQ+QmTH2X
6B;m`2 8XN b?Qrb i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ p2HQ+Biv }2H/ BM i?2 KBtBM; xQM2 Q7
i?2 G6_X 6B;m`2 8XN +H2`Hv b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 i2KT2`im`2 +?M;2b HQM; i?2
`/BH /B`2+iBQMX h?mb- i?2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 mb2/ iQ pHB/i2 i?2 i?2`KQ@
+QmTH2 K2bm`2K2Mib BM };m`2 8X3 B/2HHv Bb  pQHmK2i`B+ BMi2;`iBQM Q7 i?2
bT+2 i?i i?2`KQ+QmTH2 i?`2/ Q++mTB2bX >Qr2p2`- +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 ++m`+v
Q7 i?2 K2bm`2K2Mib i?2 K2i?Q/ mbBM; /Bb+`2i2 HBM2b rBHH bm{+2X
h?2 #mHF /QKBM Q7 i?2 `2+iQ` Bb r2HH rBi?BM i?2 HKBM` ~Qr `2;BQM
(kNR) URe = 372 M/ Re = 459 7Q` ~K2 R M/ k +QM/BiBQMbV- +7X i#H2 8XdX
>Qr2p2`- i?2 ~Qr p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2 +``B2` ;b i`MbTQ`iBM; i?2 bQHB/ 7m2H T`iB+H2b
Bb HKQbi QM2 Q`/2` Q7 K;MBim/2 ?B;?2` i?M i?2 #mHF ~Qr p2`;2 p2HQ+Biv-
+7X };m`2 8XN#X h?Bb vB2H/b bHBT p2HQ+BiB2b Q7 7Ĝ9K · b−1 #2ir22M i?2 +``B2`
;b 2tBiBM; i?2 BMD2+iBQM MQxxH2 M/ i?2 #mHF ~QrX h?Bb +mb2b HQ+H im`#mH2Mi
+QM/BiBQMb BM i?2 pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2 BMD2+iBQM MQxxH2X h?2 Qp2`HH HKBM` ~Qr
T`QT2`iB2b Bb ?Qr2p2` KBMiBM2/X 6B;m`2 8XRR b?Qrb i?2 bi`2K HBM2b Q7 i?2
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
h#H2 8Xe M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` i?2 G6_ bBKmHiBQMbX
S`Ki2` lMBi 6HK2 R 6HK2 k
*``B2` ;b
Jbb ~Qr `i2 F; · b−1 1.67× 10−6
.B`2+iBQM ě 6+2 MQ`KH
hm`#mH2Mi BMi2MbBiv W 1
>v/`mHB+ /BK2i2` KK 1.1
h2KT2`im`2 E 300
1KBbbBpBiv ě 1
aT2+B2b pQHX W Lk 100
SBHQi ~K2
Jbb ~Qr `i2 F; · b−1 235.5× 10−6 247.8× 10−6
.B`2+iBQM ě 6+2 MQ`KH
hm`#mH2Mi BMi2MbBiv W 1
>v/`mHB+ /BK2i2` KK 31
h2KT2`im`2 E 1667 1405
1KBbbBpBiv ě 1
aT2+B2b pQHX WLk h#H2 8XR
.Bb+`2i2 T?b2
Jbb ~Qr F; · b−1 6.9× 10−9
o2HQ+Biv K · b−1 6.3
h2KT2`im`2 F; · b−1 300
LmK#2` Q7 /BK2i2`b ě 30
.B`2+iBQM ě 6+2 MQ`KH












































































6B;m`2 8X3 *QK`BbQM Q7 `/BiBQM +Q``2+i2/ i?2`KQ+QmTH2 K2bm`2K2Mib M/ *6.
bBKmHiBQMb Q7 i?2 G6_X U#Qp2V 6HK2 R- U#2HQrV ~K2 kX h?2 Qzb2i U`/BHV +Q``2@
bTQM/b iQ i?2 T?vbB+H /BK2MbBQMb Q7 i?2 rB/i? Q7 i?2 i?2`KQ+QmTH2X
 /VNFSJDBM "OBMZTJT 
UV :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2X U#V o2HQ+Biv }2H/X *QHQ`b BM/B+i2 #bQHmi2
K;MBim/2 M/ ``Qrb BM/B+i2 /B`2+iBQMX
6B;m`2 8XN h2KT2`im`2 M/ p2HQ+Biv }2H/b BM i?2 KBtBM; xQM2 Q7 i?2 G6_X 6HK2
R +QM/BiBQMbX
G6_ b22/2/ 7`QK i?2 TBHQi ~K2 M/ +``B2` ;b BMH2i b2T`i2HvX PMHv HBiiH2
`/BH /BbT2`bBQM +M #2 Q#b2`p2/X 6B;m`2 8XRy HBF2rBb2 b?Qrb i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+
;`Qri? Q7 #Qi? i?2 i?2`KH M/ pBb+Qmb #QmM/`v Hv2` HQM; i?2 MQ@bHBT rHHbX
h#H2 8Xd p2`;2 #mHF ~Qr T`QT2`iB2bX HH T`QT2`iB2b 2pHmi2/ i i?2 /B#iB+
~K2 i2KT2`im`2X
S`QT2`iv lMBi 6HK2 R 6HK2 k
6HQr G · b−1 5.07 4.70
o2HQ+Biv K · b−1 1.88 1.74
oBb+QbBiv S · b× 10−5 6.05 5.39
.2MbBiv F; ·K−3 0.20 0.24
_2vMQH/b MmK#2` ě 372 459
8XkXk o2`iB+H aQHB/ 6m2H *QK#mbiQ`
h?Bb b2+iBQM T`2b2Mib i?2 *6. b2i@mT Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ`X Ai rBHH
BM+Hm/2 i?2 MmK2`B+H +QM};m`iBQM- M/ BMH2i M/ #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMbX h?2
T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQM `2bmHib `2 T`2b2Mi2/ HQM; rBi? i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib
BM b2+iBQM 8XeXkX
:2QK2i`v M/ J2b?
h?2 p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` rb KQ/2H2/ BM k. tBbvKK2i`v mbBM;  7mHHv bi`m+@
im`2/ ;`B/ Q7 72 694 +2HHb rBi?  KtBKmK bT2+i `iBQ Q7 9XNe M/ KBMBKmK
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
UV :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2X U#V o2HQ+Biv }2H/X
6B;m`2 8XRy 6mHH T`Q}H2 G6_ i2KT2`im`2 M/ p2HQ+Biv }2H/ HQM; i?2 bvKK2i`v
THM2X 6HK2 R +QM/BiBQMbX
Q`i?Q;QMHBiv Q7 0.79X h?2 7m2H T`QT2`iB2b r2`2 B/2MiB+H iQ i?2 7m2H mb2/ BM
i?2 G6_X PMHv i?2 H`;2 bBx2 7`+iBQM b?QrM BM i#H2 kXRj rb mb2/ 7Q` i?2
#2M+?@b+H2 2tT2`BK2MibX 6B;m`2 8XRk b?Qrb i?2 K2b? `QmM/ i?2 [m`H `2X
JQ/2H *QM};m`iBQM- M/ AMH2i M/ "QmM/`v *QM/BiBQMb
JMv bm#@`QmiBM2b M/ T`K2i2`b r2`2 F2Ti BM HBM2 rBi? i?2 G6_ bBKmH@
iBQMb- BX2X- i?2 .P KQ/2H- }MBi2@`i2f2//v@/BbbBTiBQM r2`2 mb2/ 7Q` i?2 `/B@
iBQM KQ/2HBM; M/ pQHmK2i`B+ `2+iBQMbX h?mb- i?2 i#H2b Q7 bm#@`QmiBM2b M/
T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 +QMiBMmQmb T?b2 `2 B/2MiB+H iQ i#H2b 8X9 M/ 8X8
2t+2Ti i?i i?2 im`#mH2M+2 rb KQ/2H2/ mbBM; i?2 `2HBx#H2 k@ε@KQ/2H M/
i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2 rHHb rb KQ/2H2/ mbBM; b+H#H2 rHH 7mM+iBQM BM Q`/2` iQ
7m`i?2` `2Ht i?2 +2HH +QmMi `2[mB`2K2MibX
h?2 BMH2i M/ #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb `2 bmKK`Bx2/ BM i#H2b 8X3 M/ 8XN
`2bT2+iBp2HvX
 /VNFSJDBM "OBMZTJT 




Jbb ~Qr `i2 F; · b−1 1.759× 10−3
.B`2+iBQM ě 6+2 MQ`KH
hm`#mH2Mi BMi2MbBiv W 5
>v/`mHB+ /BK2i2` KK 4
h2KT2`im`2 E 300
1KBbbBpBiv ě 1
aT2+B2b pQHX WPk BM Lk 21
a2+QM/`v B`
Jbb ~Qr `i2 F; · b−1 4.083× 10−3
.B`2+iBQM ě 6+2 MQ`KH
hm`#mH2Mi BMi2MbBiv W 5
>v/`mHB+ /BK2i2` KK 16
h2KT2`im`2 E 525
1KBbbBpBiv ě 1
aT2+B2b pQHX WPk BM Lk 21
.Bb+`2i2 T?b2
Jbb ~Qr F; · b−1 817× 10−6
o2HQ+Biv K · b−1 30
h2KT2`im`2 F; · b−1 300
LmK#2` Q7 /BK2i2`b ě 30
.B`2+iBQM ě 6+2 MQ`KH
.`; Hr b?T2 7+iQ` ě 0.68
h#H2 8XN M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ`
bBKmHiBQMbX
S`Ki2` lMBi oHm2
S M/ a rHHb
a?2` +QM/BiBQM ě LQ bHBT
h?2`KH +QM/BiBQM ě /B#iB+
1KBbbBpBiv ě 0.85
/Bb+`2i2 T?b2 KQ/2H U.SJV ivT2 ě _2~2+i
Zm`H M/ iQT rHHb
a?2` +QM/BiBQM ě LQ bHBT
h?2`KH +QM/BiBQM ě /B#iB+
1KBbbBpBiv ě 0.85
.SJ ivT2 ě _2~2+i
_2+iQ` rHHb
a?2` +QM/BiBQM ě LQ bHBT
h?2`KH +QM/BiBQM E 1423
1KBbbBpBiv ě 0.85
.SJ ivT2 ě _2~2+i
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
6B;m`2 8XRR ai`2KHBM2b b22/2/ 7`QK U;`vV i?2 TBHQi ~K2 BMH2i U`2/V i?2 bQHB/
7m2H BMH2iX
8Xj J2i?Q/QHQ;v
h?2 Hii2` irQ b2+iBQMb T`2b2Mi2/ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH M/ MmK2`B+H b2i@mT Q7
i?2 G6_ `2+iQ`X h?Bb bim/v rQ`F iQ +QK#BM2 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH /i QM T`@
iB+H2 T`iBH +QMp2`bBQM rBi? i?2 BM7Q`KiBQM QM iBK2 M/ i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v
/2`Bp2/ 7`QK i?2 *6. bBKmHiBQMbX h?Bb rBHH T`QpB/2 i?2 BM7Q`KiBQM M22/2/
iQ }i Mv Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ KQ/2Hb /2b+`B#2/ BM +?Ti2` jX
h?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH #`B2~v QmiHBM2 i?2 2KTHQv2/ H;Q`Bi?K mb2/ iQ /2`Bp2 i?2
FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q` /2pQHiBHBxiBQM i p2`v 7bi ?2iBM; `i2b- +7X i#H2 RXRX
h?2 a6P_ KQ/2H Bb +?Qb2M 7Q` Bib bBKTHB+Biv UBX2X HQr +QKTmiiBQMH +QbibV
M/ i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv 7Q` /B`2+i BKTH2K2MiiBQM iQ KQbi +QKK2`+BH *6. +Q/2b
b /Bb+mbb2/ BM +?Ti2` 9X
.2`BpBM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b #v +QK#BMBM; i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH M/ Mm@
K2`B+H b2i@mTb Bb M Bi2`iBp2 T`Q+2bbX hQ 2pHmi2 i?2 a6P_ 2tT`2bbBQM #Qi?
i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2- iBK2- M/ Kbb ?BbiQ`v `2 `2[mB`2/X HH #2BM; BM@
i2`/2T2M/2Mi QM QM2 MQi?2`X
HH Q7 i?2 rQ`F T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?Bb 2MiB`2 T`i UT`i AAV `2HB2b QM i?2 +QKKQM
bbmKTiBQM i?i i?2 2KTHQv2/ T`iB+H2b `2 HH bKHH 2MQm;? iQ #2 +QMbB/2`2/
BbQi?2`KH- BX2X M2;H2+iBM; HH i`MbTQ`i T?2MQK2M BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2X h?mb-
 .FUIPEPMPHZ 
6B;m`2 8XRk J2b? +HQb2 iQ i?2 [m`H Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ`X





r?2`2 mT- cp- AT- M/ TT `2 i?2 Kbb- bT2+B}+ ?2i- bm`7+2 `2- M/ i2K@
T2`im`2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2X h?2 2ti2`MH ?2i ~mt iQ i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb /2MQi2/ #v
q2tiX h?2 iBK2 /2`Bp2/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 Bb  /B`2+i 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2
Kbb M/ ?2i +T+Biv- r?B+? BM i2`Kb `2 7mM+iBQMb Q7 Tv`QHvbBb +QMp2`bBQM
U7Q` b?`BMFBM; Q` br2HHBM; T`iB+H2b- i?2 bm`7+2 `2- AT- rQmH/ HBF2rBb2 #2 
7mM+iBQM Q7 +QMp2`bBQMVX h?mb +QmTHBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 iQ i?2 T`iB@
+H2 +QMp2`bBQM M/ pB+2 p2`bX h?2 BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 `2Hi2b iQ
i?2 BMi2`+iBQM rBi? i?2 bm``QmM/BM; ~mB/ b i?2 T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iB2b +?M;2-
BX2X +?M;2b BMc KQK2Mi Q7 BM2`iB- ;`pBiiBQMH TmHH- /`; 7Q`+2b- 2i+X
h?Bb rQ`F 2KTHQvb  irQ bi2T H;Q`Bi?K iQ /2`Bp2 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b
bmKK`Bx2/ BM };m`2b 8XRj M/ 8XR9X
h?2 BMBiBHBxiBQM bi2T- +7X };m`2 8XRj- BMi`Q/m+2b BM2`i T`iB+H2b iQ i?2
*6. b2i@mT /2`BpBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 ?BbiQ`vX
*QK#BM2/ rBi? i?2 2tT2`BK2MiHHv Q#iBM2/ T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQMb  b2i Q7 a6P_
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b `2 /2i2`KBM2/ M/ 72/ iQ i?2 Bi2`iBp2 H;Q`Bi?K- +7X };@
m`2 8XR9X
h?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b /2`Bp2/ QM i?2 #bBb Q7 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v Q7
i?2 BM2`i T`iB+H2 bBKmHiBQMb `2 mb2/ b  bi`iBM; TQBMi 7Q` /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
bBKmHiBQMb ++Q`/BM; iQ };m`2 8XR9X 1M#HBM; `2+iBM; T`iB+H2b rBHH BKTHv 
M2r T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v i?i +M #2 mb2/ iQ }i mT/i2/ /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM FBM2iB+bX h?2 +v+H2 Bb `2T2i2/ mMiBH i?2 bBKmHi2/ +QMp2`bBQMb +Q?2`2









































6B;m`2 8XR9 Ai2`iBp2 bi2T Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ }i H;Q`Bi?KX
8X9 _2bmHib
h?Bb b2+iBQM T`2b2Mib i?2 `2bmHib Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2 HKBM` 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr




"2+mb2 i?2 G6_ Bb MQi mMB7Q`K BM M2Bi?2` i2KT2`im`2 Q` p2HQ+Biv }2H/- i?2
T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b rBHH z2+i #Qi? T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v M/ `2bB/2M+2
iBK2 ě #Qi? M22/2/ BM Q`/2` iQ /2`Bp2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+bX 6B;m`2 8XR8
b?Qrb M 2tKTH2 Q7 T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b #m`MBM; rQQ/ 7m2H i ~K2 R M/ k
+QM/BiBQMbX h?2 HKBM` #mHF ~Qr F22Tb i?2 T`iB+H2b BM  M``Qr Ti? i
i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X >Qr2p2`- bQK2 `/BH /BbT2`bBQM /Q2b Q++m`X h?2
T`iB+H2b `2 F2Ti HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 b i?2v ?2i mT M/ Bi Bb MQi mMiBH
i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM BMBiBi2b i?i i?2 `/BH /BbT2`bBQM +M #2 b22M Ui?2 QMb2i
Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Bb BM/B+i2/ b  pQHmK2 `2M/2`BM; Q7 i?2 Kbb 7`+iBQM Q7
pQHiBH2 +QKTQM2Mib BM i?2 ;b T?b2VX
h?Bb `/BH bT`2/ Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b `Bb2b irQ +QM+2`Mb, URV >Qr /Q2b Bi
BM~m2M+2 i?2 T`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2\ UkV >Qr /Q2b Bi BM~m2M+2 i?2 T`iB+H2
i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v\
b bQK2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b `2 `2~2+i2/ rv 7`QK i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 i?2B` 27@
72+iBp2 +Qp2`2/ /BbiM+2 BM+`2b2b i i?2 bK2 iBK2 b i?2 p2HQ+Biv /2+`2b2b-
+7X };m`2 8XN#X h?Bb 2z2+iBp2Hv BM+`2b2b i?2 T`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 2pHmi2/
i /Bb+`2i2 TQBMib K2bm`2/ b tBH /BbiM+2b 7`QK i?2 BMD2+iBQM MQxxH2- BX2X
T`iB+H2 +QHH2+iBQM TQBMibX h?Bb 2z2+i BKTHB2b i?i b T`iB+H2b `2 +QHH2+i2/
2tT2`BK2MiHHv i }t2/ TQBMib BM bT+2 2+? T`iB+H2 rBHH TQi2MiBHHv TQbb2b Bib
QrM i2KT2`im`2 M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 ?BbiQ`vX
hQ `2Hi2 /Bb+`2i2 TQBMib BM bT+2 iQ T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iv ?BbiQ`v  MmK#2` Q7
pB`imH THM2b `2 BMi`Q/m+2/ iQ i?2 *6. bBKmHiBQMbX h?2 THM2 MQ`KH 7QH@
HQrb i?2 ~Qr /B`2+iBQM M/ `2 TH+2/ b BM/B+i2/ #v i?2 H2p2Hb BM };m`2 8XReX
S`iB+H2 T`QT2`iB2b `2 i?2M 2ti`+i2/ i 2+? Q7 i?2b2 THM2b- +Q``2bTQM/@
BM; iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH T`iB+H2 +QHH2+iBQMX 6B;m`2 8XRd BHHmbi`i2b ?Qr i?2
T`iB+H2b Tbb i?2 THM2bX Ai HbQ b?Qrb i?i 2p2M i?Qm;? i?2 i?2`KH #QmM/@
`v Hv2` +QMiBMmQmbHv ;`Qrb b  7mM+iBQM Q7 tBH /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 BMH2i-
i?2 T`iB+H2b biv BM  ?Qi +Q`2 HH i?2 rv iQ i?2 2M/ Q7 i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH
/QKBMX
q?2M +QHH2+iBM; T`iB+H2 BM7Q`KiBQM i /Bb+`2i2 THM2b BM bT+2 i?2 `2@
bmHiBM; /i bmKK`v Bb  /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 ;Bp2M T`QT2`ivX 6B;m`2b 8XR3
M/ 8XRN ;Bp2 M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 `2bmHiBM; /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 i2KT2`im`2 M/
iBK2- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
6B;m`2b 8XR3# M/ 8XRN# b?Qr i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2
/Bbi`B#miBQMb i ~K2 +QM/BiBQM R r?2M 722/BM; BM2`i T`iB+H2b M/ +QKT`2
i?2K iQ i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb r?2M /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Bb HHQr2/ iQ Q++m`X b 2t@
T2+i2/ QMHv bHB;?i +?M;2b +M #2 b22M BM i?2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 /Bbi`B#miBQMbX
>Qr2p2`- r?2M +QKT`BM; i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb  bB;MB}+Mi
BM+`2b2 BM i?2 /Bb+`2i2 /BbT2`bBQM Q++m`bX h?Bb +M #2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 T?2@
MQK2M /Bb+mbb2/ BM b2+iBQM 8XjX
AM ;2M2`H- i?2 bT`2/ BM i2KT2`im`2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb i HQr `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b
Bb MQiB+2#H2- bT`2/BM; +`Qbb b2p2`H ?mM/`2/ F2HpBMX h?Bb +QmH/ BM T`BM@
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
6B;m`2 8XR8 S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b +QHQ`2/ #v T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2X oQHmK2 `2M/2`@
BM; Q7 i?2 Kbb 7`+iBQM Q7 pQHiBH2b BM i?2 ;b T?b2X UV 6HK2 R +QM/BiBQMb U#V ~K2
k +QM/BiBQMbX 6m2H, qQQ/ 106Ĝ125μKX
 3FTVMUT 
6B;m`2 8XRe  b+?2KiB+ BHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 G6_X h?2 H2p2Hb BM/B+i2 i?2 /Bb+`2i2
THM2b i r?B+? BM7Q`KiBQM Q7 bBKmHi2/ T`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2- i2KT2`im`2- M/
+QMp2`bBQM ?b #22M 2pHmi2/ iX HH mMBib BM KKX
+BTH2 BMi`Q/m+2 /B{+mHiB2b r?2M i`vBM; iQ }i M ``?2MBmb `i2 2tT`2bbBQM-
MQiQ`BQmbHv b2MbBiBp2 iQ i?2 i2KT2`im`2bX
p2`;2/ oHm2b Q7 h2KTQ`H .i
p2`;2/ pHm2b Q7 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b `2 +QKTmi2/ 7Q`
2+? /Bb+`2i2 THM2 BM bT+2X h?Bb bBKTHB}2b i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 }iiBM; FBM2iB+ /iX
"2BM; r`2 Q7 i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7  biiBbiB+H 2``Q`- KQ`2 +QKTH2t KQ/2HBM;
+QmH/ +QMbB/2` iQ mb2 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 i2KT2`im`2 M/ T`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2
iBK2 /B`2+iHvX >Qr2p2`- i?Bb Bb 7QmM/ #2 #2vQM/ i?2 b+QT2 Q7 i?Bb T`QD2+iX
6B;m`2 8Xky b?Qrb i?2 `2bmHiBM; T`iB+H2 K2M i2KT2`im`2b b  7mM+iBQM Q7
i?2 p2`;2/ T`iB+H2 K2M `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b- /2`Bp2/ 7`QK i?2 *6. bBKmHiBQMbX
h?2 };m`2 T`2b2Mib #Qi? i?2 i2KT2`im`2 ?2iBM; T`Q}H2 Q7 i?2 BM2`i T`iB+H2-
+7X };m`2 8XRj- M/ i?2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v b /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Bb HHQr2/ iQ
Q++m`- +7X };m`2 8XR9X h?2 /BbiBM+i /Bz2`2M+2 BM i?2 b?T2 Q7 i?2 i2KT2`im`2
T`Q}H2 #2ir22M BM2`i M/ `2+iBM; T`iB+H2b BHHmbi`i2b i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 i?2
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
6B;m`2 8XRd S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b +QHQ`2/ #v T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2X h?2 pB`imH
THM2b BM/B+i2 i?2 bBKmHiBQMb 2ti`+iBQM TQBMib Q7 T`iB+H2 BM7Q`KiBQMX h?2 THM2b
`2 +QHQ`2/ #v ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2X UV 6HK2 R +QM/BiBQMb U#V ~K2 k +QM/BiBQMbX
 3FTVMUT 
UV UG27iV 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM R U`B;?iV




































U#V 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM RX U#Qp2V AM2`i T`iB+H2b U#2@
HQrV .2pQHiBHBxBM; T`iB+H2bX
U+V 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM kX .2pQHiBHBxBM; T`iB+H2bX
6B;m`2 8XR3 S`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` ~K2 +QM/BiBQM R M/ kX 6m2H,
rQQ/ 106Ĝ125μKX 1+? ?BbiQ;`K +Q``2bTQM/b iQ T`iB+H2 BM7Q`KiBQM +QHH2+i2/ i
/Bb+`2i2 THM2b BM bT+2X HH ?BbiQ;`Kb `2 Kbb p2`;2/ M/ /BpB/2 i?2 b2H2+i2/
p`B#H2 bTM BM 8y #BMbX
i2KT2`im`2@+QMp2`bBQM +QmTHBM;X h?2 BM+`2b2 BM i?2 bBx2 Q7 i?2 2``Q` #`b
Bb 2pB/2M+2 Q7 i?2 BM+`2bBM; bT`2/ Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ;`Kb b
b22M BM };m`2b 8XR3 M/ 8XRNX
h?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 }`bi M/ b2+QM/ Bi2`@
iBQM Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+ }i- +7X };m`2 8XR9- `2 +HQb2 iQ B/2MiB+HX h?Bb Bb
+mb2/ #v i?2 +QKT`#H2 iBK2 b+H2b 7Q` T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM M/ ?2i@mTX
8X9Xk _2H2b2 Q7 oQHiBH2 Jii2`
h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt HBbi2/ BM i#H2 8Xk BM+Hm/2b T`iB+H2 2ti`+iBQM i b2p@
2`H }t2/ TQBMib HQM; i?2 +2Mi2` tBb Q7 i?2 G6_X h?2b2 tBH /BbiM+2b ?p2
#22M i`MbHi2/ iQ p2`;2 T`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b mbBM; i?2 *6. bBKmHiBQM
`2bmHib 7Q` 2+? 7m2H M/ ~K2 +QM/BiBQMX
.m2 iQ `2bQm`+2b QMHv i?2 T`2Mi 7m2Hb UmMi`2i2/ rQQ/ M/ KBb+Mi?mbV
?p2 #22M MHvx2/ mbBM; i?2 *@i`+2` K2i?Q/bX h?2`27Q`2- i?2 7QHHQrBM;
/i T`2b2MiiBQM rBHH #2 +``B2/ Qmi #b2/ QM i?2 Kbb #HM+2b Q#iBM2/
7`QK HH 2tT2`BK2MibX
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
UV UG27iV 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM R U`B;?iV

































Particle residence time [ms]
9 mm
[mm]
U#V 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM RX U#Qp2V AM2`i T`iB+H2b U#2@
HQrV .2pQHiBHBxBM; T`iB+H2bX
U+V 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM kX .2pQHiBHBxBM; T`iB+H2bX
6B;m`2 8XRN S`iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` ~K2 +QM/BiBQM R M/ kX 6m2H,
rQQ/ 106Ĝ125μKX 1+? ?BbiQ;`K +Q``2bTQM/b iQ T`iB+H2 BM7Q`KiBQM +QHH2+i2/ i
/Bb+`2i2 THM2b BM bT+2X HH ?BbiQ;`Kb `2 Kbb p2`;2/ M/ /BpB/2 i?2 b2H2+i2/
p`B#H2 bTM BM 8y #BMbX h?2 ?BbiQ;`Kb `2 BM/B+iBQMb Q7 /Bbi`B#miBQMb BM /Bb+`2i2
p`B#H2 BMi2`pHbX h?2 b2KB@+QMiBMmQmb `2T`2b2MiiBQM Bb K/2 7Q` bBKTHB+BivX

























Particle mean residence time [ms]
 Inert
 1st iteration: Reacting
 2nd iteration: Reacting
UV 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM RX

























Particle mean residence time [ms]
 Particle mean temperature
 Temp
 Temp
U#V 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM kX
6B;m`2 8Xky p2`;2/ pHm2b Q7 i?2 +QKTmi2/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2b M/ `2bB/2M+2
iBK2bX 1``Q` #`b BM/B+i2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQMbX 6m2H, qQQ/ 106Ĝ125μKX
 3FTVMUT 
_2T2i#BHBiv
h?2 G6_ 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi BM irQ bBiiBM;b bTMMBM; +`Qbb irQ
v2`bX  `2T2i#BHBiv i2bi rb +``B2/ Qmi QM rQQ/ 7m2H i ~K2 +QM/BiBQM RX
6B;m`2 8XkR T`2b2Mib i?2 `2bmHi Q7 i?2 `2T2i#BHBiv 2tT2`BK2MiX
M Qzb2i +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ 0.05 BM +QMp2`bBQM +M #2 b22M- ?Qr2p2`- iFBM;
i?2 mM+2`iBMiv Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib M/ i?2 7QHHQrBM; Kbb #b2/ +QMp2`bBQM
+H+mHiBQMb BMiQ ++QmMi- i?Bb Bb +QMbB/2`2/ r2HH rBi?BM 2tT2+iiBQMbX

























T = 1667 K
6B;m`2 8XkR _2T2i#BHBiv 2tT2`BK2Mi i ~K2 +QM/BiBQM R #m`MBM; rQQ/ 7m2H
106Ĝ125μKX h?2 H2;2M/b BM/B+i2 i?2 v2` Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiX
AM~m2M+2 Q7 S`iB+H2 aBx2
h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2 ?p2 #22M BMp2biB;i2/ #v +QKT`BM; i?2 +QM@
p2`bBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 irQ bBx2 7`+iBQMb U63Ĝ90μK M/ 106Ĝ125μKV i ~K2 +QM@
/BiBQM R 7Q` HH 7Qm` 7m2HbX h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH b2`B2b ?b #22M /2bB;M2/ QM i?2
bbmKTiBQM Q7 BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2bX h?mb- QMHv bHB;?i /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 +QM@
p2`bBQM T`Q}H2b `2 2tT2+i2/X
6B;m`2 8Xkk T`2b2Mib i?2 +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 HH 7Qm` 7m2HbX b 2tT2+i2/
QMHv bHB;?i /Bz2`2M+2b `2 b22M #2ir22M i?2 irQ bBx2 7`+iBQMbX 6Q` i?2 rQQ/v
7m2Hb- i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2b BM/B+i2 bHB;?iHv bHQr2` `2+iBQM iBK2b BM i?2 p2`v
#2;BMMBM; Q7 i?2 T`Q+2bb- +7X };m`2b 8Xkk M/ 8Xkk+X
AM~m2M+2 Q7 S2F h2KT2`im`2
h?2 i2KT2`im`2 +QM/BiBQMb Q7 i?2 #mHF ;b /B`2+iHv BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 i?2`@
KH /`BpBM; 7Q`+2 QM i?2 HQ+H T`iB+H2 ?2i #HM+2X h?mb- Bi Bb 2tT2+i2/
iQ BM~m2M+2 iQ  MQiB+2#H2 /2;`22- 2bT2+BHHv BM i?2 BMBiBH T?b2 Q7 i?2 /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQMX 6B;m`2 8Xkj b?Qrb i?2 +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 rQQ/v 7m2Hb
/2pQHiBHBxBM; BM ~K2 +QM/BiBQMb R M/ kX
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF














































T = 1667 K
U#V JBb+Mi?mb
















































6B;m`2 8Xkk h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2 Q7 HH 7Qm` 7m2Hb i ~K2 +QM/BiBQM RX
1``Q` #`b BM/B+i2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 KmHiB@/2i2`KBMiBQM `mMbX
 3FTVMUT 





















 T = 1667 K
 T = 1406 K
UV qQQ/





















 T = 1667 K
 T = 1406 K
U#V qQQ/ E*H
6B;m`2 8Xkj h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 T2F i2KT2`im`2 QM rQQ/v 7m2HbX
h?2 /Bz2`2M+2b i HQr `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b `2 bB;MB}+MiHv KQ`2 T`QMQmM+2/
i?M 2X;X i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2X HH T`iB+H2b rBHH- ?Qr2p2`- `2+? ?B;?
/2;`22b Q7 +QMp2`bBQM rBi?BM i?2 }`bi 50KbX
AM~m2M+2 Q7 JBM2`H *QMi2Mi
6B;m`2 8Xk9 T`2b2Mib i?2 +QKT`BbQMb Q7 i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 KBM2`H Kii2`- BX2X
7m2H T`2@i`2iK2MiX h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2 KBM2`H Kii2` QM i?2 }MH /2;`22 Q7
+QMp2`bBQM TT2`b +H2`@+miX  7mHH +?2KB+H MHvbBb Q7 i?2 +?`b r2`2 MQi
TQbbB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr KQmMib Q7 +?` M/ i?2 pBH#H2 `2bQm`+2bX h?mb-
/2i2`KBMBM; r?2i?2` i?2 HQr2` +QMp2`bBQM Bb /m2 iQ M BM+`2b2/ b? 7`+iBQM
Q`  +?` T`QKQiBM; +iHviB+ 2z2+i Q7 i?2 b? T?b2 +M MQi #2 /2i2`KBM2/X
h?2 i2KT2`im`2b `2 r2HH #2vQM/ i?2 bm#HBKiBQM i2KT2`im`2 Q7 2X;X E*H
(R8e- R83- kdj- kd9- kdd- kNk)- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b `2 TQi2MiBHHv
b?Q`i 2MQm;? 7Q` `2H2b2 FBM2iB+b iQ #2 i?2 HBKBiBM; 7+iQ`X
6Q` i?2 rQQ/ #b2/ 7m2Hb- +7X };m`2b 8Xk9 M/ 8Xk9#- i?2 //BiBQM Q7 E*H
`2bmHib BM 7bi2` +QMp2`bBQM BM i?2 #2;BMMBM; Q7 i?2 T`Q+2bb +QKT`2/ iQ i?2
mM@i`2i2/ rQQ/X h?2 QTTQbBi2 2z2+i Bb b22M 7Q` KBb+Mi?mbX
.Bz2`2M+2b BM *QMp2`bBQM *H+mHiBQMb
h?2 +QMp2`bBQM `2bmHib T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2b 8XkR iQ 8Xk9 `2 HH +H+mHi2/ #v
+HQbBM; i?2 ;HQ#H Kbb #HM+2- BX2X +QKT`BM; i?2 +QHH2+i2/ T`iB+H2 Kbb
iQ i?2 BMBiBH Kbb Q7 7m2H 72/ iQ i?2 `2+iQ`X b /Bb+mbb2/ BM b2+iBQM 8XRXR
Kbb HQbb2b BM i?2 bvbi2K M/ i?2 TQi2MiBH pQHiBH2 b? T?b2 +QmH/ #Bb
bm+? +H+mHiBQMbX h?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH +QKT`2 i?2 Kbb #HM+2 K2i?Q/ iQ
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF























UV T = 1405E























U#V T = 1667E























U+V T = 1667E
6B;m`2 8Xk9 h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 KBM2`H +QMi2Mi QM i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX
 3FTVMUT 
i?2 2H2K2MiH i`+2` K2i?Q/X 6B;m`2 8Xk8 b?Qrb i?2 /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Q7
i?2 Kbb M/ +H+BmK #b2/ +QMp2`bBQMX aB;MB}+Mi /Bz2`2M+2b `2 T`2b2Mi-
KQbi T`QMQmM+2/ +HQb2 iQ i?2 BMD2+iBQM MQxxH2X h?2 +H+BmK pQHiBHBiv i HQr
i2KT2`im`2b Bb +QMbB/2`2/ M2;HB;B#H2 M/ i?mb i?2 +H+BmK #b2/ +QMp2`bBQM
+H+mHiBQMb i HQr `2bB/2M+2 iBK2b `2 +QMbB/2`2/ `2HB#H2X "Qi? K2i?Q/b
+QMp2`;2 iQ i?2 TT`QtBKi2 bK2 H2p2H Q7 7mHH +QMp2`bBQMX



















 Wood, flame 1
 Wood, flame 2





6B;m`2 8Xk8 *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 Kbb M/ * #b2/ +QMp2`bBQM K2i?Q/bX
8X9Xj JQ`T?Q;2MB+ .2p2HQTK2Mi /m`BM; Sv`QHvbBb
h?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi BM T`iB+H2 bBx2- b?T2- M/ TT2`M+2 Bb Q7 BMi2`2bi 7Q` #Qi?
 ~mB/ /vMKB+b M/  +?2KB+H `2+iBQMb TQBMi Q7 pB2rX "2+mb2 Q7 i?2 ?B;?
pQHiBH2 7`+iBQM BM #BQKbb2b KQbi Q7 i?2 Kbb H2p2b i?2 T`iB+H2 /m`BM; i?2
Tv`QHvbBbX AM //BiBQM- i?2 b? T?b2 Kv mM/2`;Q bB;MB}+Mi T?b2 i`MbBiBQMb
/m`BM; T`iB+H2 ?2iBM;X PM2 Q7 KMv K2+?MBbKb ?b #22M T`QTQb2/ #v *?2M
2i HX (kNj) M/ bmKK`Bx2/ BM i#H2 8XRyX
h?Bb b2+iBQM T`2b2Mib 2KTB`B+H Q#b2`piBQMb b i?2 T`iB+H2b mM/2`;Q T`@
iBH M/ 7mHH /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX
S`2Mi 6m2Hb
6B;m`2 8Xke b?Qrb a1J BK;2b Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2Hb BM i?2 bBx2 7`+iBQM RyeĜ
125μK /2TB+i2/ QM i?2 bK2 b+H2X h?2 bKTH2b `2 2pB/2MiHv M22/H2 b?T2/
M/ Hi?Qm;? i?2 mTT2` +mi@Qz rb bT2+B}2/ iQ 125μK #v bB2p2 bBx2- i?2
HQM;2bi /BK2MbBQM 2t+22/b Bi #v mT iQ }p2 iBK2bX "Qi? i?2 TBM2 rQQ/ M/
KBb+Mi?mb 7m2H- b r2HH b i?2B` KBM2`H i`2i2/ /2`BpiBp2b- 2t?B#Bi i?2b2
MQiB+2#H2 bT2+i `iBQbX AM ;2M2`H- i?2 T`iB+H2b TT2` r2HH /2}M2/ M/
QMHv i?2 E*H /QT2/ rQQ/ b22Kb bHB;?iHv 7`v2/X KQM; i?2 M22/H2 b?T2/
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
h#H2 8XRy S?b2 +?M;2b Q7 HmKBMQbBHB+i2b i `BbBM; i2KT2`im`2bX .i Q#@
iBM2/ 7`QK (kNj)X
h2KT2`im`2 (E) S?b2 +?M;2
kdjĜddj k aBPk ·HkPj · k>kP UFQHBMBi2V −−→
k aBPk ·HkPj + k>kP UK2iFQHBMBi2V
∼ 1253 k aBPk ·HkPj UK2iFQHBMBi2V −−→
aBHkP9 UbTBM2HV+ aBPk UKQ`T?QmbV
Q` k aBPk ·HkPj UK2iFQHBMBi2V −−→
HkPj Uγ−HmKBMV+ aBPk UKQ`T?QmbV
=Rjdj aBHkP9 UbTBM2HV+ aBPk UKQ`T?QmbV −−→
R
j UjHkPj · k aBPkV UKmHHBi2V+ 9j aBPk UKQ`T?QmbV
=R8dj 9 aBPk UKQ`T?QmbV −−→ 9 aBPk U+`BbiQ#HBi2V
JmHHBi2 `2KBMb bi#H2 i T > 1200 ◦*
=Rddj 9 aBPk U+`BbiQ#HBi2V −−→ 9 aBPk UKQ`T?QmbV
T`iB+H2b- r?B+? #v 7` +QMbiBimi2 i?2 KDQ`Biv Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b-  MmK#2` Q7
HQr2` bT2+i `iBQ T`iB+H2b `2 T`2b2MiX h?Bb Bb i?2 +b2 7Q` HH 7Qm` 7m2Hb #mi
Bb 2tT`2bb2/ #2bi 7`QK };m`2 8Xke#X
S`iBH M/ 6mHH .2pQHiBHBxiBQM
h?2 +?` 7`+iBQMb 2ti`+i2/ 7`QK i?2 G6_ r2`2 2tKBM2/ mbBM; a1JX 6B;@
m`2 8Xkd T`2b2Mib i?2 KQ`T?Q;2MB+ /2p2HQTK2Mi b i?2 T`iB+H2b mM/2`;Q /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQMX h?2 +QMp2`bBQMb `2 Q#iBM2/ 2tT2`BK2MiHHv M/ +H+mHi2/
#b2/ QM i?2 *@#HM+2X *@#b2/ +QMp2`bBQM ?b QMHv #22M +``B2/ Qmi 7Q`
rQQ/ M/ KBb+Mi?mb- i?mb- MQ +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2 Bb ;Bp2M 7Q` i?2 E*H /QT2/
rQQ/X h?2 iBK2 b+H2b /2`Bp2/ 7`QK i?2 *6. bBKmHiBQMbX h?2 KQ`T?QHQ;v
Q7 i?2 H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb Bb /Bb+mbb2/ b2T`i2Hv #2HQrX
*QKKQM 7Q` HH Q7 i?2 7m2Hb Bb  bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2 iQ i?2 b?T2 Q7 i?2
T`iB+H2b b i?2v mM/2`;Q Tv`QHvbBbX b b22M BM };m`2 8Xke- HH Q7 i?2 7m2Hb `2
M22/H2 b?T2/ BM i?2B` pB`;BM bii2X >Qr2p2`- i?2v [mB+FHv bbmK2 +HQb2 iQ
bT?2`B+H b?T2b b i?2 /2;`22 Q7 +QMp2`bBQM TT`Q+?2b R- +7X };m`2 8XkdX h?2
H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb b22Kb iQ `2iBM bQK2 Q7 i?2 bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H
M/ i?mb 2t?B#Bi H2bb i2M/2M+v iQ i`Mb7Q`K- +7X };m`2 8Xk3X h?Bb +QmH/ #2
/m2 iQ i?2 HQr +QMi2Mi Q7 BMQ`;MB+ Ki2`BH Qi?2` i?M bBHB+QMX h?2 #b2M+2
Q7 BMQ`;MB+ 2H2K2Mib T`Q?B#Bib i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 2mi2+iB+ +QKTQmM/b Q7 HQr
K2HiBM; TQBMib- 2X;X BM+Q`TQ`iBQM Q7 * Q` E BM i?2 bBHB+QM T?b2 (R9R- R8e-
Rdd- kN9)X 6B;m`2 8XkN b?Qrb bTQi 2H2K2MiH MHvbBb #v a1J +QmTH2/ rBi?
2M2`;v@/BbT2`bBp2 t@`v bT2+i`Qb+QTv U1.sVX h?2 `2b i?i HQQFb HBF2 i?2v
?p2 i`Mb7Q`K2/ i?`Qm;?  K2Hi2/ T?b2 UbKQQi? bm`7+2V `2 `B+? BM #Qi?
* M/ E- BM //BiBQM iQ i?2 aBX h?2 K2HiBM; TQBMi Q7 i?2 xEkP · y*P·xaBPk
bvbi2K Kv #2 b HQr b 990E (kN8) r?2`2b i?2 K2HiBM; TQBMi Q7 aBPk Bb
 3FTVMUT 
UV qQQ/ U#V JBb+Mi?mb
U+V qQQ/ E*H U/V JBb+Mi?mb H2+?2/
6B;m`2 8Xke a1J Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2HbX HH /2TB+i2/ BK;2b `2 BM i?2 bBx2 7`+iBQM
106Ĝ125μK M/ T`2b2Mi2/ BM bK2 b+H2X
`QmM/ 1900EX h?2 7`v2/ `2b +QMiBMb HKQbi Tm`2 aB UaBPkV M/ i?mb
H2bb T`QM2 iQ i`Mb7Q`K i?`Qm;?  K2Hi2/ bii2X h?Bb Bb i?2 KBM /Bz2`2M+2
#2ir22M i?2 H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb 7m2H M/ HH Q7 i?2 Qi?2` 7m2HbX
h?2 rQQ/ 7m2H Bb- B7 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 KBb+Mi?mb QM M #bQHmi2 #bBb- H2M
BM BMQ`;MB+ +QKTQM2Mib HBF2 E- L- *- 2i+X >Qr2p2`- i?2 rQQ/ T`iB+H2b
b22K `2iBM i?2B` bi`m+im`H b?T2 H2bb r2HH i?M i?2 H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX M
BM/B+iBQM b iQ r?v Bb T`2b2Mi BM i?2 mHiBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2Hb- +7X
i#H2b kXd M/ kXRyX Hi?Qm;? HQr BM i?2 #bQHmi2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 +QKTQM2Mib
i?i rBHH HQr2` i?2 b? K2HiBM; TQBMi- i?2 EfaB@`iBQ Q7 i?2 rQQ/ Bb =kX9
+QKT`2/ iQ i?2 H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb rBi?  EfaB@`iBQ Q7 yXR8X h?2 i`2M/
`2KBMb i?2 bK2 B7 iFBM; Qi?2` 2mi2+iB+ 7Q`KBM; +QKTQM2Mib BMiQ ++QmMiX
h?mb i?2 bi`m+im`2 `2iBMBM; aB Bb 7` BM #mM/M+2 BM i?2 bKTH2 Q7 H2+?2/
KBb+Mi?mb M/ i?mb i?2 7m2H Bb KQ`2 T`QM2 iQ `2iBM2/ Bib bi`m+im`H BMi2;`Biv
































































































































6B;m`2 8Xkd JQ`T?Q;2MB+ /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 7m2Hb b i?2v mM/2`;Q /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM BM i?2 G6_X _2bB/2M+2 iBK2b `2 Q#iBM2/ 7`QK p2`;2/ pHm2b Q7 i?2 *6.
bBKmHiBQMbX
 ,JOFUJD .PEFMJOH 
/m`BM; i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM- +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 rQQ/ 7m2HX .QTBM; i?2 rQQ/
rBi? E*H 7m`i?2` BM+`2b2b i?2 EfaB `iBQ- i?mb TQi2MiBHHv 2tTHBMBM; i?2
2`HB2` M/ KQ`2 b2p2`2 T?b2 b?B7ib Q#b2`p2/ M/ T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 8XkdX
6B;m`2 8Xk3 a1J BK;2 Q7 7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX
CaO
K2O SiO270 m
6B;m`2 8XkN a1J@1.s MHvbBb Q7 7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mb BK;2 Q7
7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX h?2 K2HiBM; TQBMi Q7 i?2 tEkP · v*P · zaBPk
bvbi2K Kv #2 b HQr b 990E (kN8)X
h?2 7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ +?` bKTH2b- +7X };m`2 8Xjy- `2 /QKBMi2/ #v
bT?2`B+H T`iB+H2b rBi? H`;2 +2Mi`H +pBiB2bX
8X8 EBM2iB+ JQ/2HBM;
h?2 H;Q`Bi?K bmKK`Bx2/ BM };m`2b 8XRj M/ 8XR9 Bb mb2/ iQ ;2M2`i2  b2i
Q7 a6P_ FBM2iB+b /2b+`B#BM; i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 i?2 7Qm` 7m2HbX h?Bb b2+iBQM
rBHH mb2 i?2 rQQ/ 7m2H b  +b2 bim/v M/ bmKK`Bx2 i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`
7Q` HH 7m2Hb BM i?2 M2ti b2+iBQMX
h?2 #2bi }i 7Q` #Qi? ~K2 +QM/BiBQM R M/ k Bb Q#iBM2/ mbBM; a6P_ FBM2i@
B+b (kNe) rBi?  T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` M/ M +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v Q7 18 939 b−1
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
UV qQQ/ U#V JBb+Mi?mb
U+V qQQ/ E*H U/V JBb+Mi?mb H2+?2/
6B;m`2 8Xjy a1J BK;2b Q7 7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ T`iB+H2bX
M/ 21 305 C ·KQH−1- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 pQHiBH2 vB2H/ rb 7QmM/ iQ #2 92 M/
94riX W U/`vV i ~K2 +QM/BiBQMb R M/ k- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
6B;m`2 8XjR b?Qrb i?2 }i #2ir22M 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib M/ i?2 *6. bBK@
mHiBQM `2bmHibX h?2 7bi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Bb +Tim`2/ r2HH #v i?2 bBKmHiBQMbX
>Qr2p2`- }iiBM;  bBM;H2 b2i Q7 a6P_ FBM2iB+b iQ KmHiBTH2 i2KT2`im`2 +QM/B@
iBQMb- M/ i?2`2#v KmHiBTH2 ?2iBM; `i2b- rBHH M2p2` vB2H/  T2`72+i }i iQ HH Q7
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib i i?2 bK2 iBK2X h?Bb +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 bBimiBQM
Q7 i?2 h: b /Bb+mbb2/ BM b2+iBQM 9XkX
.m`BM; i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib- i?2 /2pQHiBHBxBM; T`iB+H2b r2`2 bm``QmM/2/ #v 
`2/ ;HQr 7`QK #m`MBM; pQHiBH2bX h?Bb Bb i?2 KBM 2KTB`B+H BM/B+iBQM Q7 i?2
QM;QBM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM M/ +M #2 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 bBKmHi2/ Kbb HQbb Q7
i?2 T`iB+H2bX 6B;m`2 8Xjk b?Qrb  ;QQ/ ;`22K2Mi #2ir22M i?2 QMb2i Q7 i?2
bBKmHi2/ T`iB+H2 Kbb HQbb- +7X };m`2 8Xjk- M/ i?2 Q#b2`p2/ TT2`M+2 Q7
i?2 `2/ ;HQrBM; #m`MBM; pQHiBH2b- +7X };m`2 8Xjk#X
 ,JOFUJD .PEFMJOH 





















UV 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM RX





















U#V 6HK2 +QM/BiBQM kX
6B;m`2 8XjR *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 K2bm`2K2Mib M/ *6. bBKmHiBQMbX h?2
2``Q`#`b, biM/`/ /2pBiBQM BM/B+iBM; i?2 bT`2/ Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/
`2bB/2M+2 iBK2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2 *6. bBKmHiBQMbX
UV aBKmHiBQMX U#V 1tT2`BK2MiX U+V *QK#BM2/X
6B;m`2 8Xjk  +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 bBKmHi2/ T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM M/ i?2 Q#@
b2`p2/ `2+iBM; T`iB+H2bX *QHQ` b+H2, S`iB+H2 Kbb- `2/, AMBiBH Kbb- #Hm2, 6mHHv
/2pQHiBHBx2/X
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
8Xe .Bb+mbbBQM
h?Bb b2+iBQM BM+Hm/2b  MmK#2` Q7 +QKT`BbQMb Q7 FBM2iB+ 2tT`2bbBQMbX HH
+QKT`BbQM rBHH #2 #b2/ QM i?2 mMi`2i2/ rQQ/ 7m2HX
8XeXR GBi2`im`2 *QKT`BbQM
6B;m`2 8Xjj +QKT`2b i?2 +QMp2`bBQM +m`p2b b 7mM+iBQM Q7 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2
7Q` i?2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2 h: 2tT2`BK2Mib M/ i?2 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 G6_
T`2/B+iBQMbX h?2 i2M/2M+v Q7 b?B7iBM; i?2 +QMp2`bBQM +m`p2 iQ i?2 `B;?i b
i?2 ?2iBM; `i2 BM+`2b2b Bb TT`2MiX h?Bb Q7 +Qm`b2 BM~m2M+2b i?2 bKHH
BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2b- #mi #2+QK2b 2p2M KQ`2 BKTQ`iMi r?2M KQ/2HBM; H`;2`
MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2b b i?2v TQi2MiBHHv 2tT2`B2M+2b H`;2 p`BiBQMb BM
#Qi? i2KT2`im`2 M/ ?2iBM; `i2 b +QMp2`bBQM T`Q;`2bb2bX



















 STA 2 K/min
 STA 40 K/min
 LFR 1667 K
 LFR 1405 K
6B;m`2 8Xjj *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M HQr ?2iBM; `i2 h: M/ ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2
G6_ 2tT2`BK2MibX
q?2M /2`BpBM; ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b- i?`22 H2p2Hb Q7
bbmKTiBQMb `2 Q7i2M K2i BM i?2 HBi2`im`2,
Ç h?2 T`iB+H2b bbmK2 i?2 MQKBMH i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 `2+iQ` b2i@mTX
Ç h?2 T`iB+H2b 7QHHQr i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2X
Ç h?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v ?b #22M +H+mHi2/ QM i?2 #bBb Q7 
bBKTH2 ?2i #HM+2 rBi? biiB+ #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMbX
6B;m`2b 8Xj9 M/ 8Xj8 +QKT`2 FBM2iB+ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM /i +`Qbb b2H2+i2/
HBi2`im`2 bim/B2bX h?2 +QKT`BbQM ?b #22M K/2 #b2/ QM i?2 i2KT2`im`2
?BbiQ`v T`2/B+iBQMb 7`QK i?2 +m``2Mi rQ`FX Ai +QKT`2b i?2 +m``2Mi `2bmHib iQ
i?2 rQ`F Q7 aBKQM2 2i HX (ke9) r?Q HBF2rBb2 #b2/ i?2B` FBM2iB+ /2`BpiBQM QM
 %JTDVTTJPO 
*6. ;2M2`i2/ i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`B2b- i?2 rQ`F Q7 "QMpB+BMB 2i HX (3N) r?Q
2pHmii2/ i?2 ;HQ#H FBM2iB+b i i?2 MQKBMH i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`- M/
i?2 bHQr ?2iBM; `i2 h: +HbbB+ TT`Q+?X
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6B;m`2 8Xj9 *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 +m`@
`2Mi rQ`F iQ HBi2`im`2 /i QM /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b Q#iBM2/ mbBM; /B7@
72`2Mi H2p2Hb Q7 bbmKTiBQMbX







(b) Simone et al. 2009
(c) IFRF 2013














6B;m`2 8Xj8 *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 `2bmHib
Q7 UV i?2 +m``2Mi rQ`F (keN)- U#V aBKQM2
2i HX (ke9)- U+V "QMpB+BMB 2i HX (3N)- M/
U/V h:- +m``2Mi rQ`FX
aBKQM2 2i HX (ke9) /2i2`KBM2/  b2i Q7 a6P_ FBM2iB+b 7Q` i?2 /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM Q7 ++Q b?2HHb mbBM;  H#Q`iQ`v b+H2 /`QT im#2 7m`M+2X h?2 2tT2`@
BK2Mib r2`2 bbBbi2/ #v *6. ;2M2`i2/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`B2b- ?Qr@
2p2`- i `2HiBp2Hv HQr MQKBMH i2KT2`im`2b U673Ĝ1073EV M/ rBi? #`Q/
bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb U90Ĝ150μKVX h?2 +QMp2`bBQMb r2`2 #b2/ QM i?2 b? i`+2`
K2i?Q/- DmbiB}2/ #v i?2 HQr MQKBMH i2KT2`im`2b- i?mb H2/BM; iQ BM+`2b2/
HBF2HB?QQ/ Q7  MQM@pQHiBH2 b? T?b2X aBKQM2 2i HX (ke9) +QM+Hm/2/ i?i
 bBM;H2 b2i Q7 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b bi`m;;H2/ iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
T`Q+2bb iQ  biBb7vBM; /2;`22 r?2M bTMMBM; H`;2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHbX AM@
bi2/ i?2v 2KTHQv2/  irQ@xQM2 bvbi2K TTHvBM; /Bz2`2Mi FBM2iB+b 7Q` HQr M/
?B;? i2KT2`im`2b `2bT2+iBp2Hv- rBi? i?2 b?B7i BM FBM2iB+ `2;BK2 iFBM; TH+2
#2ir22M 873 M/ 973EX
h?2 KQbi +QKKQM TT`Q+? iQ i?2 /2i2`KBMiBQM Q7 FBM2iB+b mbBM; ?B;?
?2iBM; `i2 b2i@mTb ?b `2+2MiHv #22M TTHB2/ #v "QMpB+BMB 2i HX (3N) bim/v@
BM; i?2 Tv`QHvbBb Q7  `M;2 Q7 #BQKbb2b- BM+Hm/BM;  bQ7irQQ/- T`2bmK#Hv
+QKT`#H2 iQ i?2 7m2H mb2/ BM i?Bb bim/v U#b2/ QM b? M/ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2
pQHiBH2 7`+iBQMb M/ i?2 mHiBKi2 MHvbBbVX AM i?2 bim/v Bi rb bbmK2/ i?i
i?2 T`iB+H2b 7QHHQr i?2 MQKBMH i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X h?2 K2i?Q/ Bb
2tT2+i2/ iQ `2bmHi BM M `iB}+BHHv bHQr b2i Q7 FBM2iB+b iQ +QKT2Mbi2 7Q` i?2
bbmK2/ BMbiMi ?2i mT Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2bX h?2 2z2+i Bb BM ;`22K2Mi rBi? i?2
+QKT`BbQM BM };m`2 8Xj9X
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
Hi?Qm;? i?2 +QM/BiBQMb `2 bB;MB}+MiHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK bmbT2MbBQM }`BM;
+QM/BiBQMb- HQr ?2iBM; `i2 i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ K2i?Q/b Q7 #BQKbb 7m2Hb `2
Q7i2M mb2/ M/ i?mb +QKTBH2 i?2 KQbi +QKT`2?2MbBp2 BM7Q`KiBQM #b2 QM 7m2H
Tv`QHvbBb +?`+i2`BbiB+b +`Qbb 7m2Hb M/ `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMbX >Qr2p2`- MQ
+QMb2Mbmb QM ?Qr iQ BMi2`T`2i i?2b2 `2bmHib 7Q` TTHB+iBQM iQ ?B;? ?2iBM;
`i2 T`Q+2bb2b b22Kb iQ 2tBbiX
Ai Bb MQiB+2#H2 ?Qr i?2 FBM2iB+b- 7Q` i?2 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 bim/B2b- #2+QK2
;`/mHHv bHQr2` b i?2 bbmKTiBQMb BM+`2b2 BM +Q`b2M2bb- };m`2 8Xj9X h?Bb Bb
`2bQM#H2 B7 +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 TT`QtBKiBQM Q7 "QMpB+BMB 2i HX (3N) 2pHmiBM;
i?2 ;HQ#H FBM2iB+b i i?2 MQKBMH i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X "2+mb2 i?2
?2i mT Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b ?b #22M M2;H2+i2/- i?2 /2i2`KBM2/ FBM2iB+b `2 bHQr2`
M/ i?2`2#v ++QmMi 7Q` i?2 T`iB+H2 ?2iBM; UM/ KBtBM;V BM i?2 Q`B;BMH
2tT2`BK2MibX
AM HBM2 rBi? HBi2`im`2 `2TQ`ib i?2 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM;
h: /2`Bp2/ FBM2iB+b 7Q` i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H Bb bB;MB}+MiHv ?B;?2` i?M i?2 }ii2/
/i 7`QK i?2 ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2MibX h?Bb `2bmHib BM  +QMbB/2`#Hv
bHQr2` Q++m``2M+2 Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb `2+iBQM r?2M TTHB2/ iQ i?2 ?B;? ?2iBM;
`i2 i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v- };m`2 8Xj9X h?Bb 2KT?bBx2b i?2 M22/ 7Q` ?B;? i2K@
T2`im`2 /i B7 `2HB#H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b `2 iQ #2 mb2/ 7Q` TmHp2`Bb2/
7m2H }`2/ #QBH2`bX
8XeXk "2M+?@a+H2 1pHmiBQM
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b /2`Bp2/ BM i?2 T`2+2/BM; b2+iBQM Bb TTHB2/ iQ
*6. KQ/2HBM; Q7 i?2 15 Fq #2M+? b+H2 `2+iQ`X qBi?  bQHB/ 7m2H 722/ `i2
Q7 2.9 F; · ?−1 Bi HHQrb 7Q` i?2 2pHmiBQM Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb i ?B;?2`
T`iB+H2 #mHF /2MbBiB2bX
_2+iQ` *?`+i2`BxiBQM
6B;m`2b 8Xje M/ 8Xjd ;Bp2 M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 T`BK`v T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 `2+@
iQ`X h?2 mM@brB`H2/ T`BK`v B` M/ b2+QM/`v B` `2bmHi BM  D2i HBF2 ~K2
bi`m+im`2X h?2 7bi FBM2iB+b `2bmHib BM  b?Q`i #mi BMi2Mb2 `2+iBQM xQM2X h?2
`2+iBM; T`iB+H2b `2 bi#BHBx2/ HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`tBb #v i?2 H`;2 iQ`QB/H `2@
+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X HH `2+iBQMb `2 iFBM; TH+2 BM i?2 }`bi ?H7 Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X
_2bmHib
6B;m`2b 8Xj3 iQ 8X9y bmKK`Bx2 i?2 +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M K2bm`2K2Mib HQM;
i?2 +2Mi2` tBb Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` M/ i?2 KQ/2H bBKmHiBQMbX
E2v T`K2i2`b, :b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2- Pk- *P- M/ *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb `2
mb2/ iQ +?`+i2`Bx2 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb- /i r?B+? Bb pBH#H2 7`QK #Qi?
bBKmHiBQMb M/ K2bm`2K2MibX 6m`i?2` KQ`2 i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
FBM2iB+b Bb bim/B2/ #v +QKT`BM; i?2 bBKmHiBQM `2bmHib iQ +H+mHiBQMb mb@
BM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b Q#iBM2/ #v Hi2`MiBp2 K2i?Q/bc mbBM; i?2 h:
 %JTDVTTJPO 
6B;m`2 8Xje *2Mi`H +QMiQm` THQib Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ`X UV h2KT2`@
im`2- U#V Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQM- U+V *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQM- U/V Qp2`HH bi`2KHBM2bX
FBM2iB+b /2`Bp2/ 7`QK b2+iBQM 9Xk M/ b2H2+i2/ HBi2`im`2 /i (3N)X h?2 HBi2`@
im`2 /i ?b #22M b2H2+i2/ #b2/ QM i?2 K2i?Q/ mb2/ iQ /2`Bp2 i?2 FBM2iB+
T`K2i2`bX "QMpB+BMB 2i HX (3N) mb2 i?2 +QKKQM bbmKTiBQM i?i i?2 T`iB@
+H2b bbmK2 i?2 `2+iQ` i2KT2`im`2X h?Bb `2bmHib BM bHQr2` FBM2iB+b b Bi rBHH
+QKT2Mbi2 7Q` i?2 T`iB+H2 ?2i mTX
h?2 D2i HBF2 ~K2 T2M2i`i2b TT`QtBKi2Hv ?H7  K2i2` U`QmM/ bK@
THBM; TQ`i SRV #27Q`2 i?2 T`iB+H2b `2+? i?2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM i2KT2`im`2X
6B;m`2 8Xj3 /2b+`B#2b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 H2p2H r2HHX >Qr2p2`- i?2 ;b T?b2
i2KT2`im`2 ?b H`2/v `2+?2/ TQbi +QK#mbiBQM i2KT2`im`2b i i?2 }`bi
K2bm`2K2Mi TQ`iX h?mb KFBM; Bi /B{+mHi- bQH2Hv #b2/ QM i?2 ;b T?b2
i2KT2`im`2 `2bmHib- iQ 2pHmi2 r?2i?2` i?2 *6. +H+mHiBQMb `2 BM 7+i +@
T#H2 Q7 T`2/B+iBM; i?2 +Q``2+i QMb2i Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX h?2 ;b T?b2
i2KT2`im`2 T2F T`2/B+i2/ #v i?2 *6. bBKmHiBQM +Q``2bTQM/ r2HH iQ T`2pB@
Qmb 2tT2`BK2Mib BM i?2 p2`iB+H +QK#mbiBQM (kNd)X
*QKT`BM; i?2 Pk M/ *Pk K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2 *6. T`2/B+iBQMb vB2H/
 #2ii2` BMbB;?i iQ i?2 QMb2i Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX 6B;m`2 8XjN BM/B+i2
QM;QBM; `2+iBQMb i K2bm`2K2Mi TQ`i SRX h?2 *6. T`2/B+iBQMb +Q``2bTQM/
r2HH iQ i?2 Q#b2`p2/ Pk M/ *Pk H2p2HbX *QKT`BM; Bi iQ i?2 bHQr2` FBM2iB+b
/2`Bp2/ 7`QK i?2 h: Q` i?2 HBi2`im`2 /i b?Qrb  bB;MB}+Mi /2Hv BM i?2
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
6B;m`2 8Xjd UV S`iB+H2 i`+Fb `2bB/2M+2 iBK2- U#V T`iB+H2 i`+Fb i2KT2`im`2S`@
iB+H2 i`+Fb- M/ U+V bi`2KHBM2b Q7 i?2 15 Fq p2`iB+H +QK#mbiQ` U`2/V T`BK`v B`-








 Temp CFD IFRF
 Temp CFD TGA


























P1 P2 P3 P4
Literature data
Current study
6B;m`2 8Xj3 *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M *6. `2bmHib M/ ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2@
K2MibX U#Qp2V *m``2Mi bim/v M/ U#2HQrV +QKT`BbQM iQ h: /i M/ "QMpB+BMB
2i HX (3N)X h?2 BM/B+iBQMb Si `272`b iQ i?2 TQ`ib b /2}M2/ BM };m`2 8X9RX
 %JTDVTTJPO 
+QMbmKTiBQM M/ T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 Pk M/ *Pk- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?2 TT2`M+2 Q7 *P Bb Q7i2M mb2/ b M BM/B+iBQM Q7 B;MBiBQM BM ;b@
T?b2 FBM2iB+ bim/B2bX h?2 /Bb;`22K2Mi #2ir22M i?2 *6. T`2/B+iBQMb M/ i?2
K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 *P `2 #2HB2p2/ iQ bi2K 7`QK i?2 bBKTHB}2/ irQ@bi2T pQHiBH2
QtB/iBQM K2+?MBbKX h?2 TT2`M+2 Q7 i?2 *P T2F BM i?2 tBH /B`2+iBQM





































































P1 P2 P3 P4
6B;m`2 8XjN *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M *6. `2bmHib M/ ;b T?b2 K2bm`2K2MibX
U#Qp2V *m``2Mi bim/v M/ U#2HQrV +QKT`BbQM iQ h: /i M/ "QMpB+BMB 2i HX
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6B;m`2 8X9y *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M *6. `2bmHib M/ ;b T?b2 K2bm`2K2MibX
U#Qp2V *m``2Mi bim/v M/ U#2HQrV +QKT`BbQM iQ h: /i M/ "QMpB+BMB 2i HX
(3N)X h?2 BM/B+iBQMb Si `272`b iQ i?2 TQ`ib b /2}M2/ BM };m`2 8X9RX
AM ;2M2`H-  bHB;?i /2Hv BM B;MBiBQM Bb BM/B+i2/ 7`QK #Qi? i?2 ;b T?b2
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
i2KT2`im`2 U};m`2 8Xj3V- M/ i?2 Pk M/ *Pk T`2/B+iBQMb U};m`2 8XjNVX >Qr@
2p2`- H`;2 ;`/B2Mib Q++m` BM #Qi? i?2 tBH M/ `/BH /B`2+iBQM- b BM/B+i2/
#v i?2 +QMiQm` THQib BM };m`2 8XjeX am+? ;`/B2Mi KF2 TQBMi@iQ@TQBMi +QK@
T`BbQM #2ir22M +QKTmiiBQMH T`2/B+iBQMb M/ 2tT2`BK2MiH K2bm`2K2Mib
MQiQ`BQmbHv /B{+mHi b bKHH /2pBiBQMb 7`QK 2Bi?2` K2i?Q/ Kv H2/ iQ 
bHB;?i Qzb2i M/ i?mb  H`;2 #bQHmi2 /Bz2`2M+2X h?2 bBKmHiBQMb Bb BM?2`2MiHv
BM~m2M+2/ #v bbmKTiBQMb bm+? b mMB7Q`KHv b?T2/ T`iB+H2b- BM~m2M+BM; i?2
KmHiBT?b2 2`Q/vMKB+b- i?2 bBKTHB}2/ +?2KBbi`v- BM~m2M+BM; i?2 +?2KB+H
bQm`+2 i2`K /Bbi`B#miBQM- 2i+X h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH K2i?Q/b `2 BM~m2M+2/ #v
T`+iB+H Bbbm2b HBF2 r2` M/ i2` QM i?2 2[mBTK2Mi- BMi`Q/m+BM; bvKK2@
i`B2b- H`;2 iQH2`M+2b QM i?2 ~Qr +QMi`QH- MQi B/2HHv +QMiBMmQmb 7m2H 722/-
2i+X
h?2 +?` M/ b? bKTH2b +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 `2+iQ` ?b #22M MHvx2/
#v a1J M/  +?`QMQHQ;B+H Qp2`pB2r Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 8X9RX h?2 bK@
TH2b r2`2 +QHH2+i2/ HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 M/ b?Qrb  +H2` /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2
T`iB+H2 KQ`T?QHQ;v Km+? BM HBM2 rBi? i?2 }M/BM;b Q7 i?2 G6_ bim/vX
8Xd amKK`v
AM i?Bb +?Ti2`  K2i?Q/ ?b #22M /2p2HQT2/ M/ TTHB2/ 7Q` +?`+i2`BxBM;
i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Q7 7Qm` 7m2Hb i ?2iBM; `i2b UO104Ĝ105E ·EV M/
T2F i2KT2`im`2b U1405Ĝ1667EV `2H2pMi iQ S6 bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ +QK#mbiBQMX
.2iBH2/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 ?BbiQ`B2b ?p2 #22M +H@
+mHi2/ mbBM; *6. bBKmHiBQM Q7 i?2 bT2+B}+ b2i@mTX h?2 bBKmHiBQMb `2 +Qm@
TH2/ iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib #v Bi2`iBp2Hv mT/iBM; i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
FBM2iB+bX
h#H2 8XRR bmKK`Bx2b i?2 }MH a6P_ FBM2iB+b Q7 HH i2bi2/ 7m2HbX h?2
`2bmHiBM; FBM2iB+b `2 7QmM/ iQ #2 bB;MB}+MiHv 7bi2` i?M i?Qb2 T`2pBQmbHv
`2TQ`i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2 7bi FBM2iB+b ?b #22M 2pH@
mi2/ BM  15 Fq p2`iB+H 7m`M+2 i ?B;?2` 7m2H HQ/bX h?2 bHQr2` FBM2iB+b
7QmM/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 `2bmHib BM  bB;MB}+Mi B;MBiBQM /2Hv- +QKT`2/ iQ i?2
2tT2`BK2MiH #2M+?@b+H2 /iX AKTH2K2MiBM; i?2 7bi FBM2iB+b- /2`Bp2/ BM i?2
T`2b2Mi rQ`F- vB2H/ ;QQ/ ;`22K2Mi #2ir22M bBKmHiBQMb M/ 2tT2`BK2MiH
K2bm`2K2MibX
h#H2 8XRR  bmKK`v Q7 i?2 /2`Bp2/ a6P_ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+bX
A E
×103b−1 C ·KQH−1
qQQ/ 18.9 21 305
JBb+Mi?mb 20.5 17 891
qQQ/ E*H 14.8 14 350
JBb+Mi?mb H2+?2/ 13.7 13 511
 4VNNBSZ 
6B;m`2 8X9R a1J BK;2b Q7 +?` M/ b? bKTH2b +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 15 Fq `2+iQ`X
  1ZSPMZTJT BU )JHI )FBUJOH 3BUF
b rBHH #2 /Bb+mbb2/ BM T`i AAA i?2 2tBbi2M+2 Q7 i?2`KHHv i?BM T`iB+H2
7Q` +QM/BiBQMb `2H2pMi iQ bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ +QM/BiBQM +M #2 [m2biBQM2/X >Qr@





ǳ KM r?Q /`2b iQ rbi2 QM2 ?Qm` Q7 iBK2




*OUSPEVDUJPO BOE &YJTUJOH -JUFSBUVSF
S`i AA /2b+`B#2/ i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 T`iB+H2b bKHH 2MQm;? 7Q` i?2 BMi2`MH
?2i ;`/B2Mi iQ #2 BMbB;MB}+Mi M/ i?2 +QMp2`bBQM +QMi`QHH2/ #v +?2KB+H FB@
M2iB+bX h?Bb T`i rBHH +?`+i2`Bx2 M/ Ki?2KiB+HHv /2b+`B#2 i?2 #2?pBQ`
Q7 H`;2` M/ i`MbTQ`i HBKBi2/ T`iB+H2b b i?2v mM/2`;Q i?2`KH /2+QKTQ@
bBiBQMc bi`iBM; rBi? i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 BMi`T`iB+H2 i`MbTQ`i T?2MQK2M
M/ 2tBbiBM; HBi2`im`2X h?2 T`i rBHH #2 +QM+Hm/2/ rBi?  bim/v BKBM; iQ
bBKTHB7v i?2 Ki?2KiB+H /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 i?2 KmHiB@/BK2MbBQMH T?2MQK2MQM
Q7 i?2`KHHv i?B+F T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQMX M BbQi?2`KH TT`Q+? ?b #22M /2@
p2HQT2/- KFBM; ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ +H+mHiBQMb `2/BHv BKTH2K2Mi#H2
iQ +QKK2`+BH *6. bQHp2`b rBi? KBMBKH +QKTmiiBQMH `2[mB`2K2Mib- i?mb
`2/m+BM; i?2 im`M@Qp2` iBK2 Q7 +QKTH2t `2+iBM; KmHiBT?b2 ~Qr +H+mHiBQMbX
eXR AMi`Q/m+iBQM
q?2M  T`iB+H2 Bb 2tTQb2/ iQ Tv`QHvbBb Q` +QK#mbiBQM +QM/BiBQMb Bi rBHH mM@
/2`;Q  b2`B2b Q7 T`Q+2bb2b +QKKQMHv /2b+`B#2/ b ?2iBM;- /`vBM;- /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM- M/ +?` #m`M@QmiX h?2 ?2i@mT Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H`;2Hv /2}M2b i?2 B;MBiBQM
/2Hv (9N)X S`iB+H2 /`vBM; Bb M 2M/Qi?2`KB+ T`Q+2bb i?i ?b #22M b?QrM iQ
+mb2  K2bm`#H2 i2KT2`im`2 THi2m `QmM/ 373E (kN3- kNN)- i?mb +QM@
bmKBM; KQbi Q7 i?2 2M2`;v i`MbTQ`i2/ iQ i?2 HQ+H TQBMi i i?2 2/;2 Q7 i?2
?2i 7`QMiX h?2 i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7 i?2 Q`;MB+ bi`m+im`2 iF2b TH+2 i
?B;?2` i2KT2`im`2b- M/ i?2 +?` #m`M@Qmi Bb Q7i2M HBKBi2/ #v i?2 ;b +QK@
TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 bm``QmM/BM; ;b Q` ?BM/2`2/ #v  +QMp2+iBp2 Kbb ~mt H2pBM;
i?2 T`iB+H2 b  `2bmHi Q7 BM+`2bBM; i2KT2`im`2 M/ i?2 T?b2 i`MbBiBQM
Q`B;BMiBM; 7`QK i?2 /`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb2bX >2M+2- i?2 T`Q@
+2bb2b Q7 /`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM +M #2 bbmK2/ iQ iF2 TH+2 BM b2`B2b 7Q`
i?2`KHHv i?BM T`iB+H2b- +7X };m`2 eXRX >Qr2p2`- 7Q` i?2`KHHv i?B+F T`iB+H2b
HH bi;2b +M BM T`BM+BTH2 +Q@2tBbi /m2 iQ i?2 bTM Q7 i2KT2`im`2b BMbB/2 i?2
T`iB+H2- +7X };m`2 eXR#X
eXRXR "bB+ J2+?MBbKb Q7 6m2H Sv`QHvbBb
q?2M  i?2`KHHv i?B+F T`iB+H2 Bb 2tTQb2/ iQ M 2ti2`MH ?2i ~mt i Tv`QHvbBb
+QM/BiBQMb  MmK#2` Q7 BMi2`/2T2M/2Mi T`Q+2bb2b iF2 TH+2X h?2 +QKTH2tBiv
Bb QmiHBM2/ BM };m`2 eXk- bF2i+?BM; Qmi i?2 Kbb i`MbTQ`i- ?2i i`MbTQ`i-





UV a2[m2MiBH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7  i?2`KHHv i?BM T`iB+H2X
Char
U#V S`HH2H /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7  i?2`KHHv i?B+F T`iB+H2X
6B;m`2 eXR S`BM+BTH2/ /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7  i?2`KHHv i?BM M/
i?B+F T`iB+H2X *?` #m`M@Qmi Bb MQi +QMbB/2`2/ BM i?Bb bF2i+?X
M/ `2+iBQMb b i?2v iF2 TH+2 BM i?2 /Bz2`2Mi +Q@2tBbiBM; xQM2b BMbB/2 i?2
T`iB+H2X
h?2 2ti2`MH ?2i ~mt rBHH BM/m+2  ?2i 7`QMi T`QT;iBM; 7`QK i?2 bm`@
7+2 iQr`/b i?2 +2Mi2`X h?2 i2KT2`im`2 i `/BH /BbiM+2 r rBHH +QMiBMm2 iQ
BM+`2b2 iQ `QmM/ 373E r?2`2 Bi rBHH bi;Mi2 mMiBH HH ri2` ?b #22M 2pTQ@
`i2/X qi2` 2pTQ`iBQM iF2b TH+2 i i?2 ?2iBM; 7`QMi M/ HH i?`Qm;? i?2
/`vBM; xQM2X Mv ri2` +QMiBM2/ #2HQr i?2 }#2` bim`iBQM TQBMi U6aSV U2b@
b2MiBHHv HH ri2` BM S6 `2H2pMi 7m2HbV rBHH #2 +?2KB+HHv #QmM/ iQ i?2 bQHB/
bi`m+im`2 M/ i?mb 2M2`;v rBHH #2 /Bp2`i2/ iQ  /2bQ`TiBQM `2+iBQM /B`2+iHv
7QHHQr2/ #v i?2 2pTQ`iBQMX b ri2` Bb 2pTQ`i2/- Bi Bb i`MbTQ`i2/ iQ i?2
bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 #v /BzmbBQM Q` +QMp2+iBQMX
b iBK2 T`Q+22/b- i?2 HQ+H KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi i `/BH /BbiM+2 r rBHH `2+?
/2TH2iBQM M/ i?2 i2KT2`im`2 rBHH +QMiBMm2 iQ `Bb2X b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 `Bb2b-
i?2 i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 Q`;MB+ bi`m+im`2 rBHH ++2H2`i2 H2/BM; iQ
i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2 +QKTQM2Mib M/ 7Q`KiBQM Q7 +?`X h?Bb Tv`QHvbBb xQM2
T`QT;i2b #2?BM/ i?2 /`vBM; xQM2 iQr`/b i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H2pBM;
#2?BM/  b?2HH Q7 +?`X
h?2 +Q@2tBbi2M+2 Q7 i?2 /`vBM;- /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- M/ +?` xQM2b BKTHv i?i
i?2 2pTQ`i2/ ri2` i`p2Hb i?`Qm;? i?2 KQ/2`i2 i2KT2`im`2 Tv`QHvbBb
xQM2X AM i?Bb xQM2- i?2 ri2` pTQ` K22ib i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib
H2/BM; iQ TQi2MiBH b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb Q7 2Bi?2` 2M/Q@ Q` 2tQi?2`KB+ Mim`2X
AM //BiBQM- i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Bi b2H7 Kv #2 2M/Qi?2`KB+X  bm{@
+B2Mi /`QT BM i2KT2`im`2 rQmH/ H2/ iQ +QM/2MbiBQM Q7 i?2 ?2pB2` Tv`QHvbBb
T`Q/m+ib- i`b- M/ TQbbB#Hv ri2` pTQ`X
S`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib- MQi `2@+QM/2MbBM; Q` `2+iBM; rBi? ri2` pTQ`
- rBHH #2 i`MbTQ`i2/ iQ;2i?2` rBi? i?2 `2KBMBM; ri2` pTQ` iQ i?2 ?B;?
i2KT2`im`2 +?` Hv2`X ;BM- b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb Kv Q++m` ++2H2`i2/ #v










































































































































































































































































  *OUSPEVDUJPO BOE &YJTUJOH -JUFSBUVSF
i?2 ;b T?b2 r?BH2 +?` ;bB}+iBQM #v 2Bi?2` ri2` Q` Qtv;2Mi2/ Tv`QHvbBb
T`Q/m+ib iF2b TH+2 7`QK i?2 2tTQb2/ bm`7+2X
6`QK  KQ/2HBM; TQBMi Q7 pB2r- i?2 b2[m2MiBH Mim`2 Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxBM;
i?2`KHHv i?B+F T`iB+H2 BKTHB2b  7mM/K2MiH /Bz2`2M+2 7`QK i?2 bKHH2`
T`iB+H2bX h?2 b2[m2MiBH TT`Q+? Kv #2 KQ/2H2/ b BM/2T2M/2Mi T`Q+2bb2b
QMHv HBMF2/ #v  +QMiBMmiBQM BM i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2- b BHHmbi`i2/ BM
};m`2 eXRX h?2 T`HH2H TT`Q+? M2+2bb`v BM Q`/2` iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb
Q7 H`;2` T`iB+H2b +M #2 BHHmbi`i2/ b BM };m`2 eXR#X
eXRXk h?2`KH h?B+FM2bb Q7  S`iB+H2
h?2 `2H2pM+2 Q7 /2p2HQTBM;  MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H 7Q` TTHB+iBQM BM i?2
S6 +QK#mbiBQM BM/mbi`v im`Mb QM i?2 2tBbi2M+2 Q7 i`MbTQ`i HBKBiiBQM BM i?2
`2H2pMi T`iB+H2 bBx2bX h?Bb b2+iBQM /Q2b T`2HBKBM`v MHvbBb QM  ivTB+H
rQQ/v 7m2H 2bi#HBb?BM; i?2 `2H2pM+2 Q7  MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2HX
PM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi rB/2Hv mb2/ K2i?Q/b iQ +i2;Q`Bx2  T`iB+H2 b #2BM;
i?2`KHHv i?BM Q` i?2`KHHv i?B+F Bb #v bb2bbBM; i?2 "BQi MmK#2`R- BiX 6Q`
BM2`i T`iB+H2b i?2 i`MbBiBQM 7`QK i?2 BbQ@i?2`KH iQ i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH `2;BK2
Q++m`b i Bi = 0.1X >Qr2p2`- 7Q` i`MbB2Mi KQ/2Hb r?2`2 i?2 i?2`KQT?vbB@
+H T`QT2`iB2b +?M;2 b 7mM+iBQM Q7 i2KT2`im`2 M/ bQHB/ +QKTQbBiBQM- i?2
T`Q#H2K #2+QK2b bQK2r?i KQ`2 K#B;mQmbX
"`v/2M 2i HX (jyy) mb2/  "BQi MmK#2` MHvbBb #b2/ QM i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H
T`QT2`iB2b M/ +Q``2Hi2/ i?2 QmiTmi iQ i?2B` i`MbB2Mi KQ/2H 7Q` bQHB/ 7m2H
i?2`KH /2;`/iBQMX h?2v 7QmM/ i?i  "BQi MmK#2` Q7 yXk BM/B+i2b i?2
i`MbBiBQM 7`QK i?2 i?2`KHHv i?BM iQ i?2 i?2`KHHv i?B+F `2;BK2- b `2+QK@
K2M/2/ #v "Q`KM M/ _;HM/ (jyR)X h?2v BM+Hm/2/ i?2 +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK
2ti2`MH `/BiBQM #v bbmKBM;  T`iB+H2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2 2[mH iQ i?i Q7
i?2 #mHFX EMQrBM; i?i i?Bb rQmH/ Qp2`2biBKi2 i?2 `/BiBp2 ?2i i`Mb72`-
i?2v +Q``2+i2/ i?2 iQiH ?2i i`Mb72` +Q2{+B2Mi #v /BpB/BM; Bi #v  7+iQ` Q7
kX h?2 `2bmHiBM; QmiTmi rb 2biBKi2/ iQ #2 rBi?BM 25W ++m`+vX
>Qr2p2`- #2+mb2 i?2 +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK 2ti2`MH `/BiBQM /2T2M/b QM i?2
T`iB+H2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2 iQ i?2 TQr2` Q7 9- i?Bb i2`K rBHH +?M;2 bB;MB}@
+MiHv b i?2 T`iB+H2 mM/2`;Q2b ?2i mT 7`QK K#B2Mi iQ i?2 }MH i2KT2`im`2X
AM //BiBQM- i?2 +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK `/BiBQM 7Q` bKHH2` T`iB+H2b rBHH #2 bKHH
+QKT`2/ iQ i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`iX
 +QMp2MiBQMH "BQi MmK#2` MHvbBb Bb BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 eXjX Ai b?Qrb
?Qr i?2 `2[mB`2K2Mi Q7 Bi  1 rBHH M2p2` #2 biBb}2/ 7Q` +QM/BiBQMb `2H2pMi
iQ bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ +QK#mbiBQM- 2p2M 7Q` p2`v bKHH T`iB+H2 bBx2bX h?2 BKTHB@
+iBQM Bb i?i QM /BK2MbBQMH2bb iBK2 b+H2b- i?2 i2KT2`im`2 ;`/B2Mib BMbB/2
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6B;m`2 eXj  "BQi MmK#2` UBi = hdT/ (2λ)V Q7  #BQKbb T`iB+H2 MHvbBb #b2/ QM
i?2 T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 dXjX h?2 ?2i i`Mb72` +Q2{+B2Mi- h- Bb +H+mHi2/
QM p2`;2/ pHm2b Q7 ;b T`QT2`iB2b i i2KT2`im`2b #2ir22M 1400 M/ 1700E M/
i  bHBT p2HQ+Biv Q7 2K · b−1X h?2 i2KT2`im`2b BM/B+i2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2bX
eXk 1tBbiBM; GBi2`im`2
LQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2HBM; `2Hi2/ iQ TmHp2`Bx2/ 7m2H US6V +QK#mbiBQM ?b QMHv
`2+2MiHv #2+QK2 BMi2`2biBM; b i?2 i`MbBiBQM 7`QK +QH iQ #BQKbb 722/biQ+F
BMi`Q/m+2/ Km+? H`;2` T`iB+H2b iQ i?2 +QK#mbiBQM 7+BHBiB2bX >Qr2p2`- Bi
?b #22M i?2 7Q+mb Q7 MmK2`Qmb bim/B2b BM `2Hi2/ i2+?MQHQ;B2bc ;`i2 }`BM;
mMBib- ~mB/Bx2/ #2/ +QK#mbiQ`b- rBH/}`2 bBKmHiBQMb (jyk)- }`2 T`Qi2+iBQM (kNN)-
rQQ/@biQp2b- M/ bBKBH` i2+?MQHQ;B2b miBHBxBM; bQHB/ T`iB+H2b Q7  +2`iBM bBx2c
T2HH2ib- +?BTb- HQ;b- 2i+X b  `2bmHi-  MmK#2` Q7 bim/B2b QM MQM@BbQi?2`KH
KQ/2Hb 2tBbib BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X >Qr2p2`- i?2 7Q+mb Q7 i?2 bim/B2b M/ i?2
+QM/BiBQMb i r?B+? i?2 KQ/2Hb Q` 2tT2`BK2Mib `2 /2`Bp2/ 7`QK Q` +``B2/ Qmi
BM `2 HBF2rBb2 /Bp2`b2X *``vBM; Qmi M 2t?mbiBM; HBi2`im`2 `2pB2r QM MQM@
BbQi?2`KH KQ/2Hb Bb 7` #2vQM/ i?2 b+QT2 Q7 i?Bb bim/v M/ i?mb i?Bb b2+iBQM
rBHH QmiHBM2 i?2 KBM 72im`2b Q7 QMHv  72r b2H2+i2/ bim/B2bX
PM2 Q7 i?2 2`HB2bi KQ/2Hb /2p2HQT2/ #v "K7Q`/ 2i HX (jyj) rb #b2/
QM  R@/BK2MbBQMH i?2`KH +QM/m+iBQM i`MbTQ`i K2+?MBbK M/ pHB/i2/
;BMbi +Q`2 i2KT2`im`2b Q7  2Ĝ4 +K i?B+F rQQ/2M bH#X h?2 rB/i? Q7 i?2
bH# rb bm{+B2MiHv H`;2 iQ pQB/ #QmM/`v 2z2+ib 7`QK KmHiBTH2 /BK2MbBQMbX
h?2 ?2iBM; `i2b Q#iBM2/ r2`2 HBKBi2/ M/ Bi rb TQbbB#H2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2
/2+QKTQbBiBQM #v  bBM;H2 }`bi Q`/2` ``?2MBmb ivT2 `i2 2tT`2bbBQMX h?2 ?2i
Q7 i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM rb KQ/2H2/ b 2tQi?2`KB+X
 bBKBH` R@/BK2MbBQMH i?2`KH KQ/2H rb /2p2HQT2/ #v _Q#2`ib M/
*HQm;? (kkd) mbBM; +vHBM/`B+H bKTH2bX h?2v +QM/m+i2/ /2+QKTQbBiBQM 2t@
T2`BK2Mib i HQr i2KT2`im`2b U< 700EV BM M BM2`i iKQbT?2`2bX h?2v
+[mB`2/ iBK2 `2bQHp2/ Kbb HQbb /i M/ i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib BM bBt
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`/BH TQbBiBQMb K2bm`2/ #v i?2`KQ+QmTH2X h?Bb rb mb2/ iQ }i  a6P_
K2+?MBbK rBi? M 2tQi?2`KB+ Hi2Mi ?2iX h?2v Q#b2`p2/ +Q`2 i2KT2`im`2b
2t+22/BM; i?2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2b M/ +QM+Hm/2/ i?i Bi bi2KK2/ 7`QK b2+@
QM/`v 2tQi?2`KB+ `2+iBQMbX >Qr2p2`- i?2v /B/ MQi BKTH2K2Mi i?Bb BMiQ i?2B`
KQ/2HX 1tQi?2`KB+ `2+iBQMb `2bmHiBM; BM +Q`2 i2KT2`im`2b 2t+22/BM; i?Qb2
Q7 i?2 7m`M+2 rb HbQ Q#b2`p2/ #v hBMM2v (jy9) r?Q HbQ bim/B2/ i?2 #HQrBM;
2z2+i Q7 2b+TBM; pQHiBH2b #v K2bm`BM; i?2 T`2bbm`2 BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2X
AM RNdR SMiQM M/ _BiiKMM (jy8) /2p2HQT2/  b?`BMFBM; +Q`2 KQ/2H
#v /TiBM; i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b 7`QK 2tBbiBM; HBi2`im`2, .2MbBiv M/
i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBivX LQ 2tT2`BK2MiH rQ`F rb `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 KQ/2H M/
i?mb i?2 i?2`KH /2+QKTQbBiBQM rb #b2/ QM HBi2`im`2 /i- mbBM; +2HHmHQb2
b  KQ/2H +QKTQmM/X lbBM;  irQ +QKT2iBM; `2+iBQM b+?2K2- i?Bb rQ`F rb
QM2 Q7 i?2 2`HB2bi ii2KTib Q7 BKTH2K2MiBM; KQ`2 +QKTH2t `2+iBQM b+?2K2b
BM  7mHH ?2i i`MbTQ`i #b2/ KQ/2HX
h?2 KQbi /2iBH2/ bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 KQ/2Hb +QmTH2 KmHiBT?b2 i`MbTQ`i Q7
?2i M/ Kbb rBi? pQHmK2i`B+ ;b@T?b2 `2+iBQMb- +`+FBM; `2+iBQMb- M/
KmHiBTH2 +QKT2iBM; KmHiB@bi2T `2+iBQMb 7Q` i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q+2bbX EmM; (jye)
BMi`Q/m+2/  KQ/2H BM+Hm/BM; #Qi? ?2i M/ Kbb i`MbTQ`i- KQ/2HBM; i?2
/2+QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 Q`;MB+ Ki`Bt #v  a6P_ K2+?MBbKc BM+Hm/BM; ?2i
Q7 `2+iBQM- ?Qr2p2`- MQi iFBM; b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb BMiQ ++QmMiX  7m`i?2`
bim/v QM i?2 b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb (jyd) b?Qr2/ M TT`2Mi 2M/Qi?2`KB+ Mim`2
Q7 i?2 T`BK`v `2+iBQMb ě +QMi`/B+iBM; i?2 +QKKQM +QM+2TiBQM bBM+2 i?2
2`HB2bi 2tT2`BK2Mib #v "K7Q`/ 2i HX (jyj)X AM ;2M2`H- MQ `2H +QMb2Mbmb +M
#2 2bi#HBb?2/ QM i?2 i?2`KH T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb (89)X
.B "HbB (jy3) bim/B2/ i?2 `i2 Q7 ~K2 bT`2/ BM  irQ@/BK2MbBQMH i`Mb@
TQ`i KQ/2H BM+Hm/BM; 2M2`;v- KQK2MimK- M/ KbbX >2 7QmM/ i?i +QM+2`MBM;
~K2 bT`2/ i?2 i`MbBiBQM 7`QK i?2`KHHv i?BM iQ i?2`KHHv i?B+F T`iB+H2b
p`B2b ;`2iHv rBi? 7m2H ivT2X
h?2 HBKBiiBQMb Q7 i?2 a6P_ K2+?MBbK r2`2 //`2bb2/ #v EMb 2i HX
(jyN) r?Q /2p2HQT2/  +QKTH2t KQ/2H #b2/ QM i?2 /pM+2b Q7 EmM; (jye)X
AM //BiBQM- i?2 MBbQi`QTB+ Mim`2 Q7 i?2 rQQ/ bi`m+im`2 rb BM+Hm/2/ M/
i?2 `/BiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM iQ BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i rb iF2M BMiQ ++QmMiX
h?2 Kbb i`MbTQ`i Q7 ;b2Qmb bT2+B2b BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2b rb +H+mHi2/ #v
+HQbBM; .`+vǶb KQK2MimK 2[miBQMX
*?M 2i HX (RkN) /B/  H`;2 2tT2`BK2MiH M/ KQ/2HBM; #b2/ bim/v QM
1 +K +vHBM/`B+H #BQKbb T`iB+H2bX h?2v BKTH2K2Mi2/  +QKTH2t KmHiB@bi2T
`2+iBQM b+?2K2 iFBM; #Qi? ri2` 2pTQ`iBQM M/ i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 ;b- +?`-
M/ i` BMiQ ++QmMiX "v BMi`Q/m+BM;  7mHHv +QmTH2/ `2+iBQM b+?2K2 M/
2tT2`BK2MiH [mMiB}+iBQM Q7 2b+TBM; ;b2b- i?2v r2`2 #H2 iQ T`2/B+i i?2
T`Q/m+i vB2H/b Q7 ;b2b- +?`- M/ i`X
.B "HbB M/ _mbbQ (jRy) BM+Hm/2/ i?2 2z2+i Q7 b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb BM i?2
7Q`K Q7 i` +`+FBM;X JQ/2H2/ #v }`bi Q`/2` ``?2MBmb 2tT`2bbBQMb- i?Bb K2+?@
MBbK `2KBMb b QM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi rB/2Hv mb2/ iQ i?Bb /vX
Gm 2i HX (Rdy) /2p2HQT2/  bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 QM2@/BK2MbBQMH KQ/2H iFBM;
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?2i M/ Kbb i`Mb72` BMiQ ++QmMi M/ BM+Hm/BM; #Qi? /`vBM;- /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM- M/ +?` #m`M@QmiX h?2v 7QmM/ i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H iQ bB;MB}+MiHv
/2pBi2 7`QK i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H 7Q` T`iB+H2b 2t+22/BM;  72r
?mM/`2/ KB+`QMb BM /BK2i2`X h?Bb `2bmHi2/ BM HQM;2` `2+iBQM iBK2bX aBKBH`Hv
:`ǠMHB M/ J2H2M (RR8) /2p2HQT2/  bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 KQ/2H 7Q` H`;2 T`iB+H2b
U2Ĝ3 +KV M/ 7QmM/ i?i i?2 //BiBQM Q7 b2+QM/`v +`+FBM; `2+iBQMb Bb M2+2b@
b`v BM Q`/2` iQ +Tim`2 i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M ;b- i`- M/ +?` 7Q` p`BiBQMb BM
i?2 ?2iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX h?2v +QM+Hm/2/ i?i i?2 /2MbBiv- i2KT2`im`2- T`2b@
bm`2- M/ KQBbim`2 T`Q}H2b r2`2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 TTHB2/ 2ti2`MH ?2i ~mtX
J2?`#BM 2i HX (3d) //`2bb2/ i?2 ?2iBM; `i2 `2;BK2 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi BM/mbi`BH
Tm`TQb2b- mbBM;  QM2 /BK2MbBQMH i`MbTQ`i KQ/2H iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 2z2+i Q7
?2iBM; `i2- pHB/i2/ ;BMbi i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib Q7 Gm 2i HX (Rdy)X
"?`/rD 2i HX (jRR) +``B2/ Qmi  Ki?2KiB+H BMp2biB;iBQM QM i?2
BM~m2M+2 Q7 T`iB+H2 BMi2`MH ?2i M/ Kbb i`MbTQ`i M/ +QM+Hm/2/ i?i i?2
/`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM rb +QMi`QHH2/ #v ?2i i`MbTQ`i HQM2X
CQ?Mb2M 2i HX (keN) b?Qr2/ i?`Qm;? ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib Q7
T`iB+H2b H2bb i?M 125μK BM /BK2i2` i?i i?2 iBK2 b+H2 7Q` T`iB+H2 ?2i@mT
Bb +QKT`#H2 iQ i?i Q7 +QKTH2i2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- 2ti2M/BM; 2p2M 7m`i?2` 7Q`
H`;2` T`iB+H2bX
q;2M` 2i HX (kje) +QK#BM2/ i?2 +HbbB+ bHQr ?2iBM; `i2 i?2`KQ;`pB@
K2i`B+ K2i?Q/b rBi? ~b? Tv`QHvbBb /`QT im#2 2tT2`BK2MibX h?2v r2`2 #H2
iQ /2`Bp2  bBM;H2 b2i Q7 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b +T#H2 Q7 /2b+`B#BM; i?2 Tv`QHvbBb
Q7 #Qi? b2i@mTb i i2KT2`im`2b #2HQr 873EX
h?2 BMi2`MH i2KT2`im`2 ;`/B2Mib BM #BQKbb T`iB+H2b ?p2 #22M T`Q@
TQb2/ iQ HbQ z2+i T`iB+H2 #m`M@Qmi (jRk)X >Qr2p2`- i?Bb bim/v rBHH HBKBi
i?2 T`iB+H2 KQ/2HBM; iQ i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM b i?Bb T`Q+2bb rBHH BKT+i iQ i?2
H`;2bi /2;`22 QM i?2 ~K2 bi#BHBiv M/ +QMi`B#mi2 BM/B`2+iHv iQ i?2 H`;2bi
?2i `2H2b2X
eXj amKK`v QM GBi2`im`2 _2pB2r
.m`BM; i?2 v2`b-  MmK#2` Q7 KQ/2Hb /2b+`B#BM; i?2 i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7
i?2`KHHv i?B+F #BQKbb T`iB+H2b ?p2 #22M /2p2HQT2/c  72r Q7 r?B+? ?p2
#22M /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?2 #Qp2X h?2 +QKTH2tBiv Q7 i?2 KQ/2Hb ?b BM+`2b2/ b
i?2 mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2 T`Q+2bb2b ?b BKT`Qp2/ M/ +QKTmiiBQMH TQr2`
#2+K2 `2/BHv pBH#H2X  MmK#2` Q7 bbmKTiBQMb ?p2 #22M TTHB2/ iQ i?2
KQ/2HBM; T`Q+2bbX  72r Q7 i?2 KQbi +2Mi`H bbmKTiBQMb ?p2 #22M HBbi2/ BM
i#H2 eXRX h?2 T`Q;`2bb BM KQ/2H /2p2HQTK2Mi Bb BHHmbi`i2/ BM i#H2 eXk HBbiBM;
b2H2+i2/ rQ`Fb M/ i?2 2KTHQv2/ bbmKTiBQMbX
.B`2+i [mMiBiiBp2 +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 KQ/2Hb Bb MQi 72bB#H2 /m2 iQ
i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM KQ/2H Q#D2+iBp2bX h?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 bm#@`QmiBM2b /Q-
?Qr2p2`- vB2H/  ;QQ/ BMbB;?i BMiQ i?2 2z2+i Q7 2+? bbmKTiBQMX h?Bb FMQr@
?Qr rBHH #2 TTHB2/ BM i?2 M2ti +?Ti2`- /2p2HQTBM;  T`iB+H2 KQ/2H 7Q` 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/2pQHiBHBxiBQM bim/v Q7 MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2b i +QM/BiBQMb `2H2pMi iQ S6
+QK#mbiBQMX
h#H2 eXR M Qp2`pB2r Q7 +QKKQM bbmKTiBQMb mb2/ BM KQ/2H /2p2HQTK2MiX
G2;2M/ bbmKTiBQM
R h?2`KH 2[mBHB#`BmK +`Qbb T?b2b
k LQ Kbb i`MbTQ`i #v /BzmbBQM
j LQ b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb
9 6Bt2/ +?` vB2H/
8 AbQi`QTB+ T`iB+H2 bi`m+im`2
e aBM;H2 }`bi Q`/2` `2+iBQM
d LQ `/BiBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i
3 LQ +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2
N *QMbiMi i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b
h#H2 eXk M Qp2`pB2r Q7 +2Mi`H bbmKTiBQMb BM KQ/2H /2p2HQTK2MiX a2H2+i2/
KQ/2HbX
_272`2M+2 u2` R k j 9 8 e d 3 N
"K7Q`/ 2i HX (jyj) RN9e • • • • • • • • •
_Q#2`ib M/ *HQm;? (kkd) RNej • • • • • • • • •
SMiQM M/ _BiiKMM (jy8) RNdR • • • • • • •
EmM; (jye) RNdk • • • • • • •
EMb 2i HX (jyN) RNdd • • • • •
*?M 2i HX (RkN) RN38 • • •
.B "HbB M/ _mbbQ (jRy) RNNj • •
:`ǠMHB M/ J2H2M (RR8) kyyy •
Gm 2i HX (Rdy) kyy3 •
$)"15&3 
.PEFMJOH )FBU 5SBOTGFS $POUSPMMFE 1BSUJDMF
%FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO
AM i?2 T`2+2/BM; T`i i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 i?2`KHHv i?BM T`iB+H2b rb /Bb@
+mbb2/- BX2X T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQM HBKBi2/ #v +?2KB+H FBM2iB+b `i?2` i?M i`Mb@
TQ`i HBKBiiBQMbX h?Bb +?Ti2` BKb iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 2z2+i Q7 ?2i i`MbTQ`i
QM i?2 iQiH iBK2 `2[mB`2/ 7Q` /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 #BQKbb T`iB+H2bX Ai rBHH
T`2b2Mi  R@/BK2MbBQMH- MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H- T`2/B+iBM; i?2 /`vBM; M/ /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 #BQKbb T`iB+H2bX
dXR JQ/2HBM; J2i?Q/b
h?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH BMi`Q/m+2 /Bz2`2Mi K2i?Q/b 7Q` KQ/2HBM; i?2 BM/BpB/mH T?2@
MQK2M Q++m``BM; /m`BM; MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2 /`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX
dXRXR S`iB+H2 .`vBM;
qi2` Bb ivTB+HHv T`2b2Mi BM #BQKbb2b BM MQiB+2#H2 [mMiBiB2bX _M;BM; 7`QK
40Ĝ60riX W BM 7`2b? rQQ/ (jRj)- iQ 30Ĝ35riX W BM Mim`HHv /`B2/ rQQ/ (jR9)-
iQ mT iQ 10riX W BM BM/mbi`BHHv /`B2/ T2HH2ib (jR8)X
"BQKbb KQBbim`2 Bb T`2b2Mi BM irQ 7Q`Kb, "QmM/ M/ 7`22 ri2` (jRe)X
"QmM/ ri2` Bb /bQ`#2/ BM i?2 +2HH rHHb r?2`2b 7`22 ri2` ~Qrb 7`22Hv BM
i?2 T`iB+H2b TQ`2bX 6`22 ri2` Bb QMHv T`2b2Mi B7 i?2 ri2` +QMi2Mi 2t+22/b i?2
}#2` bim`iBQM TQBMi U6aSV- Y7bTX h?2 6aS ?b #22M 2biBKi2/ (jRd) b,
Y7bT =
(




r?2`2 Y 07bT Bb  `272`2M+2 pHm2 M/ +M #2 bbmK2/ iQ #2 Y
0
7bT = 0.3 7Q` rQQ/X
6Q` ?B;? i2KT2`im`2b- i?2 6aS #2+QK2b BM72bB#Hv HQr M/ i?mb i?2 KBMBKmK
pHm2 Q7 i?2 6aS Bb +QKKQMHv b2i iQ Y7bT = 0.2X
6Q` bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ TTHB+iBQMb i?2 KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi rBHH ``2Hv 2t+22/
i?2 6aSX
h?2 /BbiBM;mBb?BM; #2ir22M ri2` ivT2b Bb BKTQ`iMi 7Q` +QK#mbiBQM Tm`@
TQb2b #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 2M2`;v H2p2HbX :b T?b2 ri2` ?b
i?2 ?B;?2bi 2M2`;v H2p2H- 7QHHQr2/ #v 7`22 ri2`- M/ #QmM/ ri2` rBi? i?2
HQr2bi 2M2`;v H2p2HX h?2 7`22 ri2` Bb #bB+HHv i i?2 bK2 2M2`;v H2p2H b
MQ`KH ri2` M/ i?mb i?2 ?2i `2[mB`2/ iQ 2pTQ`i2 Bb i?2 bK2 b i?2 ?2i
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Q7 2pTQ`iBQM Q7 MQ`KH ri2`X "QmM/ ri2` Bb /bQ`T2/ BM i?2 +2HH rHH M/
Kmbi #2 /2bQ`T2/ r?B+? `2H2b2b i?2 ri2` b 7`22 ri2`X >2M+2- i?2 2M2`;v
`2[mB`2/ iQ 2pTQ`i2 7`22 M/ #QmM/ ri2` Bb,
ΔpTH7`22 = ΔH , Y ≥ Y7bT UdXkV
ΔpTH#QmM/ = ΔH +Δ/bH , Y < Y7bT UdXjV
UdX9V
r?2`2 i?2 ?2i Q7 ri2` 2pTQ`iBQM M/ /2bQ`TiBQM `2 /2MQi2/ #v ΔH M/
Δ/bH- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?2 ?2i Q7 2pTQ`iBQM rb 2biBKi2/ #v _ʈMD2pBÉ (jR3) b,
ΔH = 3179− 2.5T
[
C · F;−1] UdX8V
r?BH2 i?2 ?2i Q7 /2bQ`TiBQM ?b #22M 2biBKi2/ #v aiMBb? 2i HX (jRe) iQ p`v






C · F;−1] UdXeV
Y#QmM/ #2BM; i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 #QmM/ ri2`X
JQ/2HBM; S`iB+H2 .`vBM;




h?2 i?2`KH KQ/2Hb- Q` ?2i bBMF KQ/2Hb- `2 rB/2Hv mb2/ /m2 iQ i?2B`
bBKTHB+Biv (jRNĜjk8) M/ `2Hv QM i?2 T`2KBb2 i?i KQBbim`2 2pTQ`iBQM iF2b
TH+2 i  }t2/ i2KT2`im`2X HH bmTTHB2/ ?2i Bb mb2/ iQ pTQ`Bx2 ri2` mMiBH
2t?mbiBQM- ?2M+2 i?2 MK2c ?2i bBMF KQ/2HX
h?2 KQ/2H /Q2b MQi ++QmMi 7Q` T?b2 2[mBHB#`BmK M/ BMi`Q/m+2b KQBbim`2
2pTQ`iBQM iQ T`iB+H2 +QMp2`bBQM b M BM}MBi2Hv i?BM `2+iBQM 7`QMi b2T`i@
BM; i?2 r2i +Q`2 7`QK i?2 /`v Qmi2` T`ib Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2X h?2 KQ/2H Bb ivTB+HHv
BKTH2K2Mi2/ b 2Bi?2`  b?`BMFBM; +Q`2 ivT2 KQ/2H Q` #v TTHvBM; +QM/BiBQMH
7Q`KiiBM; r?2M bQHpBM; i?2 2M2`;v #HM+2X
h?2 FBM2iB+ KQ/2Hb (RkN- jyy- jyk- jke- jkd) `2 #Qi? 2{+B2Mi M/ 2bBHv
BKTH2K2Mi2/ iQ i?2 ivTB+H MmK2`B+H KQ/2HbX h?2 /`vBM; T`Q+2bb Bb +QMi`QHH2/
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#v  `i2 2tT`2bbBQM i?i +M #2 +QmTH2/ /B`2+iHv iQ i?2 2tBbiBM; FBM2iB+ b+?2K2X
*QMi``v iQ i?2 i?2`KH KQ/2Hb r?B+? KQ/2H2/ i?2 /`vBM; b  T`QT;iBM;
7`QMi- i?2 FBM2iB+ KQ/2Hb BMi`Q/m+2  /`vBM; xQM2X h?Bb HHQrb i?2 KQ/2H
iQ /Dmbi 7Q` i?2 /Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 ri2`- BX2X i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 #QmM/ M/ 7`22
KQBbim`2- `2bT2+iBp2HvX Ai HbQ HHQrb 7Q` `2@+QM/2MbiBQM Q7 2pTQ`i2/ ri2`
#v BMi`Q/m+BM; `2p2`bB#H2 `2+iBQMb `i2 2tT`2bbBQMbX
h?2 2[mBHB#`BmK KQ/2Hb `2 #b2/ QM i?2 T`2KBb2 i?i i?2 ri2` Bb BM 2[mB@
HB#`BmK +`Qbb HH T`2b2Mi T?b2b (ej- jR9- jRe- jk3)- BX2X i?2 T`iBH T`2bbm`2 Q7
ri2` pTQm` Bb }t2/ #v i?2 bim`iBQM T`2bbm`2X h?2 2[mBHB#`BmK KQ/2Hb `2Hv
MQi QMHv QM i?2 ?2i #HM+2 iQ bQHp2 i?2 2[miBQMb Q7 bii2- #mi HbQ QM i?2
Kbb #HM+2bX h?Bb `2[mB`2b bB;MB}+MiHv KQ`2 BM7Q`KiBQM QM i?2 T`iB+H2
M/ i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iB2b b Bi mM/2`;Q2b i?2`KH +QMp2`bBQMX
dXRXk S`iB+H2 .2pQHiBHBxiBQM
h?2 KQ/2Hb +QMbB/2`2/ 7Q` T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2b `2
i?2 bK2 b 7Q` i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2b- +7X +?Ti2` jX
dXRXj h?2`KQT?vbB+H S`QT2`iB2b
PM2 Q7 i?2 T`BK`v BKTHB+iBQMb Q7 i`MbBiBM; 7`QK i?2`KHHv i?BM iQ i?2`KHHv
i?B+F T`iB+H2b Bb i?2 p`BiBQM BM T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iB2b b i?2 `2+iBQM xQM2b
T`Q;`2bb2b i?`Qm;? i?2 T`iB+H2X
h?2`KH *QM/m+iBpBiv
h?2 MBbQi`QTB+ Mim`2 Q7 }#`Qmb Ki2`BH ?b #22M `2TQ`i2/ iQ THv  bB;MB}@
+Mi BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv (jRd- jR3)X J+H2M (jkN) `2TQ`i2/
i?2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv BM i?2 iM;2MiBH M/ HQM;Bim/BMH /B`2+iBQM iQ #2
0.5Ĝ0.9 M/ 1.75Ĝ2.25 iBK2b i?i BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQMX *QKKQMHv i?2 i2`Kb
T`HH2H M/ T2`T2M/B+mH` /B`2+iBQM `272` iQ i?2 ?2i ~Qr ;QBM; HQM; Q` +`Qbb
i?2 }#2`b rBi? M TT`QtBKi2 k,R `iBQ- b b22M BM };m`2 dXR#X
h?2 2z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv- λ2z Bb +QKKQMHv 7QmM/ b i?2 bmK Q7
i?2 +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK HH +QMi`B#miBM; i`Mb72` K2+?MBbKb BM+Hm/BM; `/B@
iBQM- λ`,
λ2z = λ+QM/ + λ` + λ; UdXdV
r?2`2 λ; Bb i?2 +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK i?2 ;b BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2 TQ`2bX h?2
i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Q7 +?` Bb Q7i2M bB;MB}+MiHv HQr2` i?M i?i Q7 pB`;BM
#BQKbb Ki2`BH (ej- RR8- jjkĜjj9) M/ i?mb i?2 M2i i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Q7
i?2 bQHB/ Ki`Bt +M #2 +QMbB/2`2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 +QMp2`bBQMX
Ai Bb BKTQ`iMi iQ MQi2 i?i Hi?Qm;? i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Bb HQr2` 7Q`
+?` i?M pB`;BM rQQ/- i?2 +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK i?2 `/BiBp2 i2`K #2+QK2b
BM+`2bBM;Hv BKTQ`iMi b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 `Bb2bX "`QrM (jj8) `2TQ`i2/ M
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UV 6mM+iBQM Q7 /2MbBivX






















U#V AM~m2M+2 Q7 /B`2+iBQMX
6B;m`2 dXR h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 /2MbBiv M/ /B`2+iBQM QM i?2 2z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM@
/m+iBpBivX HH K2bm`2K2Mib `2 +``B2/ Qmi i K#B2Mi +QM/BiBQMbX _272`2M+2b,
(jR3- jjy- jjR)X
2z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Q7 +?` i 873E- HKQbi irB+2 i?2 pHm2 Q7 i?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; pB`;BM rQQ/X
_/BiBp2 ?2i i`Mb72` BM i?2 TQ`2 bi`m+im`2 Q7  T`iB+H2 Bb Q7i2M i`2i2/
MHQ;Qmb iQ EMm/b2M /BzmbBQM (ej)- BX2X T`QT2`iv i`MbTQ`i b+HBM; rBi? M
2z2+iBp2 Ti?rvX >Qii2H M/ a`Q}K (jje) /2p2HQT2/  ;2M2`B+ 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q`
`/BiBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv BM TQ`Qmb K2/B,
λ` = AΛσT
3 UdX3V
r?2`2 A Bb  KQ/2H +QMbiMi M/ Λ Bb i?2 T?QiQM K2M 7`22 Ti?X h#H2 dXR
HBbib  MmK#2` Q7 HBi2`im`2 pHm2b 7Q` i?2 KQ/2H +QMbiMi M/ i?2 K2M 7`22
Ti?X
h#H2 dXR GBi2`im`2 Qp2`pB2r Q7 KQ/2H T`K2i2`b 7Q` `/BiBp2 ?2i i`Mb72` BM




9X8 d}#2`ε (1− ϕ;)−1 (jjd)
9 ϕ;εdTQ` (1− ϕ;)−1 (jy8)
9X8 3εd}#2`ϕ−1; (RkN)
Refj d}#2` (HM (ϕ;))−1 (jj3)
R dTQ`ε−1 (jjN)
h?2 +m#2/ i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2M+v Q7 i?2 `/BiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM iQ i?2
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2z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv rBHH BM/22/ b?B7i i?2 r2B;?i Q7 i?2 BM/BpB/mH
i`MbTQ`i K2+?MBbKb b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BM+`2b2bX h?2 bQHB/ Ki`Bt +QM/m+@
iBQM Bb Q7i2M KQ/2H2/ b  HBM2` `2HiBQM #2ir22M i2KT2`im`2 M/ i?2`KH
+QM/m+iBpBivX EQm7QTMQb 2i HX (jjj) /2p2HQT2/ M 2KTB`B+H 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q`
i?2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Q7 #Qi? pB`;BM- λ7- rQQ/ M/ +?`- λ+,
λ7 = 0.13 + 3× 10−4 (T − 273)
[
C · (K ·E · b)−1
]
UdXNV
λ+ = 0.08− (T − 273)× 10−4
[
C · (K ·E · b)−1
]
UdXRyV
h?2 K2i?Q/ Q7 EQm7QTMQb 2i HX (jjj) ?b #22M rB/2Hv /QTi2/ i?`Qm;?Qmi
i?2 HBi2`im`2 (j9y- j9R)X Ai Bb rQ`i? MQiBM; i?2 /Bz2`2Mi bB;Mb Q7 i?2 bHQT2b 7Q`
i?2 i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2M+v Q7 7m2H M/ +?`X




0.129− 4.9× 10−2Y )(
1 + (2.05 + 4Y )× 10−3 (T − 273)) (0.986 + 2.695Y )[
C · (K ·E · b)−1
]
UdXRRV
Pi?2` K2i?Q/b BM+Hm/2 /2MbBiv #b2/ 7mM+iBQM (RkN) Q` +QMbiMi pHm2b
r?B+? `2 2bT2+BHHv rB/2Hv mb2/ 7Q` i?2 +?` +QM/m+iBpBiB2b (e9- Rdy- jjk- j9k)X
aT2+B}+ >2i *T+Biv
q?BH2 i?2 2z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv `2Hi2b i2KT2`im`2 /Bz2`2M+2b iQ i?2
?2i ~mt- i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv /B+ii2b i?2 KQmMi Q7 ?2i #bQ`#2/ T2`
Kbb mMBi Q7 T`iB+H2X h?Bb KF2b i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 i
Mv ;Bp2M HQ+iBQM M/ Mv ;Bp2M iBK2  +2Mi`H T`K2i2` BM  i?2`KH KQ/2H
HBF2 i?2 QM2 /2p2HQT2/ BM i?Bb rQ`FX
h?2 i?2`KH /2;`/iBQM Q7 #BQKbb BMBiBi2b i HQr i2KT2`im`2b bi`i@
BM; rBi? ?2KB@+2HHmHQb2 `QmM/ 500E (R8y)X h?mb- i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 FMQrBM;
i?2 i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2M+v Q7 i?2 pB`;BM 7m2H ?2i +T+Biv i 2H2pi2/ i2K@
T2`im`2 #2+QK2b H2bb BKTQ`iMiX 6Q` i?Bb `2bQM- KMv bim/B2b mb2 +QMbiMi
pHm2b 7Q` i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+BiB2b Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2HX AM bQK2 BMbiM+2b
2p2M 7Q` i?2 +?`bX  72r b2H2+i2/ pHm2b `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 dXkX
JQbi i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2Mi `2HiBQMb ?p2 #22M 2KTB`B+HHv }ii2/ M/
2ti`TQHi2/ (ej- jjj- j98)X J2``B+F (j9e) /QTi2/ i?2 1BMbi2BM KQ/2H `2HiBM;
i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv Q7 +QH M/ +QF2 iQ i?2 iQKB+ r2B;?i Q7  7m2H
bT2+B}+ KQ/2H +QKTQmM/X h?Bb TT`Q+? ?b bBM+2 #22M KQ/B}2/ M/ mb2/
7Q` #BQKbb Tm`TQb2b (e9- Rdy)X
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h#H2 dXk >2i +T+Biv Q7 rQQ/ M/ +?`X
qQQ/ *?` _272`2M+2












(g (z1 (T )) + 2g (z2 (T )))
[










−1 z2 = 1800T−1 UdXR9V
r?2`2 i?2 +QMbiMib Q7 2[miBQM UdXR9V `2 `272``2/ iQ b i?2 1BMbi2BM +?`+@
i2`BbiB+ i2KT2`im`2b M/ `2 mb2/ iQ }i i?2 KQ/2H (j9e)X h?2 KQH` r2B;?i-
MW - Q7 2[miBQM UdXRkV Bb +QKKQMHv b2i iQ,
MW7 = 7.72 ; ·KQH−1 UdXR8V
MW7 = 11.3 ; ·KQH−1 UdXReV
6B;m`2 dXk +QKT`2b b2H2+i2/ 2tT`2bbBQMb 7Q` i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv Q7
pB`;BM rQQ/ M/ +?`X h?2 bT`2/ Q7 i?2 2tT`2bbBQMb Bb +QMbB/2`#H2 M/ i?2
HBM2` 2tT`2bbBQMb bbmK2 mM`2HBbiB+ pHm2b i ?B;? i2KT2`im`2bX
dXRX9  Ji?2KiB+H JQ/2H 7Q` .`vBM; M/ .2pQHiBHBxiBQM
AM i?2 7QHHQrBM;  Ki?2KiB+H KQ/2H 7Q` i?2 /`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7
rQQ/ rBHH #2 /2p2HQT2/ #b2/ QM i?2 K2i?Q/b /2b+`B#2/ BM i?2 #Qp2X h?2
+2Mi`H T`2KBb2 7Q` i?2 KQ/2H Bb i?2 bbmKTiBQM i?i i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7
MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2b Bb +QMi`QHH2/ /QKBMMiHv #v ?2i i`MbTQ`iX
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6B;m`2 dXk a2H2+i2/ 2tT`2bbBQMb 7Q` i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv Q7 pB`;BM rQQ/ M/
+?`bX , EQm7QTMQb 2i HX (jjj)- #, :`ǠHB (ej)- +, EQ+? (j98)- M/ /, J2``B+F (j9e)X
dXRX8 6mM/K2MiH bbmKTiBQMb
h?2 KQ/2HBM; Bb #b2/ QM i?2 7QHHQrBM; bbmKTiBQMb,
RX h?2 KQ/2H Bb bQHp2/ BM QM2 /BK2MbBQM
kX PMHv T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb iF2b TH+2
jX h?2 ?2i Q7 Tv`QHvbBb bmKb iQ x2`Q
9X LQ +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i iF2b TH+2 BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2
8X h?2`2 `2 MQ Kbb /BzmbBQM HBKBiiBQMb
eX h?2 T`iB+H2b `2 bT?2`B+H
dX PMHv i?2 `2+iQ` rHHb +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 `/BiBp2 2ti2`MH ?2i ~mt
:Qp2`MBM; 1[miBQMb
h?2 /`vBM; Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b Bb /2b+`B#2/ #v  FBM2iB+ KQ/2H (jyk),
w˙ = kY (Y
∗ − Y (t)) ρr UdXRdV
r?2`2 w˙ Bb i?2 `i2 Q7 ri2` 2pTQ`iBQM- M/ Y ∗ M/ Y `2 i?2 ri2` +QM@
i2Mi Q7 i?2 pB`;BM 7m2H M/ i?2 `2H2b2/ KQmMi Q7 ri2` i iBK2 tX h?2 `i2
+QMbiMi- k- Bb 2tT`2bb2/ b,
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r?2`2 AY M/ E,Y `2 i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` M/ i?2 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v 7Q`
i?2 ri2` 2pTQ`iBQM KQ/2H M/ TT M/ R `2 i?2 HQ+H T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2
M/ i?2 mMBp2`bH ;b +QMbiMiX
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Bb bQH2Hv /`Bp2M #v i?2 i?2`KH #`2F/QrM Q7 i?2 Q`@
;MB+ bi`m+im`2 M/ Bb /2b+`B#2/ #v  bBM;H2 ;HQ#H `2+iBQM,
T`2Mi 7m2H k−→ bQHB/+ pQHiBH2b UdXRNV
b bm+?- QMHv i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb (j9d- j93) Bb iF2M BMiQ ++QmMi M2;H2+iBM;
Mv b2+QM/`v `2+iBQMb(ky9- j9N)X
h?2 `i2 Q7 `2+iBQM Bb /2b+`B#2/ #v  bBM;H2 }`bi Q`/2` `2+iBQM Ua6P_V,
/V (t)
/t
= k (V ∗ − V (t)) UdXkyV
r?2`2 V M/ V ∗ `2 i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 pQHiBH2 Kii2` `2H2b2/ M/ i?2 mHiBKi2
7`+iBQM Q7 pQHiBH2 Kii2` `2bT2+iBp2HvX V ∗ ?b #22M Q#iBM2/ 2tT2`BK2MiHHv
BM 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`b iQ vB2H/ i?2 i`m2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2- ?B;? ?2iBM;
`i2 pHm2 r?B+? Bb FMQrM iQ /2pBi2 bB;MB}+MiHv 7`QK HQr i2KT2`im`2- HQr
?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`BK2Mib Q7i2M mb2/ BM 7m2H +?`+i2`BxiBQM biM/`/b (3N)X
h?2 `i2 +QMbiMi- k- Q#2vb M ``?2MBmb ivT2 2tT`2bbBQM,





r?2`2 A M/ E `2 i?2 T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` M/ i?2 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v
`2bT2+iBp2Hv- 7Q` i?2 Tv`QHvbBb bi2T r?BH2 R M/ TT /2MQi2 i?2 mMBp2`bH ;b
+QMbiMi M/ i?2 HQ+H i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 bQHB/X
h?2 ?2i #HM+2 ++QKKQ/i2b i?2 BMi`@T`iB+mH` ?2i i`MbTQ`i HBKB@
iiBQMb +QmTH2/ rBi?  i`MbTQ`i KQ/2H 7Q` i?2 2ti2`MH ?2i ~mtX A7  [mbB@














/2b+`B#2b i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? i?2 T`iB+H2 r?2`2 cp- ρ- M/ λ `2 i?2
bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv- /2MbBiv- M/ i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Q7 i?2 bQHB/ T?b2-
`2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?2 BMBiBH +QM/BiBQM Bb ;Bp2M #v i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 i iBK2 x2`Q- T0,
T (0, r) = T0 UdXkjV
h?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb `2 /2}M2/ b /B#iB+ #2?pBQ` i i?2 T`iB+H2
+2Mi2`- M/ i?2 ?2i ~mt 7`QK i?2 bm``QmM/BM; iQ i?2 T`iB+H2- q2ti- ;Bp2M #v
i?2 iQiH +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK  +QMp2+iBp2 ~mt- q+- M/  `/BiBp2 ~mt- q`X h?Bb
vB2H/b i?2 bTiBH #QmM/`B2b Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b b,














AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 ;Qp2`MBM; 2[miBQM /2b+`B#BM; i?2 2M2`;v #HM+2 Q7 i?2
bvbi2K-  MmK#2` Q7 H;2#`B+ 2[miBQMb Kmbi #2 /2}M2/ BM Q`/2` iQ /2b+`B#2
i?2 i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 i`MbB2Mi bvbi2KX
>2i Q7 1pTQ`iBQM Q7 qi2`
"2+mb2 i?2 KQ/2H BKb i /2b+`B#BM; T`iB+H2b mb2/ 7Q` bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ #QBH@
2`b- QMHv #QmM/ ri2` Bb iF2M BMiQ +QMbB/2`iBQMX h?2 KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi Q7
i?2 7m2Hb mb2/ 7Q` i?2b2 Tm`TQb2b Bb bbmK2/ MQi iQ 2t+22/ i?2 }#2` bim`iBQM
TQBMiX
h?2 2M2`;v M22/2/ iQ 2pTQ`i2 #QmM/ ri2`- ΔpTH- Bb 7QmM/ b i?2
bmK Q7 i?2 ?2i Q7 /2bQ`TiBQM Q7 i?2 #QmM/ ri2`- Δ/bH- M/ i?2 bm#b2[m2Mi
2pTQ`iBQM Q7 HB[mB/ ri2`- ΔH ,
ΔpTH = ΔH +Δ/bH UdXkeV
S`iB+H2 Ji2`BH S`QT2`iB2b
1+? Q7 i?2 Ki2`BH bT2+B}+ T`QT2`iB2b- cp- ρ- M/ λ +?M;2b HBM2`Hv rBi?
+QMp2`bBQM- χ- (RR8) b,
ξi (χi) = χiξ + (1− χi) ξ# UdXkdV
r?2`2 BM/2t i BM/B+i2b i?2 /Bb+`2iBxiBQM BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQMX h?2 `/B@
iBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM Bb BMi`Q/m+2/ i?`Qm;? M 2z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv- λ2z-
7QmM/ b i?2 bmK Q7 +QM/m+iBQM BM i?2 bQHB/- λb- M/ ;b T?b2- λ;- b r2HH b
i?2 `/BiBp2- λ`- +QMi`B#miBQM,
λ2z = λ; + λb + λ` UdXk3V
h?2 BMi`T`iB+mH` ?2i i`MbTQ`i #v `/BiBQM- λ`- Bb +Q``2Hi2/ 7`QK
T`2pBQmb bim/B2b (jRy) M/ Bb T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 +m#2/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2-
i?mb- 2bT2+BHHv BKTQ`iMi i 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2b (jj8),
λ` =
(





>2`2 dTQ`2 /2MQi2b i?2 TQ`2 /BK2i2` Q7 i?2 +?` M/ T`2Mi 7m2H `2bT2+iBp2HvX
ε Bb i?2 T`iB+H2 2KBbbBpBiv M/ σ Bb i?2 ai27M@"QHixKMM +QMbiMiX
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1ti2`MH h`MbTQ`i
h?2 `/BiBp2 ?2i ~mt iQ i?2 T`iB+H2- qr- Bb ;Bp2M #v i?2 ai27M@"QHixKMM
Hr (kNR)- r?BH2 i?2 +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i Bb /`Bp2M #v i?2 i2KT2`im`2
/Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 #mHF ;b i2KT2`im`2- T;- M/ T`iB+H2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`@
im`2- TT|r=R- +Q``2Hi2/ #v i?2 ?2i i`Mb72` +Q2{+B2Mi- h- r?B+? Bb +H+mHi2/























r?2`2 Nu- Re- M/ Pr /2MQi2 i?2 Lmbb2Hi- _2vMQH/- M/ S`M/iH MmK#2`-
`2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 bHBT p2HQ+Biv #2ir22M ;b M/ T`iB+H2 Bb /2MQi2/ v;X h?2 ;b
/2MbBiv- ρ;- bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv- cp,;- pBb+Q+Biv- μ;- M/ i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv-
λ;- `2 2KTB`B+HHv +Q``2Hi2/ iQ i?2 i2KT2`im`2 (j8R)X













r?2`2 Tr Bb i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7  `/BiBM; rHH- bbmK2/ iQ #2 2[mHHv pBbB#H2
7`QK HH M;H2bX
a?`BMFBM;
 20W `2/m+iBQM BM T`iB+H2 bBx2 rb Q#b2`p2/ /m`BM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM 2tT2`B@
K2Mib Q7 rQQ/ T`iB+H2b (j8k)X h?Bb Bb bbmK2/ iQ T`BK`BHv z2+i i?2 2ti2`MH
?2i i`MbTQ`i iQ i?2 T`iB+H2X h?mb- i?2 2z2+i Bb iF2M BMiQ ++QmMi #v +Q``2+i@
BM; i?2 2ti2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i, h?2 +QMp2+iBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM Bb +Q``2+i2/ #v
+Q``2HiBM; i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q2{+B2Mi- h- iQ i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM T`iB+H2 /BK@
2i2` b 7mM+iBQM Q7 +QMp2`bBQMX h?2 `/BiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM Bb `2/m+2/ i?`Qm;? 
7+iQ` b+HBM; rBi? i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM bm`7+2 `2X  HBM2` +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M
Kbb p2`;2/ +QMp2`bBQM M/ T`iB+H2 bBx2 `2/m+iBQM Bb bbmK2/X
S`iB+H2 S`QT2`iB2b
h?2 T`iB+H2 Bb /2b+`B#2/ b  bT?2`2 M/ +Q``2Hi2/ iQ 2tT2`BK2MiH /i 7`QK
HBi2`im`2 Q7 MQM@bT?2`B+H T`iB+H2b #v mbBM;  }t2/ V /A@`iBQ BM Q`/2` iQ
#HM+2 i?2 2ti2`MH ?2i ~mt M/ T`iB+H2 ?2i +T+BivX h?2 i?2`KQT?vbB+H
/i mb2/ BM i?2 KQ/2H Bb HBbi2/ BM i#H2 dXjX
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.`vBM; M/ .2pQHiBHBxiBQM EBM2iB+b
"2+mb2 Q7 i?2 HQr KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi U<10riX WV BM 7m2Hb mb2/ 7Q` bmbT2MbBQM
}`2/ +QK#mbiBQM Tm`TQb2b- HH Q7 i?2 BM?2`2Mi ri2` Bb i`2i2/ b #QmM/ ri2`X
h?2 `2H2b2 Q7 #QmM/ ri2` Bb +QMi`QHH2/ #v  FBM2iB+ 2tT`2bbBQM /2`Bp2/ #v
*?M 2i HX (RkN) r?Q /2i2`KBM2/ i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 dX9X
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b rBHH BM i?Bb rQ`F M22/ iQ +Qp2` #Qi?  rB/2
`M;2 Q7 i2KT2`im`2b U300Ĝ1850EV M/ ?2iBM; `i2b U10Ĝ105E · b−1VX h?Bb
Bb MQiQ`BQmbHv /B{+mHi mbBM;  ;HQ#H K2+?MBbK bm+? b i?2 QM2 2KTHQv2/
BM 2[miBQM UdXRNV (kje)X h?Bb +?HH2M;2 KQiBpi2/ i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2
/Bbi`B#mi2/ +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v KQ/2H U.1JVc ?Qr2p2`- 2p2M 7Q` i?2b2 BM}MBi2
T`HH2H `2+iBQM KQ/2Hb- i?2 pHB/iBQM Ki2`BH Q7i2M bi2K 7`QK HQr ?2iBM;
`i2 i?2`KQ;`pBK2i`B+ 2tT2`BK2Mib (R33- j89- j88)X
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b M22/2/ iQ 2pHmi2 2[miBQM UdXRNV i ?B;?
?2iBM; `i2b `2 Q#iBM2/ 7`QK T`2pBQmb rQ`F QM ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2- ?B;?
i2KT2`im`2 2tT2`BK2Mib QM #BQKbb /2pQHiBHBxiBQM (keN)X h?i rQ`F rb
BK2/ i /2p2HQTBM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM a6P_ FBM2iB+b 7Q` BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2b i
+QM/BiBQMb bBKBH` iQ bmbT2MbBQM }`BM;X h?2b2 `2bmHib UE,1 = 21 305 C ·KQH−1-
A1 = 18.9× 103b−1V rBHH BM i?Bb rQ`F #2 2KTHQv2/ b BMi`BMbB+ FBM2iB+b r?B+?
+QmTH2/ rBi? i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i KQ/2H rBHH vB2H/  +QMp2`bBQM `i2 7Q` MQM@
BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2bX
6Q` HQr ?2iBM; `i2b- BX2X H`;2` T`iB+H2b- i?2 FBM2iB+b /2`Bp2/ #v q@
;2M` 2i HX (kje) ?p2 #22M mb2/X h?2v mb2/  irQ bi2T K2+?MBbK, PM2
T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb bi2T rBi? i?`22 +QKT2iBM; `2+iBQMb 7Q`KBM; ;b- i`- M/
+?` 7QHHQr2/ #v  +QMb2+miBp2 bi2T +`+FBM; i?2 i` iQ ;b- +7X };m`2 dXjX
h?2b2 FBM2iB+ /i ?p2 T`2pBQmbHv #22M mb2/ rBi? bm++2bb 7Q` H`;2` T`iB+H2b










6B;m`2 dXj hrQ@bi2T b2KB@;HQ#H `2+iBQM K2+?MBbK (kje)X
"2+mb2 2[miBQM UdXRNV bbmK2b i?i i?2 +?` vB2H/ Bb BM/2T2M/2Mi Q7 i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM +QM/BiBQMb- i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM `i2 +QMbiMi +M #2 7QmM/
b,
k2 = ko +KBM (kh; kok) UdXj9V
h?2 `2bmHiBM; `i2 +QMbiMi +M #2 2tT`2bb2/ rBi? M ``?2MBmb ivT2 2[m@
iBQM rBi? i?2 FBM2iB+ +QMbiMi HBbi2/ BM i#H2 dX9 UE,2 M/ A2VX
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h#H2 dX9 EBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b mb2/ 7Q` i?2 R. MQM@BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2 KQ/2HBM;X
S`K2i2` lMBi *QMbiMi _272`2M+2
>B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b
A1 b−1 18.9× 103 (keN)
E,1 FC ·KQH−1 21.305
GQr i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b
Ao b−1 1.11× 1011 (kje)
E,o FC ·KQH−1 177
Ah b−1 9.28× 109 (kje)
E,h FC ·KQH−1 149
Ao2 b−1 4.28× 106 (kje)
E,o2 FC ·KQH−1 108
qi2` 2pTQ`iBQM
AY b−1 ·E−1/2 4.4× 106 (RkN)
E,Y FC ·KQH−1 88
h?2 KQ/2H /QTib i?2 TT`Q+? Q7 aBKQM2 2i HX (ke9) BMi`Q/m+BM;  +`BiB+H
i2KT2`im`2 b2T`iBM; i?2 ?B;? 7`QK i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+bX
h?2 b2T`iBQM Bb M2+2bb`v BM Q`/2` 7Q` i?2 a6P_ K2+?MBbK iQ `2KBM pHB/
BM i?2 2MiB`2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHX  +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2 Q7 `QmM/ 800E
Ki+?2b i?2 ivTB+H `2TQ`i2/ b?B7i BM }`bi Q`/2` FBM2iB+b (k8R- ke9) b BHHmbi`i2/
BM };m`2 dX9X h?2 H`;2 T`iB+H2b U11KKV 2tT2`B2M+2 ?2iBM; `i2b QM i?2 Q`/2`
Q7 10E · b−1 (Rdy)- r?BH2 i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2b U∼100μKV `2 ?2i2/ Km+? 7bi2`
QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 105E · b−1 (keN)X h?mb- i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 2+? `2+iBQM +QMbiMi
Bb b  7mM+iBQM Q7 T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`X
LmK2`B+H aQHmiBQM
h?2 bvbi2K +QMbBbib Q7  T`iBH /Bz2`2MiBH 2[miBQM /2b+`B#BM; i?2 2M2`;v
+QMb2`piBQM-  b2i Q7 MQM@HBM2` 2[miBQMb /2b+`B#BM; i?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb-
M/  b2i Q7 H;2#`B+ 2[miBQMb /2b+`B#BM; i?2 i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2bX
h?2 bvbi2K ?b #22M bQHp2/ MmK2`B+HHv mbBM; JiH#ȉ _kyR9# #v K2Mb
Q7 }MBi2 /Bz2`2M+2bX h?2 R@/BK2MbBQMH T`iB+H2 Bb /Bb+`2iBxBb2/ #v }MBi2 pQH@
mK2- `2/m+BM; i?2 2M2`;v #HM+2 iQ  b2i Q7 Q`/BM`v /Bz2`2MiBH 2[miBQMb- BM
r?B+? Mv BM7Q`KiBQM Bb biQ`2/ BM i?2 +2HH +2Mi2`bX h?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb
`2 BMi`Q/m+2/ #v 2ti2M/BM; i?2 MmK2`B+H /QKBM #v ;?Qbi +2HHbX
h?2 MmK#2` Q7 +2HHb b+H2b rBi? i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2X h?2 b+HBM; 7+iQ` ?b
#22M /2i2`KBM2/ #v ;`B/ b2MbBiBpBiv i2biBM;X h?2 iBK2 bi2Tb `2 /TiBp2 M/
+?Qb2M miQKiB+HHv QM i?2 #bBb Q7 i?2 bQHmiBQMX
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6B;m`2 dX9 EBM2iB+ /i 7Q` i?2 /2pQHiBHBbxiBQM Q7 /Bz2`2Mi #BQKbb2b _Q#2`ib
M/ *HQm;? (kkd)- aiKK (kjk)- q;2M` 2i HX (kje)- LmMM 2i HX (k8R)- CQ?Mb2M
2i HX (keN)X h?2 `i2 +QMbiMi 7Q` q;2M` 2i HX (kje) Bb i?2 M2i `i2 ;Bp2M #v
2[miBQM UdXj9VX
dXk LQM@AbQi?2`KH JQ/2H oHB/iBQM
h?2 KQ/2H Bb pHB/i2/ ;BMbi /i 7`QK i?`22 /Bz2`2Mi bim/B2b- 2+? T`2b2Mi@
BM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM /i Q7 rQQ/v 7m2H i /Bz2`2Mi T`iB+H2 bBx2b M/ /Bz2`2Mi
?2iBM; `i2bX M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 F2v +?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 i?2 pHB/iBQM Ki2`BH
Bb ;Bp2M BM i#H2 dX8X
h#H2 dX8 Pp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 b2i@mTb mb2/ 7Q` pHB/iBQM /iX
O a2i@mT S`iB+H2 bBx2 >2iBM; `i2 h2KT2`im`2 _27X
KK E · b−1 E
 1Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ` 0.063Ĝ0.090 105 R9y8ĜReed (keN)
" aBM;H2 T`iB+H2 +QK#mbiQ` 1.79Ĝ5.8 102Ĝ103 R93yĜR3jR (RdN- j8e)
* aBM;H2 T`iB+H2 +QK#mbiQ` RyXN jy Ry8yĜRked (Rdy)
dXkXR aKHH S`iB+H2b- oHB/iBQM a2i@lT 
a2i@mT  +QMbBbib Q7 i?2 G6_ `2+iQ` T`2pBQmbHv BMi`Q/m+2/ BM T`i AAX Ai Bb 
HKBM` ~Qr `2+iQ` QT2`iBM; i ?B;? T2F i2KT2`im`2b U1405Ĝ1667EV M/
i?2 T`iB+H2b 2tT2`B2M+2 ?2iBM; `i2b QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 105E · b−1X h?2 `2+@
iQ` rb QT2`i2/ i HKBM` #mHF ~Qr +QM/BiBQMb rBi? M mM/2`biQB+?BQK2i`B+
*>9f>k@~K2 (keN)X h?2 bQHB/ 7m2H 722/ `i2 rb F2Ti i 10Ĝ20K; ·?−1 2Mbm`@
BM; bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 +QM/BiBQMbX S`iB+H2b r2`2 +QHH2+i2/ i /Bz2`2Mi `2bB/2M+2
iBK2b #v  KQp#H2 T`Q#2X h?2 rQ`F T`QpB/2/ iBK2 `2bQHp2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
 /PO*TPUIFSNBM .PEFM 7BMJEBUJPO 
T`Q}H2b M/ +QKTmiiBQMH ~mB/ /vMKB+b U*6.V /2i2`KBM2/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`@
im`2 M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 /iX h?2b2 2tT2`BK2Mib bbmK2 BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2
#2?pBQ`X 6B;m`2 dX8 b?Qrb  +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M K2bm`2K2Mib M/ `2bmHib
7Q` i?2 R. KQ/2H i 1405 M/ 1667EX
AM };m`2 dX8 i?2 R. KQ/2H `2bmHib `2 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH /iX
h?2 R. KQ/2H mb2b  i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2Mi +QK#BMiBQM Q7 HQr ?2iBM; `i2
FBM2iB+b Uq;2M` 2i HX (kje)V #2HQr 800E M/ ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2b FBM2iB+b
UCQ?Mb2M 2i HX (keN)VX h?2 2z2+i Q7 mbBM; QMHv i?2 FBM2iB+ /i 7`QK CQ@
?Mb2M 2i HX (keN) Q` QMHv i?2 FBM2iB+b 7`QK q;2M` 2i HX (kje) `2 b?QrM
BM };m`2 dX8 M/ +QKT`2/ rBi? i?2 KQ/2H mbBM; i?2 +QK#BM2/ FBM2iB+bX
h?2 +QKT`BbQM b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 FBM2iB+b Q#iBM2/- T`iBHHv mbBM; bHQr ?2i@
BM; `i2 h: 2[mBTK2Mi Uq;2M` 2i HX (kje)V- Qp2` T`2/B+ib i?2 /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM iBK2 Q7 i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2bX *QMi``v- i?2 FBM2iB+b /2`Bp2/ i ?B;? ?2iBM;
`i2b UCQ?Mb2M 2i HX (keN)V +Tim`2 i?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 2tT2`BK2Mi r2HHX
h?2 +QK#BM2/ FBM2iB+ 2tT`2bbBQM mb2/ BM i?Bb rQ`F T`2/B+ib bHB;?iHv ?B;?2` `2@
+iBQM iBK2b i?M i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH /i- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 ;`22K2Mi Bb biBHH 7QmM/
iQ #2 `2bQM#H2- +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 iBK2 b+H2bX
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6B;m`2 dX8 *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 R. KQ/2H iQ i?2 HKBM` 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr `2+iQ`
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM 2tT2`BK2MibX h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q}H2b Q#iBM2/ #v mbBM; FBM2iB+
/i Q#iBM2/ #v q;2M` 2i HX (kje)- CQ?Mb2M 2i HX (keN) Bb HbQ +QKT`2/ iQ
i?2 FBM2iB+b /2`Bp2/ BM i?Bb rQ`FX  bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 /BK2i2` Q7 78.9μK ?b #22M
mb2/ 7Q` i?2 bBKmHiBQMb +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ i?2 _QbBM@_KKH2` K2M /BK2i2` Q7 i?2
2tT2`BK2MibX h?2 BHHmbi`i2/ +QMp2`bBQM Bb i?2 Kbb p2`;2/ +QMp2`bBQMX
dXkXk J2/BmK aBx2 S`iB+H2b- oHB/iBQM a2i@lT "
a2i@mT " Bb  bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 +QK#mbiQ` ?2i2/ #v  MQM@T`2KBt2/ ;b ~K2X
h?2 T`iB+H2 Bb `TB/Hv 2tTQb2/ iQ i?2 ?Qi 2MpB`QMK2Mi M/ i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
M/ +?` #m`M@Qmi T`Q+2bb2b `2 MHvb2/ #v pBbmH K2i?Q/bX
  .PEFMJOH )FBU 5SBOTGFS $POUSPMMFE 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO
h?2 K2bm`2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM +QKTBH2 i?2 rQ`F Q7 C2Mb2M (j8e) M/ C2Tb2M
(RdN)X h?2v rQ`F2/ QM /2pQHiBHBxiBQM 2tT2`BK2Mib mbBM; +m#B+ rQQ/ T`iB+H2bX
h?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2b `M;2 7`QK 1.79Ĝ5.8KK U+Q``2bTQM/BM; bT?2`B+H /BK2i2`V
M/ i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pH 7`QK 1458 iQ 1831EX h?2 `2+iQ` Bb  +QMp2+iBp2
bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 `2+iQ` ?2i2/ #v  ~i ~K2 #m`M2`X h?2 T`iB+H2 Bb BMi`Q/m+2/
iQ i?2 #m`M2` }t2/ QM  THiBMmK rB`2 M/ b?B2H/2/ #v  `2KQp#H2 +2`KB+
im#2X  ?B;? bT22/ +K2` U65>xV +Tim`2b i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM M/ +QK#mb@
iBQM T?b2b i?`Qm;?  pB2r TQ`i BM i?2 bB/2 Q7 i?2 `2+iQ`X h?2 b2i@mT ?b
T`2pBQmbHv #22M mb2/ BM Qi?2` rQ`F M/  /2iBH2/ /2b+`BTiBQM +M #2 7QmM/
2Hb2r?2`2 (j8k)X
6B;m`2 dXe +QKT`2b i?2 Q#b2`p2/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 `2[mB`2/ 7Q` +QKTH2i2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM UBM+Hm/BM; ?2iBM; M/ /`vBM;V iQ i?2 KQ/2H `2bmHibX h?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 ?b #22M /2}M2/ BM i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH rQ`F b i?2 iBK2
7`QK r?B+? i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb 2tTQb2/ iQ i?2 ?Qi `2+iQ` M/ iQ i?2 TQBMi r?2`2
 ~K2 Bb MQ HQM;2` pBbB#H2 `QmM/ i?2 T`iB+H2X AM i?2 R. KQ/2H i?2 iBK2
7Q` +QKTH2i2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM ?b #22M /2}M2/ b i?2 iBK2 r?2M 95W Q7 i?2
Q`B;BMH pQHiBH2 Kii2` ?b H27i i?2 T`iB+H2X





 (a) 1831 K
 (b) 1734 K
 (a) 1732 K
 (b) 1620 K
 (a) 1480 K
 (b) 1458 K
























6B;m`2 dXe *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M K2bm`2/ bBM;H2 rQQ/ T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
iBK2b M/ i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; bBKmHiBQMb mbBM; i?2 R. KQ/2HX h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
iBK2b BM+Hm/2b T`iB+H2 ?2i mT- /`vBM;- M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX 1tT2`BK2MiH /i,
(RdN- j8e)X
h?2 KQ/2H Bb #H2 iQ T`2/B+i i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2b r2HHX h?2 KQ/2H
rBHH BM ;2M2`H bHB;?iHv mM/2`T`2/B+i i?2 `2[mB`2/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2bX h?2 `2bmHib
`2- ?Qr2p2`- r2HH rBi?BM i?2 mM+2`iBMiv Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki2`BHX
dXkXj G`;2 S`iB+H2b- oHB/iBQM a2i@lT *
h?2 b2i@mT Bb #b2/ QM i?2 bK2 T`BM+BTH2b b b2i@mT " #mi BM+Hm/2b  b+H2
r?B+? HHQrb 7Q` iBK2 `2bQHp2/ MHvbBb Q7 i?2 Kbb HQbb /m`BM; /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
 4FOTJUJWJUZ "OBMZTJT 
M/ +?` #m`M@QmiX
h?2 2tT2`BK2Mib BM+Hm/2 bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 Tv`QHvbBb Q7 H`;2 #BQKbb T`iB+H2b
Q7 10.9KKX h?2 /i Bb Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2 rQ`F Q7 Gm 2i HX (Rdy) M/ BM+Hm/2
i2KTQ`H /i Q7 Kbb HQbb b r2HH b bm`7+2 M/ +2Mi2` T`iB+H2 i2KT2`@
im`2bX h?2 Kbb HQbb Bb Q#iBM2/ #v  KB+`Q b+H2- i?2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2 #v
irQ@HBM2 i?2`KQK2i`v- M/ i?2 +2Mi2` i2KT2`im`2 #v i?2`KQ+QmTH2 K2bm`2@
K2MibX 6B;m`2b dXd M/ dX3 b?Qr i?2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 R. KQ/2H `2bmHib iQ i?2
2tT2`BK2MiH /iX h?2 KQ/2H Bb #H2 iQ T`2/B+i #Qi? i?2 +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2
M/ i?2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2 r2HHX h?2 +QMp2`bBQM U/`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQMV Bb T`2/B+i2/ iQ BMBiBi2 bHB;?iHv Hi2` i?M i?2 K2bm`2/ /i M/ `2+?
+QKTH2iBQM bHB;?iHv #27Q`2 i?2 K2bm`2/ /iX h?2 T`iB+H2 +Q`2 i2KT2`im`2
Bb bB;MB}+MiHv mM/2` 2biBKi2/ i HQr /2;`22b Q7 +QMp2`bBQMX h?Bb Bb- ?Qr2p2`-
#2HB2p2/ iQ Q`B;BMi2 7`QK 2tT2`BK2MiH /2pBiBQMb- 2X;X #v ?2i +QM/m+iBQM
i?`Qm;? i?2 i?2`KQ+QmTH2 Bib2H7X























6B;m`2 dXd *QMp2`bBQM +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 K2bm`2K2Mib M/ i?2
R. KQ/2HX T; = 1050E- Tr = 1276E- dT = 10.9KKX
dXj a2MbBiBpBiv MHvbBb
h?2 Ki?2KiB+H KQ/2H /2`Bp2/ M/ pHB/i2/ BM i?2 T`2+2/BM; b2+iBQMb /2@
b+`B#2b i?2 i`MbB2Mi /`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7  T`iB+H2 `2bQHp2/ BM 
bBM;H2 /BK2MbBQMX Ai `2HB2b iQ 2ti2Mi QM BMTmi +[mB`2/ 7`QK i?2 HBi2`im`2X
am+? BMTmi BM+Hm/2b /`vBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM K2+?MBbKb M/ Ki?2KiB@
+H /2b+`BTiBQM- FBM2iB+ /i- i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b- 2i+X h?2 mM+2`iBMiB2b
Q7 KMv Q7 i?2b2 T`K2i2`b `2 ?B;?X h?Bb b2+iBQM BKb iQ i2bi i?2 KQ/2H M/
bb2bb i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv iQr`/b b2H2+i2/ T`K2i2`bX h?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2bib rBHH
#2 T2`7Q`K2/ #v p`BiBQMb BM  bBM;H2 T`K2i2` i  iBK2- r?BH2 KBMiBMBM;
  .PEFMJOH )FBU 5SBOTGFS $POUSPMMFE 1BSUJDMF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO



























6B;m`2 dX3 *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib M/ i?2
R. KQ/2HX T; = 1050E- Tr = 1276E- dT = 10.9KKX
i?2 `2bi i `272`2M+2 pHm2bX h?2 `272`2M+2 pHm2b +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?Qb2 HBbi2/ BM
i#H2 dXjX
h?2 b2MbBiBpBiv MHvbBb ?b #22M +i2;Q`Bx2/ BMiQ i?`22 KBM +i2;Q`B2b
Ç AMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b
Ç 1ti2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b
Ç _2+iBQM T`QT2`iB2b
h?2 BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b rBHH 7Q+mb QM i?2 i?2`KQT?vbB+H
T`QT2`iB2b M/ i`Mb72` KQ/2HbX h?Bb `2Hi2b T`BK`BHv iQ i?2 7m2H +?`+@
i2`BxiBQMX h?2 2ti2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b rBHH BM+Hm/2 i?2 2z2+i Q7
i?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMbX h?Bb +Q``2bTQM/b iQ bm#D2+iBM; T`iB+H2b iQ /Bz2`@
2Mi +QK#mbiBQM 2MpB`QMK2MibX h?2 `2+iBQM T`QT2`iB2b- BX2X i?2 /`vBM; M/
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`QT2`iB2b- rBHH BM+Hm/2 M MHvbBb QM i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 irQ
T?2MQK2M Q++m`BM; BM T`HH2H b r2HH b i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv iQr`/b i?2 FBM2iB+b
i?2K b2H7X
dXjXR _272`2M+2 *b2b M/ 1pHmiBQM S`K2i2`b
h?`22 `272`2M+2 +b2b ?p2 #22M 2bi#HBb?2/ iQ [mMiB7v i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 BK@
TQb2/ T`K2i2` p`BiBQMbX aBM+2 i?2 T`BK`v Q#D2+iBp2 Q7 i?Bb bim/v Bb iQ
2Mbm`2 M ++m`i2 `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2b i  ;Bp2M b2i Q7 `2+iBQM +QM/BiBQMb- i?2
T`K2i2` p`BiBQMb rBHH #2 2pHmi2/ bQH2Hv QM i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2-
BX2X i?2 iBK2 `2[mB`2/ iQ `2H2b2 95riX W Q7 i?2 pBH#H2 pQHiBH2bX
h?2 `272`2M+2 +b2b rBHH +QMbBbi Q7 i?`22 T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`b rBi? }t2/
#QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib i 1831E BM };m`2 dXeX
 4FOTJUJWJUZ "OBMZTJT 
h?2 T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`b +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?2 K2M /BK2i2`b Q7 i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+
T`iB+H2 #BMb /2}M2/ BM b2+iBQM 3XjXRX
h?2 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM Bb #b2/ QM  7m2H bKTH2 7`QK Jo /m`BM; i?2
b2+QM/ 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;MX h?2 T`QtBKi2 MHvbBb Bb ;Bp2M BM i#H2 dXeX
h#H2 dXe h?2 T`QtBKi2 MHvbBb mb2/ 7Q` i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2biX h?2 pQHiBH2 vB2H/
?b #22M +Q``2+i2/ iQ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2b #v  ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 vB2H/ 7+iQ` Q7 1.14-
#b2/ QM i?2 G6_ `2bmHibX
aT2+B2b lMBi oHm2




h?2 +QKT`BbQM iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 pHm2b rBHH #2 ;Bp2M QM #Qi? M #bQHmi2
M/  `2HiBp2 b+H2 b,
`2bTQMb2 pHm2 = M2r pHm2− `272`2M+2 pHm2 UdXj8V
`2bTQMb2 `2HiBp2W =
M2r pHm2− `272`2M+2 pHm2
`272`2M+2 pHm2
100W UdXjeV
h#H2 dXd HBbib i?2 `272`2M+2 pHm2b 7Q` i?2 i?`22 T`iB+H2 bBx2b /2MQi2/, dT
U3NV- dT U9NyV- M/ dT UReyjV- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h#H2 dXd _272`2M+2 pHm2b 7Q` i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2biX
lMBi dT U3NV dT U9NyV dT UReyjV
_272`2M+2 Kb R9X9 k8R Rdy3
dXjXk AMi2`MH >2i h`MbTQ`i S`QT2`iB2b
h?2 BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b BM+Hm/2  MmK#2` Q7 2KTB`B+H +Q``2H@
iBQMb +[mB`2/ 7`QK i?2 HBi2`im`2X b /Bb+mbb2/ BM b2+iBQM dXRXj-  MmK#2` Q7
/Bz2`2Mi K2i?Q/b /2b+`B#BM; i?2 p`BQmb T?2MQK2M 2tBbiX JQbi Q7 i?2 K2i?@
Q/b `2 /2`Bp2/ 7`QK 2KTB`B+H /i M/ i?mb Kv #2 bT2+B}+ iQ i?2 +QM/BiBQMb
Q` iQ i?2 7m2H mb2/ BM i?2 `2H2pMi bim/vX
h?2 #bQHmi2 M/ `2HiBp2 pHm2b 7Q` i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2bib aRĜa3+ `2 b?QrM
BM i#H2 dXNX
h?2 2z2+i Q7 BMi2`MH `/BiBQM ?b T`2pBQmbHv #22M `2TQ`i2/ b  bB;MB}+Mi
+QMi`B#miQ` iQ i?2 ?2i i`Mb72` BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2 i 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2bX
aR +QKT`2b i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 rBi?Qmi i?2 BMi2`MH +QMi`B#miBQM
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h#H2 dX3 Pp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 T`K2i2` p`BiBQMb 7Q` BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iv
BKT+i 2pHmiBQMX S`BK2 BM/B+i2b b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi pHm2b Q` 2tT`2bbBQMbX
h2bi o`BiBQM *QKK2Mi
h?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv
aR λ′2z = (1− χ)λ7 + χλ+ + λ;ϕ LQ `/BiBQM
ak 
′B = 0.5 _2/m+2/ BMi2`MH 2KBbbBpBiv
aj λ′2z = (1− χ)λ7 + χλ+ + λ`ϕ LQ ;b +QM/m+iBQM
a9 λ′7 = λ7 × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM 7m2H +QM/m+iBpBiv
a9# λ′7 = λ7 × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM 7m2H +QM/m+iBpBiv
a8 λ′+ = λ+ × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM +?` +QM/m+iBpBiv
a8# λ′+ = λ+ × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM +?` +QM/m+iBpBiv
hQiH ?2i +T+Biv
ae c′c,7 = cS × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM 7m2H bT2+B}+ ?2i
ae# c′c,7 = cS-7 × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM 7m2H bT2+B}+ ?2i
ad c′c,+ = cS-+ × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM +?` bT2+B}+ ?2i
ad# c′c,+ = cS-+ × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM +?` bT2+B}+ ?2i
a3 ρ′7 = ρ7 × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM 7m2H /2MbBiv
a3# ρ′7 = ρ7 × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM 7m2H /2MbBiv
a3+ ρ′7 = ρ7 × 0.5 50W /2+`2b2 BM 7m2H /2MbBiv
h#H2 dXN h?2 #bQHmi2 M/ `2HiBp2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi 7Q` i?2 BMi2`MH
?2i i`Mb72` T`K2i2`bX
dT U3NV dT U9NyV dT UReyjV
Kb W Kb W Kb W
_272`2M+2 14.4 ě 250.6 ě 1708 ě
h?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv
aR 14.5 0.7 248 −1.2 1698 −0.54
ak 14.3 −0.7 247 −1.5 1655 −3.1
aj 14.4 0.0 250.6 0.0 1708 0.0
a9 14 −2.8 242 −3.4 1605 −6.0
a9# 14.8 2.8 265 5.8 1885 10
a8 14.4 0.0 250 −0.24 1709 0.076
a8# 14.4 0.0 251 0.040 1706 −0.064
hQiH ?2i +T+Biv
ae 16.6 15 297 19 2024 19
ae# 12.0 −17 204 −19 1388 −19
ad 14.5 0.69 253 0.88 1725 1.0
ad# 14.2 −1.4 249 −0.80 1688 −1.1
a3 16.7 16 299 19 2043 20
a3# 11.9 −17 202 −19 1371 −20
a3+ 8.10 −44 129 −49 863.8 −49
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7`QK `/BiBQMX ak T`2b2Mib i?2 `2bmHib rBi? /2+`2b2/ BMi2`MH 2KBbbBpBiv- b
?b #22M `2TQ`i2/ 7Q` bm`7+2 2KBbbBpBiv Q7 +QH +?` (jR3)X AMimBiBp2Hv- i?2
`2[mB`2/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 7Q` +QKTH2i2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM b?QmH/ BM+`2b2 B7 i?2
2z2+iBp2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Bb /2+`2b2/X >Qr2p2`- 7Q` i?2 bT2+B}+ `2+iBQM
+QM/BiBQMb BMp2biB;i2/ ?2`2- i?2 T`Q#H2K #2+QK2b bQK2r?i KQ`2 K#B;mQmbX
"2+mb2 i?2 p2`v 7bi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM BMBiBi2b i `2HiBp2Hv HQr i2KT2`im`2b-
i?2 bQHB/ +QM/m+iBQM rBHH `2KBM i?2 /QKBMiBM; K2+?MBbK Q7 ?2i i`Mb72`
7Q` KQbi Q7 i?2 iBK2X
6B;m`2 dXN h?2 `2HiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM Q7 `/BiBQM M/ +QM/m+iBQM iQ i?2 2z2+iBp2
bQHB/ i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv BMbB/2  #BQKbb T`iB+H2X
6B;m`2 dXN BHHmbi`i2b i?2 `2HiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQMb Q7 bQHB/ +QM/m+iBQM M/ `@
/BiBQM b 7mM+iBQMb Q7 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ +QMp2`bBQMX 6`QK i?Bb };m`2
Bi Bb TT`2Mi i?i i?2 `/BiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM #2+QK2b /QKBMMi i ?B;? H2p2Hb
Q7 +QMp2`bBQM M/ i i2KT2`im`2b 2t+22/BM; ∼ 1000EX h?2 `/BiBp2 +QMi`B@
#miBQM iQ i?2 BMi2`MH ?2i i`Mb72` Bb i?mb 2tT2+i2/ iQ +QMi`B#mi2 T`BK`BHv
iQ i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? i?2 +?` Hv2`X *QMi``v- i?2 bQHB/ +QM/m+iBQM
Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ /2+`2b2 bB;MB}+MiHv- b i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM TT`Q+?2b 100W-
BX2X 7Q`KBM; M BMbmHiBM; +?` Hv2`X h?2b2 2z2+ib 2bT2+BHHv BM~m2M+2 QM i?2
bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2- b b22M BM i?2 +QKT`BbQM BM };m`2 dXRyX
h?2 BM+`2b2 BM i?2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2 BM+`2b2b i?2 /`BpBM; 7Q`+2 7Q` i?2
bQHB/ Ki`Bt ?2i +QM/m+iBQM r?B+? 7Q` i2KT2`im`2b #2HQr TT`QtBKi2Hv
1000E `2KBMb i?2 /QKBMMi KQ/2 Q7 ?2i i`MbTQ`iX
h?2 +QmMi2`BMimBiBp2 `2bmHi Q7 M2;H2+iBM; i?2 BMi2`MH `/BiBQM Bb  `2bmHi Q7
i?2 p2`v 7bi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b mb2/ i i2KT2`im`2b #Qp2 800EX h?Bb
2Mbm`2b i?i i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iF2b TH+2 BM  i2KT2`im`2 `2;BK2 r?2`2
i?2 bQHB/ Ki`Bt +QM/m+iBQM Bb biBHH i?2 /QKBMiBM; ?2i i`Mb72` K2+?MBbKX
A7 i?2 +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2 7Q` i?2 b?B7i #2ir22M HQr M/ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 /2@
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6B;m`2 dXRy AM~m2M+2 Q7 BMi2`MH `/BiBQM QM T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2b 7Q`  1603μK
T`iB+H2X
pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b rb iQ #2 BM+`2b2/- i?2 `2bmHi rQmH/ #2 BM HBM2 rBi? i?i
Q7 Gm (e9)X h?2 +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK ;b +QM/m+iBQM UajV Bb HBF2rBb2 M2;HB;B#H2X
b H`2/v /Bb+mbb2/- i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iF2b TH+2 BM i?2 +QM/m+iBQM
/QKBMi2/ i2KT2`im`2 `2;BK2X h?2`27Q`2- Bi Bb HbQ iQ #2 2tT2+i2/ i?i
+?M;2b iQ i?2 bQHB/ Ki`Bt i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Ua9Ĝa8#V BM~m2M+2 i?2 `2@
bmHiX b b22M 7`QK i#H2 dXN- Bi Bb T`BK`BHv i?2 i?2`KH T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 pB`;BM
rQQ/ i?i BM~m2M+2 i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2X h?2 b22KBM;Hv M2;HB;B#H2
BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2 +?M;2b iQ i?2 i?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv Q7 i?2 +?`- +QmH/ bi2K
7`QK i?2 BM+`2b2/ +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK BMi2`MH `/BiBQMX b bQQM b i?2 Ki`Bt
`2+?2b i?2 +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2- Bi rBHH /2pQHiBHBx2 7biX h?Bb rBHH bB;MB}+MiHv
/2+`2b2 i?2 pBH#H2 ?2i +T+Biv BM i?2 +?` Ki`Bt M/ i?mb BM/m+2 `TB/
?2i@mT- BM+`2bBM; i?2 bB;MB}+M+2 Q7 i?2 `/BiBp2 K2+?MBbKX
h?2 T`K2i2` p`BiBQMb aRĜa8# +QM+2`M i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b
Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2X h?2 T`K2i2` p`BiBQMb aeĜa3+ BMp2biB;i2 i?2 BM~m2M+2
Q7 pBH#H2 ?2i +T+BivX h?2 M2i ?2i +T+Biv Bb bbmK2/ iQ #2  HBM2`
7mM+iBQM Q7 +QMp2`bBQMX h?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H M/ i?2 +?` Bb
T`BK`v T`K2i2`b BM  ?2i #HM+2/ KQ/2H- Bi Bb ?Qr2p2`- /B{+mHi iQ /2`Bp2
+QMbBbi2Mi /i 7`QK i?2 HBi2`im`2- +7X 2X;X };m`2 dXkX h?2b2 /B{+mHiB2b `2
HBMF2/ iQ i?2 7+i i?i i?2 bKTH2 +?M;2b b Bi Bb 2tTQb2/ iQ ?2iX h?2 BKTQ`@
iM+2 Q7 i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i TT2`b +H2` r?2M +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 `2bTQMb2 pHm2b
7Q` b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi ae M/ ae#c  `2HiBp2 `2bTQMb2 Q7 ±15Ĝ19W BM/m+2/ #v
 20W +?M;2 BM bT2+B}+ ?2i Q7 i?2 pB`;BM 7m2HX h?2 BKT+i Q7 bT2+B}+ ?2i Q7
i?2 +?` Uad M/ ad#V Bb H2bb BKTQ`iMi M/ ?b #22M +H+mHi2/ iQ BM~m2M+2
QMHv iQ M2;HB;B#H2 /2;`22X
*?M;BM; i?2 pB`;BM 7m2H /2MbBiv Ua3Ĝa3+V rBHH 2z2+iBp2Hv +?M;2 i?2
pBH#H2 ?2i +T+Biv- i?mb  `2bTQMb2 bBKBH` iQ aeĜad# +M #2 2tT2+i2/X
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h?2 iQiH ?2i +T+Biv b+H2b HBM2`Hv rBi? i?2 T`iB+H2 /2MbBiv M/ i?mb +Q``2@
bTQM/b iQ  +?M;2 BM i?2 bT2+B}+ ?2i Q7 i?2 7m2H M/ +?` i i?2 bK2 iBK2X
h?2 +HQb2 +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M /2MbBiv M/ ?2i +T+Biv #2+QK2b TT`2Mi
r?2M +QKT`BM; i?2 `2bTQMb2 pHm2b Q7 i2bi a3 M/ a3# iQ i?Qb2 Q7 ae
M/ ae#X h?2 `2bmHib +QKT`2 r2HH 2KT?bBxBM; i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7  ;QQ/
+?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 7m2HX
dXjXj 1ti2`MH >2i h`MbTQ`i S`QT2`iB2b
h?2 i?2`KH KQ/2H #mBH/b QM i?2 bbmKTiBQM Q7 [mbB@bi2/v@bii2 #2ir22M
2ti2`MH M/ BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`iX h?2 M2;HB;B#H2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2 i?2`KH
+QM/m+iBpBiB2b- /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?2 #Qp2- +QmH/ BM/B+i2 M 2ti2`MH ?2i i`Mb@
TQ`i HBKBi2/ T`Q#H2K i i?2 bT2+B}+ +QM/BiBQMbX M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv
i2bib 7Q` 2ti2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT2`iB2b Bb HBbi2/ BM i#H2 dXRyX h?2 #bQHmi2
M/ `2HiBp2 pHm2b 7Q` i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2bib aNĜaRk `2 b?QrM BM i#H2 dXRRX
h#H2 dXRy Pp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 T`K2i2` p`BiBQMb 7Q` 2ti2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i T`QT@
2`iv BKT+i 2pHmiBQMX S`BK2 BM/B+i2b b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi pHm2b Q` 2tT`2bbBQMbX
h2bi o`BiBQM *QKK2Mi
h`Mb72` K2+?MBbKb
aN Tr = 500E aKHH `/BiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM
aRy T; = 1000E aKHH +QMp2+iBp2 +QMi`B#miBQM
aRR h′ = h× 0.2 aBKmHi2/ #HQrBM; 2z2+i
aRk b?`BMFBM; = 0 LQ b?`BMFBM;
h#H2 dXRR h?2 #bQHmi2 M/ `2HiBp2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi 7Q` i?2 2ti2`MH
?2i i`Mb72` T`K2i2`bX
dT U3NV dT U9NyV dT UReyjV
Kb W Kb W Kb W
_272`2M+2 14.4 ě 250.6 ě 1708 ě
h`Mb72` K2+?MBbKb
aN 15.0 4.2 315 26 2747 61
aRy 42.4 194 536 114 2612 53
aRR 44.1 206 562 124 2647 55
aRk 14.4 0.0 250 −0.24 1695 −0.76
aN bim/B2b i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 /2+`2b2/ 2ti2`MH `/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2X b
2tT2+i2/- i?2 BM~m2M+2 BM+`2b2b rBi? T`iB+H2 bBx2X  `2/m+iBQM Q7 1000E
BM i?2 `/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2 BM+`2b2b i?2 `2[mB`2/ iBK2 7Q` +QKTH2i2 /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7  1603μK T`iB+H2 #v 16WX h?2 2z2+i Bb 2bT2+BHHv `2H2pMi
iQ i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ BM  S6 }`2/ 7+BHBivX AM i?2 [m`H `2 i?2 T`iB+H2
+HQm/ /2MbBiv Bb ?B;?- i?mb i?2 +?M+2 Q7 T`iB+H2b b?B2H/BM; 2+? Qi?2` rBHH #2
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H`;2X AM //BiBQM- i?2 rHH i2KT2`im`2b UivTB+HHv 600Ĝ800EV rBHH /2}M2 i?2
`/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2X
 `2HiBp2Hv H`;2` BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2b Bb T`2/B+i2/ B7 i?2 BM@
~m2M+2 Q7 2ti2`MH `/BiBQM Bb BM+`2b2/ `2HiBp2 iQ +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i
UaRyVX _2/m+BM; i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 #v 831E BM+`2b2b i?2 `2[mB`2/
`2bB/2M+2 iBK2 7Q` +QKTH2i2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7  89μK T`iB+H2 #v HKQbi
200WX h?2 #bQHmi2 BM+`2b2 Bb ?Qr2p2` QMHv 28Kb 2KT?bBxBM; i?2 BKTQ`@
iM+2 Q7 iFBM; iBK2 b+H2b BMiQ ++QmMi r?2M MHvxBM; i?2 `2HiBp2 `2bTQMb2
pHm2bX
h?2 #HQrBM; Bb +mb2/ #v i?2 `TB/ 2tTMbBQM Q7 ;b2b BMbB/2 i?2 T`iB+H2
b i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Q++m`bX h?Bb `2bmHib BM  D2i Q7 ;b2b H2pBM;
i?2 T`iB+H2 M/ /Bb`mTiBM; +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`iX h?2 T?2MQK2M +M
#2 /B{+mHi iQ KQ/2H b i?2 pQHiBH2b H2p2 i?2 T`iB+H2 i?`Qm;? /Bb+`2i2 +?M@
M2HbX h?2`27Q`2- i?2 2z2+i Kv MQi #2 2p2M +`Qbb i?2 2MiB`2 bm`7+2X h?2
#HQrBM; 2z2+i Bb BM i?Bb +b2 KQ/2H2/ #v +Q``2+iBM; i?2 ?2i i`Mb72` MmK#2`-
h- #v  #HQrBM; 7+iQ` `mMMBM; 7`QK x2`Q iQ mMBiv U2z2+iBp2Hv +Q``2+iBQMb `2
K/2 iQ i?2 Nu@MmK#2` (j8d)VX Gm (e9) `2TQ`i2/ #HQrBM; 7+iQ`b `2+?BM;
0.1 BM i?2 BMBiBH T?b2 Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX aRR BMp2biB;i2b i?2 BM~m2M+2
rBi?  #HQrBM; 7+iQ` Q7 0.2 r?B+? BM+`2b2b i?2 `2[mB`2/ iBK2 7Q` +QKTH2i2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ  /2+`2b2 BM i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 bBK@
BH` iQ aRyX h?2 BM~m2M+2 b+H2b rBi? T`iB+H2 bBx2 bBKBH` iQ aRy #2+mb2 Q7
i?2 2z2+iBp2 `2/m+iBQM BM +QMp2+iBp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`iX
h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 b?`BMFBM; UaRkV Bb M2;HB;B#H2X Ai b?QmH/ ?Qr2p2` #2 F2Ti BM
KBM/ i?i i?2 b?`BMFBM; 2z2+i QMHv iF2b b+HBM; Q7 i?2 2ti2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i
BMiQ ++QmMiX *?M;2b BM i?2 /2MbBiv M/ BMi2`MH bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2
+QmH/ BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 Qp2`HH T`Q+2bb (j83)- ?Qr2p2`- BMbm{+B2Mi /i ?p2
#22M +[mB`2/ iQ +Qp2` bm+?  bim/vX
dXjX9 _2+iBQM S`QT2`iB2b
h?2 /`vBM; T`Q+2bb Bb TQi2MiBHHv BKTQ`iMi 7Q` i?2 B;MBiBQMX Ai Bb HbQ QM2 Q7
i?2 `2b r?2`2 i?2 b2[m2MiBH TT`Q+? Q7 6Gl1Lhȉ+QmH/ `2bmHi BM MQiB+2@
#H2 /Bz2`2M+2b 7`QK  biM/@HQM2 KQ/2H r?2`2 /`vBM;- /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- M/
TQi2MiBHHv +?` #m`M@Qmi `2 HHQr2/ iQ iF2 TH+2 BM T`HH2HX aRj bim/B2b
i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2 ?2i Q7 2pTQ`iBQMX h?Bb BM/B+i2b MQ bB;MB}+Mi BM~m2M+2
Q7 i?2 ?2i Q7 2pTQ`iBQMX PMHv  bHB;?i BM+`2b2 BM `2[mB`2/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2
rb Q#b2`p2/ r?2M BM+`2bBM; i?2 +QMi2Mi Q7 KQBbim`2 UaR9VX
h?2 b2MbBiBpBiv Q7 i?2 +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2- b2T`iBM; i?2 ?B;? i2KT2`@
im`2 FBM2iB+b 7`QK i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b UaR8 M/ aR8#V- BM~m2M+2b
i?2 `2[mB`2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 bB;MB}+MiHvX  +?M;2 BM 100E BM/m+2b
`2HiBp2 +?M;2b Q7 #2ir22M 15 M/ 23W BM i?2 `2bTQMb2 pHm2bX h?Bb bi2Kb
7`QK i?2 H`;2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 MQKBMH pHm2 Q7 i?2 `i2 +QMbiMib i i?2
+`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2X
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h#H2 dXRk Pp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 T`K2i2` p`BiBQMb 7Q` `2+iBQM BKT+i 2pHmiBQMX
S`BK2 BM/B+i2b b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi pHm2b Q` 2tT`2bbBQMbX
h2bi o`BiBQM *QKK2Mi
h?2`KH +QM/m+iBpBiv
aRj ΔpTH ′ = 0 LQ ?2i Q7 2pTQ`iBQM
aR9 Y ∗,′ = 0.1 AM+`2b2/ ri2` +QMi2Mi
.2pQHiBHBxiBQM
aR8 T ′+ = 700E GQr2` +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2
aR8# T ′+ = 900E >B;?2` +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2
aRe E′,1 = E,1 × 1.05 5W BM+`2b2 BM E,1
aRe# E′,1 = E,1 × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM E,1
aRe+ E′,1 = E,1 × 0.95 5W /2+`2b2 BM E,1
aRe/ E′,1 = E,1 × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM E,1
aRe2 E′,2 = E,2 × 1.05 5W BM+`2b2 BM E,2
aRe7 E′,2 = E,2 × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM E,2
aRe; E′,2 = E,2 × 0.95 5W /2+`2b2 BM E,2
aRe? E′,2 = E,2 × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM E,2
aRd A′1 = A1 × 1.05 5W BM+`2b2 BM A1
aRd# A′1 = A1 × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM A1
aRd+ A′1 = A1 × 0.95 5W /2+`2b2 BM A1
aRd/ A′1 = A1 × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM A1
aRd2 A′2 = A2 × 1.05 5W BM+`2b2 BM A2
aRd7 A′2 = A2 × 1.2 20W BM+`2b2 BM A2
aRd; A′2 = A2 × 0.95 5W /2+`2b2 BM A2
aRd? A′2 = A2 × 0.8 20W /2+`2b2 BM A2
aReĜaRe? BMp2biB;i2 i?2 BKT+i iQ i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 Q7 i?2
+iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2bX h?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b UaReĜaRe/V BM~m2M+2b
i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2b iQ  H`;2` 2ti2M/ i?M i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2bX h?Bb Bb `2@
bQM#H2- +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 i2KT2`im`2 `2;BK2 BM r?B+? i?2 FBM2iB+b `2 +iBp2X
.m2 iQ i?2 bHQr2` ?2iBM; `i2 Q7 i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2b-  H`;2` b?`2 Q7 i?2
Qp2`HH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM rBHH iF2 TH+2 BM i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 `2;BK2 M/ pB+2
p2`b 7Q` i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2bX h?2 `2bmHi /DmbiBM; i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 FB@
M2iB+b UaRe2ĜaRe?V Bb +QMbBbi2Mi M/ b?Qrb  ;`2i2` BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 H`;2`
T`iB+H2bX
AM ;2M2`H- i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 Bb H2bb b2MbBiBp2 iQ +?M;2b BM i?2
+iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b URdĜRd?VX "mi i?2 i`2M/b i?i /Q TT2` `2 +QMbBbi2Mi
rBi? i?2 Tii2`M 2K2`;BM; 7`QK /DmbiBM; i?2 +iBpiBQM 2M2`;B2b UReĜRe?VX
dXjX8 .Bb+mbbBQM QM i?2 a2MbBiBpBiv MHvbBb
h?2 #mBH/@mT Q7 i2KT2`im`2 BM i?2 Qmi2` Hv2` Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2- r?2M i?2 BM@
i2`MH `/BiBQM Bb M2;H2+i2/ UaRV- /B/ MQi BM/m+2 M TT`2Mi /Bz2`2M+2 BM
i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 r?2M +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2X h?2 2z2+i rb
#HM+2/ #v i?2 bQHB/ Ki`Bt ?2i +QM/m+iBQM r?B+? 7Q` HQr iQ KQ/2`i2 i2K@
T2`im`2 `2KBMb i?2 /QKBMMi KQ/2 Q7 i`MbTQ`iX h?2 `272`2M+2 +b2 Bb- ?Qr@
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h#H2 dXRj h?2 #bQHmi2 M/ `2HiBp2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv i2bi 7Q` i?2 `2+iBQM
K2+?MBbKbX
dT U3NV dT U9NyV dT UReyjV
Kb W Kb W Kb W
_272`2M+2 14.4 ě 250.6 ě 1708 ě
.`vBM;
aRj 14.3 −0.69 250 −0.24 1708 0.0
aR9 14.6 1.4 251 0.28 1713 0.32
.2pQHiBHBxiBQM
aR8 17.1 19 309 23 2027 19
aR8# 12.2 −15 194 −22 1341 −21
aRe 14.6 1.4 252 0.40 1710 0.12
aRe# 15.6 8.3 256 2.00 1717 0.53
aRe+ 14.1 −2.08 250 −0.40 1706 −0.11
aRe/ 13.4 −6.94 247 −1.48 1701 −0.36
aRe2 14.3 −0.69 251 0.16 1719 0.67
aRe7 14.4 0.00 251 0.32 1725 1.05
aRe; 14.4 0.00 250 −0.32 1684 −1.39
aRe? 14.2 −1.39 229 −8.78 1471 −13.86
aRd 14.3 −0.69 250 −0.08 1707 −0.03
aRd# 14 −2.78 249 −0.52 1705 −0.13
aRd+ 14.4 0.00 251 0.12 1708 0.04
aRd/ 14.9 3.47 252 0.68 1711 0.19
aRd2 14.3 −0.69 251 0.08 1707 −0.06
aRd7 14.4 0.00 251 0.00 1711 0.19
aRd; 14.4 0.00 251 0.04 1708 0.05
aRd? 14.4 0.00 251 0.04 1711 0.18
2p2`- bBKmHiBM; M 2ti2`MH `/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2 U1500EV +HQb2 iQ i?2 ;b
T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 U1831EVX A7 i?2 2ti2`MH `/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2 rb iQ #2
/2+`2b2/ UaNV- i?2 M2i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 bB;MB}+MHv BM+`2b2/- 2bT2+BHHv
7Q` i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2bX h?Bb Bb 2tT2+i2/ #2+mb2 i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 `2H@
iBp2Hv 7bi 2t+22/b i?i Q7 i?2 2ti2`MH `/BiBQM i2KT2`im`2- `2p2`bBM; i?2
`/BiBp2 ?2i ~mtX h?2 K2+?MBbK Bb 2M?M+2/ B7 i?2 BMi2`MH `/BiBQM Bb
M2;H2+i2/- BM+`2bBM; i?2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ i?2`27Q`2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2
/Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 T`iB+H2 bm`7+2 M/ i?2 `/BiBQM #+F;`QmM/X
q?2M bb2bbBM; i?2 `2bTQMb2 pHm2b- i?2 #bQHmi2 iBK2 b+H2b b?QmH/ #2 F2Ti
BM KBM/X h?2 iBK2 `2[mB`2/ 7Q`  bKHH T`iB+H2 U89μKV iQ 7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2 Bb
irQ Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 bKHH2` i?M i?2 iBK2 `2[mB`2/ 7Q`  H`;2 U1603μKV
T`iB+H2 iQ /2pQHiBHBx2X >2M+2- H`;2 `2HiBp2 +?M;2b iQ i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2b
Kv BM 7+i #2 BMbB;MB}+Mi r?2M +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2b /QKBMiBM;
i?2 ~K2X
h?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2 +?QB+2 Q7 +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2 Ub2T`iBM; i?2 HQr i2K@
T2`im`2 FBM2iB+b 7`QK i?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b- aR8 M/ aR8#V Bb M
BM?2`2Mi +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 i?2 /Bb+QMiBMmQmb `i2 +QMbiMiX "v 2KTHQvBM; KmHiB@
TH2 FBM2iB+ `i2 +QMbiMib- i?2 KQ/2H ii2KTib iQ +QKT2Mbi2 7Q` i?2 BM#BHBiv
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Q7  bBM;H2 a6P_ K2+?MBbK iQ iF2 ?2i `i2 2z2+ib BMiQ ++QmMiX h?2 /Bb@
+QMiBMmQmb Mim`2 Q7 i?2 KQ/2H +M #2 pQB/2/ B7  T`QT2` #H2M/BM; 7mM+iBQM
Bb BKTH2K2Mi2/X AM Q`/2` iQ /2p2HQT M/ imM2 bm+?  7mM+iBQM- //BiBQMH
pHB/iBQM Ki2`BH rQmH/ #2 `2[mB`2/X
AM ;2M2`H- i?2 pBH#H2 ?2i +T+Biv i iBK2 t- 2z2+iBp2Hv- rBHH +QMi`QH
i?2 T`QT2`iv ;`/B2Mib BM iBK2 t+ 1X "2+mb2  bm#biMiBH [mMiBiv 7`+iBQM
Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 BMBiBH Kii2` Bb /2pQHiBHBx2/- i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM ?2i +T+Biv
Bb bB;MB}+MiX h?2 `2/m+iBQM BM Kbb- M/ i?mb ?2i +T+Biv- ++2H2`i2b i?2
T`iB+H2 ?2i@mT M/ i?mb i?2 `i2 Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX h?Bb b2H7@biBKmHiBM;
K2+?MBbK rb HbQ 7QmM/ iQ #2 Q7 BKTQ`iM+2 r?2M MHvxBM; bKHH T`iB+H2b
BM i?2 G6_- +7X b2+iBQM 8X9X
dX9 amKK`v
 i`MbB2Mi- QM2 /BK2MbBQMH KQ/2H ?b #22M +QMbi`m+i2/X h?2 KQ/2H BM+Hm/2b
?2i i`MbTQ`i +QmTH2/ iQ  /`vBM; M/  /2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2HX
h?2 KQ/2H ?b #22M 2pHmi2/ mbBM; i?`22 /Bz2`2Mi b2i@mTb `2bmHiBM; BM
i?`22 bB;MB}+MiHv /Bz2`2Mi `2+iBQM 2MpB`QMK2MibX h?2 KQ/2H T2`7Q`K r2HH
+`Qbb i?2 7QHHQrBM; KBM T`K2i2`b,
Ç S`iB+H2 bBx2b, 63μK iQ 1.1 +K
Ç S2F ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b, 1080E iQ 1831E
Ç p2`;2 T`iB+H2 ?2iBM; `i2, 30E · b−1 iQ 105E · b−1
Ç S`iB+H2 BMBiH KQBbim`2 +QMi2Mi, ∼0 iQ 9riX W
Ç S`iB+H2 /2MbBiB2b, 580 iQ 1180 F; ·K−3
Ai b22Kb i?i i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2 Kii2` +M #2 r2HH T`2/B+i2/ bQH2Hv 7`QK
 ?2i i`MbTQ`i KQ/2H +QmTH2/ iQ  bBKTH2 a6P_ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM K2+?MBbKX
h?2 TTHB+iBQM Q7 i?2 KQ/2H iQ BKT`Qp2 i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 H`;2` *6.
bBKmHiBQMb 7QHHQrb BM +?Ti2` 3X

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S`i A /Bb+mbb2/ i?2 /Bp2`bBiv Q7 T`QT2`iB2b KQM; i?2 b2H2+iBQM Q7 pBH#H2
#BQKbb 7m2HbX h?Bb +?Ti2` M``Qrb i?2 b2H2+iBQM Q7 7m2Hb iQ rQQ/ 7m2Hb M/
iF2b i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK i?2 T`2pBQmb +?Ti2`b BMiQ ++QmMi iQ ;2M2`i2  ;2M2`B+
KQ/2H 7m2H 7Q` 2bv BKTH2K2MiiBQM iQ *6.X  bmKK`v Q7 i?Bb +?Ti2` ?b
#22M Tm#HBb?2/ BM 1M2`;v (j8N) M/ 2M+HQb2/ BM TT2M/Bt "X
3XR AMi`Q/m+iBQM
h?2`2 `2 KMv *6. bQHp2`b pBH#H2 QM i?2 K`F2i +T#H2 Q7 bQHpBM; KmHiB@
T?b2- `2+iBM; ~QrbX h?Bb T`QD2+i ?b #22M #b2/ QM Lauaȉ6Gl1LhȉM/
i?mb i?2 7Q`KmHiBQM Q7  KQ/2H 7m2H rBHH #2 }ii2/ iQ i?2 QTiBQMb M/ HBKBi@
iBQMb Qz2`2/ #v i?Bb T`iB+mH` bQ7ir`2X
6Gl1LhȉTT`Q+?2b /BHmi2 T`iB+H2 H/2M ~Qrb mbBM; M 1mH2`@G;`M;BM
TT`Q+?X h?2 ~mB/ ~Qr Bb /2b+`B#2/ #v bQHpBM; i?2 LpB2`@aiQF2b 2[miBQM
BM  }t2/ 7`K2 Q7 `272`2M+2 (kNy)X h?2 i`D2+iQ`B2b Q7 i?2 /BbT2`b2/ T?b2
Bb i?2M i`+F2/ #b2/ #v BMi2;`iBM; i?2 7Q`+2 #HM+2 QM i?2 T`iB+H2- BM 







r?2`2 mT M/ uT `2 i?2 T`iB+H2 Kbb M/ T`iB+H2 p2HQ+Biv p2+iQ`- t Bb iBK2
M/ Fi bmKb mT i?2 7Q`+2b +iBM; mTQM i?2 T`iB+H2X h?2 T`BK`v 7Q`+2b `2
/m2 iQ i?2 /`; 7Q`+2- F/`;- M/ i?2 ;`pBiiBQMH TmHH- F;X  MmK#2` Q7
//BiBQMH T?2MQK2M +M #2 iF2M BMiQ ++QmMi- BM+Hm/BM;, h?2 azKMǶb
HB7i 7Q`+2- #QmvM+v 2z2+ib- T`2bbm`2 ;`/B2Mib- pB`imH Kbb 7Q`+2 U++2H2`iBQM
Q7 bm``QmM/BM; ~mB/V- M/ i?2`KQT?Q`2iB+ 7Q`+2X
h?2 /Bb+`2i2 T?b2 KQ/2H U.SJV KQ/2H HHQrb 7Q` 2t+?M;2 Q7 Kbb- KQ@
K2MimK- M/ 2M2`;v rBi? i?2 ~mB/ T?b2X h?2 T?b2 BMi2`+iBQM Bb +i2;Q`Bx2/
BMiQ irQ, PM2@rv +QmTHBM; BM r?B+? i?2 ~mB/ ~Qr +ib mTQM i?2 T`iB+H2- #mi
i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 /Bb+`2i2 T?b2 QM i?2 +QMiBMmmK Bb MQi BM+Hm/2/X P`  irQ@rv
+QmTHBM;- r?2`2 i?2 2t+?M;2 Bb HHQr2/ iQ Q++m` BM #Qi? /B`2+iBQMbX S`iB+H2@
T`iB+H2 BMi2`+iBQMb `2 MQi BM+Hm/2/ BM i?2 biM/`/ .SJ KQ/2H- DmbiB}2/
#v i?2 /BHmi2 T`iB+H2 H/2M ~QrbX
h?mb- BM Q`/2` iQ bQHp2 i?2 KmHiBT?b2 bvbi2K-  MmK#2` Q7 BMTmi T`K@
2i2`b Bb `2[mB`2/ 7Q` i?2 /Bb+`2i2 T?b2X h?Bb +?Ti2` BKb iQ bmKK`Bx2 bQK2
Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H T`K2i2`b M22/2/ 7Q` ++m`i2 /Bb+`2i2 T?b2 #2?pBQ`X
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3Xk *b2 aim/v, JoR UkyR9V
h?2 /Bp2`bBiv Q7 #BQKbb KF2b Bi /B{+mHi iQ /2`Bp2 ;2M2`B+ /i QM T`iB+H2
T`QT2`iB2b- b /Bb+mbb2/ BM +?Ti2` kX h?Bb `2Hi2b MQi QMHv iQ i?2 `i2 Q7 /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM- +7X +?Ti2`b 9 M/ 8- i?2 b2H2+iBQM Q7 i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b
Q` T?2MQK2MQHQ;B+H KQ/2Hb- +7X +?Ti2`b j M/ d- #mi HbQ iQ i?2 T?vbB+H
TT2`M+2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2bX hQ `2b2K#H2  ivTB+H 7m2H mb2/ 7Q` S6 +QK#mbiBQM
 +b2 bim/v Bb +``B2/ Qmi- +?`+i2`BxBM; i?2 +?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM M/ i?2
T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 7m2H mb2/ /m`BM; i?2 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;M i K@
;2` TQr2` biiBQM UJoV mMBi R BM kyR9X h?Bb +b2 bim/v rBHH +QMbiBimi2 i?2
#bBb 7Q` i?2 7QHHQrBM; +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7  KQ/2H 7m2H 7Q` *6. BKTH2K2MiiBQMX
3XkXR S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQM
h?2 Sa. Bb  +2Mi`H T`K2i2` BM S6 +QK#mbiBQM b i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /B+ii2b
i?2 `2+iBQM `2;BK2 M/ i?mb i?2 `i2 Q7 `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2bX Ai rBHH Mim`HHv
HBF2rBb2 BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 ~mB/ /vMKB+bX
.m`BM; i?2 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;M- i?`22 ivT2b Q7 7m2H bKTH2b r2`2 +[mB`2/,
Ç lM@+`mb?2/ T2HH2ib
Ç .mbi bKTH2b 2ti`+i2/ #v biiB+ T`Q#BM;
Ç .mbi bKTH2b 2ti`+i2/ #v `QiQ` T`Q#BM;
h?2 T2HH2i bKTH2b `2 2ti`+i2/ 7`QK i?2 #mz2` iMF 722/BM; i?2 KBHHX
HH /mbi bKTH2b r2`2 +[mB`2/ 7`QK  ?Q`BxQMiH i`MbTQ`i im#2 #2ir22M i?2
KBHH M/ i?2 #m`M2`X h?2 biiB+ T`Q#BM; rb +``B2/ Qmi #v BMb2`iBM;  im#2
+QMM2+i2/ iQ  p+mmK +H2M2`X h?2 KQmi? Q7 i?2 im#2 rb M;H2/ iQr`/b
i?2 ~Qr Q7 T`iB+H2b M/ TQbBiBQM2/ TT`QtBKi2Hv QM i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2X h?2 `QiQ`
T`Q#2 Bb /2bB;M2/ iQ KBMBKBx2 +QHH2+iBQM #BbX Ai +QHH2+ib T`iB+H2b i?`Qm;? 
`QiiBM; T`Q#2 rBi? Bib MQ`KH /B`2+iBQM HB;M2/ rBi? i?2 /B`2+iBQM Q7 i?2 ~QrX
S`iB+H2b `2 +QHH2+i2/ i irQ /Bz2`2Mi /BK2i2`b- i?mb 2z2+iBp2Hv +QHH2+iBM;
T`iB+H2b i?`Qm;? irQ +QM+2Mi`B+ +B`+H2bX
MHvbBb 1[mBTK2Mi
"2+mb2 Q7 i?2 Q//Hv b?T2/ T`iB+H2b Q7 #BQKbb- MQ Q#pBQmb K2i?Q/ 7Q`
T`iB+H2 bBx2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM Bb TT`2MiX h?Bb +b2 bim/v BM+Hm/2b i?2 `2bmHib
Q7 i?`22 /Bz2`2Mi MHvb2b,
Ç aB2p2 MHvbBb
Ç S`iB+H2 BK;2 T`QD2+iBQM
Ĝ avKTi2+ ZA*SA*ȉ
 $BTF 4UVEZ ".7 	
 
Ĝ _2ib+? *JaAw1_ȉ
6B;m`2 3XR +QKT`2b i?2 TTHB2/ K2i?Q/bX lM7Q`imMi2Hv-  /B`2+i +QK@
T`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 irQ BK;2 #b2/ MHvbBb K2i?Q/b mbBM; i?2 bK2 +?`@
+i2`BbiB+ bBx2 rb MQi TQbbB#H2X h?2 ZA*SA*ȉBb /2TB+i2/ mbBM; i?2 /BK2i2`
Q7  pQHmK2 2[mBpH2Mi bT?2`2- r?BH2 i?2 *JaAw1_ȉ`2bmHib `2 b?QrM mbBM;
i?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK /BK2i2`- QM i?2 `2+QKK2M/iBQM Q7 h`m#2ibFv (Re8)X
6B;m`2 3XR b?Qrb i?2 p`BiBQMb BM T`iB+H2 bBx2 +`Qbb HH i?`22 K2bm`2@
K2Mi /vbX 1+? /v Bb /2TB+i2/ #v 7Qm` `2T2iBiBp2 K2bm`2K2Mib QM i?2
bK2 bKTH2 #i+? mbBM; i?2 avKTi2+ ZA*SA*ȉTT`imbX h?Bb b?Qrb ;QQ/
`2T2i#BHBiv Q7 i?2 ZA*SA*ȉK2i?Q/ M/ QMHv bKHH /2pBiBQMb BM i?2 Sa.
+`Qbb i?2 i?`22 /vbX .v R /2pBi2b i?2 KQbi rBi?  H`;2` 7`+iBQM Q7 bKHH
T`iB+H2bX
q?2M +QKT`BM; i?2 K2i?Q/b- +7X };m`2b 3XR# iQ 3XR/- i?2 i`2M/b TT2`
+QMbBbi2MiX h?2 ZA*SA*ȉK2i?Q/ BM/B+i2b  H`;2` 7`+iBQM Q7 bKHH2` T`iB@
+H2b- 7QHHQr2/ #v i?2 bB2p2 MHvbBb M/ i?2 *JaAw1_ȉK2i?Q/X 6Q` M BM
/2Ti? K2i?Q/QHQ;B+H MHvbBb Q7 i?2 *JaAw1_ȉ- +QKT`BbQM iQ Hi2`MiBp2
+?`+i2`BxiBQM K2i?Q/b- M/ i?2 +?QB+2 Q7 T`iB+H2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b-
i?2 `2/2` Bb `272``2/ iQ i?2 rQ`F Q7 h`m#2ibFv (Re8) r?Q T`QpB/2b /2iBH2/
/Q+mK2MiiBQM M/ /Bb+mbbBQMb QM T`iB+H2 bBx2 M/ b?T2X
AM~m2M+2 Q7 aKTHBM; J2i?Q/
*QHH2+iBQM #Bb ?b #22M 2pHmi2/ mbBM; +QMp2MiBQMH bB2p2 iQr2` MHvbBbX
h?`22 bKTHBM; K2i?Q/b `2 +QKT`2/,
Ç .mbi 7`QK KMmHHv +`mb?2/ T2HH2ib +QHH2+i2/ #27Q`2 i?2 KBHH
Ç .mbi +QHH2+i2/ 7i2` i?2 KBHH #v biiB+ T`Q#BM;
Ç .mbi +QHH2+i2/ 7i2` i?2 KBHH #v BbQ@FBM2iB+ T`Q#BM;
h?2 BbQFBM2iB+ T`Q#BM; Bb +``B2/ Qmi mbBM;  `QiQ` T`Q#2 2[mBpH2Mi iQ i?2
QM2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 3XkX "v `QiiBM; i?2 T`Q#2b T2`T2M/B+mH` iQ i?2 /B`2+@
iBQM Q7 ~Qr- i?2 TT`imb KBMBKBx2b +QHH2+iBQM #Bb +mb2/ #v mM2p2M /Bbi`B@
#miBQM Q7 T`iB+H2b BM i?2 im#2X "v /DmbiBM; i?2 bm+iBQM p2HQ+Biv- BbQ@FBM2iB+
bKTHBM; Bb Q#iBM2/ i?mb pQB/BM; +QHH2+iBQM #Bb /m2 iQ KbbfKQK2MimK
T?2MQK2MX
6B;m`2 3Xj +QKT`2b i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi K2i?Q/b +`Qbb i?2 2MiB`2 +KTB;MX
h?2 +QKT`BbQM Bb K/2 QM i?2 _QbBM@_KKH2` K2M /BK2i2` M/ bT`2/X 
+H2` i`2M/ TT2`b r?2M +QKT`BM; i?2 K2M /BK2i2`b, h?2 biiB+ T`Q#BM;
BM/B+i2b i?2 bKHH2bi K2M /BK2i2`b- 7QHHQr2/ #v i?2 `QiQ` T`Q#2 M/ }MHHv
i?2 T2HH2ibX h?Bb +M #2 `iBQMHHv 2tTHBM2/X h?2 T2HH2ib `2 2tT2+i2/ iQ vB2H/
i?2 H`;2bi T`iB+H2 bBx2X Hi?Qm;? i?2 `QHH2` KBHH Bb MQi /2bB;M2/ iQ 7m`i?2`
;`BM/ i?2 T`iB+H2b- bQK2 /2;`22 Q7 T`iB+H2 +`mb?BM; Kmbi #2 2tT2+i2/X h?mb-
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UV .BHv p`BiBQMb M/ `2T2i#BHBiv Q7
ZA*SA*ȉX





































 QICPIC, Run 1




























 QICPIC, Run 1




















6B;m`2 3XR *QKT`BbQM Q7 Sa. +?`+i2`BxiBQM K2i?Q/bX S`iB+H2 bBx2 Bb /2}M2/
b, aB2p2, h?2 K2b? bBx2- ZA*SA*ȉ, h?2 /BK2i2` Q7  bT?2`2 rBi? i?2 bK2 pQHmK2-
*JaAw1_ȉ, h?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK /BK2i2`X
6B;m`2 3Xk AHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 `QiQ` T`Q#2 mb2/ 7Q` BbQFBM2iB+ /mbi bKTHBM;X AHHmb@
i`iBQM ?b #22M KQ/B}2/ 7`QK (jeR)X
 $BTF 4UVEZ ".7 	
 
`2bmHiBM; BM H`;2` T`iB+H2b mTbi`2K Q7 i?2 KBHHX h?2 biiB+ T`Q#BM; Bb bm+F@
BM; rBi?  }t2/ +QKT`2bbQ` QmiTmi- BX2X MBbQFBM2iB+ bKTHBM;X h?2 bm+iBQM
p2HQ+Biv Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ 2t+22/ i?2 p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 ~QrX h?2 T`2bbm`2
/Bz2`2M+2 BM/m+2/ #v i?2 /Bz2`2Mi ~Qr p2HQ+BiB2b rBHH ?p2  ;`2i2` BKT+i QM
HB;?i2` T`iB+H2b- `2bmHiBM; BM  +QHH2+iBQM #Bb iQr`/b bKHH2` T`iB+H2bX h?2
/Bz2`2M+2b `2 bB;MB}+Mi M/ i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 bKHH2bi M/ H`;2bi
K2M /BK2i2`b Bb `QmM/ 300μKX






























UV _QbBM@_KKH2` K2M /BK2i2`X





















Day and time [hh]





6B;m`2 3Xj *QKT`BbQM Q7 +QHH2+iBQM K2i?Q/b #b2/ QM i?2 _QbBM@_KKH2` /Bbi`B@
#miBQMX
amKK`v QM S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQM
hQ T`QpB/2  +QM+`2i2 /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2b-  bBM;H2 bKTH2 ?b #22M
b2H2+i2/ iQ `2T`2b2Mi i?2 T`iB+H2b mb2/ i K;2` TQr2` biiBQMX 6B;m`2 3XR
BM/B+i2b i?i i?2 p`BiBQM BM T`iB+H2 bBx2b `2 bKHHX
h?2 *JaAw1_ȉ`2bmHib 7`QK /v Ok ?p2 #22M +?Qb2M mbBM; i?2 J`iBM
KBMBKmK /BK2i2` b i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?X h?2 _QbBM@_KKH2` }i Bb
T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 3X9X
3XkXk S`QtBKi2 M/ lHiBKi2 MHvbBb
h#H2 3XR HBbib i?2 T`QtBKi2 MHvb2b 7`QK /mbi bKTH2b 2ti`+i2/ /m`BM; i?2
b2+QM/ 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;M i JoX h?2 p2`;2 pHm2b `2 `2+QKK2M/2/ b
7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM pHm2b BM 7mim`2 +H+mHiBQMbX


































6B;m`2 3X9 _QbBM@_KKH2` }i iQ Jo /mbi mbBM; *JaAw1_ȉ/i 7`QK /v Ok
Q7 i?2 b2+QM/ 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;M, d¯ = 670.8μK- n = 1.277X h?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK
/BK2i2` ?b #22M mb2/ b i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?X
h#H2 3XR S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb 7`QK i?2 b2+QM/ 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;M i JoX
S`QT2`iv lMBi .mbi bKTH2
O1 O2 O3 p2`;2
>>o JC · F;−1 19.37 19.33 19.29 19 ± 0.0
JQBbim`2 riX W Ur2iV 3.9 4.9 3.5 4.1 ± 0.7
b? 0.90 0.70 0.80 0.80 ± 0.1
oQHiBH2b 80 79 80 80 ± 0.6
* riX W U/XX7XV 50.7 50.7 50.2 50.5 ± 0.3
> 6.26 6.34 6.16 6.25 ± 0.1
L 0.202 0.201 0.202 0.202 ± 0.0
P 42.9 42.8 43.5 43.1 ± 0.4
 &ùFDUJWF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO ,JOFUJDT 
3Xj 1z2+iBp2 .2pQHiBHBxiBQM EBM2iB+b
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2Hb pBH#H2 BM 6Gl1LhȉQz2`b QMHv  72r BM?2`2Mi
QTiBQMb 7Q` KQ/2HBM; T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM, *QMbiMi `i2- a6P_- irQ +QK@
T2iBM; a6P_b UEQ#vb?B 2i HX (k8j)V- M/ i?2 *S.@KQ/2H U+QH #b2/V- Q7
r?B+? i?2 Hii2` rBHH MQi #2 mb2/ BM i?Bb rQ`FX h?2 7QHHQrBM; #`B27 T`2b2MiiBQM
Q7 BM?2`2Mi 6Gl1Lhȉ/2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2Hb rBHH #2 #b2/ QM 6Gl1LhȉMQK2M+Him`2
M/ KB;?i /2pBi2 7`QK i?2 `2bi Q7 i?2 i?2bBbX
h?2 +QMbiMi `i2 KQ/2H bbmK2b i?i pQHiBH2b `2 `2H2b2/ i  +QMbiMi
`i2- +?`+i2`Bx2/ #v  bBM;H2 T`K2i2`- A0,
− /mT
/t
= A0fp,0 (1− fr,0)mT,0 U3XkV
r?2`2 mT Bb i?2 Kbb Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 i iBK2 t M/ mT,0- fp,0- M/ fr,0 `2
i?2 BMBiBH Kbb Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2- M/ BMBiBH 7`+iBQM Q7 pQHiBH2b M/ KQBbim`2-
`2bT2+iBp2HvX A0 Bb i?2 `i2 +QMbiMiX
h?2 bBM;H2 FBM2iB+ `i2 KQ/2H bbmK2b i?2 `i2 Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iQ #2
}`bi Q`/2` QM i?2 KQmMi Q7 `2KBMBM; pQHiBH2b,
− /mT
/t
= k [mT − (1− fp,0) (1− fr,0)mT,0] U3XjV
r?2`2 i?2 `i2 +QMbiMi- k- Bb 2tT`2bb2/ b M ``?2MBmb ivT2 2[miBQM,





r?2`2 A1 M/ E `2 i?2 }iiBM; T`K2i2`b- T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` M/ +iB@
piBQM 2M2`;v- R Bb i?2 ;b +QMbiMi- M/ T i?2 i2KT2`im`2X
h?2 EQ#vb?B KQ/2H BM+Hm/2b irQ `i2 2tT`2bbBQM bBKBH` iQ 2[miBQM U3X9VX
h?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b `2 imM2/ iQ T`QpB/2 HBKBiBM; `i2b i /Bz2`2Mi i2K@
T2`im`2 BMi2`pHbX h?2 KQ/2H /Q2b ?Qr2p2` `2[mB`2 //BiBQMH vB2H/ 7+iQ`b
7Q` i?2 #H2M/BM; Q7 i?2 BM/2T2M/2Mi `2+iBQMb- M/ i?mb- i?2 KQ/2H #2+QK2b
KQ`2 /B{+mHi iQ imM2X
h?2 +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2b T`2b2Mi2/ BM +?Ti2` d +H2`Hv b?Qr ?Qr i?2 +QM@
biMi `i2 KQ/2H Bb MQi  72bB#H2 QTiBQM iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 T`iB+H2 Tv`QHvbBbX
1tT2`B2M+2b 7`QK +?Ti2` 9 BM/B+i2 i?i  a6P_ K2+?MBbK rBHH bi`m;;H2 iQ
/2b+`B#2 i?2 H`;2 bTM Q7 i2KT2`im`2b M/ ?2iBM; `i2b 2tT2+i2/ 7Q` S6
+QK#mbiBQM mbBM; #BQKbb 7m2HbX TTHvBM;  bBM;H2 b2i Q7 a6P_ FBM2iB+b iQ
/2b+`B#2 HH T`iB+H2 bBx2b rBHH `2bmHi BM r`QM; T`2/B+iBQMb Q7 i?2 `2H2b2 Q7
pQHiBH2bX h?2`2 Bb +m``2MiHv MQ rv Q7 +Q``2+iBM; 7Q` bm+? #Bb r?2M mbBM; i?2
BMi`BMbB+ 6Gl1LhȉKQ/2HbX
h?Bb b2+iBQM T`QpB/2b  K2i?Q/ 7Q` +Q``2+iBM; i?2 FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q`
i?2`KH i`MbTQ`i HBKBiiBQMbX h?2 i?2`KH ?BbiQ`v Q7  T`iB+H2 Bb /2T2M/2Mi
QM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2X h?mb-  b2i Q7 mMB[m2 a6P_ FBM2iB+b `2 M2+2bb`v iQ
2+? T`iB+H2 Q7 /Bz2`2Mi bBx2- `2bmHiBM; BM i?2 M22/ 7Q` M BM}MBi2 MmK#2` Q7
  " .PEFM 'VFM GPS $'% *NQMFNFOUBUJPO
FBM2iB+ T`K2i2`b 7Q`  +QMiBMmQmb Sa.X hQ bBKTHB7v Kii2`b- i?Bb rQ`F rBHH
HmKT iQ;2i?2` `2Hi2/ T`iB+H2 bBx2b BMiQ T`iB+H2 #BMb M/ mb2  bBM;H2 b2i Q7
a6P_ FBM2iB+b iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 p2`;2 2tT2+i2/ #2?pBQ` Q7 2+? `2bT2+iBp2
T`iB+H2 bBx2 +i2;Q`vX h?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ FBM2iB+b `2 /2`Bp2/ 7`QK
i?2 7QHHQrBM; H;Q`Bi?K,
RX h?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH R. KQ/2H- +QK#BMBM; ?2i i`Mb72`- ri2` `2H2b2-
M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Bb mb2/ iQ ;2M2`i2 +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2b Q7  bT2+B}+
T`iB+H2 bBx2 i  ;Bp2M i2KT2`im`2X
kX h?2 +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2 U7`QK bi2T RV Bb bmT2`BKTQb2/ QM M BbQi?2`KH
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2H U2[miBQM U3X8VV M/ i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; T`iB+H2
i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v Bb +H+mHi2/X
jX h?2 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2 Ubi2T RV M/
i?2 BbQi?2`KH i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`v Ubi2T kV Bb mb2/ iQ /2`Bp2  b2i Q7 T@
T`2Mi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b +Q``2+i2/ 7Q` ?2i i`MbTQ`i HBKBiiBQMbX
h?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mb2/ iQ /2`Bp2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM FBM2iB+b b?`2b HH Q7 i?2 i?2`KQT?vbB+H /i rBi? i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH





= hAT (T; − TT) + εTATσ
(
T 4r − T 4T
)
U3X8V
r?2`2 mT- cp- εT- M/ AT `2 i?2 Kbb- bT2+B}+ ?2i- 2KBbbBpBiv- M/ bm`7+2
`2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2X TT- T;- M/ Tr `2 i?2 T`iB+H2- #mHF ;b- M/ `/BiBQM
i2KT2`im`2b- `2bT2+iBp2HvX σ M/ h `2 i?2 ai27M@"QHixKMM +QMbiMi M/
i?2 ;b T?b2 ?2i i`Mb72` MmK#2`X
3XjXR *?`+i2`BbiB+ S`iB+H2 aBx2 "BMb
h?2 /Bb+`2iBxiBQM Q7 i?2 Sa. BMiQ bmBi#H2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 #BMb ?b #22M K/2
QM i?2 #bBb Q7 i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2HBM; `2bmHibX
"v MHvxBM; i?2 `/BH +QMp2`bBQM M/ i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 T`iB@
+H2b- i?`22 /BbiBM+i +i2;Q`B2b +M #2 /2}M2/- +7X };m`2 3X8,
RX aKHH T`iB+H2b- +7X };m`2 3X8, L2`Hv BbQi?2`KH T`iB+H2bX h?2 BMi2`@
MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i Q++m`b 7bi M/ b  `2bmHi- i?2 +Q`2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2
`2+?2b 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2b #27Q`2 i?2 Qmi2` T`i Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb
7mHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/X h?2 ?2i mT Bb 7bi- i?mb i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb
Bb T`BK`BHv +QMi`QHH2/ #v i?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+bX
kX J2/BmK bBx2 T`iB+H2b- +7X };m`2 3X8#, h?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 Bb bm{+B2MiHv
H`;2 b iQ BMi`Q/m+2 MQM@M2;HB;B#H2 i2KT2`im`2 ;`/B2MibX >Qr2p2`-
i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i biBHH Q++m`b `2HiBp2Hv 7biX h?mb- b i?2 Qmi2` T`i
 &ùFDUJWF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO ,JOFUJDT 
Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 `2+?2b 7mHH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 +Q`2
?b `Bb2M bm{+B2MiHv iQ BMBiBi2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX h?2 `2HiBp2 BM+`2b2
BM BMi2`MH i?2`KH `2bBbiM+2 +QKT`2/ iQ bKHH T`iB+H2b `2bmHib BM 
T`BK`v b?`2 Q7 i?2 +QMp2`bBQM iFBM; TH+2 BM i?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2
FBM2iB+ `2;BK2X
jX G`;2 T`iB+H2b- +7X };m`2 3X8+, h?2 BMi2`MH ?2i i`MbTQ`i Bb bB;MB7@
B+MiHv bHQr2` +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 bKHH2` T`iB+H2 bBx2bX b  `2bmHi- M
mM`2+i2/ +Q`2 `2KBMb 2p2M b i?2 Qmi2` T`i Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 `2+?2b 7mHH
+QMp2`bBQMX h?2 ?2i T`QT;i2b bHQrHv i?`Qm;? i?2 T`iB+H2b `2bmHiBM;
BM  #`Q/ `2+iBQM xQM2 +QMi`QHH2/ #v i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+bX
h?Bb Bb /B`2+iHv 7QHHQr2/ #v  M``Qr b?2HH Q7 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+bX
h?2 i`MbBiBQM #2ir22M i?2 i?`22 +i2;Q`B2b Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2b +M #2 /2}M2/
QM  +QM+2TimH #bBb b /2b+`B#2/ BM i#H2 3XkX
h#H2 3Xk .2}MBiBQMb Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQMb #2ir22M i?2 i?`22 T`iB+H2 bBx2 +i2;Q`B2bX
TT Bb i?2 HQ+H T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2- T+ Bb i?2 i?`2b?QH/ i2KT2`im`2 b2T`iBM; HQr
M/ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b- r Bb i?2 MQ`KHBx2/ `/BH /BbiM+2
;QBM; 7`QK +2Mi2` iQ bm`7+2- χ Bb i?2 HQ+H /2pQHiBHBxiBQM +QMp2`bBQM- M/ |t /2MQi2b
 ;Bp2M iBK2 bi2TX
h`MbBiBQM .2b+`BTiBQM Ji?2KiB+H /2b+`BTiBQM
ĜaKHH 6`QK x2`Q H2M;i? iQ i?2 +`BiB+H T`@
iB+H2 /BK2i2` r?2`2 i?2 Qmi2` T`i
Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 `2+?2b 7mHH +QMp2`@
bBQM #27Q`2 i?2 +Q`2 `2+?2b i?2 +`BiB@
+H i2KT2`im`2 i?`2b?QH/ b2T`iBM;
HQr 7`QK ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+bX
TT > T+ r ∈ [0; 1]
∧
χ < 1 r ∈ [0; 1]
aKHHĜ
K2/BmK
6`QK bKHH T`iB+H2b iQ r?2`2 i?2
Qmi2` b?2HH `2+?2b 7mHH +QMp2`bBQM #2@
7Q`2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM ?b #2;mM i i?2
+Q`2X
TT < T+ r ∈ [0; r1]
∧
TT > T+ r ∈ ]r1; 1]
∧
χ < 1 r ∈ [0; r1]
J2/BmKĜ 6`QK K2/BmK T`iB+H2b M/ mTX
6B;m`2 3Xe b?Qrb i?2 i`MbBiBQM /BK2i2`b b 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 ;b i2KT2`@
im`2X h?2 +`BiB+H /BK2i2`b p`v QMHv bHB;?iHv rBi? i2KT2`im`2X 6Q`  ;2M2`@
B+HHv TTHB+#H2 /Bb+`2iBxiBQM Q7  ;Bp2M bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM- i?2 K2M pHm2b
`2 mb2/ iQ /2}M2 i?2 bKHH- K2/BmK- M/ H`;2 T`iB+H2bX
3XjXk *QMp2`bBQM S`Q}H2b 7Q` *?`+i2`BbiB+ S`iB+H2 aBx2b
6QHHQrBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2b- /2}M2/ BM };m`2 3Xe- +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2b `2 +H@
+mHi2/ 7Q`  bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 `2T`2b2MiBM; i?2 /Bz2`2Mi T`iB+H2 bBx2 #BMbX
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6B;m`2 3X8 .2}MBiBQM Q7 i?2 i?`22 +?`+i2`BbiB+ T`iB+H2 bBx2bX 6B;m`2 3X8, bKHH
T`iB+H2b, h?2 2MiB`2 T`iB+H2 Bb #2BM; +QMp2`i2/ BM i?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+
`2;BK2X 6B;m`2 3X8#, K2/BmK T`iB+H2b, h?2 Qmi2` T`i Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 `2+?2b 7mHH
+QMp2`bBQM #27Q`2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BM i?2 +2Mi2` 2t+22/b i?2 +`BiB+H i?`2b?QH/ b2T@
`iBM; HQr 7`QK ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+bX 6B;m`2 3X8+, H`;2 T`iB+H2b,
h?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i i?`Qm;? i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb bHQrX h?mb- i?2 Qmi2` T`i rBHH `2+? 7mHH
+QMp2`bBQM r?BH2 i?2 +Q`2 Bb biBHH mM`2+i2/X h?2 ?2i 7`QMi T`QT;i2b bHQrHv- H2pBM;
QMHv  i?BM b?2HH Q7 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b- r?BH2  H`;2 T`i Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb
+QMp2`i2/ BM i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b `2;BK2X h?2 +H+mHiBQMb `2 +``B2/ Qmi
rBi? T; = 1405E M/ Tr = 1000E- M/ T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iB2b ;Bp2M BM i#H2 3X9X
 &ùFDUJWF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO ,JOFUJDT 






















6B;m`2 3Xe h?2 +`BiB+H T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`b biBb7vBM; i?2 +QM/BiBQMb ;Bp2M BM i@
#H2 3XkX h?2 p2`;2 pHm2b `2 mb2/ b  ;2M2`B+ K2bm`2 7Q` T`iB+H2 bBx2 +HbbB}+@
iBQMX p2`;2 pHm2b, bKHH@K2/BmK 112μK- K2/BmK@H`;2 616μKX
h?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ T`iB+H2 /BK2i2` Bb +?Qb2M b i?2 /BK2i2` 2[mBpH2Mi iQ
?H7 Q7 i?2 M2i pQHmK2 Q7 i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; bBx2 #BMX h?2 p2`;2 T`iB+H2
/BK2i2` 7Q` i?2 H`;2 T`iB+H2 #BM Bb +H+mHi2/ mbBM; 2KK b i?2 H`;2bi T`@
iB+H2 /BK2i2`X h?Bb +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 ivTB+H 95W [mMiBH2 7Q` TmHp2`Bx2/
#BQKbb +QK#mbiBQM (jek)X h?2 i`MbBiBQM 7`QK bKHH iQ K2/BmK T`iB+H2b i
112μK +Q``2bTQM/b `2bQM#Hv r2HH rBi? T`2pBQmb bim/B2b QM bBM;H2 /BK2M@
bBQMH MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2HBM; (Re3)- +QM+Hm/BM; i?i i?2 BMi2`MH ?2i i`Mb@
TQ`i HBKBiiBQMb 7Q` T`iB+H2b H2bb i?M  72r ?mM/`2/ KB+`QMb Bb b2+QM/`v i
KQbiX
h#H2 3Xj 1z2+iBp2 T`iB+H2 /BK2i2` 7Q` 2+? T`iB+H2 #BMX >2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b bT2+B}+ iQ i?2 +Hbb bBx2X
aBx2 #BM AMi2`pH .BK2i2`  1
μK μK b−1 FC ·KQH−1
aKHH yĜRRk 89 8.56×1010 171.8
J2/BmK RRkĜeRe 490 3.99×109 162.3
G`;2 eReĜkyyy 1603 2.62×106 118.7
AM };m`2 3Xd i?2 `2bmHiBM; ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ FBM2iB+b `2 +QKT`2/
iQ i?2 HBi2`im`2 pHm2b Q7 q;2M` 2i HX (kje)- CQ?Mb2M 2i HX (keN)X h?2
Lauaȉ6Gl1Lhȉ/27mHi pHm2b 7Q` rQQ/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM UE = 74 FC·KQH−1
M/ A = 312 × 103 b−1V Bb HbQ `2T`2b2Mi2/ M/ rBHH #2 mb2/ b  HBi2`im`2
`272`2M+2 BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +QKT`BbQM Q7 FBM2iB+b- +7X };m`2b 3X3 M/ 3XRyX 6B;@
m`2 3Xd +H2`Hv b?Qrb r?v i?2 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 i?2 HQr U q;2M` 2i HX (kje)V
M/ i?2 ?B;? UCQ?Mb2M 2i HX (keN)V i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b Bb M2+2bb`v BM Q`/2`
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iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi ?2iBM; `i2bX h?2 /Bz2`2M+2b
BM i?2 `i2 Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM `2 bB;MB}+Mi- 2bT2+BHHv i HQr i2KT2`im`2bX
Hi?Qm;? i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mb2b  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 i?2 HQr M/ ?B;?
i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b- i?2 `2bmHiBM; `i2 +QMbiMib 7Q` i?2 BbQi?2`KH +Q``2+@
iBQMb `2 2p2M bHQr2` i?M i?2 HQr i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b i HQr i2KT2`im`2bX
h?Bb bi`2bb2b i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 i?2 iBK2 M/ i2KT2`im`2 ?BbiQ`vX





















   Johansen et al.
   Waagenar et al.
   FLUENT
6B;m`2 3Xd h?2 `2bmHiBM; FBM2iB+b 7Q` i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ +?`+i2`BbiB+
T`iB+H2b bBx2bX *QKT`2/ iQ i?2 HBi2`im`2 pHm2b Q7 q;2M` 2i HX (kje)- q;2M`
2i HX (kje)- M/ i?2 6Gl1Lhȉ/27mHi pHm2b 7Q` rQQ/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQMX
h?2 7m2H T`QT2`iB2b mb2/ 7Q` i?2 +H+mHiBQMb `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 3X9X aBM+2
i?2 rQ`F BKb iQ 7+BHBii2 H`;2 MmK2`B+H bBKmHiBQMb Q7 TmHp2`Bx2/ #BQKbb
}`2/ #QBH2`b- i?2 /2MbBiv Bb +?Qb2M b i?i Q7  ivTB+H rQQ/ T2HH2i (Rkd)X hQ
bBKTHB7v /i BMi2`T`2iiBQM- i?2 +H+mHiBQMb ?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi QM /`v T`@
iB+H2bX h?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 pQHiBH2 vB2H/ U>houV Bb 6Gl1Lhȉi2`KBMQHQ;v
7Q` i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M pQHiBH2 vB2H/b i ?B;? M/ HQr i2KT2`im`2bX h?Bb 7+iQ`
Bb T`iB+mH`Hv mb27mH b KQbi pQHiBH2 biM/`/b mb2/ BM T`QtBKi2 7m2H MH@
vb2b bT2+B7v i?2 pQHiBH2 vB2H/ i i2KT2`im`2b #2HQr 1000EX >Qr2p2`- i?2
pQHiBH2 vB2H/ Bb Q7i2M 7QmM/ iQ #2 bB;MB}+MiHv ?B;?2` i ?B;?2` i2KT2`im`2b
(3N)X h?2 >hou rb /2`Bp2/ QM i?2 #bBb Q7 i?2 ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 G6_ 2t@
T2`BK2Mib QM rQQ/ 7m2Hb +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; T`QtBKi2 MHvbBb
7QHHQrBM; .af1LR9dd8UkyyNVX
6B;m`2b 3X3 M/ 3XRy T`2b2Mi  KQ/2H +QKT`BbQM Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q@
}H2b 7Q` irQ ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i 2+? Q7 i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ T`iB+H2 bBx2
+Hbb2bX h?2 };m`2b +QKT`2 i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H- i?2
BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mbBM; 6Gl1Lhȉ/27mHi pHm2b- M/ i?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H
mbBM; ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b- b b22M BM i#H2 3XjX
6B;m`2 3X3 T`2b2Mib i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2 bBx2 UdT = 89μKVX
Ai b?Qrb  HQM;2` /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 mbBM; i?2 /27mHi 6Gl1LhȉpHm2b-
 &ùFDUJWF %FWPMBUJMJ[BUJPO ,JOFUJDT 
h#H2 3X9 S`iB+H2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM 7Q` i?2 KQ/2H 7m2HX
S`K2i2` lMBi oHm2 _272`2M+2




.2MbBiv F; ·K3 1180 (Rkd)
>hou ě 1.4 (keN)
BM+`2bBM; i?2 `2[mB`2/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 7Q` +QKTH2i2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM #v `QmM/
30WX
h?Bb i`2M/ Bb `2p2`b2/ 7Q` i?2 K2/BmK M/ H`;2 T`iB+H2 +Hbb2b- +7X };@
m`2b 3XN M/ 3XRyX h?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mbBM; i?2 mM+Q``2+i2/ FBM2iB+b mM@
/2`T`2/B+ib i?2 `2[mB`2/ iBK2 7Q` /2pQHiBHBxiBQM- KQbi T`QMQmM+2/ 7Q` H`;2`
T`iB+H2bX h?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ FBM2iB+b mb2/ BM i?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H
Bb +T#H2 Q7 T`2/B+iBM; TT`QtBKi2Hv i?2 bK2 iBK2 7Q` +QKTH2i2 /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM b i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2HX
h?2 /Bb+QMiBMmQmb #2?pBQ` Q7 i?2 +QMp2`bBQM T`Q}H2 T`Q/m+2/ #v i?2 MQM@
BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H Bb  +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 mbBM; irQ b2ib Q7 FBM2iB+b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi
i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHbX h?mb- i?2 +QMp2`bBQM H2p2Hb KQM;bi i?2 KQ/2H `2
/Bz2`2Mi 7Q` HQr /2;`22b Q7 +QMp2`bBQMX



























6B;m`2 3X3 aKHH T`iB+H2b, dT = 89μKX *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH
M/ i?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mbBM; i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b
M/ i?2 /27mHi 6Gl1LhȉpHm2bX
h?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H ?b #22M /2p2HQT2/ #b2/ QM iBK2 `2bQHp2/ +QM@
p2`bBQM /i 7Q` p2`v bKHH T`iB+H2b U<200μKV M/ H`;2 T`iB+H2b Q7 10.9KKX
h?2 KQ/2H T2`7Q`KM+2 7Q` T`iB+H2b rBi?BM i?Bb BMi2`pH ?b #22M 2pHmi2/
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6B;m`2 3XN J2/BmK T`iB+H2b, dT = 489.9μKX *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 MQM@
BbQi?2`KH M/ i?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mbBM; i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM FBM2iB+b M/ i?2 /27mHi 6Gl1LhȉpHm2bX



























6B;m`2 3XRy G`;2 T`iB+H2b, dT = 1603μKX *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 MQM@
BbQi?2`KH M/ i?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mbBM; i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM FBM2iB+b M/ i?2 /27mHi 6Gl1LhȉpHm2bX
 &WPMWJOH (BTFT 
#b2/ QM i?2 iQiH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2- M/  +`BiB+H i2KT2`im`2 i r?B+?
i?2 `i2 +QMbiMi +?M;2b 7`QK HQr iQ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b ?b #22M
bbB;M2/X h?mb- i?2 iBK2 /2T2M/2Mi `2H2b2 Q7 i?2 pQHiBH2b Kv MQi #2 +@
+m`i2Hv T`2/B+i2/ #v i?2 KQ/2HX h?Bb +QmH/ #2 BKT`Qp2/ #v BMi`Q/m+BM; 
#H2M/BM; QTiBQM #b2/ QM KmHiBTH2 T`HH2H `2+iBQMb (RNy) Q` Hi2`MiBp2Hv #v
M BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7  KQ`2 /2iBH2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM K2+?MBbK- 2X;X i?2
.1J (R33- R3N)X h?2 +QKTmiiBQMH T2MHiv b?QmH/ ?Qr2p2` #2 F2Ti BM
KBM/ (R39)X
3XjXj .B`2+i *QKT`BbQM iQ i?2 AbQi?2`KH JQ/2H
6B;m`2 3XRR BHHmbi`i2b i?2 /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 T`2/B+i2/ iQiH /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 mbBM; i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H M/ i?2 BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H
rBi? M/ rBi?Qmi i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+iBQM BM i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+bX
 MQiB+2#H2 #2ii2` }i Bb +?B2p2/ #v TTHvBM; i?2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/




































6B;m`2 3XRR  /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM QM i?2 T`2/B+i2/ iQiH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 #2@
ir22M i?2 MQM@BbQi?2`KH M/ BbQi?2`KH KQ/2H mbBM; ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ M/
mM+Q``2+i2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b b  7mM+iBQM Q7 BMBiBH T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`X h2K@
T2`im`2b BM/B+i2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2bX
3X9 1pQHpBM; :b2b
h?2 bT2+BiBQM Q7 i?2 pQHiBH2 +QKTQM2Mi `2H2b2/ /m`BM; T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM BM~m2M+2 i?2 +H+mHiBQMb i?`Qm;? i?2 bm#b2[m2Mi ?QKQ;2M2Qmb ;b T?b2
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QtB/iBQMX  ;2M2`HBx2/ irQ@bi2T K2+?MBbK Bb +QKKQMHv mb2/ iQ QtB/Bx2 i?2
















Pk −−→ *Pk U3XdV
"v /2}MBiBQM i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb +Qp2`b i?2 +QMp2`bBQM Q7 pB`;BM 7m2H iQ
i?2 `2bT2+iBp2 T`Q/m+ib- /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 b2H2+i2/ K2+?MBbK- +7X T;2 99X
h?2 bBKTH2bi `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb BM  H`;2 i2KT2`im`2
bTM Bb T`Q##Hv T`2b2Mi2/ #v i`Mb7Q`KBM; pB`;BM 7m2H BMiQ pQHiBH2b- i`- M/
+?` (RNd)X h?Bb bQ`i Q7 bBM;H2@bi;2 b2KB@;HQ#H `2+iBQM KQ/2H Bb 2ti2MbBp2Hv
`2TQ`i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 (Ry9- kjy- k9y- je9ĜjeN) rBi? +QMbBbi2Mi i`2M/b 7Q`
i?2 #2?pBQ` Q7 pQHiBH2b- i`- M/ +?` 7Q`KiBQMX i KQ/2`i2 i2KT2`im`2b-
i` M/ pQHiBH2b 2pQHp2 i +QKT`#H2 `i2bX AM+`2bBM; i?2 i2KT2`im`2 rBHH
ivTB+HHv 7pQ` i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i`X b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BM+`2b2b- i?2 i`
T`Q/m+iBQM Bb +?HH2M;2/ #v i?2 b2+QM/`v +`+FBM; Q7 i` BMiQ ;b M/ +?`-
b bm;;2bi2/ #v .B "HbB (RRd)X h?Bb Q++m``2M+2 Q7  HQ+H KtBKmK BM i?2
`i2 Q7 i` T`Q/m+iBQM iF2b TH+2 `QmM/ 800Ĝ850E M/ Bb BM/22/ `2H2pMi 7Q`
TmHp2`Bx2/ 7m2H +QK#mbiBQM +QM/BiBQMb (kkk)X
//BiBQMHHv >DHB;QH 2i HX (jeN) bm;;2bi2/ i?2 M2i T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i` iQ #2
/2T2M/2Mi QM ?2iBM; `i2X i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b #2HQr 100Efb MQ KtBKmK
BM i?2 `i2 Q7 i` T`Q/m+iBQM Bb Q#b2`p2/X _i?2`  +QMbiMi pHm2 rb 7QmM/X
h?Bb Bb #2HB2p2/ iQ #2 i?2 +b2 r?2M i?2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 Q7 i?2 i`b Bb MQi
bm{+B2MiHv HQM; 7Q` `2+?BM;  i2KT2`im`2 bm{+B2MiHv ?B;? 7Q` b2+QM/`v
`2+iBQMb iQ Q++m`X
h?Bb rQ`F BKb iQ HmKT iQ;2i?2` HH 2pQHpBM; bT2+B2b BM i?2 ;b T?b2 M/
+?`+i2`Bx2 i?2 i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b b  bBM;H2 +QKTQM2MiX h?Bb rBHH
2b2 i?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 i?2 /i BMiQ +QKK2`+BH *6. +Q/2b HBF2 Lauaȉ
6Gl1LhȉX Ai HbQ BKb iQ mb2 i?2 rQ`F i bmbT2MbBQM }`BM; +QM/BiBQMb r?B+?
`2+?2b #Qi? ?B;? i2KT2`im`2b M/ ?2iBM; `i2bX h?mb- i?2 M2i pQHiBH2
+QKTQM2Mi- 2tT`2bb2/ b ǳpQHǴ- rBHH #2 BM+Hm/BM; #Qi? i?2 ;b2Qmb T`Q/m+i
Q7 i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb M/ i?2 b2+QM/`v +`+FBM; Q7 i`X h?Bb 2bb2MiBHHv
`2/m+2b i?2 irQ bi;2 rQQ/ Tv`QHvbBb KQ/2H T`QTQb2/ #v .B "HbB (RRd) iQ 
bBM;H2 bi2T ;HQ#H K2+?MBbK- +7X };m`2 3XRkX
h?2 +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 2pQHpBM; ;b2b `2HB2b QM  ;`2i MmK#2` Q7 T@
`K2i2`bX 6B`bi Q7 HH rBHH i?2 K+`QKQH2+mH` +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 T`2Mi 7m2H
BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 2pQHpBM; ;b2bX h?2 i2KT2`im`2b i r?B+? +2HHmHQb2- ?2KB@
+2HHmHQb2- M/ HB;MBM Bb i?2`KHHv /2;`/2/ p`B2b (R8y)X h?2 /Bz2`2Mi *,P
M/ *,> `iBQb BM~m2M+2 /B`2+iHv QM i?2 pQHiBH2 +QKTQmM/b- i?mb KFBM; i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM +?`+i2`BbiB+b mMB[m2 iQ  7m2HX >Qr2p2`- BM ;2M2`H i?2 Tv@
`QHvbBb ;b rBHH #2 /QKBMi2/ #v *P 7QHHQr2/ #v *Pk M/ >kP (jdy- jdy)X
























6B;m`2 3XRk h?2 M2i +QMi`B#miBQM iQ i?2 ;b2Qmb pQHiBH2 KQ/2H +QKTQM2MiX
*QK#BM2/ *P- *Pk- M/ >kP +QKKQMHv KF2 mT `QmM/ 80riX W Q7 i?2 M2i
`2H2b2 M/ rBi? QMHv bHB;?i p`BiBQMb BM i?2 `iBQbX h?2`27Q`2-  ;2M2`B+HHv
TTHB+#H2 KQ/2H +QKTQmM/ +M #2 DmbiB}2/ iQ `2T`2b2Mi i?2 pQHiBH2 bT2+B2bX
h?2 KQ/2H +QKTQmM/ /2MQi2/ ǳpQHǴ Bb #b2/ QM i?2 rQ`F Q7 LmMM 2i HX
(k8R) r?Q MHvx2/ i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 2B;?i bT2+B2b 7`QK  ?`/rQQ/X h?2 Tv`QHvbBb
rb +``B2/ Qmi mbBM;  +TiBp2 bKTH2 `2+iQ` +T#H2 Q7 ?2iBM; TmHp2`Bx2/
7m2H U98Ĝ33μKV i 1000E · b−1X h?Bb /Q2b MQi +QKT`2 iQ i?2 ?2iBM; `i2b Q7
bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ #QBH2`b- ?Qr2p2`- #b2/ QM i?2 rQ`F Q7 >DHB;QH 2i HX (jeN) Bi
b?QmH/ #2 bm{+B2Mi iQ bi#BHBx2 i?2 T`Q/m+i vB2H/b- BX2X 7+BHBii2 i` +`+FBM;
i HQr `2bB/2M+2 iBK2bX AM //BiBQM- LmMM 2i HX (k8R) MHvx2/ i?2 Tv`QHvbBb
T`Q+2bb i ?B;? T2F i2KT2`im`2b r?B+? Bb #2HB2p2/ iQ #2 BKTQ`iMi 7Q` i?2
T`Q/m+i vB2H/ `iBQb (jeN)X
h#H2 3X8 *QKTQbBiBQM Q7 2pQHpBM; ;b2b (k8R) i ?B;? T2F i2KT2`im`2b ∼ 1400E
M/ ?2iBM; `i2b QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 103E · b−1X
aT2+B2b MW riX W MWK
; ·KQH−1 ; ·KQH−1
>kP 18.0 0.15 2.7
*P 28.0 0.50 14
*Pk 44.0 0.18 7.8
*>9 16.0 0.06 1.0
*k>e 30.1 0.01 0.15
*k>9 28.1 0.03 1.0
*j>e 42.1 0.01 0.54
*>kP 30.0 0.06 1.8
oQH 29
∗ oHm2 MQi bi#H2 i T2F i2KT2`im`2
< 1500EX oHm2 2pHmi2/ i 1400EX
h#H2 3X8 HBbib i?2 +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 pQHiBH2 ;b2bX h?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7
KQbi Q7 i?2 T`Q/m+ib, *P- *Pk- >kP- *j>e- M/ *>kP bi#BHBx2b i T2F
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i2KT2`im`2b 2t+22/BM; ∼ 900EX h?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 *>9 M/ *k>9 +QMiBM@
m2b iQ BM+`2b2- ?Qr2p2`- i  `2/m+2/ `i2X h?Bb +M T`Q##Hv #2 2tTHBM2/
#v i?2 Q++m`2M+2 Q7 i` +`+FBM; `2+iBQMb FMQrM iQ BMBiBi2 i `QmM/ i?i
i2KT2`im`2X AM i?2 BMi2`2bi Q7 bBKTHB}+iBQM- i?2 +QKTQbBiBQM ?b #22M 2pH@
mi2/ i  T2F i2KT2`im`2 Q7 1400E r?B+? +Q``2bTQM/b r2HH rBi? r?i +M
#2 2tT2+i2/ i bmbT2MbBQM }`BM; +QM/BiBQMbX
h?2`KQT?vbB+H .i Q7 1pQHpBM; :b2b
h?2 BM/BpB/mH +QKTQmM/b- +7X i#H2 3X8- `2 bbmK2/ iQ #2?p2 b B/2H
;bb2bX h?mb- i?2 i?2`KQT?vbB+H /i 7Q` i?2 M2i pQHiBH2- ǳpQHǴ- +QKTQM2Mi
Bb  bmK Q7 i?2 Kbb@r2B;?i2/ BM/BpB/mH T`QT2`iB2b- MWKX h#H2b 3X8 iQ 3Xd
HBbi b2H2+i2/ i?2`KQT?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 BM/BpB/mH pQHiBH2 bT2+B2b M/
i?2 `2bmHiBM; M2i ǳpQHǴ bT2+B2bX
h#H2 3Xe aT2+B}+ ?2i +T+BiB2b Q7 b2H2+i2/ ;b +QKTQmM/bX ǳoQHǴ BM/B+i2b i?2









aT2+B2b a1 × 1012 a2 × 109 a3 × 106 a4 × 103 a5 T _27
E
>kP 4.84 −38.5 −8.24 740 1612 kdjĜ9yyy (jdy)
*P 15.9 −96.1 138 139 982 kdjĜjyyy (jdy)
*Pk −31.5 274 −899 1390 508 kdjĜjyyy (jdy)
*>9 141.2 −682 159 3820 1086 kdjĜjyyy (jdy)
*k>e 39.2 −29.5 −1200 4340 488 RyyĜjyyy (jdR)
*k>9 93.9 −455 113 2190 649 8yĜjyyy (jdk)
*j>e 60.5 23.9 −2250 7330 854 8yĜjyyy (jdk)
*k>P 103 −603 863 569 891 8yĜjyyy (jdk)
oQH 21.8 −96.9 −61.8 877 976
3X8 amKK`v
h?Bb +?Ti2` ?b bvbi2KiB+HHv +QMbi`m+i2/  KQ/2H 7m2H 7Q` /B`2+i M/ 2bv
BKTH2K2MiiBQM BMiQ 6Gl1LhȉX h?2 KQ/2H 7m2H BM+Hm/2b  T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bb@
i`B#miBQM #b2/ QM  +b2 bim/v- ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ FBM2iB+b 7Q` rQQ/
7m2H- M/ +?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 H2pBM; bT2+B2bX
 K2i?Q/ ?b #22M /2p2HQT2/ i?i BM+`2b2b i?2 ++m`+v Q7 i?2 iBK2
/2T2M/2Mi pQHiBH2 `2H2b2 7Q` T`iB+H2 bBx2b `2H2pMi 7Q` bmbT2MbBQM }`2/ +QK@
#mbiBQM < 2KKX h?2 K2i?Q/ KF2b Bi TQbbB#H2 iQ bBKmHi2 ?2i i`MbTQ`i
HBKBi2/ Tv`QHvbBb BM x2`Q /BK2MbBQMb mbBM;  b2i Q7 +Q``2+i2/ bBM;H2 }`bi Q`/2`
`2+iBQM FBM2iB+bX h?Bb HHQrb QM2 iQ +``v Qmi KmHiBT?b2 ~mB/ /vMKB+b +H@
 4VNNBSZ 
h#H2 3Xd aiM/`/ bii2 2Mi?HTv M/ 2Mi`QTv Q7 2pQHpBM; ;b2bX _272`2M+2 i2K@
T2`im`2, T0 = 298.15EX ǳoQHǴ BM/B+i2b i?2 `2bmHiBM; bT2+B}+ ?2i 7Q`  +QKTQbBiBQM
Q7 2pQHpBM; ;b2b ;Bp2M #v i#H2 3X8X p2`;2/ pHm2b `2 mb2/ B7 KmHiBTH2 `272`2M+2bX
aT2+B2b H0 S0 _27
FC ·KQH−1 C ·KQH−1
>kP −743.8 188.8 (jdy- jdk- jdj)
*P −141.0 197.7 (jdy- jdk- jdj)
*Pk −203.1 213.8 (jdy- jdk- jdj)
*>9 −190.1 187.5 (jdy- jdk- jd9)
*k>e −84.16 229.6 (jd8Ĝjdd)
*k>9 52.49 219.3 (jdk- jd8- jde)
*j>e 20.41 238.0 (jd8- jd3- jdN)
*>kP −112.3 219.0 (jdk- j3y)
oQH −233.6 201.3
+mHiBQMb U*6.V rBi?Qmi ?pBM; iQ BKTH2K2Mi +QKTmiiBQMH ?2pv bBM;H2 Q`
KmHiB@/BK2MbBQMH +H+mHiBQMb Q7 i?2 /Bb+`2i2 T?b2X
*QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 KQ/2HBM; TT`Q+? iQ i?2 2tBbiBM; K2i?Q/ b?Qrb i?i
mbBM; mM+Q``2+i2/ Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b rBHH Qp2`2biBKi2 i?2 iQiH Tv`QHvbBb iBK2
Q7 bKHH T`iB+H2b U89μKV #v 50Ĝ80WX 6Q` H`;2` T`iB+H2b U1603μKV i?2
mM+Q``2+i2/ Tv`QHvbBb FBM2iB+b rBHH H2/ iQ  T`2/B+i2/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 Q7
mM/2` ?H7 Q7 i?i T`2/B+i2/ #v i?2 R@/BK2MbBQMH KQ/2HX
h?2 K2i?Q/ 7Q` ?2i i`MbTQ`i- +Q``2+iBM; i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b-
Bb 2bBHv BKTH2K2Mi2/ BMiQ KQbi *6. +QKK2`+BH +Q/2bX Ai pQB/b i?2 `2@
[mB`2K2Mi 7Q` +QKTmiiBQMH /2KM/BM; KmHiB/BK2MbBQMH +QKTmiiBQMb Q7
i?2 /Bb+`2i2 T?b2 r?BH2 biBHH T`QpB/BM;  KQ`2 ++m`i2 T`2/B+iBQM Q7 i?2 iBK2
`2bQHp2/ `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2bX
h#H2 3X3 HBbib i?2 2z2+iBp2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM +Hbb2b 7Q`KmHi2/
7Q` /B`2+i BKTH2K2MiiBQM BMiQ 6Gl1LhȉX h#H2 3XN HBbib i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM;
a6P_ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b 7Q` 2+? +?`+i2`BbiB+ bBx2 +HbbX h?2 2z2+iBp2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM `i2b `2 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 HBi2`im`2 pHm2b 7`QK r?B+? i?2v
r2`2 +QMbi`m+i2/c q;2M` 2i HX (kje)- CQ?Mb2M 2i HX (keN) M/ iQ i?2
6Gl1Lhȉ/27mHi pHm2b- BM };m`2 3XRjX h?2 K2i?Q/ Bb TTHB2/ iQ i?2 Sa.
Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2 Jo +KTB;M M/ i?2 `2bmHib BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 3XR9X
h#H2 3X3 S`iB+H2 bBx2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 KQ/2H 7m2HX
AMD2+iBQM d¯ n dKBM dKt 6`+iBQM Jbb ~Qr
μK ě μK μK riX W ; · b−1
aKHH edyXe RXkdd 30.8 112 9.68 177.4
J2/BmK 112 616 49.6 908.3
G`;2 616 1799 40.8 747.3
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h#H2 3XN EBM2iB+ pHm2b 7Q` i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 i?2 KQ/2H 7m2HX
AMD2+iBQM  1
b−1 FC ·KQH−1
aKHH 8.56× 1010 171.8
J2/BmK 3.99× 109 162.3
G`;2 2.62× 106 118.7
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U#V >2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM `i2bX
6B;m`2 3XR9 h?2 Sa. 7`QK i?2 Jo +KTB;M /v Ok /BpB/2/ BMiQ i?2 +?`+i2`@




ǳA7 A ?p2 b22M 7m`i?2` Bi Bb #v biM/BM;





h?`22 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb ?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi /m`BM; i?2 /m`iBQM Q7 i?Bb
T`QD2+i- irQ Q7 r?B+? rBHH #2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?Bb i?2bBbX h?2 irQ +KTB;Mb
?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi i K;2` TQr2` biiBQM mMBi R UJoRV M/ >2`M@
BM; TQr2` biiBQM U>1oV `2bT2+iBp2Hv- `2T`2b2MiBM; irQ /Bz2`2Mi 7`QMi rHH
KQmMi2/ 100W #BQ/mbi #m`M2`bX h?2 KBM 7Q+mb Q7 i?2 +KTB;Mb r2`2 iQ
/2p2HQT  K2i?Q/ 7Q` 7bi ~K2 KTTBM;- 7Q+mbBM; QM i?2 M2` #m`M2` xQM2X
"2BM; #H2 iQ brB7iHv +?`+i2`Bx2  ~K2 HHQrb 7Q` /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Q7 ~K2
`2bTQMb2b iQ KmHiBTH2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX h?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ Bb Q7 +2M@
i`H BKTQ`iM+2 iQ i?2 ~K2 bi#BHBiv (jN)X
h?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;M b2`p2 irQ Tm`TQb2bX h?2v T`QpB/2
M 2tT2`B2M+2/ #b2/ BMbB;?i BMiQ r?i FBM/ Q7 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 i?i +M #2 2t@
T2+i2/ 7`QK +?M;2b iQ i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb M/ i?2v T`QpB/2 2pHmiBQM
Ki2`BH 7Q` *6. bBKmHiBQMbX
NXR S`27+2
h?2 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb +``B2/ Qmi BM i?2 :_11L `2b2`+? +2Mi2` `2 i?2
`2bmHi Q7  H`;2 +QHH#Q`iBp2 rQ`F #2ir22M :_11L T`iM2`bX h?2 BMbi`mK2M@
iiBQM ?b #22M /2p2HQT2/ #v b2MBQ` b+B2MiBbi aǠMMBF *Hmb2M- b2MBQ` b+B2MiBbi
H2tM/2` 6i22p- M/ i2+?MB+BM E`bi2M GX LB2Hb2M 7`QK .hl *?2KB+H
1M;BM22`BM;X h?2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2 +``B2/ Qmi #v b2MBQ` b+B2MiBbi aǠMMBF
*Hmb2M- b2MBQ` b+B2MiBbi H2tM/2` 6i22p- i2+?MB+BM E`bi2M GX LB2Hb2M- M/
S?. bim/2Mi CQFBK JX CQ?Mb2M BM +QHH#Q`iBQM rBi? i?2 TQr2` biiBQMb M/
2M;BM22`b 7`QK .PL: 1M2`;v M/ oii2M7HHX
h?2 THMMBM;- 2t2+miBQM- MHvbBb- M/ `2TQ`iBM; rb +QQ`/BMi2/ #v S?.
bim/2Mi CQFBK JX CQ?Mb2M M/ i?2 2MiB`2 T`Q+2bb BM+Hm/2/ HH BMi2`2bi2/
T`iB2b 7`QK i?2 :_11L qSjX
NXk AMi`Q/m+iBQM
h?2 `2TQ`i2/ `2bmHib 7`QK 7mHH@b+H2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2 b+`+2 BM i?2 HBi2`im`2
(e- d- NĜRR- j3RĜj39)- T`QpB/BM; QMHv HBiiH2 Ki2`BH 7Q` 2X;X KQ/2H 2pHmiBQM
Q` /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH 2[mBTK2Mi Q` K2i?Q/bX 6mHH@b+H2 7+BHBiB2b `2
Q7i2M mMB[m2 BM /2bB;M- 2bT2+BHHv r?2M Bi +QK2b iQ i2biBM; M2r i2+?MQHQ;B2bX
i?2`27Q`2- Bi Bb /B{+mHi iQ +QKT`2 2tT2`BK2MiH +QM+HmbBQMb +`Qbb +KTB;MbX
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hQ ?2HT i?2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 i?2 7mHH@b+H2 ~K2 K2bm`2K2Mib Bi Kv #2
KQ`2 `2bQM#H2 iQ +QKT`2 i?2 [mHBiiBp2 i`2M/b iQ b+H2/ /QrM 2tT2`BK2Mib-
2X;X i?2 A6_6 ~K2b (RN- k8- je- jd- 9R- 99- 8d- j38Ĝj3d)X h?2b2 ~K2b
`2T`2b2Mi i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ ~K2 ivT2b i?i +M #2 Q#iBM2/ #v KMBTmHiBM;
i?2 ~Qr }2H/X
h?2 2z2+i Q7 b+H2 Bb BKTQ`iMi- MQi QMHv iQ i?2 /2bB;M Q7 b+H2/ i2bi `B;b-
#mi KMv Q7 i?2 +QM+2Tib +M #2 i`Mb72``2/ /B`2+iHv BMiQ i?2 QT2`iBQM Q7
7mHH@b+H2 2[mBTK2MiX AM ;2M2`H irQ ivT2b Q7 b+HBM; +`Bi2`B `2 +QMbB/2`2/
r?2M /QrMb+HBM; BMiQ TBHQi@b+H2, *QMbiMi p2HQ+Biv b+HBM; M/ KBtBM; iBK2
b+HBM; (jR)X AM +QMbiMi p2HQ+Biv b+HBM; i?2 p2HQ+BiB2b M/ KQK2MimKb Q7 HH
~Qrb `2 KBMiBM2/ +QMbiMi rBi? i?2 b+H2 `2/m+iBQM,
Q = ρUD2 UNXRV
r?2`2 Q- U - M/ D `2 i?2 #m`M2` i?`Qm;?Tmi- +?`+i2`BbiB+ #m`M2` p2HQ+Biv-
M/ i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ #m`M2` /BK2i2`X q?BH2 ρ +?`+i2`Bx2b i?2 ~mB/ /2MbBivX
6`QK i?Bb `2HiBQM B7 7QHHQrb i?i i?2 #m`M2` /BK2i2` b+H2b rBi? i?2 b[m`2













r?2`2 BM/B+2b 0 M/ 1 BM/B+i2 #b2HBM2 M/ b+H2/ /BK2MbBQMX
*QMi``v- i?2 p2HQ+BiB2b `2 HHQr2/ iQ b+H2 rBi? i?2 #m`M2` /BK2i2` BM
bm+?  rv i?i i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M i?2 #m`M2` /BK2i2`- D- M/ i?2 #m`M2`






Q = ρUD2 ∝ ρD3 UNX8V
h?mb- i?2 #m`M2` /BK2i2` b+H2b HBM2`Hv rBi? i?2 #m`M2` p2HQ+Biv Q` i?2 +m#2
`QQi Q7 i?2 #m`M2` i?`Qm;?Tmi r?2M mbBM; i?2 +QMbiMi KBtBM; iBK2 +`Bi2`B,
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6Q` i?2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 i?2 bT2+B}+ HBi2`im`2 `2bmHib QM b+H2/ /QrM #m`M@
2`b- i?2 bT2+B}+ b+HBM; +`Bi2`B Bb Q7 H2bb BKTQ`iM+2 b i?2v /Q MQi `2T`2b2Mi
i?2 #b2HBM2 #m`M2`b 2KTHQv2/ BM i?Bb rQ`F M/ i?mb Bb mb2/ bQH2Hv QM  [mH@
BiiBp2 #bBbX L2p2`i?2H2bb- i?2 +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 i?2 +?QB+2 Q7 b+HBM; +`Bi2`B
b?QmH/ #2 F2Ti BM KBM/- b i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~K2 T`QT2`iB2b Kv +?M;2 bB;MB}@
+MiHv (j33)X
NXj AMbi`mK2MiiBQM M/ MHviB+H 1[mBTK2Mi
h#H2 NXR M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 TTHB2/ MHviB+H i2+?@
MB[m2bX
S`K2i2` J2i?Q/ Jo >1o
*2Mi2`HBM2 K2bm`2K2Mib
h2KT2`im`2 6hA_ • •
h2KT2`im`2 am+iBQM Tv`QK2i`v •
:b +QM+2Mi`iBQMR A_flo • •
:b +QM+2Mi`iBQMk S`K;M2iB+ • •
aB/2pB2r TQ`i +iBpBiB2b
>B;? bT22/ A_ BK;BM; • •
oAa BK;BM; • •
R >kP- *P- *Pk- *>9- *k>kX
k PkX
ZmMiBiiBp2 K2bm`2K2Mib mbBM; 2ti`+iBp2 ;b K2i?Q/b M/ 7Qm`B2` i`Mb@
7Q`K BM7``2/ bT2+i`Qb+QTv U6hA_V }#2` QTiB+b `2 bKTH2/ bBKmHiM2QmbHv i
/Bb+`2i2 TQBMib BM bT+2 M/ Kv i?mb #2 /B`2+iHv +QKT`2/X *`2 b?QmH/ #2
iF2M r?2M 2pHmiBM; i?2 6hA_ i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX h?2 bB;MH Bb
#b2/ QM `/BiBQM 7`QK *Pk M/  +`BiB+H HQr2` HBKBi Q7 5 pQHX W Q7 *Pk Bb
`2[mB`2/ BM Q`/2` iQ Q#iBM `2HB#H2 K2bm`2K2MibX h?mb- 6hA_@#b2/ i2K@
T2`im`2 `2/BM;b +HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? Kv /2pBi2 7`QK i?2 +imH ;b
i2KT2`im`2 /m2 iQ HQr +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 *PkX h?Bb rb QMHv i?2 +b2 i
JoX h?2 +`BiB+H HBKBi Bb +H2`Hv BM/B+i2/ QM HH ;`T?B+H T`2b2MiiBQMb Q7
6hA_ i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 `2TQ`iX
NXjXR qi2` *QQH2/ S`Q#2
 ri2` +QQH2/ KmHiB@Tm`TQb2 T`Q#2 ?b #22M mb2/ b i?2 T`BK`v MHviB+H
iQQH /m`BM; #Qi? i?2 K;2` M/ >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM +KTB;MbX hrQ
/Bz2`2Mi T`Q#2b ?p2 #22M /2p2HQT2/ M/ +QKKBbbBQM2/ bT2+B}+HHv 7Q` i?2b2
+KTB;MbX h?2 KBM /Bz2`2M+2b `2 i?2 T`Q#2 H2M;i?b r?B+? `2 HBbi2/ BM
i#H2 NXkX
S`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2 +QM/m+i2/ BM i?2 M2`@#m`M2` }2H/ 2Mi2`BM; i?2
#QBH2` i?`Qm;? i?2 +2Mi2`@TBT2 Q7 i?2 #m`M2`c `2TH+BM; i?2 QBH@HM+2X h?Bb
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h#H2 NXk S`Q#2 /BK2MbBQMb M/ 2z2+iBp2
T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti?b Q7 i?2 2KTHQv2/ T`Q#2b
S`K2i2` lMBi Jo >1o
hQiH T`Q#2 H2M;i? K 5.0 8.4R
1z2+iBp2 T2M2i`iBQM K 2.1 4.0
S`Q#2 /BK2i2` KK 60 80
R h?2 T`Q#2 Bb bb2K#H2/ 7`QK irQ T`ib iQ
+?B2p2 i?2 iQiH H2M;i?X
HBKBib i?2 2z2+iBp2 T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti?b- #mi HHQrb 7Q` 7bi M/ ++m`i2 TQ@
bBiBQMBM; Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2X 6B;m`2b NXR iQ NXR/ b?Qr i?2
BMbiHHiBQM Q7 i?2 5.0K T`Q#2 i JoX
UV h?2 `2` Q7 #m`M2` RR rBi? i?2 QBH HM+2
BMbiHH2/X
U#V h?2 `2` Q7 #m`M2` RR rBi? i?2 QBH@HM+2
/BbKQmMi2/X
U+V S`iBHHv BMb2`i2/ T`Q#2X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb
`2biBM; BM i?2 QBH@HM+2 BMb2`iBQM im#2 rBi?@
Qmi //BiBQMH #HM+BM;X
U/V 6mHHv BMb2`i2/ T`Q#2X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb `2bi@
BM; BM i?2 QBH@HM+2 BMb2`iBQM im#2X
6B;m`2 NXR S`Q#2 BMbiHHiBQM i JoX
6B;m`2 NXk b?Qrb  +`Qbb b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 Jo #m`M2` rBi? i?2 7mHHv BMb2`i2/
5.0K T`Q#2X S`Q#2 M/ #m`M2` ?b #22M /`rM iQ b+H2X h?2 T`Q;`2bbBQM Q7
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i?2 T`Q#2 +QmH/ #2 7QHHQr2/ mbBM; A_@BK;BM; 7`QK  pB2r TQ`i TQbBiBQM2/ QM
i?2 bB/2 Q7 i?2 #QBH2`X h?2b2 BK;2b b?Qr2/ MQ TT`2Mi #2M/BM; Q7 i?2 T`Q#2-
+7X };m`2 NXj- M/ i?2 2t+i TQbBiBQM rb /2i2`KBM2/ #v K`FBM;b QM i?2 T`Q#2
2Mi2`BM; i?2 #+F Q7 i?2 #m`M2`- 2Mbm`BM; i?2 bK2 i`p2`bBM; Tii2`M BM HH
KTTBM;bX
h?2 T`Q#2b `2 /2bB;M2/ iQ KF2 bBKmHiM2Qmb ;b 2ti`+iBp2 M/ BM@bBim
QTiB+H ;b i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX h?2 BMbiHH2/ }#2`@QTiB+b +QMM2+i2/
6hA_ b r2HH b ?2i2/ i2~QM TBTBM; +QMM2+i2/ iQ T`HH2H mHi`pBQH2i UloV M/
A_ +2HHb M/ M Qtv;2M +2HHX  +QM+2TimH bF2i+? BHHmbi`iBM; i?2 7mM+iBQMHBiB2b
Q7 #Qi? T`Q#2b Bb b?QrM BM };m`2 NX9X
 +`Qbb b2+iBQMH pB2r Q7 i?2 T`Q#2b `2 b?QrM BM };m`2 NX8 r?BH2  7`QMi
pB2r Bb b?QrM BM };m`2 NXeX
NXjXk 6hA_ 6B#2`@PTiB+ :b h2KT2`im`2 J2bm`2K2Mib
AM@bBim ;b i2KT2`im`2 ;b K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 +QM/m+i2/ #v mb2 Q7  "QK2K
R88 6hA_@bT2+i`QK2i2` KQmMi2/ rBi? M AMa# HB[mB/ Lk +QQH2/ /2i2+iQ`X 
*6k H2Mb KQmMi2/ QM i?2 T`Q#2 iBT +QHH2+i2/ i?2 `/BiBQM 7`QK i?2 ~K2
M/ ?Qi ~m2 ;b M/ i`Mb72``2/ Bi iQ i?2 bT2+i`QK2i2` #v M QTiB+H }#2`X HH
QTiB+H +QKTQM2Mib r2`2 Tm`;2/ rBi? i?2 mb2 Q7  "HbiQM Tm`;2 ;2M2`iQ`X
h?2 Tm`;2 Bb HbQ mb2/ iQ F22T i?2 H2Mb QM i?2 7`QMi Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 +H2M2/X
"2+mb2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2Hv QM *Pk `/BiBQM- i?2 2t+i
+QQ`/BMi2b BM bT+2 /2T2M/ QM i?2 QTiB+H /2MbBiv Q7 i?2 HQ+H 2MpB`QMK2MiX
h?mb- i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib mbBM; i?2 6hA_ K2i?Q/ Kv 2ti2M/ b Km+?
b 15 +K ?2/ Q7 i?2 iBT Q7 i?2 T`Q#2- +7X };m`2 NX3X
NXjXj 1ti`+iBp2 :b aKTHBM;
1ti`+iBp2 ;b bKTHBM; Bb mbmHHv i?2 ǳbiM/`/Ǵ K2i?Q/ BM +QK#mbiBQM K2@
bm`2K2MibX *QK#BMiBQM Q7 ;b 2ti`+iBp2 M/ BM@bBim QTiB+H ;b i2KT2`im`2
K2i?Q/b BM i?2 T`QD2+i Bb mb2/ iQ ;2i i?2 KQbi +QKT`2?2MbBp2 BM7Q`KiBQM
#Qmi i?2 T`Q+2bb2b iFBM; TH+2 HQ+HHv BM  +QKTH2t ~K2X
1ti`+iBp2 :b aKTHBM; GBM2 M/ JQp#H2 :b J2bm`2K2Mi
"2M+?
hrQ 50 +K ;b +2HHb 7Q` bBKmHiM2Qmb lo M/ A_ #bQ`TiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib- 
T`K;M2iB+ Pk@MHvx2`- +HB#`i2/ Kbb@~Qr +QMi`QHH2`b-  T`2bbm`2 ;m;2-
 +QQH2`- M/  TmKT r2`2 mb2/ BM Q`/2` iQ KF2 ;b K2bm`2K2Mib M/ +QMi`QH
T`2bbm`2 M/ ;b ~Qr /m`BM; K2bm`2K2MibX h?2 /i +[mBbBiBQM bvbi2K +QM@
iBMmQmbHv `2+Q`/2/ i?2 KBM bKTHBM; T`K2i2`b bm+? b bKTHBM; ;b ~Qr-
;b i2KT2`im`2- T`2bbm`2 BM i?2 lofA_ ;b +2HHb M/ Qtv;2M +QM+2Mi`iBQMX
h?2 i2KT2`im`2 BM i?2 ;b bKTHBM; HBM2 U7`QK i?2 T`Q#2 iQ i?2 irQ ;b +2HHbV
rb KBMiBM2/ #Qp2 150 ◦* #v 2H2+i`QMB+HHv +QMi`QHH2/ 2H2+i`B+ ?2i2`bX h?2
bm+iBQM HBM2 BM i?2 T`Q#2 rb HbQ ?2i2/ iQ `QmM/ 150 ◦*X  "QK2K J"Ryy
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6B;m`2 NXj "m`M2` rBi? 7mHHv BMb2`i2/ T`Q#2X h?2 ri2` +QQH2/ T`Q#2 Bb 2bBHv b22M
#v i?2 A_@BK;BM;X
6B;m`2 NX9 *QM+2TimH *. /`rBM; Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 BHHmbi`iBM; i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2
QTiB+H BMH2i M/ i?2 QT2MBM; 7Q` 2ti`+iBp2 K2bm`2K2MibX
6hA_ bT2+i`QK2i2` rBi?  #mBHi BM A_ HB;?i bQm`+2 M/ 2ti2`MH /2mi2`i2/
i`B;Hv+BM2 bmH7i2 U.h:aV /2i2+iQ` rb mb2/ 7Q` A_@#bQ`TiBQM K2bm`2K2MibX
6Q` lo@#bQ`TiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib  ?B;?Hv@bi#H2 .k@HKT rb miBHBx2/ b 
HB;?i bQm`+2X lo@#bQ`TiBQM bT2+i` r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi rBi? M +iQM 0.5K
bT2+i`QK2i2` 2[mBTT2/ rBi? M lo 2M?M+2/ +?`;2@+QmTH2/ /2pB+2 U**.V
+K2`X
AM i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi +KTB;M lo@bT2+i`Qb+QTv ?b #22M mb2/ 7Q` K2@
bm`2K2Mib Q7 aPk M/ LP- r?2`2b A_@#bQ`TiBQM bT2+i`Qb+QTv Bb mb2/ 7Q`
K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 >kP- *Pk- *P- HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QMb U2X;X *>9- *k>k- 2i+XV-
M/ aPkX  ;2M2`H pB2r Q7 i?2 KQp2#H2 ;b K2bm`2K2Mi #2M+? Bb b?QrM BM
};m`2 NXRyX
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UV aBM;H2 T`i 5.0K T`Q#2X
U#V hrQ T`i 8.4K T`Q#2X
6B;m`2 NX8 *`Qbb b2+iBQMH bF2i+?2b Q7 i?2 T`Q#2bX
6B;m`2 NXe 6`QMi pB2r bF2i+? Q7 i?2 irQ@T`i 8.4K T`Q#2X h?2 +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 i?2
bBM;H2 T`i 5.0K T`Q#2 Bb bBKBH`X *q 4 +QQHBM; ri2`X
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Distance from burner mouth
Fibre optic
Extractive gas port
6B;m`2 NX3  bB/2 pB2r bF2i+? Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 iBTX h?2 +2`KB+ iBT K2bm`BM; #2@
ir22M Ry M/ 15 +K BM H2M;i?X
NXjX9 lM+2`iBMiB2b
lM+2`iBMiB2b BM i?2 ;b 2ti`+iBp2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2 KBMHv /2T2M/2/ QM i?2
[mHBiv Q7 /i#b2b mb2/ BM ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQMb +H+mHiBQMb U2X;X >Ah_L
Q` >Ah1JSVX h?2`2 `2 KBMQ` /2pBiBQMb U< 1WV #2ir22M >Ah_L@#b2/
+H+mHiBQMb M/ `272`2M+2 U2X;X Lk+>kPV K2bm`2K2Mib BM i?2 ;b +2HH Q7 i?2
KQp#H2 ;b K2bm`2K2Mi #2M+?X
lM+2`iBMiB2b BM i?2 BM@bBim QTiB+H ;b i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2
KBMHv +mb2/ #v i?2 bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 QTiB+H bvbi2K U2X;X K#B2Mi i2KT2`@
im`2 p`BiBQMb Q` TQbbB#H2 +QMiKBMiBQM Q7 QTiB+H +QKTQM2MibVX h?2 bi@
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i2 hBK2 a2iiBM; lMBi
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK S`K2i2` *?M;2 (W) #b _27
R kN@yk@kyRk yN,88 _272`2M+2 ě ě ě ě
k Rj,je a 20 9.4 7.8 F;fb
j R9,jj a −16.7 6.5 7.8 F;fb
9 Re,yy B`@bTHBi∗ −38 31 50 ě
8 Rd,jR _272`2M+2 ě ě ě ě
e R3,jR B`@bTHBi∗ 12 56 50 ě
d yR@yj@kyRk yN,kj _272`2M+2 ě ě ě ě
3 Ry,y8 a brB`H∗∗ −20 80 100 W
N Rk,9j h brB`H∗∗ −20 80 100 W
Ry R9,9N S −5.3 14.2 15 F;fb
RR Re,y8 *HbbB}2`∗ ∗ ∗ −20.7 15.23 19.20 W
Rk Re,8d S 6.7 16 15 F;fb
Rj Rd,8y _272`2M+2 ě ě ě ě
∗ h?2 B`@bTHBi- AS- Bb /2}M2/ b AS = SA
(SA+TA)
∗∗ h?2 T2`+2Mi;2 `272`b iQ i?2 T?vbB+H TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 brB`H2`X
∗ ∗ ∗ h?2 T2`+2Mi;2 `272`b iQ i?2 7`+iBQMH `QiiBQMH bT22/ Q7 i?2 +HbbB}2`X
Ry"Xj 6m2Hb
h?2 7m2Hb mb2/ 7Q` i?2 +KTB;M `2 T`BK`BHv rQQ/ T2HH2ib KBt2/ rBi? KBMQ`
7`+iBQMb Q7 r?i b22K2/ iQ #2 bi`r T2HH2ibX h?2 7m2Hb r2`2 iF2M 7`QK
/Bz2`2Mi bBHQb /m`BM; i?2 i?`22 2tT2`BK2MiH /vb M/ i?2 2t+i +QKTQbBiBQM-
M/ ?Qr i?2 +QKTQbBiBQM rb +?M;BM;- Bb mMFMQrMX "v pBbmH BMbT2+iBQM
Q7 i?2 T2HH2ib BM i?2 #mz2` iMF H2/BM; iQ i?2 KBHH  +?M;2 BM +QKTQbBiBQM
b22Kb iQ #2 iFBM; TH+2 7`QK 2tT2`BK2MiH /v OR iQ Ok b BHHmbi`i2/ BM
};m`2 Ry"XRX
UV S2HH2i bKTH2 7`QK i2bi /v ORX U#V S2HH2i bKTH2 7`QK i2bi /v OkX
6B;m`2 Ry"XR *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 T2HH2i 722/ iF2M 7`QK i?2 #mz2` iMF #27Q`2 i?2
KBHHX h?2 /`F T2HH2ib rBi? H`;2` /BK2i2` BM };m`2 Ry"XR# Bb #2HB2p2/ iQ #2 bi`r
T2HH2ib UQM2 Q7 i?2b2 T2HH2ib ?b #22M K`F2/ rBi?  `2/ `BM;VX
# 'VFMT 
h#H2 Ry"Xk GBbi Q7 i?2 HQ;;2/ /i BM+Hm/2/ BM i?Bb `2TQ`iX
aB;MH h; .2bB;MiBQM lMBi
yR >6"Ry66yyRnnsZyR "_1L.ahP6 6GPq JP1GG1 Ry F;fb
yR >>1RR66yyRnnsZyR ahP1o6GPq "_X_P1_ RR F;fb
yR >>1Rk66yyRnnsZyR ahP1o6GPq "_X_P1_ Rk F;fb
yR >>1Rj66yyRnnsZyR ahP1o6GPq "_X_P1_ Rj F;fb
yR >>1R966yyRnnsZyR ahP1o6GPq "_X_P1_ R9 F;fb
yR >6*Ry*1kR9nnsZyR Eq JP1GG1 Ry Fq
yR >6*Ry*SyyRnnsZyR .A6Xh_uE Po1_ JG1"P_.JP1GG1 Ry K#`
yR >6*Ry*ayyRnnsZyR PJ._X aA:h1 JP1GG1 Ry W
yR >61Rj66yyRnnsZyR 6GPq S "G1a1_ JP1GG1 Ry F;fb
yR >>GRR66yyRnnsZyR 6GPq 6P_"_XGl6h "_.XRR F;fb
yR >>GRR66yyknnsZyR 6GPq a1EXGl6h "_.XRR F;fb
yR >>GRk66yyRnnsZyR 6GPq 6P_"_XGl6h "_.XRk F;fb
yR >>GRk66yyknnsZyR 6GPq a1EXGl6h "_.XRk F;fb
yR >>GkR66yyRnnsZyR 6GPq 6P_"_XGl6h "_.XkR F;fb
yR >>GkR66yyknnsZyR 6GPq a1EXGl6h "_.XkR F;fb
yR >>RRyyRnnsZyR h hl_"lGhP_ "_1L.1_ RR W
yR >>RRyyknnsZyR a hl_"lGhP_ "_1L.1_ RR W
yR >>RR*_yyRnnsZyR A_ 6GJ.1h "_1L.1_ RR W
yR >>RR*hyyRnnsZyR h1JSXa JlL.ahuEE1 "_XRR ◦*
yR >>RR*hyyknnsZyR h1JSXE1_L1_P1_ JlL.ahX"_XRR ◦*
yR >>1RR*hyyRnnsZyR h1JSX ElGahP1o "_1L.1_.XRy ◦*
yR *C.yy.lkNynns_yR EhAo1 "GPEGahaA:LG W
yR >>Rk*_yyRnnsZyR A_ 6GJ.1h "_1L.1_ Rk W
yR >>kR*_yyRnnsZyR A_ 6GJ.1h "_1L.1_ kR W
yR >LjR*ZNyRnnsZyR Pk 16hX E1.1G Gl6P au. W
yR >L9R*ZNyRnnsZyR Pk 16hX E1.1G Gl6P LP_. W
yR >L8y*Zyy9nnwZy8 LPt _P1::a 16hXE1.1G eWAGh K;fLKj
yR >6*Ry*hNyRnnsZyR h1JSX Po1_ aA:h1 JP1GG1 Ry ◦*
yR >61R9*hyyRnnsZyR h1JSX JP1GG1 Ry AL.GP1" ◦*
yR >>1RR6ayyRnnsZyR Gl6h>ahA:>1. "_X_P1_ RR Kfb
yR >>1Rk6ayyRnnsZyR Gl6h>ahA:>1. "_X_P1_ Rk Kfb
yR >>1Rj6ayyRnnsZyR Gl6h>ahA:>1. "_X_P1_ Rj Kfb
yR >>1R96ayyRnnsZyR Gl6h>ahA:>1. "_X_P1_ R9 Kfb
yR >61R9*hyyRnnsZyR h1JSX JP1GG1 Ry AL.GP1" ◦*
yR >>GRR*hyyRnnsZyR h1JSX 6P_"_XGl6h "_.XRR ◦*





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































h#H2 Ry"X9 1tTHMiBQM Q7 i?2 /2bB;MiBQMb mb2/ BM i#H2 Ry"XjX
.2bB;MiBQM lMBi 1tTHMiBQM
6m2H ~Qr JRy F;fb 6HQr Q7 T2HH2ib iQ KBHH ORy bmTTHvBM; HH 7Qm`
#m`M2`b i H2p2H ORyX
.mbi ~Qr "`XRR TBT2 F;fb 6HQr Q7 /mbi BM i?2 S +?MM2H iQ #m`M2` ORRX
.mbi ~Qr "`XRk TBT2 F;fb 6HQr Q7 /mbi BM i?2 S +?MM2H iQ #m`M2` ORkX
.mbi ~Qr "`XRj TBT2 F;fb 6HQr Q7 /mbi BM i?2 S +?MM2H iQ #m`M2` ORjX
.mbi ~Qr "`XR9 TBT2 F;fb 6HQr Q7 /mbi BM i?2 S +?MM2H iQ #m`M2` OR9X
S ~Qr JRy F;fb S ~Qr i?`Qm;? KBHH ORy bmTTHvBM; HH 7Qm` #m`M@
2`b i H2p2H ORyX
*QK#mbiX B` ~Qr "`XRR F;fb 6HQr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B` USA+TAV iQ #m`M2` ORRX
a ~Qr "`XRR F;fb 6HQr Q7 a iQ #m`M2` ORRX
*QK#mbiX B` ~Qr "`XRk F;fb 6HQr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B` USA+TAV iQ #m`M2` ORkX
a ~Qr "`XRk F;fb 6HQr Q7 a iQ #m`M2` ORkX
*QK#mbi@ B` ~Qr "`XkR F;fb 6HQr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B` USA+TAV iQ #m`M2` OkRX
a ~Qr "`XkR F;fb 6HQr Q7 a iQ #m`M2` OkRX
B` bT22/ "`XRR TBT2 Kfb aT22/ Q7 S i?`Qm;? #m`M2` ORRX
B` bT22/ "`XRk TBT2 Kfb aT22/ Q7 S i?`Qm;? #m`M2` ORkX
B` bT22/ "`XRj TBT2 Kfb aT22/ Q7 S i?`Qm;? #m`M2` ORjX
B` bT22/ "`XR9 TBT2 Kfb aT22/ Q7 S i?`Qm;? #m`M2` OR9X
h2KTX +QK#mbiX B` "`XRR ◦* h2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` Ua M/ hV
iQ #m`M2` ORRX
h2KTX "`XRR KQmi? ◦* h2KT2`im`2 i i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? Q7 #m`M2` ORRX
h im`#mHiQ` "`XRR W hm`#mHiQ` b2iiBM; BM i?2 i2`iB`v +?MM2HX W Q7
i?2 T?vbB+H TQbBiBQMX
a im`#mHiQ` "`XRR W hm`#mHiQ` b2iiBM; BM i?2 b2+QM/`v +?MM2HX W Q7
i?2 T?vbB+H TQbBiBQMX
6`2[m2M+v JRy `TK _QiiBQMH bT22/ Q7 i?2 +HbbB}2` #Qp2 KBHH RyX
A_ ~K2 /2i2+iQ` "`XRR W 6HK2 /2i2+iQ` bB;MHX
*?M;2b BM i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2
b2iiBM;b b?Qr /Bz2`2Mi #2?pBQ` 7`QK i2bi /v OR iQ Ok- +7X };m`2 Ry*XjX h?Bb
+QmH/ bi2K 7`QK i?2 +?M;2b BM 7m2H 722/ M/ ?2M+2-  `r 7m2H MHvb2b rBHH
#2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?2 7QHHQrBM;X >Qr2p2`- /B{+mHiB2b BM KBMiBMBM; +QMbiMi
T`Q+2bb T`K2i2` pHm2b QM i2bi /v Ok Bb #2HB2p2/ iQ +QMbiBimi2 i?2 KDQ`
+mb2 7Q` i?2 /2pBiBQMb BM ~K2 #2?pBQ` Q#b2`p2/ /m`BM; `272`2M+2 `mM O9
U2tT ORjV QM i2bi /v OkX
Ry"XjXR S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQMb
.mbi bKTH2b ?p2 #22M +QHH2+i2/ #v  `QiQ`@bKTH2`- T`2pBQmbHv BMi`Q/m+2/
QM T;2 Re8X h?2 bKTH2b `2 +QHH2+i2/ /B`2+iHv 7`QK i?2 722/2` im#2 iQ
#m`M2` ORR 7`QK  pB2r TQ`i BM  ?Q`BxQMiH TBT2 b2+iBQMX aKTH2b r2`2
`2i`B2p2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ i#H2 Ry"X8X PMHv bKTH2b MHvx2/ M/ mb2/ BM i?Bb
`2TQ`i ?p2 #22M ;Bp2M  bKTH2 A. BM i#H2 Ry"X8X
AK;2 #b2/ T`iB+H2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM K2i?Q/b- _2ib+? h2+?MQHQ;v *J@
aAw1_ȉ- `2 mb2/ iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 b2H2+i2/ /mbi
 # &YQFSJNFOUBM .BUSJY BOE 'VFMT
h#H2 Ry"X8 hBK2 i#H2 7Q` /mbi bKTHBM; 7`QK 722/2` im#2 iQ #m`M2` ORRX
1tT aKTH2 A. .i2 hBK2 a2iiBM; oHm2
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK W
j kN@yk@kyRk 15 : 15 a −16.7
9 16 : 40 a +38
8 /mbi OR 17 : 45 _27 ě
d /mbi Ok yR@yj@kyRk 09 : 30 _27 Oj −20
3 10 : 15 a brB`H −20
3 12 : 00 a brB`H −20
N 13 : 15 h brB`H −20
Ry /mbi Oj 15 : 30 S −5.3
RR 16 : 20 *HbbB}2` −20.7
RR /mbi O9 16 : 40 *HbbB}2` −20.7
Rj /mbi O8 17 : 15 S +6.7
bKTH2bX 1+? `mM ?b #22M bm#KBii2/ iQ /Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQM M/ i?2 p@
2`;2/ 7`2[m2M+v /Bbi`B#miBQMb `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 Ry"XkX  biiBbiB+H
Qp2`pB2r Bb HBbi2/ BM i#H2 Ry"Xe T`2b2MiBM; i?2 d10- d50- M/ d90 pHm2b 7Q`
HH }p2 MHvx2/ /mbi bKTH2b #b2/ QM pQHmK2X hrQ /Bz2`2Mi H2M;i?b `2
mb2/ 7Q` +QKT`BbQM, xJ-KBM M/ x+-KBM /2}M2/ b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2b kX3
M/ kXN QM T;2 keX LQ bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2b #2ir22M i?2 MHvx2/ bKTH2b +M
#2 B/2MiB}2/X Ai Bb MQiB+2#H2 i?i i?2 +?M;2 BM +HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v U2tT ORRV



























6B;m`2 Ry"Xk *QKT`BbQM Q7 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb MHvx2/ #v
*JaAw1_ȉi2+?MQHQ;vX S`iB+H2 bBx2b `2 #b2/ QM  KBMBKmK T`iB+H2 /BK2i2`X
h?2 *JaAw1_ȉ2[mBTK2Mi /2HBp2`2/ #v _2ib+? h2+?MQHQ;v }ib i?2 MH@
vbBb `2bmHib b b?QrM BM };m`2 Ry"XjX Ai Bb MQi TQbbB#H2 iQ `2i`B2p2 i?2 H;Q`Bi?K
mb2/ 7Q` i?2 7mM+iBQM }i +``B2/ Qmi #v i?2 *JaAw1_ȉbQ7ir`2X
*QKT`BM; i?2 /Bb+`2i2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 `2bmHib BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry"Xk rBi?
# 'VFMT 
h#H2 Ry"Xe aBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM biiBbiB+b #b2/ QM *JaAw1_ȉ`2bmHib 7Q` i?2 b2@
H2+i2/ }p2 /mbi bKTH2bX hrQ /Bz2`2Mi H2M;i?b `2 mb2/ 7Q` +QKT`BbQM, xJ-KBM M/
x+-KBMX HH `2bmHib `2 #b2/ QM pQHmK2 /Bbi`B#miBQMbX
1tT aKTH2 A. xJ-KBM (KK) x+-KBM (KK)
O d10 d50 d90 d10 d50 d90
8 /mbi OR 0.094 0.381 1.330 0.124 0.505 1.688
d /mbi Ok 0.091 0.377 1.374 0.121 0.507 1.789
Ry /mbi Oj 0.087 0.377 1.391 0.114 0.503 1.877
RR /mbi O9 0.092 0.397 1.478 0.121 0.532 1.945























































6B;m`2 Ry"Xj S`iB+H2 bBx2 7`2[m2M+v /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` Jo /mbi bKTH2b rBi?
*JaAw1_ȉ7mM+iBQM }iX
i?2 7mM+iBQMb }ii2/ #v i?2 *JaAw1_ȉbQ7ir`2 b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 _2ib+? H;Q@
`Bi?K bi`m;;H2b iQ }i i?2 /i i T`iB+H2 bBx2b #2ir22M yXR M/ 1KK- +`BiB+H
7Q` i?2 7m2Hb mb2/ BM i?Bb +KTB;MX  /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Bb b?QrM BM };@
m`2 Ry"X9X
TTHvBM;  HQ; MQ`KH T`Q##BHBiv /2MbBiv 7mM+iBQM /2}M2/ b,











r?2`2 μ M/ σ bB;MB}2b i?2 K2M M/ biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 i?2 KBMBKmK
/BK2i2` Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2Ƕb Mim`H HQ;`Bi?KX h?Bb vB2H/b  #2ii2` }i iQ i?2
/Bb+`2i2 /i TQBMib BM i?2 +`BiB+H BMi2`pH- +7X };m`2 Ry"X9#X


























UV *JaAw1_ȉ7`2[m2M+v /Bbi`B#miBQM }ib
7Q` /mbi bKTH2 RX HH `2bmHib `2 #b2/
QM T`iB+H2b KBMBKmK /BK2i2` M/ }ii2/


























U#V GQ; MQ`KH T`Q##BHBiv /2MbBiv 7mM+@
iBQM }i 7Q` *JaAw1_ȉ/Bb+`2i2 `2bmHib
+QKT`2/ iQ i?2 _2ib+? h2+?MQHQ;v H;Q@
`Bi?KX
6B;m`2 Ry"X9 S`iB+H2 bBx2 7`2[m2M+v /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` Jo /mbi bKTH2b rBi?
*JaAw1_ȉ7mM+iBQM }iX
1pHmiBQM Q7 i?2 *JaAw1_ȉJ2i?Q/
h?2 mb2 Q7 i?2 *JaAw1_ȉi2+?MQHQ;v Bb  `2HiBp2Hv M2r K2i?Q/ M/ i?2
H+F Q7 2tT2`B2M+2 +HH 7Q` 2ti` ii2MiBQM iQ `2bmHi pHB/iBQMX 6Q` 2p2`v
*JaAw1_ȉ`mM  b2`B2b Q7 TB+im`2b `2 iF2M M/ biQ`2/ 7Q` 2pHmiBQMX h?2
TB+im`2b BM };m`2b Ry"X8 M/ Ry"Xe BHHmbi`i2 irQ +QMb2+miBp2 b?Qib Q7 /mbi
T`iB+H2b TbbBM; i?2 7QiQ +2HHX h?2 TB+im`2b +H2`Hv b?Qr ?Qr  +HQm/ Q7
ǳ;;HQK2`i2/Ǵ T`iB+H2b #`2Fb T`i b Bi i`p2Hb BM bT+2X "2+mb2 i?2
*JaAw1_ȉMHvb2b i?2 T`QD2+i2/ BK;2 Bi Bb Q7 ;`2i BKTQ`iM+2 i?i i?2
T`iB+H2b i`p2H b BM/BpB/mH T`iB+H2b BM  THM2 T`HH2H iQ i?2 T?QiQ +2HHb-
BX2X /Q MQi Qp2`HTX h?Bb Bb TT`2Mi r?2M +QKT`BM; iQ M Qi?2` `mM Q7
i?2 bK2 bKTH2- BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry"Xd- r?2`2  /2Mb2 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ Bb
+H2`Hv TbbBM; i?2 T?QiQ +2HH rBi?Qmi #`2FBM; mTX h?2 `2bmHib `2 /BbiBM+i
r?2M +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `mM BHHmbi`i2/ #v };m`2b Ry"X8 M/ Ry"Xe- +7X };@
m`2 Ry"Xd- b?QrBM; i?2 +mKmHiBp2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM- };m`2 Ry"X3- M/ i?2
7`2[m2M+v /Bbi`B#miBQM- };m`2 Ry"X3#X
>2M+2- i?2 722/BM; T`Q+2/m`2 b?QmH/ #2 7QHHQr2/ p2`v +`27mHHv r?2M mbBM;
i?2 *JaAw1_ȉ2[mBTK2Mi 7Q` T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX
Ry"XjXk S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQM #v aB2pBM;
aB2p2 MHvbBb rb T2`7Q`K2/ QM  bBM;H2 b2H2+i2/ bKTH2 7Q` +QKT`BbQM rBi?
i?2 *JaAw1_ȉK2i?Q/X .mbi O9 rb mb2/ 7Q` +QKT`BM; i?2 `2bmHib Q7
# 'VFMT 
UV 6B`bi 7`K2X U#V a2+QM/ 7`K2X
6B;m`2 Ry"X8 *JaAw1_ȉTB+im`2b Q7 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ #`2FBM; mT b Bi i`p2Hb
i?`Qm;? i?2 7QiQ +2HHX aKTH2, Jo@/mbi@RX
UV 6B`bi 7`K2X U#V a2+QM/ 7`K2X
6B;m`2 Ry"Xe *JaAw1_ȉTB+im`2b Q7 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ #`2FBM; mT b Bi i`p2Hb
i?`Qm;? i?2 7QiQ +2HHX aKTH2, Jo@/mbi@RX
UV 6B`bi 7`K2X U#V a2+QM/ 7`K2X
6B;m`2 Ry"Xd *JaAw1_ȉTB+im`2b Q7 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ T2M2i`iBM; i?2 T?QiQ +2HHX
aKTH2, Jo@/mbi@RX








































6B;m`2 Ry"X3 *QKT`BbQM Q7 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2
*JaAw1_ȉ2[mBTK2MiX .2Mb2 +m`p2b `2 /2`Bp2/ 7`QK i?2 `mM BHHmbi`i2/ #v
};m`2 Ry"Xd M/ /BbT2`b2/ 7`QK };m`2b Ry"X8 M/ Ry"XeX HH /Bbi`B#miBQM `2 #b2/
QM i?2 KBMBKmK /BK2i2` Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b QmiHBM2/ #v  k. T`QD2+iBQMX
i?2 *JaAw1_ȉiQ i?2 KQ`2 r2HH FMQrM bB2pBM; K2i?Q/X h?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2
/Bbi`B#miBQM rb +``B2/ Qmi i .PL: 1M2`;v SQr2`b H#Q`iQ`v i 1Mbi2/
TQr2` THMiX .Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQM rb T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM; bB2p2b Q7 i?2 bBx2b,
yXy- yXk8- yX8- RXy- RX9- kXy- kX3- M/ jXR8 KK BM  _2ib+? a98y bB2p2 iQr2`
7Q` R8 KBM i M KTHBim/2 Q7 1.0KKf;X
6B;m`2 Ry"XN b?Qrb  /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 *JaAw1_ȉ`2bmHib
M/ i?2 p2`;2/ bB2p2 MHvbBb U/Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQMVX h?2 *JaAw1_ȉbm;@
;2bi  bKHH2` KQmMi Q7 bKHH2` T`iB+H2b +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 bB2p2 iQr2` MHvbBbX



























6B;m`2 Ry"XN *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 /mbi O9 mbBM; i?2
*JaAw1_ȉ2[mBTK2Mi M/ i`/BiBQMH bB2p2 iQr2`bX
# 'VFMT 
Ry"XjXj S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb
BKBM; iQ i`+2 Mv +?M;2b BM i?2 722/ biQ+F 7m2H #H2M/ U2X;X BM+`2bBM;
7`+iBQM Q7 bi`r +QKT`2/ iQ rQQ/V  b2`B2b Q7 T`QtBKi2 MHvb2b ?p2 #22M
+QM/m+i2/ QM i?2 /mbi bKTH2b +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` 722/ im#2X h?2
bKTH2b ?p2 #22M MHvx2/ i .PL: 1M2`;v H#Q`iQ`v i 1Mbi2/ TQr2`
biiBQM- #2M`X >Qr2p2`- i?2 b? 7`+iBQM BM i?2 rQQ/ T2HH2i 7m2H Bb bQ
HQr M/ i?2 b? /2i2`KBMBM; T`Q+2/m`2 BM+Hm/2b KmHiBTH2 i`Mb72`b Q7 bKTH2X
>2M+2-  H`;2 biiBbiB+H /2pBiBQM Bb BM?2`2Mi BM i?2 K2i?Q/ KFBM; Bi /B{+mHi
iQ 2pHmi2 QM i?2 `2bmHib rBi? bm+? bKHH 2tT2+i2/ /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M i?2
bKTH2b- +7X i#H2 Ry"XdX
h#H2 Ry"Xd S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb `2bmHib 7Q` b2H2+i2/ /mbi bKTH2b +QHH2+i2/ i
JoRX HH `2bmHib `2 #b2/ QM /Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQM 2t+2Ti i?2 pQHiBH2 MHv@
bBbX .2pBiBQMb `2 #b2/ QM biiBb+H /i 7`QK i?2 K2i?Q/X h?2 MHvbBb 7QHHQrb
biM/`/, .af1LR9dd8,kyyNX
.i2 hBK2 1tT∗ b? .2pX oQHiBH2 .2pX >>o .2pX G>o
//@KK ??,KK O riX W ± riX W ± JCfF; ± JCfF;
kN@yk R8,R8 j 1.31 0.20 82.2 1.6 20.07 0.12 18.76
Rd,98 8 1.07 0.20 82.8 1.7 20.10 0.12 18.78
yR@yj yN,jy d 1.32 0.20 82.4 1.6 20.14 0.12 18.83
R8,jy Ry 1.30 0.20 82.3 1.6 20.15 0.12 18.84
Re,9y RR 1.07 0.20 82.4 1.6 20.17 0.12 18.86
Rd,98 Rj 1.32 0.20 82.5 1.7 20.18 0.12 18.86
∗ 1tT2`BK2MiH MmK#2` /m`BM; r?B+? i?2 bKTH2 ?b #22M 2ti`+i2/X
ii2KTiBM; iQ KBMBKBx2 i?2 /2pBiBQM `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 biM/`/ T`QtBKi2
MHvbBb TT`Q+?- b2H2+i2/ /mbi bKTH2b r2`2 /BpB/2/ mbBM;  _2ib+? Sh@Ryyy
`Qi`v /BpB/2` BMiQ 7`+iBQMb Q7 TT`QtBKi2Hv 20 ;X PM2 Q7 i?2b2 7`+iBQMb r2`2
i?2M T`Q+2bb2/ i 18 000 `TK BM  +mii2` KBHH 2[mBTT2/ rBi?  120μK b+`22MX
∼ 5K; Q7 i?2 +mii2/ 7m2H r?2`2 i?2M i`Mb72``2/ iQ M HmKBM +`m+B#H2 M/
MHvb2/ mbBM;  L2ixb+? ah 99Nf6R M/ #m`M2/ Qmi i  }MH i2KT2`im`2 Q7
900 ◦* BM 21 pQHX W Pk 7Q` 30KBMX h?2 `2bmHiBM; /i `2 T`2b2Mi2/ iQ;2i?2`
rBi? i?2 biM/`/ T`QtBKi2 MHvbBb BM };m`2 Ry"XRyX h?2 /i b?Qr M
Qzb2i iQr`/b ?B;?2` b? 7`+iBQMb r?2M MHvbBM; i?2 7m2H BM i?2 h: TT@
`imbX .Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQM Q7  b2H2+i2/ bKTH2 ?b #22M T2`7Q`K2/ rBi?Qmi
[mMiB}#H2 /Bz2`2M+2bX LQ +H2` +QM+HmbBQM +M #2 /`rM 7`QK 2Bi?2` Q7 i?2
T`QtBKi2 MHvb2b rBi? `2bT2+i iQ  TQbbB#H2 b?B7i BM i?2 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQMX
>Qr2p2`- HH `2bmHib BM/B+i2b QMHv KBMQ` +?M;2b BM 7m2H T`QT2`iB2bX
 # &YQFSJNFOUBM .BUSJY BOE 'VFMT

























6B;m`2 Ry"XRy *QKT`BbQM Q7 T`QtBKi2 MHvbBb `2bmHib mbBM; .af1LR9dd8,kyyN
M/ h: TT`Q+?X _2HiBp2 iBK2 = 0 +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?2 QMb2i Q7 i?2 }`bi K2bm`2@
K2Mi QM 62#`m`v kN i Ry,R8X
$)"15&3 $
3FTVMUT
h?Bb +?Ti2` T`2b2Mib i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib 7Q` 2+? Q7 i?2 BMp2biB;i2/
QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX hBK2 b+?2/mH2b `2 +QMM2+i2/ iQ 2+? 2tT2`BK2Mi b HH
bmTTH2K2Mi`v Ki2`BH- 2X;X pB/2Q Ki2`BH- T2HH2i M/ /mbi bKTH2b- 2i+X `2
B/2MiB}2/ #v /i2 M/ iBK2X 1+? 2tT2`BK2Mi Bb HbQ bbB;M2/ M 2tT2`BK2Mi A.
U1tT OV b /2}M2/ BM i#H2 Ry"XjX
Ry*XR _272`2M+2 a2iiBM;
6Qm` `272`2M+2 K2bm`2K2Mib ?p2 #22M +QM/m+i2/ ě BM i?2 #2;BMMBM; M/ 2M/
Q7 2+? i2bi /v UOR M/ OkVX h?2 iBK2 b+?2/mH2 Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM i#H2 Ry*XRX
h#H2 Ry*XR hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2 K2bm`2K2Mib i i?2 #2;BMMBM; M/
2M/ Q7 2+? i2bi /vX
1tT LK2 .i2 "2;BM 1M/ *QKK2Mi
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK
R _27 OR kN@yk@kyRk yN,88 Rk,Ry 125KK bi2Tb- /Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQM
8 _27 Ok Rd,kR R3,jR 250KK bi2Tb
d _27 Oj yR@yj@kyRk yN,kj Ry,yy 250KK bi2Tb
Rj _27 O9 Rd,8y R3,8y 250KK bi2Tb
 .Qm#H2 /2i2`KBMiBQM T2`7Q`K2/ i b2H2+i2/ TQbBiBQMb QMHvX
Ry*XRXR SQr2` SHMi a2iiBM;b
 b2i Q7 bi#H2 QT2`iBM; T`K2i2`b r2`2 +?Qb2M 7Q` `272`2M+2 b2iiBM;bX h@
#H2 Ry*Xk HBbib i?2 p2`;2 pHm2b M/ +Q``2bTQM/BM; biM/`/ /2pBiBQM 7Q`
 MmK#2` Q7 F2v T`Q+2bb T`K2i2`b /m`BM; HH 7Qm` `272`2M+2 `mMbX AM ;2M@
2`H- bi#H2 +QM/BiBQMb `2 KBMiBM2/ 7Q` HH F2v T`K2i2`bX h?2 KtBKmK
/2pBiBQM 7Q` i?2 T`K2i2`b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 Ry*Xk Bb #2HQr 10WX
HH THMi /i HBbi2/ BM i#H2 Ry"Xk `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM iBK2 /2T2M/2Mi ;`T?b
BM TT2M/Bt *X AM ;2M2`H- i?2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; HH 7Qm` `272`2M+2
`mMb `2 bi#H2 M/ bbmK2 +HQb2 iQ B/2MiB+H [mMiBiB2bX >Qr2p2`- BM i?2
7QHHQrBM;  72r 2tKTH2b QM /Bz2`2M+2b `2 T`2b2Mi2/X
6B;m`2 Ry*XR BHHmbi`i2b M Qzb2i BM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr `i2 BM i?2
iBK2 BMi2`pHb +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2b ORĜ9X h?2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































$ 3FGFSFODF 4FUUJOH 






















UV a ~Qr `i2X




























U#V hQiH +QK#mbiBQM B` USA + TAV ~Qr
`i2X
6B;m`2 Ry*XR .Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 722/ Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B` /m`BM; `272`2M+2 `mM ORĜ9
iQ #m`M2` ORRX
/m`BM; i?2 iBK2 T2`BQ/ +`Qbb r?B+? i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ 2ti`+iBp2 T`Q#2
K2bm`2K2Mib `2 p2`;2/X h?2 bBKBH`BiB2b BM Qzb2i BM b2+QM/`v B` M/
iQiH +QK#mbiBQM B` bm;;2bi i?i i?2 +?M;2 T`BK`BHv z2+ib i?2 b2+QM/`v
B` ~QrX b rBHH #2 b?QrM BM b2+iBQMb Ry*Xk M/ Ry*X9 i?2 b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr
i2M/b iQ BM~m2M+2 bi`QM;Hv QM i?2 ~K2 T`QT2`iB2bX
Ry*XRXk h2KT2`im`2 M/ Ptv;2M *QM+2Mi`iBQMb
6B;m`2 Ry*Xk BHHmbi`i2b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@T`Q}H2 7Q` `272`2M+2 ~@
K2 ORX 6Q` bBKTHB+Biv QMHv QM2 `272`2M+2 `mM ?b #22M BM+Hm/2/X h?2 2``Q`
#`b BM/B+i2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb #2ir22M RyyĜ200E 7Q` i?2
i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX 6B;m`2 Ry*Xk# T`2b2Mib iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/
/2pBiBQMb i bT2+B}+ TQbBiBQMb HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2X h?2 b?T2b Q7 i?2 i2K@
T2`im`2 M/ i?2 Pk@T`Q}H2b `2bT2+iBp2Hv +QKTHBK2Mi 2+? Qi?2` r2HHX
HH 7Qm` `272`2M+2 `mMb `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 Ry*XjX h?2`2 Bb ;QQ/ +QM@
bBbi2M+v #2ir22M #Qi? `272`2M+2 `mMb +``B2/ Qmi /m`BM; i2bi /v ORX _27@
2`2M+2 `mMb Oj M/ O9 /2pBi2 bHB;?iHv +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 `mM OR M/
OkX 1bT2+BHHv `272`2M+2 `mM O9 Bb b?QrBM;  +QQH2` ~K2 ∼ 100E b i?2
T`Q#2 T`Q;`2bb2b Tbi 1KX *Q``2bTQM/BM;Hv-  ?B;?2` Qtv;2M H2p2H ?b #22M
Q#b2`p2/- 2p2M i?Qm;? i?2 THMi HQ;;BM; bvbi2K BM/B+i2/  HQr2` bmTTHv Q7
+QK#mbiBQM B` /m`BM; i?2 Hbi K2bm`2K2Mi- +7X };m`2 *X3 QM T;2 T;2 9y8X
Ry*XRXj :b S`Q#2 MHvbBb
:b 2ti`+iBQM rb T2`7Q`K2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 2Mi`BMBM; T`Q#2X M 2t+2bb Q7
+QQHBM; ri2` 2{+B2MiHv [m2M+?2/ i?2 bKTH2 ;b 7i2` r?B+? Bi rb MHvb2/
 $ 3FTVMUT



































UV _272`2M+2 OR rBi? /Qm#H2 `2bQHmiBQM BM
bT+2X h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2
H27i Q7 i?2 /b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2@
HB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX







































Ref1 Ref2 Ref3 Ref4
U#V hBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb 7Q`
UiQTV i?2 QTiB+H i2KT2`im`2 M/ U#Qi@
iQKV i?2 Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
7Q` 2+? `272`2M+2 ~K2X
6B;m`2 Ry*Xk :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb 7Q` `272`2M+2 `mM OR- 2``Q`@
#`b bB;MB}2b iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pBiBQMX 6B;m`2 Ry*Xk# +QKT`BbQM Q7 biM/`/
/2pBiBQMb 7Q` K2bm`2/ i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb 7Q` i?2 7Qm` `272`2M+2
`mMbX








CO2 < 5 vol. % 
→
CO2 > 5 vol. %















UV :b i2KT2`im`2b K2bm`2K2MibX h2K@
T2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2 H27i Q7 i?2
/b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2HB#H2 /m2 iQ
i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX





















6B;m`2 Ry*Xj :b i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` `272`2M+2
`mMb ORĜ9X hBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb `2 7QmM/ BM };m`2 Ry*Xk# 7Q` bT2+B}+
BMi`mbBQM /2Ti?bX
$ 3FGFSFODF 4FUUJOH 
#v K2Mb Q7 M A_ M/ lo bT2+i`QK2i2`X 6B;m`2 Ry*X9 T`2b2Mib #Qi? +`#QM
+QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib M/ #BQKbb Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib b 7mM+iBQM Q7 /BbiM+2
7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
UV *`#QM +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib ;Bp2M QM
 /`v #bBbX





































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ;Bp2M
QM  /`v #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*X9 :b MHvbBb 7Q` HH `272`2M+2 `mMb /2TB+iBM; #Qi? UV T`BK`v +`#QM
+QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib M/ U#V Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ibX HH +QM+2Mi`iBQMb `2 ;Bp2M QM 
/`v #bBbX
h?2 *Pk@H2p2H 7QHHQrb i?2 bK2 Tii2`M b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 +m`p2 M/
`2+?2b `QmM/ 14 pQHX W i TT`QtBKi2Hv 1.5K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? 7i2`
r?B+? Bi H2p2Hb QmiX h?Bb ;`22b r2HH rBi? i?2 Q#b2`p2/ /2TH2iBQM Q7 pBH#H2
Pk- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xj#X
h?2 ;2M2`H [mHBiiBp2 i2M/2M+B2b Q7 i?2 KBM Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib, *P-
*>9- M/ *k>k `2 HKQbi i?2 bK2- BM/B+iBM;  /BbiBM+i KBtBM; Tii2`M Q7
HH 7Qm` ~K2bX h?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 HH i?`22 bT2+B2b BM+`2b2b rBi? i2KT2`@
im`2 mMiBH  HQ+H KtBKmK Bb `2+?2/- TT`QtBKi2Hv bBKmHiM2Qmb rBi? i?2
/2TH2iBQM Q7 Qtv;2M M/ i?2`2#v i?2 `2H2b2 Q7 `2+iBQM ?2iX  /Bz2`2MiBH
MHvbBb Q7 };m`2b Ry*X9 M/ Ry*X9# b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 HQ+H KtBKmK Q7 *P Bb
7QmM/ 7m`i?2` 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? i?M #Qi? *>9 M/ *k>k r?B+? T2Fb
i TT`QtBKi2Hv 1.6K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X h?Bb BM/B+i2b ?Qr i?2 /2@
bi`m+iBQM Q7 HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QMb +QmH/ +QMi`B#mi2b iQ i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 *P iQ
MQiB+2#H2 /2;`22 M/ i?mb 2HQM;i2 i?2 `2/m+BM; xQM2X
b rb i?2 +b2 7Q` i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Qtv;2M K2bm`2K2Mib- `272`2M+2
`mMb Oj M/ O9 Ui2bi /v ORV /2pBi2 7`QK `272`2M+2 `mMb OR M/ Ok Ui2bi
/v OkVX G2bb *P Bb T`Q/m+2/ QM i2bi /v Ok r?BH2 i?2 bK2 *Pk H2p2Hb +M
#2 /2i2+i2/X h?2 bK2 i`2M/- rBi? M HKQbi B/2MiB+H Tii2`M- Bb b22M 7Q` i?2
T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib, *>9 M/ *k>kX
h?2 +QMi`B#miBQM Q7 *P `2HiBp2 iQ *Pk Bb b?QrM BM };m`2 Ry*X8X h?Bb
2z2+iBp2Hv b?Qrb i?2 QtB/iBp2 Q` `2/m+BM; +QM/BiBQMb Q7 i?2 HQ+H 2MpB`QMK2Mi-
 $ 3FTVMUT
b?QrBM; H`;2 [mMiBiB2b Q7 *P `QmM/ 1.6K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X


















6B;m`2 Ry*X8 h?2 `2HiBp2 *Pf*Pk H2p2Hb /m`BM; `272`2M+2 `mMb ORĜ9 BM/B+iBM;
i?2 QtB/iBp2 T`QT2`iB2b HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2X
LQ /B`2+i +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib M/
M2Bi?2` HQ+H i2KT2`im`2 MQ` Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM ?p2 #22M 7QmM/X
hBK2 _2bQHp2/ aiM/`/ .2pBiBQMb
h?2 K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` #Qi? i?2 QTiB+H i2KT2`im`2 `2/BM;b M/ i?2 2t@
i`+iBp2 ;b MHvb2b `2 `2bQHp2/ BM iBK2 iQ p2`;2 i?2 ~K2 ~m+imiBQMbX
aiM/`/ /2pBiBQMb `2TQ`i2/ BM i?Bb rQ`F i?2`27Q`2 `272`b iQ T?vbB+H ~m+im@
iBQMb BM iBK2 M/ MQi iQ i?2 T`2+BbBQM Q7 i?2 mb2/ 2[mBTK2MiX h?2b2 iBK2
`2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb `2 7Q` i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@K2bm`2K2Mib
BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry*Xk#X h?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQMb 7Q` i?2 2ti`+iBp2 ;b K2bm`2K2Mib `2 BHHmbi`i2/ 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2 `mMb
BM };m`2 Ry*XeX
Ry*XRX9 PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb
.Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2b r?2`2 HbQ Q#b2`p2/ #v pB/2Q BK;BM;X 6B;@
m`2 Ry*Xd BHHmbi`i2b  `2T`2b2MiiBp2 BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR b?QrBM;
+HQb2 ~K2 ii+?K2Mi iQ i?2 #m`M2` [m`HX q?BH2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- };@
m`2 Ry*Xd# +H2`Hv /2i+?2b- bi#BHBxBM;  ~K2 TT`QtBKi2Hv 1K 7`QK i?2
#m`M2` KQmi?X 1tKBMBM; pB/2Q b2[m2M+2b Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR M/ O9
vB2H/b /2i+?K2Mi 7`+iBQMb Q7 y M/ 30W `2bT2+iBp2HvX J2MBM;- i?i /m`BM;
 15 b pB/2Q b2[m2M+2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR- UA., RRkyXpBV- MQi  bBM;H2 Q++m`@
`2M+2 Q7 ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi rb Q#b2`p2/X aBKBH`Hv-  16 b pB/2Q b2[m2M+2 Q7
`272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 ?b #22M 2tKBM2/- UA., R389XpBV- +H2` ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi
+QmH/ #2 Q#b2`p2/ TT`QtBKi2Hv 30W Q7 i?2 iBK2X
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UV lMBib BM UpQH WVX




























Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V lMBib BM UpQHX WVX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xe hBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb 7Q` HH `272`2M+2 `mMbX HH +QM@
+2Mi`iBQMb `2 ;Bp2M QM  /`v #bBbX
UV _272`2M+2 ORX U6BH2, RRkyXpB Uyy,RRVVX
:QQ/ ~K2 ii+?K2MiX
U#V _272`2M+2 O9X U6BH2, RR89 Uyy,ydVVX
*H2` ~K2 HB7iX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xd oB/2Q BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR UV M/ O9 U#VX ai#H2 ~K2
M/ ;QQ/ ~K2 ii+?K2Mi Bb Q#b2`p2/ BM ~K2 OR r?BH2 +H2` ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi Bb
Q#b2`p2/ BM ~K2 O9X
 $ 3FTVMUT
h2KTQ`H _2bQHmiBQM Q7 PTiB+H J2bm`2K2Mib
h?2 BM7``2/ K2bm`2K2Mib `2 `2+Q`/2/ i M p2`;2 7`K2 `i2 Q7 94>xX
h?2 MmK#2` Q7 7`K2b Qp2`  b?Q`i T2`BQ/ Q7 iBK2 Kv p`v /m2 iQ HBKBi2/
#mz2` +T+Biv Q7 i?2 +QMM2+i2/ HTiQTX AM KQbi +b2b i?2 7`K2 `i2 Bb bm{@
+B2MiHv `TB/ iQ +Tim`2 i?2 /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 H`;2 b+H2 /2p2HQTK2Mi BM #Qi?
;b M/ bQHB/ T?b2 ~QrbX h?Bb BM+Hm/2b ;b T?b2 ~m+imiBQMb BM Mv /B`2+@
iBQM QM i?2 Q#b2`p2/ THM2 M/ T`iB+H2 +HQm/ i`D2+iQ`v i`+FBM; BM i?2 M2`
#m`M2` }2H/X M BK;2 b2[m2M+2 Q7 ∼ 12Kb b?QrBM; `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR Bb
b?QrM BM };m`2 Ry*X3 iQ T`QpB/2 M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 i2KTQ`H `2bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2
?B;? bT22/ BM7`@`2/ BK;BM; 2KTHQv2/ BM i?2 +m``2Mi bim/vX AM i?Bb b2[m2M+2-
i?2 +QH/ T`iB+H2 +HQm/b- BM #Hm2 +QHQ`b- +M #2 2bBHv 7QHHQr2/ b i?2v 2K2`;2
7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? M/ 2Mi`BM BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2X
 
6B;m`2 Ry*X3 A_ BK;BM; b2[m2M+2 b?QrBM; i?2 /2[m+v Q7 i2KTQ`H `2bQHmiBQM
7Q` T`iB+H2 +HQm/ T`Q;`2bbBQMX
6Q` ~K2 HB7i B/2MiB}+iBQM QTiB+H MHvbBb BM i?2 pBbB#H2 bT2+i`mK ?b
T`Qp2M i?2 KQbi 2z2+iBp2X h?2b2 pB/2Q b2[m2M+2b `2 `2+Q`/2/ #v **. +K@
2`b i HQr2` 7`K2 `i2bc p2`;BM; `QmM/ 20.8>xX >Qr2p2`- biBHH bm{+B2MiHv
7bi iQ +Tim`2 i?2 ~m+imiBM; #2?pBQ` Q7 M mMbi#H2 ~K2 ii+?K2Mi- BX2X
r?2`2 ~K2 HB7i M/ ~K2 U`2V@ii+?K2Mi Bb Q#b2`p2/ KmHiBTH2 iBK2b BM `TB/
bm++2bbBQMX am+? #2?pBQ` Bb b22M BM `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 M/ M BK;2 b2[m2M+2
Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 Ry*XNX :QQ/ ~K2 ii+?K2Mi Bb b22M i yR,yk /2i+?BM;
7`QK 7`K2 yR,y9 iQ yR,yd M/ `2ii+?BM; 7`QK 7`K2 yR,Ry iQ yR,Rk- ;Bp2M BM
b2+QM/b,7`K2 MmK#2`X AX2X i M p2`;2 7`K2 `i2 Q7 20.82>x BM i?2 ;Bp2M
b2[m2M+2 ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi M/ `2ii+?K2Mi Bb +?B2p2/ rBi?BM ∼ 400KbX
MQi?2` ivT2 Q7 ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi ?b HbQ #22M Q#b2`p2/ 7`QK i?2 bK2
~K2X TT`QtBKi2Hv }p2 b2+QM/b Hi2` i?M i?2 pB/2Q b2[m2M+2 BHHmbi`i2/ BM
$ 3FGFSFODF 4FUUJOH 
6B;m`2 Ry*XN Pb+BHHiBM; ~K2 ii+?K2Mif/2i+?K2MiX JoR `272`2M+2
~K2 O9 U6BH2, R389XpBVX hBK2 biKTb BM/B+i2 b2+QM/b,7`K2 iF2M i M p2`@
;2 7`2[m2M+v Q7 20.82>xX hQiH iBK2, 528KbX
 $ 3FTVMUT
};m`2 Ry*XN rb +Tim`2/  bi`QM; ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi rb Q#b2`p2/X h?Bb Bb
BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry*XRyX i 7`K2 ye,yN  +H2`Hv HB7i2/ ~K2 Bb bi#BHBx2/
TT`QtBKi2Hv 1K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X h?Bb HB7i2/ ~K2 Bb bi#BHBx2/ 7Q`
MQi?2` 5 b #27Q`2 i?2 ~K2 `2ii+?2b +HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` [m`H- b BHHmbi`i2/
BM };m`2 Ry*XRRX
6B;m`2 Ry*XRy ai`QM; ~K2 /2i+?K2MiX JoR `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9
U6BH2, R389XpBVX hBK2 biKTb BM/B+i2 b2+QM/b,7`K2 iF2M i M p2`;2 7`2[m2M+v
Q7 20.82>xX hQiH iBK2, 432KbX
Ry*XRX8 S`iB+H2 *HQm/ o2HQ+Biv
h?2 A_ ?B;? bT22/ BK;BM; K/2 Bi TQbbB#H2 iQ 2biBKi2 i?2 2Mi`M+2 p2HQ+Biv
Q7 i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2 +HQm/bX h?2 A_@+K2` `2+Q`/2/ i  7`K2 `i2 Q7 94>xX
h?2 T`Q#2 BMb2`i2/ 75 +K BMiQ i?2 ~K2 Bb mb2/ b  /BbiM+2 `272`2M+2 BM i?2
~K2X h?2 p2HQ+Biv 2biBKi2b 7Q` `272`2M+2 `mM OR `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 Ry*XjX
M 2tKTH2 Q7 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ i`+BM; Bb ;BpBM; BM };m`2 Ry*XRkX
$ 3FGFSFODF 4FUUJOH 
6B;m`2 Ry*XRR _2ii+?K2Mi Q7 HB7i2/ ~K2X JoR `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
U6BH2, R389XpBVX hBK2 biKTb BM/B+i2 b2+QM/b,7`K2 iF2M i M p2`;2 7`2[m2M+v
Q7 20.82>xX hQiH iBK2, 336KbX
Ai b?QmH/ #2 F2Ti BM KBM/ i?i i?2 T`iB+H2b Kv QMHv #2 /BbiBM;mBb?2/ 7`QK
i?2 ;b `/BiBQM b HQM; b i?2v `2 bB;MB}+MiHv +QH/2` i?M i?2 bm``QmM/@
BM; ;b T?b2X Ai Bb HBF2Hv i?i i?2 T`iB+H2b BM i?2 #QmM/`v Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2
+HQm/ `2 bm{+B2MiHv 2tTQb2/ iQ +QMp2+iBp2- +QM/m+iBp2- M/ ?2i i`MbTQ`i
#v `/BiBQM i?i i?2v rBHH /BbTT2` BM i?2`KH #+F;`QmM/ M/ i?mb i?2
T`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+Biv +H+mHi2/ 7`QK i?2 A_ BK;2b rBHH `2T`2b2Mi M 2z2+@
iBp2 +QH/ T`iB+H2 +HQm/ 2Mi`BMBM; p2HQ+Biv `i?2` i?M i?2 i`m2 p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2
BM/BpB/mH T`iB+H2bX
Ry*XRXe S`iB+H2 *HQm/ h2KT2`im`2 M/ 6HK2 S2M2i`iBQM
h?2 A_@BK;BM; `2+Q`/2/ 7`QK i?2 bB/2 pB2r@TQ`i +M #2 mb2/ iQ 2biBKi2
T`iB+H2 +HQm/ bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2b bbmKBM;  FMQrM ;`2v #Q/v #2?pBQ` Q7
i?2 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ M/ +QKTH2i2 A_@`/BiBQM b?B2H/BM; BM i?2 i`;2i `2X Ai
b?QmH/ ?Qr2p2` #2 F2Ti BM KBM/ i?i [mMiBiiBp2 +QM+HmbBQMb b?QmH/ QMHv #2
/`rM rBi? +miBQMX 6Q` [mHBiiBp2 bb2bbK2Mi M/ +QKT`BbQM i?2 K2i?Q/
Bb +QMbB/2`2/ pHB/X
6B;m`2 Ry*XRj b?Qrb  +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M i?2 KBMBKmK /2i2+i2/ i2K@
 $ 3FTVMUT
h#H2 Ry*Xj S`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+Biv 2biBKiBQMb 7`QK ?B;? bT22/ A_ BK;BM; i
94>x Qp2`  /BbiM+2 Q7 75 +K UA., JoRkN72#yeXTirVX
A_@A. 6`K2 J2i`B+ iBK2 (b) o2HQ+Biv (Kfb)
JokN72#ye 9ĜN RdXR3jĜRdXk9d 8X8
JokN72#ye kejĜkdk kyXj38ĜkyX8yk eX9
JokN72#ye 88yĜ88N kdX3jkĜk3XyRj 9XR
JokN72#ye eyNĜeR3 k3X3RyĜk3XN3R 9X9
JokN72#ye ejkĜe9R kNXkk8ĜkNX9ye 9XR
JokN72#ye NyNĜNR3 jdXkk8ĜjdX93R kXN
p2`;2 9Xe
aiM/`/ /2pBiBQM RXj
   
   
75 cm 75 cm 75 cm 
6B;m`2 Ry*XRk S`iB+H2 +HQm/ i`+BM; 7Q` p2HQ+Biv 2biBKiBQMb BM `272`2M+2 ~K2X
UA., JokN72#yeXTriV 7`K2 9ĜNX h?2 `2/ /b?2/ HBM2 BM/B+i2 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2
T`Q#2 T2M2i`iBM; 75 +K BMiQ i?2 ~K2X h?2 r?Bi2 HBM2 BM/B+i2b i?2 7`QMi Q7 i?2
2Mi`BMBM; +QH/ T`iB+H2 +HQm/X h?2 +QHQ` b+H2 ;Q2b 7`QK +QH/ U#Hm2V iQ `2/ U?QiV M/
Bb QMHv pHB/ 7Q` `2;BQMb Q7 ?B;? T`iB+H2 /2MbBiv- +7X b2+iBQM Ry*XRXeX
T2`im`2 HQM; p2`iB+H HBM2b BM }t2/ TQbBiBQMb BM bT+2 7Q` #Qi? `272`2M+2
~K2b OR M/ O9 bKTH2/ +`Qbb 1000 BK;2b iF2M i  7`2[m2M+v Q7 94>xX
Ai Bb +H2` i?i i?2 KBMBKmK /2i2+i2/ i2KT2`im`2b- Q`B;BMiBM; 7`QK i?2 +QH/
bm`7+2b Q7 T`iB+H2b T2M2i`iBM; i?2 ~K2- `2 HQr2` 7Q` `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9
+QKT`2/ iQ i?2 bK2 /i Q#iBM2/ 7`QK `272`2M+2 ~K2 ORX h?Bb BM/B+i2b
i?i i?2 +QH/ T`iB+H2b `2 T2M2i`iBM; 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 #QBH2`- T`2bmK#Hv BM@
i`Q/m+BM;  KQ`2 mMbi#H2 ~K2 r?B+?- TQbbB#Hv- +QmH/ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 KQ`2
Qb+BHHiBM; ~K2 #2?pBQ` Q#b2`p2/ /m`BM; i2bi /v OkX
p2`;BM; i?2 bB;MH 7`QK i?2 bK2 A_@BK;2 b2[m2M+2b vB2H/b i?2 i2K@
T2`im`2 KTTBM;b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry*XR9X "Qi? KTb `2 b?QrM QM i?2
bK2 +QHQ` b+H2X 6B;m`2b Ry*XR9 M/ Ry*XR9# `2 bHB;?iHv #Hm``2/ /m2 iQ
i?2 ?M/@?2H/ +K2` K2i?Q/X "Qi? KTb `2 p2`;2/ +`Qbb Ryyy BK;2b
bKTH2/ rBi?  7`2[m2M+v Q7 94>x- BX2X Dmbi Qp2` 10 bX Ai Bb +H2` i?i i?2
M2` #m`M2` +QH/ `2;BQM bi`2i+?2b 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 #QBH2` BM `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9-
};m`2 Ry*XR9#X A_@BK;BM; Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 Ok M/ Oj rb MQi +[mB`2/X
$ 3FGFSFODF 4FUUJOH 
UV A_ BK;2 Q7 #m`M2` ORR rBi?
 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ T2M2i`iBM; BMiQ i?2
#QBH2`X UAK;2 A., JoRK`keXTir-
7`K2, ey3VX





↓ Reference flame #1
















Reference flame #1 ↓












U#V JBMBKmK i2KT2`im`2b /2i2+i2/ HQM;
p2`iB+H HBM2b 7`QK A_@i?2`KQK2i`vX UmTT2`V
+HQb2bi UHQr2`V 7m`i?2bi 7`QK i?2 #m`M2`X
6B;m`2 Ry*XRj *QKT`BbQM Q7 KBMBKmK i2KT2`im`2 A_@i?2`KQK2i`v #2ir22M
`272`2M+2 ~K2 OR M/ 9X U#V `2TQ`ib i?2 KBMBKmK i2KT2`im`2 /2i2+i2/ BM #Qi?
bT+2- HQM; i?2 p2`iB+H HBM2b BHHmbi`i2/ BM UV- M/ iBK2- +`Qbb  Ryyy A_@BK;2b
bKTH2/ i  `i2 Q7 94 BK;2b/bX
UV _272`2M+2 ~K2 ORX Ua2@
[m2M+2 A., JokN72#yeXTirVX
U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X Ua2@
[m2M+2 A., JoRK`k8XTirVX
6B;m`2 Ry*XR9 p2`;2/ i2KT2`im`2 KTb 7Q` UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR M/ U#V O9X
h?2 BK;2b `2 p2`;2/ Qp2` Ryyy 7`K2b bKTH2/ i  `i2 Q7 94>xX
 $ 3FTVMUT
Ry*Xk a2+QM/`v B` 6HQr
h?2 b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr ?b #22M #Qi? BM@ M/ /2+`2b2/ `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 `27@
2`2M+2 +QM};m`iBQM ++Q`/BM; iQ i#H2 Ry"XRX h?2 iBK2 b+?2/mH2 Bb HBbi2/ BM
i#H2 Ry*X9X h?2 z2+i2/ +?MM2Hb `2 ?i+?2/ #H+F BM };m`2 Ry*XR8X
6B;m`2 Ry*XR8 "m`M2` bF2i+?, h?2 a M/ h +?MM2Hb `2 ?i+?2/ BM #H+F iQ
BHHmbi`i2 i?2 `2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 +?M;2 BM b2+QM/`v B` ~QrX h?2 #m`M2` bF2i+?
?b #22M KQ/B}2/ 7Q` BHHmbi`iBp2 Tm`TQb2bX
h#H2 Ry*X9 hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr `mMb M/ QT2`iBQMH /2pBiBQMb
7`QK `272`2M+2 pHm2bX
1tT .i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK F;fb F;fb
k kN@yk@kyRk Rj,je R9,jj 4.66 3.87
j R9,jj Re,yy 2.97 3.87
h?2 ~Qr `i2 Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr Bb +?M;2/ BM/2T2M/2Mi 7`QK i?2
T`BK`v B` M/ rBi? +QKT2MbiBM; BM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` B` bTHBi iQ KBMiBM
+QMbiMi i2`iB`v B` ~QrX
Ry*XkXR S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
h?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi BM i?2 ~Qr Q7 b2+QM/`v B` iQ #m`M2` ORR Bb BHHmbi`iBp2Hv
T`2b2Mi2/ BM TT2M/Bt * };m`2b *Xd M/ *X3X h?2 ~Qr Q7 i2`iB`v B` Bb MQi
K2bm`2/ #mi +M #2 +H+mHi2/ #v +HQbBM; i?2 Kbb #HM+2 Qp2` i?2 iQiH
+QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr M/ i?2 ~Qr Q7 b2+QM/`v B`X "Qi? ~Qrb `2 bi#BHBx2/
#27Q`2 i?2 K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ QmiX h?2 `2bmHiBM; +?M;2b BM i?2 biQB@
+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb `2 BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry*XRe b?QrBM; i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi
BM i?2 λ@pHm2 +H+mHi2/ mbBM; *>1.8P0.5L0.2 b M 2[mBpH2Mi +QKTQbBiBQM
7Q` #BQKbb (jNy)X h?Bb `2bmHib BM M B`@iQ@7m2H `iBQ #2HQr mMBiv 7Q` 2tT2`B@
K2Mi Oj- HQr +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr `i2X >Qr2p2`- MQ MQiB+2#H2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM
$ 4FDPOEBSZ BJS 'MPX 
2Bi?2` i?2 Tv`QHvbBb ;b T`Q/m+iBQM- Qtv;2M +QM+2Mi`iBQM- Q` i2KT2`im`2 T`Q@
}H2 ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/X  /2+`2b2 BM i?2 B` bmTTHv BM i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mH@
iBQM xQM2 Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ BM+`2b2 i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b- bbmKBM; i?i
i?2 `/BiBQM M/ +QMp2+iBp2 i`MbTQ`i Q7 ?2i 7`QK 7m`i?2` rv Bb biBHH bm{@
+B2Mi iQ KBMiBM i?2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2X GBF2rBb2-  HQr2` Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM
Bb 2tT2+i2/ /m2 iQ i?2 HBKBi2/ 7m2H `B+? +QM/BiBQMb- BX2X Mv Pk T`2b2Mi rQmH/
#2 2tT2+i2/ iQ `2+iX









6B;m`2 Ry*XRe .2p2HQTK2Mi BM i?2 λ@pHm2 /m`BM; i2bi /v ORX :`22M M/ `2/
HBM2b BM/B+i2 i?2 bi`i M/ 2M/ Q7 K2bm`2K2MibX
6B;m`2 Ry*XRd T`2b2Mib i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ TT`QtBKi2 Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM
7Q` i?2 a `mMb +QKT`2/ iQ  `272`2M+2X LQ KDQ` /Bz2`2M+2b BM ;b i2KT2`@
im`2 Q` Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/X h?2 bBKBH` b?T2 M/ #bQHmi2
pHm2b Q7 i?2 Pk@T`Q}H2 bm;;2bi i?i i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Bb bi`QM;
2MQm;? iQ KBMiBM +QMp2+iBp2 i`MbTQ`i Q7 Pk iQ i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ 2p2M
i?Qm;? i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr `i2 Bb HQr2`2/ #v 16.7W QM  Kbb #bBbX
*QMbB/2`BM; i?2 Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib T`2b2Mi2/ b 7mM+iBQM
Q7 /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? BM };m`2 Ry*XR3 BM/B+i2 bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2b
BM i?2 ~K2 /vMKB+b b i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr Bb BM+`2b2/X AM+`2bBM; i?2
+QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr /2+`2b2b i?2 #bQHmi2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 *P- *>9- M/
*k>k BM i?2 7`@#m`M2` }2H/- /BbiBM;mBb?BM; 7`QK i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 i /Bb@
iM+2b ;`2i2` i?M TT`QtBKi2Hv 1K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X HH +QM+2M@
i`iBQM T`Q}H2b 7QHHQrb i?2 bK2 Ti? BM i?2 M2`@#m`M2` }2H/ U< 1K 7`QK i?2
#m`M2` KQmi?VX
Ry*XkXk S`iB+H2 *HQm/ 6HK2 S2M2i`iBQM
h?2`KH BK;BM; Q7 i?2 ~K2 mM/2`;QBM; +?M;2b BM i?2 ~Qr `i2 Q7 i?2
+QK#mbiBQM B` Bb BMi2`2biBM; /m2 iQ i?2 2tT2+i2/ +?M;2b BM i?2 M2` #m`M2`
KBtBM; Tii2`MX 6B;m`2 Ry*XRN b?Qrb i?2 #m`M2` QT2`iBM; mM/2` ?B;? +QK@
#mbiBQM B` ~Qr M/  bi`QM; BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Bb i?2`27Q`2 iQ #2
 $ 3FTVMUT







CO2 < 5 vol. % ← → CO2 > 5 vol. %
CO2 > 5 vol. % →

















UV h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX 1``Q`
#`b BM/B+i2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQMbX h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2
H27i Q7 i?2 /b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2@
HB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQMbX Pk Bb
;Bp2M QM  /`v M/ >kP QM  r2i #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*XRd :b i2KT2`im`2b M/ Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr `i2 M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2
H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2b BM +QK#mbiBQM B` Kbb ~QrX






























Distance from burner mouth [cm]
UV *`#QM +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib ;Bp2M QM
 /`v #bBbX




































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ;Bp2M
QM  /`v #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*XR3 *Pk M/ `2HiBp2 *P@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb M/ HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QM@
+QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 a ~Qr `i2 M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `27@
2`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2b BM a Kbb ~QrX
$ 4"5" "JS4QMJU 
2tT2+i2/- +QMp2+iBp2Hv bmTTHvBM; ?2i iQ i?2 +Q`2 D2iX *QMi``v-  r2F2` BM@
i2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Bb 2tT2+i2/ BM i?2 +b2 Q7 HQr2` +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr-
+7X };m`2 Ry*XRN#X  7m2H `B+?2` biQB+?BQK2i`v M/ H2bb +QMp2+iBp2 i`MbTQ`i
+HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ ;Bp2 `Bb2 iQ  #2ii2` T2M2i`iBQM Q7
+QH/ T`iB+H2b BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2X
h?2b2 i`2M/b `2 #Qi? BM/B+i2/ #v i?2 i?2`KH BK;2b Q7 i?2 BM@ M/
/2+`2b2 BM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr b b?QrM BM };m`2 Ry*XRNX 6B;m`2 Ry*XRN
b?Qrb  bKHH HQr i2KT2`im`2 xQM2 TT2`BM; QMHv BM i?2 p2`v pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2
#m`M2` [m`H M/ +imH T`iB+H2b +HQm/b `2 /B{+mHi iQ B/2MiB7vX *QMi``v- i?2
HQr i2KT2`im`2 `2 2ti2M/b bHB;?iHv 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2 r?2M /2+`2bBM;
i?2 ~Qr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B`- b b22M BM };m`2 Ry*XRN#X
UV AM+`2b2/ +QK#mbiBQM B` ~QrX U#V _2/m+2/ +QK#mbiBQM B` ~QrX
6B;m`2 Ry*XRN h?2`KH BK;BM; Q7 #m`M2` ORR i UV BM+`2b2/ M/ U#V `2/m+2/
+QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr `i2 `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 +QHQ` b+H2 Bb BM ◦* M/ Kv QMHv #2
+QMbB/2`2/ pHB/ 7Q` /2Mb2 T`iB+H2 +HQm/b- BX2X +HQb2bi iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
Ry*Xj afh B`@aTHBi
h?2 B` bTHBi Bb /2}M2/ b SA/ (SA+ TA) Ub2+QM/`v B` ~Qr iQ iQiH +QK@
#mbiBQM B` ~Qr QM  Kbb ~Qr #bBbVX h?2 B`@bTHBi ?b #22M #Qi? BM@ M/
/2+`2b2/- ++Q`/BM; iQ i#H2 Ry"XRX h#H2 Ry*X8 HBbib i?2 iBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q`
i?2 B`@bTHBi `mMbX
h#H2 Ry*X8 hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` B` bTHBi UaV `mMbX q?2`2 a = a/ (a+ h)X
1tT .i2 "2;BM 1M/ a aYh a _27X a
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK F;fb F;fb ě ě
9 kN@yk@kyRk Re,yy Rd,kR 2.51 8.06 0.31 0.50
e R3,jR RN,kN 4.52 8.07 0.56 0.50
 $ 3FTVMUT
o`BiBQMb BM i?2 B` bTHBi ?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi rBi? M Qp2`HH +QMbiMi
~Qr `i2 Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B` UaYhVX h?mb-  /2+`2b2 BM B` bTHBi BKTHB2b 
/2+`2b2 BM i?2 b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr `i2 iQ;2i?2` rBi?  +Q``2bTQM/BM; BM+`2b2
BM i2`iB`v B` QM  Kbb #b2/ ~Qr `i2X h?2 z2+i2/ +?MM2Hb `2 ?i+?2/
#H+F BM };m`2 Ry*XkyX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xky "m`M2` bF2i+?, h?2 a M/ h +?MM2Hb `2 ?i+?2/ BM #H+F iQ
BHHmbi`i2 i?2 `2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 +?M;2 BM aX h?2 #m`M2` bF2i+? ?b #22M KQ/B}2/
7Q` BHHmbi`iBp2 Tm`TQb2bX
Ry*XjXR S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
6B;m`2 Ry*XkR BHHmbi`i2b i?2 iQiH ~Qr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B`- i?2 b2+QM/`v B`
~Qr- M/ i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; B`@bTHBi pHm2 /m`BM; i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH iBK2X
ai2/v H2p2Hb Q7 HH ~Qrb `2 +?B2p2/ #27Q`2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2 +``B2/ QmiX
6B;m`2b *Xd M/ *X3 BM TT2M/Bt * b?Qr i?2 bK2 BM7Q`KiBQM /m`BM; i?2
2MiB`2iv Q7 i?2 +KTB;MX
AM+`2bBM; i?2 B`@bTHBi b22Kb iQ bi#BHBx2 i?2 ~K2 +HQb2` iQ i?2 #m`M2`
KQmi?c ?B;?2` i2KT2`im`2b M/ HQr2` Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb- +7X };m`2 Ry*XkkX
q?BH2 /2+`2bBM; i?2 B`@bTHBi bB;MB}+MiHv /2+`2b2b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BM i?2
M2` #m`M2` }2H/ rBi?  +Q``2bTQM/BM; BM+`2b2 BM Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMX AMi2`2bi@
BM;Hv- pB/2Q BK;BM; b?Qrb +HQb2 ~K2 ii+?K2Mi i HH iBK2 7Q` i?2 /2+`2b2
BM B`@bTHBi r?BH2 M BM+`2b2 BM B`@bTHBi +mb2b bHB;?i M/ #`B27- ?Qr2p2`- 7`2@
[m2Mi ~K2 HB7ic +7X };m`2 Ry*XkjX A_@BK;BM; HbQ b?Qrb  i2M/2M+v 7Q`
BM+`2b2/ 7m2H `QTBM; /m`BM; ?B;? B`@bTHBi QT2`iBQM- BX2X +QH/ T`iB+H2b T2M2@
i`iBM; 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 ~K2X
*?M;BM; i?2 B` bTHBi BMi`Q/m+2b Hi2`MiBp2 #2?pBQ` Q7 HH Tv`QHvbBb Q`
+QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2- b T`2b2Mi2/ BM };@
m`2 Ry*Xk9X .2+`2bBM; i?2 B` bTHBi `2/m+2b #Qi? i?2 *P M/ i?2 *Pk T`Q@
/m+iBQM HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`@HBM2 Q7 i?2 ~K2X _2+?BM; i?2 bK2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM
Q7 *Pk i M TT`QtBKi2 180 +K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? r?B+? rQmH/ bm;@
;2bi 2Bi?2`  TQQ` #m`M@Qmi Q`  b?B7i BM i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM xQM2bX
$ 4"5" "JS4QMJU 










s] Combust. air flow SA flow
















6B;m`2 Ry*XkR B` ~Qrb UmTT2`V M/ a UHQr2`V /m`BM; a +?M;2bX :`22M M/
`2/ /b?2/ HBM2b BM/B+i2 i?2 #2;BMMBM; M/ 2M/ Q7 2+? K2bm`2K2Mi T2`BQ/X








CO2 < 5 vol. %
→
CO2 > 5 vol. %

















UV h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX 1``Q`
#`b BM/B+i2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQMbX h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2
H27i Q7 i?2 /b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2@
HB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQMbX Pk Bb
;Bp2M QM  /`v #bBb M/ >kP QM  r2i #@
bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xkk :b i2KT2`im`2b M/ Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 a b2iiBM;b M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b
BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2 BM aX
 $ 3FTVMUT
UV GQr aX U6BH2, RdRdXpBVX :QQ/ ~K2
ii+?K2MiX
U#V >B;? aX U6BH2, RNkNXpB Uyy,yeVVX
aHB;?i ~K2 HB7iX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xkj oB/2Q BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR UV M/ O9 U#VX ai#H2 ~K2
M/ ;QQ/ ~K2 ii+?K2Mi Bb Q#b2`p2/ BM ~K2 OR r?BH2 +H2` ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi Bb
Q#b2`p2/ BM ~K2 O9X































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
UV *`#QM +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib ;Bp2M QM
 /`v #bBbX




































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ;Bp2M
QM  /`v #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xk9 UV *Pk M/ `2HiBp2 *P@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb M/ U#V HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QM@
+QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 a M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X
h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2b BM aX
AM+`2bBM; i?2 `2HiBp2 `QiiBQMH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 i2`iB`v B` ~Qr +QmH/
TQi2MiBHHv #`Q/2M i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 /BHmiBM; i?2 Tv`QHvbBb M/
+QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`@HBM2 T`Q#2X AM M Qi?2` b+2M`BQ- /2@
+`2bBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr +QmH/ +mb2 i?2 T`BK`v B` iQ
#2ii2` T2M2i`i2 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 M/ T`QHQM; i?2 +QK#mbiBQM
xQM2 #2vQM/ i?2 `2+? Q7 i?2 T`Q#2X Ai Bb- ?Qr2p2`- MQiB+2#H2 ?Qr HH +QM+2M@
i`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib bi#BHBx2b i i?2 bK2 pHm2 i TT`QtBKi2Hv i?2 bK2
TQbBiBQM BM bT+2X
$ 4" 4XJSM 
Ry*XjXk S`iB+H2 *HQm/ 6HK2 S2M2i`iBQM
GBF2 7Q` i?2- BM b2+iBQM Ry*XkXk /Bb+mbb2/- BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2
M2` #m`M2` KBtBM; Tii2`M r?2M +?M;BM; i?2 b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr `i2- bBKB@
H` #2?pBQ` Bb 2tT2+i2/ r?2M +?M;BM; i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M i?2 b2+QM/`v M/
i?2 i2`iB`v B` ~Qr- BX2X i?2 B` bTHBiX AM+`2bBM; i?2 B` bTHBi BM+`2b2b i?2
`iBQ #2ir22M b2+QM/`v M/ i2`iB`v B` ~Qr `i2X 6`QK };m`2b Ry*Xk8
M/ Ry*Xk8# QMHv bHB;?i /Bz2`2M+2b +M #2 B/2MiB}2/X AM/B+iBQMb Q7  bHB;?iHv
#2ii2` T`iB+H2 T2M2i`iBQM Bb b22M r?2M BM+`2bBM; i?2 B` bTHBi- BX2X BM+`2bBM;
i?2 ~Qr Q7 b2+QM/`v B` M/ +Q``2bTQM/BM;Hv HQr2`BM; i?2 ~Qr Q7 i2`iB`v B`X
UV AM+`2b2/ B` bTHBiX U#V _2/m+2/ B` bTHBiX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xk8 h?2`KH BK;BM; Q7 #m`M2` ORR i UV BM+`2b2/ M/ U#V `2/m+2/
a `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 +QHQ` b+H2 Bb BM ◦* M/ Kv QMHv #2 +QMbB/2`2/ pHB/ 7Q` /2Mb2
T`iB+H2 +HQm/b- BX2X +HQb2bi iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
Ry*X9 a arB`H
LQ`KH QT2`iBQM i JoR iF2b TH+2 rBi? 100W brB`H QM #Qi? b2+QM/`v
M/ i2`iB`v B`X AM i?Bb b2`B2b i?2 brB`H QM i?2 b2+QM/`v B` Bb /2+`2b2/ iQ
80W- K2MBM; i?i i?2 brB`H2` TQbBiBQM Bb /Dmbi2/ iQ 80W #v HBM2` +imiQ`bX
6B;m`2 *XRR BM TT2M/Bt * b?Qrb i?2 im`#mHiQ` b2iiBM; BM i?2 b2+QM/`v B`
+?MM2H /m`BM; i?2 +KTB;MX
h#H2 Ry*Xe hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 a@brB`H `mMX h?2 T2`+2Mi;2 `272`b iQ i?2
T?vbB+H TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 im`#mHiQ`b BM i?2 a +?MM2HX
1tT .i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2 *QKK2Mib
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK W W
3 yR@yj@kyRk Ry,y8 RR,jy 82.0 99.7 AM+`2b2/ bKTHBM; iBK2
 $ 3FTVMUT
*?M;BM; i?2 b2+QM/`v B` brB`H Bb +``B2/ Qmi #v KQpBM; i?2 im`#mHiQ`b
TQbBiBQM2/ BM i?2 b2+QM/`v B` +?MM2H #+F M/ 7Q`i? iQ H2i KQ`2 M/ H2bb
B` Tbb rBi?Qmi #2BM; brB`H2/- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xke "m`M2` bF2i+?, h?2 a im`#mHiQ`b `2 ?i+?2/ BM #H+F iQ BHHmb@
i`i2 i?2 `2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 +?M;2 BM a brB`HX h?2 #m`M2` bF2i+? ?b #22M KQ/B}2/
7Q` BHHmbi`iBp2 Tm`TQb2bX
Ry*X9XR S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
"2+mb2 i?2 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM- T`2bmK#Hv- rb +?M;BM; /m`BM; /v Ok HH
/i Q#iBM2/ /m`BM; i?Bb /v rBHH #2 +QKT`2/ iQ #Qi? `272`2M+2 /i 7`QK
i?2 KQ`MBM; M/ i?2 2p2MBM;X
.2+`2bBM; i?2 b2+QM/`v B` brB`H bB;MB}+MiHv /2+`2b2b i?2 bi#BHBiv Q7
i?2 ~K2X h?Bb Bb +H2`Hv b22M #v pB/2Q Q#b2`piBQMb- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xkj-
r?2`2 ~K2 /2i+?K2Mi Q7 TT`QtBKi2Hv 75 +K Bb Q#b2`p2/X "2+mb2 Q7 i?2
mMbi#H2 ~K2- i?2 bKTHBM; iBK2 7Q` i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ ;b@MHvb2b ?b
#22M BM+`2b2/X
6B;m`2 Ry*Xkd oB/2Q BK;BM; Q7 HQr a@brB`H ~K2 UA., RRR8XpB Uyy,ykVVX h?2
iBT Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 Bb 75 +K BMbB/2 i?2 #QBH2`X
$ 4" 4XJSM 
b b22M BM };m`2 Ry*Xk3  ;2M2`HHv HQr2` i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 ?b #22M
Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 2MiB`2 K2bm`2K2Mi bT+2X h?Bb +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 pB/2Q
Q#b2`piBQMb Q7 M mMbi#H2 ~K2 b i?2 b2+QM/`v B` brB`H Bb `2/m+2/X








CO2 < 5 vol. %
→
CO2 > 5 vol. %



















UV h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX 1``Q`
#`b BM/B+i2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQMbX h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2
H27i Q7 i?2 /b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2@
HB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQMbX Pk Bb
;Bp2M QM  /`v M/ >kP QM  r2i #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xk3 :b i2KT2`im`2b M/ Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 a brB`H b2iiBM;b M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 H2;2M/
MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 brB`H2`X
h?2 b?T2b Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM M/ Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i T`Q}H2b- };m`2b Ry*XkN
M/ Ry*XkN# `2bT2+iBp2Hv- `2 /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK #Qi? i?2 `272`2M+2 `mM #mi HbQ
7`QK KQbi Q7 i?2 Qi?2` i2bi2/ b2iiBM;bX h?2 *Pk@+m`p2 /Q2b MQi H2p2H Qmi
rBi?BM i?2 `2+? Q7 i?2 T`Q#2 M/ i?2 *P@T`Q}H2 /Q2b MQi 2t?B#Bi i?2 +?`@
+i2`BbiB+ T2F `QmM/ 1K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X GBF2rBb2 i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7
i?2 KDQ` Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib, *>9 M/ *k>k- };m`2 Ry*XkN#- Bb M2`Hv MQM
2tBbiBM;X h?Bb Bb BM ;`22K2Mi rBi? i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@T`Q}H2bX  HQr2`
i2KT2`im`2- bHQrBM; /QrM i?2 Tv`QHvbBb- M/ M Qp2`HH ?B;? Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM
+QMbmKBM; Mv `2H2b2/ pQHiBH2bX h?Bb +QmH/ +mb2 7Q` bT2+mHiBQMb Q7 TQQ`
#m`M@Qmi Q` TQi2MiBHHv  bB;MB}+MiHv /2Hv2/ Tv`QHvbBb 7`QMiX
Ry*X9Xk S`iB+H2 *HQm/ 6HK2 S2M2i`iBQM
.2+`2bBM; i?2 b2+QM/`v B` brB`H /2+`2b2b i?2 brB`H MmK#2`- BX2X i?2 `2H@
iBp2 tBH KQK2MimKX h?Bb Bb HbQ `2~2+i2/ BM i?2 A_ BK;BM; Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2
+HQm/ H2pBM; i?2 #m`M2`X q?2M +QKT`BM; i?2 A_ BK;2 7`QK i?2 ~K2
rBi? `2/m+2/ b2+QM/`v B` brB`H- };m`2 Ry*Xjy- rBi?  `272`2M+2 ~K2- };@
m`2 Ry*Xjy#- i?2 +QH/ `2b `2 2Mi`BMBM; 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2 BM i?2 +b2
Q7 `2/m+2/ brB`HX HbQ b22M b HQr2` i2KT2`im`2b i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 ~K2 BM };@
 $ 3FTVMUT






























Distance from burner mouth [cm]
UV *`#QM +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib ;Bp2M QM
 /`v #bBbX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ;Bp2M
QM  /`v #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*XkN *Pk M/ `2HiBp2 *P@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb M/ HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QM +QM+2M@
i`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 a brB`H b2iiBM;b M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2
~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2b BM brB`H2` TQbBiBQMX
m`2 Ry*Xk3 M/ HQr2` T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 #Qi? Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib-
+7X };m`2 Ry*XkNX
UV _2/m+2/ a brB`HX U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 ORX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xjy h?2`KH BK;BM; Q7 #m`M2` ORR i UV `2/m+2/ a brB`H M/ U#V
_272`2M+2 ~K2 RX h?2 +QHQ` b+H2 Bb BM ◦* M/ Kv QMHv #2 +QMbB/2`2/ pHB/ 7Q` /2Mb2
T`iB+H2 +HQm/b- BX2X +HQb2bi iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
Ry*X8 h arB`H
h?2 ~K2 rb 2pB/2MiHv b2MbBiBp2 iQ p`BiBQMb BM i?2 b2+QM/`v B` brB`H
b2iiBM;bX h?Bb b2`B2b /2b+`B#2b i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 iQ  i2`iB`v B` brB`H /2+`2b2
$ 5" 4XJSM 
Q7 i?2 bK2 K;MBim/2 b 7Q` i?2 b2+QM/`v B` brB`H +?M;2 U;BM  brB`H
b2iiBM; Q7 80W `272`b iQ i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 brB`H2` MQi M/ i?2 b+HBM; rBi?
i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~mB/ ~Qr Bb mMFMQrMVX 6B;m`2 *XRk BM TT2M/Bt * b?Qrb i?2
im`#mHiQ` b2iiBM; BM i?2 i2`iB`v B` +?MM2H /m`BM; i?2 +KTB;MX
h#H2 Ry*Xd hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 h@brB`H `mMX h?2 T2`+2Mi;2 `272`b iQ i?2
T?vbB+H TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 im`#mHiQ`b BM i?2 h +?MM2HX
1tT .i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK W W
N yR@yj@kyRk Rk,9j R9,yR 80.4 99.7
*?M;BM; i?2 i2`iB`v B` brB`H Bb +``B2/ Qmi #v KQpBM; i?2 im`#mHiQ`b
TQbBiBQM2/ BM i?2 i2`iB`v B` +?MM2H #+F M/ 7Q`i? iQ H2i KQ`2 M/ H2bb B`
Tbb rBi?Qmi #2BM; brB`H2/- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
6B;m`2 Ry*XjR "m`M2` bF2i+?, h?2 h im`#mHiQ`b `2 ?i+?2/ BM #H+F iQ BH@
Hmbi`i2 i?2 `2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 +?M;2 BM h brB`HX h?2 #m`M2` bF2i+? ?b #22M
KQ/B}2/ 7Q` BHHmbi`iBp2 Tm`TQb2bX
Ry*X8XR S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
q?2M /2+`2bBM; i?2 i2`iB`v B` brB`H i?2 ~K2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Qtv;2M
+QMbmKTiBQM Bb bi#BHBx2/ +HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?- 7QHHQrBM; i?2 T`Q;`2bbBQM
Q7 i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2bX i 7`i?2` /BbiM+2b U> 100KV HQr2` i2KT2`im`2b
`2 b22M +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 `mMbX *QMbB/2`BM; i?2 +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M
i?2 BM7``2/ BK;2 Q7 i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 M/ i?2 i2`iB`v B` brB`H `2/m+2/
~K2- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xjj-  +H2` /Bz2`2M+2 BM i?2 T`iB+H2 Ti? +M #2 b22MX
h?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 bT`2/b i?2 T`iB+H2b BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQMb- r?BH2 i?2
h brB`H `2/m+2/ ~K2 72im`2b  /2Mb2 Q#HQM; +Q`2 Q7 T`iB+H2bX P#b2`pBM;
i?2 ~K2 rBi? pB/2Q +K2` b?Qrb  p;m2Hv ii+?2/ ~K2 r?B+? TT2`b
M``Qr BM i?2 pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2 [m`HX
 $ 3FTVMUT








CO2 < 5 vol. %
→
CO2 > 5 vol. %


















TA swirl −20 %
UV h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX 1``Q`
#`b BM/B+i2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQMbX h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2
H27i Q7 i?2 /b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2@
HB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQMbX Pk Bb
;Bp2M QM  /`v M/ >kP Bb ;Bp2M QM  r2i
#bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xjk :b i2KT2`im`2b M/ Pk M/ >kP@ +QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 h brB`H b2iiBM;b M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 H2;2M/
MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 brB`H2`X
6B;m`2 Ry*Xjj UH27iV A_ BK;BM; Q7 i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2, UA., JoRK`k8 7`K2
RjeVX :QQ/ `/BH bT`2/ Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2bX U`B;?iV A_ BK;2 Q7 i?2 h `2/m+2/ ~K2,
A. JoRK`N 7`K2 d8X .2Mb2- M``Qr- M/ HQM; +Q`2 Q7 T`iB+H2b X
$ 1" 'MPX 
b 7Q` i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb- i?2 Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK@
#mbiBQM T`Q/m+i T`Q}H2b 7QHHQr i?2 bK2 Ti? b i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 BM i?2
M2`@#m`M2` }2H/ U< 1KV- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xj9X b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 H2p2Hb
Qmi bQ /Q2b i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 //BiBQMH Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b, *P- *>9- M/ *k>kX































UV *`#QM +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib ;Bp2M QM
 /`v #bBbX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ;Bp2M
QM  /`v #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xj9 *Pk M/ `2HiBp2 *P@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb M/ HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QM +QM+2M@
i`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 h brB`H b2iiBM;b M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2
~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2b BM brB`H2` TQbBiBQMX
Ry*X8Xk S`iB+H2 *HQm/ 6HK2 S2M2i`iBQM
b rb i?2 +b2 7Q` i?2 `2/m+2/ b2+QM/`v B` brB`H ~K2- +7X b2+iBQM Ry*X9-
i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM Qp2`HH brB`H MmK#2` r?2M `2/m+BM; i?2 /2;`22 Q7 i2`iB`v
B` brB`H- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xj8- BKTHB2b  /22T2` T2M2i`iBQM Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2b
BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2 r?2M +QKT`BM; iQ  `272`2M+2 ~K2- };m`2 Ry*Xj8#X h?2
bT`2/ Q7 T`iB+H2b HQQFb KQ`2 /BbT2`b2 r?2M `2/m+BM; i?2 /2;`22 Q7 i2`iB`v B`
brB`H +QKT`2/ iQ b2+QM/`v B` brB`H- +QKT`BM; };m`2b Ry*Xjy M/ Ry*Xj8
`2bT2+iBp2HvX
Ry*Xe S 6HQr
.2+`2b2 M/ BM+`2b2 BM i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr ?b #22M +QM/m+i2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ
i#H2 Ry"XRX h?2 iBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr 2tT2`BK2Mib Bb HBbi2/
BM i#H2 Ry*X3X h?2 /2@ M/ BM+`2b2 2tT2`BK2Mib `2 MQi +QM/m+i2/ BM /B`2+i
b2[m2M+2X *?M;2b iQ i?2 +HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v `2 +``B2/ Qmi BM #2ir22MX
h?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr `i2 Bb +?M;2/ +2Mi`HHv i i?2 KBHHX h?2 ~Qr `i2b
HBbi2/ BM i#H2 Ry*X3 `2 K2bm`2/ i i?2 KBHH M/ +QMbiBimi2 i?2 iQiH KQmMi
Q7 T`BK`v B` /2HBp2`2/ iQ #m`M2` H2p2H ORyX h?mb- i?2 ~Qr `i2 Q7 T`BK`v
 $ 3FTVMUT
UV _2/m+2/ i2`iB`v B` brB`HX U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 ORX
6B;m`2 Ry*Xj8 h?2`KH BK;BM; Q7 #m`M2` ORR i UV `2/m+2/ h brB`H M/ U#V
_272`2M+2 ~K2 RX h?2 +QHQ` b+H2 Bb BM ◦* M/ Kv QMHv #2 +QMbB/2`2/ pHB/ 7Q` /2Mb2
T`iB+H2 +HQm/b- BX2X +HQb2bi iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
h#H2 Ry*X3 hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` S ~Qr `mMbX h?2 HBbi2/ ~Qr `i2b `2 K2bm`2/ i
i?2 KBHH M/ +QMbiBimi2 i?2 iQiH KQmMi Q7 T`BK`v B` /2HBp2`2/ iQ #m`M2` H2p2H RyX
h?2 TT`QtBKi2 S ~Qr `i2 iQ #m`M2` ORR Bb 1/4 Q7 i?2 HBbi2/ pHm2bX
1tT .i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK F;fb F;fb
Ry yR@yj@kyRk R9,9N R8,jN 14.23 14.97
Rk Re,8d Rd,8y 16.00 14.97
B` bT2+B}+HHv iQ #m`M2` ORR Bb 2biBKi2/ b 1/4 Q7 i?2 HBbi2/ pHm2bX h?2
T`BK`v B` im#2 Bb ?i+?2/ #H+F BM };m`2 Ry*Xje iQ BHHmbi`i2 i?2 z2+i2/
`2b BM i?2 #m`M2`X
Ry*XeXR S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
h?2 +?M;2 BM T`BK`v B` ~Qr `i2 ;p2 `Bb2 iQ  MmK#2` Q7 /2pBiBQMb BM
Qi?2` QT2`iBM; T`K2i2`b- rBi? `2bT2+i iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 pHm2bX HH #m`M2`b
QM 2+? BM/BpB/mH H2p2H `2 72/ #v i?2 bK2 KBHHX h?2 T`BK`v B` Bb bbmK2/
iQ /Bbi`B#mi2 2p2MHv,
.2+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr BM #m`M2` ORR i?2`27Q`2 K2Mb iQ /2@
+`2b2 i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr iQ JBHH ORyX h?Bb Bb BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry*XjdX
b i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr iQ JBHH ORy Bb /2+`2b2/ i?2 T`2bbm`2 /`QT +`Qbb i?2
KBHH BM+`2b2b- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xj3- T`2bmK#Hv /m2 iQ  #2;BMMBM; 7m2H #mBH/@mTX
AMi2`2biBM;Hv- i?2 THMi /i b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 /mbi ~Qr iQ #m`M2` ORR KBMiBMb
 bi2/v pHm2X
_2im`MBM; iQ `272`2M+2 pHm2b i TT`QtBKi2Hv Re,y8 7Q` i?2 +HbbB}2`
+?M;2b- #Qi? i?2 pHm2b Q7 i?2 B` bT22/ BM #m`M2` ORR M/ i?2 /mbi ~Qr
$ 1" 'MPX 
6B;m`2 Ry*Xje "m`M2` bF2i+?, h?2 S +?MM2HBb ?i+?2/ BM #H+F iQ BHHmbi`i2 i?2
`2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 +?M;2 BM S ~Qr `i2X h?2 #m`M2` bF2i+? ?b #22M KQ/B}2/ 7Q`
BHHmbi`iBp2 Tm`TQb2bX
iQ #m`M2` ORR Qp2`b?QQib i?2 `272`2M+2 pHm2bX h?Bb Bb +QKT2Mbi2/ #v 
+Q``2bTQM/BM; /`QT BM #m`M2` OR9 BM #Qi? B` bT22/ M/ /mbi Kbb ~Qr `i2X
AM+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr BM/m+2b  +Q``2bTQM/BM; +QKT2MbiBQM BM
iQiH +QK#mbiBQM B` b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 Ry*Xjd #v  +HQb2 iQ +QMbiMi iQiH
B` ~QrX >Qr2p2`- b b22M 7`QK };m`2 Ry*Xjd#- i?2 iQiH B` ~Qr ;`/mHHv
/2+`2b2b /m`BM; i2bi /v Ok M/ rBi?  +QMbiMi 7m2H ~Qr- i?Bb H2/b iQ 
;`/mH /2+`2b2 BM i?2 biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMbX


























UV T`BK`v B` Kbb ~Qr M/ B` bTHBiX






















U#V λ@pHm2b M/ iQiH +QK#mbiBQM B`X
6B;m`2 Ry*Xjd S`2b2MiiBQM Q7 F2v T`K2i2`b /m`BM; i2bi /v OkX h?2 λ@pHm2b
`2 +H+mHi2/ mbBM; *>1.8P0.5 b M 2[mBpH2Mi +QKTQbBiBQM 7Q` #BQKbbX
.2+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr #v 5W UQM  Kbb #bBbV bB;MB}+MiHv
+?M;2b i?2 b?T2 Q7 #Qi? i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@T`Q}H2X oBbmH BMbT2+iBQM
b?Qrb MQ bB;Mb Q7 ~K2 HB7i M/ A_@BK;2b b?Qr  ;QQ/ KBtBM; Q7 T`iB+H2bX
6Q` ?B;? T`BK`v B` ~Qrb- i?2 Pk M/ i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2b 7QHHQr i?2 `27@
 $ 3FTVMUT




























6B;m`2 Ry*Xj3 *HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v M/ T`2bbm`2 /`QT +`Qbb JRy /m`BM; i2bi
/v OkX







CO2 < 5 vol. % ← → CO2 > 5 vol. %



















UV h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX 1``Q`
#`b BM/B+i2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQMbX h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2
H27i Q7 i?2 /b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2@
HB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX




































U#V Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQMbX Pk Bb
;Bp2M QM  /`v M/ >kP Bb ;Bp2M QM  r2i
#bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*XjN :b i2KT2`im`2b M/ Pk M/ >kP@ +QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 S ~Qr `i2 M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b
BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2 BM S ~Qr `i2 QM  Kbb #bBbX
$ 1" 'MPX 
2`2M+2 +m`p2b BM i?2 M2` #m`M2` `2;BQMX 6m`i?2` rv 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` i?2
i2KT2`im`2 H2p2Hb Q7 2`HB2` i?M i?2 `272`2M+2bX
6B;m`2 Ry*X9y PTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMb Q7 i?2 S ~Qr BM+`2b2/ ~K2 UH27iV UpB/2Q
BK;2, A., RdReXpBV b?Qrb ~K2 /2i+?K2MiX U`B;?iV A_ BK;2 b?Qrb ?B;? p2HQ+Biv
D2i Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2b `2+?BM; 7` BMiQ i?2 ~K2X
































UV *`#QM +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib ;Bp2M QM
 /`v #bBbX



































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ;Bp2M
QM  /`v #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*X9R *Pk M/ `2HiBp2 *P@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb M/ HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QM +QM@
+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 S ~Qr `i2 M/ +QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2
~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2b BM S ~Qr `i2 QM  Kbb #bBbX
i BM+`2b2/ T`BK`v B` ~Qr `i2 HH Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+i
+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b 7QHHQrb i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2b BM i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/X
S2Fb BM #Qi? *P- *>9- M/ *k>k `2 7QmM/ `QmM/ 1.4K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2`
KQmi? 7i2` r?B+? i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQMb /2+`2b2 `TB/Hv iQ pHm2b #2HQr i?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; `272`2M+2 ~K2 K2bm`2K2MibX oBbmH BMbT2+iBQM b?Qrb ~K2
/2i+?K2Mi M/ A_@BK;2b b?Qr ?B;? p2HQ+Biv D2ib Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2b #2BM; BM@
D2+i2/ 7` BMiQ i?2 ~K2- +7X };m`2 Ry*X9yX
.2+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr 2t?B#Bi i?2 bK2 Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM
T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`QT2`iB2b b i?2 BM+`2b2 BM b2+QM/`v B` ~Qr `i2- BX2X
2z2+iBp2Hv BM+`2bBM; i?2 brB`H MmK#2`- +7X };m`2 Ry*XR3X
 $ 3FTVMUT
Ry*XeXk S`iB+H2 *HQm/ o2HQ+Biv
>B;? bT22/ A_ BK;BM; Q7 i?2 ~K2 2M#H2b 7Q` T`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+Biv 2biBK@
iBQMbX h?2 A_ +K2` `2+Q`/b i  7`K2 `i2 Q7 94>xX h?2 T`Q#2 BMb2`i2/
75 +K BMiQ i?2 ~K2 Bb mb2/ b  H2M;i? `272`2M+2 BM i?2 ~K2X 1biBKiBQM Q7
i?2 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+Biv ?b MQi #22M TQbbB#H2 7Q` i?2 HQr p2HQ+Biv T`BK`v
B` `mM /m2 iQc RX p2`v ;QQ/ `/BH KBtBM; Q7 T`iB+H2b M/ +QK#mbiBQM B` M/
kX p2`v +HQb2 ~K2 ii+?K2Mi ǳ/`QrMBM;Ǵ i?2 T`iB+H2b BM i?2 i?2`KH BK;2X
*QKT`2/ iQ i?2 p2HQ+Biv 2biBKiBQMb 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2 b2iiBM;- +7X i#H2 Ry*Xj-
i?2 p2`;2 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+Biv Bb ?B;?2` i BM+`2b2/ T`BK`v B` ~QrX
h#H2 Ry*XN S`iB+H2 +HQm/ p2HQ+Biv 2biBKiBQMb 7`QK ?B;? bT22/ A_ BK;BM; i
94>x Qp2`  /BbiM+2 Q7 75 +K UA., JoRyRK`kkXTirVX
A_@A. 6`K2 J2i`B+ iBK2 (b) o2HQ+Biv (Kfb) _272`2M+2 (Kfb)
JoRyRK`kk eR8Ĝek9 88Xk9RĜ88Xjjd dX3
JoRyRK`kk eNdĜdy8 8eXRR9Ĝ8eXRNN 3X3
JoRyRK`kk ddjĜd3R 8e@NkkĜ8d@yyd 3X3
JoRyRK`kk 38yĜ383 8dXdN8Ĝ8dX33y 3X3
p2`;2 3Xe 9X9
aiM/`/ /2pBiBQM yX8y RXj
Ry*XeXj S`iB+H2 *HQm/ 6HK2 S2M2i`iBQM
AM+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr `i2 BM+`2b2b i?2 tBH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2
7m2H T`iB+H2b KFBM; i?2K KQ`2 HBF2Hv iQ T2M2i`i2 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2 +`2i2/ #v i?2 mM+?M;2/ ~Qr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B`X h?Bb Bb r2HH BM/B+i2/
#v i?2 A_ BK;2b b?QrBM; i?2 p2`;2/ i?2`KH bB;MH BM };m`2b Ry*X9k
M/ Ry*X9k# 7Q` BM+`2b2/ M/ /2+`2b2/ T`BK`v B` ~Qr- `2bT2+iBp2HvX 6Q`
BM+`2b2/ T`BK`v B` ~Qr- };m`2 Ry*X9k- i?2 +QH/ `2b 2ti2M/b #2vQM/
75 +K BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2- r?BH2 i /2+`2b2/ T`BK`v B` ~Qrb- };m`2 Ry*X9k#-
HKQbi MQ +QH/ T`iB+H2 +HQm/b `2 Q#b2`p2/ QM M p2`;2X
Ry*Xd *HbbB}2` US`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQMV
*?M;BM; i?2 `QiiBQMH bT22/ Q7 i?2 +HbbB}2` #Qp2 i?2 KBHH +?M;2b i?2
T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX
Ry*XdXR S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
"Qi? i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ i?2 Pk@+m`p2 7QHHQrb i?2 T`Q;`2bbBQM Q7 i?2 `272`2M+2
bKTH2bX h?Bb Bb HbQ i?2 +b2 7Q` i?2 ;b MHvbBbX h?2 /B`2+i BKT+i Q7 i?2
+?M;2 BM +HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v QM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM- b /Bb+mbb2/ BM
b2+iBQM Ry"XjXR- Bb b22KBM;Hv p2`v bKHHX
$ $MBTTJmFS 	1BSUJDMF 4J[F %JTUSJCVUJPO
 
UV AM+`2b2/ T`BK`v B`X U#V _2/m+2/ T`BK`v B`X
6B;m`2 Ry*X9k h?2`KH BK;BM; Q7 #m`M2` ORR i UV BM+`2b2/ M/ U#V `2/m+2/
S `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 +QHQ` b+H2 Bb BM ◦* M/ Kv QMHv #2 +QMbB/2`2/ pHB/ 7Q` /2Mb2
T`iB+H2 +HQm/b- BX2X +HQb2bi iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
h#H2 Ry*XRy hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +HbbB}2` `mMX "2HQr i?2 `QiiBQMH 7`2[m2M+B2b Q7
i?2 +HbbB}2` `2 HBbi2/X
1tT .i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK `TK `TK
RR yR@yj@kyRk Re,y8 Re,8d 15.2 19.2
Ry*XdXk S`iB+H2 *HQm/ 6HK2 S2M2i`iBQM
LQ `2H /Bz2`2M+2b ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb- +7X };@
m`2b Ry"Xj M/ Ry"Xj#- BM //BiBQM bBKBH` i2KT2`im`2 M/ +?2KB+H bT2+B2b
+QM+2Mi`iBQMb T`Q}H2b ?p2 #22M K2bm`2/ #2ir22M `272`2M+2 `mMb M/ 7@
i2` +?M;2b iQ i?2 +HbbB}2` `QiiBQMH bT22/- +7X };m`2b Ry*X9j M/ Ry*X9jX
h?mb- bBKBH` T`iB+H2 +HQm/ T2M2i`iBQM Bb HbQ 2tT2+i2/X aBKBH` i`2M/b `2
Q#b2`p2/ 7`QK i?2 A_@BK;BM;- +7X };m`2 Ry*X98- r?2M +QKT`2/ iQ _272`@
2M+2 ~K2 OR- +7X };m`2 Ry*X98#X  /2Mb2 +QH/ T`iB+H2 +HQm/ rBi?  ;QQ/
bT`2/ BM i?2 pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2 #m`M2` Bb Q#b2`p2/ M/ MQ /22T 2Mi`BMK2Mi Q7
+QH/ T`iB+H2b BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2X
 $ 3FTVMUT








CO2 < 5 vol. %
→
CO2 > 5 vol. %


















UV h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibX 1``Q`
#`b BM/B+i2 iBK2 `2bQHp2/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQMbX h2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib iQ i?2
H27i Q7 i?2 /b?2/ #` `2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM`2@
HB#H2 /m2 iQ i?2 HQr *Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Pk M/ >kP@+QM+2Mi`iBQMbX Pk Bb
;Bp2M QM  /`v M/ >kP Bb ;Bp2M QM  r2i
#bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*X9j *HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v +?M;2b UV ;b i2KT2`im`2b M/ U#V Pk M/
>kP@ +QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 `QiiBQMH bT22/ Q7 i?2 +HbbB}2`
+QKT`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2 BM +HbbB}2`
7`2[m2M+vX






























Distance from burner mouth [cm]
UV *`#QM +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib ;Bp2M QM
 /`v #bBbX


































Distance from burner mouth [cm]
U#V Sv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb ;Bp2M
QM  /`v #bBbX
6B;m`2 Ry*X99 *Pk M/ `2HiBp2 *P@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb M/ HB;?i ?v/`Q+`#QM +QM@
+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 +HbbB}2` `QiiBQMH bT22/ M/ +QKT`2/
iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 H2;2M/ MmK2`B+b BM/B+i2 i?2 +?M;2 BM +HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+vX
$ $MBTTJmFS 	1BSUJDMF 4J[F %JTUSJCVUJPO
 
UV _2/m+2/ +HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+vX U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 ORX
6B;m`2 Ry*X98 h?2`KH BK;BM; Q7 #m`M2` ORR i };m`2 Ry*X98 `2/m+2/ +HbbB}2`
7`2[m2M+v M/ U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 RX h?2 +QHQ` b+H2 Bb BM ◦* M/ Kv QMHv #2




AM i?2 T`2pBQmb +?Ti2` HH `2bmHib `2 T`2b2Mi2/ M/ iQ bQK2 2ti2M/ /Bb+mbb2/
b Q#b2`p2/X h?Bb +?Ti2` rBHH #`B2~v /Bb+mbb i?2 `2bmHib M/- r?2M TQbbB#H2-
+QKT`2 i?2K iQ 2tT2+iiBQMb 7`QK i?2Q`v M/ HBi2`im`2X
h?2 7QHHQrBM; /Bb+mbbBQM Bb #b2/ QM  K2+?MBbiB+ mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2
~K2X >Qr2p2`- i i?2 iBK2 Q7 i?2 MHvbBb- MQ }MBb?2/ MmK2`B+H KQ/2H
2tBbi2/ iQ bmTTQ`i i?2 BMi2`T`2iiBQMbX h?2 /Bb+mbbBQMb `2 i?2`27Q`2 bm#D2+i
iQ bQK2 /2;`22 Q7 bT2+mHiBQMbX AM i?2 KQK2Mi Q7 r`BiBM;- M2r MmK2`B+H
KQ/2Hb ?p2 #22M /2p2HQT2/- bmTTQ`iBM; i?2 ?vTQi?2b2b i?i i?2 7QHHQrBM;
/Bb+mbbBQMb ?p2 #22M #b2/ mTQMX
Ry.XR 6m2H o`BiBQMb
*?M;2b BM i?2 7m2H #H2M/ UrQQ/fbi`r T2HH2ibV ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/ #v pBbmH
BMbT2+iBQM Q7 i?2 T2HH2i 722/ iQ i?2 KBHHX "v KMmHHv BMbT2+iBM; i?2 T2HH2ib- +7X
};m`2 Ry"XR QM T;2 ky3- Bi Bb #2HB2p2/ i?i i?2 b?`2 Q7 bi`r T2HH2ib BM+`2b2b
7`QK i2bi /v OR iQ OkX h?Bb +?M;2 BM 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM ?b- ?Qr2p2`- MQi
#22M B/2MiB}#H2 BM 2Bi?2` T`iB+H2 bBxBM; Q` T`QtBKi2 7m2H MHvbBb BM+Hm/BM;
b? M/ pQHiBH2 +QMi2MiX h?2 TT`2Mi BM+`2b2 BM bi`r T2HH2i b?`2 Bb i?2`2@
7Q`2 #2HB2p2/ MQi iQ BM~m2M+2 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb iQ bB;MB}+Mi /2;`22 M/
i?2 7m2H #H2M/ ?b #22M i`2i2/ b #2BM; ?QKQ;2M2Qmb BM +QKTQbBiBQMX *`2
*JaAw1_ȉ?Qr2p2` #2 iF2M r?2M BMi2`T`2iBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#m@
iBQM MHvb2b 7`QK i?2 *JaAw1_ȉ2[mBTK2Mi bBM+2 i?2 HBKBi2/ 2tT2`B2M+2
rBi? i?Bb K2i?Q/ KB;?i #Bb i?2 `2bmHi 2pHmiBQMX >Qr2p2`- 7B`Hv ;QQ/ +Q`@
`2bTQMM+2 #2ir22M  *JaAw1_ȉMHvbBb M/  +Q``2bTQM/BM; bB2p2 iQr2`
MHvbBb ?b #22M /2KQMbi`i2/ BM b2+iBQM Ry"XjXkX
Ry.Xk *?M;2b BM i?2 _272`2M+2 6HK2
*?M;2b BM i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2b ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/ #Qi? #v pBbmH K2Mb M/
#v 2pHmiBQM Q7 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ ;b bT2+B2b MHvb2bX  KQ`2 mMbi#H2
~K2 Bb 7QmM/ b iBK2b T`Q;`2bb2bX 1bT2+BHHv `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 b22Kb iQ
/2i+? 7`2[m2MiHvX h?Bb +QmH/ `2bmHi 7`QK M TT`2Mi +?M;2 BM i?2 7m2H +QK@
TQbBiBQM- b /Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2X AM+`2bBM; i?2 b?`2 Q7 bi`r rQmH/ #2 2tT2+i2/
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`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM- BM~m2M+BM; QM i?2 B;MBiBQM Q7
i?2 7m2H T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M;2 BM 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM ?b- ?Qr2p2`- MQi #22M
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B/2MiB}#H2 #v i?2 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i2 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`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bb@
i`B#miBQMV- b /Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2X AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 7m2H Bbbm2b-  /2+`2b2 BM i?2
λ@pHm2 ?b #22M Q#b2`p2/ /m`BM; i2bi /v Ok- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xjd#- +QMiBMm@
QmbHv /2+`2bBM; 7`QK RXR iQ `QmM/ RXy8 +`Qbb  MBM2 ?Qm` iBK2 bTMX h?Bb Bb
+mb2/ #v  /2+`2b2 BM i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` b b22M BM };m`2 Ry*XR +QKT`BM;
i?2 iQiH KQmMi Q7 bmTTHB2/ +QK#mbiBQM B` M/ i?2 ~Qr Q7 b2+QM/`v B`
bT2+B}+HHv 7Q` i?2 7Qm` `272`2M+2 `mMbX AM ;2M2`H 7Q` i?2 irQ `272`2M+2 `mMb
QM i2bi /v Ok HQr2` +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/-
+7X };m`2 Ry*X9- TT`QtBKi2Hv `2/m+BM; i?2 *P M/ *k>k T2F pHm2b #v
?H7 M/ i?2 *>9 #v irQ i?B`/bX *?`+i2`BxBM; i?2 Tv`QHvbBb 7`QMi #v i?2 }`bi
/2`BpiBp2 T2F Q7 *P HbQ bm;;2bi  ~K2- QM p2`;2- +HQb2` ii+?2/ iQ i?2
#m`M2` KQmi? /m`BM; i2bi /v OkX
6Q` `272`2M+2 `mM Oj  i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 Bb Q#b2`p2/ Ki+?BM; #Qi? `mMb
7`QK i2bi /v OR- };m`2 Ry*XjX GBF2rBb2 i?2 Qtv;2M T`Q}H2- };m`2 Ry*Xj#-
Ki+?2b #Qi? `272`2M+2 `mM OR M/ OkX h?Bb +QmH/ BM/B+i2 #2ii2` KBtBM; Q7
+QK#mbiBQM B` rBi? i?2 T`BK`v D2i iFBM; TH+2 +HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
LQ BM/B+iBQMb BM 2Bi?2` T`BK`v- b2+QM/`v- Q` i2`iB`v B` ~Qr `i2b 2tTHBM
bm+? #2?pBQ`- +7X };m`2b *Xk- *Xd M/ *X3- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
 ;2M2`HHv HQr2` i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2 K2bm`2/ BM `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9-
+QKT`2/ iQ i?2 Qi?2` `272`2M+2 `mMb- +QmH/ 2tTHBM  bHQr2` `2H2b2 Q7 Tv`QHvbBb
T`Q/m+i M/ +QMbmKTiBQM Q7 Qtv;2MX A_@BK;BM; HbQ bm;;2bi  [mHBiiBp2Hv
+QMbBbi2Mi HQr2` T`iB+H2 +HQm/ i2KT2`im`2 b i?2 T`iB+H2b 2Mi2`b i?2 7m`M+2-
+7X };m`2 Ry*XRj#X
Ry.Xj AM/BpB/mH S`K2i2` *?M;2b
h?2 bvbi2KiB+ T`K2i2` bim/v ;p2 `Bb2 iQ  MmK#2` Q7 ~K2 `2bTQMb2b
[mMiB}2/ #v i?2 T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib M/ bb2bb2/ #v i?2 pBbmH BMbi`mK2M@
iiBQMX h?2 7QHHQrBM; rBHH #`B2~v /Bb+mbb i?2 BM/BpB/mH T`K2i2` +?M;2bX
Ry.XjXR a2+QM/`v B` 6HQr _i2
h?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 iQ i?2 +?M;2 BM b2+QM/`v B` i +QMbiMi B` bTHBi Bb
T`BK`BHv 7QmM/ BM i?2 tBH /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 *P M/ mM#m`M2/ ?v/`Q
+`#QMb Ul"*VX JBMiBMBM; i?2 bK2 B` bTHBi M/ ~Qr Q7 T`BK`v B` H2/b
iQ  7m2H H2M2` ~K2 r?2M BM+`2bBM; i?2 bmTTHB2/ [mMiBiB2b Q7 +QK#mbiBQM
B`- r?BH2 HbQ BM+`2bBM; i?2 Qp2`HH brB`H MmK#2` /m2 iQ i?2 ;BM BM `QiiBQMH
KQK2MimKX GQr2` [mMiBiB2b Q7 *P M/ l"* `2 7QmM/ i /BbiM+2b > 140 +K
7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X h?Bb +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 2tT2+i2/ `2bTQMb2 b i?2
biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb `2 +?M;2/ iQr`/b 7m2H H2M2` +QM/BiBQMbX
.2+`2bBM; i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr `i2 KF2b i?2 +QM/BiBQMb `B+?2` BM
7m2H M/ i?2 ~K2 `2bTQM/b rBi?  bHB;?iHv ?B;?2` H2p2H Q7 *>9 i /BbiM+2b
> 140 +K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X HbQ +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ T`2pBQmb 7mHH@b+H2
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+Q@}`BM; 2tT2`B2M+2b (d) r2`2 bB;MB}+MiHv HQr2` #m`M@Qmi r2`2 +?B2p2/ r?2M
/2+`2bBM; i?2 B` iQ 7m2H `iBQX
aBM+2 i?2 *P M/ i?2 l"* T`Q}H2b HH bi`i iQ /2pBi2 7`QK i?2 `272`2M+2
~K2 K2bm`2K2Mib i i?2 bK2 /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?- i?Bb ;Bp2b
 ;QQ/ BM/B+iBQM i r?B+? 2z2+iBp2 /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? bm+? M
BM@ Q` /2+`2b2 BM i?2 b2+QM/`v B` BM~m2M+2b QM i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 pHm2bX
AMi2`2biBM;Hv- Bi b22Kb HBF2 #Qi? M BM+`2b2 M/  /2+`2b2 BM i?2 brB`H
MmK#2` +QmH/ +mb2  HQ+H T2F BM i?2 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b i /BbiM+2b TT`Qt@
BKi2Hv 140 +K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X AM+`2bBM; i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr
`i2 mM/2` +QMbiMi T`BK`v B` ~Qr rBHH 2z2+iBp2Hv BM+`2b2 i?2 `2HiBp2 `Q@
iiBQMH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 ~K2X .m`BM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr `i2 +?M;2b-
b rBHH #2 /Bb+mbb2/ BM b2+iBQM Ry.XjX8- M BM+`2b2 BM i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr
`i2- M 2z2+iBp2 /2+`2b2 BM brB`H MmK#2`- H2/b iQ i?2 bK2 T?2MQK2M Q7 
HQ+H T2F BM i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ibX /DmbiBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr `i2 rBHH-
?Qr2p2`- HbQ +?M;2 i?2 BMH2i bT22/ Q7 i?2 7m2H T`iB+H2b- 2i+X BM //BiBQM iQ
Hi2`BM; i?2 Qp2`HH brB`H MmK#2`X
Ry.XjXk afh B`@aTHBi
*?M;BM; i?2 B` bTHBi ;Bp2b `Bb2 iQ  bB;MB}+Mi ~K2 `2bTQMb2X JBMiBMBM;
i?2 biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb BM i?2 ~K2- +?M;BM; i?2 B` bTHBi 2bb2MiBHHv
K2Mb iQ +?M;2 i?2 p2HQ+BiB2b Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B`b rBi?  +QMbiMi Kbb
~Qr `i2X AM+`2bBM; i?2 B` bTHBi- /2}M2/ b B` bTHBi Qp2` iQiH +QK#mbiBQM
B`- rBHH HQ+HHv BM+`2b2 i?2 brB`H MmK#2` +HQb2 iQ i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2- TQi2MiBHHv
+`2iBM;  bi`QM; BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 +HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X h?Bb
Bb r2HH `2~2+i2/ BM HH /i Q#iBM2/- +7X };m`2b Ry*Xkk M/ Ry*Xk9X
*QMi``v- /2+`2bBM; i?2 B` bTHBi rBHH BM+`2b2 i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 tBH KQ@
K2MimK Q7 i?2 T`BK`v D2i HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2X GBKBi2/ KBtBM; Bb +Tim`2/
r2HH BM i?2 Pk M/ i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2b 7Q` /2+`2b2/ B` bTHBi- };m`2b Ry*Xkk
M/ Ry*Xkk#X
Ry.XjXj a2+QM/`v arB`H
.2+`2bBM; i?2 b2+QM/`v brB`H Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ 2HQM;i2 i?2 ~K2 M/ Qzb2i i?2
BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 #QBH2` (jj)X HbQ b?B7iBM; iQr`/b
 KQ`2 7m2H T2M2i`iBM; #m`M2` +QM};m`iBQM- `2/m+2/ brB`H MmK#2`- Tmb?2b
i?2 *P H2p2H BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQM (jR) BMp2biB;i2/ BM  2.5Jqi? i2bi 7m`@
M+2- A6_6 7m`M+2 MQX RX h?2 2z2+i b?QmH/ #2 [mHBiiBp2Hv +QKT`#H2 iQ
 /2+`2b2 BM B` bTHBi M/ TQbbB#Hv iQ M BM+`2b2 BM T`BK`v B`- #Qi? 2z2+@
iBp2Hv /2+`2bBM; i?2 `QiiBQMH KQK2MimK +HQb2 iQ i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 `2HiBp2 iQ
i?2 tBH KQK2MimKX q?2M +QKT`BM; };m`2b Ry*Xk3 M/ Ry*XkN b?QrBM;
i?2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 `2/m+2/ b2+QM/`v B`
brB`H ~K2 rBi? i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; ;`T?b 7Q` B` bTHBi +?M;2b- };m`2b Ry*Xkk
M/ Ry*Xk9- bBKBH` i`2M/b +M #2 7QmM/- b 2tT2+i2/X GQr2` i2KT2`im`2b
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M/ T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBbf+QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib rBi?  bHQr +QMbmKTiBQM Q7
Qtv;2MX
Ry.XjX9 h2`iB`v arB`H
i +QMbiMi biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb-  /2+`2b2 BM i?2 i2`iB`v B` brB`H rBHH
/2+`2b2 i?2 Qp2`HH brB`H MmK#2` Q7 i?2 ~K2X >Qr2p2`- #2+mb2 i?2 ~Qr
`i2 Q7 i?2 b2+QM/`v B` Bb KBMiBM2/- i?2 KBtBM; M/ B;MBiBQM Tii2`M BM
i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ Bb MQi 2tT2+i2/ iQ #2 BM~m2M+2/ iQ  bB;MB}+Mi /2;`22X
6m`i?2` 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?- bBKBH` 2z2+ib `2 2tT2+i2/- +QKT`#H2 iQ 
/2+`2K2Mi BM i?2 b2+QM/`v B` brB`H Q` 2X;X BM+`2bBM; B` bTHBi- ?Qr2p2`- BM
#Qi? +b2b iQ  H2bb T`QMQmM+2/ /2;`22- /m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i HH K2bm`2/ /i
?p2 #22M +QHH2+i2/ HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 r?2`2 i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 b2+QM/`v B`
b?B2H/b i?2 i`p2`bBM; T`Q#2 7`QK +?M;2b BM i?2 i2`iB`v B` ~QrX HH 2tT2+@
iiBQMb `2 `2~2+i2/ iQ  ;QQ/ /2;`22 BM i?2 Q#iBM2/ /i- +7X };m`2b Ry*Xjk
M/ Ry*Xj9X
Ry.XjX8 S`BK`v B` 6HQr _i2
*?M;2b BM i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr `i2 vB2H/ bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2b iQ HH KQMBiQ`2/
pHm2bX AM+`2bBM; i?2 ~Qr `i2- M/ i?2`2#v i?2 B` bT22/- Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B`
rBHH BMimBiBp2Hv BM+`2b2 i?2 T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti? Q7 i?2 7m2H T`iB+H2b Uλ Bb F2Ti
+QMbiMi- /2+`2bBM; i?2 brB`H@MmK#2` //BM; iQ i?2 2z2+iVX M BM+`2b2 BM
i?2 *P H2p2H HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 +Q``2bTQM/b iQ }M/BM;b BM i?2 b2KB@BM/mbi`BH
b+H2 A6_6 7+BHBiB2b (jNR) r?2`2 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 +2Mi2`im#2 Bb mb2/ iQ
+QMi`QH i?2 T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti? Q7 i?2 7m2H T`iB+H2bX >Qr2p2`- i?2 QTTQbBi2 2z2+i
QM i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 #Qi? i?2 i2KT2`im`2- ri2`- *Pk- M/ Pk T`Q}H2b Bb
Q#b2`p2/X  bB;MB}+Mi /2+`2b2 BM i2KT2`im`2 Bb Q#b2`p2/ i HH TQbBiBQMb
r?2M /2+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr rBi?  [mHBiiBp2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; TQbBiBp2
Qzb2i BM i?2 Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb M/ /`QTb BM >kP- *P- M/ *Pk H2p2HbX q?2M
/2+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr HQ+H T2Fb Q7 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib, *P- *>9-
M/ *k>k `2 /2i2+i2/ +QMbBbi2MiHv `QmM/ 140 +K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?-
+7X };m`2 Ry*X9RX h?2b2 HQ+H KtBKmKb +Q``2bTQM/b iQ  HQ+H KBMBKmK BM
i?2 Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQM- +7X };m`2 Ry*XjN#X h?Bb BM/B+i2b  +`BiB+H HBKBi r?2`2
KBtBM; #2ir22M i?2 T`BK`v B` D2i M/ i?2 brB`HBM; +QK#mbiBQM B` Bb iFBM;
TH+2X
Ry.XjXe *HbbB}2` 6`2[m2M+v
*?M;BM; i?2 `QiiBQMH bT22/ Q7 i?2 +HbbB}2` b?QmH/ 2z2+iBp2Hv +?M;2 i?2
T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 /mbi i`MbTQ`i2/ iQ i?2 #m`M2`X h?Bb +QmH/
?Qr2p2` MQi #2 b22M- iQ bB;MB}+Mi /2;`22- BM i?2 *JaAw1_ȉMHvb2b +QM@
/m+i2/ QM i?2 /mbi bKTH2b- +7X };m`2b Ry"Xk M/ Ry"XjX LQ +?M;2b `2
Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 T`2bbm`2 /`QT +`Qbb i?2 +HbbB}2`- +7X };m`2 Ry*Xj3- r?B+?
rQmH/ #2 2tT2+i2/ iQ +?M;2 r?2M +mi@Qz pHm2 Bb +?M;2/X
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Ry.XjXd *?`+i2`BbiB+b S`Q}H2b
6`QK M B;MBiBQM M/ ~K2 bi#BHBxiBQM TQBMi Q7 pB2r- +2`iBM ~K2 T`QT@
2`iB2b THv +2Mi`H `QH2bX "2bB/2b ~Qr }2H/b- r?B+? `2 MQi +?`+i2`Bx2/ BM
i?Bb +KTB;M- i?2 ;b i2KT2`im`2- i?2 T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2- M/ i?2 QtB/@
iBp2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 ;b i /Bb+`2i2 TQBMib BM bT+2 `2 HH T`K2i2`b i?i
BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 ~K2X
h?Bb b2+iBQM rBHH bmKK`Bx2 M/ /B`2+iHv +QKT`2 K2bm`2K2Mi `2bmHib i
2Bi?2` }t2/ /BbiM+2b 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? Q` `2TQ`i HQ+iBQMb 7Q` b2H2+i2/
i?`2b?QH/ pHm2bX AM i?Bb rv- M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2b +M #2
2bi#HBb?2/ 7Q` [mB+F +QKT`BbQMX
h?2 ;b MHvbBb `2bmHib b?Qr i?i 2bT2+BHHv i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib- *P-
*>9- *k>k- `2 b2MbBiBp2 iQ i?2 TTHB2/ +?M;2b BM T`Q+2bb T`K2i2`bX 6B;@
m`2 Ry.XR BHHmbi`i2b i?2 TQbBiBQMb Q7 i?2 T2F +QM+2Mi`iBQMb 7Q` HH i2bi2/
QT2`iBQMH b2iiBM;bX
Hi?Qm;?  /BbiBM+i *>9 T2F Bb ?`/ iQ B/2MiB7v BM KQbi Q7 i?2 QT2`@
iBQMH b2iiBM;b- };m`2 Ry.XR b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 Tv`QHvbBb ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQMb T2F
`2HiBp2Hv 7` 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?, RX8ĜkXy K2i2`bX
*QMbB/2`BM; i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 *Pf*Pk@`iBQ T2F ;Bp2b  ;QQ/ [mHBi@
iBp2 Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 QtB/BxBM; T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 +m``2Mi ~K2X q?2M bb2bb@
BM; i?2 T2F TQbBiBQMb ;Bp2M BM };m`2 Ry.XR b2iiBM; #v b2iiBM; Bi `2+ib iQ
M 2ti2M/ iQ 2tT2+iiBQMb, AM+`2bBM; i?2 B` bTHBi UaV- BX2X BM+`2bBM; i?2
`2HiBp2 ~Qr Q7 b2+QM/`v iQ i2`iB`v B`- BMimBiBp2Hv bi`2M;i?2M i?2 BMi2`MH
`2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 UA_wV M/ i?mb TmHHb i?2 ~K2 +HQb2` iQ i?2 [m`H- r?BH2 
+Q``2bTQM/BM; /2+`2b2 BM B` bTHBi rBHH r2F2M i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
M/ i?mb i?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`BK`v D2i Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ 2MHQM;i2 i?2 ~K2
M/ Tmb? rv i?2 Tv`QHvbBb ;b T2FX h?2b2 2z2+ib `2 #Qi? BM/B+i2/ #v
};m`2 Ry.XR- b?QrBM; i?2 *Pf*Pk T2Fb +HQb2` M/ 7m`i?2` rv 7`QK i?2
#m`M2` KQmi?- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
GBF2rBb2- M BM+`2b2 BM b2+QM/`v B` i +QMbiMi i2`iB`v B` rBHH BM+`2b2
i?2 bi`2M;i? Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 r?BH2 HbQ BM+`2b2 i?2 Qtv;2M@
2t+2bb M/ i?mb Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ +mb2  /2+`2b2 BM i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBb
;b2b- T`BK`BHv *>9- +7X };m`2 Ry.XR#X *QMi``v- /2+`2bBM; i?2 b2+QM/`v
B` Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ TmHH i?2 ~K2 +HQb2` iQ i?2 [m`H- b b22M QM };m`2 Ry.XRX
q?2M /2+`2bBM; brB`H- 2Bi?2` b2+QM/`v Q` i2`iB`v B` brB`H- i?2 BMi2`MH
`2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Bb r2F2M2/ M/ i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7  *P T2F Bb MQ HQM;2`
7QmM/- +7X };m`2 Ry.XRX
6B;m`2 Ry.Xk bmKK`Bx2b i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2b #v b?QrBM; i?2 TQbBiBQM i
r?B+?  i?`2b? ?QH/ pHm2 7Q` };m`2 Ry.Xk i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 M/
};m`2 Ry.Xk# i?2 HQ+H Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM Bb `2+?2/X
h?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 Bb  F2v 72im`2 r?2M 2pHmiBM; i?2 ~K2
`2bTQMb2X 6B;m`2 Ry.Xk BM/B+i2 i r?B+? /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?
 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 1400 ◦* Bb `2+?2/X ;BM- i2M/2M+B2b +M #2
B/2MiB}2/ +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ 2tT2+iiBQMb,
 % 3FTVMUT %JTDVTTJPO
UV *Pf*Pk@`iBQ T2FX U#V *>9 T2FX
6B;m`2 Ry.XR AHHmbi`iBM; i?2 T2F TQbBiBQMb Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib UV *P M/
U#V *>9 b  7mM+iBQM Q7 /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X A7 MQ #` Bb T`2b2Mi  T2F
+MMQi #2 B/2MiB}2/X
*QKT`BM; i?2 BM@ M/ /2+`2b2 BM B` bTHBi `2bmHi BM i?2 i2KT2`im`2 iQ
2t+22/ 1400 ◦* +HQb2` M/ 7m`i?2` rv 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?Bb +Q``2bTQM/b r2HH iQ i?2 2tT2+i2/ bi`2M;i?2MBM; M/ r2F2MBM; Q7 i?2
BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2- BX2X /`rBM; KQ`2 M/ H2bb ?Qi +QK#mbiBQM ;b
#+F iQr`/b i?2 [m`H- `2bT2+iBp2HvX aBKBH` `2bmHib- ?Qr2p2`- H2bb T`Q7QmM/
Bb b22M 7Q` i?2 BM@ M/ /2+`2b2 BM b2+QM/`v B`X
UV A/2MiB}2b i?2 TQbBiBQM i r?B+? i?2 ;b
T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 2t+22/b 1400 ◦*X
U#V A/2MiB}2b i?2 TQbBiBQM i r?B+? i?2 Pk
+QM+2Mi`iBQMb /2+`2b2b #2HQr 5 pQHX WX
6B;m`2 Ry.Xk amKK`Bx2b +?`+i2`BbiB+ H2M;i?b 7Q` i2KT2`im`2 M/ Pk@
+QM+2Mi`iBQMb i HH i2bi2/ QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX A7 MQ #` Bb T`2b2Mi2/ i?2 i?`2b?
?QH/ pHm2 ?b MQi #22M `2+?2/X
$PODMVTJPOT
.m`BM; i?2 r22F N- kyRk +KTB;M i K;2` TQr2` biiBQM mMBi R UJoRV
i?2 7QHHQrBM; T`K2i2`b r?2`2 /Dmbi2/ M/ i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 K2bm`2/
mbBM; i?2 +2Mi`2HBM2 i`p2`bBM; T`Q#2 /2p2HQT2/ iQ i?2 Tm`TQb2,
Ç a2+QM/`v B`, 20W BM+`2b2 M/ 16.7W /2+`2b2 UKbb ~Qr `i2V
Ç B`@bTHBi, 12W BM+`2b2 M/ 38W /2+`2b2 UKbb ~Qr `i2fKbb ~Qr
`i2V
Ç a2+QM/`v B` brB`H, 20W /2+`2b2 UbrB`H2` TQbBiBQMV
Ç h2`iB`v B` brB`H, 20W /2+`2b2 UbrB`H2` TQbBiBQMV
Ç S`BK`v B` ~Qr, 6.7W BM+`2b2 M/ 5.3W /2+`2b2 UKbb ~Qr `i2V
Ç S`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM i?`Qm;? +HbbB}2` /DmbiK2Mi, −20.7W /2@
+`2b2 U+HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+vV
h?2 ~K2 rb KTT2/ mbBM;  ri2` +QQH2/ T`Q#2 i`p2`bBM; HQM; i?2
tBH +2Mi`2HBM2 Q7 i?2 ~K2- 2Mi2`BM; i?2 #QBH2` i?`Qm;? i?2 QBH HM+2 2Mi`M+2
Q7 i?2 #m`M2`X h?2 T`Q#2 rb mb2/ 7Q`,
Ç :b +QKTQbBiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib mbBM; 2ti`+iBp2 ;b K2i?Q/b +QMM2+i2/
iQ 6hA_- lo bT2+i`QK2i2` M/  T`K;M2iB+ Qtv;2M MHvx2` 7Q` QT@
iB+H ;b i2KT2`im`2 M/ HB;?i +QK#mbiBQM ;b MHvbBbX
PTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMb r2`2 K/2 i?`Qm;?  pB2r TQ`i HQ+i2/ QM i?2 bB/2
Q7 i?2 #QBH2`,
Ç A_ ?B;? bT22/ BK;BM; rb mb2/ iQ i`+F T`iB+H2 +HQm/ KQp2K2Mi b
+QH/ T`iB+H2b 2Mi2`2/ i?2 7m`M+2
Ç oB/2Q BK;BM; rb mb2/ iQ Q#b2`p2 i?2 ;2M2`H b?T2 Q7 i?2 ~K2 M/
T?2MQK2M HBF2 ~K2 HB7i M/ ii+?K2Mi
6Qm` `272`2M+2 `mMb ?p2 #22M +QM/m+i2/ /m`BM; irQ i2bi /vbc QM2 BM i?2
#2;BMMBM; M/ 2M/ Q7 2+? /vX aB;MB}+Mi /Bz2`2M+2b ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/
2bT2+BHHv r?2M MHvxBM; i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib, *P- *>9- *k>k- #mi HbQ
/Bz2`2M+2b- ?Qr2p2` H2bb T`QMQmM+2/- `2 b22M BM #Qi? i2KT2`im`2 M/ Qtv;2M
 % 3FTVMUT %JTDVTTJPO
+QM+2Mi`iBQMbX h?Bb Bb ii`B#mi2/ iQ +?M;2b BM 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM- r?2`2 
H`;2` b?`2 Q7 bi`r T2HH2ib `2 7QmM/ r?2M BMbT2+iBM; i?2 T2HH2i 722/ iQ i?2
KBHH /m`BM; i2bi /v OkX h?Bb +?M;2 ?b- ?Qr2p2`- MQi #22M B/2MiB}#H2
#v 2Bi?2` T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 i?2 /mbi 722/ iQ i?2 #m`M2` MQ` 7`QK
T`QtBKi2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 /mbiX MQi?2` 2tTHMiBQM +QmH/ #2 +?M;2b BM i?2
biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb ;QBM; iQr`/b  KQ`2 7m2H `B+? ~K2 b i2bi /v Ok
T`Q;`2bb2bX
*QKT`BM; i?2 T`K2i2` bim/v ~K2 `2bTQMb2b iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 K2bm`2@
K2Mi +HQb2bi BM iBK2c
aB;MB}+Mi +?M;2b BM i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/ r?2M,
Ç AM+`2bBM; i?2 a Kbb ~Qr U+20WV
Ç .2+`2bBM; i?2 a U−38WV
Ç .2+`2bBM; i?2 a brB`H U−20WV
Ç .2+`2bBM; i?2 S Kbb ~Qr U−5.3WV
G2bb T`QMQmM+2/ #mi biBHH Q#pBQmb +?M;2b BM ~K2 `2bTQMb2 ?p2 #22M
Q#b2`p2/ r?2M,
Ç AM+`2bBM; i?2 a U+12WV
Ç .2+`2bBM; i?2 h brB`H U−20WV
Ç AM+`2bBM; i?2 S Kbb ~Qr U6.7WV
GBiiH2 Q` MQ ~K2 `2bTQMb2 ?b #22M Q#b2`p2/ r?2M
Ç .2+`2bBM; i?2 a Kbb ~Qr U−16.7WV
Ç .2+`2bBM; i?2 +HbbB}2` 7`2[m2M+v U−20.7WV
"2bB/2b T`QpB/BM; Km+? M22/2/ 7mHH@b+H2 /i i?Bb +KTB;M HbQ b2`p2/ iQ
TT`Qp2 i?2 K2i?Q/ Q7 +Qm`b2 ~K2 KTTBM; b r2HH b iQ i2bi i?2 2[mBTK2Mi
bT2+BHHv /2p2HQT2/ 7Q` i?Bb +KTB;MX "Qi? Q#D2+iBp2 ?p2 #22M T`Qp2M rBi?
bm++2bb BM i?Bb rQ`FX
% *OEJWJEVBM 1BSBNFUFS $IBOHFT 
This report is written in the GREEN research project (power Generation from REnewable Energy) and 
covers the experimental results from the near-burner full-scale campaign at Amagerværket Unit 1 
(AMV1) carried out in week 9, 2012.
A single low-NOx multifuel burner is investigated across two and a half days firing primarily wood 
pellets. Flame mapping is conducted during large amplitude parameter changes using both optical 
and extractive probe methods. 
DTU Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
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h?Bb `2TQ`i Bb r`Bii2M BM i?2 TQr2` :2M2`iBQM 7`QK _1M2r#H2 1L@
2`;v U:_11LV T`QD2+i M/ T`2b2Mib i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi `2bmHib 7`QK i?2
7mHH b+H2 +KTB;M +QM/m+i2/ i >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM U>1oV +`Qbb
7Qm` /vb Ui?`22 i2bi /vbV BM r22F 9N- kyRkX
h?2 +KTB;M Bb #mBHi `QmM/ BMi`mbBp2 T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib 2Mi2`BM;
i?2 [m`H M/ #QBH2` /QKBM i?`Qm;? i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 #m`M2`- `2TH+BM;
i?2 QBH@HM+2X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb 2[mBTT2/ rBi?  ?2i2/ im#2 7Q` 2ti`+iBp2 ;b
+QKTQbBiBQM K2bm`2K2Mibc Pk- *Pk- >kP- *P- *>9- *k>k- M/ *k>9
M/ }#`2 QTiB+b 7Q` `/BiBQM /2`Bp2/ ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 `2/BM;bX
qBi? M 2z2+iBp2 T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti? Q7 7Qm` K2i2`b- i?2 T`Q#2 rb #H2
iQ T2M2i`i2 i?2 7mHH H2M;i? Q7 i?2 ~K2X
PTiB+H ++2bb rb Q#iBM2/ 7`QK pB2r TQ`ib BM bB/2 Q7 i?2 #QBH2` M/
7`QK i?2 #+F rHHX oB/2Q b2[m2M+2b BM #Qi? i?2 pBbB#H2 bT2+i`mK UoAaV
M/ BM7``2/ UA_V bT2+i`mK rb +[mB`2/ i HH QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX
 T`K2i2` b+`22MBM; rb T2`7Q`K2/ QM i?2 }`bi /v KFBM; bm#D2+@
iBp2 bb2bbK2Mib Q7 i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 iQ +?M;2b BM i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM@
/BiBQMb mbBM; T`BK`BHv QTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMb- +`2iBM;  #b2 7Q` i?2 7m`@
i?2` /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7  7mHH 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki`BtX h?Bb BM+Hm/2b, *?M;2b
iQ i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM USa.V- `2/m+BM; i?2 i2`iB`v B` UhV
brB`H- HQr2`BM; i?2 B` bTHBi UaV- `2/m+BM; i?2 T`BK`v B` USV i2KT2`@
im`2- M/ /2+`2bBM; i?2 HQ/X h?2b2 2tT2`BK2Mib ?p2 #22M +``B2/ Qmi
+`Qbb irQ +QMb2+miBp2 i2bi /vb rBi? `272`2M+2 `mMb +QM/m+i2/ i i?2
#2;BMMBM; Q7 2+? /vX
HH T`K2i2`b Qi?2` i?M i?2 p`B#H2 BM 7Q+mb ?b #22M KBMiBM2/
b +HQb2 iQ `272`2M+2 pHm2b b TQbbB#H2 BM Q`/2` iQ KBMBKBx2 i?2 BM~m2M+2
Q7 b2+QM/`v T`K2i2`b BM i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2X
h?2 ~K2 +M BM ;2M2`H #2 +?`+i2`Bx2/ b ?B;?Hv brB`H2/ rBi?
bi`QM; `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2b M/ ?B;? +QMp2+iBp2 ~mt Q7 ?2i M/ +QK#mb@
iBQM T`Q/m+ib iQ i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/X *?M;2b iQ i?2 ~Qr }2H/ rb
7QmM/ iQ BKT+i i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 iQ i?2 ;`2i2bi 2ti2Mi- 2tT2+i 7Q`
i?2 HQ/ /2+`2K2Mi- r?B+? BM i2`Kb HbQ +M #2 +HbbB}2/ b ~Qr }2H/
+?M;2bX _2/m+iBQM BM i?2 T`BK`v B` i2KT2`im`2 M/ BM+`2bBM; T`@




RR SHMi M/ "m`M2` .2b+`BTiBQM
RRXR SHMi M/ "m`M2` .2b+`BTiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kdR
RR" 1tT2`BK2MiH a+?2/mH2 M/ 6m2Hb
RR"XR 1tT2`BK2MiH a+?2/mH2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kd8
RR"Xk 6m2Hb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kde
RR* S`K2i2` a+`22MBM;
RR*XR a2H2+i2/ PT2`iBQMH *QM/BiBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3j
RR*Xk 1ti`+iBp2 S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3j
RR*Xj PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3e
RR*X9 amKK`v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k33
RR. _2bmHib
RR.XR 1tT2`BK2MiH Ji`Bt X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNR
RR.Xk .2iBH2/ PT2`iBQMH *QM/BiBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNk
RR.Xj _272`2M+2 _mMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNk
RR.X9 S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kNe
RR.X8 h arB`H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jyk
RR.Xe B`@aTHBi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jy3
RR.Xd S h2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRk
RR.X3 GQ/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jRe
RR1 .Bb+mbbBQMb M/ *QM+HmbBQMb
RR1XR h?2 _272`2M+2 6HK2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jk8
RR1Xk S`K2i2` o`BiBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jke

$)"15&3 "
1MBOU BOE #VSOFS %FTDSJQUJPO
h?2 2tT2`BK2Mib `2 +QM/m+i2/ i >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM U>1oV-  M2rHv
`2MQpi2/ +QK#BM2/ ?2i M/ TQr2` U*>SV THMi }`BM; 100 W #BQKbb 7m2HX
Ai +QK#BM2b #Qi? ;`i2 M/ bmbT2MbBQM }`BM; KFBM; Bi p2`v ~2tB#H2 rBi?
`2bT2+i iQ 7m2H bQm`+2b M/ rBi?  `2HiBp2Hv ?B;? 2{+B2M+vX Ai +QMbBbib Q7 
;`i2 +QMi`B#miBM; rBi? TT`QtBKi2Hv 60W Q7 i?2 i?2`KH HQ/- 7Qm` B/2MiB+H
KmHiB@7m2H #m`M2`b /Bbi`B#mi2/ QM irQ H2p2Hb- M/ irQ ;b #m`M2`b QM i?2 mTT2`
H2p2HX
RRXR SHMi M/ "m`M2` .2b+`BTiBQM
h?Bb +KTB;M rBHH +``v Qmi 2tT2`BK2Mib QM #m`M2` jR HQ+i2/ QM i?2 mTT2`
KmHiB@7m2H #m`M2` H2p2H- #2HQr i?2 ;b #m`M2` H2p2H- +7X };m`2 RRXRX "m`M2` jR
Bb  KmHiB 7m2H "q1 mMBi +T#H2 Q7 }`BM; bi`r@/mbi- rQQ/@/mbi- M/ ;bX
1+? #m`M2` Bb 72/ 7`QK Bib QrM /Bb+ KBHH KFBM; Bi TQbbB#H2 iQ QT2`i2 i?2
#m`M2`b BM/2T2M/2MiHv Q7 2+? Qi?2`X
 iQT pB2r Q7 ;HH2`v jy Bb b?QrM BM };m`2 RRXkX h?2 /`rBM; Bb /`rM iQ
b+H2 #mi i?2 BM/B+i2/ /BK2MbBQMb `2 QMHv TT`QtBKiBp2X h?Bb };m`2 b?Qrb
?Qr i?2 irQ@T`i T`Q#2 Bb +T#H2 Q7 `2+?BM; HKQbi ?H7 rv i?`Qm;? i?2
#QBH2`X
h?2 #m`M2` Bb Q7  [mBMimTH2 +QM+2Mi`B+ +QMbi`m+iBQMX h?2 +2Mi2` im#2
rb Q`B;BMHHv mb2/ 7Q` i?2 QBH@HM+2X h?Bb Bb MQ HQM;2` pBH#H2- #mi /m`BM;
i?2 +KTB;M i?2 +2Mi2` im#2 ?b #22M mb2/ iQ BMb2`i i?2 T`Q#2X h?2 b2+QM/
+QM+2Mi`B+ `2;Bbi2` Bb mb2/ 7Q` ;b }`BM;X h?B`/ +QM+2Mi`B+ `2;Bbi2` Bb mb2/
7Q` T`BK`v B`- +``vBM; B` M/ 7m2H /mbiX h?2 T`BK`v B` M/ i?2 +``v@
BM; B` UBM+Hm/BM; /mbiV Bb KBt2/ mT@bi`2K Q7 i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? M/ #Qi?
+?MM2Hb `2 brB`H2/ #v }t2/ im`#mHiQ`b Dmbi #27Q`2 KBtBM;X h?2 7Qm`i? M/
}7i? +QM+2Mi`B+ `2;Bbi2`b `2 mb2/ 7Q` b2+QM/`v M/ i2`iB`v B` `2bT2+iBp2HvX
/Dmbi#H2 brB`H2`b `2 BMbiHH2/ BM #Qi? +?MM2HbX h?2 ~Qr Q7 B` iQ i?2 b2+@
QM/`v M/ i2`iB`v B` +?MM2Hb `2 bTHBi 7i2` i?2 B` T`2@?2i2` US>V M/
i?mb- 2Mi2`b i?2 #QBH2` i i?2 bK2 i2KT2`im`2X
 +`Qbb b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 #m`M2` Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 RRXjX
 " 1MBOU BOE #VSOFS %FTDSJQUJPO
6B;m`2 RRXR aB/2 pB2r bF2i+? Q7 i?2 >1o #QBH2`X "m`M2` OjR Bb BMbiHH2/ QM i?2
KB//H2 #m`M2` H2p2HX




























6B;m`2 RRXk hQT pB2r Q7 >1o ;HH2`v jyX h?2 /`rBM; Bb /`rM iQ b+H2- #mi
BM/B+i2/ H2M;i? b+H2b `2 QMHv TT`QtBKiBp2X lMBib `2 ;Bp2M BM KBHBK2i2`b mMH2bb
Qi?2`rBb2 BM/B+i2/X
6B;m`2 RRXj *`Qbb b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 #m`M2`X h?2 /`rBM; ?b #22M bBKTHB}2/ ?b
#22M bBKTHB}2/ 7Q` BHHmbi`iBp2 Tm`TQb2bX h?2 /`rBM; Bb K/2 iQ b+H2X

$)"15&3 #
&YQFSJNFOUBM 4DIFEVMF BOE 'VFMT
h?Bb +KTB;M bi`2i+?2b +`Qbb i?`22 i2bi /vb BM+Hm/BM; QM2 TBHQi /v M/ irQ
`2;mH` i2bi /vb /2MQi2/ i2bi /v Oy- M/ i2bi /v OR M/ Ok- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?Bb +?Ti2` rBHH bmKK`Bx2 i?2 Qp2`HH b+?2/mH2 M/ BM+Hm/2 i?2 7m2H MHvbBb
`2bmHibX 6Q` /2iBH2/ 2tTHMiBQMb Q7 i?2 BM/BpB/mH b2iiBM;b TH2b2 `272` iQ i?2
`2bT2+iBp2 `2bmHi T`2b2MiiBQMb BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +?Ti2`bX
RR"XR 1tT2`BK2MiH a+?2/mH2
h?2 i2bi +KTB;M Bb /BpB/2/ BMiQ irQ KBM T`ib,
RX  T`K2i2` b+`22MBM; 7Q+mbBM; QM bm#D2+iBp2 bb2bbK2Mi Q7 i?2 ~K2
`2bTQMb2 iQ H`;2 +?M;2b BM i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX
kX  /2iBH2/ [mMiBiiBp2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 iQ b2H2+i2/ QT2`@
iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX
h?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb b2H2+i2/ 7Q` /2iBH2/ KTTBM; Bb #b2/ QM i?2
`2bmHib Q7 i?2 T`K2i2` b+`22MBM;X h?mb i?2 T`Q;`2bb Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH
+KTB;M +M #2 QmiHBM2/ b b?QrM BM };m`2 RR"XRX
Test day #0 
Pilot experiments identifying 




• Reference #1 
• Parameter sweep 
• TA swirl - 
• Air-split - 
• Air-split + 
• PA/CA 
• Primary air temp - 
• Primary air temp + 
• Reference #2 
 
Test day #1 
Traversing probe 
measurements of the most 
interesting settings identified 
on test day #0. 
 
• Reference #3 
• Particle size increase 
• TA swirl decrease 
 
Test day #2 
Traversing probe 
measurements of the most 
interesting settings identified 
on test day #0. 
 
• Reference #4 
• Air-split decrease 
• PA temperature decrease 




6B;m`2 RR"XR PmiHBM2 Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH b+?2/mH2X
6B;m`2 RR"XR HBbib i?2 T`K2i2`b MHvx2/ /m`BM; i?2 2MiB`2iv Q7 i?2 7mHH@
b+H2 +KTB;MX 6Q` /2iBH2/ BM7Q`KiBQM QM [mMiB}2/ T`K2i2` pHm2b
 # &YQFSJNFOUBM 4DIFEVMF BOE 'VFMT
TH2b2 `272` iQ +?Ti2`b RR* M/ RR. 7Q` b+`22MBM; M/ /2iBH2/ KTTBM;b
`2bT2+iBp2HvX
RR"Xk 6m2Hb
h?Bb b2+iBQM bmKK`Bx2b HH /i +QHH2+i2/ mT@bi`2K Q7 i?2 7m`M+2X h?Bb
T`BK`BHv BM+Hm/2b +?2KB+H MHvbBb M/ T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 i?2 7m2H
T2HH2ib M/ /mbiX
RR"XkXR *QHH2+iBQM Q7 aKTH2b
6m2H bKTH2b r2`2 +QHH2+i2/ Dmbi #27Q`2 M/ Dmbi 7i2` i?2 /Bb+ KBHHX S2HH2i
bKTH2b r2`2 +QHH2+i2/ pB  ?B;? TQr2`2/ p+mmK TmKT 7`QK i?2 #mz2` iMF
/B`2+iHv #Qp2 i?2 KBHH- +7X };m`2 RR"XkX
6B;m`2 RR"Xk h?2 KBHH b2imT i >1oX
HH +QHH2+i2/ /mbi bKTH2b `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 RR"XR M/ +M #2 B/2MiB}2/
M/ `2Hi2/ iQ QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb #v /i2 M/ iBK2X HH bKTH2b ?p2
#22M MHvb2/ i 1Mbi2/p¤`F2i G#Q`iQ`v- #2M`- .2MK`F 7Q` T`QtBKi2
MHvbBb M/ T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb #v #Qi? bB2p2 MHvbBb M/ #v mbBM;
*JaAw1_ȉ2[mBTK2Mi UT`QD2+i2/ BK;BM;VX
qQQ/ T2HH2i bKTH2b `2 +QHH2+i2/ QM  /BHv #bBb b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 RR"XkX
 bBM;H2 rQQ/ +?BT bKTH2 Bb +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK mT bi`2K Q7 i?2 ;`i2X *QKTH2i2
+?2KB+H MHvbBb UmHiBKi2 M/ T`QtBKi2V ?b #22M +QM/m+i2/ QM T2HH2i bK@
TH2 OkX
# 'VFMT 
h#H2 RR"XR *QHH2+i2/ /mbi bKTH2bX
O .i2 hBK2 .Bb+ bT+2∗ *QKK2Mib
//@KK@vvvv ??,KK KK
R y9@Rk@kyRk RR,j8 1.32
k y8@Rk@kyRk Rj,ky 1.32 "B; bKTH2
j y8@Rk@kyRk Rd,y8 2.0
9 y8@Rk@kyRk R3,j8 2.0
8 y8@Rk@kyRk ky,y3 1.36
e ye@Rk@kyRk RR,k8 1.36
d ye@Rk@kyRk R3,Ry 1.36 GQr HQ/
∗ _272`b iQ i?2 bT+BM; #2ir22M i?2 /Bb+b BM i?2 /Bb+ KBHH
;`BM/BM; i?2 7m2H T2HH2ib iQ /mbiX
h#H2 RR"Xk *QHH2+i2/ rQQ/ T2HH2ib M/ +?BT bKTH2bX
O .i2 hBK2 *QKK2Mib
//@KK@vvvv ??,KK
R y9@Rk@kyRk RR,98
k y8@Rk@kyRk Rj,R8 *QKTH2i2 +?2KB+H MHvbBb
j ye@Rk@kyRk RR,j8
9 ye@Rk@kyRk Rj,ky qQQ/ +?BT bKTH2
RR"XkXk *?2KB+H MHvbBb
S`QtBKi2 MHvb2b ?p2 #22M +QM/m+i2/ QM HH bKTH2b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 RR"XRX
h#H2 RR"Xj S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb `2bmHib 7Q` i?2 /mbi bKTH2b +QHH2+i2/ i >1oX
O .i2 hBK2 JQBbim`2 b? oQHiBH2b 6Bt2/ *
//@KK@vvvv ??,KK riX WUr2iV riX WU/`vV riX WU/`vV riX WU/`vV
R y9@Rk@kyRk RR,j8 6.8± 0.2 1.2± 0.2 81.6± 1.6 17.2
k y8@Rk@kyRk Rj,ky 6.8± 0.2 0.8± 0.2 83.3± 1.7 15.9
j y8@Rk@kyRk Rd,y8 6.8± 0.2 0.8± 0.2 83.1± 1.7 16.1
9 y8@Rk@kyRk R3,j8 6.9± 0.2 0.9± 0.2 82.7± 1.7 16.4
8 y8@Rk@kyRk ky,y3 6.9± 0.2 0.9± 0.2 83.0± 1.7 16.1
e ye@Rk@kyRk RR,k8 6.8± 0.2 1.2± 0.2 82.1± 1.6 16.8
d ye@Rk@kyRk R3,Ry 6.9± 0.2 1.3± 0.2 81.9± 1.6 16.9
b b22M 7`QK i#H2 RR"Xj M/ };m`2 RR"Xj QMHv bKHH ~m+imiBQMb `2 Q#@
b2`p2/ BM 7m2H +QKTQbBiBQM /m`BM; i?2 2MiB`2 +KTB;MX AM/B+iBQMb Q7 bHB;?iHv
#2ii2` [mHBiv UHQr2` b? M/ }t2/ +`#QM +QMi2Mi M/ ?B;?2` pQHiBH2 7`+iBQMV
7m2Hb /m`BM; i2bi /v OkX
 # &YQFSJNFOUBM 4DIFEVMF BOE 'VFMT






















 Water     Ash
 Volatiles  Fixed C
6B;m`2 RR"Xj S`QtBKi2 MHvbBb `2bmHib Q7 i?2 >1o 7m2HbX
RR"XkXj S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQM
.mbi bKTH2b ?p2 #22M +QHH2+i2/ #v p+mmK +H2M2` 7`QK  ?Q`BxQMiH TBT2
TQbBiBQM2/ /B`2+iHv /QrMbi`2K i?2 KBHH- +7X };m`2 RR"XkX  `2+iM;mH`
KQmi?TB2+2 rb KQmMi2/ QM i?2 bm+iBQM im#2 M/ BMb2`i2/ BMiQ i?2 /mbi TBT2-
i?mb KBMBKBxBM; #BbBM; BM QM2 /BK2MbBQMX aKTH2b r2`2 `2i`B2p2/ ++Q`/BM;
iQ i#H2 RR"XR M/ i?2 /mbi bKTH2 A. bbB;M2/ BM i?Bb i#H2 rBHH #2 mb2/ iQ
`272` iQ i?2 BM/BpB/mH `2bmHibX
HH /mbi bKTH2b UO1Ĝ7V ?p2 #22M MHvx2/ 2KTHQvBM; #Qi? biM/`/ bB2p2
iQr2` K2i?Q/b U.af1L R8R9N@k,kyRyV b r2HH b #v *JaAw1_ȉ+?`+i2`BxiBQMX
"2+mb2 Q7 i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M i?2 irQ K2i?Q/b M/ i?2 H+F Q7 biM/`/b
7Q` i?2 QTiB+H T`iB+H2 b?T2 M/ bBx2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM- +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M
i?2 K2bm`2K2Mib `2bmHib rBHH #2 T`2b2Mi2/ 7Q` 2+? 7m2H BM i?2 7QHHQrBM;X
h?2 *JaAw1_ȉ/i `2 T`2b2Mi2/ b 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 J`iBM KBMBKmK
/BK2i2`- xJ-KBM- +7X };m`2 kX3 QM T;2 keX q?2`2b i?2 bBx2 +i2;Q`B2b 7Q`
i?2 bB2p2 iQr2` MHvbBb `2 bi`B+iHv /2}M2/ #v i?2 K2b? bBx2X
b +M #2 b22M 7`QK };m`2b RR"X9 M/ RR"Xe- i?2 i`2M/b #2ir22M i?2
*JaAw1_ȉM/ i?2 bB2p2 iQr2` K2i?Q/ TT2` +QMbBbi2MiX AM ;2M2`H- i?2
bB2p2 iQr2` MHvbBb mM/2` T`2/B+ib i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 bKHH2` T`iB+H2b- `2HiBp2 iQ
i?2 *JaAw1_ȉ`2bmHibX oB+2 p2`b 7Q` i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2bX >Qr2p2`- +QMbB/@
2`BM; i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M i?2 irQ K2i?Q/b M/ BM T`iB+mH` i?2 +QKTH2tBiv
Q7 i?2 TQbi T`Q+2bbBM;- i?2M i?2 /i TT2` bBKBH` rBi?BM `2bQM#H2 HBKBibX




























Dec 04, 2012, 11:35
6B;m`2 RR"X9 Sa. /i 7`QK i2bi /v OyX .mbi ORX
HH bKTH2b HB2 rBi?BM  `2HiBp2Hv M``Qr #M/X h?2 /`F #Hm2 M/ ;`22M HBM2b
Uy8@Rk@kyRj Rd,y8 M/ y8@Rk@kyRj R3,j8V bKTH2b `2 iF2M /m`BM; BM+`2b2/
T`iB+H2 bBx2 QT2`iBQM- BX2X i?2 KBHH b2iiBM;b ?p2 #22M +?M;2/X h?mb- b?B7iBM;
i?2 +mKmHiBp2 /Bbi`B#miBQM +m`p2 iQ iQr`/b H`;2` T`iB+H2b- b 2tT2+i2/X












































































































































































































6B;m`2 RR"Xd .B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Q7 HH T`iB+H2 bBx2 /i 7`QK i?2




h?2 BK Q7 i?Bb +KTB;M Bb iQ BMp2biB;i2 i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 r?BH2 bvbi2K@
iB+HHv BMi`Q/m+BM;  bi2T /Bbim`#M+2 iQ b2H2+i2/ QT2`iBQMH T`K2i2`bX Ai
Bb /2bB`#H2 iQ BMp2biB;i2 i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb H2/BM; iQ  bB;MB}+Mi
~K2 `2bTQMb2 rBi?BM i?2 K2bm`2/ ~K2 T`QT2`iB2b, *?2KB+H bT2+B2b +QM@
+2Mi`iBQMb- ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2- M/fQ` QTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMbX hQ 2Mbm`2
 [mMiB}#H2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 iQ i?2 BMp2biB;i2/ QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb  b2@
`B2b Q7 TBHQi 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi /m`BM; r?B+? i?`22 2ti`+iBp2 T`Q#2
K2bm`2K2Mib M/ #Qi? oAa M/ A_ Q#b2`piBQMb r2`2 +[mB`2/ T2` b2iiBM;X
h?Bb rBHH +QMbiBimi2 i?2 #bBb 7Q` i?2 +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 M 2ti2M/2/ 2tT2`BK2MiH
Ki`Bt 7Q` KQ`2 /2iBH2/ ~K2 +?`+i2`BxiBQMX
1t+2Ti 7Q` i?2 Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM- Q7 r?B+? `2/BM;b +QmH/ #2 +[mB`2/ +QM@
iBMmQmbHv- MQM2 Q7 i?2 Qi?2` ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib +QmH/ #2 2pHm@
i2/ QM i?2 bBi2X >2M+2- i?2 /2bB;M Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt 7Q` i?2 7QHHQrBM;
i2bi /vb `2 bQH2Hv #b2/ QM Pk@`2/BM;b M/ bm#D2+iBp2 Dm/;2K2Mi 7`QK i?2
QTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMbX
h?Bb +?Ti2` QmiHBM2b i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?Bb BMBiBH T`K2i2` b+`22MBM;X
RR*XR a2H2+i2/ PT2`iBQMH *QM/BiBQMb
 iQiH Q7 2B;?i b+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi BM+Hm/BM; QM2 +QKTH2i2
`272`2M+2 `mM rBi?  bTiBH /Bb+`2iBxiBQM Q7 25 +K M/ irQ /Qm#H2 /2i2`KB@
MiBQM MHvb2bX HH Qi?2` b+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2Mib BM+Hm/2/ i?`22 K2bm`2K2Mi
TQBMib i 75- 225- M/ 350 +K 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? b r2HH b #Qi? A_ M/
pB/2Q BK;BM;X
h#H2 RR*XR HBbib i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt 7Q` i?2 b+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2Mib
BM+Hm/BM; i?2 `2HiBp2 +?M;2 BM i?2 bT2+B}+ T`K2i2`- M/ Bib #bQHmi2 M/
`272`2M+2 b2iiBM;X
RR*Xk 1ti`+iBp2 S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mib
:b +QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 +QM/m+i2/ mbBM; 2ti`+iBp2 ;b bK@
THBM; i?`Qm;? i?2 T`Q#2X AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; i?2 KBM Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM
T`Q/m+ib rBHH #2 T`2b2Mi2/ b r2HH b i?2 Qtv;2M H2p2HX :b T`Q#BM; rb +QM@
/m+i2/ i x/D = 0.7- 2.1- M/ 3.2- +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ 75- 225- M/ 350 +K 7`QK
i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X
 $ 1BSBNFUFS 4DSFFOJOH
h#H2 RR*XR Pp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 b+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2MibX
1tT hBK2 S`K2i2` a2iiBM; lMBi
O ??,KK *?M;2 (W) #b _27
yR RR,8j _272`2M+2∗ ě ě ě ě
yk Re,Re h brB`H −61 35 90 W
yj Re,9N a∗∗ −67 5 15 ě
y9 Rd,kR a∗∗ 100 30 15 ě
y8 R3,yk Sf* 0.45 ě
ye R3,8y S i2KT −28 137 190 ◦*
yd RN,j3 S i2KT 37 260 190 ◦*
y3 ky,j3 _272`2M+2 ě ě ě ě
∗ *QKTH2i2 `272`2M+2 `mM rBi?  25 +K bTiBH /Bb+`2iBxiBQMX
∗∗ h?2 B` bTHBi- AS- Bb /2}M2/ b AS = SA
TA


















































6B;m`2 RR*XR .B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Q7 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib i KmHiBTH2 QT2`iBQMH
+QM/BiBQMbX
6B;m`2 RR*XR b?Qrb  /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib *Pk
M/ >kP 7Q` HH b+`22M2/ QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX aBKBH` i`2M/b TT2` 7Q`
KQbi `mMb, B` bTHBi BM+`2b2- Sf+``B2` B` U*V `2/m+iBQM- T`BK`v B`
i2KT2`im`2 BM@ M/ /2+`2b2X h?2v HH b22K iQ `2+?  HQ+H KBMBKmK 7Q`
x/D ∈ ]0.7; 2.1[X  `2/m+iBQM BM i?2 i2`iB`v B` brB`H U◦V H2/ iQ  bi#H2 H2p2H
7i2` M Qp2`HH +QM+2Mi`iBQM `2/m+iBQM 7`QK x/D = 0.7 iQ 2.1X _2/m+BM;
i?2 B` bTHBi- BX2X `2/m+BM; i?2 ~Qr Q7 a r?BH2 +Q``2bTQM/BM;Hv BM+`2bBM;
i?2 i2`iB`v B` ~Qr- BMp2`ib i?2 i`2M/- i?mb `2bmHiBM; BM  HQ+H KtBKmKX Ai
Bb BMi2`2biBM; iQ b22- ?Qr i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM i2`iB`v B` brB`H- #v +?M;BM; i?2
`2bmHiBM; M;H2 Q7 i?2 p2HQ+Biv p2+iQ`- `2bmHib BM i?2 bK2 H2p2H Q7 +QK#mbiBQM
T`Q/m+ib U#Qi? *Pk M/ >kPV b `2/m+BM; i?2 B` bTHBiX "2+mb2 i?2 +QM+2M@
$ &YUSBDUJWF 1SPCF .FBTVSFNFOUT 
i`iBQMb i x/D = 3.2 `2 MQi 2[mH 7Q` HH QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb- Bi BKTHB2b
i?i i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQM BM~m2M+2b i?2 HQ+H 2MpB`QMK2Mi 2p2M i 350 +K
7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X





















6B;m`2 RR*Xk .B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Q7 HQ+H Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb i KmHiBTH2 QT2`iBQMH
+QM/BiBQMbX
h?2 QTTQbBi2 i`2M/b TT2`b r?2M Q#b2`pBM; i?2 HQ+H Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb-
+7X };m`2 RR*Xk- BM/B+iBM; KBtBM; b i?2 HBKBiBM; 7+iQ` 7Q` `2+iBQMX















































6B;m`2 RR*Xj .B`2+i +QKT`BbQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i KmHiBTH2 QT2`iBQMH +QM@
/BiBQMbX
h?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b /Bz2`b 7`QK
#Qi? i?2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib M/ i?2 Qtv;2M T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2b RR*XR
M/ RR*Xk b i?2v /Q MQi Tbb i?`Qm;? HQ+H 2ti`2K2b- 2t+2Ti 7Q` r?2M `2@
/m+BM; i?2 B` bTHBiX HbQ i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b `2 KQ`2 T`QMQmM+2/ BM i?2 M2`
 $ 1BSBNFUFS 4DSFFOJOH
#m`M2` }2H/X q?2`2 7Q` 2tKTH2  M2i `2/m+iBQM BM i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2
T`iB+H2 H/2M ~Qr `2bmHib BM QMHv i`+2 KQmMib Q7 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b U#Qi? 7Q`
i?2 Sf* `2/m+iBQM M/ i?2 /B`2+i /2+`2b2 BM T`BK`v B` i2KT2`im`2VX
h?2 #b2M+2 Q7 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b BM i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ /m`BM; `2/m+2/ B` bTHBi
QT2`iBQM BM/B+i2 ?Qr i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM xQM2 ?b #22M b2T`i2/ 7`QK i?2
#m`M2` MQxxH2 M/ bi#BHBx2/ 7m`i?2` /QrM bi`2KX
Ai Bb MQiB+2#H2 ?Qr i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM h brB`H `2bmHib #Qi? BM i?2 ?B;?2bi
+QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib b r2HH b Qtv;2M +QM+2M@
i`iBQMX q?2i?2` Q` MQi i?Bb +M #2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ ;2M2`H iBK2 #Bb +M MQi
#2 /2i2`KBM2/ 7`QK i?2 /i BM ?M/X
RR*Xj PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- i?2 BK;2 Ki2`BH BM #Qi? i?2 oAa M/ A_ bT2+i`mK Bb T`2@
b2Mi2/X h?2 Ki2`BH Bb T`2b2Mi2/ +`Qbb b2iiBM;b iQ 7+BHBii2 /B`2+i M/ 2bv
+QKT`BbQMX
RR*XjXR P#b2`piBQMb BM i?2 oAa
6B;m`2 RR*X9 +QKT`2b BK;2b BM i?2 oAa 7Q` HH b+`22M2/ QT2`iBQMH +QM/B@
iBQMbX AM ;2M2`H- HH ~K2b `2 b?Q`i- rB/2- M/ r2HH ii+?2/ iQ i?2 #m`M2`
[m`HX .B`2+i +?M;2b iQ i?2 ~Qr }2H/- #v Hi2`BM; i?2 brB`H H2p2Hb- `2 7QmM/
iQ BKT+i i?2 ~K2 b?T2 M/ ~K2 bi#BHBiv iQ i?2 ;`2i2bi 2ti2MiX
 bm#D2+iBp2 TT`BbH Q7 bBKBH` ~K2b M/ Q#b2`p2/ bi#BHBiv- HBMFb 
M``Qr2` M/ HQM;2` ~K2 iQ KQ`2 mMbi#H2 QT2`iBQMX AX2X };m`2 RR*X9+ BM/B@
+i2b M mMbi#H2 ~K2 b i?2 #b2 Q7 i?2 ~K2 BM i?2 [m`H `2 Bb MQiB+#Hv
M``Qr2` M/ i?2 Qp2` HH ~K2 b?T2 KQ`2 2HQM;i2/ +QKT`2/ iQ 2X;X i?2
`272`2M+2 ~K2 BM };m`2b RR*X9 M/ RR*X9#X
RR*XjXk PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb BM i?2 A_ aT2+i`mK
h?2 A_ BK;2b `2  ;`2i ?2HT r?2M +QKT`BM; QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb Q7
T`iB+H2 H/2M ~QrbX h?2 +QH/ T`iB+H2 +HQm/b- M/ BM bQK2 +b2b `QT2b- Q7
T`iB+H2b 2Mi`BMBM; i?2 ?Qi +QK#mbiBQM ;b2b +M #2 7QHHQr2/ b /`F b?/Qr
BM i?2 A_ BK;2b b?QrM BM };m`2b RR*X8 M/ RR*XeX h?mb- KFBM; 2pHmiBQM
Q7 KBtBM; Tii2`Mb M/ T`iB+H2 /BbT2`bBQM TQbbB#H2X
6B;m`2 RR*X8 b?Qrb p2`;2/ BK;2b Q7 HH b+`22M2/ QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX
p2`;BM; +`Qbb 10 bX .BbiBM+i `QT2b Q7 T`iB+H2b `2 pBbB#H2 BM i?2 BHHmbi`i2/
b+2M`BQbX "b2/ QM i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `QT2b TT2`BM; i?2v T`2bmK#Hv Q`B;BMi2
7`QK i?2 }t2/ brB`H2`b BM i?2 T`BK`v B` M/ +``B2` B` im#2b `i?2` i?M
7`QK i?2 i22i? i i?2 #m`M2` 2tBiX
6`QK i?2 p2`;2/ BK;2b Bi TT2`b +H2`Hv ?Qr +QH/ T`iB+H2b `2 T2M2@
i`iBM; i?2 [m`H b2+iBQM mM/2` HH QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMbX *?M;BM; i?2 brB`H
$ 0QUJDBM 0CTFSWBUJPOT 
UV 1tT OyR- `272`2M+2X U#V 1tT Oy3- `272`2M+2X
U+V 1tT Oyk- `2/m+2/ h brB`HX U/V 1tT Oyj- `2/m+2/ aX
U2V 1tT Oy9- BM+`2b2/ aX U7V 1tT Oy8- Sf*X
U;V 1tT Oye- `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2X U?V 1tT Oyd- BM+`2b2/ S i2KT2`im`2X
6B;m`2 RR*X9 Pp2`pB2r Q7 HH b+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2MibX
 $ 1BSBNFUFS 4DSFFOJOH
MmK#2` b22Kb iQ ?p2 bQK2 2z2+i QM i?2 T`iB+H2 +HQm/ /B`2+iBQM r?B+? T@
T2`b iQ #2 KQ`2 tBH BM i?2 +b2 Q7 HQr brB`H MmK#2`- BX2X ?B;? U`2HiBp2V
tBH iQ iM;2MiBH KQK2MimKX PM i?2 +QMi``v i?2 `/BH /BbT2`bBQM Q7 T`@
iB+H2b TT2`b ;QQ/ BM i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 72im`BM; ?B;? brB`H MmK#2`bX 
pBbB#H2 /Bz2`2M+2 +M HbQ #2 b22M r?2M BM+`2bBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` i2KT2`@
im`2 r?2`2 i?2 T`iB+H2b TT2`b iQ #2 ?2iBM; mT 7bi2`- BX2X /BbTT2`BM; b
 /`F b?/QrX
GQQFBM; i BMbiMiM2Qmb BK;2b BM i?2 A_ bT2+i`mK- +7X };m`2 RR*Xe bQK2
Q7 i?2 2z2+ib +M #2 Q#b2`p2/ iQ M 2p2M ;`2i2` 2ti2MiX AX2X- #v `2/m+BM; i?2
i2`iB`v B` brB`H- +7X };m`2 RR*Xe+- H`;2 +HQm/b Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2b `2 MQr
HHQr2/ iQ T2M2i`i2 7` BMiQ i?2 #m`M2` BM M HKQbi ?Q`BxQMiH i`D2+iQ`vX
RR*X9 amKK`v
h?2 pBbmH Q#b2`piBQMb UBM i?2 oAaV ;p2  ;QQ/ }`bi BKT`2bbBQM Q7 i?2 ~K2X
i bi#H2 QT2`iBQM i?2 ~K2 TT2`b r2HH ii+?2/ M/ QMHv bKHH ~m+im@
iBQMb `2 b22MX P7 +Qm`b2 i?2 bvbi2K Bb ?B;?Hv im`#mH2Mi #mi i?2 /Bz2`2M+2
#2ir22M QT2`iBM;  bi#H2 ~K2- 2X;X i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2- M/ M mMbi2/v
~K2- 2X;X i?2 `2/m+2/ i2`iB`v B` brB`H ~K2- +M #2 2bBHv `2+Q;MBx2/X h?2
+?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 `QTBM;- pBbmHBx2/ BM i?2 A_ bT2+i`mK- Bb T2`?Tb
i?2 #2bi BM/B+iBQM HBMFBM; i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb iQ i?2 Q#b2`p2/ ~K2
`2bTQMb2 /m`BM; bi#H2 M/ mMbi#H2 QT2`iBQM `2bT2+iBp2HvX 6QHHQrBM; i?Bb
i`BM Q7 i?Qm;?i i?2 ~K2 #2+QK2b mMbi#H2 b 7mM+iBQM Q7 `QTBM; M;H2 M/
T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti?X AX2X- i?2 H2bb `/BHHv /BbT2`b2/ i?2 T`iB+H2 +HQm/- i?2 H2bb
bi#H2  ~K2X >Qr2p2`- }tiBM; QM bm+? Q#b2`piBQMb b i?2 bQH2 +mbiBQM
7Q` ~K2 BMbi#BHBiv Bb KQbi HBF2Hv BM+Q``2+i b i?2 ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQM /i BM@
/B+i2 b?B7ib BM Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM xQM2b- BM/2T2M/2Mi 7`QK TT`2Mi
T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b KFBM; ;b T?b2 KBtBM; T`QT2`iB2b Dmbi b BKTQ`iMiX
$ 4VNNBSZ 
UV 1tT OyR- `272`2M+2X U#V 1tT Oy3- `272`2M+2X
U+V 1tT Oyk- `2/m+2/ h brB`HX U/V 1tT Oyj- `2/m+2/ aX
U2V 1tT Oy9- BM+`2b2/ aX U7V 1tT Oy8- Sf*X
U;V 1tT Oye- `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2X U?V 1tT Oyd- BM+`2b2/ S i2KT2`im`2X
6B;m`2 RR*X8 Pp2`pB2r Q7 HH b+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2MibX h?2 A_ BK;2b `2 p2`;2/
+`Qbb 1024 7`K2b M/ T`2b2Mi2/ QM i?2 bK2 BMi2MbBiv b+H2X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb BMb2`i2/
200 +K BM UV M/ 75 +K BM U#V iQ U?VX
 $ 1BSBNFUFS 4DSFFOJOH
UV 1tT OyR- `272`2M+2X U#V 1tT Oy3- `272`2M+2X
U+V 1tT Oyk- `2/m+2/ h brB`HX U/V 1tT Oyj- `2/m+2/ aX
U2V 1tT Oy9- BM+`2b2/ aX U7V 1tT Oy8- Sf*X
U;V 1tT Oye- `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2X U?V 1tT Oyd- BM+`2b2/ S i2KT2`im`2X
6B;m`2 RR*Xe Pp2`pB2r Q7 HH b+`22MBM; 2tT2`BK2MibX HH BK;2b `2 T`2b2Mi2/ QM
i?2 bK2 BMi2MbBiv b+H2X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb BMb2`i2/ 75 +K BM UV M/ 200 +K BM U#V iQ U?VX
$)"15&3 %
3FTVMUT
"b2/ QM i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK i?2 T`K2i2` b+`22MBM;-  MmK#2` Q7 QT2`iBQMH
+QM/BiBQMb r2`2 b2H2+i2/ 7Q` 7m`i?2` BMp2biB;iBQMX h?2b2 BM+Hm/2  ?B;?2` bT@
iBH `2bQHmiBQM BM i?2 T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib U2ti`+iBp2 ;b MHvbBb M/ QTiB+H
;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2MibV M/ pB/2Q BK;BM; BM i?2 A_ M/ oAa
bT2+i`mKX am+iBQM Tv`QK2i`v K2bm`2K2Mib `2 HbQ ii2KTi2/ QM b2H2+i2/
`mMb #mi r2`2 7QmM/ iQ #2 `2/mM/Mi /m2 iQ 7pQ`#H2 +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` `2HB#H2
QTiB+H K2bm`2K2Mib U?B;? *Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMbVX
hBK2 b+?2/mH2b `2 T`2b2Mi2/ HQM; bB/2 2p2`v 2tT2`BK2Mi M/ HH bmT@
TH2K2Mi`v Ki2`BH- 2X;X pB/2Q Ki2`BH- T2HH2i M/ /mbi bKTH2b- 2i+X `2
B/2MiB}2/ #v /i2 M/ iBK2 biKTbX 1+? 2tT2`BK2Mi Bb HbQ bbB;M2/ M
2tT2`BK2Mi A. U1tT OV b /2}M2/ BM i#H2 RR.XRX
HH i2KT2`im`2 M/ +QM+2Mi`iBQM /i `2 T`2b2Mi2/ QM i?2 bK2 b+H2
7Q` 2bv M/ /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM mMH2bb Qi?2`rBb2 bii2/X
RR.XR 1tT2`BK2MiH Ji`Bt
 iQiH Q7 b2p2M 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +QM/m+i2/ rBi? 7mHH ~K2 +?`+i2`BxiBQM-
BM+Hm/BM; irQ `272`2M+2 `mMb UOj M/ O9V BM i?2 #2;BMMBM; Q7 2+? Q7 i?2 irQ
i2bi /vbX h?2 iBK2 `272`2M+2 M/ pHm2 Q7 i?2 /Dmbi2/ T`K2i2` Bb T`2b2Mi2/
BM i#H2 RR.XRX
h#H2 RR.XR 1tT2`BK2MiH Ki`Bt 7Q` bBM;H2 T`K2i2` +?M;2bX HH Qi?2` +QM/B@
iBQMb `2 }t2/X
1tT .i2 hBK2 a2iiBM; lMBi
O //@KK@vvvv ??,KK *?M;2 (W) #b _27
R y8@Rk@kyRk R9,jj _272`2M+2 Oj ě ě ě ě
k Rd,kj .Bb+∗ 35 2.0 1.3 KK
j RN,88 h brB`H∗∗ −100 45 90 W
9 ye@Rk@kyRk yN,8y _272`2M+2 O9 ě ě ě ě
8 Rk,yk B`@bTHBi 50 0.3 0.15 ě
e R8,RN S i2KT 40 150 210 ◦*
d Rd,j9 GQ/∗∗∗ −33 4.8 6.4 iQMbf?
∗ h?2 /BbiM+2 `272`b iQ i?2 /Bb+ Qzb2i BM i?2 KBHHX
∗∗ h?2 T2`+2Mi;2 `272`b iQ i?2 T?vbB+H TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 brB`H2`X
∗ ∗ ∗ hQiH T2HH2i 722/ iQ HH bBt #m`M2`bX
 % 3FTVMUT
RR.Xk .2iBH2/ PT2`iBQMH *QM/BiBQMb
JmHiBTH2 QT2`iBQMH T`K2i2`b `2 KQMBiQ`2/ /m`BM; i?2 +KTB;MX  bmK@
K`v Q7 i?2 KQbi BKTQ`iMi T`K2i2`b U~Qr /i- KBHH b2iiBM;b- 2iX+V `2
HBbi2/ BM i#H2 RR.Xk M/ `2T`2b2Mib iBK2 p2`;2/ pHm2b /m`BM; i?2 bKTHBM;
iBK2b HBbi2/ BM i?2 b+?2/mH2b T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?2 #2;BMMBM; Q7 2+? Q7 i?2 b2+iBQMb
T`2b2MiBM; `2bmHibX
RR.Xj _272`2M+2 _mMb
 b2i Q7 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb ?p2 #22M b2H2+i2/ b  `272`2M+2 bii2X h?2b2
b2iiBM;b +Q``2bTQM/ iQ ivTB+H b2iiBM;b /m`BM; MQ`KH QT2`iBQM i 7mHH HQ/X
AX2X i?2 ~K2 b?QmH/ #2 bi#H2 M/ i?2 `2bmHib `2T2i#H2X _272`2M+2 ~K2 OR-
Oj- M/ O9 `2 HH 7mHHv KTT2/ rBi? ;QQ/ bTiBH `2bQHmiBQM BM #Qi? QTiB+H
M/ 2ti`+iBp2 K2i?Q/bX h?2 QTiB+H }#2` mb2/ iQ K2bm`2 ;b T?b2 i2K@
T2`im`2 /m`BM; `272`2M+2 ~K2 OR rb 7QmM/ iQ #2 7mHiv M/ ?2M+2 QMHv
;b T?b2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM K2bm`2K2Mib `2 pBH#H2 7Q` i?Bb ~K2X _272`2M+2
~K2 Ok Bb +?`+i2`Bx2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 b+`22MBM; K2i?Q/X
oB/2Q Ki2`BH 7`QK pB2r TQ`i - +7X };m`2 RRXk- Bb pBH#H2 7Q` HH `mMbX
RR.XjXR PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb
h?2 ~K2 Bb Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 pBbmH bT2+i`mK mbBM; pB/2Q 2[mBTK2Mi 7`QK i?2
bB/2 pB2r TQ`i UTQ`i - +7X };m`2 RRXkVX 6B;m`2 RR.XR b?Qrb i?2 ~K2 rBi?
M/ rBi?Qmi i?2 T`Q#2 BMb2`i2/X LQ +?M;2b BM i?2 ~K2 b?T2 `2 Q#b2`p2/-
;BpBM; +QM}/2M+2 i?i i?2 T`Q#2 /Q2b MQi BMi2``mTi i?2 ~Qr }2H/ iQ bB;MB}+Mi
/2;`22X
UV A., >1oRey3, yy,ykX U#V A., >1oReR3, yy,y8X
6B;m`2 RR.XR oB/2Q BK;2b Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX UV rBi? M/ U#V rBi?Qmi BM@
b2`i2/ T`Q#2X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb BMb2`i2/ 225 +KX





































































































































































































































































































































































































































h?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 Bb ;2M2`HHv Q#b2`p2/ iQ #2 bi#H2 M/ rBi?  +?`+i2`@
BbiB+ b?T2 b b?QrM BM };m`2 RR.XkX  b?`THv /2}M2/ +QMB+H b?T2 2K2`;2b
7`QK i?2 [m`H xQM2 M/ #`2Fb mT- bB;MB}+MiHv 2tTM/BM; BM /BK2i2` 7i2`
TT`QtBKi2Hv 1KX
6B;m`2 RR.Xk AHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ `272`2M+2 ~K2 b?T2 UA.,
>1oRey3, yy,ykVX
A_ BK;BM;- };m`2b RR.Xj M/ RR.X9- +H2`Hv b?Qr i?2 +QMB+H i`D2+iQ`B2b
Q7 i?2 2Mi`BMBM; T`iB+H2b- TT2`BM; b /`F i`BHb BM };m`2 RR.Xj M/ #Hm2
+QHQ`b BM };m`2 RR.X9X "Qi? BK;2b `2 +Tim`2/ rBi? i?2 bK2 +K2` #mi
T`2b2Mi2/ BM /Bz2`2Mi +QHQ` b+?2K2b 7Q` +H`BivX 6B;m`2 RR.Xj Bb  bBM;H2 7`K2-
BX2X i?2 KQK2MiMQmb bBimiBQM- r?2`2b };m`2 RR.X9 BHHmbi`i2b p2`;2/
pHm2b +`Qbb Ryk9 7`K2b +Tim`2/ i  94>x 7`2[m2M+vX
h?2 A_ `/BiBQM BMi2MbBiv ?b #22M i`MbHi2/ iQ  i2KT2`im`2 b+H2
#v  ;`2v #Q/v +HB#`iBQMX h?Bb i2KT2`im`2 b+H2 b?QmH/ #2 +QMbB/2`2/ b
2biBKi2/ pHm2b- #mi +M #2 mb2/ 2X;X iQ 2biBKi2 bm`7+2 i2KT2`im`2b Q7
i?B+F T`iB+H2 +HQm/b HBF2 i?2 QM2b 2K2`;BM; 7`QK i?2 [m`H xQM2X
6B;m`2 RR.Xj AMbiMi A_ BK;2
Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj UA., >1oyN-
7`K2, jd3VX
6B;m`2 RR.X9 A_ BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2
~K2 Oj- p2`;2/ +`Qbb Ry b2+QM/bX
% 3FGFSFODF 3VOT 
h?2 p2`;2/ A_ BK;2b- +7X };m`2 RR.X9- b?Qr ?Qr i?2 +QH/ T`iB+H2b
bT`2/ Qmi 7`QK i?2 [m`H xQM2 M/ `2 [mB+FHv ?2i2/X  H`;2 `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2 2Mbm`2b +QMp2+iBp2 i`MbTQ`i Q7 ?Qi ;b2b BM i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 ~K2X
6B;m`2 RR.X8 A_ BK;2 b2`B2b Q7 T`iB+H2b 2Mi`BMBM; i?2 [m`HX _272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX
6B;m`2 RR.X8 b?Qrb  +?`QMQHQ;B+H b2[m2M+2 Q7 A_ BK;2b U94>xVX  bi#H2
M/ 2p2M bmTTHv Q7 T`iB+H2b +M #2 b22M +`Qbb i?2 b2`B2bX _QTBM; Bb Q#b2`p2/
#mi +QH/ T`iB+H2b `2 MQi HHQr2/ iQ T2M2i`i2 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X
AM i?2 BMi2`2bi Q7 bb2bbBM; Mv /v@iQ@/v /`B7i BM i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/B@
iBQMb- +Q``2bTQM/BM; BK;2b Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?2 7QHHQr@
BM;X
6B;m`2 RR.Xe oAa BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X S`Q#2 BMb2`i2/ 225 +K
UA., >1oRyjj kk,yeVX
h?2 +QMB+H b?T2 Q7 i?2 ~K2 #b2 Bb HbQ b22M BM `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- +7X
};m`2 RR.Xe- 7i2` r?B+? i?2 ~K2 2tTM/b BM rB/i?X
 % 3FTVMUT
6B;m`2 RR.Xd AMbiMi A_ BK;2 Q7 `27@
2`2M+2 ~K2 O9X S`Q#2 BMb2`iBQM 75 +K
UA., >1oR3- 7`K2, 8ekVX
6B;m`2 RR.X3 A_ BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2
~K2 O9- p2`;2/ +`Qbb Ry b2+QM/bX
S`Q#2 BMb2`iBQM 75 +KX
6B;m`2b RR.Xd M/ RR.X3 b?Qr M BMbiMiM2Qmb BK;2 M/ M p2`;2/
A_ BK;2 Q7 `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 bK2 i`2M/b `2 b22M BM
`272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 b BM OjX .BbiBM+i `QTBM; Bb Q#b2`p2/ 7`QK };m`2 RR.Xd-
?Qr2p2`- i?Bb +QmH/ HbQ #2 7QmM/ BM `272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX lbBM; i?2 BMb2`i2/
T`Q#2 b  H2M;i? `272`2M+2 i?2 /2;`22 Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2 2Mi`BMK2Mi +M #2
bb2bb2/X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb BMb2`i2/ 75 +K Q` 0.54 [m`H /BK2i2`b M/ i?mb Bi +M
#2 b22M ?Qr i?2 +QH/ T`iB+H2b #`2Hv 2Mi2`b i?2 [m`H xQM2 #27Q`2 i?2v `2
?2i2/ M/ /`QrMb BM i?2 i?2`KH bB;MH 7`QK i?2 ?Qi +QK#mbiBQM ;b2bX
RR.X9 S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQM
h?2 #m`M2`b `2 72/ #v BM/BpB/mH /Bb+ KBHHb KFBM; /DmbiK2Mib iQ i?2 T`iB+H2
bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM 72/ iQ #m`M2` OjR +QMp2MB2Mi M/ rBi? +HQb2 iQ BKK2/Bi2
`2bTQMb2bX h?2 `272`2M+2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb mb2/  KBHH /Bb+ bT+BM; Q7
1.3KKX AM+`2bBM; i?2 KBHH /Bb+ bT+BM; Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ 2z2+iBp2Hv BM+`2b2 i?2
T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX  35W BM+`2b2 BM /Bb+ bT+BM; vB2H/b M #bQHmi2
/BbiM+2 Q7 2.0KKX
h#H2 RR.Xj hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 7m2H
#v +?M;BM; i?2 bT+BM; #2ir22M i?2 /Bb+ BM i?2 KBHH 722/BM; #m`M2` O31X
.i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2
//@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK KK KK
y8@Rk@kyRk Rd,kj R3,8R kXy RXj
% 1BSUJDMF 4J[F %JTUSJCVUJPO 
RR.X9XR J2bm`2/ S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQMb
h?2 2z2+i QM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM r?2M BM+`2bBM; i?2 KBHH /Bb+ bT+@
BM; ?b #22M MHvb2/ #v #Qi? *JaAw1_ȉM/ bB2p2 iQr2` MHvbBbX h?2
`2bmHib- +QKT`BM; /mbi +QHH2+i2/ /m`BM; `272`2M+2 +QM/BiBQMb U1.3KKV M/
7i2` i?2 +?M;2b iQ i?2 KBHH b2iiBM; U2.0KKV Bb b?QrM BM };m`2 RR.XNX "Qi?
i?2 *JaAw1_ȉM/ i?2 bB2p2 iQr2` `2bmHib BM/B+i2  bHB;?iHv ?B;?2` 7`+iBQM
Q7 H`;2` T`iB+H2b 7i2` i?2 +?M;2b ?p2 #22M K/2 iQ i?2 KBHHX >Qr2p2`- i?2
`2bmHiBM; BM+`2K2Mi BM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb bm`T`BbBM;Hv HQr +QMbB/@
2`BM; i?2 35W BM+`2b2 BM /Bb+ bT+BM;X 6Q`  +QKT`iBp2 bim/v #2ir22M i?2
*JaAw1_ȉM/ i?2 bB2p2 iQr2` K2i?Q/- TH2b2 `272` iQ i?2 7mHH 7m2H MHvbBb-
b2+iBQM RR"XkXjX




















 #6 camsizer, 1.3 mm
 #8 camsizer, 2.0 mm
UV *JaAw1_ȉX




















 #6 sieve, 1.3 mm
 #8 sieve, 2.0 mm
U#V aB2p2X
6B;m`2 RR.XN Sa. +QKT`BbQM /m`BM; +?M;2b iQ i?2 KBHH bT+BM;X UV b?Qrb i?2
*JaAw1_ȉ`2bmHib- U#V b?Qrb i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; bB2p2 iQr2` MHvbBbX
.mbi bKTH2b `2 +QHH2+i2/ #27Q`2- /m`BM;- M/ 7i2` i?2 +?M;2b iQ i?2
KBHH `2 BM 2z2+iX h#H2 RR.X9 +QKT`2b i?2 d10- d50- M/ d90 pHm2b 7Q` /mbi
bKTH2b Oe- d- 3- M/ NX h?2 TT`2Mi +?M;2 BM T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb
r2HH 2tT`2bb2/ BM `2bmHiBM; MHvbBb /iX 1bT2+BHHv r?2M +QKT`BM; i?2 d90
pHm2bX h?Bb HbQ b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 /Bb+ KBHH +QM};m`iBQM KF2b Bi TQbbB#H2 iQ
BMi`Q/m+2 +?M;2b iQ i?2 T`iB+H2 722/ i b?Q`i `2bTQMb2 iBK2bX
RR.X9Xk S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
M BM+`2b2 BM i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ /2bi#BHBx2 i?2
~K2 /m2 iQ bHQr2` ?2iBM; M/ i?2`2#v B;MBiBQM Q7 i?2 BM/BpB/mH T`iB+H2bX
AM i?2 T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib- i?Bb Bb b22M b  ;2M2`H /2+`2b2 U∼ 200EV BM
;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 BM i?2 7` }2H/ `2- b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 RR.XRyX Ai
Bb MQiB+2#H2 ?Qr i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 H`;2 T`iB+H2 ~K2 Bb ?B;?2` +HQb2bi
 % 3FTVMUT
h#H2 RR.X9 *QKT`BbQM Q7 Sa. /i #27Q`2- /m`BM;- M/ 7i2` +?M;2b iQ i?2
KBHH b2iiBM;X HH bKTH2b `2 +QHH2+i2/ QM i?2 }7i? Q7 .2+2K#2` kyRkX
aKTH2b hBK2 JBHH bT+BM; d10 d50 d90
O ??,KK KK KK KK KK
e Rj,ky 1.3 0.120 0.541 1.355
d Rd,y8 2.0 0.126 0.569 1.510
3 R3,j8 2.0 0.133 0.601 1.591
N ky,y3 1.3 0.128 0.544 1.356
iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?- /2+`2bBM; #2HQr i?2 `272`2M+2 i2KT2`im`2 i /BbiM+2b
x/D >∼1X aKHH i2KT2`im`2 /Bz2`2M+2b U< 50EV +HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?
bm;;2bi i?i i?2 BM+`2b2 BM T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM z2+ib i?2 ~K2 iQ 
;`2i2` /2;`22 /QrM bi`2K Q7 i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/X
h?2 Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb `2 Q#iBM2/ KMmHHv QM bBi2 /m2 iQ  /i 7HH Qmi
BM i?2 HQ;;BM; bvbi2K- i?mb- i?2 KBbbBM; 2``Q`@#`b BM };m`2 RR.XRRX >Qr2p2`-
KMmH `2/BM;b ?p2 #22M 7QmM/ iQ +QBM+B/2 r2HH rBi? i?2 p2`;2/ HQ;;2/
/i M/ i?mb Kv #2 mb2/ b ;QQ/ 2biBKi2b Q7 i?2 +imH Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM-
Hi?Qm;? bQK2 K`;BM Q7 2``Q` Kmbi #2 2tT2+i2/X 6B;m`2 RR.XRR b?Qrb ?Qr
i?2 Pk@H2p2H Bb ?B;?2` i?M i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 ~K2 H2M;i?-
+Q``2bTQM/b r2HH rBi?  HQr2` ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2X Hi?Qm;? i?2 `2bQM@
#H2 2tTHMiBQM rQmH/ #2  bHQr2` ?2i mT Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2- i?mb /2HvBM; i?2
`2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2b pBH#H2 7Q` QtB/iBQMX b rBHH #2 T`2b2Mi2/ M2ti- i?Bb HbQ
+Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb ;b T`Q}H2bX





















6B;m`2 RR.XRy :b T?b2 i2KT2`@
im`2b i U◦V BM+`2b2/ Sa. +QKT`2/ iQ
UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX




















T`Q}H2b i U◦V BM+`2b2/ Sa. M/ UV
`272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX _2/BM;b `2
Q#iBM2/ KMmHHvX
% 1BSUJDMF 4J[F %JTUSJCVUJPO 
P#b2`pBM; i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 KDQ` +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib- *Pk M/
>kP- bBKBH` +QM+HmbBQMb +M #2 /`rM- +7X };m`2 RR.XRkX >Qr2p2`- i?2 H2p2H
Q7 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib `2 ;2M2`HHv HQr2` BM i?2 2MiB`2 H2M;i? Q7 i?2 ~K2X
"Qi? i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 *Pk M/ >kP bi`i i bBKBH` Q` +HQb2 iQ bBKBH`
H2p2Hb b rb Q#b2`p2/ BM `272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj- #mi #Qi? BKK2/Bi2Hv /2+`2b2
iQ H2p2Hb r2HH #2HQr i?2 `272`2M+2 H2p2H- +QMi``v iQ i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2X
h?Bb +QmH/ BM/B+i2 i?i i?2 `i2 Q7 HQ+H +QK#mbiBQM Bb BM/22/ /2+`2b2/- 2p2M
i?Qm;? i?2 HQ+H ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 ?b BM+`2b2/X










































6B;m`2 RR.XRk :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib i U◦V
BM+`2b2/ Sa. M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX
GQQFBM; i i?2 T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQMb- *P M/ *>9- Q#pBQmb
/Bz2`2M+2b 2K2`;2 #2ir22M i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 M/ i?2 H`;2 T`iB+H2 ~K2X
ai`iBM; i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb +HQb2 iQ `272`2M+2 H2p2Hb- #Qi? i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7
*P M/ *>9 [mB+FHv /2+`2b2b iQ M2;HB;B#H2 H2p2Hb- +7X };m`2 RR.XRjX h?Bb
?TT2Mb i x/D > 0.7X aBM+2 i?2 Qp2`HH biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb `2KBM
mM+?M;2/ i?2 bm//2M /2+`2b2 BM Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b Bb  ;QQ/ BM/B+iBQM 7Q`
bHQr `2H2b2 Q7 pQHiBH2b HHQrBM; 7Q` BMbiMiM2Qmb QtB/iBQM QM+2 H2pBM; i?2
/2pQHiBHBxBM; T`iB+H2X
h?2 bK2 i`2M/b +M #2 Q#b2`p2/ r?2M HQQFBM; i i?2 H`;2` Tv`QHvbBb
T`Q/m+ib- +7X };m`2 RR.XR9X
b #Qi? i?2 HQ+H Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb- T`BK`v +QK#mbiBQM M/ Tv`QHvbBb
T`Q/m+ib bm;;2bi i?i +QK#mbiBQM Bb iFBM; TH+2 iQ  HQr2` /2;`22- QM  KQH2
iQ KQH2 #bBb- b i?2 Kbb ~Qr Q7 7m2H M/ B` Bb F2Ti +QMbiMiX Hi2`MiBp2Hv
iFBM; TH+2 BM Qi?2` xQM2b i?M HQM; i?2 +2Mi2` tBbX h?2 ;b T?b2 i2K@
T2`im`2- T`BK`v Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib +QM+2Mi`iBQMb +m`p2b
`2+?2b i?2 bK2 H2p2H b i?2 `272`2M+2 +m`p2 r?2M i?2 T`Q#2 Bb 7mHHv BMb2`i2/-
BM/B+iBM; +QKTH2i2 T2M2i`iBQM Q7 i?2 ~K2X h?mb- B7 i?2 `2+iBQM xQM2b r2`2
iQ +?M;2 Bi rQmH/ Q++m` BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQMX AM+`2bBM; i?2 Kbb Q7 2+?
 % 3FTVMUT










































6B;m`2 RR.XRj :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i U◦V
BM+`2b2/ Sa. M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX








































6B;m`2 RR.XR9 :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i U◦V BM+`2b2/
Sa. M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX
% 1BSUJDMF 4J[F %JTUSJCVUJPO 
BM/BpB/mH 7m2H T`iB+H2 rBHH BM+`2b2 i?2 `2HiBp2 KQK2MimK Q7 2+? T`iB+H2
M/ i?mb KFBM; i?2K H2bb HBF2Hv iQ `/BHHv /BbT2`b2- +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`@
2M+2 ~K2X AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; b2+iBQM- i?2 QTiB+H Q#b2`piBQM rBHH HbQ bm;;2bi
 KQ`2 M``Qr ~K2 b?T2 rBi? KQ`2 /BbiBM+i T`iB+H2 +HQm/ `QT2b 2Mi`BMBM;
i?2 +2Mi2` T`i Q7 i?2 ~K2X AM bmKK`v- TQQ` +`#QM #m`M@Qmi +QmH/ #2 
TQi2MiBH T`Q#H2K i i?2b2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX
RR.X9Xj PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb
 bHB;?iHv HQM;2` +QMB+H b?T2 +M #2 b22M i i?2 #b2 Q7 i?2 ~K2- r?2M
+QKT`BM; i?2 ~K2 mbBM; H`;2` T`iB+H2b rBi? `272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj- +7X };@
m`2 RR.XR8X "Qi? ~K2b ii+? r2HH iQ i?2 #m`M2` MQxxH2 M/ B;MBiBQM /Q2b
MQi b22K iQ #2  T`Q#H2KX h?2 im`#mH2Mi xQM2 Q7 i?2 ~K2- 2K2`;BM; 7`QK
i?2 +QMB+H #b2 7i2` TT`QtBKi2Hv 1K b22K iQ #2 KQ`2 +QM}M2/X "2 r`2
i?i i?2 bQQi `/BiBQM BM i?2 #QiiQK Q7 };m`2 RR.XR8 Q`B;BMi2b 7`QK i?2
#m`M2` QM i?2 HQr2` H2p2H i i?2 QTTQbBi2 rHH- i?Bb `2 ?b #22M ?i+?2/ BM
;`22MX
"Qi? TB+im`2b BM };m`2 RR.XR8 `2 b?QrM rBi? i?2 T`Q#2 BMb2`i2/ 225 +KX
Ai Bb +H2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`v
% "JS4QMJU 























6B;m`2 RR.Xk3 :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i U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6B;m`2 RR.Xjy :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib i
UV BM+`2b2/ a M/ U◦V `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
 % 3FTVMUT



















































6B;m`2 RR.XjR :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i UV
BM+`2b2/ a M/ U◦V `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X









































6B;m`2 RR.Xjk :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i UV BM@
+`2b2/ a M/ U◦V `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
% "JS4QMJU 
B` //b iQ i?2 D2i ~K2 HBF2 #2?pBQ`X h?Bb rQmH/ HbQ K2M i?i i?2 i2`iB`v
B` TQi2MiBHHv THvb  bB;MB}+Mi `QH2 BM i?2 Qp2`HH b?T2 Q7 i?2 ~K2X
UV AM+`2b2/ a- 2tT O8X U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- 2tT O9X
6B;m`2 RR.Xjj *QKT`BbQM Q7 UV BM+`2b2/ a ~K2 M/ U#V `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
6B;m`2 RR.Xj9 BHHmbi`i2b i?2 p2`;2/ ~K2 BM i?2 A_ bT2+i`mKX Ai TT2`b
+H2` ?Qr `QT2b Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2b KM;2 iQ T2M2i`i2 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 #QBH2`
r?2M +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?Bb ;`22b r2HH rBi? i?2 Q#b2`piBQMb
K/2 BM };m`2 RR.XjjX :2M2`HHv HQr2` i2KT2`im`2b BM i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/
HbQ BM/B+i2  r2F2M2/ +B`+mHiBQM xQM2X
UV AM+`2b2/ a- 2tT O8X U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- 2tT O9X
6B;m`2 RR.Xj9 *QKT`BbQM Q7 UV BM+`2b2/ a ~K2 M/ U#V `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
h?2 T`Q#2 Bb BMb2`i2/ 75 +KX
h?Bb +M HbQ #2 b22M B7 MHvxBM; M BMbiMi b?Qi Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2/ B`
bTHBi ~K2- +7X };m`2 RR.Xj8X qBi?  HQr2` `/BH /BbT2`bBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b
+QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2- i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~K2 b?T2 Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ #2
HQM;2` M/ KQ`2 M``QrX
 % 3FTVMUT
6B;m`2 RR.Xj8 A_ BK;2 Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2/ a ~K2 UA., >1okjXTir 7`K2, 8dyVX
RR.Xd S h2KT2`im`2
h?2 T`BK`v B` Bb 72/ iQ i?2 #m`M2` M/ KBt2/ rBi? i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M +``B2`
B` 1672KK 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X "v T`2?2iBM; i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr
i?2 T`iB+H2b rBHH 2Mi2` i?2 7m`M+2 i 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2 r?BH2 pQB/BM;
2tTHQbBQM ?x`/b BM i?2 KBHHb M/ +QMp2vBM; bvbi2KbX h#H2 RR.Xd HBbi i?2
iBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 +?M;2b iQ i?2 T`BK`v B` i2KT2`im`2X
h#H2 RR.Xd hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 S i2KT2`im`2X
.i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2
//@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK ◦* ◦*
ye@Rk@kyRk R8,RN Re,jN R8y kRy
"Qi? i?2 T`BK`v M/ i?2 +``B2` B` ~Qrb `2 brB`H2/ #27Q`2 KBtBM; 7@
i2` r?B+? i?2v 2Mi2` i?2 #QBH2` i?`Qm;? i?2 }`bi +QM+2Mi`B+ BMH2i- b b22M BM
};m`2 RR.XjeX
6B;m`2 RR.Xje *`Qbb b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 >1o #m`M2`- ?B;?HB;?iBM; i?2 Sf*fT`iB+H2
bvbi2KX
% 1" 5FNQFSBUVSF 
"2+mb2 i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr Bb bKHH +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 +``B2` B` ~Qr-
i?2 ~Qr M/ i2KT2`im`2 `iBQ #2ir22M i?2 irQ ~Qrb b?QmH/ #2 +QMbB/2`2/
BM Q`/2` iQ 2biBKi2 i?2 M2i BKT+i Q7 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 +?M;2X h?2 ~Qrb
M/ i?2 `2bT2+iBp2 i2KT2`im`2b `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 RR.X3 #b2/ QM p2`;2/
pHm2b 7`QK i?2 2t+i T2`BQ/X bbmKBM;  +QMbiMi bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv 7Q`
B` Q7 1.0076 FC·(F; ·E)−1 M/ M p2`;2/ HBi2`im`2 bT2+B}+ ?2i +T+Biv 7Q`
rQQ/ Q7 1.7 FC · (F; ·E)−1- i?2 ~Qrb M/ i2KT2`im`2b // mT iQ M2i TQbi@KBt
i2KT2`im`2b b HBbi2/ BM i#H2 RR.XNX
h#H2 RR.X3 6HQrb M/ i2KT2`im`2b /m`BM; `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 `mMbX
6HQr _2/m+2/ S i2KT _272`2M+2
F;fb ◦* ◦*
S 0.35 150 210
* 0.90 27.5 27.5
S2HH2i 1.78 27.5 27.5
h#H2 RR.XN L2i i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 KBt2/ S M/ * ~QrbX 1z2+iBp2 BKT+i Q7
`2/m+BM; i?2 S i2KT2`im`2 rBi? M/ rBi?Qmi i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 T2HH2i ?2i +T+BivX
_2/m+2/ S i2KT _272`2M+2
◦* ◦*
qBi? T2HH2i j3 9j
qBi?Qmi T2HH2i ek dN
h?mb- QMHv bKHH /Bz2`2M+2b `2 Q#b2`p2/ r?2M iFBM; i?2 ?2i +T+Biv
Q7 i?2 rQQ/v 7m2H T`iB+H2b BMiQ ++QmMi- `2/m+BM; i?2 TQbi@KBt bvbi2K U;b
M/ bQHB/ BM i?2`KH 2[mBHB#`BmKV #v 5E 7`QK 43 iQ 38 ◦* r?2M `2/m+BM; i?2
T`BK`v B` i2KT2`im`2 7`QK 210 iQ 150 ◦*X
h?2 bKHH M2i BKT+i QM i?2 KBt2/ ~Qr i2KT2`im`2 H2/b iQ QMHv M2;HB;B@
#H2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 K2bm`2/ ~K2 T`QT2`iB2b, ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 M/
Pk@H2p2H- +7X };m`2b RR.Xjd M/ RR.Xj3X
GBF2rBb2- i?2 T`Q;`2bb Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b
TT2` bBKBH` iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2- +7X };m`2 RR.XjNX
AM/B+iBQMb Q7  bHB;?iHv HQr2` +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b BM i?2 +HQb2
pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? +M #2 b22M BM };m`2b RR.X9y M/ RR.X9R r?B+?
+QmH/ bi2K 7`QK i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM i?2 B` M/ T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2b 72/ iQ i?2
#m`M2`X
RR.XdXR PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb
_2/m+BM; i?2 T`BK`v B` i2KT2`im`2 /Q2b MQi +?M;2 i?2 TT`2Mi ~K2
b?T2X Hi?Qm;? BM~m2M+BM;- Bi b22Kb `2bQM#H2 i?i  ;b ~Qr i2KT2`im`2
 % 3FTVMUT





















6B;m`2 RR.Xjd :b T?b2 i2KT2`@
im`2b i U◦V `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2
+QKT`2/ iQ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
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6B;m`2 RR.XjN :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib i U◦V
`2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
% 1" 5FNQFSBUVSF 









































6B;m`2 RR.X9y :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i U◦V
`2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X









































6B;m`2 RR.X9R :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i U◦V `2/m+2/
S i2KT2`im`2 M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
 % 3FTVMUT
`2/m+iBQM Q7 Dmbi 40E QM 3riX W Q7 i?2 iQiH B` ~Qr U2t+Hm/BM; `2+iBQMb BM
HH T?b2bV rBHH MQi BKT+i bB;MB}+MiHv QM i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~Qr }2H/X
UV _2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 `2/m+iBQM-
2tT OeX
U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- 2tT O9X
6B;m`2 RR.X9k *QKT`BbQM Q7 UV `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 ~K2 M/ U#V `272`2M+2
~K2 O9X
h?2 bK2 i`2M/b TT2` r?2M Q#b2`pBM; i?2 ~K2 BM i?2 A_ bT2+i`mKX
GQr T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti? Q7 i?2 +QH/ T`iB+H2b- +7X };m`2 RR.X9j M/ rBi? ;QQ/
`/BH /BbT2`bBQM- +7X };m`2 RR.X99
UV _2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2- 2tT OeX U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- 2tT O9X
6B;m`2 RR.X9j *QKT`BbQM Q7 UV `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 ~K2 M/ U#V `272`2M+2
~K2 O9X h?2 T`Q#2 Bb BMb2`i2/ 75 +KX
RR.X3 GQ/
_2/m+BM; i?2 HQ/ #v 33W 7`QK 6.4 iQ 4.7 iQMM2bf?Qm` URXd3 iQ 1.31 F;fbV-
vB2H/b MQiB+2#H2 BKT+i QM i?2 Q#b2`p2/ ~K2 T`QT2`iB2bX "2+mb2 +?M;BM;
i?2 7m2H ~Qr HbQ `2[mB`2 M /DmbiK2Mi Q7 i?2 B` ~Qrb-  KQ`2 /2iBH2/
% -PBE 
6B;m`2 RR.X99 A_ BK;2 Q7 i?2 `2/m+2/ S i2KT2`im`2 ~K2 UA., >1ok9XTir
7`K2, ReeVX
rHF i?`Qm;? Q7 i?2 THMi QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb rBHH #2 ;Bp2M BM i?Bb b2+iBQM-
7Q+mbBM; QMHv QM i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQMX
h#H2 RR.XRy HBbib i?2 iBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` i?2 `2/m+2/ HQ/ 2tT2`BK2MiX
h#H2 RR.XRy hBK2 b+?2/mH2 7Q` +?M;2b BM i?2 S i2KT2`im`2X
.i2 "2;BM 1M/ a2iiBM; _272`2M+2
//@KK@vvvv ??,KK ??,KK iQMbf? iQMbf?
ye@Rk@kyRk Rd,j9 RN,yN 9X3 eX9
RR.X3XR PT2`iBQMH *QM/BiBQMb i _2/m+2/ GQ/
E2v MmK#2`b i `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQM `2 HBbi2/ BM i#H2 RR.XRR M/ +QK@
T`2/ iQ `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X h?2 T2HH2i ~Qr Bb /Dmbi2/ M/ i?2 `2/m+iBQM BM
7m2H Bb +QKT2Mbi2/ #v  `2/m+2/ ~Qr Q7 +QK#mbiBQM B`- r?BH2 #Qi? T`BK`v
M/ +``B2` B` ~Qrb `2 KBMiBM2/ i `272`2M+2 pHm2bX
h?2 2z2+ib Q7 i?2 KmHiBT`K2i2` +?M;2b +``B2/ Qmi iQ bi#BHBx2 i?2 `2@
/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 ?p2 #22M +H+mHi2/ M/ T`2b2Mi2/ BM i#H2 RR.XRkX "2+mb2
i?2 /DmbiK2Mi BM bmTTHB2/ B` Bb QMHv +``B2/ Qmi #v `2/m+BM; i?2 ~Qr Q7 +QK@
#mbiBQM B`- i?2 biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb BM i?2 Sf* +?MM2H +?M;2b #v
14W +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 +b2X LQi2- i?i Hi?Qm;?  `2/m+iBQM BM i?2
bmTTHB2/ KQmMi Q7 B` ?b #22M /QM2 i?2 Qp2`HH biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb
biBHH BM+`2b2b iQr`/b Qp2`HH 7m2H H2M2` +QM/BiBQMbX M BM+`2K2Mi Q7 29W BM
λ@pHm2 ?b #22M +H+mHi2/- +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ M Qtv;2M 2t+2bb Q7 4.93 pQHX W
Ur2iV +QKT`2/ iQ 2.63 pQHX W Ur2iV BM i?2 `272`2M+2 +b2X
h?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` 2tBi p2HQ+Biv- 2biBKi2/ 7`QK i?2 +`Qbb b2+iBQMH `2
Q7 i?2 b2+QM/`v M/ i2`iB`v B` +?MM2Hb r?2M 2Mi2`BM; i?2 [m`H- #Qi? /2@
+`2b2b b  `2bmHi Q7 i?2 /2+`2K2Mi BM ~Qr M/ KBMiBM2/ B` bTHBiX qBi?Qmi
FMQrBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 brB`H2`b- +QM+HmbBQMb QM i?2 2z2+i QM i?2 brB`H MmK#2`
+M #2 /B{+mHiX
 % 3FTVMUT
h#H2 RR.XRR E2v T`K2i2`b /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQMX
_27 O9 GQ/ *?M;2
1tT2`BK2Mi O 9 d #bQHmi2 _2HiBp2
S2HH2i ~Qr F;fb 1.78 1.31 −0.464 −35.3
* ~Qr F;fb 0.900 0.902 0.00 0.288
S B` ~Qr F;fb 0.353 0.353 0.00 −0.0283
*QK#mbiBQM B` ~Qr F;fb 10.66 8.936 −1.724 −19.29
B` bTHBi W 15.0 16.2 1.18 7.32
a brB`H W 60.9 60.9 0.00 0.00
h brB`H W 90.5 90.5 0.00 0.00
*``B2` B` i2KT ◦* 27 27 0.00 0.00
S i2KT ◦* 210 209 −1.00 −0.478
*QK#mbiBQM B` i2KT ◦* 307 306 −1.00 −0.327
JBHH /Bb+ /BbiM+2 KK 1.38 1.38 0.00 0.00
JBHH TQr2` 47.80 42.98 −4.82 −11.2
h#H2 RR.XRk aiQB+?BQK2i`B+ M/ F2v ~Qr #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb /m`BM; `2/m+2/
HQ/X
_27 O9 GQ/ *?M;2
1tT2`BK2Mi O 9 d #bQHmi2 _2HiBp2
λ UQp2`HHV ě 1.16 1.35 0.19 14.1
λ USY*V ě 0.120 0.170 0.0500 29.4
Pk 2t+2bb W r2i 2.63 4.93 2.30 46.7
a 2tBi p2H Kfb 10.2 9.21 −0.990 −10.7
h 2tBi p2H Kfb 23.9 19.7 −4.18 −21.2
*YS 2tBi p2H Kfb 14.2 14.2 0.0100 0.0706
RR.X3Xk S`Q#2 J2bm`2K2Mi _2bmHib
SH2b2 MQi2- i?i bBM+2  `2/m+iBQM BM HQ/- ?b K/2 KQ`2 bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2b
iQ i?2 Q#b2`p2/ ~K2 T`QT2`iB2b i?M b22M 7`QK Mv Q7 i?2 Qi?2` QT2`iBQMH
+QM/BiBQMb- i?2 `M;2b Q7 i?2 t2b QM i?2 T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mi `2bmHi };m`2b
?p2 #22M `2@b+H2/X
_2/m+BM; i?2 HQ/ ?b- i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 `2+? Q7 i?2 T`Q#2- HQr2`2/ i?2
+2Mi2` tBb ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2- +7X };m`2 RR.X98X h?2 KtBKmK i2KT2`@
im`2 Bb Q#b2`p2/ i i?2 p2`v MQxxH2 Q7 i?2 #m`M2` r?2`2 i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Bb
+QKT`#H2 iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 +b2X .m`BM; i?2 7QHHQrBM; 1.5 #m`M2` /BK2i2`b
i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 /2+`2b2b #v TT`QtBKi2Hv 200E- vB2H/BM; i2K@
T2`im`2 /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M i?2 `2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 M/ i?2 `272`2M+2 +b2 Q7
mT iQ ∼ 300EX i Dmbi b?Q`i Q7 1.5 #m`M2` /BK2i2`b i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`@
im`2 `2+?2b  HQ+H KBMBKmK 7i2` r?B+? i?2 i2KT2`im`2 BM+`2b2b bHB;?iHv
iQ #mHF ~Qr i2KT2`im`2bX i 3.5 #m`M2` /BK2i2`b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2
`2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 M/ `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9 `2 +QKT`#H2 M/ T`2bmK#Hv
+HQb2 iQ #QBH2` 2MpB`QMK2Mi H2p2HX
% -PBE 
h?2 Pk@H2p2H- +7X };m`2 RR.X9e- Bb ?B;?2` i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 ~K2X "2+mb2
i?2 biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb BM i?2 Sf* +?MM2H ?b BM+`2b2/ #v +HQb2
iQ 30W M/ i?2 Qp2`HH λ@pHm2 #v 14W- i?2 b?B7i BM Pk@H2p2H Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ
#2 TT`2Mi H i?2 rv 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X *QMi``v iQ i?2 ;b T?b2
i2KT2`im`2 T`Q}H2- i?2 Pk@T`Q}H2 /2p2HQTb ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 bK2 i`2M/ b
Q#b2`p2/ 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2- Hi?Qm;? b?B7i2/ iQr`/b 7m2H H2M2` +QM/B@
iBQMbX h?2 Qtv;2M H2p2H T2Fb i `QmM/ k #m`M2` /BK2i2`b 7`QK i?2 #m`M2`
KQmi?- b rb i?2 +b2 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2X h?2 T2F +QM+2Mi`iBQM ?Qr@
2p2`- BM+`2b2b 7`QK TT`QtBKi2Hv 6 pQHX W Ur2iV iQ Dmbi Qp2` 11 pQHX W r?2M
+?M;BM; 7`QK `272`2M+2 +QM/BiBQMb iQ `2/m+2/ HQ/X h?2 bBKBH`BiB2b BM i`2M/b
Q7 i?2 Pk@T`Q}H2b +QmH/ bm;;2bi bBKBH` KBtBM; K2+?MBbKb rBi? +QK#mbiBQM
B`X h?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM HQ+H Pk@pBH#BHBiv Bb TT`2Mi i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 2MiB`2
H2M;i? Q7 i?2 ~K2X






















6B;m`2 RR.X98 :b T?b2 i2KT2`@
im`2b i U◦V `2/m+2/ HQ/ +QKT`2/ iQ
UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X



















Note the change y-directional in scale
6B;m`2 RR.X9e Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb
T`Q}H2b i U◦V `2/m+2/ HQ/ +QKT`2/ iQ
UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
b rb b22M 7Q` i?2 Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2- bBKBH` i`2M/b #2ir22M i?2
`272`2M+2 ~K2 M/ `2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 BM i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 i?2 *Pk@T`Q}H2
?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/X
Hi?Qm;? Qtv;2M Bb `2/BHv pBH#H2- +7X };m`2 RR.X9e- M/ i?2 i2KT2`@
im`2b 2H2pi2/- +7X };m`2 RR.X98- i?2 HQ+H *Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM BM i?2 pB+BMBiv
Q7 i?2 #m`M2` Bb bB;MB}+MiHv HQr2` i?M i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2X AM ;2M2`H- i?2
+QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 #Qi? T`BK`v +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib- *Pk M/ >kP- `2 bB;@
MB}+MiHv HQr2` rBi?BM i?2 }`bi i?`22 #m`M2` /BK2i2`bX h?2 *Pk@H2p2H `2+?2b
`272`2M+2 [mMiBiB2b i 7Qm` #m`M2` /BK2i2`bX
h?2 Tv`QHvbBb ;b T`Q}H2b TT2`b iQ 7QHHQr i?2 i`2M/b Q#b2`p2/ 7`QK i?2
`272`2M+2 ~K2X 1p2M i?Qm;? i?2 Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb `2 ?B;?- MQiB+2#H2 [mM@
iBiB2b Q7 #Qi? *P- *>9- *k>k M/ *k>9 +M #2 Q#b2`p2/X qBi? i?2 2t+2TiBQM
 % 3FTVMUT












































6B;m`2 RR.X9d :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib i U◦V
`2/m+2/ HQ/ M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
Q7 *k>k i?2 `2KBMBM; Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b 7QHHQrb i?2 bK2 i`2M/ b i?2 `272`2M+2
~K2- #mi rBi? M TT`QtBKi2 50W `2/m+iBQM BM pQHmK2i`B+ +QM+2Mi`iBQMX











































6B;m`2 RR.X93 :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 KDQ` Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i U◦V
`2/m+2/ HQ/ M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
RR.X3Xj PTiB+H P#b2`piBQMb
q?2M `2/m+BM; i?2 HQ/ U`2/m+iBQM BM /mbi ~Qr M/ +Q``2bTQM/BM; `2/m+iBQM
BM B` ~Qr iQ KBMiBM Qp2`HH +QMbiMi biQB+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMbV i?2 ~K2
#2+QK2b mMbi#H2- ~m+imiBM; M/ 7`2[m2MiHv HB7iBM;X 6B;m`2 RR.X8y b?Qrb
% -PBE 








































6B;m`2 RR.X9N :b +QM+2Mi`iBQM T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 Tv`QHvbBb T`Q/m+ib i U◦V `2/m+2/
HQ/ M/ UV `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
?Qr i?2 ~K2 Bb HB7iBM; 7`QK i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? M/ i?2 ~K2 #QmM/`B2b `2
H2bb /2}M2/ +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2- +7X };m`2 RR.X8y#X
UV _2/m+2/ HQ/- 2tT OdX U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- 2tT O9X
6B;m`2 RR.X8y *QKT`BbQM Q7 UV `2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 M/ U#V `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
6B;m`2 RR.X8R b?Qrb irQ +QMb2+miBp2 7`K2b Ui 24>xVX 6`QK i?Bb Bi T@
T2`b +H2` ?Qr /vMKB+ i?2 ~K2 #2?pBQ` TT2`b /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/
QT2`iBQMX
1ti2MbBp2 2Mi`BMK2Mi Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2b `2 Q#b2`p2/ #v i?2 A_ +K2`-
+7X };m`2 RR.X8kX .BbiBM+iBp2 `QT2b Q7 T`iB+H2b +M #2 B/2MiB}2/ M/ 
#Bb iQr`/b i?2 #QiiQK Q7 i?2 #m`M2` +M #2 B/2MiB}2/X b M2Bi?2` i?2 ~Qr
Q7 T`BK`v MQ` +``B2` B` ?b #22M `2/m+2/- +7X i#H2 RR.XRR- Bi b2`p2b iQ
BHHmbi`i2 ?Qr BKTQ`iMi M BKT+i i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ?b QM i?2 `2bmHiBM;
~Qr }2H/ BM i?2 [m`H xQM2X
 % 3FTVMUT
UV _2/m+2/ HQ/- t = t1X U#V _2/m+2/ HQ/- t = t1 + 1/24 bX
6B;m`2 RR.X8R 6HK2 b?T2 /2p2HQTK2Mi i `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQMX
UV _2/m+2/ HQ/- 2tT OdX U#V _272`2M+2 ~K2 O9- 2tT O9X
6B;m`2 RR.X8k *QKT`BbQM Q7 UV `2/m+2/ HQ/ ~K2 M/ U#V `272`2M+2 ~K2 O9X
h?2 T`Q#2 Bb BMb2`i2/ 75 +KX
6B;m`2 RR.X8j b?Qrb M BMbiMi b?Qi Q7 i?2 #m`M2` QT2`iBM; i `2/m+2/
HQ/X Ai +M +H2`Hv #2 b22M ?Qr  /2Mb2 `QT2 Q7 +QH/ T`iB+H2b T2M2i`i2 7`
BMiQ i?2 #QBH2`X lbBM; i?2 T`Q#2 b  `272`2M+2 Q7 /BbiM+2 UBMb2`i2/ 75 +K BMiQ
i?2 #QBH2`V M TT`QtBKi2 T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti? Q7 ∼ 1.2K +M #2 2biBKi2/X
Hi?Qm;? T`iB+H2 `QT2b /Q 2K2`;2 7`QK i?2 iQT T`i Q7 i?2 #m`M2`- MQM2
?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/ rBi? i?2 bK2 T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti? MQ` /2MbBiv b i?2 QM2
BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 RR.X8jX
% -PBE 




*?Ti2` RR. T`2b2Mi2/ i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi `2bmHib M/ iQ bQK2 2ti2Mi /Bb+mbb2/
i?2 +[mB`2/ /iX h?Bb +?Ti2` rBHH 7m`i?2` /Bb+mbb i?2 `2bmHib M/ r?2M
TQbbB#H2 +QKT`2 i?2K iQ 2tT2+iiBQMbX
RR1XR h?2 _272`2M+2 6HK2
S`2HBKBM`v *6. bBKmHiBQMb Ui?2 KQ/2H T`QpB/2/ #v .PL: 1M2`;vV ?p2
#22M +``B2/ Qmi QM i?2 7mHH #m`M2` ;2QK2i`v rBi? i?2 brB`H2`b BM #Qi? i?2
b2+QM/`v M/ i?2 i2`iB`v +?MM2H BM i?2 7mHHv 7Q`r`/ TQbBiBQMX h?Bb rBHH
KQbi HBF2Hv BM+`2b2 i?2 bB;MB}+M+2 Q7 i?2 `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2bX .m2 iQ i?2
+QKTH2tBiv M/ i?2 FMQrM bmb+2TiB#BHBiv iQr`/b ?vbi2`2bBb M/ TQi2MiBHHv
KmHiBTH2 bi#H2 QT2`iBQM +QM/BiBQMb Bi +M #2 /B{+mHi iQ bb2bb i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b
BM BKT+i Q7 i?2 brB`H2` TQbBiBQMbX h?2 7QHHQrBM; /Bb+mbbBQM iF2b bi`iBM;
TQBMi BM i?2 bbmKTiBQM i?i i?2 Q#b2`p2/ ~K2 b?`2  +QKKQM Qp2`HH ~Qr
}2H/ bi`m+im`2 rBi? i?2 bBKmHiBQM /iX
aBKTHB7vBM; i?2 ~Qr }2H/ QmiTmi /BpB/2b i?2 p2`iB+H +2Mi2` THM2 BMiQ irQ
KDQ` `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2b,  H`;2 +2Mi`H BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 UA_wV
M/ M 2ti2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 U1_wV #2ir22M i?2 #QBH2` rHH M/ i?2
+QK#mbiBQM B`X
h?2 brB`HBM; M/ T`iB+H2 H/2M S ~Qr- 2Mi2`BM; i?2 7m`M+2 i?`Qm;? i?2
i?B`/ +QM+2Mi`B+ +B`+H2 i  `/Bmb Q7 150Ĝ220KK Q` 0.14Ĝ0.20#m`M2` /BK2i2`b-
+`2i2b  /2Mb2 `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 ii+?BM; i?2 ~K2 iQ #m`M2`X h?Bb #Hmz@
#Q/v BM/m+2/ `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 7+BHBii2b i?2 BMBiBH KBtBM; #2ir22M +QK#mb@
iBQM B` M/ i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v B` ~Qr M/ ii+?2b i?2 ~K2 iQ i?2
#m`M2`X h?2 #Hmz@#Q/v `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2b ?p2 #22M QKBii2/ BM i?2 BHHmbi`@
iBQMb BM Q`/2` iQ bBKTHB7v i?2 bF2i+?BM;X q?2i?2` M +imH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
Bb 2bi#HBb?2/ /QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 ~K2 ?QH/2` ?b #22M [m2biBQM2/ BM b+H2/
+QH/ ~Qr 2tT2`BK2Mib (j3d)- ?Qr2p2`- T`2HBKBM`v +QH/ ~Qr *6. bBKmHiBQMb
bmTTQ`i i?2 2tBbi2M+2 Q7  bi`QM; #mi bKHH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Q7 ?B;? im`#m@
H2M+2X h?2 b2+QM/`v M/ i2`iB`v B` ~Qrb- 2Mi2`BM; i?2 #m`M2` i?`Qm;? i?2
Qmi2` +QMb2+miBp2 +QM+2Mi`B+ +?MM2Hb- 2Mi2` i?2 [m`H xQM2 i ?B;? p2HQ+Biv
M/ [mB+FHv K2`;2b iQ  bBM;H2 ~QrX i i?2 TQBMi Q7 2Mi`M+2 iQ i?2 bHQr KQp@
BM; #mHF ;b BM i?2 7m`M+2 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` Bb M;H2/ Qmir`/b +`2iBM;
`2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2b BM i?2 HQr T`2bbm`2 `2b QM #Qi? i?2 BM@ M/ 2ti2`MH bB/2
Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` ~QrX
 & %JTDVTTJPOT BOE $PODMVTJPOT
h?2b2 T`BK`v ~Qr }2H/ T`QT2`iB2b `2 QmiHBM2/ BM };m`2 RR1XR- TT`QtB@




6B;m`2 RR1XR TT`QtBKi2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; `272`2M+2 QT2`iBQM #b2/ QM T`2HBK@
BM`v *6. +H+mHiBQMb M/ i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi `2bmHibX
h?2 ~K2 b?T2 Q#b2`p2/ /m`BM; i?2 +KTB;M +Q``2bTQM/b r2HH iQ i?2b2
~Qr }2H/ 2biBKiBQMbX  /BbiBM+i +QM+p2 b?T2 +M #2 2bBHv B/2MiB}2/- +7X
};m`2b RR.Xk M/ RR.XeX h?2 im`#mH2Mi xQM2 7QHHQrBM; i?2 r2HH /2}M2/ #b2
Q7 i?2 ~K2 BM/B+i2b i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 `2+B`+mHiBM; #2?pBQ`- +Q``2bTQM/BM;
r2HH iQ i?2 ~Qr }2H/ T`2/B+iBQMbX h?2 7+i i?i i?2 ~K2 Bb r2HH ii+?2/
M/ T2`7Q`Kb bi#Hv M/ rBi? ;QQ/ B;MBiBQM HbQ BM/B+i2 i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 
bi`QM; BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 7+BHBiiBM; i?2 +QMp2+iBp2 i`MbTQ`i Q7 ?Qi
+QK#mbiBQM T`Q+2bb2b iQ i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/X
h?2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 ?b #22M 7QmM/ iQ #2
bi#H2 M/ ;b +QM+2Mi`iBQMb- ~K2 b?T2b- M/ i2KT2`im`2b ?p2 #22M `2@
T`Q/m+B#H2 iQ M ++2Ti#H2 /2;`22 +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 im`#mH2Mi +QM/BiBQMb BM
brB`H bi#BHBx2/ +QK#mbiBQMX
RR1Xk S`K2i2` o`BiBQMb
qBi? bi`iBM; TQBMi BM i?2 #bB+ ~K2 b?T2 M/ bBKTHB}2/ M/ xQM2 /BpB/2/
~Qr T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2- 2+? QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQM rBHH #2 /Bb@
+mbb2/ BM i?2 7QHHQrBM;X
& 1BSBNFUFS 7BSJBUJPOT 
PmiHBM2b Q7 i?2 KBM ~Qr }2H/ T`QT2`iB2b `2 bF2i+?2/ Qmi mM/2` 2+?
BM/BpB/mH rHF i?`Qm;? Q7 ~K2 `2bTQMb2bX h?2b2 bF2i+?2b iF2 bi`iBM; TQBMi
BM i?2 `272`2M+2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX h?2 BKT+i Q7 QT2`iBQMH +?M;2b `2
#b2/ QM  K2+?MBbiB+ mM/2`biM/BM; bmTTQ`i2/ #v i?2 7mHH b2i Q7 /i 7`QK
i?2 `2bmHib +?Ti2`X
RR1XkXR AM+`2b2 BM S`iB+H2 aBx2 .Bbi`B#miBQM
h?2 KBM 72im`2b Q7 i?2 ~K2 QT2`i2/ mM/2` BM+`2b2/ T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#m@
iBQM +M #2 bmKK`Bx2/ b 7QHHQrb U`272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj Bb mb2/ 7Q` `272`2M+2V,
Ç :2M2`HHv HQr2` ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i x/D > 1
Ç >B;?2` HQ+H +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 Pk BM i?2 2MiB`2iv Q7 i?2 ~K2
Ç Sv`QHvbBb ;b2b `2 QMHv T`2b2Mi BM i?2 p2`v M2` #m`M2` }2H/
Ç GQ+H +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib `2 ;2M2`HHv HQr2`
Ç h?2 ~K2 b?T2 TT2`b KQ`2 M``Qr
Ç JQ`2 /2}M2/ T`iB+H2 `QT2b T2M2i`iBM; 7m`i?2` BMiQ i?2 7m`M+2 +M #2
B/2MiB}2/ 7QHHQrBM; i`D2+iQ`B2b +HQb2 iQ i?2 +2Mi2` tBb
h?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 BM+`2b2/ T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM ?b #22M i2MiiBp2Hv
bF2i+?2/ Qmi BM };m`2 RR1Xk iFBM; bi`iBM; TQBMi BM i?2 T`2HBKBM`v *6.
+H+mHiBQMb mb2/ iQ ;2M2`i2 i?2 `272`2M+2 bF2i+?- +7X };m`2 RR1XRX
AM+`2bBM; i?2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 /Bbi`B#miBQM rBHH BM i2`Kb BM+`2b2 i?2 Kbb M/
i?2`2#v i?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 BM/BpB/mH T`iB+H2bX h?Bb KF2b i?2 T`iB+H2b
KQ`2 T`QKTi iQ T2M2i`i2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 M/ BMi2`72`2 rBi? i?2
bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X h?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
Bb bi#BHBx2/ #v i?2 HQr T`2bbm`2 xQM2 BM i?2 +Q`2 Q7 i?2 ~K2 M/ i?2 ?B;?
p2HQ+Biv ~Qr Q7 i?2 b2+QM/`v M/ i2`iB`v B`X >Qr2p2`- B7 Kbb Bb HHQr2/ iQ
T2M2i`i2 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2- iFBM; QM ~K2 ivT2@y T`QT2`iB2b-
i?Bb BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 rBHH /2bi#BHBx2 /m2 iQ, RX +QmMi2` ~Qr 7`QK
i?2 +2Mi2` D2i M/ kX  T`2bbm`2 BM+`2b2 BM i?2 +Q`2 Q7 i?2 ~K2 /m2 iQ i?2
~Qr Q7 i?2 +2Mi2` D2iX h?2 KQ`2 M``Qr ~K2 b?T2 +QmH/ BM/B+i2  +QHHTb2
Q7 i?Bb BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X
h?2 HQr2` i2KT2`im`2b M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+i +QM+2Mi`iBQMb +QK#BM2/
rBi? ?B;? Qtv;2M +QM+2Mi`iBQM BM/B+i2 TQQ` KBtBM; T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?Bb ~K2X
q?B+?- 2bT2+BHHv HQM; i?2 +2Mi2` HBM2- rQmH/ #2 2tT2+i2/ 7Q`  ~K2 ivT2@k
iQ y i`MbBiBQMX




6B;m`2 RR1Xk TT`QtBKi2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; BM+`2b2/ Sa. QT2`iBQMX tBH
KQK2MimK BM+`2b2 BHHmbi`i2/ #v `2/ ``QrbX
RR1XkXk .2+`2b2/ h arB`H
h?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 r?2M /2+`2bBM; i?2 /2;`22 i2`iB`v B` brB`H `2HiBp2 iQ
`272`2M+2 ~K2 Oj +M #2 bmKK`Bx2/ b 7QHHQrb,
Ç :2M2`HHv HQr2` ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b i x/D > 1
Ç :2M2`HHv ?B;?2` Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQMb BM i?2 7` #m`M2` }2H/
Ç :2M2`HHv HQr2` +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib BM i?2 7` #m`M2`
}2H/
Ç aB;MB}+MiHv HQr2` +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b BM i?2 M2` #m`M2`
}2H/
Ç  KQ`2 M``Qr ~K2 HQQbBM; i?2 +QM+p2 b?T2 Q7 i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2
Ç 6HK2 HB7i M/ T`iB+H2 `QTBM;
6B;m`2 RR1Xj QmiHBM2b i?2 KBM ~Qr }2H/ T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 `2/m+2/ i2`iB`v
B` brB`H QT2`iBQMX
"2+mb2 i?2 #m`M2` Bb QT2`i2/ i  ?B;?Hv bF2r2/ +QK#mbiBQM B` `iBQ
UAS = 0.15V i?2M +?M;BM; i?2 /2;`22 Q7 brB`H BM i?2 i2`iB`v B` ~Qr rBHH iQ 
H`;2 2ti2M/ /2}M2 i?2 brB`HBM; T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 ~K2X LQiB+2#H2 /Bz2`2M+2b




6B;m`2 RR1Xj TT`QtBKi2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; `2/m+2/ h brB`H QT2`iBQM #b2/
QM T`2HBKBM`v *6. +H+mHiBQMbX h?2 `2/m+2/ BM~m2M+2 Q7 h brB`H Bb BHHmbi`i2/ #v
;`22M ``QrbX
iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2 ?p2 BM/22/ #22M Q#b2`p2/X "Qi? rBi? `2bT2+i iQ pBbmH
Q#b2`piBQMb U~K2 b?T2- T`iB+H2 +HQm/ i`D2+iQ`B2b- M/ Qp2`HH bi#BHBivV
M/ r?2M [mMiB7vBM; i?2 BM ~K2 T`QT2`iB2b Ui2KT2`im`2 M/ ;b bT2+B2b
+QKTQbBiBQMVX
.2+`2bBM; i?2 brB`H BM+`2b2b i?2 tBH p2HQ+Biv +QKTQM2Mi M/ i?2`2#v
i?2 tBH KQK2MimK `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 iM;2MiBHX h?Bb /2bi#BHBx2b #Qi? i?2 BM@
i2`MH M/ i?2 2ti2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 r?B+? +M #2 BKK2/Bi2Hv B/2MiB}2/
7`QK i?2 ~K2 b?T2 HQQbBM; Bib +QM+p2 b?T2 iQ  KQ`2 7mMM2H b?T2/ #b2X
*QKT`#H2 UiQ i?2 `272`2M+2 ~K2V i2KT2`im`2b M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+i
+QM+2Mi`iBQMb BM i?2 pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2 #m`M2` BM/B+i2b i?i i?2 ~K2?QH/2`
BM/m+2/ ~K2 ii+?K2Mi Bb KBMiBM2/X AM 7+i- bBKBH` T`QT2`iB2b 7Q` i2K@
T2`im`2 M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib +M #2 7QmM/ b 7` b irQ #m`M2` /BK2i2`b
/QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 MQxxH2- BM/B+iBM;  +QMiBMm2/ T`2b2M+2 Q7  bi`QM; BMi2`MH
`2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X
h?2 /2+`2K2Mi BM Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b BM i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ /Q2b ?Qr2p2`
BM/B+i2 bQK2 BM~m2M+2 QM i?2 ~K2 +Q`2 M/ /Q2b bmTTQ`i i?2 bB;MB}+M+2
Q7 +QMp2+iBp2 i`MbTQ`i Q7 T`BK`BHv ?2i 7`QK i?2 T`BK`v KBtBM; xQM2b iQ
i?2 B;MBiBQM xQM2b Q7 i?2 ~K2X AMbm{+B2Mi pBH#BHBiv Q7 2bBHv +QK#mbiB#H2
Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b Bb T`BK2 iQ #2 i?2 +mb2 Q7 i?2 ~K2 BMbi#BHBiB2b Q#b2`p2/ b
~K2 HB7ibX
RR1XkXj AM+`2b2 BM a
h?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2 B` bTHBi QM i?2 ~K2 T`QT2`iB2b +M #2 bmKK`Bx2/ b 7QHHQrb,
Ç aHB;?iHv HQr2` ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b
 & %JTDVTTJPOT BOE $PODMVTJPOT
Ç aHB;?iHv ?B;?2` Pk +QM+2Mi`iBQMb
Ç aHB;?iHv HQr2` HQ+H +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib
Ç lMB7Q`K i2M/2M+B2b 7Q` HH [mMiB}2/ T`K2i2`b
Ç aHB;?iHv KQ`2 M``Qr ~K2 iFBM; QM  +QMp2t b?T2
hrQ b+2M`BQb +M 2KMi2 7`QK +?M;BM; i?2 `iBQ #2ir22M b2+QM/`v
M/ i2`iB`v B` ~QrbX "2+mb2 i?2 i`D2+iQ`v Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` Bb H`;2Hv
/2i2`KBM2/ #v i?2 T`2bbm`2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 ?B;? p2HQ+Biv brB`HBM; +QK@
#mbiBQM B` M/ i?2 HQr T`2bbm`2 xQM2b QM 2Bi?2` bB/2- i?2 M2i 2z2+i rBHH /2T2M/
QM ?Qr i?Bb +?M;2 BM `iBQ rBHH 2z2+i i?2 `2HiBp2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 T`2bbm`2
/Bz2`2M+2b iQ 2Bi?2` bB/2 Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B`- +7X };m`2 RR1X9X
¢P1
¢P2
6B;m`2 RR1X9 AHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 BKT+i Q7 +?M;2b BM i?2 a QM i?2 T`2bbm`2
/Bz2`2M+2bX
AM +b2 Q7  `2HiBp2 ;`2i2` T`2bbm`2 /Bz2`2M+2 QM i?2 BMi2`MH bB/2 Q7
+QK#mbiBQM B` bi`2K- i?Bb rBHH bi`2M;i?2M i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
xQM2- M``QrBM; i?2 ~K2 b?T2- +7X };m`2 RR1X8X
*QMi``v- B7 i?2 T`2bbm`2 +?M;2b 7pQ` bi`2M;i?2MBM; Q7 i?2 2ti2`MH `2+B`@
+mHiBQM xQM2 QM i?2 QmibB/2 Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` bi`2Kb Bi rBHH `2bmHi BM 
b+2M`BQ bF2i+?2/ Qmi BM };m`2 RR1XeX
RR1XkX9 _2/m+2/ S h2KT2`im`2
_2/m+BM; i?2 T`BK`v B` i2KT2`im`2 /B/ BM b?Q`i H2/ iQ i?2 7QHHQrBM; ~K2
`2bTQMb2b,
Ç LQ MQiB+2#H2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2- +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/@
m+ib- ~K2 b?T2- Q` i?2`KQ;`T?B+ BK;2









6B;m`2 RR1Xe TT`QtBKi2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; BM+`2b2/ a QT2`iBQMX ai`2M;i?@
2MBM; i?2 1_wRX
 & %JTDVTTJPOT BOE $PODMVTJPOT
Ç aHB;?iHv HQr2` +QM+2Mi`iBQMb Q7 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b BM i?2 p2`v pB+BMBiv Q7
i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?
.2+`2bBM; i?2 i2KT2`im`2 Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B` /2+`2b2b i?2 pQHmK2i`B+
~Qr M/ i?mb i?2 2Mi`v p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v M/ +``B2` B`
B`X >Qr2p2`- i?2 2z2+iBp2 i2KT2`im`2 `2/m+iBQM ?b #22M 2biBKi2/ iQ #2
p2`v HQr, ∼ 5 ◦*- B7 iFBM; i?2 ?2i +T+Biv Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b BMiQ ++QmMiX
h?Bb rBHH MQi +mb2  bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2 BM i?2 Qp2`HH brB`H MmK#2` M/ i?mb
i?2 bBKBH` ~K2 +?`+i2`BbiB+b `2 2tT2+i#H2X "2+mb2 Q7 i?2 bKHH +?M;2
BM i?2 2z2+iBp2 i2KT2`im`2- MQ bB;MB}+Mi +?M;2b iQ i?2 i?2`KH T`Q+2bb2b
`2 2tT2+i2/ 2Bi?2`X
RR1XkX8 _2/m+2/ GQ/
JmHiBTH2 T`K2i2`b `2 +?M;2/ /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQM BM Q`/2` iQ
#HM+2 Qmi i?2 bKHH2` BMTmi Q7 KbbX >2M+2- i?2 `2bmHib `2 /B{+mHi iQ +QK@
T`2 b #Qi? i?2`KH M/ ~Qr }2H/ /vMKB+b `2 +?M;2/ rBi? bB;MB}+Mi
K`;BMb +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `272`2M+2 b2iiBM;bX >Qr2p2`- i?2 7QHHQrBM; bmKK@
`Bx2b i?2 Q#b2`p2/ ~K2 `2bTQMb2b iQ `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQM,
Ç aBKBH` i2KT2`im`2 i ii+?K2Mi TQBMi
Ç GQr2` ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2 /QrM bi`2K Q7 i?2 ~K2?QH/2`
Ç aB;MB}+MiHv ?B;?2` Pk H2p2Hb i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 ~K2
Ç aB;MB}+MiHv H2bb Tv`QHvbBb M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib
Ç lMbi#H2 ~K2, 6HK2 /2i+?K2Mib M/ `TB/Hv +?M;2b BM i?2 ~K2
b?T2
Ç  ;2M2`HHv KQ`2 M``Qr ~K2
Ç GQM; M/ /2Mb2 T`iB+H2 `QT2b T2M2i`iBM; 7` BMiQ i?2 #QBH2` HQM; i?2
+2Mi2` tBb
"2+mb2 i?2 `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQM `2[mB`2b +?M;2b iQ KmHiBTH2 Q7 i?2
T`BK`v T`K2i2`b- i?2 `2HiBp2 BKT+i Q7 2+? Q7 i?2 +?M;2b +M #2 /B{+mHi
iQ bb2bbX M ii2KTi ?b #22M T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 RR1XdX
J2bm`2K2Mib HQM; i?2 +2Mi2` tBb Kv MQi #2 i?2 #2bi rv iQ 2pHmi2
i?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2 iQ `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQMbX "2+mb2 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M
~Qr T`BK`BHv +ib b +``B2` ~Qr- KQbi Q7 i?2 B` +QKT2MbiBQM Bb +``B2/
Qmi i?`Qm;? i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` +?MM2HbX h?Bb `Bb2b i?2 pBH#H2 KQmMi Q7
Pk `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 `2/m+2/ KQmMi Q7 T`iB+H2b BM i?2 Sf* ~Qr M/ +QmH/
2tTHBM bQK2 Q7 i?2 Pk bm`THmb BM i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/X Pp2`HH i?2 biQB@
+?BQK2i`B+ +QM/BiBQMb +?M;2b 7`QK λ = 1.16 iQ 1.35- r?BH2 i?2 biQB+?BQK2i`B+
+QM/BiBQMb HQ+HHv BM i?2 Sf* ~Qr BM+`2b2b 7`QK λ = 0.12 iQ 0.17X




6B;m`2 RR1Xd TT`QtBKi2/ ~Qr }2H/ /m`BM; `2/m+2/ HQ/ QT2`iBQMX
Ai Bb MQiB+2#H2 ?Qr 2p2M i?Qm;? i?2 2Mi`v p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2 a M/ h
/2+`2b2b rBi? RR M/ 21W `2bT2+iBp2Hv- i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 i?2b2 brB`HBM; ~Qrb
BKT+ib i i?2 bK2 tBH /BbiM+2- x/D ≈ 2- b /m`BM; `272`2M+2 QT2`iBQMX
h?Bb BM~m2M+2 Bb B/2MiB}2/ #v i?2 T2F TQbBiBQM Q7 Pk M/ +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib
M/ i?2 2HBKBMiBQM Q7 Tv`QHvbBb ;b2b BM/B+iBM; i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 2ti2`MH
;bf;b KBtBM;X
h?2 KQ`2 M``Qr ~K2 b?T2 +M #2 2tT2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 HQr p2HQ+Biv Qmi2`
brB`HBM; ~Qrb r2F2MBM; i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X
This report is written in the GREEN research project (power Generation from REnewable Energy) 
and covers the experimental results from the flame response characterization full-scale campaign at 
Herningværket (HEV) carried out in week 49, 2012.
A single low-NOx multifuel burner is investigated across four days firing wood pellets. Flame map-
ping is conducted during large amplitude parameter in the operational conditions using both optical 
and extractive probe methods. 
DTU Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
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4VNNBSZ PO UIF 'VMM4DBMF .FBTVSFNFOUT
h?2 #m`M2`b BMbiHH2/ i K;2` M/ >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM `2bT2+iBp2Hv b?`2
 MmK#2` Q7 +QKKQM 72im`2b #mi +i2;Q`B+HHv QM i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~K2X h?Bb
T`iB+mH` bBimiBQM +QMbiBimi2b M BMi2`2biBM; bi`iBM; TQBMi BM  bim/v QM
~K2 `2bTQMb2 +?`+i2`BxiBQMX h?Bb +?Ti2` rBHH ;Q i?`Qm;?  +QKT`iBp2
T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2 irQ #m`M2`b M/ /Bb+mbb i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~K2b QM  +QM+2T@
imH #bBb- iFBM; bi`iBM; TQBMi BM i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK i?2 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;MbX
RkXR "m`M2`b M/ 6HK2 hvT2b
"Qi? #m`M2`b `2 HQr@LPx #m`M2`b mbBM; /Dmbi#H2 p2BM brB`H2`b BM #Qi? i?2
b2+QM/`v M/ i2`iB`v B` +?MM2HbX h?2v #Qi? 72im`2 i?2 bK2 ivT2 Q7
iQQi?@#b2/ ~K2 ?QH/2` QM i?2 Qmi2` rHH Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B` +?MM2H Ui?2
Jo ~K2 ?QH/2` Bb +QK#BMBM; i22i? M/ +pBiB2bVX h?2 i?2`KH i?`Qm;?Tmi
`2 +QKT`#H2 UrBi?BM 5Ĝ10WV M/ i?mb i?2 iQiH i?`Qm;?Tmib Q7 B` `2
HBF2rBb2 +QKT`#H2X >Qr2p2`- i?2 +`Qbb b2+iBQMH `2b Q7 i?2 ~Qr +?MM2Hb
M/ i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 B` `2 bB;MB}+MiHv /Bz2`2MiX h#H2 RkXR bmKK`Bx2b
i?2 ~Qr +QM/BiBQMb i i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? M/ i `272`2M+2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb
Ui#H2b Ry*Xk M/ RR.XkVX
 T`BK`v /Bz2`2M+2 Bb i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 p2HQ+BiB2b BM i?2 T`BK`v M/
i2`iB`v B` +?MM2HbX h?2 S ~Qrb `2 BM #Qi? +b2b QT2`i2/ i `2HiBp2Hv HQr
brB`HX AM i?2 +b2 Q7 K;2` TQr2` biiBQM HKQbi Tm`2 tBH p2HQ+Biv p2+iQ`b
`2 Q#b2`p2/ /m2 iQ M BMbiHHiBQM Q7 bmTTQ`i H2;b UbmTTQ`iBM; i?2 +Q`2 im#2V
/QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B` brB`H2`X h?2b2 bmTTQ`i H2;b `2 THi2 b?T2/
M/ BMbiHH2/ BM T`HH2H iQ i?2 +2Mi2` tBb- 2z2+iBp2Hv FBHHBM; i?2 brB`H BM/m+2/
#v i?2 T`BK`v B` brB`H2`bX
b /Bb+mbb2/ BM +?Ti2` R i?2 7Q`r`/ KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M
T`BK`v B` Bb Q7 +2Mi`H BKTQ`iM+2 iQ i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~K2 ivT2 (j3)X h?2 +2M@
i2`HBM2 K2bm`2K2Mib bmTTQ`i  ?vTQi?2bBb Q7 irQ /Bz2`2Mi ~K2 ivT2bX 6B;@
m`2 RkXR +QKT`2b i?2 ;b T?b2 i2KT2`im`2b- Pk- *P- M/ *Pk@+QM+2Mi`iBQM
K2bm`2K2Mib HQM; i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 Q7 i?2 K;2` TQr2` biiBQM M/ >1o
#m`M2`bX
MHvxBM; i?2 `2bmHib Q7 };m`2 RkXR HH Q7 i?2 ;HQ#H i`2M/b +M #2 `iBQMHHv
2tTHBM2/X h?2 irQ #m`M2`b `2bmHi BM irQ BM?2`2MiHv /Bz2`2Mi ~K2bX h?2
T2M2i`iBQM Q7  +QH/- +7X };m`2 RkXR- M/ Qtv;2M `B+?- +7X };m`2 RkXR#- xQM2
7`QK i?2 Jo `2bmHib bm;;2bi  T2M2i`iBQM Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
#v i?2 +QH/ M/ T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v B` D2iX h?2 ~K2 ii+?K2Mi +HQb2 iQ
  4VNNBSZ PO UIF 'VMM4DBMF .FBTVSFNFOUT
h#H2 RkXR *QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2 ~Qr +QM/BiBQMb i i?2
#m`M2` QmiH2i BM QT2`iBM; i `272`2M+2 +QM/BiBQMb b /2}M2/
BM i#H2b Ry*Xk M/ RR.XkX
S`K2i2` *?MM2H lMBi Jo >1o
h2KT2`im`2 S E 323 343
a 600 580
h 600 580
*`Qbb b2+iBQMH `2 S∗ K2 0.15 0.09
a 0.34 0.17
h 0.35 0.52
6HQr `i2 S K3 · b−1 3.5 1.2
a 6.6 2.3
h 6.6 15
GBM2` p2HQ+Biv S K · b−1 23 14
a 19 14
h 19 29
∗ h?2 +`Qbb b2+iBQMH `2 Q7 i?2 S Bb +H+mHi2/ /Bb`2;`/BM;
i?2 ~K2?QH/2`bX
i?2 #m`M2`- #mi rBi?  i2M/2M+v iQ Q++bBQMHHv bi#BHBx2 7m`i?2` /QrMbi`2K-
bm;;2bib i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7  iQ`QB/H BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 bm``QmM/BM;
i?2 +2Mi`H D2i M/ 7+BHBii2 B;MBiBQM BM i?2 b?2` Hv2` #2ir22M i?2 T`BK`v
M/ b2+QM/`v B`X h?Bb Ki+?2b i?2 2tT2+i2/ #2?pBQ`- +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 ?B;?
HBM2` p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B`- +7X i#H2 RkXR- M/ i?2 ~Qr bi`B;?i2MBM;
2z2+i Q7 i?2 bmTTQ`i H2;b BMbiHH2/ /QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B` brB`H2`X
h?Bb `2bmHib BM  ?B;? tBH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v B` ~Qr-
r?B+? Bb 7m`i?2` BM+`2b2/ #v i?2 ++2H2`iBQM Q7 i?2 S D2i i i?2 #m`M2`
KQmi?X h?2 brB`HBM; KQiBQM Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` bi#BHBx2b i?2 iQ`QB/H
BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 Qz i?2 +2Mi2`tBbX
*QMp2`b2Hv- i?2 +HQb2 iQ /2TH2i2/ Qtv;2M H2p2H BM i?2 p2`v M2` #m`M2`
}2H/ Q7 i?2 >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM #m`M2`- +7X };m`2 RkXR#- bm;;2bib  +HQb2Hv
ii+?2/ ~K2- ;Qp2`M2/ #v  bi`QM; BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X 6HK2 BM@
bi#BHBiB2b /m2 iQ +?M;2b BM i?2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb r2`2 bB;MB}+MiHv KQ`2
/B{+mHi iQ T`QpQF2 i?M +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 K;2` TQr2` biiBQM #m`M2`- `2@
bmHiBM; BM  p2`v bi#H2 ~K2X h?2 K+`Q KBtBM; b22K2/ iQ #2 i?2 KBM
bi#BHBiv /2i2`KBMBM; 72im`2 Q7 i?2 >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM ~K2- i?2 ~K2
#2BM; 2bT2+BHHv b2MbBiBp2 iQ +?M;2b BM i?2 i2`iB`v B` ~QrX
h?2 K2bm`2K2Mib bm;;2bi i?2 K;2` TQr2` biiBQM #m`M2` iQ T`Q/m+2 
A6_6 ivT2@R ~K2 M/ i?2 >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM #m`M2` iQ T`Q/m+2  ivT2@k
~K2- b BHHmbi`i2/ BM };m`2 RkXkX 6HK2 ivT2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM `2 bbBbi2/ #v
HBi2`im`2 bim/B2b QM b+H2/ #m`M2`b (jR- jd- 99- jNR)X
h?2 ivT2@R ~K2 UJoV, h?2 2bi#HBb?K2Mi Q7  iQ`QB/H `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2 2M+HQbBM; i?2 T2M2i`iBM; +2Mi`H D2i- +7X };m`2 RkXk- +`2i2b M BKTQ`@
iMi KBtBM; xQM2 Qz i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 M/ i?mb BMpBbB#H2 iQ i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 T`Q#2
 #VSOFST BOE 'MBNF 5ZQFT 
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V :b T?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6B;m`2 RkXR *QKT`BbQM #2ir22M Jo M/ >1o +2Mi2`HBM2 K2bm`2K2MibX "Qi?
#m`M2`b QT2`iBM; i `272`2M+2 +QM/BiBQMbX
K2bm`2K2MibX h?2 +Q`2 D2i T2M2i`i2b i?2 ~K2 i?mb ;BpBM; `Bb2 iQ i?2 HQr
i2KT2`im`2b M/ ?B;? Qtv;2M +QM+2Mi`iBQMb mMiBH Bi Bb KBt2/ rBi? ?Qi +QK@
#mbiBQM ;b2b 7m`i?2` /QrMbi`2KX
h?2 ivT2@k ~K2 U>1oV, h?2 7Q`r`/ KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M
T`BK`v B` Bb bKHH2` i?M i?2 Jo T`BK`v D2i /m2 iQ i?2 HQr2` p2HQ+Biv
M/ bKHH2` Kbb ~Qr- +7X i#H2 RkXRX h?2 brB`HBM; KQiBQM Q7 i?2 +QK#mbiBQM
B` +`2i2b M BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 bm{+B2MiHv bi`QM; iQ `2~2+i i?2 T`B@
K`v B` D2i M/ 2bi#HBb?  +2Mi`H BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 i`MbTQ`iBM;
?Qi +QK#mbiBQM ;b2b r2HH BMiQ i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 [m`H (jNk)X "2+mb2 i?2 +2M@
i2`HBM2 T`Q#2 T2M2i`i2b i?`Qm;? i?2 +2Mi`H BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 i?2
K2bm`2K2Mib b?Qrb ?B;? i2KT2`im`2b M/ TQbi +QK#mbiBQM ;b +QKTQbBiBQM
H`2/v BM i?2 [m`H `2X
  4VNNBSZ PO UIF 'VMM4DBMF .FBTVSFNFOUT
UV Jo `272`2M+2 ~K2- A6_6 ivT2@R ~Qr }2H/X
U#V >1o `272`2M+2 ~K2- A6_6 ivT2@k ~Qr }2H/X
6B;m`2 RkXk am;;2bi2/ ~Qr }2H/b #b2/ QM i?2 +2Mi2`HBM2 K2bm`2K2Mib M/ i?2
~K2 b?T2bX
 %JTDVTTJPOT PO 'MBNF 0QUJNJ[BUJPO 
RkXk .Bb+mbbBQMb QM 6HK2 PTiBKBxiBQM
"2BM; #H2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 ~K2@ivT2 M/ QmiHBM2 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH
M/ 2ti2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2b b r2HH b i?2 i2KT2`im`2 }2H/b M/ QtB/BxBM;
+QM/BiBQMb- vB2H/b M QTiBKH bi`iBM; TQBMi 7Q` /2+BbBQM KFBM; `2;`/BM;
~K2 QTiBKBxiBQMX
h?2 KMBTmHiBQM Q7 i?2 ~Qr }2H/ Tii2`M +M #2 +?B2p2/ #v  KmHiBim/2
Q7 +?M;2b- BM+Hm/BM; ;2QK2i`B+ 7+iQ`b bm+? b i?2 [m`H M;H2 M/ H2M;i? M/
i?2 7m2H BMD2+iQ` TQbBiBQM- ~Qr +`Bi2`B bm+? b i?2 /2;`22 Q7 brB`H M/ ~Qr
`iBQb- 2i+X (k9- je- j38- j3e- jNj)X "Qi? i?2 Jo M/ i?2 >1o #m`M2`b
?p2 b?QrM TQi2MiBH 7Q` ;QQ/ ~K2 bi#BHBiv M/ 7m`i?2` QTiBKBxiBQM Q7
i?2 2p2`v/v QT2`iBQM +QmH/ TQi2MiBHHv #2 +?B2p2/ #v +?M;2b iQ i?2 BMH2i
+QM/BiBQMb (jNj)X
h?2 Jo ~K2 bbmK2b  +?`+i2`BbiB+ ~K2 ivT2@R BM r?B+? i?2 T`BK`v
B` T2M2i`i2b i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 M/ BM ;2M2`H /Q MQi KBt rBi?
i?2 b2+QM/`v B` 7Q` b2p2`H [m`H /BK2i2`b (9R- 9j)X h?2 `2bmHiBM; ~K2 Bb
Q7i2M HQM; M/ Hi?Qm;? TQi2MiBHHv LPx 2{+B2Mi- i?2 T`iB+H2 #m`MQmi M/
~K2 bi#BHBiv Kv #2 mM/2bB`#H2X h?2 b2T`i2/ ~Qrb HbQ +HHb 7Q` +miBQM
r?2M +?QQbBM;  bmBi#H2 K2i?Q/ 7Q` im`#mH2M+2 +HQbm`2 BM _2vMQH/ p2`;2/
LpB2`@aiQF2b U_LaV bBKmHiBQMb- b /BbiBM+i /Bz2`2M+2b ?p2 #22M Q#b2`p2/
BM /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM #2ir22M HQr2` M/ ?B;?2` Q`/2` im`#mH2M+2 KQ/2HBM;
(jN9) rBi? i?2 biM/`/ k@ KQ/2H ;2M2`HHv BMi2MbB7vBM; i?2 B;MBiBQM xQM2
(jk- jN9)X h?2 tBH M/ ?B;? p2HQ+Biv T`BK`v B` ~Qr Kv r2HH H2/ iQ T`iB+H2
i`D2+iQ`B2b bBKBH` iQ Ti? R BM };m`2 RkX8X qBi? TQQ` KBtBM; #2ir22M T`BK`v
M/ b2+QM/`v B` i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM rBHH MQi #2;BM mMiBH 7m`i?2` /QrM bi`2K-
M/ i?2 bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 ~K2 `2HB2b QM i?2 /2+2Mi`HBx2/ BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM
xQM2 #2BM; #H2 iQ i`MbTQ`i pQHiBH2 ;b2b M/ ?Qi +QK#mbiBQM T`Q/m+ib HH i?2
rv iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi? M/ QTiBKHHv 7mHHv +QMM2+iBM; iQ i?2 ~K2 ?QH/2`
rF2X h?2 i?`22 /BK2MbBQMH 72im`2b Q7 i?2 ~K2 ?QH/2` rQmH/ TQi2MiBHHv
+QMi`B#mi2 iQ M 2z2+iBp2 KBtBM; #2ir22M b2+QM/`v M/ T`BK`v B` ~Qr M/
/Bp2`i T`iB+H2b iQ /2pQHiBHBx2 BM i?2 `2bmHiBM; Qtv;2M H2M xQM2 BM i?2 rF2 Q7
i?2 #Hmz #Q/v ~K2 ?QH/2`X h?2 2z2+i KB;?i- ?Qr2p2`- #2 HBKBi2/ #v i?2 ~Qr
bi`B;?i2MBM; 2z2+i Q7 i?2 bmTTQ`i H2;b BMbiHH2/ /QrMbi`2K Q7 i?2 T`BK`v
B` brB`H2`b- FBHHBM; Qz i?2 `/BH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b M/ T`BK`v B`
~mB/ (jk- jN8)X h?2 T`2bmK#Hv HQr brB`H MmK#2` +mb2/ #v i?2 ?B;? tBH
KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 S T`iB+H2 H/2M D2i- Bb T`Q##Hv i?2 KBM +mb2 Q7 i?2
Q#b2`p2/ ~K2 HB7i T?2MQK2M i ?B;? HQ/ QT2`iBQM (jNe)X
 KQ`2 /2bB`#H2 ~Qr Tii2`M rQmH/ #2 iQ /Bp2`i i?2 T`iB+H2b BMiQ i?2 rF2
Q7 i?2 ~K2 ?QH/2`- `2bmHiBM; BM /B`2+i /2pQHiBHBxiBQM BM i?2 [m`H `2- Ti?
k BM };m`2 RkXjX .2~2+iBM; i?2 i`D2+iQ`v Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B` D2i Bb T`Q##Hv
Q#iBM2/ rBi? i?2 ;`2i2bi 2z2+i #v Hi2`BM; i?2 T`BK`v B` b2iiBM;b M/ MQi
/DmbiBM; i?2 brB`H BM/m+2/ #v i?2 +QK#mbiBQM B` (jNj)X .2T2M/BM; QM i?2
7Q+mb Q7 ~Qr }2H/ +?M;2b Q` T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b- bm+? KQ/B}+iBQMb +QmH/
#2 +``B2/ Qmi #v BM/m+BM; `/BH KQK2MimK iQ i?2 T`iB+H2b- 2X;X #v `2@
  4VNNBSZ PO UIF 'VMM4DBMF .FBTVSFNFOUT
2bi#HBb?BM; i?2 T`BK`v B` brB`HX Hi2`MiBp2Hv- i?2 b?T2 Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH
`2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 +QmH/ #2 KQ/B}2/ #v Hi2`BM; i?2 tBH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2
T`BK`v B` D2i- BX2X /2+`2bBM; i?2 ~Qr `i2- Q` TTHv +?M;2b iQ i?2 B` bTHBi
(jNd)X *`2 b?QmH/ #2 iF2M- MQi iQ Qp2`+QKT2Mbi2- b i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7
LPx +QmH/ BM+`2b2 b  +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b 2Mi`BMBM; BMiQ i?2 KBM







6B;m`2 RkXj S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b i?`Qm;?  /2+2Mi`HBx2/ A_wX
h?2 >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM b?Qr2/ 2t+2HH2Mi ~K2 bi#BHBivX q?BH2 MQ
LPx };m`2b r2`2 BM+Hm/2/ BM i?Bb bim/v i?2 B` bi;2/ HQr LPx #m`M2` `2@
bmHib BM ~K2 bi`m+im`2b i?i TQi2MiBHHv +QmH/ `2bmHi BM ?B;? LPx T`Q/m+iBQMX
*QKT`BM; i?2 A_ M/ oAa BK;BM;- +7X };m`2b RkX9 M/ RkX9#- ;Bp2b M
TT`QtBKi2 B/2 Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b i?`Qm;? i?2 ~K2X h?2 BK;2b
?p2 #22M K2`;2/ BM };m`2 RkX9+X h?Bb b?Qrb ?Qr i?2 bi`2M;i? Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H
BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 /2~2+ib i?2 2Mi`BMBM; T`iB+H2b `QmM/ i?2 Qtv;2M
H2M ~K2 +2Mi2`- 7QHHQrBM; T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`v R BM };m`2 RkX8X Ai Bb /2bB`#H2
iQ /2pQHiBHBx2 i?2 7`2b? T`iB+H2b BM i?2 Qtv;2M H2M +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 BMi2`MH
`2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 7Q` irQ `2bQMb, RV Ai rBHH HBKBi i?2 BMBiBH 7Q`KiBQM Q7
i?2`KH LPx (RN- jNk) M/ kV KF2 Bi 2bB2` iQ /2}M2 i?2 KBtBM; T`QT2`iB2b Q7
i?2 bi;2/ B` #2+mb2 HH KDQ` bT2+B2b rBHH #2 BM i?2 ;b T?b2X 1tT2`B2M+2b
7`QK MMmHmb +QM+2Mi`B+ +Q@}`BM; Q7 +QH M/ #BQKbb b?Qrb i?i B;MBiBQM Q7 i?2
H`;2` #BQKbb T`iB+H2b +QmH/ #2 bi#BHBx2/ #v }`BM; bKHH2` +QH T`iB+H2b BM
M Qmi2` MMmHmb- T`QpB/BM; i?2 ?2i M2+2bb`v 7Q` i?2 #BQKbb iQ /2pQHiBHBx2
(9yy)X h?Bb 2z2+i +M TQi2MiBHHv #2 bBKmHi2/ mbBM; i?2 +2Mi`BT2iH 7Q`+2 BM@
/m+2/ #v i?2 T`BK`v B` brB`H (jk)- r?BH2 biBHH KBMiBMBM;  bm{+B2Mi 7Q`r`/
KQK2MimK 7Q` i?2 H`;2` T`iB+H2b iQ T2M2i`i2 i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
(Re3) r?2`2 bB;MB}+Mi T`iB+H2 bHBT ?b #22M Q#b2`p2/ (9yR) i?mb HHQrBM; 7Q`
i?2 b2T`iBQM Q7 ~mB/ M/ T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2bX
h?2 Q#b2`p2/ ~K2 bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM #m`M2` H2p2b
M 2t+2HH2Mi bi`iBM; TQBMi 7Q` T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`v QTiBKBxiBQM- BKBM; 7Q`
i`D2+iQ`B2b bBKBH` iQ Ti? k Q` j BM };m`2 RkX8X AM+`2bBM; i?2 HBF2HB?QQ/ Q7
 %JTDVTTJPOT PO 'MBNF 0QUJNJ[BUJPO 
UV A_ BK;BM; Q7 2Mi`BMBM; T`iB+H2bX U#V oAa BK;BM; Q7 i?2 ~K2 b?T2X
U+V *QK#BM2/ A_ M/ oAa BK;BM;X
6B;m`2 RkX9 *QKT`BbQM Q7 A_ M/ oAa BK;BM; Q7 i?2 >1o `272`2M+2 ~K2 OjX
  4VNNBSZ PO UIF 'VMM4DBMF .FBTVSFNFOUT





6B;m`2 RkX8 S`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b i?`Qm;?  +2Mi`H A_wX
i?2 T`iB+H2b iQ 2Mi`BM BMiQ i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 rBi?Qmi KFBM; i?2
A_w +QHHTb2 +M #2 +?B2p2/ #v  MmK#2` Q7 +?M;2b iQ i?2 2Bi?2` i?2 #m`M2`
QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb Q` i?2 #m`M2` ;2QK2i`v (jN8- 9yy)X BKBM; iQ BM+`2b2
i?2 tBH KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2b r?BH2 `2/m+BM; i?2 `/BH KQiBQM b i?2
T`iB+H2b H2p2b i?2 #m`M2`- r?BH2 KBMiBMBM; i?2 ?B;? brB`H Q7 i?2 i2`iB`v
B` ~Qr +QmH/ TQi2MiBHHv H2/ iQ  KQ`2 /2bB`#H2 HQr LPx ~K2X _2/m+BM;
i?2 brB`H Q7 i?2 T`BK`v B` ~Qr rQmH/ #Qi? BM+`2b2 i?2 tBH KQK2MimK
M/ `2/m+2 i?2 `/BH KQiBQM- r?BH2 KBMBKBxBM; i?2 T`2bbm`2 HQbb BMbB/2 i?2
#m`M2`X Hi2`MiBp2Hv i?2 ~Qr `iBQ #2ir22M T`BK`v M/ +QK#mbiBQM B`
+QmH/ #2 +?M;2/X >Qr2p2`- #b2/ QM i?2 2tT2`B2M+2b 7`QK i?2 K;2` TQr2`
biiBQM #m`M2`-  bi#H2 #HM+2 KB;?i #2 /B{+mHi iQ +?B2p2X
h?2 Jo M/ >1o #m`M2`b b?`2 M Qp2`HH +QMbi`m+iBQM M/ i?2 T`BM+B@
TH2b Q7 HQr LPx ~K2b i?`Qm;? B` bi;BM;X h?2 ~Qr b2iiBM;b 2M+Qm`;2 irQ
/Bz2`2Mi ~K2 bi#BHBxiBQM ~Qr Tii2`MbX Hi?Qm;? #Qi? ~K2b /2T2M/ QM
 iQ`QB/H BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 iQ /2}M2 i?2 K+`Q KBtBM; +T#BHBiB2b
Q7 i?2 ~K2- i?2 K2+?MBbKb `2 rB/2Hv /Bz2`2MiX h?2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb
Q7 QM2 ~K2 +M #2 /Dmbi2/ iQ iF2 QM /2bB`#H2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 i?2 Qi?2`-
#mi  +QMiBMmQmb i`MbBiBQM #2ir22M i?2 Jo M/ >1o Bb MQi TQbbB#H2 /m2
iQ i?2 `2p2`i2/ ~Qr /B`2+iBQM Q7 i?2 iQ`QB/H `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2X
RkXj amKK`v
h?2 K2bm`2K2Mib QM i?2 irQ 7mHH@b+H2 ~K2b i Jo M/ >1o ?p2 T`Q@
pB/2/ mMB[m2 /i QM ~K2 `2bTQMb2 #2?pBQ` iQ +?M;2b BM QT2`iBQMH +QM@
/BiBQMbX  K2i?Q/ 7Q` 7bi ~K2 KTTBM; rb /2p2HQT2/ M/ bm++2bb7mHHv
+QKKBbbBQM2/- HHQrBM; 7Q`  bvbi2KiB+ T`K2i2` bim/v iQ #2 +``B2/ QmiX
 4VNNBSZ 
h?2 bKTHBM; Q7 7m2H /mbi M/ T2HH2ib HBMFb i?2 7mM/K2MiH bim/B2b QM
T`iB+H2 i?2`KQ+?2KB+H T`Q+2bb2b M/ 7m2H +?`+i2`BxiBQM /B`2+iHv iQ i?2
Q#b2`p2/ ~K2 #2?pBQ`X h?2 BM7Q`KiBQM +M #2 mb2/ iQ B/2MiB7v M/ /2}M2
i?2 KQbi BKTQ`iMi T`K2i2`b i?i +M #2 7m`i?2` BMp2biB;i2/ #v MmK2`B+H
bim/B2b Q` b+H2/ 2tT2`BK2MibX
h?2 irQ ~K2b `2T`2b2Mi i2ti#QQF ~K2 ivT2b M/ i?mb i?2 T`K2i`B+
bim/v +M #2 mb2/ QM  [mHBiiBp2 #bBb iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 p2`biBHBiv Q7 MmK2`@











h?Bb i?2bBb BKb iQ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ  b+B2MiB}+ #bBb 7Q` i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7
i?2 M2ti ;2M2`iBQM Q7 #BQ/mbi #m`M2`bX Ai +QMiBMb 2tT2`BK2MiH rQ`F BM
H#@- TBHQi@- M/ 7mHH@b+H2 b r2HH b 2M;BM22`BM; KQ/2HBM; QM bBM;H2 T`iB+H2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM i QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb M/ mbBM; T`iB+H2 bBx2b `2H2pMi iQ S6
+QK#mbiBQMX h?2 rQ`F BKb iQ 2b2 i?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM BMiQ +QKK2`+BH *6.
bQ7ir`2b r?B+? ?p2 HbQ #22M mb2/ iQ bbBbi i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH M/ KQ/2HBM;
rQ`FX
1M;BM22`BM; S`iB+H2 .2pQHiBHBxiBQM
G#Q`iQ`v b+H2 2Mi`BM2/ ~Qr 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi QM TBM2 rQQ/
M/ KBb+Mi?mb 7m2Hb rBi? irQ /Bz2`2Mi KBM2`H +QMi2Mib T`Q+2bb2/ iQ T`iB+H2
bBx2b #2HQr 125μK M/ BMi`Q/m+2/ iQ i?2 `2+iQ` BM /BHmi2 Kbb ~QrbX a?Q`i
`2bB/2M+2 iBK2b M/ 2z2+iBp2 bKTH2 [m2M+?BM; HHQr2/ 7Q` i?2 +QHH2+iBQM Q7
T`iBHHv /2pQHiBHBx2/ T`iB+H2bX ++m`i2 +QMp2`bBQM /2i2`KBMiBQM rb Q#@
iBM2/ #v b2H2+iBp2 2H2K2Mi i`+BM;X S`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 M/ `2bB/2M+2 iBK2
?BbiQ`B2b r2`2 /2`Bp2/ 7`QK *6. bBKmHiBQMb +QmTH2/ iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2@
bmHib i?`Qm;? M Bi2`iBp2 mT/i2 Q7 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+bX h?2 `2bmHib
BM/B+i2 MQiB+2#H2 7bi2` /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b i i?2 TTHB2/ ?2iBM; `i2
U104Ĝ105E · b−1V M/ T2F i2KT2`im`2b U1405Ĝ1667EV i?M T`2pBQmbHv `2@
TQ`i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2X h?Bb Bb  `2bmHi i?i +M #2 b+`B#2/ iQ i?2 BKT`Qp2/
+?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 T`QT2`iv ?BbiQ`B2bX h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 TBM2
rQQ/ T`iB+H2b +QmH/ #2 /2b+`B#2/ #v  a6P_ K2+?MBbK M/ M ``?2MBmb
ivT2 `i2 2tT`2bbBQM rBi?  T`2@2tTQM2MiBH 7+iQ` Q7 A = 18.9 × 103 b−1 M/
M +iBpiBQM 2M2`;v Q7 E = 21 305 C ·KQH−1X h?2 /2`Bp2/ FBM2iB+b r2`2 pH@
B/i2/ #v +QKT`BM; *6. +H+mHiBQMb iQ 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib 7`QK  15 Fq
7m`M+2X h?2 7bi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b `2bmHi2/ BM ;QQ/ T`2/B+iBQMb Q7 7m2H
B;MBiBQM- r?BH2 FBM2iB+b /2`Bp2/ i HQr ?2iBM; `i2b `2bmHi2/ BM  bB;MB}+Mi
B;MBiBQM /2HvX
aHQr ?2iBM; `i2 h: 2tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi QM i?2 bK2 TBM2
rQQ/ M/ KBb+Mi?mb 7m2Hb i ?2iBM; `i2b Q7 2 M/ 40E · KBM−1X .Bz2`@
2Mi T?2MQK2MQHQ;B+H KQ/2Hb r2`2 2KTHQv2/ iQ b?2/ HB;?i QM i?2 ?2iBM; `i2
p2`biBHBiv Q7 i?2 pBH#H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2HbX AM ++Q`/M+2 rBi? i?2
;2M2`H HBi2`im`2 i?2 a6P_ K2+?MBbK bi`m;;H2/ iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBx@
iBQM T`Q+2bb +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi ?2iBM; `i2b- r?BH2 KQ`2 +QKTH2t KQ/2Hb bm+?
b i?2 .1J r2`2 7QmM/ iQ #2 bmT2`BQ`X
 $PODMVTJPOT
M BMBiBH "BQi MmK#2` 2pHmiBQM b?Qr2/ ?Qr #BQKbb T`iB+H2b rQmH/
M2p2` bbmK2 i?2`KHHv i?BM T`QT2`iB2b- M/ i?mb BbQi?2`KH KQ/2HBM; rBHH
TT2` BMbm{+B2Mi 7Q` #BQ/mbi +QK#mbiBQM bBKmHiBQMbX >Qr2p2`- i?2 #bQ@
Hmi2 iBK2 b+H2b b?QmH/ #2 F2Ti BM KBM/- b H`;2 `2HiBp2 /2pBiBQMb Q7 i?2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM `i2 Q7 bKHH T`iB+H2b r2`2 7QmM/ iQ #2 BMbB;MB}+Mi QM M #@
bQHmi2 b+H2X  i?2`KH MHvbBb rb +QM/m+i2/ QM bBM;H2 T`iB+H2b mbBM;  QM2@
/BK2MbBQMH ?2i i`MbTQ`i KQ/2H +QmTH2/ iQ  /`vBM; M/  /2pQHiBHBxiBQM
KQ/2H M/ pHB/i2/ ;BMbi 2tT2`BK2MiH /i 7Q` T`iB+H2 bBx2b Q7 63Ĝ125μK-
2Ĝ6KK- M/ 10.9KKX  +QK#BM2/ i?2`KH M/ FBM2iB+ KQ/2H rb 7QmM/ iQ
#2 bm{+B2Mi iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bbX hrQ b2ib Q7 FBM2iB+b-
+iBp2 i ?B;? M/ HQr i2KT2`im`2b `2bT2+iBp2Hv- r2`2 M2+2bb`v BM Q`/2` iQ
/2b+`B#2 i?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM mbBM; i?2 a6P_ KQ/2HX
 K2i?Q/ iQ BKTH2K2Mi ?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ a6P_ FBM2iB+b 7Q` BbQi?2`@
KH T`iB+H2 +H+mHiBQMb rb /2p2HQT2/ b  T`i Q7 i?2 +m``2Mi bim/vX h?Bb
rBHH 2b2 i?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM BMiQ i?2 +QKK2`+BH *6. +Q/2 Lauaȉ6Gl1Lhȉ
Up2`bBQM R8XydV M/ 2HBKBMi2 i?2 M22/ 7Q` BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 mb2` bT2+B}2/ M/
+QKTmiiBQMH /2KM/BM; ?2i i`MbTQ`i KQ/2HBM; Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 T?b2X h?2
K2i?Q/ Bb #b2/ QM /Bb+`2i2 T`iB+H2 bBx2 BMi2`pHb- 2+? rBi? i?2B` QrM bT2+B}+
b2i Q7 TT`2Mi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b #b2/ QM i?2 bBKmHiBQM `2bmHib Q7 i?2
biM/@HQM2 bBM;H2 T`iB+H2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2HX h?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM BMiQ
6Gl1Lhȉ+M #2 +?B2p2/ #v i?2 BM?2`2Mi /Bb+`2i2 T?b2 7mM+iBQMb M/ //b
MQ //BiBQMH bi`BM iQ i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH `2[mB`2K2MibX
h?2 biM/`/ 6Gl1Lhȉ/2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b mbBM; i?2 BM?2`2Mi BbQi?2`@
KH T`iB+H2 TT`Q+? M/ i?2 a6P_ KQ/2H `2bmHi2/ BM bHB;?iHv bHQr2` /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7  89μK T`iB+H2 r?2M +QKT`2/ iQ bBKmHiBQMb mbBM; i?2
?2i i`MbTQ`i +Q``2+i2/ FBM2iB+bX h?Bb +QmH/ BKTHv Qp2`HH B;MBiBQM /2Hv M/
T`2/B+iBQMb Q7 ~K2 BMbi#BHBiB2b- b i?2 T`BK`v 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 bKHH T`iB+H2b
Bb iQ 2Mbm`2 2`Hv B;MBiBQM +HQb2 iQ i?2 #m`M2` KQmi?X *QMi``v- bB;MB}+Mi
Qp2` T`2/B+iBQM Q7 i?2 `i2 Q7 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM 2K2`;2/ r?2M +QKT`BM; iQ i?2
`2bmHib 7Q` Tv`QHvbBb Q7 H`;2` T`iB+H2bX h?2 /2Hv 7Q` 95W /2pQHiBHBxiBQM Q7
 1.6KK T`iB+H2 rb 7QmM/ iQ #2 QM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 b2+QM/b r?2M +QKT`BM; i?2
/27mHi 6Gl1LhȉFBM2iB+b iQ i?2 T`2b2Mi rQ`FX h?Bb rQmH/ MQi QMHv z2+i i?2
+?2KB+H bQm`+2 i2`K /Bbi`B#miBQM BM i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH /QKBM #mi HbQ i?2
KQK2MimK #HM+2 M/ i?mb T`iB+H2 KQ/mHiBQM M/ i`D2+iQ`B2b (j39- 9yj)X
6mHH@a+H2 "BQ/mbi *QK#mbiBQM
h?`22 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb r2`2 +``B2/ Qmi /m`BM; i?2 T`QD2+i- irQ Q7 r?B+?
?p2 #22M `2TQ`i2/ BM i?Bb i?2bBbX h?2 +KTB;Mb +Qp2`2/ BM@~K2 K2bm`2@
K2Mib i K;2` M/ >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQMX h?2 ~K2 `2bTQMb2b iQ +?M;2b
BM i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb r2`2 [mMiB}2/ mbBM; `TB/ ~K2 KTTBM; #v
BMi`mbBp2 T`Q#BM; M/ MQM@BMi`mbBp2 QTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMb BM i?2 BM7``2/ UA_V
M/ pBbB#H2 bT2+i`mK UoAaVX h?2 K2i?Q/ Q7 7bi ~K2 KTTBM; rb T`Qp2M
$PODMVTJPOT 
bm++2bb7mH M/ HHQr2/ iQ KT i?2 `2bTQMb2 7Q` b2p2`H QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX
hrQ 7mM/K2MiHHv /Bz2`2Mi ~K2b r2`2 T`Q/m+2/ #v i?2 irQ #m`M2`bX
h?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2K +M #2 `iBQMHHv 2tTHBM2/ #v MHvxBM; i?2 B` ~Qrb
Q7 i?2 irQ Qi?2`rBb2 bBKBH` #m`M2`bX qBi? M 2[mH B` ~Qr i?`Qm;? i?2
T`BK`v- b2+QM/`v- M/ i2`iB`v B` +?MM2Hb- i?2 Jo #m`M2` T`Q/m+2/ 
ivT2@R ~K2RX h?2 ?B;? KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 H/2M T`BK`v B` ~Qr
T2M2i`i2/ i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2- r?B+? rb 2bBHv `2+Q;MBx2/ #v i?2
+2Mi2`tBb T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2MibX
h?2 >2`MBM; TQr2` biiBQM ~K2 rb 7QmM/ iQ bbmK2 i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+b
Q7  ivT2@k ~K2X h?2 H`;2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2 bi`2i+?2/ r2HH BMiQ
i?2 [m`H `2 M/ ;p2 `Bb2 iQ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2b M/ TQbi +QK#mbiBQM ;b
+QKTQbBiBQMb BKK2/Bi2Hv 7i2` 2Mi2`BM; i?2 [m`H 7`QK i?2 #m`M2`X AM ;2M2`H-
i?2 >1o ~K2 rb p2`v bi#H2 M/ rBi?  +H2`Hv /2}M2/ +QMB+H ~K2 b?T2
i i?2 #b2 Q7 i?2 ~K2X S`BK`BHv bi#BHBx2/ #v i?2 ?B;? p2HQ+Biv i2`iB`v B`-
~K2 BMbi#BHBiB2b +QmH/ #2 T`QpQF2/ #v `2/m+BM; i?2 brB`HX A_ BK;2b b?Qr2/
?Qr i?2 2Mi`BMBM; T`iB+H2b r2`2 /2~2+i2/ #v i?2 BMi2`MH `2+B`+mHiBQM xQM2
M/ i?mb 2Mi2`2/ i?2 T`2bmK2/ Qtv;2M `B+? b?2` Hv2` #2ir22M T`BK`v B`
M/ +QK#mbiBQM B`X
RA6_6 ~K2 +HbbB}+iBQM bvbi2K (j3)X

8PSL JO 1SPHSFTT BOE 4VHHFTUJPOT UP 'VSUIFS
%FWFMPQNFOU
h?2 +m``2Mi rQ`F Bb +QMbi`m+i2/ 7`QK KmHiBTH2 bm#@+QKTQM2Mib- bmTTH2K2Mi@
BM; 2+? Qi?2`X h?Bb T`i rBHH /2b+`B#2 i?2 QM@;QBM; rQ`F- r?B+? ?b MQi #22M
BM+Hm/2/ BM i?Bb i?2bBb- M/ KF2b bm;;2biBQMb iQ 7m`i?2` rQ`F #b2/ QM i?2
2tT2`B2M+2b 7`QK i?2 +m``2Mi T`QD2+iX
1M;BM22`BM; JQ/2Hb
h?2 /2pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2H /2p2HQT2/ BM i?Bb rQ`F `2HB2b QM irQ b2ib Q7 FBM2i@
B+b /QKBMMi BM 2+? Q7 i?2B` `2bT2+iBp2 i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHbX h?2 i`MbBiBQM
7`QK HQr iQ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b Bb BMi`Q/m+2/ iQ i?2 KQ/2H b  /Bb+QM@
iBMmQmb bi2T +?M;2- i?mb ;BpBM; `Bb2 iQ  /Bb+QMiBMm2b #2?pBQ` Q7 i?2 Kbb HQbb
+m`p2X hrQ TQi2MiBH BKTHB+iBQMb Kv Q++m` 7`QK bm+? M TT`Q+?, .Bb+QM@
iBMmBiB2b BM MmK2`B+H bBKmHiBQMb Kv `2bmHi BM +QMp2`;2M+2 /B{+mHiB2b- M/
i?2 /Bb+QMiBMmQmb FBM2iB+ T`Q}H2 rBHH KQbi HBF2Hv `2bmHi BM M BM72bB#H2 Kbb
HQbb +m`p2 7Q` T`iB+H2b /2pQHiBHBxBM; +`Qbb #Qi? i2KT2`im`2 BMi2`pHbX h?mb-
Hi?Qm;? i?2 iQiH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 Kv #2 r2HH T`2/B+i2/- i?2 ++mKm@
Hi2/ pQHiBH2 `2H2b2 +m`p2 Kv MQi bbmK2 i?2 +Q``2+i b?T2X
h?2 BM/BpB/mH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM FBM2iB+b r2`2 pHB/i2/ ;BMbi 2tT2`BK2M@
iH /i 7Q` bKHH T`iB+H2b U< 125μKV M/ H`;2 T`iB+H2b U> 2KKVX :Bp2M
i?2 Q#b2`p2/ ?2iBM; M/ /2pQHiBHBxiBQM iBK2 b+H2b- i?2 +`BiB+H T`iB+H2 /B@
K2i2` BMi2`pH- BM r?B+? bm#biMiBH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM rBHH Q++m` mM/2` #Qi?
HQr M/ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 FBM2iB+b- rBHH Q++m` BM #2ir22M i?2 125μK iQ 2KK
BMi2`pHX AM i?Bb T`iB+H2 bBx2 BMi2`pH MQ `2H2pMi pHB/iBQM /i 2tBbi iQ Qm`
FMQrH2/;2X h?Bb T`2p2Mib i?2 TTHB+iBQM Q7 KQ`2 +QKTH2t KQ/2Hb HBF2 i?2
.1J r?B+? ?b b?QrM 2t+2HH2Mi TQi2MiBH 7Q` i?2 HQr ?2iBM; `i2 2tT2`@
BK2MibX Ai HbQ T`2p2Mib i?2 TTHB+iBQM Q7  b+B2MiB}+HHv DmbiB}2/ #H2M/BM;
7mM+iBQM- 2KTHQv2/ iQ pQB/ /Bb+QMiBMmBiB2b BM i?2 ;HQ#H FBM2iB+ 2tT`2bbBQMX
1tT2`BK2Mib 2pHmiBM; i?2 iBK2 /2T2M/2Mi Kbb HQbb Q7 T`iB+H2b BM i?2
bBx2 `M;2 125μK iQ 2KK i QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb `2H2pMi iQ S6 +QK#mbiBQM
`2 Q7 +2Mi`H BKTQ`iM+2 iQ i?2 7m`i?2` /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 KQ`2 ++m`i2 /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM KQ/2HbX S`272`#Hv- T`iB+H2 i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib b?QmH/
#2 BM+Hm/2/ 7Q` bBM;H2 Q` KmHiB/BK2MbBQMH i`MbTQ`i KQ/2HBM; pHB/iBQMX
h?Bb i?2bBb ?b #22M 7Q+mbBM; QM i?2 M2` #m`M2` }2H/ M/ i?2 i?2`KQ+?2K@
 8PSL JO 1SPHSFTT BOE 4VHHFTUJPOT UP 'VSUIFS %FWFMPQNFOU
B+H T`Q+2bb2b i?i z2+i i?Bb `2;BQMX 6HK2 bi#BHBiv M/ B;MBiBQM T`QT2`iB2b
`2 Q7 ;`2i BKTQ`iM+2 iQ i?2 /BHv QT2`iBQM Q7 i?2 2tBbiBM; #m`M2`b- M/
i?2 mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2 }2H/ Bb 7mM/K2MiH iQ i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 BKT`Qp2/
i2+?MQHQ;vX >Qr2p2`- KMv T`Q+2bb2b iFBM; TH+2 BM  #QBH2` `2 iQ bQK2
2ti2Mi +QmTH2/- M/ i?mb i?2 TQbi /2pQHiBHBxiBQM T`Q+2bb2b b?QmH/ MQi #2 M2@
;H2+i2/X h?2 iQTB+ Q7 #m`MQmi M/ i?2 #BHBiv iQ T`2/B+i i?2 H2p2H Q7 +`#QM
BM b? `2KBM iQ #2  F2v 2pHmiBQM TQBMi 7Q` bQHB/ 7m2H 2{+B2M+vX h?2 ?2i
`2H2b2 7`QK #BQKbb Bb T`BK`BHv 2K2`;BM; 7`QK ?QKQ;2M2Qmb ;b T?b2 +QK@
#mbiBQM Q7 pQHiBH2bX hQ ++QKKQ/i2 i?Bb i?2 ~Qr Tii2`Mb M/ B`@bi;BM;
K2+?MBbKb rBHH iQ 2ti2Mi 7Q+mb QM ;b@;b KBtBM; T`QT2`iB2b `i?2` i?M T`@
iB+H2 `2bB/2M+2 iBK2 QTiBKBxiBQMX h?2`27Q`2-  7m`i?2` mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2
+?` T`QT2`iB2b 7Q` 7m2Hb mM/2`;QBM; ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2 M/ ?B;? i2KT2`im`2
/2pQHiBHBxiBQM rQmH/ #2 Q7 Mim`H BMi2`2bi b i?2 +QM/BiBQMb Kv #2 /Bz2`2Mi
7`QK +QMp2MiBQMH +QH bim/B2b (9y9- 9y8)X h?2 rQ`F +QM/m+i2/ QM T`iB+H2 /2@
pQHiBHBxiBQM /m`BM; i?Bb bim/v HbQ BM+Hm/2b M 2ti2MbBp2 +?` `2+iBpBiv bim/v
Q7 rQQ/- KBb+Mi?mb- E*H /QT2/ rQQ/- M/ KBM2`H H2+?2/ KBb+Mi?mbX Ai
7QHHQrb i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi BM +?` `2+iBpBiv- KQ`T?QHQ;v- M/ bBx2 /Bbi`B#m@
iBQM b i?2 T`iB+H2b mM/2`;Q T`iBH /2pQHiBHBxiBQM i ?B;? ?2iBM; `i2bX 
+QMiBMmiBQM Q7 i?Bb rQ`F rQmH/ +QKTH2i2 i?2 KQ/2H 7m2H +?`+i2`BxiBQM BM
`2;`/b iQ i?2 i?2`KQ+?2KB+H T`Q+2bb2bX
6mHH@a+H2 J2bm`2K2Mib
h?2 irQ 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;Mb `2TQ`i2/ BM i?Bb i?2bBb `2 T`BK`BHv #b2/ QM
7bi ~K2 KTTBM; #v +2Mi2` tBb T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2MibX h?Bb T`QpB/2b mb27mH
BM7Q`KiBQM iQ i?2 mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2 `2bmHiBM; ~K2 /vMKB+bX >Qr2p2`- b
brB`HBM; ~Qrb `2 i?`22@/BK2MbBQMH ~Qrb M/ F2v 72im`2b HBF2 B`@bi;BM; iF2
TH+2 BM i?2 `/BH /B`2+iBQM- //BiBQMH K2bm`2K2Mib BM i?2 ?Q`BxQMiH M/
p2`iB+H THM2 rQmH/ +QMi`B#mi2 ;`2iHv iQ i?2 7m`i?2` BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 ~K2
`2bTQMb2b iQ +?M;2b BM i?2 QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX .m`BM; r22F Rk Q7 kyR9 
i?B`/ 7mHH@b+H2 +KTB;M rb +``B2/ Qmi i JoRX h?Bb +KTB;M 7Q+mb2/
QM  /2iBH2/ KTTBM; Q7  bBM;H2 `272`2M+2 ~K2X 1zQ`i rb Tmi BMiQ KFBM;
i?2 QT2`iBQMH +QM/BiBQMb b bBKBH` b TQbbB#H2 iQ i?Qb2 7Q` i?2 `272`2M+2
~K2 Q7 i?2 }`bi Jo +KTB;MX AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 QTiB+H Q#b2`piBQMb
M/ i?2 +2Mi2` tBb T`Q#2 K2bm`2K2Mib i?2 7Qm` /v +KTB;M HbQ BM+Hm/2/
?Q`BxQMiH M/ p2`iB+H THM2 T`Q#2 i`p2`bBM; i i?`22 /Bz2`2Mi tBH TQbBiBQMbX
1+? i`p2`b2 BM+Hm/2/ QTiB+H i2KT2`im`2 K2bm`2K2Mib M/ 2ti`+iBp2 ;b
bKTHBM;- bBKBH` iQ i?2 +2Mi2` HBM2 K2bm`2K2iMbX hrQ /BK2MbBQMH Hb2`
/QTTH2` M2KQK2i`v UG.V p2HQ+Biv K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 +QM/m+i2/ #Qi? rBi?
M/ rBi?Qmi T`iB+H2 b22/BM; U~v b? Q` H#Q`iQ`v ;`/2 ;Hbb #2/bV Q7 i?2
+QK#mbiBQM B` `2;Bbi2`bX S`iB+H2 2ti`+iBQMb r2`2 +``B2/ QmiX AM@~K2 lo
bT2+i`QK2i`v rb TTHB2/ 7Q` P> `/B+H [mMiB}+iBQMX S`2HBKBM`v `r /i
MHvbBb b?Qrb T`QKBbBM; TQi2MiBH 7Q` mbBM; bm+? /i b 2pHmiBQM Ki2`BH
8PSL JO 1SPHSFTT BOE 4VHHFTUJPOT UP 'VSUIFS %FWFMPQNFOU 
7Q` 2X;X *6. bBKmHiBQMbX
GBi2`im`2 bm`p2vb M/ i?2 7mHH@b+H2 K2bm`2K2Mib bm;;2bi i?2 T`iB+H2
i`D2+iQ`B2b iQ THv  bB;MB}+Mi `QH2 BM i?2 ~K2 T`QT2`iB2bX 6Q` 7mim`2 7mHH@
b+H2 +KTB;Mb Bi Bb bm;;2bi2/ iQ /Q  ?B;? `2bQHmiBQM M/ ?B;? 7`2[m2M+v
QTiB+H bim/v QM i?2 T`iB+H2 ~Qr BMi2`+iBQM rBi? i?2 ~K2 ?QH/2`X

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(R) *?B+;Q JMmH Q7 aivH2X h?2 lMBp2`bBiv Q7 *?B+;Q S`2bb- *?B+;Q- Rei? 2/BiBQM-
kyRyX
(k) hm`#BM- EX GX  JMmH 7Q` q`Bi2`b Q7 _2b2`+? ST2`b- h?2b2b- M/ .Bbb2`iiBQMb,
*?B+;Q aivH2 7Q` aim/2Mib M/ _2b2`+?2`bX h?2 lMBp2`bBiv Q7 *?B+;Q S`2bb- *?B+;Q-
3i? 2/BiBQM- kyRjX
(j) S+?m`B- _X EX M/ J2v2`- GX AS** 6B7i? bb2bbK2Mi avMi?2bBb _2TQ`iX h2+?MB+H
`2TQ`i- AMi2`;Qp2`MK2MiH SM2H QM *HBKi2 *?M;2- kyR9X
(9) "bm- SXc "miH2`- CXc M/ G2QM- JX X _2M2rX 1M2`;v kyRRX je URV- k3kĜk33X
(8) hBHH¤;b7iH2 K2HH2K `2;2`BM;2M- +2Mi`mK@/2KQF`i2`M2- /2i FQMb2`piBp2 7QHF2T`iB-
p2Mbi`2 Q; bQ+BHBbiBbF 7QHF2T`iB iBH #BQKbb27iH2M 7 R9X DmMB RNNjX RNNdX
(e) S2/2`b2M- GX aXc LB2Hb2M- >X SXc EBBH- aXc >Mb2M- GX Xc .K@CQ?Mb2M- EXc EBH/bB;-
6Xc *?`Bbi2Mb2M- CXc M/ C2bT2`b2M- SX SX 6m2H RNNeX d8 URjV- R839ĜR8NyX
(d) qB2+F@>Mb2M- EXc Pp2`;`/- SXc M/ G`b2M- PX >X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyyyX RN-
jN8Ĝ9yNX
(3) qm- >X *Q@*QK#mbiBQM Q7 6QbbBH 6m2Hb M/ qbi2X S?/ i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv
Q7 .2MK`F- kyRRX
(N) "2miH2`- CXc *Hmb2M- aXc 6i22p- Xc >pB/- aX GXc E¤`- aXc M/ "ti2`- GX AM *QH
_BbBM; iQ L2r *?HH2M;2b @ *H2`X *H2M *QHX kyRy X
(Ry) abiKQBM2M- CXc ?Q- JXc JQBHM2M- Xc aǠ`2Mb2M- GX >Xc *Hmb2M- aXc M/ "2`;- JX
"BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyRyX j9- dk3ĜdjeX
(RR) wmrH- CX M/ a+BxFQ- JX "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyRyX j9 U3V- RRe8ĜRRd9X
(Rk) kyjy 6`K2rQ`F 7Q` *HBKi2 M/ 1M2`;v SQHB+B2bX kyR8X
(Rj) _2;2`BM;2MX oQ`2b 1M2`;BX h2+?MB+H _2TQ`i LQp2K#2`- .MBb? JBMBbi`v Q7 *HBKi2-
1M2`;v M/ "mBH/BM;- kyRRX
(R9) EQx- .X M/ a?mM;- JX SQr2` 1M;X kyRRX RR8 U8V- eyĜe3X
(R8) C2Mb2M- X .X M/ :H`#Q`;- SX *QK#mbiBQM M/ >B;? h2KT2`im`2 S`Q+2bb2bX h2+?MB+H
lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- β 2/BiBQM- kyyNX
(Re) "2û`- CX JXc *?QKBF- CXc M/ aKQQi- GX .X S`Q;X 1M2`;v *QK#mbiX a+BX RN39X Ry UkV-
RddĜky3X
(Rd) sm- JXc a?2M- *Xc M/ umM- CX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyyX R9 UjV- 8jjĜ8j3X
(R3) GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *X M/ J?Km/- hX *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX RN3NX ee- jRNĜjk3X
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(RN) S?2HM- qX CX M/ 6HK2Mi- :X h?2 _2/m+iBQM Q7 LPt 1KBbbBQMb #v ai;2/ *QK#mbiBQM
7Q`  _M;2 Q7 .Bp2`b2 *QHb 6B`2/ mM/2` "QBH2` aBKmHi2/ *QM/BiBQMbX h2+?MB+H
`2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RN3jX
(ky) av`2/- LXc *?B;B2`- LX Xc M/ "2û`- CX JX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNdRX Rj UBV- eRdĜek9X
(kR) av`2/- LX M/ "û2`- CX JX *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNd9X kjX
(kk) 6v- :X *X *2`KX "mHHX RNd3X 8d U8V- 8yyĜ8ykX
(kj) "2û`- CX JX M/ *?B;ő2`- LX X CX AMbiX 6m2H RNeNX 9k Uj9dV- 99jĜ98yX
(k9) CBM;- CXc GB- wXc w?m- ZXc *?2M- wXc qM;- GXc M/ *?2M- GX 1M2`;v kyRRX je- k83ĜkedX
(k8) q2#2`- _Xc .m;mû- CXc av`2- Xc S2i2`b- X X 6Xc M/ oBbb2`- "X JX J2bm`2K2Mib M/
*QKTmiiBQMb Q7 Zm`H wQM2 6HQr 6B2H/ M/ *?2KBbi`v BM  arB`HBM; SmHp2`Bx2/ *QH
6HK2X h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/-
RNNkX
(ke) >`/HmTb- uXc GBm- *X >Xc M/ q?Bi2Hr- CX >X *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX RNN9X Nd-
R8dĜRNRX
(kd) J`iBMmxxB- _X M/ h`QT2- *X CX 6HmB/b 1M;X RNNjX RR8- 38ĜNkX
(k3) *?B;B2`- LX X M/ :BH#2`i- CX GX CX AMbiX 6m2H RNe3X 9R UjkeV- Ry8ĜRRkX
(kN) J?Km/- hXc qHH- hX 6Xc M/ h`m2HQp2- CX aX AM 1B;?i mbi`HbX 6GmB/ J2+?X *QM7XX
L2r+biH2- RN3j T;2b R"XRyĜR"XRjX
(jy) w?2M;[B- GXc _mB- aXc GBx?2- *Xc w?BtBM- qXc a?Q?m- qXc M/ umFmM- ZX 6m2H kyykX
3R UeV- 3kNĜ3j8X
(jR) aK`i- CX SXc JQ`;M- .X CXc M/ _Q#2`ib- SX X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNNkX k9-
Rje8ĜRjdkX
(jk) P`7MQm/FBb- LXc >ixBTQbiQHQm- Xc E`HHBb- EXc EX a`/Bc oH+?FBb- LXc Jp`QK@
iBb- Xc M/ hbQmFHb- oX .X CX *QKTmiX J2i?Q/b a+BX 1M;X kyydX d- jĜRNX
(jj) *Qbi- JXc *Qbi2M- SXc GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *Xc M/ J?KB/- hX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNNyX
T;2b NdjĜN3yX
(j9) "+F`22/v- _X AXc 6H2i+?2`- GX JXc CQM2b- CX JXc J- GXc SQm`Fb?MBM- JXc M/
qBHHBKb- X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX kyy8X jy USiX kV- kN88ĜkNe9X
(j8) aK`i- CX SX M/ q2#2`- _X CX AMbiX 1M2`;v RN3NX ek U98jV- kjdĜk98X
(je) >;Br`- Xc "Q`ix- aXc M/ q2#2`- _X h?2Q`2iB+H M/ 1tT2`BK2MiH aim/B2b QM
AbQi?2`KH- 1tTM/BM; arB`HBM; 6HQrb rBi? TTHB+iBQM iQ arB`H "m`M2` .2bB;MX h2+?@
MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RN3eX
(jd) oBbb2`- "X JX M/ q2#2`- _X S`2/B+iBQMb Q7 L2` "m`2` wQM2 S`QT2`iB2b Q7 aBt arB`HBM;
SmHp2`Bx2/ *QH 6HK2bX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM-
o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RNNyX
(j3) aK`i- CX SX M/ q2#2`- _X CX AMbiX 1M2`;v RN3NX ek U98jV- kjdĜk98X
(jN) GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *X M/ J?Km/- hX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RN33X T;2b Re8ĜRdjX
#JCMJPHSBQIZ 
(9y) q2#2`- _Xc S2i2`b- X X 6Xc "`2Bi?mTi- SX SXc M/ oBbb2`- "X JX CX 6HmB/b 1M;X RNN8X
RRd- k3NĜkNdX
(9R) q2#2`- _Xc aK`i- CX SXc M/ S?2HM- qX CX LPt _2/m+iBQM rBi? *QH 6B`BM; #v
TTHB+iBQM Q7 "Qi? AMi2`MH B` ai;BM; M/ 6m2H _B+? S`2+QK#mbiQ`bX h2+?MB+H
`2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RN3dX
(9k) :Q/Qv- aXc >B`DB- JXc M/ GQQFrQQ/- GX *X CX AMbiX 1M2`;v RN3eX 8N- j3Ĝ99X
(9j) *?B;B2`- LX X M/ "2û`- CX JX CX "bB+ 1M;X RNe9X T;2b dNdĜ3y9X
(99) aK`i- CX M/ q2#2`- _X LPt _2/m+iBQM M/ "m`MQmi PTiBKBbiBQM mbBM; 2`Q/vMKB+
B` ai;BM; M/ B` ai;2/ S`2+QK#mbiQ`bX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2
_2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RN3dX
(98) .Kbi2/i- "Xc S2/2`bQM- CX JXc >Mb2M- .Xc EMB;?iQM- hXc CQM2b- CXc *?`Bbi2Mb2M- *Xc
"ti2`- GXc M/ h`22- .X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX kyydX jR AA- k3RjĜk3kyX
(9e) "HH2bi2`- CXc "``QbQ- CXc *2`2+2/Q- GX JXc M/ A+?bQ- _X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 kyy8X
R9R UtV- ky9ĜkR8X
(9d) h`m2HQp2- CX aX M/ >QH+QK#2- .X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNNyX T;2b NejĜNdRX
(93) qQHMbFB- SX M/ qƦD+B+FB- aX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNd8X R8- RkN8ĜRjykX
(9N) uM- qX M/ um- sX >2i h`Mb7X 1M;X RNNNX ky U9V- 98Ĝ8RX
(8y) .HHǶP`- JX _2+iBpBiv M/ "m`MQmi Q7 qQQ/ 6m2HbX S?/ i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv
Q7 .2MK`F- kyRRX
(8R) "B;BMB- 1Xc 6MiQxxB- *Xc M/ hQ;MQiiB- GX *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX kyy9X Rde U8@eV-
e38ĜdyjX
(8k) "`B/;ri2`- X oX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RNNNX 8R UR@kV- jĜkkX
(8j) *?2M- uXc *?`T2Mv- aXc C2Mb2M- Xc qQ- JX Xc M/ a2`BQ- JX X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX
AMbiX RNN3X T;2b RjkdĜRjj9X
(89) _i?- CXc qQH}M;2`- JX :Xc ai2BM2`- :Xc E`KK2`- :Xc "`QMiBMB- 6Xc M/ *QxxMB- oX
6m2H kyyjX 3k- 3RĜNRX
(88) wB2HBMbFB- 1X 6m2H RNedX 9e U9V- jkN Ĝ j9yX
(8e) "`v/2M- EX JX M/ >;;2- JX CX 6m2H kyyjX 3k URjV- RejjĜRe99X
(8d) S?2HM- qX CX M/ "Q`ix- aX h?2 1z2+i Q7 SmHp2`Bx2/ 6m2H "m`M2` .2bB;M S`K2i2`b
QM 6HK2 *?`+i2`BbiB+b z2+iBM; 1KBbbBQMb LPt M/ *?` "m`MQmiX h2+?MB+H
`2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RN3eX
(83) >DHB;QH- JX _Xc >Qr`/- CX "Xc M/ S2i2`b- qX X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNNjX N8 URV-
9dĜeyX
(8N) :m2HH- X CXc GB- *X wXc >2`Q/- X Xc :Ƀ2HH- Xc aiQF2b- "Xc >M+Q+F- SXc M/ EM/BvQi-
_X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v RNNjX 8 UkV- R88ĜRdRX
(ey) 6`;- X@_Xc :BM2b- X 6Xc M/ EM/BvQiB- _X 6m2H RNNRX dy UdV- 3yjĜ3yNX
(eR) *?2M- CX *Xc *bi;MQHB- *Xc M/ LBFb- aX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNNkX e UjV- ke9ĜkdRX
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(ek) >Q2Fbi`- 1Xc pM arBD- qX SXc E2`bi2M- aX _Xc M/ >Q;2M/QQ`M- EX CX *?2KX 1M;X
CX kyRkX RNR- 98Ĝ83X
(ej) :`ǠHB- JX :X  h?2Q`2iB+H M/ 1tT2`BK2MiH aim/v Q7 i?2 h?2`KH .2;`/iBQM Q7
"BQKbbX S?/ i?2bBb- h?2 LQ`r2;BM lMBp2`bBiv Q7 a+B2M+2 M/ h2+?MQHQ;v- RNNeX
(e9) Gm- >X 1tT2`BK2MiH M/ JQ/2HBM; AMp2biB;iBQMb Q7 "BQKbb S`iB+H2 *QK#mbiBQMX
S?/ i?2bBb- "`B;?K uQmM; lMBp2`bBiv- kyyeX
(e8) JBHH2`- _X *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX RNNeX RRN UR@eV- jjR Ĝ jdjX
(ee) a2TiB2M- aXc oHBM- aXc .mTQMi- *Xc S2v`Qi- JXc M/ aHp/Q`- aX 6m2H kyRkX Nd- kykĜkRyX
(ed) w?M;- uXc EDBiMB- aXc b?Bxr- JXc M/ JBm`- EX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyeX ky U3V-
kdy8ĜkdRkX
(e3) amM- aXc hBM- >Xc w?Q- uXc amM- _Xc M/ w?Qm- >X "BQ`2bQm`X h2+?MQHX kyRyX RyR URyV-
jed3Ĝ39X
(eN) wMxB- _Xc aDƺbi`ƺK- EXc M/ "Dƺ`M#QK- 1X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyykX kj- j8dĜjeeX
(dy) ZBM- EX 1Mi`BM2/ 6HQr :bB}+iBQM Q7 "BQKbbX S?/ i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7
.2MK`F- kyRkX
(dR) a?}x/2?- 6X CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RN3kX j- k3jĜjy8X
(dk) wMxB- _Xc aDƺbi`ƺK- EXc M/ "Dƺ`M#QK- 1X 6m2H RNNeX d8 U8V- 898Ĝ88yX
(dj) MiH- JX CX CX M/ o`?2;vB- :X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNN8X j9 UjV- dyjĜdRdX
(d9) >DHB;QH- JX _Xc >Qr`/- CX "Xc GQM;r2HH- CX SXc M/ S2i2`b- qX X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX
S`Q+2bb .2bX .2pX RN3kX kR UjV- 98dĜ9e8X
(d8) MiH- JX CX CXc 6`B2/KM/- >X GXc M/ _Q;2`b- 6X 1X *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX RN3yX
kR- R9RĜR8kX
(de) "BH#Q- _Xc `mxQ- CXc M/ JBHH2`- X h?2`KQ+?BKX +i RN3dX Rky- RkRĜRjRX
(dd) 6B`#`B/;2- *Xc _Qbb- _X Xc M/ aQQ/- aX SX CX TTHX SQHvKX a+BX RNd3X kk- 9NdĜ8RyX
(d3) :`ǠMHB- JXc MiH- JX CXc M/ o`?2;vB- :X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNNNX j3- kkj3Ĝkk99X
(dN) FBi- EX M/ Eb2- JX CX SQHvKX a+BX S`i @R SQHvKX *?2KX RNedX 8 U9V- 3jjĜ393X
(3y) JBM- EX *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNddX jy- k38ĜkN9X
(3R) "BH#Q- _Xc `mxQ- CXc M/ JBHH2`- X h?2`KQ+?BKX +i RN3dX Rky- RjjĜR9RX
(3k) o`?2;vB- :X M/ MiH- JX CX CX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RN3NX j UjV- jkNĜjj8X
(3j) JBHQbpHD2pB+- AXc PD- oXc M/ amm#2`;- 1X JX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNNeX j8 UjV-
e8jĜeekX
(39) EQi?`B- oX M/ MiH C`X- JX CX 6m2H RN38X e9 URRV- R93dĜR9N9X
(38) L`vM- _X M/ MiH- JX CX CX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNNeX j8- RdRRĜRdkRX
(3e) aBKKQMb- :X JX M/ :2Mi`v- JX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RN3eX Ry UkV- RRdĜRkdX
#JCMJPHSBQIZ 
(3d) J2?`#BM- _Xc a+?`H2`- _Xc M/ P#2`M#2`;2`- AX 6m2H kyRkX Nj- 8edĜ8d8X
(33) .HHǶP`- JXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc M/ C2Mb2M- X .X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyy3X kk U8V- kN88ĜkNekX
(3N) "QMpB+BMB- :Xc *Q`;;BQ- :Xc M/ 6H2MB- JX "BQ7m2Hb .2pQHiBHBxiBQM M/ *?` *QK@
#mbiBQM *?`+i2`BxiBQM rBi? i?2 AS6_X h2+?MB+H _2TQ`i .2+2K#2`- AMi2`MiBQMH
6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- kyRjX
(Ny) G2r2HH2M- SXc S2i2`b- qXc M/ >Qr`/- CX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNddX Re URV- R9dRĜR93yX
(NR) S`BMb- JX CXc GBM/ûM- CXc GB- wX aXc "biBMb- _X CX JXc pM PBD2M- CX Xc H/ûM- JXc
M/ :Q2v- GX SX >X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyNX kj UeV- NNjĜRyyeX
(Nk) GQBbQM- _X M/ *?mpBM- _X *?BKX AM/X RNe9X NR UjV- keNĜkd8X
(Nj) a2TKM- X M/ /2 :Q2v- GX "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyRRX j8 UdV- kNyjĜkNyNX
(N9) .`mKKQM/- X@_X 6X M/ .`mKKQM/- AX qX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNNeX j8 U9V-
RkejĜRke3X
(N8) >Q2Fbi`- 1Xc oM arBD- qX SXc E2`bi2M- aX _Xc M/ >Q;2M/QQ`M- EX CX *?2KX 1M;X
CX kyRkX R3d- RdkĜR39X
(Ne) S2+Q+F2- :Xc J/`HB- 1Xc GB- *X@wXc :Ƀ2HH- Xc qm- 6Xc EM/BvQiB- _Xc M/ "`B/;ri2`-
X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v RNN9X d URV- R88ĜRedX
(Nd) PFmMQ- hXc aQMQvK- LXc >vb?B- CX@AXc GB- *X@wXc ai?2- *Xc M/ *?B#- hX 1M2`;v
6m2Hb kyy8X RN U8V- kRe9ĜkRdRX
(N3) C2Mb2M- Xc .K@CQ?Mb2M- EXc qQ- JX Xc M/ a2`BQ- JX X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNN3X Rk U8V-
NkNĜNj3X
(NN) LBF@x`- JXc >DHB;QH- JX JX _Xc aQ?`#B- JXc M/ .#B`- "X 6m2H S`Q+2bbX h2+?MQHX
RNNdX 8R UR@kV- dX
(Ryy) _p22M/`M- EXc :M2b?- Xc M/ E?BH`i- EX *X 6m2H RNN8X d9 URkV- R3RkĜR3kkX
(RyR) CQM2b- CXc .`p2HH- GXc "`B/;2KM- hXc SQm`Fb?MBM- JXc M/ qBHHBKb- X S`Q+X
*QK#mbiX AMbiX kyydX jR UkV- RN88ĜRNejX
(Ryk) .`p2HH- GX AXc >`v+FQ- SXc CQM2b- CX JXc LQrFQrbFB- .X CXc M/ SQm`Fb?MBM- JX
qQ`H/ _2M2rX 1M2`;v *QM;`X kyy8X T;2b 839Ĝ83NX
(Ryj) o`?2;vB- :Xc MiH- JX CX CXc ax2F2Hv- hXc hBHH- 6Xc CF#- 1Xc M/ ax#Q- SX 1M2`;v
6m2Hb RN33X k UjV- kdjĜkddX
(Ry9) LmMM- hX _Xc >Qr`/- CX "Xc GQM;r2HH- CX SXc M/ S2i2`b- qX X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX
RN38X k9- 399Ĝ38kX
(Ry8) "HB2F- X A*?1 CX RN38X jR URyV- Reee Ĝ Re3RX
(Rye) :`Mi- .X JXc Sm;KB`2- _X CXc 6H2i+?2`- hX >Xc M/ E2`bi2BM- X _X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RN3NX
j UkV- Rd8ĜR3eX
(Ryd) G2rBb- X .X M/ 6H2i+?2`- hX >X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyRjX kd UkV- N9kĜN8jX
(Ry3) 6H2i+?2`- hX >Xc SQM/- >X _Xc q2#bi2`- CXc qQQi2`b- CXc M/ "ti2`- GX GX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb
kyRkX ke UeV- jj3RĜjj3dX
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(RyN) .K`ixBb- hXc EQbiQ;HQm- JXc M/ w#MBQiQm- X AMiX CX *?2KX _2+iX 1M;X kyyNX
d URV- RĜkdX
(RRy) .m;`/- .X 1X M/ "`QrM- _X *X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyjX Rd U9V- Nj9ĜNjNX
(RRR) >p2Mb- CX Xc >b?2KB2- >X hXc M/ "`QrM- GX 1X *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX RNdkX 8 UjV-
NRĜN3X
(RRk) "`QB/Q- X Sv`Q/vMKB+b RNeeX 9 UjV- k9j Ĝ k8RX
(RRj) FBi- EX M/ Eb2- JX CX TTHX SQHvKX a+BX RNedX 8- 3jjĜ393X
(RR9) `b2M2m- .X 6X *MX CX *?2KX RNeRX jN- RNR8ĜRNRNX
(RR8) :`ǠMHB- JX :X M/ J2H2M- JX *X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyyX R9 U9V- dNRĜ3yyX
(RRe) JBHQbpHD2pB+- AX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNN8X j9 U9V- Ry3R Ĝ RyNRX
(RRd) .B "HbB- *X *?2KX 1M;X a+BX RNNeX 8R UdV- RRkRĜRRjkX
(RR3) .B "HbB- *X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNNeX j8 URV- jdĜ9eX
(RRN) .B "HbB- *X 6m2H RNNdX de URyV- N8dĜNe9X
(Rky) "`Bt- CXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc M/ C2Mb2M- X .X 6m2H kyRyX 3N URRV- jjdjĜjj3yX
(RkR) E`Qb+?rBix- CX AX- 2/BiQ`X EB`F Pi?K2`b 1M+v+HQT2/B Q7 *?2KB+H h2+?MQHQ;v- pQH@
mK2 j- T;2b e3jĜdydX CQ?M qBH2v  aQMb- BM+X- QMHBM2 2/BiBQM- kyRyX
(Rkk) ;2M+v- AX 1X "BQ2M2`;v S`QD2+i .2p2HQTK2Mi  "BQKbb amTTHvX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i-
A1 "BQ2M2`;v- kyydX
(Rkj) J+E2M/`v- SX "BQ`2bQm`X h2+?MQHX kyykX 3k URV- jdĜ9eX
(Rk9) J`b+?M2`- >X JBM2`H Lmi`BiBQM Q7 >B;?2` SHMibX +/2KB+ S`2bb- kM/ 2/BiBQM- kyykX
(Rk8) E`K2`- SX CX M/ EQxHQrbB- hX hX S?vbBQHQ;v Q7 qQQ/v SHMibX RNdNX
(Rke) aH2?- aX "X hQ``27+iBQM Q7 "BQKbb 7Q` SQr2` S`Q/m+iBQMX S?/ i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H
lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- kyRjX
(Rkd) P#2`M#2`;2`- AX M/ h?2F- :X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyy9X kd UeV- e8jĜeeNX
(Rk3) *?M- _X qX@+Xc E2H#QM- JXc M/ E`B2;2`@"`Q+F2ii- "X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RN33X
kd- kkeRĜkkd8X
(RkN) *?M- qX@*X _Xc E2H#QM- JXc M/ E`B2;2`- "X "X 6m2H RN38X e9 URRV- R8y8ĜR8RjX
(Rjy) uM;- uX "Xc a?`B}- oX LXc arBi?2M#MF- CXc J- GXc .`p2HH- GX AXc CQM2b- CX JXc
SQm`Fb?MBM- JXc M/ qBHHBKb- X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyy3X kk URV- jyeĜjReX
(RjR) :BH- JXc h2`m2H- 1Xc M/ `mxQ- AX 6m2H kyR9X RRe- jk3Ĝj9yX
(Rjk) :Q/Qv- aXc >B`DB- EXc GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *Xc M/ JBHH2`- CX *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX RN3eX
99 U8@eV- jRNĜjj8X
(Rjj) JM/Ǡ- JXc _Qb2M/?H- GXc uBM- *Xc M/ aǠ`2Mb2M- >X 6m2H kyRyX 3N URyV- jy8RĜjyekX
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(Rj9) EQ#vb?B- LXc :mBHBM- SXc EQ#vb?B- CXc >iMQ- aXc Aiv- uXc M/ JQ`B- aX SQr/2`
h2+?MQHX kyy3X R3y UjV- kdkĜk3jX
(Rj8) aBKTbQM- qX M/ h2MqQH/2- X S?vbB+H S`QT2`iB2b M/ JQBbim`2 _2HiBQMb Q7 qQQ/-
pQHmK2 dkX lMBi2/ aii2b .2T`iK2Mi Q7 ;`B+mHim`2- J/BbQM- +2Mi2MMBH 2/BiBQM-
kyRyX
(Rje) /T- SX EX SQr/2` >M/HX S`Q+2bbX kyykX R9 U9V- k8k Ĝ jyyX
(Rjd) G`bbQM- aX >Xc h?v`2H- JXc :2H/B- SXc M/ G2biM/2`- hX X "BQ`2bQm`X h2+?MQHX kyy3X
NN- dRdeĜdR3kX
(Rj3) aQF?MbMD- aX M/ hm`?QHHQr- X 6X TTHX 1M;X ;`B+X kyy9X ky U9V- 9N8Ĝ9NNX
(RjN) ai2Hi2- qXc >QHK- CX EXc aM/B- X _Xc "`b#2`;- aXc ?`2M72H/i- CXc M/ >2M`BFb2M-
lX "X 6m2H kyRRX Ny URRV- jk38ĜjkNyX
(R9y) w?M;- GXc sm- *Xc M/ *?KT;M2- SX 1M2`;v *QMp2`bX JM;X kyRyX 8R U8V- NeNĜN3kX
(R9R) C2MFBMb- "X JXc "ti2`- GX GXc JBH2b C`X- hX _Xc M/ JBH2b- hX _X 6m2H S`Q+2bbX h2+?MQHX
RNN3X 89- RdĜ9eX
(R9k) >m`i- _X >X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNN3X kd UkV- k33dĜkNy9X
(R9j) GB- CXc "QMpB+BMB- :Xc hQ;MQiiB- GXc uM;- qXc M/ "HbBF- qX 6m2H kyR9X Rkk- keRĜkeNX
(R99) "ti2`- GX GX M/ Gm- >X J2+?MBbKb M/ _i2b Q7 bT?2`B+H- G`;2 S`iB+H2 *QM@
p2`bBQM BM ambT2MbBQM- kyRRX
(R98) aM/2`- "X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v RNNdX Rk UjV- RddĜR3jX
(R9e) 6`M/b2M- 6X CX b? 6Q`KiBQM- .2TQbBiBQM M/ *Q``QbBQM q?2M liBHBxBM; ai`r 7Q`
>2i M/ SQr2` S`Q/m+iBQMX .Q+iQ`H i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- E;bX
GvM;#v- kyyRX
(R9d) ##bB- hXc ##bB- aXc M/ #bbB- aX X _2M2rX ambiBMX 1M2`;v _2pX kyRyX R9 UjV-
NRNĜNjdX
(R93) aB/m`- _Xc #/2HxBx- 1Xc .2KB`#b- Xc >QbbBM- JXc M/ J2F?BH27- aX _2M2rX ambiBMX
1M2`;v _2pX kyRRX R8 U8V- kkekĜkk3NX
(R9N) hmKmHm`m- CX aXc aQF?MbMD- aXc >2bb- CX _Xc q`B;?i- *X hXc M/ "Q`/KM- _X .X
AM/X "BQi2+?MQHX kyRRX d U8V- j39Ĝ9yRX
(R8y) .B "HbB- *X S`Q;X 1M2`;v *QK#mbiX a+BX kyy3X j9 URV- 9dĜNyX
(R8R) JQ?M- .Xc SBiiKM- *X lXc M/ ai22H2- SX >X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyeX ky UjV- 393Ĝ33NX
(R8k) .2KB`#b- X 1M2`;v aQm`+2b- S`i  _2+Qp2`X liBHX 1MpB`QMX 1zX kyyNX jR URjV-
RR3eĜRRNjX
(R8j) ai2Mb2M;- JX Sv`QHvbBb M/ *QK#mbiBQM Q7 "BQKbbX S?/ i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv
Q7 .2MK`F- kyyRX
(R89) CQ?Mb2M- CX JX _2H2b2 Q7 AMQ`;MB+ Jii2` /m`BM; *QK#mbiBQM Q7 "BQKbbX Jbi2`Ƕb
i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- kyRRX
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(R88) JɃHH2`@>;2/Q`M- JXc "Q+F?Q`M- >Xc E`2#b- GXc M/ JɃHH2`- lX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX
kyykX kN- jNNĜ9yeX
(R8e) pM GBi?- aX *Xc C2Mb2M- SX Xc 6`M/b2M- 6X CXc M/ :H`#Q`;- SX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyy3X
kk UeV- R8N3ĜReyNX
(R8d) LQpFQpB+- Xc pM GBi?- aX *Xc 6`M/b2M- 6X CXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc M/ >QH;2`b2M- GX "X
1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyNX kj UdV- j9kjĜj9k3X
(R83) EMm/b2M- CX LX M/ Lv;`/ EMm/b2M- CX oQHiBHBxiBQM Q7 AMQ`;MB+ Jii2` /m`BM;
*QK#mbiBQM Q7 MMmH "BQKbbX S?/ i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- kyy9X
(R8N) pM GBi?- aX *X _2H2b2 Q7 AMQ`;MB+ 1H2K2Mib /m`BM; qQQ/@6B`BM; QM  :`i2X S?/
i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- kyy8X
(Rey) h2H72`- JX X M/ w?M;- .X EX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNN3X Rk UeV- RRj8ĜRR9RX
(ReR) *?`Bbi2Mb2M- EX Xc ai2M?QHK- JXc M/ GBp#D2`;- >X CX 2`QbQH a+BX RNN3X kN U9V-
9kRĜ999X
(Rek) C2MFBMb- "X JXc "FF2`- _X _Xc M/ q2B- CX "X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v RNNeX Ry U9V-
RddĜkyyX
(Rej) "DQ2`FKM- 1X M/ ai`Q2K#2`;- "X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNNdX RR U8V- RykeĜRyjkX
(Re9) q2#2`- _Xc JM+BMB- JXc a+?z2H@JM+BMB- LXc M/ EmTF- hX 6m2H S`Q+2bbX h2+?MQHX
kyRjX Ry8- RRjĜRk3X
(Re8) h`m#2ibFv- X _2TQ`i QM #BQKbb *?`+i2`BxiBQM aim/vX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- h2+?@
MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- EQM;2Mb GvM;#v- kyRjX
(Ree) _2ib+?X PT2`iBM; AMbi`m+iBQMb f JMmH S`iB+H2 aBx2 MHvbBb avbi2K *JaAw1_
M/ *JaAw1_ sh X _2ib+? h2+?MQHQ;v- _2ib+? h2+?MQHQ;v :K#>- _2ib+?@HH22
RĜ8- 9kd3R >M- :2`KMvX
(Red) G2p2MbTB2H- PX *?2KB+H _2+iQ` PKMB#QQFX Pal "QQF aiQ`2b- AM+X- *Q`pHHBb- P`2;QM-
RNNjX
(Re3) uBM- *Xc E¤`- aX EXc _Qb2M/?H- GXc M/ >pB/- aX GX "BQ`2bQm`X h2+?MQHX kyRyX RyR URRV-
9ReNĜ9Rd3X
(ReN) CQ?MbbQM- _Xc h?mMKM- >Xc M/ G2+FM2`- "X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 kyydX R9N UR@kV- 9NĜekX
(Rdy) Gm- >Xc _Q#2`i- qXc S2B`+2- :Xc _BT- "Xc M/ "ti2`- GX GX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyy3X kk U9V-
k3keĜk3jNX
(RdR) h`m#2ibFv- X aBM;H2 "BQKbb S`iB+H2 *QK#mbiBMQ M/ 6m2H *?`+i2`BxiBQMX S?/
i?2bBb- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- kyR8X
(Rdk) hm`Mb- aX _X M AMi`Q/m+iBQM iQ *QK#mbiBQM *QM+2Tib M/ TTHB+iBQMbX J+:`r@>BHH
>B;?2` 1/m+iBQM- kM/ 2/BiBQM- kyyeX
(Rdj) q`Mix- CXc Jb- lXc M/ .B##H2- _X qX *QK#mbiBQM S?vbB+H M/ *?2KB+H 6mM/@
K2MiHb- JQ/2HBM; M/ aBKmHiBQM- 1tT2`BK2Mib- SQHHmiMi 6Q`KiBQMX aT`BM;2`@o2`H;
"2`HBM >2B/2H#2`;- >2B/2H#2`;- E`Hb`m?2- "2`F2H2v- 9i? 2/BiBQM- kyyeX
(Rd9) JBHM2- hX aQHX 1M2`;v _2bX AMbiX RNdNX T;2b AAfN8ĜAAfRjRX
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(Rd8) MiH C`X- JX AM EX "ƺ2` M/ CX .m{2- 2/BiQ`b- /pX aQHX 1M2`;v a1 @ j- T;2b eRĜRRRX
aT`BM;2` L2r uQ`F- RN38X
(Rde) MiH C`X- JX AM EX "ƺ2` M/ CX .m{2- 2/BiQ`b- /pX aQHX 1M2`;v a1 @ 9- T;2b Rd8Ĝk88X
aT`BM;2` la- RN38X
(Rdd) obbBH2p- aX oXc "ti2`- .Xc M/ obbBH2p- *X :X 6m2H kyRjX RRk- jNRĜ99NX
(Rd3) aKQQiB- GX .X S`Q;X 1M2`;v *QK#mbiX a+BX RNNdX kj- kyjĜkjkX
(RdN) C2Tb2M- JX aX Sv`QHvbBb Q7 G`;2 "BQKbb S`iB+H2b BM  bBM;H2 S`iB+H2 *QK#mbiBQM
_2+iQ`X Jbi2`Ƕb i?2bBb- h?2 h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- kyR9X
(R3y) JQK2MB- JX 6mM/K2MiH aim/v Q7 aBM;H2 "BQKbb S`iB+H2 *QK#mbiBQMX S?/ i?2bBb-
H#Q`; lMBp2`bBiv- kyRkX
(R3R) "QHvQb- 1Xc Gr`2M+2- .Xc M/ LQ`/BM- X AM j`/ AMiX .BbTQbX *QM7X- pQHmK2 jkX kyyj
T;2b kdĜjjX
(R3k) "B;BMB- 1X _2pB2r Q7 aQHB/ 6m2Hb *QK#mbiBQM JQ/2Hb 7Q` i?2 .2i2`KBMiBQM Q7 _2+iBp@
Biv S`K2i2`X h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- GBpQ`MQ-
kyRyX
(R3j) S`Fb?- LX M/ E`mMMBi?B- hX CX TTHX a+BX _2bX kyy3X 9 URkV- RekdĜRejeX
(R39) 6HvMM- CX >X h?2`KQ+?BKX +i RNNdX jyy- 3jĜNkX
(R38) *QM2b- CX Xc J`+BHH- Xc *#HH2`Q- CX Xc M/ 6QMi- _X CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb
kyyRX 83@8N- eRdĜejjX
(R3e) J2?K2i- uX M/ _Q+?2- _X aX CX TTHX SQHvKX a+BX RNdeX ky- RN88ĜRNe8X
(R3d) :vmHB- :X M/ :`22M?Qr- 1X CX h?2`KQ+?BKX +i RNdjX e- kjNĜk99X
(R33) *B- CXc >2- 6Xc M/ uQ- 6X CX Ji?X *?2KX kyydX 9k U9V- N9NĜN8eX
(R3N) "`mM- _X GX M/ "m`M?K- X EX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RN3dX R UkV- R8jĜReRX
(RNy) LBFb- aX M/ Gm- *X qX *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNNjX N9 UjV- kNjĜjydX
(RNR) *``b+Q- 6X h?2`KQ+?BKX +i RNNjX kRj- RR8ĜRj9X
(RNk) JBm`- EX M/ JFB- hX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNN3X Rk U8V- 3e9Ĝ3eNX
(RNj) *B- CXc uQ- 6Xc uB- qXc M/ >2- 6X A*?1 CX kyyeX 8k U9V- R889ĜR88dX
(RN9) *B- CXc uQ- 6Xc uB- qXc M/ >2- 6X A*?1 CX kyyeX 8k UdV- ke8eX
(RN8) a?}x/2?- 6X #bi`X STX KX *?2KX aQ+X RNdeX Rdk Ua1SjVX
(RNe) h?m`M2`- 6X M/ JMM- lX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX S`Q+2bb .2bX .2pX RN3RX ky- 93kĜ933X
(RNd) 6QMi- _Xc J`+BHH- Xc o2`/BB- 1Xc M/ .2p2b- CX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNNyX kN-
R39eĜR388X
(RN3) "`/#m`v- X :X qXc aFB- uXc M/ a?}x/2?- 6X CX TTHX SQHvKX a+BX RNdNX kj-
jkdRĜjk3yX
(RNN) "v`M2X CX TTHX *?2KX RNeeX Re- 3RĜ33X
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(kyy) SBbFQ`x- CXc _/H2BM- .Xc M/ a+Qii- .X aX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RN3eX N- RkRĜRjdX
(kyR) ƥ`7Q- CX CX JX M/ 6B;m2B`2/Q- CX GX h?2`KQ+?BKX +i kyyRX j3y- edĜd3X
(kyk) aim#BM;iQM- CX 6X M/ BKM- aX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNN9X 3 URV- RN9ĜkyjX
(kyj) a?}x/2?- 6X M/ "`/#m`v- X :X qX C TTH SQHvK a+B RNdNX kj- R9jRĜR99kX
(ky9) GB/2M- X :Xc "2``miB- 6Xc M/ a+Qii- .X aX *?2KX 1M;X *QKKmMX RN33X e8- kyd Ĝ kkRX
(ky8) o`?2;vB- :Xc CF#- 1Xc M/ MiH- JX CX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNN8X je URyV- RRNX
(kye) Mi?QMv- .Xc >Qr`/- CXc >Qii2H- >Xc M/ J2BbbM2`- >X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNd8X
R8 URV- RjyjĜRjRdX
(kyd) JBHH2`- _X aX M/ "2HHM- CX *Q#KmbiBQM a+BX h2+?MQHX RNNdX Rke UR@eV- NdĜRjdX
(ky3) q`/- aX M/ "`bHr- CX *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RN38X eR UjV- keRĜkeNX
(kyN) GBM- uX@*Xc *?Q- CXc hQKTb2ii- :X Xc q2biKQ`2HM/- SX _Xc M/ >m#2`- :X qX CX S?vbX
*?2KX * kyyNX RRj U9eV- ky yNdĜky RydX
(kRy) 6Bb?2`- hXc >DHB;QH- JXc qvK+F- "Xc M/ E2HHQ;;- .X CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb kyykX
ek UkV- jjRĜj9NX
(kRR) o`?2;vB- :Xc MiH- JX CX CXc CF#- 1Xc M/ ax#Ʀ- SX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RNNdX
9k- djĜ3dX
(kRk) 6QMi- _Xc J`+BHH- Xc o2`/iB- 1Xc M/ .2p2b- CX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RNNRX kR-
k9NĜke9X
(kRj) JBHQbpHD2pB+i- AX M/ amm#2`;- 1X JX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNN8X j9- Ry3RĜRyNRX
(kR9) qBHHBKb- SX hX M/ :2bH2`- aX CX AMbiX 1M2`;v RNNkX e8 U9e8V- RNk Ĝ kyyX
(kR8) EBK- aX M/ 1QK- uX EQ`2M CX *?2KX 1M;X kyyeX kj UjV- 9yNĜ9R9X
(kRe) Hp2b- aX aX M/ 6B;m2B`2/Q- CX GX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RN3NX R8- j9dĜj88X
(kRd) Sv`QHvbBb- X M/ 1M;2M?`B- 6X .X CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBbH RN33X Rj- RkjĜRj9X
(kR3) *QxxMB- oXc Gm++?2bB- Xc M/ aiQTTiQ- :X *MX CX *?2KX 1M;X RNNdX d8- RkdĜRjjX
(kRN) 1pMb- _X CX M/ JBHM2- hX X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RN3dX R UkV- RkjĜRjdX
(kky) JBHM2- hX X M/ 1pMb- _X CX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RN3dX R U9V- jRRĜjRNX
(kkR) 6Bt#- PXc CF#- 1Xc hBHH- 6Xc M/ ax2F2Hv- hX qQQ/ a+BX h2+?MQHX RN33X kk U9V-
jkjĜjj9X
(kkk) .B *QHQK#- "X S`Q;X 1M2`;v *QK#mbiX a+BX RNNjX RN- dRĜRy9X
(kkj) qBHbQM- GXc uM;- qXc "HbBF- qXc CQ?M- :X _Xc M/ J?BHm- *X 6X 1M2`;v *QMp2`bX
JM;X kyRRX 8k URV- RNRĜRN3X
(kk9) :`22M?H7- *Xc LQrFQrbFB- .Xc "`B/;ri2`- Xc hBiBHQv2- CXc ui2b- LXc _B+?2- Xc M/
a?B2H/- AX AM/X *`QTb S`Q/X kyRkX je URV- 99NĜ98NX
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(kk8) "QM2HHB- SX _Xc "mQMQKQ- 1X GXc M/ *mFB2`KM- X GX 1M2`;v aQm`+2b- S`i  _2+Qp2`X
liBHX 1MpB`QMX 1zX kyydX kN U3V- djRĜd9yX
(kke) "`BMF- .X GX M/ JbbQm/B- JX aX CX 6B`2 6HKK#HX RNd3X N- RdeĜR33X
(kkd) _Q#2`ib- X 6X M/ *HQm;?- :X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNejX N URV- R83ĜReeX
(kk3) *Q`/2`Q- hXc :`+ő- 6Xc M/ _Q/`ő;m2x- CX CX h?2`KQ+?BKX +i RN3NX R9N- kk8ĜkjdX
(kkN) :ƦK2x- *X CXc o`?2;vB- :Xc M/ SmB;DM2`- GX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX kyy8X 99-
ee8yĜeeeyX
(kjy) Jm`iv EMm`v- X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNdkX R3 URV- d8Ĝ3jX
(kjR) BKM- aX M/ aim#BM;iQM- CX 6X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v RNNjX 8 UkV- RRjĜRkyX
(kjk) aiKK- X CX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX RN8eX 93 UjV- 9RjĜ9RdX
(kjj) a2MM2+- PX 6m2H S`Q+2bbX h2+?MQHX kyydX 33 URV- 3dĜNdX
(kj9) "`M+- *Xc H#MQ- Xc M/ .B "HbB- *X h?2`KQ+?BKX +i kyy8X 9kN UkV- RjjĜR9RX
(kj8) "`QrM2- 6X GX M/ hM;- qX EX 1z2+i Q7 o`BQmb *?2KB+Hb QM h?2`KQ;`pBK2i@
`B+ MHvbBb Q7 SBM/2`Qb SBM2X h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- 6Q`2bi S`Q/m+ib G#Q`iQ`v lXaX
.2T`iK2Mi Q7 ;`B+mHim`2 6Q`2bi a2`pB+2- J/BbQM- RNejX
(kje) q;2M`- "X JXc S`BMb- qXc M/ pM arBD- qX SX JX 6m2H S`Q+2bbX h2+?MQHX RNNjX
je- kNRĜkN3X
(kjd) uM- qXc AbHK- aXc *Q`QM2HH- *X CXc M/ o- oX _X 1MpB`QMX S`Q;X ambiBMX 1M2`;v
kyRkX jR UkV- kyyĜky9X
(kj3) w#MBQiQm- Xc AQMMB/Qm- PXc MiQMFQm- 1Xc M/ GTTb- X AMiX CX >v/`Q;2M
1M2`;v kyy3X jj URyV- k9jjĜk999X
(kjN) .B "HbB- *X M/ "`M+- *X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX kyyRX 9y UkjV- 889dĜ888eX
(k9y) aKQH/- JX M/ obHQb- AX 6m2H RNNRX dy UdV- 33jĜ33NX
(k9R) w#MBQiQm- X Xc :Q;QibBb- .Xc M/ E`#2Hb- X CX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb RNN9X
kN- djĜ3dX
(k9k) _2BM- CXc o2HQ- 1Xc M/ SmB;DM2`- GX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RNN3X jd URRV- 9kNyĜ9kN8X
(k9j) _Q#2`ib- X 6X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNdyX R9- keRĜkdkX
(k99) L2HbQM- SX 6Xc aKBi?- AX qXc hvH2`- _X CXc M/ J+FB2b- CX *X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyeX k UNV-
jNRĜ9yyX
(k98) qBFiQ`bbQM- GX@SX M/ qMxH- qX 6m2H kyyyX dN UeV- dyRĜdReX
(k9e) w#MBQiQm- X M/ .K`ixBb- hX CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb kyydX 3y URV- R3dĜRN9X
(k9d) amm#2`;- 1X JXc S2i2`b- qX Xc M/ >Qr`/- CX "X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX S`Q+2bb .2bX .2pX
RNd3X Rd URV- jdĜ9eX
(k93) w#MBQiQm- Xc AQMMB/Qm- PXc M/ aFQmHQm- oX 6m2H kyy3X 3d U3@NV- R9NkĜR8ykX
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(k9N) LBF@x`- JXc >DHB;QH- JX JX _Xc aQ?`#B- JXc M/ .#B`- "X 6m2H a+BX h2+?MQHX AMiX
RNNeX R9 U9V- 9dNĜ8ykX
(k8y) :mQ- CX Sv`QHvbBb Q7 qQQ/ SQr/2` M/ :bB}+iBQM Q7 qQQ/@.2`Bp2/ *?`X S?X.X
i?2bBb- h2+?MBb+?2 lMBp2`bBi2Bi 1BM/?Qp2M- kyy9X
(k8R) LmMM- hX _Xc >Qr`/- CX "Xc GQM;r2HH- CX SXc M/ S2i2`b- qX X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX
S`Q+2bb .2bX .2pX RN38X k9- 3jeĜ399X
(k8k) a?mM;MBM;- sXc w?B?2- GXc "QKBM;- GXc q2BKBM;- uXc M/ sm2vmM- "X 6m2H kyyeX
38 U8@eV- ee9ĜedyX
(k8j) EQ#vb?B- >Xc >Qr`/- CXc M/ a`Q}K- X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNddX Re URV-
9RRĜ9k8X
(k89) Mi?QMv- .X "Xc >Qr`/- CX "Xc J2BbbM2`- >X SXc M/ >Qii2H- >X *X _2pX a+BX AMbi`mKX
RNd9X 98 U3V- NNkX
(k88) .2bvT`Bb- CXc Jm`/Q+?- SXc M/ qBHHBKb- X 6m2H RN3kX eR UNV- 3ydĜ3ReX
(k8e) CQ?MbQM- :X _Xc Jm`/Q+?- SXc M/ qBHHBKb- X 6m2H RN33X ed UeV- 3j9Ĝ39kX
(k8d) wbFƦ- CX CX h?2`KX MHX RNdeX N- RyRĜRy3X
(k83) aiM;2#v- SX *Xc a2`b- SX GXc ai`M;2#v- SX *Xc M/ a2`b- SX GX 6m2H RN3RX ey UkV-
RjRĜRj8X
(k8N) JBHH2`- _X aX M/ "2HHM- CX *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX kyRyX Rke UR@eV- jdĜ9RX
(key) EBbbBM;2`- >X 1X CX _2bX LiHX "m`X aiM/X URNj9VX RN8eX 8d U9V- kRdĜkkRX
(keR) E`Hbi`ƺK- PXc "`BMF- Xc >mT- JXc M/ hQ;MQiiB- GX *QK#mbiX 6HK2 kyRRX R83-
ky8eĜkyejX
(kek) CBKûM2x- aXc _2K+?- SXc "HH2bi2`Qb- CX *Xc :BKûM2x- Xc M/ "HH2bi2`- CX *QK#mbiX
6HK2 kyy3X R8k- 833ĜeyjX
(kej) *2iBM- 1Xc JQ;?i/2`B- "Xc :mTi- _Xc M/ qHH- hX 6X 6m2H kyy9X 3j- kRjNĜkR8yX
(ke9) aBKQM2- JXc "B;BMB- 1Xc :HH2iiB- *Xc M/ hQ;MQiiB- GX 6m2H kyyNX 33 URyV- R3R3ĜR3kdX
(ke8) CKHm//BM- Xc h`m2HQp2- CXc M/ qHH- hX *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RN3eX ej UjV- jkNĜjjdX
(kee) aQHQKQM- SX _Xc a2`BQ- JX Xc *`M;2HQ- _X JXc M/ J`F?K- CX _X 6m2H RN3eX
e8 UkV- R3kĜRN9X
(ked) 6H2i+?2`- hX >X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RN3NX d3- kkjĜkjeX
(ke3) "HHMivM2- hX _Xc b?KM- SX CXc M/ JmHHBM;2`- SX CX 6m2H kyy8X 39 UR9@R8V-
RN3yĜRN38X
(keN) CQ?Mb2M- CX JXc :/b#ǠHH- _Xc h?QKb2M- CXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc :H`#Q`;- SXc .2 J`iBMB-
LXc 1F- SXc JM+BMB- JXc q2#2`- _Xc M/ JBi+?2HH- _X 1X TTHB2/ 1M2`;v kyReX Rek-
k98Ĝk8eX
(kdy) *KT#2HH- SX Xc JBi+?2HH- _X 1Xc M/ J- GX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX kyykX kN URV-
8RNĜ8keX
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(kdR) J- GX M/ JBi+?2HH- _X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 kyyNX R8e URV- jdĜ8yX
(kdk) EmTF- hXc wD+- EXc M/ q2#2`- _X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyNX kj UdV- j9kNĜj9jeX
(kdj) CQ?Mb2M- CX JXc CFQ#b2M- CX :Xc 6`M/b2M- 6X CXc M/ :H`#Q`;- SX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb
kyRRX k8 URRV- 9NeRĜ9NdRX
(kd9) Lv;`/ EMm/b2M- CXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc M/ .K@CQ?Mb2M- EX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyy9X R3 U8V-
Rj38ĜRjNNX
(kd8) a`BMBpb+?`- aXc >2H#H2- CX CXc >K- .X PXc M/ .QKx2iBb- :X S`Q;X 1M2`;v *QK#mbiX
a+BX RNNyX Re U9V- jyjĜjyNX
(kde) .pB/bbQM- EX PXc aiQDFQp- "X CXc M/ S2ii2`bbQM- CX "X *X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyykX Re U8V-
RyjjĜRyjNX
(kdd) CQ?Mb2M- CX JXc ?Q- JXc SFFBM2M- EXc hBTH2- _Xc 1;b;`/- >Xc CFQ#b2M- CX :Xc
6`M/b2M- 6X CXc M/ :H`#Q`;- SX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX kyRjX j9 UkV- kjejĜkjdkX
(kd3) .viQM- .X *X M/ JBHM2- hX X S`2T`X STX @ KX *?2KX aQ+X .BpX 6m2H *?2KX RNN8X
9y UjV- d83ĜdekX
(kdN) .pB/bbQM- EX PXc EQ`b;`2M- CX :Xc S2ii2`bbQM- CX "X *Xc M/ C;HB/- lX 6m2H kyyRX
3R UkV- RjdĜR9kX
(k3y) .pB/bbQM- EX PXc S2ii2`bbQM- CX "X *Xc M/ LBHbbQM- _X 6m2H kyyRX 3R UjV- k8NĜkekX
(k3R) .viQM- .X *Xc C2MFBMb- "X JXc hm`M- aX ZXc "FF2`- _X _Xc qBHHBKb- _X "Xc "2HH2@
Pm/`v- .Xc M/ >BHH- GX JX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNNNX Rj U9V- 3eyĜ3dyX
(k3k) .viQM- .X *Xc 6`2M+?- _X CXc M/ JBHM2- hX X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNN8X N U8V- 388Ĝ3e8X
(k3j) EMm/b2M- CX LXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc GBM- qXc 6`M/b2M- 6X CXc M/ .K@CQ?Mb2M- EX 1M2`;v
6m2Hb kyy9X R3 UjV- 3RyĜ3RNX
(k39) G2rBb- X .X ar/mbi Sv`QHvbBb M/ S2i`QH2mK *QF2 *Pk :bB}+iBQM i >B;? >2iBM;
_i2bX Jbi2`Ƕb i?2bBb- "`B;?K uQmM; lMBp2`bBiv- kyRRX
(k38) 6`M/b2M- 6X CX M/ JQB`;?B- GX _2bB/mH b? 6Q`KiBQM 7`QK qQQ/@6B`BM; QM 
:`i2X h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- EQM;2Mb GvM;#v- kyy8X
(k3e) EmTF- hXc JM+BMB- JXc A`K2`- JXc M/ q2#2`- _X 6m2H kyy3X 3d- k3k9Ĝk3jdX
(k3d) a2`;22p- PX Xc a?b?FQp- X :Xc M/ lKMbFBB- X aX CX 1M;X S?vbX RN3kX 9j UeV-
Rjd8ĜRj3jX
(k33) #/mH;iQp- AXc 1KB`Qp- aXc hbQK2p- hXc :B`#2FQp- EXc bF2`Qp- aXc M/ J;QK2@
/Qp- LX CX S?vbX *?2KX aQHB/b kyyyX eR U8V- ddNĜd3dX
(k3N) :`/QM- _X CX KX *2`KX aQ+X RN89X eN U/VX
(kNy) LauaX Laua 6Hm2Mi h?2Q`v :mB/2X Laua- AM+X- *MQMb#m`;- `R8Xy 2/BiBQM- kyRjX
(kNR) "B`/- _X "Xc ai2r`/- qX 1Xc M/ GB;?i7QQi- 1X LX h`MbTQ`i S?2MQK2MX CQ?M qBH2v
 aQMb- AM+X- L2r uQ`F- kM/ 2/BiBQM- kyydX
(kNk) pM GBi?- aX *Xc HQMbQ@_Kő`2x- oXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc 6`M/b2M- 6X CXc M/ :H`#Q`;- SX
1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyeX ky- Ne9ĜNd3X
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(kNj) *?2M- *X uXc GM- :X aXc M/ hmM- qX >X *2`KX AMiX kyyyX ke- dR8ĜdkyX
(kN9) .Qb?B- oXc omi?Hm`- >X "Xc EQ`#22- _Xc M/ EB2H- CX >X X 6m2H S`Q+2bbX h2+?MQHX
kyyNX Ny- RR93ĜRR8eX
(kN8) a?TB`Q- GX JX M/ "`MMQ+F- qX qX _TB/ MHvbBb Q7 aBHB+i2- *`#QMi2 M/
S?QbT?i2 _Q+FbX lMBi2/ aii2b :Qp2`MK2Mi S`BMiBM; P{+2- qb?BM;iQM- RNekX
(kNe) o`?2;vB- :X h?2`KQ+?BKX +i RNdNX k3- jedĜjdeX
(kNd) q2#2`- _Xc SQv`x- uXc "2+FKMM- X JXc M/ "`BMF2`- aX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX kyR8X
j8- kd9NĜkd83X
(kN3) q?Bi2- _X qQQ/ 6B#2` RN3RX Rj URV- Rd Ĝ j3X
(kNN) 6`2/HmM/- "X  JQ/2H 7Q` >2i M/ Jbb h`Mb72` BM hBK#2` ai`m+im`2b /m`BM; 6B`2X
S?/ i?2bBb- GmM/ lMBp2`bBiv- RN33X
(jyy) "`v/2M- EX JXc _;HM/- EX qXc M/ _miHM/- *X CX "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyykX kk URV-
9RĜ8jX
(jyR) "Q`KM- :X GX M/ _;HM/- EX qX *QK#mbiBQM 1M;BM22`BM;X J+:`r@>BHH- RNN3X
(jyk) "2MFQmbbb- "Xc *QMbHpB- CX@GXc SQ`i2`B2- "Xc a`/Qv- LXc M/ GQ`m/- CX@*X AMiX CX
h?2`KX a+BX kyydX 9e U9V- jRNĜjkdX
(jyj) "K7Q`/- *X >Xc *`MF- CXc M/ JHM- .X >X S`Q+X *K#X S?BHQHX aQ+X RN9eX 9k-
ReeĜR3kX
(jy9) hBMM2v- 1X _X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNe8X Ry- Nk8ĜNjyX
(jy8) SMiQM- _X GX M/ _BiiKMM- CX :X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNdRX Rj URV- 33RĜ3NRX
(jye) EmM;- >X@*X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNdkX R3- R38ĜRN8X
(jyd) EmM;- >X@*X M/ EH2HF`- X aX *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNdjX ky URV- NRĜRyjX
(jy3) .B "HbB- *X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNN9X Nd- kk8ĜkjNX
(jyN) EMb- 1X CXc S2`H22- >X 1Xc M/ *?BF2M- _X 6X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNddX kN- jRRĜjk9X
(jRy) .B "HbB- *X M/ _mbbQ- :X /pX h?2`KQ+?2KX "BQKbb *QMp2`bX RNNjX k- NyeĜNkRX
(jRR) "?`/rD- Xc "ti2`- GX GXc M/ _Q#BMbQM- X GX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyy9X R3 U9V-
RykRĜRyjRX
(jRk) :2`- .Xc Ji?m`- JX SXc 6`22KM- JX *Xc M/ _Q#BMbQM- X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyykX
Re UeV- R8kjĜR8jkX
(jRj) "`KK2`- CX :X M/ "`B/;ri2`- X oX _2M2rX ambiBMX 2M2`;v _2pX RNNNX j- k9jĜk3NX
(jR9) "2HHBb- JX JQ/2HHBM; Q7 Sv`QHvbBb Q7 G`;2 qQQ/ S`iB+H2bX S?/ i?2bBb- _QvH AMbiBimi2
Q7 h2+?MQHQ;v- kyyNX
(jR8) ai´?H- JXc :`Mbi`ƺK- EXc "2`;?2H- CXc M/ _2Mbi`ƺK- _X "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyy9X
kd Ukyy9V- ekRĜek3X
(jRe) aiMBb?- JX Xc a+?D2`- :X aXc M/ EvB?M- 6X A*?1 CX RN3eX jk U3V- RjyRĜRjRRX
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(jRd) aBm- CX 6X h`MbTQ`i S`Q+2bb2b BM qQQ/X aT`BM;2` b2`B2b BM rQQ/ b+B2M+2X aT`BM;2`@
o2`H;- RN39X
(jR3) _ʈMD2pBÉ- EX >M/#QQF Q7 h?2`KQ/vMKB+ h#H2b M/ *?`ibX >2KBbT?2`2 Sm#X
*Q`TX- RNdeX
(jRN) abiKQBM2M- CX M/ _B+?`/- CX@_X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNNeX Rye- k33ĜjyyX
(jky) .B2;Q- GX 6X .Xc :`+ø- 6Xc #/- Xc M/ :v- SX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX kyykX 9R-
je9kĜje8yX
(jkR) CMbb2Mb- JX GX 6B`2 Ji2`X kyy9X k3 UT`BH kyykV- RNNĜkydX
(jkk) ;`rH- SX EXc :2M2iiB- qX 1Xc M/ G22- uX uX *?2KX 1M;X a+BX RN3eX 9R UNV-
kjdjĜkj3jX
(jkj) "BH#Q- _Xc Jbi`H- CX 6Xc GM- CX Xc *2KMQb- CXc H/2- JX 1Xc M/ "2iǹM- JX CX
MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb kyykX ek- ejĜ3kX
(jk9) "BH#Q- _Xc Jbi`H- CX 6Xc *2KMQb- CXc M/ H/2- JX 1X CX MHX TTHX Sv`QHvbBb
RNNeX je- 3RĜNdX
(jk8) Hp2b- aX M/ 6B;m2B`2/Q- CX *?2KX 1M;X a+BX RN3NX 99 URkV- k3eRĜk3eNX
(jke) S2i2`b- "Xc a+?`ƺ/2`- 1Xc "`m+?- *Xc M/ Lmbb#mK2`- hX "BQKbb "BQ2M2`;v kyykX kj-
kNRĜjyeX
(jkd) a?`2bi?- .X M/ *`K2`- aX 6B`2 Ji2`X RNN9X R3- kRRĜkkyX
(jk3) qm`x2M#2`;2`- CX *Xc qHHM2`- aXc _mT2Mbi`m+?- >Xc M/ E?BMbi- CX :X A*?1 CX
kyykX 93 URyV- kjN3Ĝk9RRX
(jkN) J+H2M- CX J2+?X 1M;X RN9RX ej URyV- dj9 Ĝ dj8X
(jjy) *?M- _X qX@*X MHvbBb Q7 *?2KB+H M/ S?vbB+H S`Q+2bb2b /m`BM; i?2 Sv`QHvbBb Q7
G`;2 "BQKbb S2HH2ibX S?/ i?2bBb- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 qb?BM;iQM- RN3jX
(jjR) JFm- hX aim/B2b QM i?2 >2i *QM/m+iBM AM qQQ/X h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- EvQiQ lMBp2`bBiv-
EvQiQ- RNkdX
(jjk) G22- *X EX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNdeX T;2b R98N Ĝ R9dyX
(jjj) EQm7QTMQb- *X Xc STvMMFQb- LXc Jb+?BQ- :Xc M/ Gm++?2bB- X *MX CX *?2KX
1M;X RNNRX eN- NydĜNR8X
(jj9) w?M;- sXc .mF?M- Xc EMiQ`QpB+?- AX AXc M/ "`@wBp- 1X *QK#mbiX 6HK2 RNN3X
RRj- 8RNĜ8jRX
(jj8) "`QrM- GX 1X M 1tT2`BK2MiH M/ MHviB+H aim/v Q7 qQQ/ Sv`QHvbBbX S?/ i?2bBb-
lMBp2`bBiv Q7 PFH?QK- RNdkX
(jje) >Qii2H- >X *X M/ a`Q}K- X 6X _/BiBp2 h`Mb72`X J+:`r@>BHH- JB+?B;M- RNedX
(jjd) "B`F2#F- _X *X M/ PxBH- 1X AM CX SX >`iM2iic hX 6X A`pBM2c 1X S72M/2`c M/ 1X JX
aT``Qr- 2/BiQ`b- aim/X >2i h`Mb7X- T;2b 9yNĜ9R3X J+:`r@>BHH- RNdNX
(jj3) *m`iBb- GX CX M/ JBHH2`- .X CX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX _2bX RN33X kd- Rdd8ĜRd3jX
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(jjN) "`B/;ri2`- X- 2/BiQ`X /pM+2b BM h?2`KQ+?2KB+H "BQKbb *QMp2`bBQMX aT`BM;2`-
RNNjX
(j9y) "#m- "X oX M/ *?m`bB- X aX 1M2`;v *QMp2`bX JM;X kyy9X 98 UN@RyV- RkNdĜRjkdX
(j9R) "#m- "X M/ *?m`bB- X *?2KX 1M;X a+BX kyy9X 8N URyV- RNNNĜkyRkX
(j9k) Pm2H?xB- LXc `Mm/- :Xc M/ 6Q?`- CX SX h`MbTX SQ`Qmb J2/B RNNkX d- jNĜeRX
(j9j) SvH2- .X GX M/ w`Q`- *X X *?2KX 1M;X a+BX RN39X jN URV- R9dĜR83X
(j99) GBM- uX@*Xc *?Q- CXc hQKTb2ii- :X Xc q2biKQ`2HM/- SX _Xc M/ >m#2`- :X qX CX
S?vbX *?2KX * kyyNX RRj U9eV- ky yNdĜky RydX
(j98) EQ+?- SX qQQ/ a+BX RNeNX R U9V- kyjĜkR9X
(j9e) J2``B+F- .X 6m2H RN3jX ek- 89yĜ89eX
(j9d) CMb2- Xc q2bi2`?Qmi- _Xc M/ S`BMb- qX *?2KX 1M;X S`Q+2bbX S`Q+2bb AMi2MbB7X kyyyX
jN UjV- kjNĜk8kX
(j93) "HbB- *X .X M/ .B "HbB- *X *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX RNNjX Ny U8@eV- jR8Ĝj9yX
(j9N) "Q`QbQM- JX GXc >Qr`/- CX "Xc GQM;r2HH- CX SXc M/ S2i2`b- qX X A*?1 CX RN3NX
j8 URV- RkyĜRk3X
(j8y) _B+?i2`- X M/ LBF`BivmF- SX X AMiX CX >2i Jbb h`Mb7X kyRkX 88 U9V- Rj9jĜRj89X
(j8R) S2``v- _X S2``vǶb *?2KB+H 1M;BM22`bǶ >M/#QQFX J+:`r@>BHH- kyydX
(j8k) JQK2MB- JXc uBM- *Xc E¤`- aX EXc >Mb2M- hX "Xc C2Mb2M- SX Xc M/ :H`#Q`;- SX
1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyRjX kd URV- 8ydĜ8R9X
(j8j) GB/2- .X _X M/ >vM2b- qX JX- 2/BiQ`bX >M/#QQF Q7 *?2KBbi`v M/ S?vbB+bX *_*
S`2bb- "Q+ _iQM- 6HQ`B/- Nyi? 2/BiBQM- kyRyX
(j89) JBm`- EX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNN8X N UkV- jykĜjydX
(j88) aQMQ#2- hX M/ qQ`bmrMM`F- LX 6m2H kyy3X 3d UjV- 9R9Ĝ9kRX
(j8e) C2Mb2M- SX *QK#mbiBQM M/ JQ/2HBM; Q7 Hi2`MiBp2 6m2HbX Jbi2`Ƕb i?2bBb- h?2 h2+?@
MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 .2MK`F- kyRRX
(j8d) h`m2HQp2- CX aX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RN3eX T;2b kd8Ĝk39X
(j83) "`Bt- CXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc M/ C2Mb2M- X .X 6m2H kyRRX Ny- kkk9ĜkkjNX
(j8N) CQ?Mb2M- CX JXc C2Mb2M- SX Xc :H`#Q`;- SXc JM+BMB- JXc q2#2`- _Xc M/ JBi+?2HH-
_X 1X 1M2`;v kyReX N8- kdNĜkNyX
(jey) LauaX AM Laua 6Hm2Mi h?2Q`v :mB/X- +?Ti2` Re- T;2b jdjĜ9e9X aa AS- AM+X-
*MQMb#2`m;- `2H2b2 R8 2/BiBQM- kyRjX
(jeR) lE- :X :X :`22M#MF /pM+2/ AMbi`mK2MiiBQM  J2bm`2K2MiX kyR8X
(jek) apQHBM2M- EX TTHX 1M2`;v kyyjX d9- jeNĜj3RX
(jej) u2- hX >Xc x2p2/Q- CXc *Qbi- JXc M/ a2KBQ- oX *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX kyy9X Rde-
kydRĜkRy9X
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(je9) a+Qii- .X aXc SBbFQ`x- CXc "2`;Qm;MQm- JX Xc :`?K- _Xc M/ Pp2`2M/b- _X SX AM/X
1M;X *?2KX _2bX RN33X kd- 3ĜR8X
(je8) "Ai`B/Bb- "X M/ :pHb- :X _X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX S`Q/X _2bX .2pX RNdNX R3 UkV-
RkdĜRjyX
(jee) pMB- 1Xc *Qm;?HBM- _X qXc M/ aQHQKQMi- SX _X 6m2H RN38X e9- R9N8ĜR8yRX
(jed) 6mMxmFm`H- hXc >m/;BMb- _X _Xc M/ aBHp2biQM- SX GX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX S`Q+2bb .2bX
.2pX RN3eX k8- RdkĜR3RX
(je3) C2;2`b- >X 1X M/ EH2HM- JX hX AM/X 1M;X *?2KX S`Q+2bb .2bX .2pX RN38X k9- RdjĜR3jX
(jeN) >DHB;QH- JX _Xc >Qr`/- CX "Xc GQM;r2HH- CX SXc M/ S2i2`b- qX X AM/X 1M;X *?2KX
S`Q+2bb .2bX .2pX RN3kX kR UjV- 98dĜ9e8X
(jdy) h?mMKM- >Xc LBFHbbQM- 6Xc CQ?MbbQM- 6Xc M/ G2+FM2`- "X 1M2`;v 6m2Hb kyyRX R8-
R933ĜR9NdX
(jdR) :m`pB+?- GX oXc o2vib- AX oXc M/ H+Q+F- *X "X h?2`KQ/vMKB+ S`QT2`iB2b Q7 AM/BpB/mH
am#biM+2bX >2KBbT?2`2 Sm#X *Q`TX- L2r uQ`F- 9i? 2/BiBQM- RN3NX
(jdk) GBMbi`QK- SX CX M/ JHH`/- qX :X- 2/BiQ`bX LAah *?2KBbi`v q2#"QQF- LAah aiM@
/`/ _272`2M+2 .i#b2 LmK#2` eNX LiBQMH AMbiBimi2 Q7 aiM/`/b M/ h2+?MQHQ;v-
:Bi?2`b#m`; J.- ky3NN- kyR8X
(jdj) *Qt- CX .Xc q;KM- .X .Xc M/ J2/p2/2p- oX X *P.h E2v oHm2b 7Q` h?2`KQ@
/vMKB+bX >2KBbT?2`2 Sm#X *Q`TX- L2r uQ`F- Rbi 2/BiBQM- RN3NX
(jd9) *QHr2HH- CX >Xc :BHH- 1X EXc M/ JQ``BbQM- CX X CX *?2KX S?vbX RNejX jN UjV- ej8Ĝe8jX
(jd8) "`BM- AX h?2`KQ+?2KB+H .i Q7 Sm`2 am#biM+2bX oQH RX ;@E`X o*> o2`H;b;2@
b2HHb+?7i K#>- q2BM?2BK .@eN98R- j`/ 2/BiBQM- RNN8X
(jde) JMBQM- CX X CX S?vbX *?2KX _27X .i kyykX jR URV- RkjX
(jdd) SBiiK- .X X M/ SBH+?2`- :X CX *?2KX aQ+X 6`/v h`MbX R S?vbX *?2KX *QM/2MbX
S?b2b RNdkX e3 URkV- kkk9ĜkkkNX
(jd3) 6m`mvK- aXc :QH/2M- .X JXc "2MbQM- aX qXc M/ >b- AX CX *?2KX h?2`KQ/vMX RNeNX
R U9V- jejĜjd8X
(jdN) G+?2`- CX _Xc qH/2M- *X >Xc G2- EX _Xc M/ S`F- CX .X CX KX *?2KX aQ+X RN8yX
dk- jjRĜjjjX
(j3y) 6H2i+?2`- _X X M/ SBH+?2`- :X h`MbX 6`/v aQ+X RNdyX ee U9V- dN9ĜdNNX
(j3R) "miH2`- "X qX M/ q2##- "X qX 1M2`;v 6m2Hb RNNNX d UeV- 3j8Ĝ39RX
(j3k) w?2M;- *Xc GBm- wXc .mM- sXc M/ JB- CX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX kyykX kN- 3RRĜ3R3X
(j3j) :Q- >X M/ *?mB- 1X >X AM AMiX SBiib#m`;? *QH *QM7XX kyy9 X
(j39) JM/Q- JXc _Qb2M/?H- GXc uBM- *Xc M/ aQ`2Mb2M- >X 6m2H kyRyX 3N URyV- jy8RĜjyekX
(j38) "2û`- CX JX M/ *?B;B2`- LX X arB`HBM; C2i 6HK2b 7`QK M MMmH` "m`M2`X h2+?MB+H
`2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- RNejX
 #JCMJPHSBQIZ
(j3e) 6`B+F2`- LX M/ G2m+F2H- qX 6HQr M/ JBtBM; BM :b 6HK2b rBi? arB`H BM i?2 MMmH`
B` ai`2KX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- RNeNX
(j3d) a+?KB/- *Xc "Q`ix- aXc M/ q2#2`- _X 6m`i?2` 1tT2`BK2MiH aim/B2b QM AbQi?2`KH-
1tTM/BM; arB`HBM; 6HQrb rBi? TTHB+iBQM iQ arB`H "m`M2` .2bB;MX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i-
AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RN3dX
(j33) h`m2HQp2- CX X M/ qBHHBKb- _X :X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RN33X T;2b R88ĜRe9X
(j3N) *Hmb2M- aXc 6i22p- Xc >pBB/- aX GXc "2miH2`- CXc M/ 1pb22p- oX *QK#mbiBQM wQM2 AM@
p2biB;iBQM BM 6m2H 6H2tB#H2 ambT2MbBQM 6B`2/ "QBH2`b- 1tT2`BK2MiHX h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i-
_Aa  .hl- kyRRX
(jNy) LB2Hb2M- CXc oBHH/b2M- CXc M/ GB/2M- :X "BQ`2+iBQM 1M;BM22`BM; S`BM+BTH2bX EHmr2`
+/2KB+- kM/ 2/BiBQM- kyykX
(jNR) oBbb2`- "X JXc aK`i- CX SXc pM /2 EKT- qX GXc M/ q2#2`- _X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX
RNNyX T;2b N9NĜN88X
(jNk) ##b- hXc *Qbi2M- SXc >bbM- JX Xc M/ GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *X *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX
RNNjX Nj Um;mbi kyRRV- djĜNyX
(jNj) >;Br`- X M/ "Q`ix- aX aim/B2b QM i?2 L2` 6B2H/ 2`Q/vMKB+b Q7 arB`H "m`M2`bX
h2+?MB+H `2TQ`i- AMi2`MiBQMH 6HK2 _2b2`+? 6QmM/iBQM- o2Hb2M@LQQ`/- RN39X
(jN9) q2#2`- _Xc oBbb2`- "Xc M/ "QvbM- 6X AMiX CX >2i 6HmB/ 6HQr RNNyX RR- kk8Ĝkj8X
(jN8) h`m2HQp2- CX aX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RN39X T;2 8kjX
(jNe) :Q/Qv- aXc >B`DB- CXc AbKBH- JXc M/ GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *X CX AMbiX 1M2`;v RN3eX 8N U9j3V-
j3Ĝ99X
(jNd) GB- wX ZXc amM- _Xc qM- wX sXc amM- aX wXc qm- lX aXc M/ *?2M- GX wX *QK#mbiX a+BX
h2+?MQHX kyyjX Rd8- RNdNĜkyR9X
(jN3) aTBMBiB- CX SXc S2`b?BM;- .X qXc "`Qmr2`- CXc M/ >2T- JX SX *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX
RNNdX Rke- RĜkRX
(jNN) JBHQbpHD2pB+- oX .Xc hvHQ`- X JX EX SXc M/ q?Bi2Hr- CX >X S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX
RNNyX T;2b N8dĜNekX
(9yy) ##b- hXc *Qbi2M- SXc EM/K#v- LX >Xc GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *Xc M/ Pm- CX CX *QK#mbiX
6HK2 RNN9X NN- eRdĜek8X
(9yR) lB- _X qX CX .X lX *Xc av`2- Xc M/ oBbb2`- "X JX S`Q+X *QK#mbiX AMbiX RNNkX T;2b
RjdjĜRj3yX
(9yk) aiQT7Q`/- SX CX TTHX Ji?X JQ/2HX kyykX ke UkV- j8RĜjd9X
(9yj) ST/BFBb- EXc :m- aXc "`B/;ri2`- X oXc M/ :2`?mb2`- >X 6m2H S`Q+2bbX h2+?MQHX
kyyNX Ny U9V- 8y9Ĝ8RkX
(9y9) :Q/Qv- aXc >bbM- JX Xc AbKBH- JX Xc M/ GQ+FrQQ/- 6X *X *QK#mbiX a+BX h2+?MQHX
RNNRX 3y- RjdĜR8yX
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Devolatilization kinetics of woody biomass at short residence times
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h i g h l i g h t s
 High peak temperature (1405–1667 K) and heating rate (105 K s1) devolatilization.
 CFD aided particle history tracking.
 Signiﬁcantly faster devolatilization kinetics than suggested in the literature.
 Shown to signiﬁcantly change the predicted ignition distance in pilot scale.
 Partial conversion experiments with residence times below 0.1 s.
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a b s t r a c t
This work combines experimental and computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) results to derive global kinet-
ics for biomass (pine wood) devolatilization during heating rates on the order of 105 K s1, bulk ﬂow peak
temperatures between 1405 and 1667 K, and particle residence times below 0:1 s. Experiments were con-
ducted on a laboratory laminar entrained ﬂow reactor (LFR) using solid fuel feed rates on the order of
10–20 mg h
1
. Employing a simple single step ﬁrst order (SFOR) mechanism with an Arrhenius type rate
expression, the best ﬁt of the pyrolysis kinetics was found to be: A ¼ 18:9 103 s1; Ea ¼ 21305 J mol
1
.
The accuracy of the derived global kinetics was supported by comparing predictions to experimental
results from a 15 kW furnace. The work emphasizes the importance of characterizing the temperature
history of the biomass particles when deriving pyrolysis kinetics. The present results indicate faster
kinetics than found in the literature, leading to predicted residence times required for full conversion
one order of magnitude lower than when compared to thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) derived
kinetics.
 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Pulverized biomass combustion is of interest in both the aca-
demic community and for industrial application. The ability to
achieve high thermal throughputs and high electrical and thermal
efﬁciencies makes the technology appealing in the replacement of
fossil fuel based facilities.
Biomass being primarily cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin is
less thermally stable than coal due to the high number of readily
breakablebondscompared to themorecomplexcoal structures. This
results in high quantities of volatile matter which changes the igni-
tion and primary heat release mechanisms compared to coal.
Being able to describe the devolatilization process is important
in biomass combustion modeling due to the high content of vola-
tile matter. Devolatilization and pyrolysis studies have been exten-
sively reported in the literature for low heating rates between 5
and 80 K min
1
and long residence times using simple global ﬁrst
order models [1–14]. Only a few studies attempt to determine
devolatilization kinetics at higher heating rates, i.e. on the order
of > 100 K s1 [15,16], using variations of thermogravimetric appa-
ratuses. Extrapolation of the low heating rate studies to pulverized
fuel ﬁring, characterized by high heating rates and temperatures, is
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2015.09.091
0306-2619/ 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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difﬁcult due to the changes in devolatilization kinetics with heat-
ing rate [17–19]. Also the ratio between tar, char, and gases is
known to be inﬂuenced by the temperature [18,20].
Alternative equipment such as captive sample set-ups [21–23]
allow for experimens to be carried out at higher heating rates, typ-
ically on the order of 1000 K s1. However, the thermal inertia of
the heating elements in these kind of set-ups makes it difﬁcult to
study partial conversion for small particles.
In general; achieving high heating rates and peak temperatures,
typically come at the cost of the loss of control of particle residence
time [24,25], particle temperature history [26–30], and the ability
to close the sample mass balance [31], making it difﬁcult to derive
kinetics.
A number of studies using high heating rate and/or high tem-
perature together with short residence times have been published.
However, many of these rely on one of the following assumptions:
(1) the particle temperature equals the adiabatic ﬂame tempera-
ture or the temperature of the isothermal reactor wall [26]; (2)
the particle temperature follows the gas phase temperature [27],
or (3) the particle temperature is calculated from a simple heat bal-
ance based on the properties of the parent fuel and assumptions on
the expected particle trajectory [28]. Experimentally determined
particle temperatures would be preferable, but difﬁculties in cov-
ering the entire temperature range have been reported as a limita-
tion [29].
One concern often encountered is the lack of a sufﬁciently accu-
rate model of the bulk ﬂow, which is necessary in order to describe
the reaction environment to which the entraining particles are
subjected [32,33]. The short residence times required for biomass
devolatilization make it difﬁcult to examine the dynamics of the
process. The development of the bulk ﬂow and the conversion of
the fuel particles are strongly coupled processes, thus, being able
to mathematically describe and relate both phases are of equal
importance to pyrolysis modeling [34].
Brown et al. [33] employed a laminar entrained ﬂow reactor,
thus achieving peak heating rates on the order of 104 K s1. The
particle and gas ﬂow was simulated by CFD thus signiﬁcantly
improving the energy balance comparing to similar studies. How-
ever, the particle modeling it self was decoupled and processed in a
separate procedure using the information on particle temperature
and time from the CFD results. They also concluded how particles
around 50 lm are well within the kinetically limiting regime and
thus accurate predictions on the pyrolysis will in terms inﬂuence
on e.g. full-scale ﬂame simulations.
Simone et al. [24] conducted a detailed CFD aided investigation
on the devolatilization of cacao shells using a drop tube furnace at
peak temperatures of 873–1073 K. Applying a ﬁrst order single
step mechanism, they concluded that a single set of kinetic param-
eters struggled to describe the pyrolysis adequately, even at the
relatively low peak temperatures. To accommodate the observed
model deviations from the experimental results, they divided the
kinetic model into a low and high temperature regime, each with
its own set of kinetic parameters.
The objective of this work was to determine wood pyrolysis
kinetics at high heating rates aided by computational ﬂuid
dynamic simulations of the particle property histories (tempera-
ture, mass loss, and residence time). Combining simulation results
with high temperature, high heating rate experiments at low resi-
dence times (partial devolatilization) allows for the derivation of
devolatilization kinetics. This study includes the following work:
 Employment of a laboratory scale laminar ﬂow reactor heated
by an understoichiometric CH4/H2-pilot ﬂame with heating
rates on the order of 105 K s1 and peak temperatures of
1405–1667 K at residence times below 0:1 s.
 Introduction of dilute solid particle feed, effectively studying
single particle behavior.
 Determination of the local conditions in the laminar ﬂow reac-
tor by the use of computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) simula-
tions, thereby providing detailed temperature histories of the
particles.
 Evaluation of the derived devolatilization kinetics using mea-
surements and CFD simuluation results of a 15 kW furnace.
2. Fuel characterization and experimental
The same fuel (pine wood) was used throughout the study. This
section presents the fuel characterization and the experimental
set-ups.
2.1. The fuel
In this study, the main emphasis has been on low ash content
woody fuels. This represents the type of fuel that is commonly
used for suspension ﬁred combustion with 100% biomass, i.e. high
quality fuels without bark and soil containments. The fuel was a
commercial wood pellet made from Norwegian pine. Proximate
and ultimate analyses are presented in Table 1. The volatile frac-
tion is based on the DS/EN15148:09 standard. This or similar stan-
dards are widely used [35]. It is, however, commonly recognized
that the low heating rates and low temperatures used in the stan-
dard do not provide a true measure of the extent of pyrolysis tak-
ing place at higher heating rates and temperatures [35]. To
determine a more accurate measure of the volatile fraction repre-
sentative of suspension ﬁred boiler conditions, we calculate the
values based on a solid phase tracer method.
The wood pellets were crushed and subsequently treated in a
rotating cutter mill with laboratory accuracy screens attached for
speciﬁc size classiﬁcation. The resulting wood dust was analyzed
by two dimensional image analysis using a Netzsch CamSizer XT.
The obtained particle size distributions (PSD) are shown in Fig. 1.
As is common for many biomass fuels, the particles were char-
acterized by high aspect ratios. This study aims to incorporate the
derived kinetics into larger CFD systems. It is therefore desirable to
be able to describe the particles in a single dimension. Selected
methods describing characteristic lengths of oddly shaped
Table 1
Proximate and ultimate analysis of the parent pine wood fuel. Fuel treatment prior to
analysis has been carried out according to CEN/TS 14780:05.
Species Method Unit
HHV EN 14918:10 MJ kg1, dry 20.58 ±0.12
LVH EN 14918:10 19.23 –
Moisture EN 14774-1:09 wt:%, dry 4.0 –
Ash DS/EN 14775:09 wt:%, dry 0.2 ±0.2
Volatilesa DS/EN 15148:09 82.4 ±1.6
C CEN/TS 15104:11 wt:%, dry 51.1 ±1.5
H 6.2 ±0.2
N <0.20 –
S CEN/TS 151289:11 mg kg1, dry 60 ±30
Cl CEN/TS 15289:11 160 ±20









a The volatile determination has been carried out according to current standards.
The result is not true for high temperature, high heating rate application [35].
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particles are presented in Table 2. For the purpose of this study, the
ratio between total heat capacity of the particle and heat
transported to the particle is the most important factor. Thus,
approximating the particle as a sphere with a ﬁxed volume to sur-
face area ratio makes it possible to describe the particles using only
a single characteristic length while still being able to describe a
realistic heat up of the particle.
The characteristic length describing a sphere with similar
V=Aeq-ratio as the wood particle can be approximated by the Mar-
tin minimum diameter, dMa;min, as discussed in the work of Trubet-
skaya [36]. The dMa;min denotes the minimum length of the area
bisector. Fig. 1 shows the double determination PSD of the two par-
ticle size fractions used in this work, using the dMa;min as the char-
acteristic length. Table 3 summarizes the proﬁles shown in Fig. 1
and provides theRosin–Rammler parameters used in this study to
describe the PSD. TheRosin–Rammler distribution function is given
as:





where d and n are the Rosin–Rammler mean diameter and distribu-
tion spread given in Table 3.
Additional thermophysical data used in all CFD simulations are
presented in Table 4.
2.2. The experimental set-ups
In the following the two experimental set-ups, a laminar ﬂow
reactor and a 15 kW solid fuel reactor will be described. Detailed
CFD calculations were carried out, characterizing both of the set-
ups. This was done in order to describe the property history (tem-
perature, conversion, residence time, etc.) of the wood particles in
the reactor. The 15 kW combustor was used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the derived kinetic parameters at larger scales and higher
particle cloud densities.
2.2.1. Laboratory-scale: laminar ﬂow reactor
A schematic of the laminar entrained ﬂow reactor (LFR) at Stan-
ford University is shown in Fig. 4. The LFR aimed to simulate single
particle conversion with a solid fuel feed rate on the order of
10–20 mg h
1
. It was heated by an under-stoichiometric, non-
premixed, CH4/H2 pilot ﬂame. The inlet- and post-ﬂame composi-
tion and the adiabatic thermodynamic equilibrium of the pilot
ﬂame are shown in Table 5. The fuel particles were suspended in
a nitrogen carrier ﬂow and introduced to the reactor at ambient
temperature just downstream of the pilot ﬂame front. The reactor
has been used in previous studies to obtain partially reacted coal
and biomass chars produced at high temperatures and heating
rates [37,38].
Particles were collected by an adjustable probe, applying water
cooling and helium gas for efﬁcient particle quenching. Since the
particle trajectories deviated only slightly from the centerline
due to the laminar ﬂow conditions in the bulk ﬂow and the suction
velocity of the probe exceeded the velocity of the bulk ﬂow, we can
assume that all, or nearly all, particles in the system were collected
through the probe. The partially or fully converted particles were
then collected on a silicon ﬁlter or a low cut-off membrane at tem-
peratures slightly above ambient.
2.2.2. 15 kW vertical solid fuel combustor
The vertical combustor, shown in Fig. 5, has previously been
used in experimental studies [39] and characterized by modeling
[40]. It is described in detail within these publications.
The reactor was electrically heated (< 35 kW) with a solid fuel
thermal input of 15 kW. It consisted of a high temperature radia-
tive section: 2 m long and 0:3 m in diameter. The radiative section
was lined with refractory material and heated by four individual
electrical heating elements to compensate for heat losses. A
1:8 m water cooled convective section followed the radiative sec-
tion. All measurements were carried out in the radiative section.
Process control was based on feedback controlling from gas com-
position measurements in the convective section; aiming for an
O2 level of 3:5 vol:% and stable levels of CO and CO2.
The fuel was pneumatically transported by the primary air at
ambient temperature. It entered the quarl through an annulus cen-
tered in the axial quarl. In the quarl the solid fuel and transport air
was mixed with the preheated (523 K) combustion air injected
through an outer annulus. The furnace was operated at an excess
air ratio of k ¼ 1:2 with an air split (primary air/total air) of 0.3,
corresponding to around 3:5 vol:% (dry) O2 in the exhaust. The
reactor walls were electrically heated to 1423 K.
Intrusive probe measurements were performed along the
centerline of the ﬂame: Gas phase temperature by un-shielded
Fig. 1. Particle size distribution double determination data for the two particle sizes
of woody fuel used in this study. All data are based on 2D particle projection image
analysis (CamSizer XT) using the Martin minimum diameter.
Table 2
Comparison of different methods to characterize oddly shaped particles in a single dimension. d: diameter, V: volume, A: surface area, SF: shape factor (A=Aoriginal), NC: number
correlation (V=Voriginal), eq: equivalent.
deq V A V=A SF NC
m 106 m3  1014 m2  108 m 106 – –
Parallelepiped 153/53.6/35.8 29 3.1 9.4
Veq sphere 82.5 29 2.1 13.7 0.684 1.00
Parallelepiped 35.8 2.4 0.4 5.96 0.129 12.3
thickness eq sphere
Fixed V=Aeq sphere 56.6 9.5 1.1 0.106 0.322 3.09
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thermocouple measurements manually corrected for radiation bias
and extractive gas sampling for gas species quantiﬁcation: CO, CO2,
O2, NOx, and SO2. The reactor was accessible by four view ports
positioned 0.55, 1.18, 1.81, and 2.49 m downstream of the quarl,
denoted P1–4, respectively, cf. Fig. 5.
2.3. Particle conversion
When deriving devolatilization kinetics, a reliable method to
determine the degree of conversion of the collected particles is
equally important as being able to determine the particle time
and temperature history. Determining particle conversion may be
difﬁcult for any of the following reasons: (1) failing to collect
particles at isokinetic conditions leaves the experimental results
vulnerable to collection bias; (2) failing to take into account the
volatility of biomass ash may cause offsets in the observed conver-
sion, and (3) failing to close the mass balance due to mass losses in
the system. No real consensus on a robust method seems to be
available in the literature.
The low ash fraction and the high volatility of some of the
inorganic species, such as alkali metals and halides [41,42], make
it difﬁcult to use ash as a tracer. To circumvent bias from the
release of volatile ash components, we use calcium as a tracer, cal-





where wCa and wCa;0 are the weight fractions of Ca in the reacted
sample and the parent fuel respectively, and wash;0 is the weight
fraction of ash in the parent fuel. This method relies on the assump-
tion of a non-volatile ash phase; however, the sensitivity towards
ash volatility is limited for low ash fuels such as the one used in this
study. The sensitivity towards the Ca content in the parent fuel is
manageable and justiﬁed by the precision of the analytical methods
used in the ultimate analysis, cf. Table 1. Conﬂicting ﬁndings in the
literature on the volatility of Ca lead one to conclude that the
release of Ca during devolatilization conditions is fuel speciﬁc
[43–45]. In this study we assume complete calcium retention and
argue that a full characterization of the Ca-release behavior lies
beyond the scope of this work. Although no clear consensus on
the thermal stability of the ash phase Ca can be drawn from the lit-
erature, it is undoubtedly the best candidate among any of the trace
elements available [43].
3. Numerical approach
Modeling was used to provide the particle temperature history
for the high heating rate experiments. All simulations have been
carried out using ANSYS Fluent 15.0.7.
3.1. Laminar ﬂow reactor
The CFD model describes the LFR from the inlet of the fuel par-
ticles and 0:25 m downstream. The full length of the reactor has
not been modeled in order to reduce the computational require-
ments. This was found to be sufﬁcient as full devolatilization of
the particles happened well within the ﬁrst 0:25 m of the reactor.
The pilot ﬂame was assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium
and at the adiabatic ﬂame temperature. The gas-phase composition
of the pilot ﬂame inlet was based on thermodynamic equilibrium
calculations. The solid fuel injection nozzle was modeled upstream
in order for the particles to adjust to the ﬂow velocity.
The reactor has a rectangular prism shape and was modeled
using a 3D model with two symmetry planes to describe the entire
domain. It was discretized in 1.2 million cells. The model has been
grid independency tested with 50% cells. The grid was unstruc-
tured in the mixing zone between the pilot ﬂame and entraining
particles, whilst being structured in the remaining domain.
Two issues call for careful attention when simulating the tem-
perature and ﬂow ﬁeld of the LFR: (1) the mixing behavior of the
pilot ﬂame (at adiabatic ﬂame temperature) and the entraining
carrier ﬂow of nitrogen (at ambient temperature) and (2) the
semi-transparent quartz walls combined with the high concentra-
tions of radiating H2O and CO2.
Although the Reynolds number of the bulk ﬂow in the reactor
was within the laminar range, the carrier gas ﬂow rate needs to
be signiﬁcantly higher in order to ﬂuidize the fuel particles. This
causes slip velocities of  5 m s1 between the bulk ﬂow of com-
bustion products from the pilot ﬂame and the carrier gas at which
point a pure laminar ﬂow can no longer be justiﬁed. To properly
resolve the mixing behavior at the point of particle entrainment,
the Reynolds stress model (RSM) was employed. In order to reduce
the cell count, enhanced wall treatment (EWT) modeling was used
allowing for relaxation of the near wall discretization requirements
(yþ < 3).
Radiation was modeled by the discrete ordinates model with an
angular discretization of 4 4; 3 3 and with 5 energy iterations
per radiation iteration and a particle surface emissivity of e ¼ 0:85
[46].
















Particle size distribution characteristics. Double determination data and average
values. RR: Rosin–Rammler. All data are based on 2D particle projection image
analysis (CamSizer XT) using the Martin minimum diameter.




Thermophysical data used in all CFD simulations.
Property Unit Value Ref.
Speciﬁc heat capacity J ðkg KÞ1 1680 [50]
Density kg m3 1180 [51]
Table 5
Mole fractions and the total molar ﬂow, Ftot , of the reactor set-up before and after
combustion. Post ﬂame composition is based on adiabatic equilibrium calculations.
Inlet Flame 1 Flame 2 Post ﬂame Flame 1 Flame 2
CH4 0.040 0.033 CO 0.021 0.021
O2 0.109 0.087 CO2 0.020 0.013
H2 0.127 0.158 H2O 0.163 0.130
N2 (pilot) 0.675 0.602 H2 0.050 0.099
N2 (carrier) 0.049 0.120 O2 0.000 0.000
N2 0.746 0.736
Ftot (mol s
1) 0.0382 0.0416 0.0371 0.0407
Adiabatic ﬂame temperature (K) 1667 1406
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The volumetric reactions were described by the ﬁnite-rate/eddy-
dissipation model.
The discrete phase was tracked in a Lagrangian reference frame
and allowed for matter and energy (convectively and by radiation)
to be exchanged with the continuous phase. Stochastic particle
tracking was carried out by the discrete random walk model, and
the odd-shape of the particles were taken into account by intro-
ducing a shape factor, corresponding to the relative surface area
of the corresponding volumetric sphere (0.68), into the non-
spherical drag law.
3.2. The 15 kW vertical combustor
The vertical combustor was modeled in 2D axisymmetry using a
fully structured grid of 72694 cells with a maximum aspect ratio of
4.96 and minimum orthogonality of 0:79. The fuel properties were
identical to the fuel used in the LFR. Only the large size fraction
shown in Table 3 was used for the bench-scale experiments. Many
sub-routines and parameters were kept in line with the LFR simu-
lations, i.e., the DO model, ﬁnite-rate/eddy-dissipation were used
for the radiation, wall function, and volumetric reactions. The tur-
bulence was modeled using the realizable k–-model and the inﬂu-
ence of the walls was modeled using scalable wall function in order
to further relax the cell count requirements.
4. Methodology
The current work includes two experimental set-ups and the
corresponding numerical models. The combination of numerical
simulations with experimental results made it possible to evaluate
partially converted particles using detailed temperature histories.
To give the reader an overview of the connections between each
element, this section outlines the combined experimental and
modeling approach taken to derive devolatilization kinetics.
The kinetic parameters describing the apparent devolatilization
process in the LFR were derived in two consecutive steps: (1) An
initiation step introducing non-reacting particles to the CFDmodel,
thereby obtaining an initial particle temperature history. The
experimental time resolved devolatilization conversion proﬁles
were subsequently used to ﬁt an initial set of single step ﬁrst order
reaction (SFOR) kinetic parameters, Fig. 2. (2) An iterative
approach, cf. Fig. 3, used for the calculation of updated temperature
histories using reacting particles. The new temperature history
resulted in updated devolatilization kinetics. The method was
repeated until the derived kinetic parameters converged upon a
stable solution.
The LFR derived kinetics were applied to make CFD calculations
on a 15 kW bench-scale furnace, and the results were compared
with in-ﬂame measurements. Contrary to the dilute particle mass
Fig. 2. Method, initiation step: Phase 1. Parallel LFR experiments and CFD simulations using inert particles. The simulated particle temperature history and the measured
particle conversion is used to evaluate preliminary SFOR kinetics.
Fig. 3. Method: Phase 2. Iterating the kinetic parameters using reacting particles evaluating the model by comparing simulated and measured conversions.
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ﬂows in the LFR, the 15 kW combustor introduced both larger
geometries, denser particle ﬂows, and made it possible to evaluate
the devolatilization kinetics for a complete ﬂame.
5. Results
5.1. LFR model validation
The validity of the CFD model of the LFR has been evaluated by
comparing predictions with temperature measurements. Radiation
corrected thermocouple measurements were conducted along the
centerline of the reactor.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of simulated gas phase temperatures
and the corresponding measurements. The comparisons are made
without entraining particles but with the carrier gas on. The simu-
lated gas phase temperatures are shown along the centerline and
at 1 and 2 mm radial offset. This has been done to show the effect
of the physical size of the thermocouple. It shows large radial tem-
perature gradients in the vicinity of the fuel injection nozzle
(axialdistance ¼ 0). Such gradients can potentially inﬂuence the
temperature history of entraining particles, giving rise to extended
spread of the particle residence time and temperature histograms
at axial distances.
5.2. Particle temperature and residence time
Figs. 7 and 8 show the predicted particle temperature and res-
idence time histograms at given positions along the ﬂow direction
of the LFR. The ﬁgures compare the histograms of inert particles to
reacting (devolatilizing) particles, showing signiﬁcant differences
in the particle temperatures. The spread in particle temperature
occurs primarily close to the particle injection. The spread in par-
ticle residence time is smaller but increases further downstream
of the injection point.
In order to simplify the process, the mean values of both parti-
cle residence times and temperatures are used for the kinetic ﬁt.
This introduces some statistical error to the analysis. For more
complex modeling, one could consider to use the distributions
directly in the kinetic ﬁt. However, to do this additional particle
size characterization is required.
Fig. 9 summarizes the temperature and residence time histories
for inert and reacting particles in terms of mean values and corre-
sponding standard deviations. A distinct difference can be seen in
the particle temperature proﬁle between inert and pyrolyzing par-
ticles regardless of the bulk phase temperature. The increase in the
size of the error bars is evidence of the increasing spread of the
particle temperature histograms as seen in Fig. 7.
The difference between inert and reacting particle temperature
history can be rationally explained. The model calculates the parti-




¼ hAp T1  Tp
 






mp; cp; Tp; Ap, and p being the mass, speciﬁc heat, temperature,
surface area, and emissivity of the particle respectively. h is the heat
transfer coefﬁcient, T1 and TR are the gas phase temperature and
the temperature of any surface to which the particle radiates, and
r is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The heat of pyrolysis was set
Fig. 4. The 500 mW laminar entrained ﬂow reactor. Total length of the main
combustion chamber: 0:455 m. Internal reactor width: ¼ 0:055 m.
Fig. 5. The 15 kW solid fuel reactor. Total length of the main combustion chamber:
2 m. D ¼ 0:3 m. Quarl diameter and length: 36 mm.
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to zero as any contribution from reactions can be assumed negligi-
ble compared to transport of heat from the surroundings [47,48].
Considering a particle being heated according to Eq. (6): The
heat up time will largely be a function of the particle heat capacity.
If the particle is devolatilizing, mass will be released thus reducing
the available heat capacity at time t, accelerating the further heat
up. Contrary, for a non-reacting particle all mass will be retained
signiﬁcantly increasing the net heat capacity for the duration of
the process. This mechanism of diminishing heat capacity might
seem trivial, however, it is fundamental and it is often found to
be neglected.
Fig. 9 also shows how only small differences in the mean parti-
cle temperatures are found between the ﬁrst and second iteration
of reacting particles, i.e. the particle heat up seems to be relatively
insensitive to the applied pyrolysis kinetics.
5.3. Particle conversion and kinetic ﬁt








V  V tð Þð Þ ð7Þ
where V is the released volatile matter and V is the high heating
rate, high temperature volatile content, ﬁxed as a constant in this
study.
A best ﬁt for both the high and low temperature run is obtained
using SFOR kinetics with a pre-exponential factor and an activation
energy of A ¼ 18:9 103 1 s1 and Ea ¼ 21305 J mol
1
. The volatile
yield was found to be 92 and 94 wt:% (dry) at 1405 and 1667 K
respectively.
Fig. 6. Simulated and measured gas phase temperature. (above) Tad ¼ 1667 K,
(below) Tad ¼ 1405 K. Simulated data shown along the centerline and at a 1 and
2 mm radial offset to show the effect of the physical size of the thermocouple.
Fig. 7. Simulation results of the particle temperature distributions along the axial
distance of the LFR. (Above) inert particles, phase 1, (below) reacting particles,
phase 2.
Fig. 8. Simulation results of the particle residence time distributions along the axial
distance of the LFR. (Above) inert particles, phase 1, (below) reacting particles,
phase 2.
Fig. 9. Simulation results of the particle mean residence time and mean temper-
ature. (Above) Tad ¼ 1667 K, (below) Tad ¼ 1405 K. Error bars indicate standard
deviations based on 2100 tracked particles.
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Using the proposed SFOR kinetics together with the average
particle time dependent temperatures illustrated in Fig. 9, Eq. (7)
is used to evaluate the expected average particle conversion.
Fig. 10 shows the ﬁt between modeled and experimentally
obtained particle conversions. The CFD data points correspond to
the particle properties at ﬁxed distances downstream of the injec-
tion nozzle. The errorbars on the predictions stem from the simu-
lated distributions in particle (vertical) temperature and
(horizontal) residence time. The simple SFOR mechanism and the
ﬁtted data predict the fast devolatilization well. The slight delay
when reducing the reactor temperature agrees well with the model
results.
5.4. Bench-scale simulations
The apparent devolatilization kinetics derived in the LFR are
applied in the CFD model of the 15 kW combustor. While the solid
fuel ﬂow rate of the LFR was sufﬁciently dilute to study single par-
ticle behavior, the 15 kW set-up uses higher particle feed rates
(2:9 kg h
1
), thus allowing for evaluation of the model performance
in particle cloud conditions while still being applicable in a small
scale reactor with well deﬁned boundary conditions.
Fig. 11 presents selected contours (gas phase temperature, O2
and CO2 concentrations, and streamlines) of the 15 kW furnace
employing the derived devolatilization kinetics. The jet like ﬂame
penetrates half a meter (around sampling port P1, cf. Fig. 5) before
the particles react. The fast devolatilization kinetics and surplus of
oxygen (k ¼ 1:2) result in a short and intense reaction zone. Peak
temperatures reach 2100–2200 K.
Fig. 12 compares measured and predicted gas phase tempera-
tures. The shape of the simulated temperature proﬁle, peaking
between P1 and P2, corresponds well to previous experiments
Fig. 10. Comparison of particle conversion measurements with the CFD-results
using the derived SFOR kinetic parameters and a ﬁxed ash level. The measured
particle conversions are based on Ca-tracing, and the residence times are calculated
using the CFD model. Error bars indicate standard deviations based on 2100 tracked
particles.
Fig. 11. Contour plots of the 15 kW furnace using the kinetic input from the LFR. (a) Gas phase temperature. (b) O2-concentration (mass fraction). (c) CO2-concentration
(mass fraction). (d) Streamlines colored by gas velocity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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conducted in the furnace at similar conditions [49]. However,
because the gas phase has already reached high temperatures at
P1, it is difﬁcult to assess whether the developed devolatilization
kinetics capture the ignition process to a satisfying degree.
Figs. 13 and 14 provide a stronger comparison between the
measurements and the predictions. At P1 the devolatilization is
still taking place resulting in only partial consumption of the O2
and corresponding production of CO2, cf. Fig. 13. These levels
match the simulation outputs well.
The appearance of CO is often used as an indication for ignition
in gas-phase kinetics studies. The qualitative agreement between
the observed and modeled CO peak gives, together with the CO2
and O2 results, conﬁdence in the perfomance of the derived
devolatilization kinetics. The discrepant in Fig. 14 between the
simulated and measured CO levels does not necessarily arise from
inaccurate devolatilization kinetics. It is rather a result of the sim-
pliﬁed mechanism from solid particle to fully oxidized combustion
products, cf. reactions (3)–(5). To further investigate the coupling,
or decoupling, between particle mass loss and the development in
CO in the gas phase, a transient study including in-situ gas phase
measurements would be required. Such a study lies beyond the
scope of this work.
The correct prediction of the CO peak adds conﬁdence to the
accuracy of the derived devolatilization kinetics used in combina-
tions with these simple reaction mechanisms suitable for numeri-
cal simulations.
Figs. 12–14 also include CFD simulation results using the
devolatilization kinetics derived by Bonvicini et al. [35]. They show
how the simulation results indeed are sensitive towards the
applied devolatilization kinetics. The slower kinetics delays the
occurrence of the predicted reaction zone.
6. Discussion
The results presented in this work emphasize key points to be
taken into consideration when studying devolatilization of bio-
mass at suspension ﬁring conditions, i.e. high heating rates, high
temperatures, and short residence times:
1. The ﬂuid ﬂow should be accurately characterized. The statistical
results on solid particle trajectories and property history given
in Figs. 7 and 8 emphasize the need for a detailed characteriza-
tion of the reactor as well as the path of the entraining particles,
even for experiments carried out in small scale laboratory
facilities.
2. The fuel should be properly characterized. Because of the simi-
lar time scales for particle heat up and complete devolatiliza-
tion, effort must be put into characterizing size distributions,
particle densities, and heat capacities.
Fig. 12. Comparison of gas phase centerline temperature measurements and CFD
simulations results from the 15 kW combustor. Measurements and simulations
results presented along the axial symmetry axis. Simulation results using the
devolatilization kinetics from the (above) current study and (below) literature data
[35] and TGA.
Fig. 13. Comparison of centerline O2 and CO2 measurements and simulated data.
Measurements and simulations results presented along the axial symmetry axis.
Simulation results using the devolatilization kinetics from the (above) current study
and (below) literature data [35] and TGA.
Fig. 14. Comparison of the centerline CO concentration measurements and CFD
simulations results from the 15 kW combustor. Measurements and simulations
results presented along the axial symmetry axis. Simulation results using the
devolatilization kinetics from the (above) current study and (below) literature data
[35] and TGA.
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The current work shows how the particle heating proﬁle is
comparative in time to the devolatilization progress. This implies
an inherent sensitivity towards the description of the particle
heat-up. For entrained ﬂow set-ups where the solid particles are
introduced to the reactor in a cold ﬂuid ﬂow, large temperature
gradients will inevitably occur in the mixing zone, thus, inﬂuenc-
ing the particle temperature history as has been demonstrated in
Fig. 7. By resolving the ﬂuid ﬂow using CFD more detailed informa-
tion on the actual particle behavior and temperatures can be
obtained.
6.1. Particle trajectories and residence time history
The particle conversion at speciﬁc heights along the center axis
of the LFR has been achieved by collecting char and ash samples
and separating the solid from the gas by simple ﬁltering. Exact
adjustments to the suction velocity were not possible, i.e. ideal
isokinetic conditions could not be established. However, by observ-
ing the shape of the ﬂame, it was assumed that the gas velocity in
the suction probe well exceeded that of the bulk ﬂow. Hence, all
particles can safely be assumed to be collected by the probe.
The particle devolatilization conversion proﬁles should ideally
be presented as a function of particle residence time. This will
allow for direct time derivative analysis and an easy kinetic ﬁt.
However, because of the velocity gradients near the injection noz-
zle it can be difﬁcult to correlate the axial distance travelled to the
residence time. This effect has been demonstrated in Fig. 8. Using
the axial distance travelled, i.e. the distance from the nozzle to
the probe makes it difﬁcult to compare time dependent conversion
data across experimental rigs and even across different studies.
In order to obtain time resolved data, one would need to char-
acterize the particle entrainment by optical methods [29] or obtain
the required proﬁles through calculations. Multi-phase ﬂuid
dynamics calculations allow for predictions on the particle trajec-
tories. This will link both particle conversion (through experimen-
tal sampling) and particle temperature history (through modeling)
to the particle residence time, making it possible to derive more
accurate kinetics.
6.2. Comparison to literature data
Fig. 15 compares predictions with kinetic devolatilization data
across selected literature studies. The speciﬁc kinetic data is given
in Table 6. The comparison has been made based on the tempera-
ture history predictions from the current work. Rate constants are
taken from (a) the current work (b) the work of Simone et al. [24]
who have also based their kinetic derivation on CFD generated
temperature histories, (c) Bonvicini et al. [35] who evaluated the
global kinetics at the nominal temperature of the reactor, and (d)
slow heating rate TGA experiments on the fuel used in this work.
The kinetic data are summarized in the Arrhenius plot in Fig. 16.
Simone et al. [24] determined a set of SFOR kinetics for the
devolatilization of cacao shells using a laboratory scale drop tube
furnace. The experiments were assisted by CFD generated particle
temperature histories, however, at relatively low nominal temper-
atures (673–1073 K) and with broad size distributions (90–
150 lm). The conversions were based on the ash tracer method,
justiﬁed by the low nominal temperatures, reducing the likelihood
of a volatile ash phase. Simone et al. [24] concluded that a single
set of kinetic parameters could not describe the devolatilization
process to a satisfying degree when spanning large temperature
intervals. Instead they employed a two-zone system applying dif-
ferent kinetics for low and high temperatures respectively, with
the shift in kinetic regime taking place between 873 and 973 K.
Fig. 15. Comparison of the results of the present study, literature data, and slow
heating rate results. Simone et al. [24] and Bonvicini et al. [35].
Table 6
Summary of the kinetic values used for the comparison of devolatilization, cf. Fig. 15.
Current study Simone et al. [24] IFRF 2013 TGA 2 k min1
a b c d
A (s1) 18939 33300/625 571 29400
Ea (J mol
1
) 21305 43900/20400 31510 88930
Fig. 16. Comparison of the kinetic data used for the discussion [24,35].
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Bonvicini et al. [35] studied the pyrolysis of a range of bio-
masses, including a softwood, presumably comparable to the fuel
used in this study (based on ash and high temperature volatile
fractions and the ultimate analysis). In the study it was assumed
that the particles follow the nominal temperature of the reactor,
as discussed above. The method may result in an artiﬁcially slow
set of kinetics to compensate for the assumed instant heat up of
the particles. The effect is in agreement with the comparison in
Fig. 15.
Although the conditions are signiﬁcantly different from suspen-
sion ﬁring conditions, slowly heated thermogravimetric methods
of biomass fuels are often used. TGA data thus form the most com-
prehensive information base on fuel pyrolysis characteristics
across fuels and reaction conditions. However, no consensus on
how to interpret these results seems to exist.
Fig. 16 shows how the devolatilization kinetics become gradu-
ally slower as the degree of simpliﬁcations increases. The inﬂuence
on the particle conversion proﬁles are shown in Fig. 15. This illus-
trates how especially kinetics derived from slow heating rate TGA
experiments or on the assumption of particles assuming the nom-
inal reactor temperature will result in an over prediction of the
required residence time for complete devolatilization.
In line with literature reports, cf. Fig. 17, the activation energy
of the corresponding TGA derived kinetics for the parent fuel is sig-
niﬁcantly higher than the ﬁtted data from the high heating rate
experiments. This results in a considerably slower pyrolysis reac-
tion when applied to the high heating rate temperature history,
cf. Fig. 15. This emphasizes the need for high temperature data if
reliable devolatilization kinetics are to be used for pulverized fuel
ﬁred boilers.
7. Conclusions
This work describes the devolatilization of pine wood particles
small enough to be considered isothermal. Experimental work on a
laminar ﬂow reactor resulted in partially reacted particles
undergoing heating rates on the order of 105 K s1 and peak
temperatures of 1405 and 1667 K. The particle temperature history
was derived using CFD simulations. Employing a single step ﬁrst
order mechanism with an Arrhenius type rate expression, a best
ﬁt of the pyrolysis kinetics was found to be: A ¼ 18:9 103 s1;
Ea ¼ 21305 J mol
1
.
The derived kinetic parameters have been evaluated in a bench-
scale set-up with a nominal thermal input of solid fuel of 15 kW.
CFD predictions show good quantitative agreement has been
reached for major combustion species as well as the bulk ﬂow
temperatures.
Our work emphasizes the sensitivity on heating rate when
using a single step ﬁrst order mechanism to describe the pyrolysis
process. The importance of being able to describe the particle tra-
jectories has been demonstrated. It clearly points out the differ-
ence in pyrolysis behavior if kinetic data is derived without
estimating the temperature history. Consequently, when compar-
ing the derived devolatilization kinetics of the present study to lit-
erature data, a set of signiﬁcantly faster kinetics emerges.
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Non-isothermal
High heating rate
a b s t r a c t
This work aims to provide an accurate and simple model, predicting the time dependent devolatilization
of woody biomass at conditions (Tgas < 2000 K) and particle sizes (<2 mm) relevant to suspension ﬁred
boilers. The zero dimensional model is developed from reference calculations with a one-dimensional
heat transport model coupled with a drying and a devolatilization model. The model output has been
used to generate pyrolysis kinetics corrected for non-isothermal effects, i.e. intraparticle heat transport
limitations. Analysis of the modeling results indicate that heat transport corrections of even small par-
ticles are necessary. The current work divides a given particle size distribution into suitable size cate-
gories based on their internal heat transport properties. The devolatilization is described by size category
speciﬁc rate constants based on a single ﬁrst order reaction mechanism. This approach allows for
signiﬁcantly more accurate devolatilization predictions of any particle size distribution to be described
by simple kinetic mechanisms and isothermal particle heat balances. Such an approach is easily
implemented into most commercial CFD (computational ﬂuid dynamics) codes without adding any
additional strain to the computational requirements.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The number of studies on thermal degradation of biomass ma-
terial is extensive. The application covers a wide range of ﬁelds
from wildﬁre simulations, ﬁre protection, stoves, to utility boilers.
Thus, the condition at which the models or experiments are
developed or carried out at are very diverse. As a result quite a few
biomass particle conversion models exist sharing common features
while developed for different purposes. The most detailed single
particle devolatilization models couple multiphase transport of
heat and mass with volumetric gas-phase reactions, cracking re-
actions, and multiple competing multi-step reactions.
Hong et al. [1] developed a single particle one-dimensional
model taking heat and mass transfer into account and including
both drying, devolatilization, and char burn-out. Calculations using
the non-isothermal model indicated signiﬁcantly longer reaction
times compared to those of the corresponding isothermal model
for particles exceeding a few hundred microns in diameter. Simi-
larly Groenli and Melaan [2] developed a single particle model for
large particles (2e3 cm) and found that the addition of secondary
cracking reactions are necessary in order to capture the ratio be-
tween gas, tar, and char formed for variations in the heating con-
ditions. Bharadwaj et al. [3] mathematically investigated the
inﬂuence of particle internal heat and mass transport and
concluded that the drying and devolatilization to some extent was
controlled by heat transport alone. Johansen et al. [4] showed
through high heating rate experiments of particles less than
125 mm in diameter that the time scale for particle heat-up is
comparable to that of complete devolatilization at high tempera-
tures. Wagenaar et al. [5] combined slow heating rate thermogra-
vimetric methods with ﬂash pyrolysis drop tube experiments, and
they were able to derive a single set of kinetic parameters capable
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The objective of this work is to describe the rate of total devo-
latilization process at suspension ﬁring conditions for non-
isothermal particles using a zero-dimensional model with a
global kinetic expression correcting for the heat transport limita-
tions. This approach will reduce the computational cost of imple-
menting single-dimensional particle models to CFD (computational
ﬂuid dynamics) simulations of larger systems, providing a method
to do complex multiphase calculations with modest hardware re-
quirements. The work provides a link between the complex
multidimensional models found in the single particle literature and
the isothermal assumption often made in burner simulations.
This work is divided into the following parts listed in chrono-
logical order:
1. Model description
2. Acquisition of validation material (literature study)
3. Model validation
4. Calculation of averaged devolatilization conversion and tem-
perature proﬁles for non-isothermal particles (model output)
5. Single step, ﬁrst order reaction devolatilization kinetic ﬁtted to
the calculated averaged conversions for different particle sizes
2. Modeling
In the present work the devolatilization of a fuel particle of
spherical shape is described by a pyrolysis and a drying model
coupled with a heat transport model taking both external and in-
ternal particular transport limitations into account.
The modeling is based on the following assumptions:
1. The model is solved in one dimension
2. Only primary pyrolysis takes place
3. The heat of pyrolysis sums to zero
4. No convective heat transport takes place inside the particle
5. There are no mass transfer limitations
6. Particles are spherical
7. Only the reactor walls contribute to the radiative external heat
ﬂux
The assumptions are generally accepted in the particle modeling
literature [1,5e7]. Although some of the assumptions have been
suggested to play an inﬂuence, e.g. multidimensional spread of
energy, momentum, and mass [8], the inﬂuence of secondary re-
actions and heat of pyrolysis [9,10], the level of assumptions is
generally considered valid for mass loss simulations similar to the
objective of the current study.
2.1. Governing equations
The drying of the particles is described by a kinetic model [11]:
_w ¼ kY ðY
  YðtÞÞrw (1)
where _w is the rate of water evaporation, rw is the density of water,
and Y* and Y are the water content of the virgin fuel and the










where AY and Ea,Y are the pre-exponential factor and the activation
energy for the water evaporation model and Tp and R are the local
particle temperature and the universal gas constant.
The devolatilization is solely driven by the thermal breakdown




As such, only the primary pyrolysis [12,13], is taken into account
neglecting any secondary reactions [14,15].




¼ kðV  VðtÞÞ (4)
where V and V* are the fraction of volatile matter released and the
ultimate fraction of volatile matter respectively. V* has been ob-
tained experimentally in entrained ﬂow reactors to yield the true
high temperature, high heating rate value which is known to
deviate signiﬁcantly from low temperature, low heating rate ex-
periments often used in fuel characterization standards [16].
The rate constant, k, obeys an Arrhenius type expression






where A and Ea are the pre-exponential factor and the activation
energy respectively, for the pyrolysis stepwhile R and Tp denote the
universal gas constant and the local temperature of the solid.
The heat balance accommodates the intra-particular heat
transport limitations coupled with a transport model for the
external heat ﬂux. If a quasi-steady-state is considered and the heat














describes the heat transport through the particle. Here cP, r, and l
are the speciﬁc heat capacity, density, and thermal conductivity of
the solid phase, respectively.
The initial condition is given by the particle temperature at time
zero, T0:
Tð0; rÞ ¼ T0 (7)
The boundary conditions are deﬁned as adiabatic behavior at
the particle center, and the heat ﬂux from the surrounding to the
particle, qext, given by the total contribution from a convective ﬂux,















In addition to the governing equation describing the energy
balance of the system, a number of algebraic equations must be
deﬁned in order to describe the transport properties of the tran-
sient system.
2.2.1. Heat of evaporation of water
Because the model aims at describing particles used for sus-
pension ﬁred boilers, only bound water is taken into consideration.
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The moisture content of the fuels used for these purposes is
assumed not to exceed the ﬁber saturation point.
The energy needed to evaporate bound water, DvapH, is found as
the sum of the heat of desorption of the bound water, DdsH, and the
subsequent evaporation of liquid water, DlH:
DvapH ¼ DlH þ DdsH (10)
2.2.2. Particle material properties
Each of the material speciﬁc properties, cP, r, and l changes
linearly with conversion, c [2], as
4iðciÞ ¼ ci4a þ ð1 ciÞ4b (11)
where index i indicates the discretization in the radial direction.
The radiative contribution is introduced through an effective
thermal conductivity, leff, found as the sum of conduction in the
solid, ls, and gas phase, lg, as well as the radiative, lr, contribution:
leff ¼ lg þ ls þ lr (12)
The intraparticular heat transport by radiation, lr, is correlated
from previous studies [17] and is proportional to the cubed particle










here dpore denotes the pore diameter of the char and the parent fuel
respectively. ε is the particle emissivity and s is the Ste-
faneBoltzmann constant.
2.2.3. External transport
The radiative heat ﬂux to the particle, qr, is given by the Ste-
faneBoltzmann law [19], while the convective heat transport is
driven by the difference between the bulk gas temperature, Tg, and
the particle surface temperature, Tpjr ¼ R, correlated by the heat
transfer coefﬁcient, h, which is calculated for a spherical particle
























where Nu, Re, and Pr denote the Nusselt, Reynold, and Prandtl
number, respectively. The slip velocity between gas and particle is
denoted vg. The gas density, rg, speciﬁc heat capacity, cP,g, viscocity,
mg, and thermal conductivity, lg, are empirically correlated to the
temperature [21].


















where Tw is the temperature of a radiating wall, assumed to be
equally visible from all angles.
2.2.4. Shrinking
A 20% reduction in particle size was observed during devolati-
lization experiments of wood particles [22]. This is assumed to
primarily affect the external heat transport to the particle. The
convective contribution is corrected by correlating the heat trans-
port coefﬁcient, h, to the reduction in particle diameter as function
of conversion. The radiative contribution is reduced through a
factor scaling with the reduction in surface area. A linear correla-
tion between mass averaged conversion and particle size reduction
is assumed. The development inmorphology of a given particle as it
undergoes thermal conversion is ambiguous [1] and detailed
modeling of the physical progress of a generic fuel lies beyond the
scope of this work. A shrinking correction has been included in
order to recognize the observations of the original experimental
data [22] to which the model has been ﬁtted.
2.3. Particle properties
The particle is described as a sphere and correlated to experi-
mental data from literature of non-spherical particles by using a
ﬁxed V/A-ratio in order to balance the external heat ﬂux and par-
ticle heat capacity. The thermophysical data used in the model is
listed in Table 1.
2.4. Drying and devolatilization kinetics
Because of the lowmoisture content (<10 wt.%) in fuels used for
suspension ﬁred combustion purposes, all of the inherent water is
treated as bound water. The release of bound water is controlled by
a kinetic expression derived by Chan et al. [23] who determined the
kinetic parameters as listed in Table 2.
The devolatilization kinetics will in this work need to cover both
a wide range of temperatures (300e1850 K) and heating rates
(10e105 K/s). This is notoriously difﬁcult using a global mechanism
such as the one employed in equation (3). This challenge motivated
the development of the DAEM (distributed activation energy
model); however, even for these inﬁnite parallel reaction models,
the validation material often stem from low heating rate ther-
mogravimetric experiments [24e26].
The devolatilization kinetics needed to evaluate equation (3) at
high heating rates are obtained frompreviouswork on high heating
rate, high temperature experiments on biomass devolatilization [4].
The work was aimed at developing devolatilization SFOR kinetics
for isothermal particles at conditions similar to suspension ﬁring.
These results (Ea,1¼21,305 J/mol, A1¼18.9 10
3 1/s) will in this
work be employed as intrinsic kinetics which coupled with the heat
transport model will yield a conversion rate for non-isothermal
particles.
For low heating rates, i.e. larger particles, the kinetics derived by
Wagenaar et al. [5] have beenused. They used a two stepmechanism:
A primary pyrolysis with three competing reactions forming gas, tar,
and char followed by a consecutive step cracking the tar to gas as
illustrated in Fig.1. These kinetic data have previously been usedwith
success for larger particles of around 11 mm in diameter [1].
Because equation (3) assumes that the char yield is independent
of the devolatilization conditions, the net devolatilization rate
constant can be found as:
k2 ¼ kV þminðkT; kV2Þ (18)
Themodel adopts the approach of Simone et al. [27] introducing
a critical temperature separating the high from the low tempera-
ture pyrolysis kinetics. The separation is necessary in order for the
SFORmechanism to remain valid in the entire temperature interval.
A critical temperature of around 800 Kmatches the typical reported
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shift in ﬁrst order kinetics [27,28] as illustrated in Fig. 2. The large
particles (11 mm) experience heating rates on the order of 10 K/s
[1], while the small particles (~100 mm) are heated much faster on
the order of 105 K/s [4]. Thus, the inﬂuence of each reaction con-
stant is a function of particle diameter.
3. 1D model validation
The 1D model is validated against data from three different
studies, each presenting devolatilization data of woody fuel at
different particle sizes (0.063e10.9 mm) and different heating rates
(30e105 K/s). An overview of the key characteristics of the exper-
imental validation data is given in Table 3. The validation has been
included in appendix Appendix A.
4. Results and discussions
A set of kinetic parameters that can be used in a simple
isothermal model, accounting for both the inﬂuence of heat
transfer and kinetic limitations, are derived based on the calcula-
tions using the detailed 1D model.
The following algorithm is used to derive apparent devolatili-
zation kinetics for non-isothermal particles:
1. The non-isothermal 1D model, combining heat transfer, water
release, and devolatilization is used to generate conversion
proﬁles of a speciﬁc particle size at a given temperature.
2. The conversion proﬁle (from step 1) is superimposed on an
isothermal devolatilization model (equation (19)) and the cor-
responding particle temperature history is calculated.
3. The combination of the non-isothermal conversion proﬁle (step
1) and the isothermal temperature history (step 2) is used to
derive a set of apparent devolatilization kinetics corrected for
heat transport limitations.
Table 1
Thermophysical properties used in the model.
Symbol Unit Description Expression Ref
cP,f J$(kg$K)
1 Speciﬁc heat capacity 1000R
7:72 ðgðz1ðTÞÞ þ 2gðz2ðTÞÞÞ
[2,36]







z1¼ 380/T, z2¼ 1800/T
cP,g J$(mol$K)
1 31.214.6 103Tþ32.9 106T2 [21]
20.9 109T3þ4.36 1012T4
lf J$(m$K$s)
1 Thermal conductivity 0.13þ3 104(T273),T 1006 K [2,37,38]
0.3,T > 1006 K
lc 0.08(T273) 10
4,T 943 K [37,39]





leff * ð1 cÞlf þ clc þ lg4þ lr [2,38]
lg ext 1.72 10
4þ1.03 104 T [21]
5.67 108T2þ2.68 1011 T3
4.92 1015 T4
m Pa$s Viscosity 3.98 107þ7.24 108 T [21]
4.81 1011T2 þ 2.28 1014 T3
4.20 1018 T4 [21]




ε e Particle emissivity 0.85
s J$(m2$K4$s)1 Stenfan-Boltzmann 5.6704 108 [40]
rf kg$m





1 Heat of evaporation (3179.02.5 T)1000 [41]





Yfsb e Fibre saturation point 0.5980.001 T [43]
In this study the porosity, 4, has been assumed to vary linearly with the conversion, c.
Table 2
Kinetic parameters used for the non-isothermal particle modeling.
Parameter Unit Constant Reference
High temperature kinetics
A1 s



















$K1/2 4.4 106 [23]
Ea,Y kJ$mol
1 88
Fig. 1. Two-step semi-global reaction mechanism [5].
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The isothermal model used to derived heat transport corrected
devolatilization kinetics shares all of the thermophysical data with
the non-isothermal model, cf. Table 1. The temperature history is
















where mp, cp, εp, and Ap are the mass, speciﬁc heat, emissivity, and
surface area of the particle. Tp, Tg, and Tw are the particle, bulk gas,
and radiation temperatures, respectively. s and h are the Ste-
faneBoltzmann constant and the gas phase heat transfer number.
4.1. Identiﬁcation of characteristic particle sizes
One of the most widely used methods to categorize a particle as
being thermally thin or thermally thick is by assessing the Biot
number. For inert particles the transition from iso-thermal to non-
isothermal regime is commonly known to occur at Bi¼ 0.1. How-
ever, for transient models where the thermophysical properties
change as a function of temperature and solid composition, the
problem becomes somewhat more ambiguous.
Bryden et al. [29] used a Biot number analysis based on the
parent fuel properties and correlated the output to their transient
model for solid fuel thermal degradation. They found that a Biot
number of 0.2 indicates the transition from the thermally thin to
the thermally thick regime also, as suggested by Borman and
Ragland [30]. They included the contribution from external
radiation by assuming a particle surface temperature equal to that
of the bulk gas phase. Knowing that this would overestimate the
radiative heat transfer they corrected the total heat transfer coef-
ﬁcient by dividing it by a factor of 2. They concluded that their
method was valid within a 25% accuracy.
However, because the contribution from external radiation de-
pends on the particle surface temperature to the power of 4, this
term will change signiﬁcantly as the particle undergoes heat up
from ambient to the ﬁnal temperature. In addition, the contribution
from radiation for smaller particles will be small compared to the
inﬂuence of convective heat transport.
AconventionalBiotnumberanalysis is illustrated inFig. 3. It shows
how the requirement of Bi≪ 1 will never be satisﬁed for conditions
relevant to suspension ﬁred combustion, even at very small particle
sizes due to the slow heat internal heat transfer. The implication is
that on dimensionless time scales, the temperature gradients inside a
particle cannot be neglected, regardless of particle size. However, the
necessary time for devolatilization scales with particle size. Thus, the
nominal time difference between an isothermal and a non-
isothermal approach for very small particles may be insigniﬁcant
when compared to the time scale for complete devolatilization.
Instead of a Biot number analysis or similar analyses, e.g. Py'
number analysis [31], the present work will evaluate the heat
transfer inside and external to the particle by using 1D model cal-
culations. By analyzing the radial conversion and temperature
proﬁles of the particles, three distinct categories can be deﬁned
depending on particle size, cf. Fig. 4:
Fig. 2. Kinetic data for the devolatilization of different biomasses (author?)
[4,5,28,44,45]. The rate constant for Wagenaar et al. is the net rate given by equation
(18).
Table 3
Overview of the set-ups used for validation data.
# Set-up Particle size mm Heating rate K/s Peak temperature K Reference
A Entrained ﬂow reactor 0.063e0.090 105 1405e1667 [4]
B Single particle combustor 1.79e5.8 102e103 1480e1831 [22]
C Single particle combustor 10.9 30 1050e1267 [1]
Fig. 3. A Biot number (Bi¼ hdp/(2l)) of a biomass particle analysis based on the
physical properties listed in Table 1. The heat transfer coefﬁcient, h, is calculated on
averaged values of gas properties at temperatures between 1400 and 1700 K and at a
slip velocity of 2 m/s. The temperatures indicate particle temperatures.
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1. Small particles, cf. Fig. 4a: Nearly isothermal particles. The in-
ternal heat transport occurs fast and as a result, the core of the
particle reaches elevated temperatures before the outer part of
the particle is fully devolatilized. The heat up is fast, thus the
devolatilization process is primarily controlled by the high
temperature devolatilization kinetics.
2. Medium size particles, cf. Fig. 4b: The particle size is sufﬁciently
large as to introduce non-negligible temperature gradients.
Fig. 4. Deﬁnition of the three characteristic particle sizes. Fig. 4a: small particles: The entire particle is being converted in the high temperature kinetic regime. Fig. 4b: medium
particles: The outer part of the particle reaches full conversion before the temperature in the center exceeds the critical threshold separating low from high temperature pyrolysis
kinetics. Fig. 4c: large particles: The heat transport through the particle is slow. Thus, the outer part will reach full conversion while the core is still unreacted. The heat front
propagates slowly, leaving only a thin shell of high temperature kinetics, while a large part of the particle is converted in the low temperature kinetics regime. The calculations are
carried out with Tg¼ 1405 K and Tw¼ 1000 K, and particle properties given in Table 6.
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However, the heat transport still occurs relatively fast. Thus, as
the outer part of the particle reaches full devolatilization, the
temperature of the core has risen sufﬁciently to initiate devo-
latilization. The relative increase in internal thermal resistance
compared to small particles results in a primary share of the
conversion taking place in the high temperature kinetic regime.
3. Large particles, cf. Fig. 4c: The internal heat transport is signif-
icantly slower compared to the smaller particle sizes. As a result,
an unreacted core remains even as the outer part of the particle
reaches full conversion. The heat propagates slowly through the
particles resulting in a broad reaction zone controlled by the low
temperature kinetics. This is directly followed by a narrow shell
of high temperature kinetics.
The transition between the three categories of particle sizes can
be deﬁned on a conceptual basis as described in Table 4.
Fig. 5 shows the transition diameters as function of the gas
temperature. The critical diameters vary only slightly with tem-
perature. For a generically applicable discretization of a given size
distribution, the mean values are used to deﬁne the small, medium,
and large particles.
Table 4
Deﬁnitions of the transitions between the three particle size devolatilization categories. Tp is the local particle temperature, Tc is the threshold temperature separating low and
high temperature devolatilization kinetics, r is the normalized radial distance going from center to surface, c is the local devolatilization conversion, and jt denotes a given time
step.
Transition Description Mathematical description
eSmall
From zero length to the critical particle diameter where
the outer part of the particle reaches full conversion before
the core reaches the critical temperature threshold separating
low from high temperature kinetics.
Tp > Tc r2[0;1]
∧
c < 1 r2[0;1]
Smallemedium From small particles to where the outer shell reaches full
conversion before devolatilization has begun at the core.
Tp < Tc r2[0;r1]
∧
Tp > Tc r2[r1;1]
∧
c < 1 r2[0;r1]
Mediume From medium particles and up.
Table 5
Effective particle diameter for each particle bin. Heat transport corrected devolati-
lization kinetics speciﬁc to the class size.
Size bin Interval mm Diameter mm A s1 Ea kJ$mol
1
Small 0e112 89 8.56 1010 171.8
Medium 112e616 490 3.99 109 162.3
Large 616e2000 1603 2.62 106 118.7
Fig. 5. The critical particle diameters satisfying the conditions given in Table 4. The
average values are used as a generic measure for particle size classiﬁcation. Average
values: Small-medium 112 mm, mediumelarge 616 mm.
Fig. 6. The resulting kinetics for the heat transport corrected characteristic particles
sizes. Compared to the literature values of Wagenaar et al. [5], Johansen et al. [4], and
the FLUENT® default values for wood devolatilization.
Table 6
Particle characterization.
Parameter Unit Value Reference




Density kg,m3 1180 [32]
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4.2. Conversion proﬁles for characteristic particle sizes
Following the particle sizes, deﬁned in Fig. 5, conversion proﬁles
are calculated for a single particle size representing the different
particle size bins. The characteristic particle diameter is chosen as
the diameter equivalent to half of the net volume of the corre-
sponding size bin. The average particle diameter for the large par-
ticle bin is calculated using 2 mm as the largest particle diameter.
This corresponds to a typical 95% quantile for pulverized biomass
used in suspension ﬁred boilers.
In Fig. 6, the resulting heat transport corrected kinetics are
compared to the literature values of Wagenaar et al. [5] and
Johansen et al. [4]. The ANSYS® FLUENT® default values for wood
devolatilization (Ea¼ 74kJ$mol
1 and A¼ 312 103 s1) are also
represented and will be used as a literature reference in the
following comparison of kinetics, cf. Figs. B.12eB.14. Fig. 6 clearly
showswhy the combination of the low (Wagenaar et al. [5]) and the
high (Johansen et al. [4]) temperature kinetics is necessary in order
to describe the devolatilization across different heating rates. The
differences in the rate of devolatilization are signiﬁcant, especially
at low temperatures.
The fuel properties used for the calculations are listed in Table 6.
Since the work aims to facilitate large numerical simulations of
pulverized biomass ﬁred boilers, the density is chosen as that of a
typical wood pellet [32]. To simplify data interpretation, the cal-
culations have been carried out on dry particles.
Fig. 7 shows the direct comparison between the predicted
total devolatilization time (for 95% conversion) using the non-
isothermal 1D model and the isothermal model with and
without the heat transport correction in the devolatilization
kinetics. A noticeable better ﬁt is achieved by applying the heat
transport corrected devolatilization kinetics in the appropriate
size categories. The time resolved results are included in
appendix ??
5. Conclusion
Amethod has been developed that increases the accuracy of the
predicted time dependent volatile release for biomass particle sizes
relevant for suspension ﬁred combustion <2 mm. The method
makes it possible to simulate heat transport limited pyrolysis in
zero dimensions using a simple conversion mechanism and a set of
heat transport corrected reaction rates. This allows one to carry out
multiphase ﬂuid dynamics calculations (CFD) without having to
implement computational heavy single or multi-dimensional cal-
culations of the discrete phase.
Comparison of the 0D modeling approach to a 1D model
(including heat transport and kinetic limitations) shows that using
uncorrected pyrolysis kinetics will overestimate the total pyrolysis
time of small particles (89 mm) by 50e80%. For larger particles
(1603 mm) the uncorrected pyrolysis kinetics will lead to a pre-
dicted devolatilization time of under half of that predicted by the 1-
dimensional model.
Themethod taking for heat transport limitations into account by
correcting the devolatilization kinetics, is easily implemented into
most CFD commercial codes. It avoids the requirement for
demanding multidimensional computations of the discrete phase
while still providing a more accurate prediction of the time
resolved release of volatiles.
The non-isothermal 1Dmodel has been developed based on time
resolved empiric conversion data for very small particles (<200 mm)
and large particles of 10.9 mm. The model performance for particles
within this interval has been evaluated based on the total devolati-
lization time, and a critical temperature at which the rate constant
changes from low to high temperature kinetics has been assigned.
Thus, the time dependent release of the volatiles may not be accu-
rately predicted by themodel. This could be improvedby introducing
a blending option based on multiple parallel reactions [33] or alter-
natively by an implementation of a more detailed devolatilization
mechanism, e.g. the distributed activation energymodel [24,34]. The
computational penalty should however be kept in mind [35].
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Appendix A. 1D model validation
This supplementary material covers the validation of the one
dimensional, non-isothermal devolatilization model developed in
the main text. The 1D model is validated against data from three
different studies, each presenting devolatilization data of woody
fuel at different particle sizes (0.063e10.9 mm) and different
heating rates (30e105 K/s).
Appendix A.1. Small particles, validation set-up A
Set-up A has been used previously by the authors [4], and the
reactor description and experimental procedure can be found
Fig. 7. A direct comparison on the predicted total devolatilization time between the
non-isothermal and isothermal model using heat transport corrected and uncorrected
devolatilization kinetics as a function of initial particle diameter. Temperatures indi-
cate gas phase temperatures.
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within that study. It is a laminar ﬂow reactor operating at high peak
temperatures (1405e1667 K) and the particles experience heating
rates on the order of 105K,s1. The reactor was operated at laminar
(bulk ﬂow) conditions with an understoichiometric CH4/H2-ﬂame
[4]. The solid fuel feed rate was kept at 10e20 mg h1 ensuring
single particle conditions. Particles were collected at different
residence times by a movable probe. The work provided time
resolved devolatilization proﬁles, where particle temperature and
residence time data were determined from CFD (computational
ﬂuid dynamics) simulations. In these experiments, isothermal
particle behavior is assumed.
Fig. A.8 shows a comparison betweenmeasurements and results
for the 1Dmodel at 1405 and 1667 K. It compares the effect of using
the kinetic data from Johansen et al. [4] who used small particles to
derive high heating rate kinetics, data fromWagenaar et al. [5] who
used a combination of drop tube furnace and TGA equipment to
derive pyrolysis kinetics. The use of slow heating rate TGA kinetics
(Wagenaar et al. [5]) leads to an overprediction of the devolatili-
zation time of the small particles. Contrary, the kinetics derived at
high heating rates ((Johansen et al.) [4]) capture the high temper-
ature experiment well. The combined kinetic expression used in
this work predicts slightly higher reaction times than the experi-
mental data, however, still the agreement is still found to be
reasonable, considering the time scales.
Appendix A.2. Medium size particles, validation set-up B
Set-up B is a single particle combustor heated by a non-
premixed gas ﬂame. The particle is rapidly exposed to the hot
environment and the devolatilization and char burn-out processes
are analysed by visual methods [22].
The measured devolatilization times compile the work of Jen-
sen [46] and Jepsen [47]. They worked on devolatilization exper-
iments using cubic wood particles. The particle sizes range from
Ref. 1.8e5.8 mm (corresponding spherical diameter) and the
temperature interval from 1458 to 1831 K. The reactor is a
convective single particle reactor heated by a ﬂat ﬂame burner. The
particle is introduced to the burner ﬁxed on a platinum wire and
shielded by a removable ceramic tube. A high speed camera
(65 Hz) captures the devolatilization and combustion phases
through a view port in the side of the reactor. The set-up has
previously been used in other work and a detailed description can
be found elsewhere [22].
Fig. A.9 compares the observed residence time required for
complete devolatilization (including heating and drying) to the
model results. The devolatilization time has been deﬁned in the
experimental work as the time from which the particle is exposed
to the hot reactor and to the point where a ﬂame is no longer visible
around the particle. In the 1D model the time for complete devo-
latilization has been deﬁned as the time when 95% of the original
volatile matter has left the particle.
The model is able to predict the total devolatilization times well.
The model will in general slightly under predict the required resi-
dence times. The results are, however, well within the uncertainty
of the experimental material.
Appendix A.3. Large particles, validation set-up C
The set-up is based on the same principles as set-up B but in-
cludes a scale which allows for time resolved analysis of the mass
loss during devolatilization and char burn-out. The experiments
include single particle pyrolysis of large biomass particles of
10.9 mm. The data are obtained from the work of Lu et al. [1] and
include temporal data of mass loss as well as surface and center
particle temperatures. The mass loss is obtained by a micro scale,
the surface temperature by two-line thermometry, and the center
temperature by thermocouple measurements. Figs A.10 and A.11
show the comparison of the 1D model results to the experi-
mental data. The model is able to predict both the conversion
proﬁle and the surface temperature well. The conversion (drying
and devolatilization) is predicted to initiate slightly later than the
measured data and reach completion slightly before the measured
data. The particle core temperature is signiﬁcantly under estimated
at low degrees of conversion. This is, however, believed to originate
partly from experimental artifacts, e.g. by heat conduction through
the thermocouple itself.
Fig. A.8. Comparison of the 1D model to the laminar entrained ﬂow reactor devola-
tilization experiments. The devolatilization proﬁles obtained by using kinetic data
obtained by Johansen et al. [4] and Wagenaar et al. [5] is also compared to the kinetics
derived in this work. A single particle diameter of 78.9 mm has been used for the
simulations corresponding to the Rosin-Rammler mean diameter of the experiments.
The illustrated conversion is the mass averaged conversion.
Fig. A.9. Comparison between measured single wood particle devolatilization times
and the corresponding simulations using the 1D model. The devolatilization times
includes particle heat up, drying, and devolatilization. Experimental data: [46,47].
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Appendix B. Time resolved conversion proﬁles
Figs B.12eB.14 present a model comparison of devolatilization
proﬁles for two gas phase temperatures at each of the characteristic
particle size classes. The ﬁgures compare the results of the non-
isothermal 1D model, the isothermal model using FLUENT®
default values, and the isothermal model using heat transport
corrected devolatilization kinetics, as seen in Table 5. Both pre-
exponential factor and activation energy are allowed to change
during the parameter ﬁtting, making the physical interpretation
ambiguous. However, the qualitatively relates to the temperature at
which the reaction is allowed to take place at a signiﬁcant rate
while the pre-exponential factor relates to the rate at which the
reaction is allowed to accelerate.
Fig. B.12 presents the results from the small particle size
(dp¼ 89 mm). It shows a longer devolatilization time using the
default FLUENT® values, increasing the required residence time for
complete devolatilization by around 30%.
This trend is reversed for the medium and large particle classes,
cf. Figs B.13 and B.14. The isothermal model using the uncorrected
kinetics under predicts the required time for devolatilization, most
pronounced for larger particles. The heat transport corrected ki-
netics used in the isothermal model is capable of predicting
approximately the same time for complete devolatilization as the
non-isothermal model.
The discontinuous behavior of the conversion proﬁle produced
by the non-isothermal model is a consequence of using two sets of
kinetics for different temperature intervals. Thus, the conversion
levels amongst the models are different for low degrees of
conversion.
Fig. A.10. Conversion comparison between single particle measurements and the 1D
model. Tg¼ 1050 K, Tw¼ 1276 K, dp¼ 10.9 mm. Exp 1e3 are triple determination
experiments.
Fig. A.11. Comparison between single particle temperature measurements and the 1D
model. Tg¼ 1050 K, Tw¼ 1276 K, dp¼ 10.9 mm. Exp 1e3 are triple determination
experiments.
Fig. B.12. Small particles: dp¼ 89 mm. Comparison between the non-isothermal and
the isothermal model using the heat transport corrected devolatilization kinetics and
the default FLUENT® values.
Fig. B.13. Medium particles: dp¼ 489.9 mm. Comparison between the non-isothermal
and the isothermal model using the heat transport corrected devolatilization kinetics
and the default FLUENT® values.
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DdsH: heat of bound water desorption
DlH: heat of liquid water evaporation
DvapH: net heat of evaporation
_w: rate of water evaporation
l: thermal conductivity
leff: effective thermal conductivity
lg: gas phase conductivity
lg: gas phase contribution to the thermal conductivity
lr: radiative contribution to the thermal conductivity
ls: solid phase contribution to the thermal conductivity
mg: gas phase viscosity
r: density






AY: pre-exponential factor for water evaporation
Bi: biot number
cP,g: gas phase speciﬁc heat capacity
cP: speciﬁc heat capacity
dpore,c: char pore diameter
dpore,f: parent fuel pore diameter
dp: particle diameter
Ea,Y: activation energy for water evaporation
Ea: activation energy
g(z): dummy function
h: external heat transfer number
k: rate constant (devolatilization)
kY: rate constant (water evaporation)
mp: mass of the particle
Nu: Nusselts number
Pr: Prandtls number
qc: convective contribution to the external heat ﬂux
qext: external heat ﬂux











V*: volatile fraction in the parent fuel
vg: gas slip velocity
Y: water fraction
Y*: water fraction in the parent fuel
Yfsb: ﬁbre saturation point
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The production of heat and power from the thermal conversion of biomass has gained global interest 
with the desire to lower the anthropogenic e ission of potentially harmful gases. Develop ent and 
implementation of high efficiency biomass combustion technology is arguably the best near-term 
solution to provide stable and CO2-neutral centralized power and district heating. 
 Th  present study contribut s to the construction of a scientific basis for the development 
of the next generation of biomass burner technology. The work combines experimental and modeling 
work in lab-, pilot-, and full-scale and aims to improve the predictive tools for biomass devolatilization 
at conditions relevant to suspension fired bio-dust combustion. It provides new methods for the ex-
trapolation of sim le pyrolysis models across scales and operating co ditions. The results are readily 
implementable to commercial CFD softwares and provide potentially signficant simulation improve-
ments over the currently available models without adding additional strain to the computational re-
quirement .
 The studies of the fundamental processes are supplemented by comprehensive full-scale 
flame measurements at operating power plants firing 100 % bio-dust. The campaigns are build from 
systematic changes in the operating conditions and characterization of central flame parameter thus 
linking quantified flame responses to specific operating conditions. As such, the present work pro-
vides both improvements to the predictive tools as well as evaluation material for complex burner 
simulations. 
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